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Transonic steady- and unsteady-pressure measurement studies on a model
with a large three-dimensional wing representative of an energy-efficient
transport configuration have been conducted in the Langley Transonic Dynamics
Tunnel at Reynolds numbers of 2.2 x 106 and 4.7 x 106 based on wing average
chord. Steady-pressure measurements were taken at 252 static orifices distri-
buted over the entire wing for Mach numbers from 0.40 to 0.84. Unsteady-
pressure measurements were taken by 164 in situ dynamic-pressure gages distri-
buted over the entire wing for the wing design Mach number of 0.78. The model
configuration consisted of a sidewall-mounted half-body fuselage and semi-span
wing with an aspect ratio of 10.76, a leading-edge sweepback angle of 28.80 , and
a supercritical airfoil section. The wing was equipped with five leading-edge
and trailing-edge oscillating control surfaces. Only two trailing-edge control
surfaces were studied in the present tests, however. Test variables included
wing incidence angle, control-surface mean deflection angle, control-surface
oscillating deflection angle, and control-surface oscillation frequency. The
experimental results have been tabulated in basic-pressure-coefficient form and
are presented without analysis or discussion to expedite their availability for
the development and validation of transonic unsteady theories and for current
design studies of energy-efficient transport aircraft configurations.
INTRODUCTION
The design of active control systems for energy-efficient transports with
supercritical wings requires an understanding of both steady and unsteady tran-
sonic aerodynamics. Though much unsteady aerodynamic work is presently in
progress (refs. , and 2), the situation is still unsatisfactory. Thus, a
research program was initiated at the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) Langley Research Center to aid in understanding unsteady transonic
flow phenomena by generating a comprehensive data base of measured steady and
unsteady pressures on a three-dimensional, semispan wind-tunnel-model wing with
both leading-edge and trailing-edge oscillating control surfaces.
Initial wind-tunnel tests included the use of only two trailing-edge con-
trol surfaces for generating unsteady aerodynamics. One control surface was an
inboard control located between 10 and 24 percent semispan and the other was an
outboard control located between 59 and 79 percent semispan. The investigation
was conducted in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel with a Freon' test medium
at Mach numbers up to 0.84.
1Freon: Registered trademark of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.
The purposeof the present report is to expeditethe disseminationof
the measured unsteady-pressuredata resultsobtained in the initialwind-tunnel
investigation. The resultsare presentedin basic-pressure-coefficientform.
A completereview and analysisof the data is in progress,and a comprehensive
summaryof the resultswill be publishedat a later date.
Use of trade names or names of manufacturersin this report does not
constitutean officialendorsementof such productsor manufacturers,either
expressedor implied,by the NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration.
SYMBOLS
b semichordat y = 0.0, 0.400 m
c wing streamwiselocal chord, m
CD drag coefficient
CL lift coefficient
Cp pressurecoefficient(CP in computer-generatedtables)
M free-streamMach number
p local staticpressureat any point on wing surface, kPa
P free-streamstatic pressure,kPa
Q free-streamdynamicpressure,kPa




x/c local-chordlocation (X/C in computer-generatedtables)
x chordwiseor streamwisecoordinate,m
y spanwisecoordinate,m
z verticalcoordinate,positive up, m
oscillationfrequency, rad/sec
The followingsymbols are used in the tables.
ALPHA wing angle of attack,positive for leadingedge up, deg (_ in fig. 8)
CPL lower-surfacesteady-pressurecoefficient, _p- P>/Q
CPSTAR pressure coefficientat the criticalMach number
CPU upper-surfacesteady-pressurecoefficient, Cp - P_/Q
DCP lifting-surfacesteady-pressurecoefficient, CPL- CPU
DELTA control-surfacestatic angle about,hinge line, positive for trailing
edge down, deg
DELTA CP differencebetweenupper-surfaceand lower-surfaceunsteady-pressure
coefficients
DELTA6 inboardcontrol-surfacestatic angle about hinge line, positivefor
trailingedge down, deg
DELTA9 outboard control-surfacestatic angle about hinge line, positivefor
trailingedge down, deg








ML lower-surfacelocal Mach number










The model configurationused in this study was chosen to be representative
of an energy-efficienttransportfor two reasons. First, it was desirablethat
the measured unsteadypressureshave immediatebenefitfor the design of active
controlsystemspresentlyproposed for use on currentenergy-efficienttransport
designs. Second, it was felt that a completedata base of measuredtransonic
unsteadypressureson a three-dimensionalwing was essentialfor validating
transonicunsteadyaerodynamictheoriescurrentlybeing formulated.
A photographof the wing model mounted in the LangleyTransonicDynamics
Tunnel is shown in figure ]. The model geometricpropertiesare given in fig-
ures 2 to 4. The wing has a leading-edgesweepbackangle of 28.8°, an aspect
ratio of ]0.76, and a NASA supercriticalairfoilwith thickness-to-chordratios
of ]6, ]4, and ]2 percent at the 0.219-,0.876-,and 2.286-mwing stations. The
airfoilcontourdata are given in table ]. The airfoilsectionsat intermediate
stationsare defined by straightline interpolationalong constant-percent-chord
lines. The model is equippedwith multiple controlsurfaceswhich includefive
leading-edgesurfaceshinged about the ]5 percent chord and five trailing-edge
surfaceshinged at about 80 percentchord. Each controlsurfacecan be oscil-
lated independentlyby an electrohydraulicservo actuationsystem. The actuator
angular-displacementcapabilityis approximately±]5°. The amplituderesponse
is flat over a frequencyrange of 0 to 25 Hz. A typicalcontrol-surfacemea-
sured closed-loopfrequencyresponse is shown in figure 5.
The test includedthe use of only two trailing-edgecontrolsurfaces- one
inboardnearestthe wing root (number6) and one outboard second from the tip
(number9). (Seefig. 2.) Both the mean angle and the amplitudeof oscillation
of each controlsurfacewere set easily to the desiredvalueswith the electro-
hydraulic servo actuation system.
The semispanwing was mounted to the tunnel side wall on a controllable
drum mechanismwhich allowedthe wing angle of attack to be set to a desired
value.
INSTRUMENTATION
Steady-and unsteady-pressuredistributionswere measured on both the
upper and lower surfacesalong nine differentspanwisestations. The span-
wise stationsare designatedhereafteras chord ] to chord 9, chord ] being the
most inboardstationand chord 9 being the most outboardstation. A total of
252 static-pressureorificeswere installedon the wing. Half of the orifices
were locatedon the upper surface,and the other half were locatedon the lower
surfaceat correspondinglocationsto facilitateobtainingliftingpressuredis-
tributions. Spanwiseand chordwiselocationsfor each static-pressureorifice
are given in table 2. A total of ]64 dynamic-pressuretransducerswere
installedon the wing, also with half on the upper surfaceand half on the lower
surface at correspondinglocations. Spanwiseand chordwiselocationsfor each
dynamicpressuretransducerare given in table 3. The dynamic transducerswere
34.47-kPa (5.00-psi)differential-pressuregages. The referenceside of each
transducerwas connectedthrougha long tube to an adjacentstatic-pressure
orificeso that the dynamic-pressuregages measuredonly the unsteadyportion of
the total pressure.
The control-surfacemotion was recordedwith precisionpotentiometers
coupleddirectly to the control-surfaceshaft.
The semispan-wingmodel was mountedon a five-componentbalancewhich
was capableof measuringwing lift and drag forces along with pitch, roll,
and yaw moments.
WIND TUNNEL
This test was conductedin Freon ]2 in the LangleyTransonicDynamics
Tunnel. This facility is a slotted-throat,single-returnwind tunnel that has
a 4.88-m (]6.00-ft)square test sectionwith croppedcorners. The stagnation
pressurecan be varied from slightlyabove atmosphericpressure to near vacuum
over the Mach number range from 0 to ].2. The tunnel is of the continuous-
operationtype and is poweredby a motor-drivenfan. Both test sectionMach
number and densityare continuouslycontrollable.
DATA ACQUISITION
The data-acquisitionsystem (DAS)describedin reference3 consistsof a
Xerox Sigma 52 digitalcomputerinterfacedwith 50 DC analog amplifiers. This
digital/analogsystem is capableof processinga total of 50 000 data samples
per second. A six-positionelectronicswitchingnetworkconnectedto 40 analog
amplifiersprovides the capabilityto process250 channelsof information.
The steady pressureswere measuredby use of a scanning-valvemechanism
which consistsof six separatebarrel heads, each with 48 ports, driven by a
single mechanicalscanningdevice. Each of the six barrel heads has a separate
precisiondifferential-pressuretransducerfor measuringthe pressure. All
steady-pressuremeasurementshave been referencedto the free-streamstatic
pressure. The presentdata-reductionprocedureresultsin six simultaneous
pressuremeasurementseach time the scanningmechanismmoves to a new loca-
tion or port. With only 42 ports being used on each barreL head, a total of
252 model staticmeasurementswere made each time the scanning-valvesystem
was activated. A delay time of 0.3 sec was used to allow the pressure in the
tubes to stabilizebefore making data measurements. Data were accumulated
for 0.9 sec at a rate of 333 samplesper second to obtain a mean value. There-
fore, with stabilizedtunnel conditionsand a set model configuration,the
total time necessaryto acquire252 model static pressureswas about 50 sec.
2Xerox Sigma 5 computer: Productof Xerox Corp.
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The unsteadypressureswere measured with individualin situ miniature
differential-pressuregages mounted flush to the airfoilsurface. Each
unsteady-pressuregage was referencedto a local staticpressure in close proxi-
mity to the gage location to obtainmaximum resolutionof the gage (34.47kPa
(5.00psi) equals full scale). The presentdata-acquisitionproceduretakes
28 simultaneousunsteady-pressuremeasurementsby using 28 individualanalog
emplifiers. Each amplifierwas shared by as many as six unsteady-pressuregages
throughthe six position electronicswitchingnetwork. A total of ]64 pressure
readingswere acquiredin sequentialgroupsof 28 possiblemeasurements. (Two
of the six switchpositionsused only 26 amplifiers.) The pressuremeasure-
ments were immediatelyrecordedat a rate of ]000 samplesper second on digital
tape. The data were recordedat each switch positionfor 5, ]0, and ]5 sec for
control-surfacefrequenciesof ]5, ]0, and 5 Hz. Therefore,with stabilized
tunnel conditionsand a set model configuration,the total time necessaryto
record ]64 model unsteadypressureson all switchpositionswas about 30, 60,
and 90 sec for ]5, ]0, and 5 Hz. The test engineerhad the option of tape play-
back and data reductionduring the test run or anytimefollowingthe completedtest run.
The steady-and unsteady-pressuremeasurementsare accurateto within
±0.75 percentof full scale. This value is derivedfrcm two factors. First,
the pressure-gagenonlinearityand hysteresisfactor establishedfrom manufac-
turer's data to be 0.5 percentof full scale, and second,the DAS accuracy
factor establishedthroughregularmaintenanceprocedureto be 0.25 percent offull scale.
The lift, drag, pitch, roll, and yaw measurementswere obtainedwith a
strain-gagebalancesystem. A 0.9-secrecordof each strain-gagesignalwas
taken at a rate of 333 samples per second to obtainmean valueswhich were prop-
erly processedwith an interactiv_balanceroutineto determinethe desired
forces and moments on the semispan-wingmodel.
DYNAMIC-DATAANALYSIS
The dynamic-pressuredata were analyzedwith a Fourier transformat the
control-surfacefrequencyto obtain the fundamentalc_ponent of the pressure
(amplitudeand phase angle) relative to the control-surfacemotion. As stated
previously,28 dynamic-pressuretransducersignalswere recordedsimultaneously
at a rate of ]000 samples per second. To analyze28 channelsof data simultane-
ously, it was necessaryto limit the number of samplesper channelto ]000 sam-
ples due to the computermemory limitations. Because a ].0-seclong recordwas
consideredto be very short, a study was conductedto determineif converged
resultscould be obtained by using a lower samplingrate. This study was made
with data from a single transducerwhich was locatednear a known shock wave.
A comparisonwas made of the amplitudeand phase determinedby analyzingthe
completetime historyat ]000 samplesper second with the amplitudeand phase
determinedby analyzingthe data at lower sample rates. This comparisondemon-
stratedthat a much lower sample rate gave acceptableresults. Therefore,
between70 and 80 completecycles of oscillationwere analyzed,dependingon thefrequencyof the data.
All unsteady-pressureresultspresentedherein were analyzedat sample
rates of 7], ]25, and 200 samplesper second for the 5-, ]0-, and ]5-Hz data.
This correspondsto record lengthsof ]4, 8, and 5 secondsper channel.
PRESENTATION OF DATA
Steady-PressureMeasurements
A sumary of the static-pressuretest conditionsis presentedin table 4
for convenienceof identifyingand locatinga desiredset of static-pressure
data. Pressure-measurementconditionsare presentedat severalMach numbers
from 0.40 to 0.82 and Reynoldsnumbers (basedon the wing averagechord) of
2.2 x ]06 and 4.7 × ]06. At the given test conditions,the model configuration
variationsincludedanglesof attack from 4.00° to -3.00° and control-surface
deflectionangles from -6.0° to ]2.0° for control-surfacenumber 6 and from
-9.0° to 9.0° for control-surfacenumber 9. The steady-pressuremeasurements
are given in coefficientform in table 5. Each test configurationis identified
by a point number which is locatedin the first columnof table 4 and in the
upper lefthandcorner of each page of table 5. Given in table 5 for each test
configurationare the local-chordlocation X/C, the upper-surfacesteady-
pressure coefficent CPU, the lower-surfacesteady-pressurecoefficient CPL,
the difference (lifting-surfacesteady-pressurecoefficient) DCP, the upper-
surface local Mach number MU, and the lower-surfacelocal Mach number ML for
each of the nine differentchord locationsat which the model pressuremeasure-
ments were taken.
Also includedin table 5 are measured valuesof the wing lift, drag, pitch,
roll, and yaw coefficientsobtainedfrom balancemeasurementsfor selected test
configurationsof interest. These force and moment coefficientsare located in
the lower righthandsectionof the page.
Some basic aerodynamiccharacteristicsare presentedin figures 6, 7, and 8
for a quick evaluationof the supercritical-wingconfigurationused in the pres-
ent pressure-measurementinvestigation. Figure 6 shows the variationof drag
coefficientwith lift coefficientas a functionof Mach number for two different
Reynolds numbers. Figure 7 shows the variationof drag coefficientwith Mach
number for a constantlift coefficientof 0.54. Figure 8 illustratesthe steady
chordwisepressure distributionsat four differentchord locationsalong the
wing span.
Unsteady-PressureMeasurements
A summaryof the dynamic-pressuretest conditionsis presentedin table 6
for convenienceof identifyingand locatinga desiredset of unsteady-pressure
data. Wing-pressure-measurementconditionsat a singleMach number of 0.78 are
presentedfor two Reynoldsnumbersbased on the wing averge chord equal to
2.2 × ]06 and 4.7 x ]0 . At these conditions,the model-parametervariations
includedangles of attackof 0° and 2.05° for R = 2.2 x ]06 and anglesof
attackof 0° and 2.47° for R = 4.7 × ]06. At each angle of attack,the two
control surfaceswere tested independentlyfor three differentmean deflection
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angles (0°, 3°, and 6° for control-surfacenumber 6 and -3°, 0°, and 3° for
control-surfacenumber 9) at three differentamplitudesof oscillation(±2°,
±4°, and ±6°) and three differentfrequenciesof oscillation(5, ]0, and ]5 Hz).
b_
The reducedfrequencyparameter m covers a range from roughly 0.] to 0.3V
for the test conditions. The unsteady-pressuremeasurementsare given in
table 7 in the form of magnitudeand phase angle. All phase-anglevalues
are referencedto the control-surfacemotion and the magnitudesare given
in pressure-coefficientform. Presentedin table 7 for each dynamic-pressure
transducerare the local-chordlocation X/C, the magnitudeand phase components
for the upper-surfaceunsteady-pressurecoefficient UPPER CP, the lower-surface
unsteady-pressurecoefficient LOWER CP, and the difference (lifting-surface
unsteady-pressurecoefficient)-DELTA CP for each of the nine differentchord
locationsalong the wing span at which the model pressuremeasurementswere
taken.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Transonicsteady-and unsteady-pressureresultsfrom the initialtests
conductedin the LangleyTransonicDynamics Tunnel at two Reynoldsnumbers
on a supercritical-wingmodel with an aspect ratio of ]0.76 and with oscillat-
ing control surfaceshave been presented. Early releaseof these experimental
results is intendedto help analysts in the developmentand validationof
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Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower
surface surface surface surface surface surface
0.0 -0.017456 -0.017456 0.33 0.053644 -0.065624 0.68 0.053964 -0.024752
.002 -.007712 -.025240 .34 .054116 -.065392 .69 .053396 -.022584
.005 -.002664 -.030528 .35 .054644 -.065144 .70 .052744 -.020324
.01 .003280 -.035388 .36 .055092 -.065812 .71 .052096 -.018060
.02 .008744 -.041160 .37 .055520 -.064464 .72 .051432 -.015796
.03 .013252 -.044924 .38 .055868 -.064116 .73 .050684 -.013532
.04 .016772 -.047824 .39 .056216 -.063684 .74 .049936 -.011268
.05 .019712 -.050116 .40 .056544 -.063236 .75 .049156 -.009004
.06 .022340 -.052088 .41 .056792 -.062704 .76 .048224 -.006740
.07 .024680 -.053764 .42 .057044 -.062236 .77 .047344 -.004576
.08 .026812 -.055232 .43 .057292 -.061624 .78 .046300 -.002412
.09 .028756 -.056504 .44 .057516 -.060972 .79 .045252 -.000452
.lO .030600 -.057664 .45 .057668 -.060324 .80 .044192 .001508
.ll .032324 -.058724 .46 .057816 -.059508 .81 .043048 .003364
.12 .033864 -.059684 .47 .057944 -.058660 .82 .041876 .005016
.13 .035316 -.060548 .48 .058016 -.057808 .83 .040532 .006676
.14 .036756 -.061312 .49 .058146 -.056872 .84 .039192 .008124
.15 .038092 -.061976 .50 .058168 -.055924 .85 .037836 .009472
.16 .039344 -.062624 .51 .058140 -.054804 .86 .036384 .010512
.17 .040576 -.063188 .52 .058168 -.053652 .87 .034844 .011460
•18 .041732 -.063656 .53 .058116 -.052412 .88 .033284 .012096
•19 .042864 -.064104 .54 .058064 -.051076 .89 .031544 .012640
.20 .043896 -.064472 .55 .057992 -.049636 .90 .029808 .012980
.21 .044848 -.064824 .56 .057844 -.048180 .91 .028052 .013016
.22 .045796 -.065172 .57 .057692 -.046552 .92 .026116 .012856
.23 .046728 -.065440 .58 .057520 -.044896 .93 .024176 .012392
.24 .047580 -.065612 .59 .057272 -.043152 .94 .022136 .011632
.25 .048428 -.065760 .60 .057020 -.041308 .95
.26 .049260 -.065912 .61 .056768 -.039448 .96
.27 .049988 -.065980 .62 .056500 -.037500 .97 .015528 .007672
.28 .050660 -.066032 .63 .056148 -.035448 .98 .013000 .005828
.29 .051368 -.066000 .64 .055780 -.033388 .99 .010276 .003592
•30 .051936 -.065952 .65 .055348 -.031324 1.00 .007456 .001064
•31 .052568 -.065904 .66 .054960 -.029172
.32 .053116 -.065772 .67 .054432 -.027008
TABLE ].- Continued




Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower
surface surface surface surf_ surface surface
0.0 -0.004363 -0.004363 0.33 0.067929 -0.070967 0.68 0.057312 -0.033371
.002 .006623 -.014660 .34 .068216 -.070985 .69 .056300 -.031080
.005 .012552 -.020550 .35 .068497 -.070997 .70 .055282 -.028787
.01 .018367 -.026352 .36 .068685 -.070916 .71 .054170 -.026497
.02 .025639 -.033503 .37 .068866 -.070829 .72 .053054 -.024204
.03 .030611 -.038257 .38 .068953 -.070648 .73 .051844 -.021913
.04 .034390 -.041987 .39 .069039 -.070460 .74 .050627 -.019621
.05 .037569 -.044918 .40 .069120 -.070179 .75 .049311 -.017330
.06 .040250 -.047536 .41 .069108 -.069890 .76 .047900 -.015038
.07 .042634 -.049759 .42 .069095 -.069604 .77 .046485 -.012847
.08 .044812 -.051679 .43 .069082 -.069222 .78 .044970 -.010755
.09 .046698 -.053493 .44 .069063 -.068739 .79 .043359 -.008765
.i0 .048484 -.055112 .45 .80 .041744 -.006874
.ii .050307 -.056627 .46 .068832 -.067669 .81 .040035 -.005185
.12 -.057947 .47 .068619 -.066987 .82 .038321 -.003596
.13 .053031 -.059259 .48 .068405 -.066299 .83 .036507 -.002108
.14 .054315 -.060475 .49 .068194 -.065516 .84 .034598 -.000820
.15 .055503 -.061496 .50 .067974 -.064633 .85 .032685 .000265
.16 .056687 -_062508 .51 .067662 -.063650 .86 .030677 .001152
.17 .057768 -.063425 .52 .067349 -.062568 .87 .028664 .001838
.18 .058757 -.064336 .53 .067030 -.061385 .88 .026552 .002321
.19 .059740 -.065153 .54 .066618 -.060100 .89 .024342 .002606
.20 .060627 -.065871 .55 .066199 -.058716 .90 .022033 .002692
.21 .061510 -.066584 .56 .065687 -.057231 .91 .019725 .002475
.22 .062291 -.067200 .57 .065174 -.055646 .92 .017314 .002060
.23 .062979 -.067813 .58 .064662 -.053961 .93 .014807 .001345
.24 .063666 -.068332 .59 .064143 -.052175 .94 .012199 .000330
.25 .064349 -.068844 .60 .063530 -.050287 .q5 .009591 -.000985
.26 .064936 -.069262 .61 .062919 -.048398 .96
.27 .065516 -.069735 .62 .062300 -.046410 .97 .004078 -.004510
.28 .066005 -.069992 .63 .061582 -.044323 .98 .001171 -.006720
.29 .066485 -.070306 .64 .060770 -.042231 .99 -.001932 -.009328
.30 .066874 -.070522 .65 .059959 -.040044 1.O0 -.005137 -.012134
.31 .067261 -.070736 .66 .059140 -.037852






x/c - x/c x/c
Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower
surface surface surface surface surface surface
0.0 -0.001656 -0.001656 0.33 0.065543 -0.092656 0.68 0.021513 -0.058216
.002 .011844 -.015157 .34 .064993 -.092656 .69 .019684 -.056546
•005 .018344 -.021657 .35 .064393 -.092606 .70 .017833 -.054896
•O1 .025844 -.029157 .36 .063743 -.092506 .71 .015973 -.053286
.02 .034843 -.038156 .37 .063043 -.0q2376 .72 .014084 -.051716
.03 .040343 -.045156 .38 .062294 -.092226 .73 .012174 -.050217
.04 .044843 -.050657 .39 .061494 -.092046 .74 .010244 -.048766
.05 .048344 -.055156 .40 .060644 -.091846 .75 .008294 -.047367
.06 .051344 -.059157 .41 .059743 -.091596 .76 .006324 -.046066
.07 .054043 -.062656 .42 .058793 -.091296 .77 .004344 -.044837
.08 .056343 -.065756 .43 .057824 -.090896 .78 .002343 -.043686
.09 .058344 -.068556 .44 .056823 -.090456 .79 .000344 -.042637
.lO .060043 -.071056 .45 .055744 -.089906 .80 -.001656 -.041687
.ll .061443 -.073256 .46 .054644 -.089256 .81 -.003657 -.040836
.12 .062643 -.075356 .47 .053493 -.088506 .82 -.005656 -.040086
.13 .063643 -.077257 .48 .052323 -.087706 .83 -.007657 -.039436
.14 .064543 -.079056 .49 .051124 -.086806 .84 -.009656 -.038907
.15 .065343 -.080756 .50 .049844 -.085806 .85 -.011656 -.038476
.16 .066043 -.082356 .51 .048543 -.084706 .86 -.013657 -.038156
.17 .066643 -.083756 .52 .047223 -.083506 .87 -.015656 -.037956
.18 .067143 -.085057 .53 .045873 -.082256 .88 -.017657 -.037797
.19 .067543 -.086256 .54 .044473 -.080957 .89 -.019656 -.037846
.20 .067843 -.087356 .55 .043043 -.079556 .90 -.021656 -.037996
.21 .068044 -.088256 .56 .041564 -.078106 .91 -.023657 -.038247
.22 .068194 -.089056 .57 .040064 -.076606 .92 -.025656 -.038647
.23 .068243 -.089756 .58 .038543 -.075057 .93 -.027657 -.039197
.24 .068243 -.090356 .59 .036984 -.073456 .94 -.029656 -.039896
.25 .068143 -.090856 .60 .035383 -.071826 .95
.26 .067993 -.091256 .61 .033743 -.070166 .96
.27 .067794 -.091606 .62 .032063 -.068467 .97 -.035656 -.043007
.28 .067543 -.091907 .63 .030363 -.066756 .98 -.037657 -.044416
.29 .067244 -.092156 .64 .028643 -.065036 .99 -.039656 -.046007
.30 .066893 -.092356 .65 .026893 -.063316 1.00 -.041656 -.047706
.31 .066493 -.092506 .66 .025123 -.061606




TABLE 2.- STATIC-PRESSURE-ORIFICE LOCATIONS
Chord I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Span station,cm 43.155 52.197 57.277 76.022 117.221 162.941 179.070 184.150 209.931
Fractionof span 0.1888 0.2283 0.2506 0.3326 0.5128 0.7128 0.7833 0.8056 0.9183
Local chord,cn 61.570 57.683 55.524 47.498 37.617 29.997 27.305 26.467 22.174
x/c Local chordwiselocation,cm
0.01 0.6]5 0.376 0.230
.03 ].847 ].]28 .899
.05 3.078 2.883 2.776 2.375 1.880 1.499 1.364 1.323 1.107
.07 4.310 2.634 2.10]
.12 7.389 6.922 6.662 5.700 4.154 3.599 3.277 3.175 2.662
.20 12.314 ]1.537 11.105 9.500 7.523 5.999 5.461 5.293 4.435
.30 ]8.471 ]7.305 ]6.657 ]4.249 11.285 8.999 8.192 7.940 6.652
.35 21.549 20.190 ]9.434 16.624 13.167 ]0.500 9.555 9.263 7.762
.45 27.706 25.959 24.986 21.374 ]6.927 ]3.498 ]2.286 11.910 9.977
.50 30.785 28.842 27.762 23.749 18.809 ]4.999 13.653 ]3.233 11.087
.60 36.492 34.6]0 33.315 28.499 22.570 ]7.998 ]6.383 ]5.880 13.305
.70 43.099 40.378 38.867 33.249 26.332 20.998 19.114 18.527 15.522
.75 46.177 43.264 41.643 35.624 28.214 22.499 20.480 ]9.850 ]6.629
.85 52.334 49.030 47.196 40.373 3].976 25.497 23.308 22.497 ]8.847
.90 55.413 51.915 49.972 42.748 33.856 26.998 24.575 23.820 19.957
.95 58.491 54.798 52.748 45.123 35.735 28.496 25.938 25.143 21.064
TABLE 3.- DYNAMIC-PRESSURE-TRANSDUCER LOCATIONS
Chord ] 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Span station,cm 4].859 53.467 56.007 74.752 ]]5.95] ]6].67] ]80.340 ]82.880 208.66]
Fractionof span .]83] .2339 .2450 .3270 .5072 .7072 .7889 .8000 .9128
Local chord,am 62.]03 57.]50 56.058 48.057 37.82] 30.20] 27.]02 26.670 22.377
x/c Local chordwiselocation,cm
0.05 3.]04 2.858 2.804 2.403 ].890 ].5]] ].354 ].334 ].]20
.]2 7.452 6.858 6.726 5.766 4.539 3.625 3.25] 3.200 2.685
.20 ]2.42] ]].430 ]].2]] 9.6]] 7.564 6.040 5.420 5.334 4.475
.30 ]8.63] 9.060
.35 2].735 20.003 ]6.820 ]3.238 ]0.569 9.484 7.83]
•45 27.945 ]3.589
.50 3].052 ]5.]00
.60 37.262 34.290 28.834 22.692 ]8.]20 ]6.26] ]3.426
•70 43.472 2].]40
.75 46.576 42.863 42.045 36.043 28.364 22.649 20.325 20.003 ]6.784
.85 52.786 48.578 47.650 40.848 32.]46 25.669 23.035 22.670 ]9.020
.90 55.893 5].435 50.452 27.]8] 24.392 24.003
.95 58.997 54.293 53.254 45.654 35.928 28.689 25.745 25.337 2].260
tm
TABLE 4.- SUMMARY OF STEADY-PRESSURE TEST PROGRAM
Point Mach Reynolds ALPHA, Comments
number number n_nber deg
]93 0.82 2.2 x ]06 0 Balance data
]94 .82 2.43
]95 .80 0 Balance data
]96 .80 2.25
]97 .80 2.25
i]98 .78 0 Balancedata
]99 2.58
200 4.00 Balancedata
20] 3.00 Balance data
202 2.00 Balance data





2]] .75 0 Balance data
212 .75 2.38
213 .70 0 Balance data
214 .70 2.66
215 .60 0 Balance data
216 .60 2.92
218 .40 0 Balance data
219 .40 i 3.83
TABLE 4.- Continued
Point Mach Reynolds ALPHA, Comments
number number number deg
226 0.82 4.7 × ]06 0 Balance data
227 .82 2.2]






232 2.00 Balance data
232 ].00 Balancedata




234 .75 0 Balance data
235 .75 2.75
237 .70 0 Balance data
238 .70 3.08
239 .60 0 Balance data
24] .60 3.42
242 .40 0 Balance data
243 .4o , 4.oo
TABLE 4.- Continued
Point Mach Reynolds ALPHA, Comments
number number nLmlber deg
247 0.78 2.2 x ]06 0 Repeat of point ]98







265 0 DELTA6 = 00;
OSCILLATINGDELTA6 = ±2° at 5 Hz
266 0 DELTA6 = 0°;
OSCILLATINGDELTA6 = ±2° at 5 Hz
272 0 DELTA6 = 00;
OSCILLATINGDELTA6 = ±6° at ]0 Hz
273 0 DELTA6 = 0o;
OSCILLATINGDELTA6 = ±6° at ]0 Hz
274 0 DELTA6 = 3.0°
286 0 DELTA6 = 3.0o;
OSCILLATINGDELTA6 = ±6° at 10 Hz
288 0 DELTA6 = 6.0°
292 0 DELTA6 = 6.0o;
OSCILLATINGDELTA6 = ±6° at 10 Hz
403 i 0 DELTA9 = -3.0°
405 0 DELTA9 = 3.0°
409 2.05 DELTA6 = 00; balancedata
410 2.05 DELTA6 = ]2.0°; balancedata
4]] 2.05 DELTA6 = ]0.0°; balancedata
412 2.05 DELTA6 = 8.0o; balancedata
413 2.05 DELTA6 = 6.0o; balance data
414 _ I 2.05 DELTA6 = 4.0o; balance data
TABLE 4.- Concluded
Point Mach Reynolds ALPHA, Comments
number number number deg
415 0.78 2.2 x ]06 2.05 DELTA6 = 2.0o; balance data
416 DELTA6 = 0o; balancedata
417 DELTA6 = -2.0o; balance datai
418 DELTA6 = -4.0o; balancedata
419 DELTA6 = -6.0o; balancedata
420 DELTA9 = 0o; balancedata
42] DELTA9 = 9.00; balance data
422 DELTA9 = 6.00; balancedata
423 DELTA9 = 4.0o; balancedata
425 DELTA9 = 2.00; balancedata
426 DELTA9 = 0o; balance data
429 DELTA9 = -2.00; balancedata
430 DELTA9 = -4.00; balance data
43] DELTA9 = -6.00; balancedata
432 _, DELTA9 = -9.00; balance data
522 4.7 x ]06 2.47 Balance data
543 I DELTA6 = 3.00; balancedata
55] I r DELTA6 = 6.0°;_balancedata
576 DELTA9 = 3.0o; balance data
586 1 I DELTA9 = -3.0o; balancedata
TABLE 5.- MEASUREDSTEADY-PRESSUREDATA
POINT NUMBER 193 MACH = ,817 RN = 2*226o10E6 H = 15,633 KPA ALPHA • ,001 DEG CPSTAR • -e432
0 = 4.088 KPA _AHHA • 1.133 P = 10.787 KPA DELTA6 = ",378 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ffL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML
CHORD I ,01 ,170 ,298 1128 ,744 ,687" CHORD 6 ,01 ",022 ,099 ,121 .826 ,775
• 03 -.355 ,967 .03 -.479 ".199 =280 1.020 m902
• 05 °,59_ =*079 ,516 1.070 .851 *05 "o505 "*352 .153 1.031 +965
• 07 "1659 "+3_3 ,316 1.098 +962 .07 -,629 ",399 .230 1.085 +986
,12 =.740 =,484 .255 1.134 1+022 .12 -.631 "1410 .221 1*086 +991
.20 -,718 -.617 .101 1.124 1.080 .20 -,739 -.396 .343 1,133 1985
+30 -.708 =.5_3 .165 1.120 1,048 ,30 -,710 ".412 ,298 1.120 +991
,35 "1692 =.532 ,160 1.113 1,043 .35 ",708 -.424 .284 1.120 .997
.45 -1700 -.534 .166 1.116 1.044 .45 -.684 -.392 °292 1.109 .983
• 50 "*673 =*486 ,188 1.104 1+023 .50 -*666 -.341 .325 1.101 .961
.60 -.493 -.137 .356 1.026 ,875 .60 ",615 -.071 .544 1.079 ,847
,70 "*343 .115 ,458 ,962 ,768 *70 ".562 .179 .741 1.056 +740
• 75 ",271 .205 *%76 .932 +728 .75 -o464 .226 ,690 1.014 .719
• 85 *336 1670 .85 -.276 .934
• 90 ,370 *654 *90 ",15% ,322 ,476 ,882 p676
• 95 ".004 *354 .358 ,819 .661 ,95 ,010 ,361 .350 .813 ,658
CHORD 2 ,05 -+592 =.304 .287 1.069 1946 CHORD 7 .05 -.627 -,396 .231 1.084 *985
.12 -*770 -+492 ,278 1,147 1,026 .12 =,589 -,414 ,175 1.068 ,992
.20 -.804 -+673 ,131 1,162 1+104 ,20 -,654 -,446 .208 1.096 11008
• 30 -.749 -,598 ,150 1,138 1,072 ,30 -.669 ".421 .248 1.103 *996
• 35 =.734 ",544 .189 1,131 1+048 .35 "°678 "°%03 .275 1.106 ,988
• 45 "*749 =*541 ,207 1,138 1+0_7 .45 -.671 -,391 .280 1,103 +983
• 50 -*708 =,479 1229 1,120 1+020 .50 -.656 -.343 .312 1,096 +962
• 60 -*50% ",130 .374 1,031 +872 ,60 -,575 ",113 ,462 1.061 *865
• 70 =*366 .121 *487 ,972 ,765 ,70 =,485 ,126 .610 1.023 *763
• 75 =*273 ,193 ._66 ,933 *734 .75 -.371 .213 ,583 .97% +725
•85 J+1_4 .3%5 .489 .878 *665 .85 ".223 .912
.90 ".075 .%04 .479 .869 .638 .90 ".121 .386 .507 .869 1647
,95 +002 .402 *%00 =816 +639 ,95 ".018 .825
CHORD 3 *05 ",580 ".281 .299 1.064 ,936 CHORD 8 .05 =,554 ",361 ,153 1.058 .970
.12 -,801 =1520 .281 1,161 1+038 .12 o1562 =,389 .173 1.056 *982
• 20 =*810 -*658 .152 1,t65 1+098 .20 =,607 -.430 .176 1.075 *999
• 30 =,777 ".593 ,184 1.150 1,069 .30 -,655 -,€21 .233 1.096 +995
135 -*746 -*561 ,185 1,137 1,056 .35 -,663 -.402 1261 1.100 +987
+45 -*748 -.582 ,166 1,137 11065 ,45 -,669 -.400 *269 1.103 1987
,50 =o743 •,482 +261 1,135 11021 ,50 -,624 -,362 .262 1,083 ,971
.60 -,535 -,125 ._10 1,0_4 1870 ,60 -,539 -,13_ ,_05 1.046 .87%
=70 "1376 *132 .507 ,976 +760 ,70 ",422 ,124 ,545 ,996 1764
• 75 "*278 +213 ,%92 *935 .725 .75 =.323 .212 .535 .954 *725
.85 "+134 .352 +486 *874 ,662 .85 ".265 .295 .560 .929 .688
.90 =+121 ,389 +511 .869 ,645 .90 =.124 .301 .424 .870 1686
•B 1007 .#05 .398 .814 ,638 .95 ",005 .351 .356 .819 ,663
CHORD % ,05 "1607 =,383 .224 1.075 ,979 CHORD 9 =05 "*567 ",401 ,166 1.058 +987
+12 ",738 =.538 *200 1,133 I,045 o12 "*569 ".410 .159 1.059 1991
• 20 -=788 =.586 .202 1.155 1.066 .20 ".521 ".491 ,031 1.038 1.025
130 "+790 =.588 .202 1,156 1.067 .30 ".572 -.418 ,154 1.060 +994
.35 "1783 ",559 .224 1.153 1,055 .35 -,542 ".417 ,125 1,047 ,994
.45 ".750 =*574 .177 1,138 1,061 .45 ".512 ".371 .141 1.034 +974
+50 ",505 11031 ,50 ",495 ".336 .160 1,027 +959
.60 =,427 =.171 ,257 ,998 1890 °60 ==467 "=097 ,370 1,015 +858
+70 "*476 ,144 +620 1,019 *755 °70 =.460 .147 *606 1*012 ,754
.75 ",%02 *247 .649 ,988 ,710 .75 ".334 ,227 ,561 .959 ,719
,85 ",220 .370 ,589 ,910 +654 .85 ",209 .308 .517 .906 *682
190 "+131 *_2% 1554 ,873 *629 ,90 -,096 .349 ,%_5 .B58 *66%
.95 =.007 =426 *433 *820 *628 .95 *033 *803
CHORD 5 +01 ,156 *241 .085 750 .712
.03 -*513 ".232 .281 1 035 ,916
• 05 ",631 -,424 .207 1 086 1997
• 07 "*606 =*446 .160 I 075 1e006
112 -,652 "*486 ,166 I 095 I+023 B A L i N C E D A T A
• 20 "+7%6 "1509 .237 I 137 11033
• 30 ",753 =+514 .239 I 139 1,035 HACH • *819 g • 4,083 KPA ALPHA = +000 DEG
• 35 "*767 ".515 .252 1.146 1+036
145 -.791 -,440 ,351 1,157 1,003 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT +324
• 50 -,775 -*393 ,382 1.150 ,983 URAO .007
,60 -.721 ".102 =618 1,125 ,861 PITCH "1,982
• 70 -,589 ,166 .755 1.068 +745 ROLL -1.598
175 "1431 *233 ,664 1.000 *716 YA_ .037
• 85 -,233 ,312 .5%5 .916 +681
• 90 =*087 .354 *_42 ,854 +661
• 95 *037 *390 .352 .801 *645
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 194 MACH - .819 RN - 2,226_10E6 H - 15,704 KPA ALRHA - 2,425 DEG CPSTAR • "1429
0 • 4,112 KPA GAMMA - 1.133 p m 10.838 KPA DELTA6 - ".582 DEQ
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD 1 .01 ".080 .498 .578 .852 .59& CHORD 6 .01 ".452 .481 .933 1.010 '603
.03 -.637 1.090 .03 -.901 .221 1.122 1.208 .728
.05 -.932 .159 1.090 1.222 .750 .05 -1.030 .05, 1.08, 1.269 .795
• 07 -.939 -.113 .826 1.226 .866 .07 -1.103 -.053 1.051 1.305 .841
• 12 "1.047 ".259 .788 1.277 .928 .12 "1.088 -.I08 .980 1.297 '864
• 20 -.982 ".387 .595 1.2,6 .982 .20 "1.114 -.151 .963 1.310 .882
.30 -.953 ".370 .583 1.232 .975 .30 -1.106 -.235 .871 1.306 1918
• 35 -.928 -.370 .557 1.221 .975 .35 -1.117 -.255 .862 1.311 .926
.45 ".925 ".416 .509 1.219 .994 .45 "1.150 -.266 .88, 1.328 .931
.50 ".920 ".371 .550 1.217 1975 .50 "1.133 ".244 .888 1.319 .982
.60 ".757 -.086 .670 1.143 1855 .60 "1.069 ".056 1.013 1.288 .842
•70 -.378 .161 .538 .978 .749 .70 -.726 .204 .930 1.129 .730
•75 -.294 .251 .545 .943 .709 .75 -.432 .281 .714 1.002 .695
.85 ,376 .652 .85 -.161 .887
•90 .'04 .639 .90 ".091 .'02 ..93 .857 .640
.95 ".025 .377 .402 .829 .652 .95 .001 .418 .417 .818 .633
CHORD 2 .05 -.918 ".036 .882 1.216 .833 CHORD 7 .05 "1.113 ".003 1.110 1.309 .820
.12 -1.079 -.268 .811 1.293 .932 .12 -1.114 -.125 .989 1.310 .871
.20 -1.077 o.410 ,667 1.292 .992 .20 -1.104 -.183 .921 1.305 .896
.30 "1.050 -.407 ,643 1.279 .991 ,30 "1.118 -.236 .882 1.312 .918
.35 -1.004 -.404 .601 1.257 989 .35 -1.098 -.247 .851 1.302 .923
• 45 -.973 -.,01 .572 1.242 988 .,5 "1.143 -.284 .859 1.324 .938
• 50 ".960 ".381 .579 1.236 980 .50 "1.180 -.268 .912 1.343 .932
.60 -.850 -.079 .771 1.185 852 .60 -.908 -.078 .831 1.212 _851
• 70 -.374 .169 .542 .977 745 .70 _.432 .147 .579 1.001 .754
.75 -.276 .263 .539 .935 703 .75 -.3'5 .238 .583 .965 .715
.85 -.148 .403 .551 .881 639 .85 -.183 .896
.90 -.081 .440 .521 .853 622 .90 -.112 .407 .520 .866 _637
.95 ".011 .422 .432 .823 .631 .95 -.047 .838
CHORD 3 .05 -.916 -.015 .901 1.215 824 CHORD 8 .05 -1.006 .044 1.050 1.257 .799
.12 "1.100 ".270 .830 1.303 933 .12 "I.086 ".09, .992 1.296 .858
•20 -1.119 -.,02 .716 1.312 989 .20 -1.091 -.182 .909 1.298 .895
.30 -1.072 -.385 .688 1.289 981 .30 -1.137 -.231 .906 1.321 .918
• 35 -1.053 ".391 .662 1.280 984 .35 "1.13, ".236 .898 1.320 e918
•45 -.996 -.416 .580 1.253 995 .45 -I.135 -.259 ,876 1.320 1928
•50 -.988 ".371 .617 1.2,9 1976 .50 "I.1,7 -.252 .895 1.326 .925
.60 -.918 -.081 .838 1.216 .852 .60 ".782 -.067 .715 1.154 .847
,70 ",355 ,178 ,533 ,969 ,741 ,70 ",380 .153 .533 .979 ,752
.75 ".262 .266 .527 .929 .702 .75 -.297 .247 .544 .94, .711
.85 ".140 .408 .549 .878 .637 .85 ".179 .370 .569 .894 0655
.90 ".114 .439 .553 .867 .622 .90 -.099 .406 .505 .860 1638
.95 ".0O* .44, .4,9 .820 .620 .95 -.037 .4OO .,37 .834 .641
CHORD 4 .05 -.959 ",103 .856 1,235 .862 CHORD 9 .05 -1.108 .005 1.112 1,307 ,816
.12 -1.063 -.293 .771 1.285 .9,2 .12 -1.105 -.108 .997 1.305 .86,
.20 "I.096 ".355 .742 1.301 .969 .20 "1.103 ".216 .887 1.304 '910
.30 -1.128 -.385 .742 1.317 .982 .30 -1.106 -.2,5 .861 1.306 .928
,35 -1,118 -,388 ,731 1,312 ,983 ,35 -1.116 -,251 ,865 1,311 t925
• 45 -1.117 -.418 .699 1.311 .996 .45 "I.1,3 -.265 .878 1.324 .931
•50 -.'02 .989 .50 -.984 -.258 .727 1o247 .927
.60 ".758 _.130 .628 1.143 .873 .60 ".371 ".066 .305 .976 '846
•70 -.613 .176 .789 1.079 .742 .70 ".295 .169 .464 .943 .745
.75 -.281 .284 .56, .937 .694 °75 -.2,5 .258 .503 ,922 ,705
.85 ".199 .'15 .614 .903 .63, .85 ".173 .352 .525 .891 '663
.90 ".113 .457 .570 ,866 .614 .90 -.092 .393 .485 .857 .644
.95 .DO1 .456 .455 .818 .614 .95 .01, .812
CHORD 5 ,01 -,140 ,506 ,646 ,877 ,590
.03 -.968 .129 1.097 1.240 .763
05 --1986 ".05a 19_4 1 E*8 18*0
07 -1,013 -,094 ,920 1 261 ,858
12 -1,086 -,209 ,877 1 296 ,907
20 "1.099 ".256 .843 1 302 .927
30 -I.099 -.308 .791 1 303 .949
35 "I.098 ".318 .780 1 302 .953
45 -1,121 ",336 ,784 1 313 ,961
50 -1,143 ",316 ,827 1 324 .952
.60 -1.118 -.084 1,035 1.312 .854
.70 -.588 .172 .760 1.069 .744
•75 -.398 .261 .660 .987 .704
•85 -.195 .36, .559 .901 .658
•90 -.105 .,02 .507 .863 ,640
•95 ".027 .405 .432 .830 .639
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUHBER 195 HACH = ,806 RN . 2*212o10[6 H - 15,674 KPA ALPHA - -,001 0£G CPSTAR - -,468
Q " 4,022 KPA GAMMA- 1,133 P 1 1019_0 KPA DELTA6 = "'579 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD I ,01 ,140 ,332 ,1_2 ,7_6 ,662 CHORD 6 ,01 _,050 ,110 ,160 ,826 ,759
•03 -,379 ,963 ,03 -,507 ",192 ,315 1,016 ,885
• 05 -,636 -,060 ,576 1,071 ,830 ,05 -,550 -,333 ,217 1,035 ,94_
• 07 -,695 ",332 ,363 1,096 ,943 ,07 -,650 -,416 ,233 1,077 ,979
•12 -,777 ",_51 ,326 1,132 ,993 ,12 -,666 -,409 ,257 1,083 ,975
•20 -,745 -,580 ,165 1,118 1,047 ,20 -,693 -,_05 ,287 1,095 ,97_
,30 -,715 o,501 ,214 1,105 1,014 ,30 -,676 -,_05 ,271 1,088 ,874
•35 -,684 -,482 ,213 1,096 1,006 ,35 -,661 -,407 ,a54 1,081 ,97_
,45 -,681 -,478 ,Z03 1,090 1,004 ,45 -,667 -,387 ,281 1,084 ,966
,50 -,618 ",431 ,188 1,063 ,984 .50 -,654 -,336 ,318 1.079 ,945
,60 -,503 -,109 ,394 1,015 ,851 ,60 -.608 -,084 ,524 1,059 ,841
,70 -,357 ,142 ,499 ,954 ,745 ,70 -,549 ,171 ,720 1,034 ,733
,75 -,283 ,23& ,517 ,923 1705 ,75 -,_61 ,230 ,691 ,997 ,707
,85 ,362 ,648 ,85 ".291 .926
,90 ,396 ,633 ,90 -,171 ,325 ,495 ,877 ,665
•95 -,026 ,377 ,_03 ,816 ,641 ,95 -,005 ,361 ,366 ,808 ,649
CHORD2 ,05 ",637 ",276 .361 1,071 ,920 CHORD7 ,05 -,638 ",371 .267 1,072 ,959
,12 -,787 ",461 ,326 1,136 ,997 ,12 -,602 -,395 ,207 1,057 ,970
,20 -,784 -,611 173 1,134 1,060 ,20 -,579 -,411 ,168 1,047 ,976
•30 -,739 -,517 222 1,115 1,021 ,30 -,641 -,398 ,244 1,073 ,971
• 35 -.711 °,495 216 1,103 1,011 .35 -,633 -,379 ,253 1,070 ,963
,45 -,684 -,493 190 1,091 1,011 .45 -.612 -,378 ,234 1,061 ,963
,50 -,592 -,424 168 1,052 ,982 ,50 -,586 -,352 ,234 1,050 ,952
,60 -.509 -.I03 406 1,017 .848 .60 -,558 ".123 ,435 1.038 .857
•70 -,376 .148 524 ,962 .742 ,70 -.471 ,117 .589 1,001 ,756
.75 -,289 .229 518 .925 .707 .75 -.376 ,202 .578 .962 .719
,85 o,165 ,372 538 ,874 ,643 ,85 -.236 ,903
,90 -,098 ,426 525 ,846 ,619 ,90 -.135 ,372 ,507 ,862 ,643
,95 -,025 ,423 ,448 ,816 ,620 *$5 -,029 ,817
CHORD3 ,05 -.628 ".280 ,348 1,068 ,922 CHORD8 .05 -,588 -,346 .243 1.051 ,949
• 12 -,806 -.480 .326 1.144 1.005 .12 -.597 -.376 .221 1.054 ,962
• 20 -,796 ".588 ,208 1,140 1,051 ,20 -,582 -,409 ,173 1,048 *976
• 30 -,732 ",529 ,203 1.112 1,026 ,30 -,593 ",407 ,186 1,053 *975
,35 -,719 ",503 ,216 1,106 1,015 .35 -,628 -,394 ,235 1.068 ,969
,45 =,653 -,493 ,161 1,078 1,010 ,45 -,599 -,382 ,217 1,055 ,964
,50 =,616 -,409 ,206 1,062 ,976 ,50 -,575 -,350 .225 1,0'5 ,951
,60 -,520 -,099 ,421 1,022 ,847 ,60 -.530 -,119 ,_11 1,026 ,855
,70 -,384 ,159 ,543 ,965 ,738 ,70 -,423 ,124 ,547 ,981 *753
.75 -.294 .242 .537 .928 .702 .75 -.334 .207 .542 .94_ ,717
,85 -,154 ,380 ,534 ,869 ,640 ,85 ",279 ,296 ,575 ,921 .678
°90 -,144 ,414 ,558 ,865 .624 ,90 =,138 ,337 ,475 ,863 ,659
,95 -,017 ,427 ,444 .813 ,618 ,95 -.018 ,348 ,366 ,813 .654
CHORD _ ,05 ",639 o,390 .249 1,072 968 CHORD9 ,05 ",577 ",402 ,174 1,046 ,973
,12 -,774 -,544 ,230 1,130 1 032 .12 -,566 -,401 ,164 1,041 ,97Z
,20 -,794 -,571 ,223 1,139 1 043 ,20 -,514 -,453 ,061 1,019 ,994
,30 -,725 ",549 ,176 1,109 I 034 ,30 -.513 ",407 ,106 I*019 ,975
• 35 -,681 ",526 ,154 1,090 1 025 ,35 ",529 -,388 ,141 1,025 ,967
,45 -,720 -,528 ,192 1,107 I 025 .45 -,_80 -,372 ,107 1,005 ,960
•50 ",503 1 015 ,50 -,478 -,325 ,152 1,004 ,941
,60 -,348 ",169 ,179 ,950 876 ,60 -,446 -.I00 _346 ,991 ,847
170 "1_91 e121 1612 I'010 1754 170 I1457 1143 ,600 ,995 '74*
•75 -,415 .229 ,644 ,978 ,707 ,75 -,338 ,222 ,561 ,946 ,710
•85 -,225 ,355 ,580 ,899 ,651 ,85 ",221 ,297 ,518 ,897 ,678
•90 ",134 ._08 ,542 ,861 ,627 ,90 ",110 ,344 ,_54 ,851 ,656
•95 -,016 ,406 ,422 ,812 ,628 ,95 ,023 .796
CHORD5 ,01 ,135 ,236 ,101 ,748 ,704
• 03 -,535 ",235 ,301 1,028 ,903
•05 ".662 ",411 .251 1,082 ,976
,07 ".601 ",436 ,165 1.056 ,987
,12 -,677 ",469 .208 1,088 1.000 B A L A h C b 0 A T A
,20 -,736 -,481 .255 1.114 1,005
,30 ",720 ".479 ,2_1 1,107 1,005 HACH " 1807 _ l _1010 KPA ALPHA " '001 DEG
,35 -.714 -.481 .232 1,10_ 1,006
,45 -.708 -,456 .252 1.102 ,995 COEFFZCIENT OF LIFT ,319
• 50 -.711 ".395 .315 1.103 ,970 OHAG .007
,60 -,682 1.117 .565 1,090 ,B5W P_TCH "I,880
• 70 -.557 .148 .706 1.038 ,742 HOLL ol,570
.75 I1_55 1225 1680 .995 ,709 YAW ,039
• 85 -.262 .305 .567 .914 ,674
,90 -.114 .347 ,461 .853 ,655
•95 ,022 .377 .355 .796 ,641
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TABLE5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 196 HACH = *799 RN - 2.200!10E6 H - 15,696 KPA ALPHA - 2,251 DEQ CPSTAR = -,489
l 3198_ KPA OAHHA " 1'132 P " 11'019 KPA DELTA6 " ''609 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU Mh
CHORD I ,01 -,111 ,490 ,601 ,845 ,584 CHORD 6 ,01 -,516 ,498 1,014 1,011 ,580
,03 -,685 1,082 ,03 -,974 ,212 1,186 1,207 ,709
,05 -,969 ,136 1,104 1,205 ,742 ,05 -1,095 ,053 1,148 1,26Z ,776
•07 -,965 ",124 8_I 1,203 ,850 ,07 -1,173 -,046 1,127 1,299 ,818
• 12 -1,075 -,272 802 1,253 ,911 ,12 -1,136 -,104 1,031 "1,281 ,842
• 20 "1,004 ",390 614 1,221 ,959 ,20 -1.152 ",151 1,002 1,289 ,861
• 30 -,942 ",365 576 1,193 ,949 ,30 -1,122 -,218 ,904 1,275 ,889
• 35 -,903 ",361 541 1,176 ,947 ,35 "1,123 -,242 ,880 1,275 ,899
•45 -,879 ",395 484 1,165 ,961 ,45 -I,096 -,251 .845 1.263 ,902
,50 °,807 ",359 447 1,134 ,947 ,50 "I,048 ",229 ,819 1,241 ,893
•60 ",516 ",096 420 1.011 ,838 ,60 ",816 ".041 .775 1,138 .816
,70 -,357 ,149 506 .946 ,736 .70 -,361 ,205 ,567 ,947 ,71Z
,75 ",293 ,241 533 ,919 ,696 ,75 ".341 ,282 ,623 ,939 ,678
,85 .365 .641 ,85 ".255 ,904
•90 ,393 ,629 ,90 -,157 ,405 ,562 ,864 ,623
• 95 -,028 ,366 ,394 ,811 1641 ,95 -,021 ,419 ,440 ,807 .617
CHORD 2 ,05 ",956 ",054 ,902 1,199 ,821 CH_RD 7 ,05 "1,178 ",001 1,177 1.301 ,799
,12 "1,118 ",285 ,833 1,273 ,916 ,12 "1,157 ",108 1,049 Io292 ,8_3
,20 "1,108 ",402 ,706 1,268 ,964 ,20 "1,150 ",174 ,976 1,288 1871
,30 -1,022 ",392 ,630 1,229 ,960 ,30 "1,136 ",205 ,932 1,282 ,883
,35 -,976 ",388 .588 1,208 ,958 ,35 "1.102 ",226 .876 1,266 +892
,45 -,940 ",386 ,554 1.192 ,958 ,45 -I,146 ",£58 ,889 1,286 ,905
,50 -,891 -,373 ,518 1,170 ,952 ,50 -I,062 -,244 ,817 1,247 ,900
,60 -,511 -,091 .419 1,009 ,837 ,60 ",481 -,067 ,414 ,997 ,8£7
,70 ",378 ,157 .535 ,954 ,733 ,70 o,385 ,158 .542 ,957 ,732
,75 -,295 ,251 ,546 ,9£0 ,69£ ,75 -,316 ,249 .565 .929 ,693
,85 -1167 ,392 ,559 ,868 ,629 ,85 -,201 .882
,90 -,098 ._2_ ,526 .839 ,613 ,90 -,114 ,417 ,531 .846 ,618
• 95 -,023 ,_10 ,433 ,R08 ,621 ,95 -,023 ,808
ChOrD 3 ,05 -,962 ",019 ,9_3 1.202 ,807 CHORD 8 .05 "I,074 '0_7 1,121 1.253 ,779
,12 "1"141 ",£79 .86£ 1,284 ,914 ,12 "I"I05 "'092 1,013 1.267 ,837
,2C "1,136 ",393 ,743 1,282 ,961 ,20 "1,111 -,177 ,934 1,270 ,872
• 30 "1,070 -,375 ,695 1.251 ,953 .30 -1o158 ".£21 ,937 1.292 ,890
• 35 "1,019 -.380 .639 1.228 ,955 ,35 "1,141 -,224 .916 1.284 ,891
•45 -,950 ".397 .552 1.196 ,Bb2 .45 -1,111 m'245 ,865 Io£70 ,900
•50 ".910 ",3&O ,550 1,179 ,B47 ,50 "I,077 -,£WO ,837 1,254 ,8qR
•60 -,5C0 ",090 ,411 1,005 ,836 ,60 ",429 ",066 ,363 ,975 +826
•70 -,37_ ,167 ,541 ,953 ,728 ,70 ",336 ,146 ,483 ,937 ,737
•75 -.£96 ,255 ,551 ,921 ,690 ,75 ".282 ,243 .5£5 ,915 ,696
,85 -,157 ,399 ,555 ,863 ,626 ,85 ",£48 ,369 ,617 ,901 t640
190 -,138 ._27 ,566 ,856 ,613 .90 -.127 ._01 ,528 .851 ,625
•95 -,017 e432 ,419 ,806 $611 ,95 "'018 ,398 ,416 ,806 ,686
CHORD 4 ,05 mi'013 "'10_ ,909 1'225 '8€2 CHORD 9 ,05 "1'169 '002 1,171 1,297 ,798
• 12 "1,091 -,287 ,804 1,261 ,917 .12 "1,145 ",103 1.042 1,286 ,841
,20 -1,116 -,358 ,758 1,272 ,946 .20 "I,129 ",£03 ,526 1,278 ,883
• 30 -1,144 +,366 ,778 1,285 ,949 ,30 -1,117 -,240 ,877 1,273 ,898
,35 "1.106 _.370 ,737 1.268 .951 .35 "1.117 -,245 ,872 1.272 ,900
,45 "1.053 ",397 .656 1,243 ,962 ,45 -.447 ",257 ,190 ,983 ,905
• 50 =,380 ,955 ,50 -,375 -,253 ,122 .953 .903
•60 -.345 ",118 ,228 .941 ,847 .60 -.393 ".077 .316 .960 ,830
,70 ",447 ,169 ,617 ,983 ,727 .70 ",434 ,160 ,594 ,977 ,731
•75 -.407 ,278 ,685 ,966 ,680 ,75 "'332 ,250 ,582 ,935 ,692
•85 "'231 "415 ,646 ,894 1619 ,85 "'219 '343 ,561 ,889 ,651
•90 "'139 ,454 ,593 ,856 ,600 ,90 ''117 ,385 ,502 ,847 '632
•95 ",017 ,447 ,464 ,806 ,604 ,95 "007 ,796
CHORD 5 ,01 ",186 ,513 ,699 ,875 ,572
,03 -1,034 ,136 1.170 1,234 ,7_1
•05 -I,050 -,044 1,006 Io242 ,817
,07 "1,070 -,077 ,993 1,251 ,831
• 12 -1,138 -,194 ,944 1,£8£ ,879
,20 "1,132 ",238 ,89_ 1,280 ,897
•30 -1,112 -.259 ,854 1,270 ,905
• 35 "1,109 ",298 ,811 1,269 ,921
,45 -1,124 -.317 ,808 1,276 ,929
• 50 "1,144 ",296 ,848 1,285 ,921
,60 -,893 ",071 ,822 1,171 ,828
• 70 -,432 ,179 ,612 ,977 ,723
,75 -,386 ,271 ,657 ,957 ,683
• 85 -,233 .375 ,608 ,895 ,637
,90 ",096 .412 ,508 ,838 ,620
,95 ,026 ,416 ,390 ,788 ,618
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 197 MACH = ,801 RN - 2,202_IOE6 H - 15,698 KPA ALPHA • 2,251DEG CPSTAR - -,483
O " 3,997 KPA GAMMA _ 1,132 P - 11,002 KPA DELTA6 • ",606 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL OCP MU ML
CHORD 1 ,01 ",111 ,489 ,600 ,847 ,586 CHORD 6 ,01 ",516 ,498 1.014 1,014 ,581
•03 -,666 1,077 ,03 -,972 ,211 1,183 1,210 ,711
,05 ",969 ,072 1 041 1,209 ,771 ,05 "1,101 ,058 1,159 1,269 ,776
,07 ",962 ",1_6 816 1,205 ,861 ,07 "1,169 ",039 1,130 1,301 ,817
,12 "1,075 -,283 791 1,257 ,918 ,12 -1,137 -,098 1,038 1,286 ,842
,20 -1,001 -,400 601 1,223 ,966 ,20 -1,153 -,148 1,011 1,293 ,860
,30 -,936 -,372 564 1,194 ,954 ,30 -1,123 -,211 ,913 1,279 ,888
35 ",901 -,370 531 11178 ,953 ,35 -1,123 -,239 ,884 1,279 ,899
45 ",880 -,405 475 1,169 ,968 ,45 "1,104 -,248 ,856 1,270 ,903
50 -,811 -,369 ,442 1,139 ,953 ,50 "1,057 -,228 ,829 1,249 ,895
60 ",517 _,I04 ,413 1,014 ,844 ,60 -,855 -,050 ,805 1,158 ,822
70 -,354 ,140 ,494 ,947 ,742 ,70 ",351 ,195 ,546 ,946 ,718
75 ",291 ,229 ,520 ,981 ,703 ,75 -,335 ,276 ,611 ,939 ,683
85 ,353 ,648 ,85 ",251 ,905
90 ,381 ,636 ,90 -,156 ,404 ,559 ,865 ,625
95 =,030 ,355 ,385 ,813 ,648 ,95 -,oao ,416 ,436 ,809 ,620
CHORD 2 ,05 -,962 ",066 ,896 1,205 ,828 CHORD 7 ,05 "1,192 -,004 1,188 1,312 ,802
•12 -1,119 -,292 ,827 1,277 ,921 ,12 "1,168 -,108 1,060 1,301 ,866
B0 -1,089 -,403 ,686 1,863 ,967 ,20 "1,149 ",169 ,979 1,291 ,871
30 "1,021 -,403 .618 I,232 ,967 ,30 "1.139 -,214 ,925 1.287 ,889
35 ",981 -,400 ,582 1,214 ,966 ,35 "1,108 -,224 ,884 1,272 ,893
45 ",9_4 -,398 ,546 1 197 ,565 ,45 "I,145 -,257 ,888 1,290 ,907
50 ",906 -,384 ,522 1 181 ,959 ,50 "1,083 -,241 ,842 1,261 o900
60 ",519 =,098 ,420 I 015 ,841 ,60 =,484 -,063 ,421 1,001 ,827
70 ",375 ,149 ,524 956 ,738 ,70 -,382 ,158 ,540 ,958 ,734
75 ",292 ,742 ,534 921 ,697 ,75 -,313 ,249 ,562 ,930 ,695
85 ",165 ,383 ,548 869 ,635 ,85 -,200 ,884
,90 ",097 ,417 ,515 841 ,619 ,90 ",114 ,416 ,531 ,848 e619
,95 ",024 ,399 ,472 810 ,627 ,95 ",025 ,811
CHORD 3 ,05 ",969 _,051 ,919 1,709 ,827 CHORD 8 ,05 "1,087 ,047 1,134 1,262 ,781
• 12 "1.140 -,290 ,850 1,287 ,920 ,12 -1,132 -,091 1,041 1,283 ,838
,20 "1,134 -,397 ,737 1,284 ,565 ,20 -1,134 -,173 ,961 1,285 ,877
,30 "1,066 -,383 ,683 1,253 ,959 ,30 "1,130 -,220 ,910 1,282 e891
,35 -1,015 -,389 ,626 1,229 ,961 ,35 "1,141 -,223 ,918 1,288 ,893
,45 -,942 -,409 ,533 1,196 ,970 ,45 "1,116 -,247 ,869 1,276 ,903
•50 -,918 ",370 ,548 1,186 ,953 ,50 -1,115 m,240 ,875 1,276 ,900
•60 -,493 -,097 °396 1°004 8_I ,60 -,W41 -.063 ,378 ,983 ,827
,70 -,368 ,158 ,526 ,953 734 ,70 -,326 .151 ,477 ,935 ,737
,75 ",293 ,244 ,537 ,922 697 ,75 ",273 ,244 ,517 ,914 1697
,85 -,155 ,387 ,5_3 ,865 633 ,85 ",241 ,366 ,608 ,900 8642
,90 ",137 ,416 ,553 ,858 620 ,90 -,123 ,401 ,524 ,852 e627
,95 =,017 ,420 ,437 ,808 618 ,95 -,017 ,398 ,414 ,808 ,678
CHORD 4 ,05 "1,018 o,I10 ,908 1,231 846 CHORD 9 °05 "1,181 ,013 1,194 1,307 ,795
,12 "1,097 -,289 ,808 1,267 920 ,12 "1,151 -,103 1,048 1,293 e843
• 20 "1,098 -,357 ,741 1,268 948 ,20 "1,135 ",197 ,937 1,285 ,887
• 30 "1,149 -,367 ,782 1,291 952 ,30 "1,118 -,236 ,881 1,777 ,89R
,35 "1,108 -,374 ,734 1,272 955 ,35 "1,124 -,242 ,881 1,280 ,901
,45 "1,065 -,403 ,663 1,252 967 ,45 -,441 -,257 ,184 ,983 ,907
•50 -,389 961 ,50 -,366 -,248 ,117 ,952 ,903
,60 "e465 -,129 ,335 ,993 854 ,60 ",383 -,073 ,310 ,959 ,831
•70 -,440 ,159 ,599 ,982 733 ,70 -,430 ,159 ,590 ,978 ,733
,75 ",403 ,775 ,677 ,967 683 ,75 ",329 ,250 ,579 ,936 ,694
,85 ",230 ,_06 ,636 ,896 624 ,85 ",219 ,344 ,563 ,891 ,653
,90 ",140 ,452 ,592 ,859 ,603 ,90 ",119 ,382 ,501 ,850 ,635
,95 ",019 ,449 ,468 ,808 ,604 ,95 ,007 °798
CHORD 5 ,01 -,189 ,517 ,707 ,879 ,572
,03 "1,043 ,132 1,175 1,242 ,745
,05 -1,053 -.043 1,009 1,247 ,819
,07 "I,067 -,082 ,986 1,253 ,835
,12 "1,142 -,193 ,949 1,288 ,881
°20 -1,140 -,239 ,901 1,287 ,900
• 30 -1,109 -,249 .859 1,272 ,904
• 35 "1,108 -,295 ,813 1.272 ,923
,45 "1,129 -,316 ,812 1,282 ,931
,50 "1,148 -,297 ,851 1,291 ,923
.60 ".922 -.069 .852 1,187 ,829
,70 -,428 ,181 ,609 ,977 ,724
•75 ",383 ,270 ,653 ,959 ,685
•85 -,233 ,372 ,605 ,897 ,640
,90 -,097 ,_09 ,506 ,841 ,623
• 95 ,024 ,413 ,389 ,791 ,621
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT t_UMBER198 HACH - ,781 RN - 2,211110E6 H - 15,936 KPA ALPHA - ,002 DEG CPSTAR • 1,549
Q = 3,923 KPA GAMMA m 1,132 P - 11o365 KPA DELTA6 - ",607 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU HL
CHORD1 ,81 ,1]0 ,285 ,175 ,735 1661 CHORD6 ,01 ",077 ,114 ,190 ,811 ,734
•03 ".4C5 .942 .03 ".528 ".192 .336 .991 .858
.05 ".666 ".121 .5%6 1.0%7 .829 .05 ".5%% -.328 .216 .998 .912
.07 -.732 -.366 .366 1.074 .927 .07 -.651 -.405 .246 1.041 .943
o12 ".79% -.487 .307 1.099 .975 .12 ".637 -.387 .250 1.035 '935
•20 -.749 ".594 .156 1.081 1.018 .20 ".630 -.364 .266 1.033 .926
.30 ".673 ".513 .161 1.050 .985 .30 "1617 ".364 .253 1.027 e926
•35 ".661 ".491 .170 1.045 .977 .35 ".611 ".397 ,21% 1.025 '939
•%5 ".616 ".502 .114 1,027 1981 .%5 1'606 -.368 ,237 1.023 1928
.50 ".569 °.4%7 .123 1.008 1959 .50 ".597 ".326 .271 1.019 '911
.60 ".%80 ".150 .330 .972 .841 °60 -.562 ".088 .474 1.005 .816
•70 ".345 .10% .%49 .918 .738 .70 ".522 .171 .692 .989 .710
•75 ".278 .196 .474 .892 .699 .75 ".%62 .235 .637 .965 .683
.85 .323 .6%5 .85 ".298 .900
,90 ,356 ,631 ,90 -,183 ,330 .513 ,854 ,6%2
• 95 -,029 ,338 .367 ,792 ,639 ,95 ",016 ,363 ,379 ,787 ,627
CHORD2 ,05 ",666 ",321 ,3_6 1,0%7 ,909 CHORD7 ,05 -,636 °,386 ,250 1,035 ,935
•12 -.773 ".507 .266 1.091 .983 .12 1.608 ".38_ .2_5 1.02_ .93_
•20 1.768 ",612 .156 1.089 1.025 .20 11562 -.%13 .1%9 1.005 .9%6
•30 -.712 ".536 .179 1.066 .99% .30 1.610 -._00 .209 1.02% .941
.35 ".683 ".513 .170 1.056 .986 .35 1'59% ".395 .199 1.018 .938
.45 -.643 ".511 .132 1.038 .985 .%5 ".571 ".394 .177 1.009 .938
.50 ".585 ".W50 .135 1.016 .960 .50 ".55_ -.35% .200 1.002 .922
.60 -._87 ".168 .319 .975 .8%8 .60 -.532 -.132 .%01 .993 .833
.70 -.372 .086 .458 .929 .745 .70 ".%66 .108 .574 .967 .736
.75 ".289 .198 .%87 .896 .699 .75 ".381 .199 .580 .933 .698
.85 -.169 .335 .506 .849 .6%0 .85 ".251 .881
.90 ".103 .3S6 .%88 °822 .618 .90 -.150 .378 .527 .861 '621
195 11030 .383 .413 .793 .619 .95 11039 1796
CHORD3 .05 ".658 ".304 353 1.0%4 1902 CHORD8 .05 ".591 ".342 .250 1.017 "917
,12 11809 -,511 298 1,106 ,985 ,12 -,563 -,371 ,191 1,005 ,929
•20 ".769 Q.612 157 1.089 1.025 .20 -155% 1.407 .146 1.002 '9'3
,30 ".699 ".535 164 1.060 .99% .30 ".559 ".%03 .156 1.00% .962
.35 ".679 ".519 159 1.052 .988 .35 -.587 -.38% .203 1.015 .936
• %5 -,635 -.505 130 1.035 1982 .*5 -.558 -.37' ,185 1,004 "930
.50 -.596 ".*%0 155 1.018 .956 .50 -.551 -.366 .20, 1.001 .919
.60 -.500 -.141 .359 .980 .837 .60 11505 -.126 .380 .982 .831
.70 ".379 .120 .%99 .932 .731 .70 -.,22 .117 .539 .9%9 .732
.75 -.29' .205 .698 .898 .696 .75 ".3%1 .20% .5%5 .917 P696
•85 ".155 .3%5 .500 .8*3 .635 .85 -.290 .299 .589 .897 .655
.90 -.1%9 .378 .527 .8%0 .621 .90 -.I,8 .3_I .*90 .8%0 '637
•95 ".020 .389 .409 .789 .616 .95 -.025 .351 .376 .791 .633
CHORD % .05 -.666 -.387 .280 1.0%7 .935 CHORD 9 .05 ".565 -.%01 .16% 1.006 ,9"1
,12 -,819 -.524 ,295 1,110 ,990 ,12 -,53% -,395 ,139 ,996 ,939
.20 1,717 -.54% .172 1.068 .998 .20 -.489 ".432 .056 .976 '953
.30 ".704 ".526 .178 1.062 .991 .30 -.,89 -.400 .089 .976 .9,0
.35 1.693 ".508 .18, 1.058 .98% .35 -.,94 ".380 ,114 .978 '933
•45 ".669 ".509 .160 1.0%8 .98% .45 ".660 ".35% .106 .966 '922
•50 -.*74 .970 .50 ".,62 ".325 .136 .965 '911
.60 -.352 -.17* .177 .921 .851 .60 o.437 -.108 .328 .955 '826
.70 Q.484 .124 .608 .97% .730 .70 ".%57 .136 .594 .963 .724
•75 ",417 .229 .646 .9%7 .686 .75 ".3'I .221 .562 .917 '689
.85 "'23' .359 .59_ .875 .629 .85 "'229 "298 "526 .872 '656
•90 "'1*% .407 .551 .838 .608 .90 "'120 "3'* ..64 .829 '636
•95 "'026 '411 ,437 .791 .606 .95 .018 .773
CHORO 5 ,01 ,106 ,238 ,132 ,737 ,682
• 03 -,567 -,226 ,3%1 1,007 ,871
• 05 ",675 1.393 ,281 1.051 ,938
•07 1"590 "'409 .181 1"016 '944
,12 ".708 ".'39 .269 I.064 .956 8 A L A N C £ 0 i T A
.20 ".649 ".*45 .20% 1.0%0 .959
130 1'668 ".4%4 ,22% 1,048 ,958 HACH . '783 O I 3,923 KPA ALPHA 1 1000 DEG
.35 ".663 -.%%3 .219 1.0,6 .958
• 45 ",669 ",443 ,227 1,048 ,957 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ,317
• 50 ",653 ",378 ,275 1,042 ,932 DRAG ,006
.60 -.616 -.135 481 1.027 .835 P_TCH "1.802
•70 -.5%6 .134 680 .999 .725 ROLL -1.525
°75 -.465 .224 689 .966 1688 YAW .043
•85 -.279 .309 588 .892 .651
•90 1.131 ,328 459 ,833 ,6%3
.95 ,012 .375 363 .775 .622
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMRER 199 MAC~ . .777 RN . 2.203.10E6 ~ . 15.947 KPA A~P~A . 2·579 OEG CPSTAR . -.561
Q . 3.902 KPA GAMMA . 10132 P . 11. 407 KPA OE~ TA6 . -.586 OEG
x/C CPU CP~ OCP MU M~ X/C CPU CP~ OCP MU M~
C~ORO 1 .01 -'19~ .517 .711 .85~ .55~ C~ORO 6 .01 -.658 .553 1.210 1.039 .537
.03 -.796 1.095 .03
-1·120 ·259 1.380 1.231 .670
.05 -1.077 0155 1.231 1.213 .713 .05 -1.216 ·105 1.320 1·214 .734
.07 -10 065
-·110 .955 1·208 .821 .07
-1·316 ·008 1.323 1·319 .774
012 -1·156 -.2~0 .916 1.2~7 .873 .12 -1·2~9 -·068 1.181 1.289 .80~
.20 -1.059 -0353 .706 1.205 .917 ·20 -1·25~ -'10~ 1.150 1·291 .819
.30 ··9~4 -'3~3 .601 1.156 .91~ .30 -10167
-·193 .975 1·252 .85~
.35 -.898 -.34t-3 .55~ 10137 .91lt .35
-10115 -·213 .901 1.229 .862
.~5 -.775 -.368 .~07 1·086 .923 .~5 -.840 -.230 .610 1·113 .869
.50 -'652 -.342 .309 1·036 .913 .50 -.538
-·2H .32~ ·991 .862
.60 -.516 -.089 .~28 .982 .812 .60 -.510 -·Olt1 .~69 .980 .793
.70 -.368 '152 .520 .923 .715 .70 -.~8~ ·202 .686 .969 .6Q4
.75
-·295 .2~3 .538 .89~ .676 .75 -.423 ·282 .706 .945 .660
.85 .367 .623 .85 -.283 .890
.90 • 393 .611 .90 -.169 .411 .580 .8 .... .603
.95
-'033 .363 .395 .790 .625 .95 -.023 ·~17 .440 .786 .600
CHORD 2 .05
-1'072 -'022 1.051 1.211 .786 C~ORD 7 .05 -1·31~ ·061 1.375 1·319 .752
012 -10216 -.2~7 .969 1·274 .875 ·12 -1·283 -'070 1.213 1·305 .805
.20 -10157 -.355 .803 1.248 .918 .20 -1.248
- ·140 1.109 1·289 .833
.30
-1'059 -·350 .709 1.205 .916 .30 -1·233
-·188 1.0~5 1.282 .852
.35 -.970 -'3~8 .622 10167 .915 .35
-1·180 -.201 .979 1.258 .857
.45 -.823 -·350 .H3 1.106 .916 '45 -.683 -.239 :443 1·049 .872
.50 -.639 -.339 .299 1.031 .912 .50 -.522
-·229 ·293 .98 ... .868
.60 -.517 -.088 • 430 .983 .812 .60 -.497
-·063 .434 .974 .802
070
-·392 0157 .5119 .933 .713 .70 -,452 '156 .608 .957 .713
.75
-·303 .253 .556 .898 .672 .75
-·366 '247 .613 .923 .675
.85 -·173 .392 .566 .846 .611 .85 -.239 .872
.90.
-'103 '426 .529 .818 .596 .90
-·147 .412 .559 ·836 .603
.95 ·'028 .407 .~36 .788 .605 .95 -.043 .794
CHORD 3 .05 -1.072 .001 1.073 1.210 .776 C~ORD 8 .05 -1.193 ·094 1·287 1·264 .739
012 -1.237 -'2~2 .995 1.284 .874 .12 ·1.2 ....
-·058 1.186 1.286 .800
.20 -1·21b -.360 .85b 1.274 .920 .20 -1.251
-'145 1·106 1·290 .835
.30 -1. lOb -.3 ..... .762 1.225 .914 .30 -1·2~II
-'192 1·052 1.28b .854
.35
-1'026 -.351 .675 10191 .917 .35 -1.188
-·200 '988 1.2bl .857
.45 -.845 -.370 .475 10115 .924 .45 -.618
-·229 .389 1·023 .869
.50 -'623 -·339 .283 1·025 .912 ·50 -'498 -·227 .271 .975 .867
.60 -.534 -·087 .446 .989 .812 .60 .... ~'t
-·063 '430 ·973 .802
.70 -.389 ·165 .555 .932 .709 .70 -.1115 '1 "+6 .561 .94t2 .717
.75 -.308 .254 .562 .900 .672 .75
-·339 ·242 .582 .912 .677
.85
-'165 .398 .563 .843 .609 .85 -.2841- ·373 .656 .890 .620
.90 -'147 .425 .572 .836 .597
·90 -.178 .409 .587 .848 .&04
.95
-·024 .429 .453 .786 .595 .95 ·.058 .402 .460 .800 .607
C~ORD 4 .05 -1·139 -.056 1.082 1.240 .800 C~ORD 9 .05 -1.283 '066 1·350 1.304 .750
012 -1·218 -.242 .976 1·275 .874 .12
-1·256 -·067 1·188 1·292 .804
.20 -1.212 -.316 .896 1.272 .903 ·20 -1·218 -'164 1·054 1·275 .843
.30
-1·206 ··3 .... .863 1.270 .914 .30 -1.061
- ·211 .850 1.206 .861
.35 -1-138 -.351 .786 1.239 .917 .35 -.538
-'219 .319 .991 .86.
.45 -.887 -.378 .510 10132 .927 .45 ......2
-·239 .203 .953 .872
.50 -.371 .924 .50 -.456
-·238 .218 ·958 .872
.60 -.383 -.116 .267 .929 .823 .60 - • .ltS7
-'072 .38~ .959 .806
.70 -.503 0168 .671 .977 .708 .70 -.~68 ·155 .624 ·963 .713
.75 -.428 .278 .707 .947 .661 .75
-·351 ·249 .600 .917 .674
.85 -.240 '416 .656 .873 .601 .85
-·230 .346 .577 .869 .632
.90
-'146 .456 .602 .835 .582 .90
-·126 ·383 ·510 .828 .616
.95
-'025 '449 .474 .787 .586 .95 .000 .777
CHORD 5 .01 -.301 .560 .861 .897 .534
.03 -10176 ·196 1.372 1.256 .696
.05 -1.195 .• 016 1.212 1.265 .770
.07 -1.221 -·028 10193 1.276 .788
012 -1.263
-'1"6 10116 1·295 .836
.20 -1.221 -'194 1.028 1.27& .854
.30
-1·200 -.222 .979 1·267 .865
.35
-1·HO -.261 .880 1.240 .881
.45 -.970 -·290 .680 1.167 .893
.50 -.69" -·277 .418 1.053 .887
.60 -.573 -.068 .505 1·005 .804
.70
-.529 0178 .706 .987 .704
.75 -.458 .272 .730 .959 .664
.85 -.269 ·381 .649 .884 .617
.90 -.124 .416 .540 .827 .601
.95 .013 .414 .401 .772 .602
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TABLE 5.- Continued
P/lINT NUMBER 200 ,.,ACH . ·783 RN . 2.212.10E6 H . 15.96~ I<PA ALPHA . ~.008 DEG CPSTAR . -,5~1
Q . 3.9~6 I(PA GAMMA . 1·132 P
-
11.362 I<PA DEL TA6 . .000 DEG
XIC CPU CPL DCP MU ML XIC CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CH/lRD 1 .01 -.333 .603 .936 .917 .517 CH~RD 6 .01 -.858 ·670 1·528 1·130 ,483
.03 -'973 1·179 .03 -1·338 .420 1·759 1·343 ,604
,05 -1.2'01 .266 1.507 1.297 .672 ·05 -1.411 .261 1.672 1·319 ,674
.07 -1,294 .015 1.309 1.322 .777 .07 -1·502 .155 1·656 1·1+21+ ,719
012 -1.295 -.131 1 016~ 1·323 .836
·12 -1'480 '050 1.530 1·'113 .762
.20 -1.222
-·267 .955 1.289 .890 .20 -1·~66 .006 1·~72 1·~06 .780
.30 -1·123 -.274 .849 1·244 .893 .30 -1.~50
- .102 1·3~8 1·398 .824
,35
-1'063 -.281 .782 1·218 .896 .35 -1'~44
- ·136 1·309 1·395 .838
.45 -.958 -.323 .634 10172 .913 .45 -1·3~7 -0168 1·179 1·348 .851
.50 -.772 -.302 .470 1.09~ ,90~ .50 -1·329
- ·160 1·169 1·339 .848
.60 -·523 -.070 .~52 .993 .811 .60 -.706 -.017 ·689 1·067 .790
.70 -.360 0155 .516 .928 .719 ·70 ·.31+4 .20~ .5~8 .921 .698
.75 -.298 ·2~3 .5~1 .903 .682 .75 -·290 .283 .573 .900 .664
.85 .362 .630 .85 -·197 .862
.90 ·384 ,620
·90 -·123 .~25 .5~8 .832 .601
.95 -, 0'01 ·349 .390 .799 .635 .95 ·.025 .~2~ ,'+'+9 .793 .602
CHORD 2 .05 -1.225 0107 1.331 1.290 .739 CH~RD 7 ·05 -1·480 .218 1·699 1·413 .692
012 -1'407 -·136 1·272 1·377 .838 .12 -1·,.85 .05~ 1·538 1·~15 .761
.20 -1.365 -·261 1.10~ 1.356 .888 .20 -1·465 -.030 1·~35 1·~06 ,795
.30 -1.257 -.277 .980 1·305 .894 .30 -1·463 -.097 1·367 1 .~05 ,822
,35
-1'174 -.286 .889 1·267 .898 ·35 -1'433 -0123 1·310 1·389 ,833
.~5 -1.034 -·284 .750 1·205 .897 .45 -1·438 -·171 1·267 1·392 .1152
.50
-·741 -.297 ........ 1·081 .902 .50 -1·007
-·170 .836 1·193 .852
.60 -.491 -.063 .428 .980 .808 .60 ·.586 -.035 .551 1·018 .797
.70 -.365 0167 .532 .930 .71~ .70 ·.373 ·166 .539 .933 .7H
.75 -·292 .260 .552 .900 .674 .75 -.268 .255 ·523 .891 ,677
.85 -0166 .391 .557 .850 .617 .85 ·.157 .846
.90 -.099 .~21 .520 .823 .603 '90 -·095 .413 .507 .821 .607
.95 -,029 ·399 .~27 .794 .613 ·95 ·.021 .791
CHORD 3 .05 -1,229 ·117 1·3~5 1·292 .735 CHORD 8 .05 -1·~51 .2~4 1·695 1·398 .681
012 -10414 -·122 1.292 1·380 .832 012 -1'487 ·067 1·55~ 1'~ 17 .755
.20 -1.390 -.265 1.125 1.368 ,889 .20 -1.457 ·.037 1·~20 1·~01 ,798
.30 -1.327 -.27'+ 1·052 1.338 ,893 .30 -1·466
-·101 1·366 1·406 ,824
.35 -1.252 -.286 .966 1·303 .898
·35 -1.463 -·119 1·3~~ 1·404 .831
.45 -1'088 -.319 .769 1·229 .911 .~5 -1·372
-·162 1·210 1·360 ,848
.50 -,823 -,300 .523 10115 .90~ .50 -.978 -.169 .810 1·181 .851
.60 • .... 93 -.065 .~28 .981 .809 .60 -.~8~ -.033 .450 .977 .796
.70 -.366 0173 .5~0 .930 .711 .70 -.30~ ·158 .1+62 .905 .718
.75 -.292 .260 .552 .900 .67~
·75 ·.21+6 .251 .1+97 .882 .678
.85 -·159 ·~01 .559 .847 .612 .85 • ·186 ·387 ·573 .858 '619
.90
-'138 .~26 .56~ .839 .601 .90 ··102 ·~17 .518 .82~ .605
.95 -.02" ·~27 .~50 .792 .601 ·95 ·.025 .~01 .~27 .793 ,612
CHORD 4 .05 -1.292 .094 1.386 1.321 • 7~4 CH~RD 9 ·05 -1·~90 .202 1·692 1·~18 .699
012 -I. 1t04 -.106 1.298 1·375 .826
·12 -1·508 .056 1·564 1·~27 ,760
.20 -1,392 -0199 10193 1·369 ,863 .20 -1·450 -.064 1·386 1·3911 ,809
.30 -1,~01 -.21+4 10157 1.37~ .881 .30 -1·435
- .131 1·30~ 1·390 .836
.35 -1.393 -.261 10132 1·370 .888 .35 -1·400 -.154 1·246 1·373 ,845
.45 -1.315 -.304 1.011 1.332 .905 .~5 ·.670 •• 185 .485 1·052 .857
.50 -.305 .906 .50 -.528 -.191 .337 .995 '860
.60
-'236 -.084 0152 .878 .817 .60 -.344 -.055 .288 .921 .805
.70
-'422 ·180 .602 .952 .708 .70 -.318 .154 .~ 72 .911 .719
.75 -.372 .288 .661 .932 .662 .75 -.252 .249 .501 .884 .679
.85 -.222 '''2'' .646 .872 .602 .85 -·179 ·348 ·528 .855 ,636
,90
-'133 .462 .595 .837 .584 .90 -·110 .383 .493 .827 .621
.95 -.019 .452 .471 .791 .589 .95 ·.009 .787
CHORD 5 .01 -'441t .660 10105 .961 .488
.03 -1.361 .352 1.713 1.35~ .63~
.05 -1.389 0179 1·51>8 1·31>8 ,'09
.07 -1'423 '115 1·539 1.385 ,735
.12 -1'455 -.009 1.446 1.400 .787 B A L A N C E 0 A T A
.20 -1,432 -.084 1·3~8 1.389 .817
.30 -1'427 -·152 1.276 1·386 .84~ MACH . '777 Q . 3.886 KPA ALPHA . 11,003 DEG
.35 -1.413 -0177 1·235 1·379 .854
.45 -1'~13 -.217 1.196 1.380 .870 COEFFICIENT eF LIFT .770
.50 -1.361 -.212 1 01 ~9 1.354 .86B LlI<AG .036
.60 -.637 -.036 .600 1·039 .797 I'ITCH -3.037
.70 -.387 '188 .575 .938 .705 t<~LL -3.1199
.75 -.339 .280 .619 .919 .666 YAW 0163
.85 -.210 .392 .603 .868 .616
.90 -·110 .425 .535 .827 .601
.95 -.008 ·H7 .424 .786 ,605
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 201 MACH
-
.783 RN - 2.211>_10E6 H - 15.96 9 KPA AL.PHA
-
3.005 OEO CP ST AR • ·.543




11.370 KPA DEL. TA6 • -.613 OEO
XIC CPU CPL. DCP MU ML. XIC CPU CPL. DCP MU ML.
CHORD 1 .01 -.229 .533 .762 .875 .551 CHORD 6 ·01 -.717 .592 1·310 1·071 .522
.03 -.8.. 3 10123
·03 -1.179 ·308 1 ... 87 1·268 .653
.05 -1.125 0171 1.296 1.2.... .712
·05 -1.290 ·161 1 ... 51 1·319 .716
.07 -101311 -.083 1.052 1.2.. 8 .816
·07 -1.371 .05.. 1 ... 26 1·358 .760
012 -1.20" -.220 .98 .. 1.280 .871
·12 -1.350 -·031 1.319 1·3..8 .795
.20 -1.099 -.350 .7 .. 9 1.233 .923
·20 -1.328 -·078 1.250 1·337 .8 til
.30 -1.010 -.337 .673 1.19 .. .918
·30 -1.309 -.162 1·1 .. 7 1·328 .8 ..8
.35 -.954 -.338 .616 10170 .918
·35 -1.275 -0187 1.088 1·313 .858
."5 -.859 -.361 ... 99 1.130 .927 ... 5 -1.201 -.208 .993 1·278 .866
.50 -.679 -·3 .. 6 .33 .. 1.055 .921 .50 -1.057 -.197 .860 1·211> .862
.60 -.518
-·097 ... 21 .990 .822 .60 -,lt08 -.036 .372 .946 .797
.70 -.370 ·137 .507 .931 .726 ·70 -,416 ·190 • 606 .9 .. 9 .70..
.75 -.29" .227 .521 .901 .688
·75 -.384t- .280 .66.. .937 .665
.85 .3 .. 8 .635 .85 -.267 .890
.90 .373 .625
·90 -.164 '''15 .579 .8 ..9 .606
.95 -.034 .311 .. .378 • 796 .637
·95 -.030 ... 19 .....9 .79.. .60 ..
CHORD 2 .05 -10122 .008 10130 1·2"3 .779 CHORD 7 ·05 -1.359 .12.. 1· .. 83 1.352 .731
.12 -1.258 -.226 1.032 1.30.. .873 '12 -1.351 -.021 1·330 1·3 .. 8 .791
.20 -1.228 -.3 ... 3 .885 1.291 .920
·20 -1.330 -.096 1.235 1·339 .821
.30 -1.103 ·.3~3 • 759 1.23.. .920
·30 -1.309 -.152 1·157 1·328 .8 ....
.35 -1.02" -.3 .. 6 .678 1.200 .921
·35 -1.293
- ·170 1·122 1·321 .851
... 5 -.878 -.3 .. 5 .533 1.137 .921 ... 5 -1.1 ..3
-.212 .930 1·252 .868
.50 -.647 -.3 .. 3 .30 .. 1.0.. 2 .920 .50 -.66,. -.203 ... 61 1·049 ·864
.60 -.505 -.092 .1113 .985 .819 ·60 • ... 46 -.046 .'100 .961 .801
.70 -.386 0147 .533 .937 .722 .70 -.390 ·161 .551 .939 .716
.75 -.301 .240 .541 .903 .682 ·75 -.323 .253 .576 .912 .677
.85 -0172 .374 .5.. 7 • 852 .62 .. ·85 -.217 .870
.90 -.102 '409 .511 .824 .609 .90 -.13 .. .'106 .540 .836 .610
.95 -.028 '408 .436 .794 .609
·95 -.038 .798
CHORD 3 .05 -10112 .035 101 .. 7 1.239 .768 CHORD 8 ·05 -1.287 .151 1.1138 1·318 .720
.12 -1.280
-.210 1.069 1·315 .867 '12 -1·3'15 -'009 1.336 1'346 .786
.20 -1.264 -.3116 .918 1.307 .921
·20 -1·315 -.106 1·209 1·331 .825
.30 -10163 ·.342 .820 10261 .920 ·30 -1·313 -.161 1.153 1.330 .847
.35 -I. 08 6 -.348 .737 1.227 .922
·35 -1·300 • ·166 1013.. 1·324 .850
.45 -.933 -.360 .573 1.161 .927 '45 ··986 -.201 .785 1·183 .864
.50 -.655 -.3 .. 7 .308 1.046 .922 ·50 -.52 .. -·202 ·321 .992 .864
.60 -.509 -.091 ,418 .987 .819
·60 -'400 -.01t9 .351 ·943 .802
.70 -.383 0156 .539 .936 .718 .70 -.366 ·150 .517 .929 .720
.75 -.304 .243 .5'18 .905 .681 .75 -.305 .244 .549 .905 .681
.85 -0165 ·385 .5119 .849 .619 ·85 -·266 .376 .642 .889 .623
.90 -.145 ·412 .558 .841 .607 .90 ··139 '412 .551 .839 .607
.95 -.025 '414 ... 39 .792 .606
·95 -.029 ... 03 ... 32 .794 .611
CHORD 4 .05 -10182 -.Q04 10177 1.270 .78" CHORD 9 '05 -1.35" '10" 1· .. 58 1·350 .739
012 -1.285
-.193 1.092 1.317 .860 ·12 -1·36" -·017 1·347 1·355 .789
.20 -10272 -.275 .997 1.311 .893
·20 -1·305
- .126 1·179 1·326 .833
.30 -1.271 -.310 .961 1.310 .907
·30 -1.265 -·179 1·086 1·308 .855
.35 -1.233 -.316 .916 1.293 .909
·35 -1·095 -.194 .901 1.231 .861
.45 -1.089 ·.353 .736 1.228 .92" '45 • ... 17 -.217 ·199 .950 .870
.50 -.346 .921 .50 -·381 -.217 ·164 .935 .870
.60 -.345
-0104 .241 .921 .824
·60 -.39_ -.062 .333 .941 .801
.70 • ...66 0170 .636 .969 .712 .70 - •• 31 ·155 .586 .955 .718
.75 • ... 15 .278 .693 .949 .666
·75 -.330 .250 .579 ·915 .678
.85 -.237 .415 .652 .878 .606 .85 -·22 .. .349 .573 .873 .635
.90 -.142 .456 .598 .840 .587 ·90 -·130 .382 .512 .835 .621
.95 -.0241- ... ,.9 '''73 .792 .590 ·95 -.005 .785
CHORD 5 .01 ".334 .592 .926 .917 .522
.03 -1.212 .243 1."55 1.283 .681
.05 -1.257 .069 1.326 1.304 .754
.07 -1.279 .017 1.296 1.314 .775
012 -1.330 -.106 1.225 1·339 .825 B A L. A N C E D A T A
.20 -1.304
-·160 10145 1.326 .8 .. 7






.35 -1.282 -.236 1.0.. 6 1.316 .877
.45 -1.233 -.266 .966 1.293 .889 COEFFICIENT OF L.IFT .655
.50 -1.094 -,256 .838 1.230 .885 OtUCl .023
.60 • ...96 -.058 '''38 .981 .806 PITCH
-2.712
.70 • ... 79 ·179 .659 .975 .708 HOL.L.
-3.30"
.75 .....29 .272 .701 .955 .669 YAW 0100
.85 ,-.260 .380 .640 .887 .621
.90 -.120 .416 .536 .831 .605
.95 .010 .413 .403 .778 .607
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 202 MAC~
-













11.393 I(PA DEL TA6
-
-.558 DECl
X/C CPU CPl OCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL OCP MU ML
C~ORD 1 .01 -.108 .~71 .579 .823 .578 C~elRO 6 ·01 -.535 .~83 1·018 .993 '572
.03 -.688 1.055 .03 -1·0H ·177 1·191 1·190 .707
.05 -.96,+ .091 1.055 10169 .7_2 .05 -1·1~6 .03_ 1.180 1·2-8 .766
.07 -.963 -·16~ .799 10168 .8_5 .07 -1·196 -.067 1·129 1.271 .807
012 -1.061 -.293 .768 1.211 .897 .12 -1·1_5 -.116 1.029 1·2-7 .826
.20 -,986 -,403 .583 10178 .9H .20 -1.100 -.159 .9_2 1·228 .8_3
.30 -.883 -.372 .510 10135 .928 .30 -1·000 -.238 .762 1·18- .875
.35 -.829 -.370 ._59 1.112 .927 .35 -.916 -.253 .663 1·1-9 .881
._5
-.710 -.390 .320 1.06_ .935 ._5 -.59_
-.267 ·327 1·017 .887
.50 -.613 -.357 .257 1.025 .922 .50 -.612 -.24_ .368 1·02_ .877
.60 -·_97
-·107 .390 .978 .823 .60 -.595 -.056 .539 1·017 .802
.70 -.352 0138 .~90 .920 .723 .70 -·515 ·188 .70_ ·985 ,702
.75 -.280 .232 .512 .892 .68~ .75 -'442 .266 .709 ·956 .669
.85 .357 .629 .85 -.279 .891
.90 .385 .617
·90 -.15. .393 .5_6 .8H .613
.95 -.017 .357 .37_ .786 .629 .95 -.009 ._03 .~12 .783 .609
C~ORO 2 .05 -.955 -.083 .872 1.165 .813 C~ORO 7 .05 -1.221 -.033 1·188 1·282 .793
.12 -10135 -.308 .828 1.2_3 .903 .12 -1015B
-·131 1.027 1·253 .B31!
.20 -1.0 __ -.~05 .639 1.203 .9~1 .20 -1·111
-·197 ·9H 1·232 .859
.30 -.955 -.393 .562 1.165 .936 .30 ·.9 .... 0 -.232 .708 1·159 '873
.35 ·.873 ·.393 .~81 10131 .936 .35 ·.7H ·.2_7 ._67 1·065 ,879
._5
·.726 -.390 .335 1.070 .935 .~5 ··633 ·.279 .35_ 1.032 '891
.50 ·.603 ·.37~ .229 1·021 .929 .50 ·.625 -.261 .36_ 1·029 .88~
.60 ·.50~ -·103 ._01 • 981 .821 .60 -.56 ... -.086 .... 7B 1·005 .814
.70 ·.377 ·117 .~9~ .930 .732 .70 • .... 72 .1 ~o .612 .968 .72!
.75 ·.288 .233 .521 .895 .683 .75 ·.381 ·233 .613 .932 .683
.85 ·.160 .367 .527 .8~~ .625 .85 ·.2H .876
.90 ·.090 ._13 .50_ .B16 .60~ .90 ·.1_3 ._01 .5_5 .837 .610
.95 ·.015 ·412 ,"28 .786 .605 .95 •• 041 .796
C~ORD 3 .05 ·.977 ·.063 .91 .. 1.175 .805 C~ORO 8 .05 -1·12.. .017 I.Hl 1·238 .7n
.12 -10157 ·.296 .860 1.253 • 898 .12 -1·158 ··111 1.0 .. 7 1·253 .82 ..
.20 -1.075 ·'406 .669 1.217 .9"2 .20 -1.116 -.197 .919 1·235 .859
• 30 ·.979 ·.38 .. .595 10176 .933 .30 ·.93~ ·.235 .699 1·156 .87~
• 35 ·.882 -.387 ._95 1.135 .93 .. .35 -.65,.
-.2 .. 3 ... 11 1·041 .871
... 5 -.696 -.397 • 298 1.058 .938 ... 5 -.628 ·.262 .366 1·030 .88 ..
.50 ·.599 -.364 .23_ 1.019 .925 .50 ·.603 ·.258 ·3 ..5 1·020 .883
.60 ·.526
-0101 ... 25 .989 .820 .60 -.51t3 ·.081 ... 62 .996 .812
.70 -.388 0153 .5~1 .93.. .717 .70 • ... 33 ·132 .565 .952 .725
.75 -.296 .2"1 .537 .898 .680 .75 -.346 .233 .580 .918 .683
.85 ·'152 .38" .535 .8"0 .618 .85 ·.278 • 356 .63 .. .891 .630
.90 ·'13" ·411 .5"5 .833 .605 .90 ··142 .392 .53.. .837 .614
• 95 ·.010 .416 ... 26 .78 .. .603 ·95 ·.031 .389 ... 20 .792 .615
C~ORD .. .05 -1.061 ·.122 .939 1.211 .829 C~ORO 9 .05 -1·178 -.041 1.137 1·262 .796
.12 -1.129 ·.293 .835 1.2"0 .897
·12 -1·126 ··123 1·003 1·239 .829
• 20 -1.136 ·.362 .77 .. 1.2.. 3 .92 .. .20 ·.987 ·.229 .758 1·179 ·871
.30 -1·078 ·.373 .705 1.218 .929
·30 -.551 ·.2 .. 7 .305 1·000 .878
.35 -1.01~ -.373 .6"1 10190 .929 .35 ·.590 ·.256 .33_ 1·015 .882
... 5 ·.606 ·.393 .212 1.021 .937 ... 5 • ·541 ··271 .270 ·996 .888
.50 -.384 .933 .50 ·.522 ·.259 .262 .988 .883
.60 • ... 22 ··130 .292 .9 .. 8 .832 .60 -,473 ·.095 .378 .968 .818
.70 ·.507 ·156 .663 .982 .715 .70 -,464
.1"7 .611 ·965 .719
.75 ·.~30 .269 .699 .951 .667 .75 -.31t7 .2_2 .589 .918 .679
.85 ·.238 • .. 01 .639 .875 .610 .85 ·.219 .333 ·551 .867 .6 .. 0
.90 -.1 .. 3 ..... 5 .588 .837 .590
·90 -·109 .37_ ,lt83 .824 .622
.95 ·.026 '~39 ... 65 .790 .592 .95 .009 .776
C~ORO 5 .01 -0196 .506 .701 .858 .562
.03 -1.093 0120 1.213 1.225 .730
.05 -1.092 -.05 .. 1.038 1.22.. .801
.07 -1.091 -.095 .997 1.22 .. .818
.12 -1.17 .. -.201 .973 1.261 .860 B A l A N C l 0 A T A
.20 -10133 -.243 .890 1.2"2 .877







.35 -.985 -.303 .682 10178 .901
... 5 ·.700 -.327 .373 1.060 .910 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT .52~
.50 ·.671 -.309 .362 1.0"8 .903 O~ACl
.01"
.60 -.642 -.084 .558 1.036 .81 .. P1TC~
-2.267
.70 -.553 ·165 .718 1.000 .712 HOlL -2.599
.75
-'''6'' .257 .721 .965 .673 YAW .067
.85 -.266 .36" .630 .886 .626
.90
-·121 '''02 .523 .828 .609
.95 .007 ...o~ .397 .777 .608
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TABLE 5.- Continued




2.211-10E6 foI - 15.95~ KPA ALPfoiA
·
1·007 DEG CPSTAR • ".551(l
-
3.923 KPA GAHHA • 1.132 P . 11 • 38 ~ KPA DELTA6 •
-.556 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CfoIORD 1 .01 -.007 .380 .386 .783 .619 CfoIoRD 6 .01 -.312 '310 .621 .90~ .650
.03 -.568 1.007 .03 ··810 ·012 .822 1.105 .775
• 05 ·.808 -.019 .789 1010.. .787 .05 ·.818
-·126 .692 10108 .831
.07 -.850 ·.272 .578 1·122 .889 .07 -·863 ··223 .6'11 1·127 .869
.12 ·.912 -.376 .537 1·1'18 .930 .12 ·.819 ·'235 .58~ 10109 .87 ..
.20 -,838 • ... 87 .350 10116 .97~ .20 -·861 ·.236 .625 1·126 .87 ..
.30 ·.768 -'437 .331 1.088 .95 .. .30 -·736 ··315 .~21 1·075 .906
.35 ·.738 ··~24 .31 .. 1.075 .9~9 .35 -.682 ·.327 .355 1·053 .911
,"5 ·.66~ -'448 .216 1·0"5 .959 ... 5 ··656 ·.319 .337 1·0~2 .907
.50 ·.603 -.397 .206 1.021 .938 .50 -'6~~ -·288 .357 1.037 .895
.60 ·.505 ··127 .379 .982 .831 .60 -.592 ··077 .51 .. 1·016 .811
.70 ·.361 '119 .~80 .92 .. .731 .70 ··508 ·178 .686 .983 .707
.75 ·.290 .211 .501 .896 .692 .75 -'438 '2~9 .687 .955 .677
.85 .337 .638 .85 ··278 .891
.90 .366 .625 .90 ·'151 .34" ... 95 .8"0 .635
• 95 ·.032 '3"2 .37 .. .793 .636 .95 ··002 ·376 .378 .781 .621
CfoIORO 2 .05 ·.809 -·197 .612 1.105 .859 CfoIORD 7 .05 ··96~ ·'201 .763 1.169 .860
.12 ·.969 -.400 .569 1.172 .9"0 .12 ·.805 ··257 .5 .. 7 1·103 .883
.20 ·.926 ·.507 .420 1.154 .982 .20 ··7~1 ··303 ... 39 1.077 .901
.30 ·.812 -.463 .3 .. 9 1.106 .965 .30 ·.724 ··317 ... 08 1·070 .906
.35 ·.7.. 0 -.450 .290 1.076 .960 .35 -.696 ··315 .382 1·058 .906
...5 -.678 -'448 .230 1.051 .959 ... 5 ··644 ··33~ .311 1·037 .913
• 50 ·.60 ..
-. '111 .193 1.021 • 9~" .50 ··606 ·.310 .296 1.022 .90 ..
.60 ·.513 ·.121 .392 .985 .829 .60 -'55~ • '111 ..... 3 1.001 .825
.70 -.385 ·105 ...89 .934 .737 .70 • • .lt70 '123 .593 .968 .729
.75 ·.298 .217 .515 .899 .690 .75 ·.382 ·215 .597 .933 .691
.85 -.173 .353 .526 .8"9 .631 .85 ··246 .879
.90 -0105 ... 00 .505 .822 .610 .90 ··1~6 ·392 .538 .839 .6H
.95 ·.031 .397 .~28 .792 .612 ·95 ··O~O .796
CfoIORD 3 .05 ·.821 ·.19 .. .628 1.110 .858 CfoIORO 8 .05 ··876 • ·1 .... .732 1·132 .838
.12 ·1.013 -.364 • 6 .. 9 10190 .925
·12 ·.792 ·.233 .559 1.098 .873
.20 ·.9.. 7 -.500 .H7 1.162 .979 .20 ··727 ··293 ... 34 .1·071 .897
.30 ·.795 ·.454 .3 .. 2 1·099 .961 .30 ·.701 ··317 .38.. 1·060 .907
.35 ·.757 •• ..... 5 .312 1.083 .957 .35 ··682 ·.311 .371 1·053 .904
...5 ·.653 • ...... 7 .206 1.0"1 .958 ... 5 ·.616 ·.318 .298 1·026 .907
.50 ·.630
•• .. 05 .226 1.032 .942 .50 -.590 ··301 .289 1·015 .900
.60 ·.535 -.125 '''10 .99 .. .830 .60 ·.523 ··106 .~17 ·989 .822
.70 ·.397 0133 .530 .938 .725 .70 -.426 -129 .554 .950 .727
.75 ·.306 .220 .526 .902 .689 .75 ·.3"1 .222 .563 .916 .688
.85 -.165 .362 .527 .8 .. 6 .628 .85 ··28~ ·337 .621 .89~ .638
.90 -.H8 .393 .5~1 .8"0 .61 .. .90 -.143 ·373 .516 .837 .623
.95 -.02 .. ... 01 ... 25 .789 .610 .95 ·.027 .373 .399 .791 .623
CfoIORD .. .05 -,855 -.2"9 .605 1.12 .. .880 CfoIORD 9 ·05 -.825 -'215 .610 1.111 .866
• 12 ·.98.. ·.388 .596 1.178 .935 .12 ·.7 .. 3
-·2"1 .502 1·077 .876
.20 ·.935 -.438 .~97 1.157 .955 .20 ·.635 -.331 .30" 1·03.. .912
.30 -.800 -'438 .362 1.101 .955 .30 ·.580 -.321 .259 1·012 .908
.35 -.70 .. • ... 36 .268 1.061 .95 .. .35 ·.573
-'31" .258 1·009 .908
... 5 ·.717 ·.452 .265 1.067 .960 ... 5 ·.517
-·309 ·208 .9810 .903
.50 • ... 22 .948 .50 ·.501
-·305 ·1910 .980 .902
.60 • ... 03 ·.152 .251 .9"1 .8~1 .100 • ... 103 -'102 .361 .9105 .821
• 70 • ... 9 • '1"2 .1035 .977 .722 .70 ·.~b8 ·1 ..2 .1010 .9107 .721
.75
-."18 ·251 .6109 .9.. 7 .1076 .75 ·.349 '23~ .583 .919 .683
.85 -.229 ·38 .. .61" .872 • 617 .85 ·.228 .301 .529 .871 .65..
.90 -0137 • .. 28 .565 .835 .598 .90 -.1110 ·3101 ... 77 .827 .1028
.95 ·.022 ... 27 .... 9 .789 .598 .95 .015 .77'1
CfoIORD 5 .01 ·.070 ·382 .452 .808 .1018
.03 -.859 -.038 .821 1.125 .795
.05 -.880 ··212 .6108 1013.. .8105
.07 ·.880 ··239 .6 .. 1 1.13 .. .876
.12 -.821 -.317 .504 1.109 .9010 B A L A N C l D A T A
.20 -.859 ·.3.. 8 .511 1.125 .919
.30 ·.800





.35 ·.759 ··375 .383 1.08 .. .930
,"5 ·.721 ··374 .348 1.0109 .929 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT '''17
.50 ·.703 -·35_ .350 1.0101 .921 DRAG .008
.60 -.645 ··107 .538 1.038 .823 PITCfoI
-2.017
.70 -.5 .. 10 ·153 .1099 .998 .717 ROLL ·2.0 .. 8
.75
- ... 103 .2"0 .703 .9105 .1080 YAW
.05"
.85 -.2109 .339 .1008 .888 .1038
• 90 ·012 .. ·3710 ... 99 .830 .1021
.95 .006 .388 .382 .777 .10110
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 204 MACH - ,780 RN = 2,212410E6 H - 15,964 KPA ALPHA = ,000 DEG CPSTAR = -,553
0 = 3,922 KPA GAMMA = 1,132 P - 11,3_6 KPA DELTA6 • ",55_ DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD I ,01 ,106 ,297 ,191 ,736 ,655 cHORD 6 ,01 -,079 ,115 ,194 ,811 ,732
,03 ",409 ,943 ,03 ",529 -,190 ,339 ,990 ,855
,05 ",664 "'126 ,538 1o04% ,830 °05 ",54% ",323 ,281 ,997 '909
,07 -,733 -,376 ,357 1,072 ,929 ,07 -,658 -,399 ,253 1,040 ,938
,12 -,795 -,477 ,318 1,098 ,970 ,le -,636 -,372 ,Z65 1,033 ,928
,aO -,743 -,582 ,161 1,077 1,012 ,20 -.630 -,361 .269 1,031 ,92%
• 30 -,677 ",501 ,176 1,050 ,979 ,30 -,617 -,388 ,229 1,026 o93%
,35 ",659 -,%80 ,179 1,0%2 ,971 ,35 _,610 -,391 ,219 1,023 ,935
,45 ",61_ -,489 ,124 1,024 ,975 ._5 -,606 -,364 ,242 1,021 ,925
,SO -,566 •,436 ,131 1,005 ,953 ,50 -,596 ",323 ,273 1,017 ,908
•60 -,478 ",139 ,339 ,970 ,835 ,60 ",563 ",I00 ,%63 1,004 ,820
• 70 ",3%6 ,111 ,%57 ,918 ,734 ,70 -,52% ,169 ,693 ,988 ,710
,75 -,279 ,20% ,483 ,891 ,695 ,75 -,470 ,236 ,706 ,967 ,681
,85 ,329 ,641 ,85 -,303 ,901
,90 ,362 ,627 190 -,188 ,317 ,506 ,855 t647
• 95 -,030 ,343 ,373 ,791 ,635 ,95 -,023 ,368 ,391 ,789 ,62%
CHORD2 ,05 ",670 -,311 ,359 1,0%7 ,904 CHORD7 ,05 -,636 -,379 ,258 1,033 ,931
,12 -,77% -,_95 ,279 1,089 ,977 ,12 -,608 -,372 ,235 1,022 ,928
,20 ",750 ",597 ,153 1,080 1,018 ,20 -,561 -,388 ,173 1,003 ,934
,30 -,698 ",519 ,179 1,058 ,987 ,30 -,606 -,373 ,233 1,021 ,928
,35 ",673 -,499 ,174 1,048 ,978 ,35 -,591 -,374 ,218 1,015 ,S_9
• 45 -,632 -,496 ,136 1,032 ,977 ,45 -,571 -,376 ,195 1,007 ,930
• 50 ",577 -,¢36 ,1%0 1,010 ,953 ,50 -,554 -,347 ,207 1,000 ,918
,60 -,485 -,135 ,349 ,973 ,83% .60 -,531 -,125 ,406 ,991 ,830
,70 -,368 ,080 ,4%8 ,926 +7€7 ,70 -,467 ,118 ,585 1966 ,731
,75 -,285 ,210 ,%95 ,893 1693 ,75 -1383 ,206 ,589 ,932 ,69%
,85 ".167 .3_2 .509 .846 .636 ,85 -,253 ,881
•90 -,101 ,393 ,494 ,820 ,613 ,90 -,151 ,382 ,533 ,840 ,618
,95 ",029 ,391 ,419 ,791 ,61% ,95 ",0_0 ,795
CHORD 3 ,05 -,659 -,295 .364 1,043 ,897 CHORD 8 ,05 -,596 -,332 ,264 1,017 ,912
,12 -,809 -,495 ,31% 1,104 ,977 ,12 -,565 -.361 ,204 1,005 ,923
,20 -,765 -,598 167 1,086 1,018 ,20 -,577 -,397 ,180 1,010 ,938
,30 ",692 -,524 168 1,056 ,988 ,30 -,588 -,393 ,195 1,014 ,936
,35 ",679 ",501 179 1,051 ,979 ,35 -,583 -,376 ,207 1,012 ,929
,45 -,635 -,486 I%9 1,033 ,973 ,45 -,554 -,365 ,189 1,000 ,925
.50 -,596 -,431 165 1.017 .951 ,50 -,547 -.337 ,211 ,998 ,914
,60 -,503 -.133 370 ,980 ,833 .60 -,50% -.118 .386 ,980 ,827
• 70 -,381 ,129 510 ,931 ,726 ,70 -,421 ,125 ,546 ,947 ,728
,75 -,295 ,213 508 ,897 ,691 ,75 -,340 ,213 ,553 ,915 ,691
•85 -,157 ,352 ,509 ,842 ,631 ,85 -,290 ,308 ,598 ,895 ,651
,90 ",151 ,385 ,535 ,8%0 ,617 ,90 ",I_7 ,350 ,497 ,838 ,632
,95 -,021 ,396 ,417 ,788 ,612 ,95 -,024 ,357 ,381 ,789 ,629
CHORD _ .05 -,668 -,378 ,289 1,0%6 ,930 CHORD 9 ,O5 o,550 -,413 ,138 ,999 e94%
.12 -.822 -,508 ,315 1,109 ,982 ,12 -,531 -,400 ,131 ,991 ,939
,20 -,710 -,536 ,17% 1,063 ,993 ,20 -,%85 -,_09 ,076 ,973 ,942
•30 -,699 ",508 ,191 1,059 ,982 ,30 -,489 ",389 ,100 ,97_ ,935
,35 ",685 -,494 ,191 1,053 ,976 ,35 -,492 ",371 ,122 ,976 '927
,45 ",660 ",498 ,162 1,043 ,978 ,45 ",463 -,347 ,116 ,964 '918
.50 ",459 ,962 .50 ",461 -.321 ,141 .963 ,907
.60 -,366 -,168 ,198 .925 ,847 ,60 -,436 ".103 .334 .953 ,821
• 70 -,480 ,130 ,610 ,971 ,726 ,70 -,456 ,145 ,602 ,961 ,720
,75 -,414 ,235 ,6%9 ,945 ,682 ,75 -,340 ,226 ,567 ,915 ,686
,85 ",232 ,362 ,595 ,872 ,627 ,85 ",229 ,300 ,530 ,871 ,654
190 -,141 ,408 °550 ,836 ,606 ,90 -,12a ,347 ,%68 ,828 163%
• 95 -,022 ,412 ,435 .788 ,604 .95 ,017 ,772
CHORD5 ,01 ,100 ,240 ,139 ,738 ,680
•03 -,569 ",224 ,3%5 1,006 ,869
,05 -,675 -,390 ,285 1,049 ,935
,07 -,592 -,403 ,189 1,016 ,9_0
,12 ",711 -,424 ,287 1,064 ,949
•20 -,651 -,440 ,211 1,039 ,955
,30 ",666 ",439 ,227 1,046 ,955
,35 ",659 ",439 ,220 1,0%3 1955
•45 ",667 ",4_0 ,228 1,0%6 ,955
•S0 ",650 ",376 ,274 1,039 ,930
,60 ",61% ",126 ,487 1,02% ,830
,70 -,547 ,139 ,687 ,998 ,722
•75 ",468 ,228 ,696 ,966 ,685
•85 ",283 '314 ,597 ,893 ,648
,90 -,134 ,354 ,%88 ,833 ,630
,95 ,010 ,380 ,369 ,775 ,619
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 205 HA_H = ,782 RN = 2,215_IOE6 H = 15,969 KPA ALPHA - =1,009 DE_ CPBTAR = ",546
0 = 3,938 KPA GAMMA = 1,132 P = 11,_79 KPA DELTA6 = =,538 DEC
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD I ,01 ,222 ,183 -,O3B ,689 ,706 CHORD 6 ,01 ,147 -,134 -,281 ,7_1 ,835
,03 ",292 ,899 ,03 =,269 -,417 _,148 ,890 1948
•05 ",502 =,25* ,248 .982 ,883 ,05 -,330 -,573 -,B44 ,914 I,U11
,07 =,587 =,494 ,093 1,017 ,979 ,07 -,416 -,610 -,194 ,948 1,026
,12 ",652 =,587 ,066 1,043 I,016 ,12 =,648 -,539 -,091 ,961 ,997
120 ",663 -,686 -1063 1,039 1,057 .20 ",673 -,#73 ,000 ,9/I ,971
•30 =.599 -,576 ,025 I*021 1,011 ,30 ",493 ".471 ,02_ 1979 ,970
,35 ".591 "*540 ,051 1,018 ,998 ,35 ",503 ",467 ,036 ,983 1968
•45 ",565 -,546 ,022 1,008 ,999 ,_5 ",520 -,413 ,107 ,99U ,967
,50 ",525 =,676 ,050 ,992 ,972 ,50 ",525 ",359 ,166 ,992 ,925
,60 =,652 =,159 ,293 ,962 ,846 ,60 -,506 -,I02 ,404 '9_ mBB3
,70 ",330 ,092 ,422 ,914 ,746 ,70 ",482 ,150 ,633 ,915 ,719
175 "t266 ,182 ,649 ,888 ,706 ,75 ",451 ,207 ,668 ,962 ,696
•85 ,311 ,651 ,85 ",281 ,894
•90 ,347 1635 ,90 ",178 ,269 ,446 ,853 ,669
• 95 "1027 ,333 ,360 ,792 ,661 ,95 -,0_0 ,334 ,355 ,790 ,641
CHORD 2 ,05 ",520 =,635 ,085 ,990 ,956 CHORD 7 ,05 ",393 -,653 =,260 ,939 I,U43
,12 =,652 -,605 ,047 1,063 1,026 ,12 ",447 -,558 -,116 ,958 1,005
120 ",662 -,729 -,067 1,047 1,074 ,20 ",639 -,547 -,108 ,957 1,U00
•30 =,620 =,600 ,021 1,030 11022 ,30 =,_96 -,688 ,009 ,9_ ,977
,35 -.616 =,571 ,043 1,027 1,010 ,35 ",493 -,459 ,033 ,979 ,965
•45 _,584 -,568 ,016 1,015 1,009 ,45 -,496 =,481 ,075 ,9_U ,950
,50 ",538 ",679 ,059 ,997 ,973 ,50 ",492 ".372 ,120 ,978 ,930
,60 ",457 _,188 ,269 ,964 ,857 ,60 -,485 ",142 ,343 ,976 ,839
,70 ",351 ,073 ,626 ,922 ,751 ,70 ",650 ,t02 ,552 ,962 ,739
,75 ",273 .186 .457 .891 ,705 ,75 -,369 ,191 .560 .929 .702
,85 =,159 ,322 .481 ,845 ,666 ,85 ",244 ,879
• 90 ",095 .375 ,670 ,820 ,623 ,90 -,160 ,350 ,490 ,838 ,636
,95 "e023 ,373 ,396 ,791 ,626 ,95 ",025 ,792
CHORD 3 $05 =1690 ",612 ,078 ,978 ,946 CHORD 8 ,05 =,370 -,573 -,204 ,930 1,011
,12 ",653 -,624 ,029 1,043 1,031 ,12 -,384 -,506 -.122 .935 ,984
eBO -,680 _,717 -,067 1,0_2 11069 ,20 -,433 =1527 -,094 ,9bb ,992
• 30 -,622 =,610 ,011 1,031 1,0B6 ,30 ",468 -,479 -,011 ,969 ,973
,35 ",616 -,586 ,032 1,028 I,015 ,35 ",471 -,443 ,028 ,910 ,95_
•45 ",587 -,556 ,031 1,017 1,004 ,45 -,470 -,612 ,058 ,910 ,_46
,50 ",559 -,483 ,076 1,005 ,975 ,50 ",685 ",384 ,I01 ,975 $935
.60 =.477 =.150 .327 .972 .B_2 -60 -.,55 -.135 .3ZO *_63 .836
.70 =.353 ,111 .463 .923 .736 .70 =.393 .115 .508 .939 .734
,75 ",281 ,193 °674 ,896 ,702 ,75 -,322 ,193 ,514 ,911 o702
,85 ",167 ,328 1675 ,841 ,646 ,85 -,284 ,271 ,556 ,896 1668
•90 ",146 ,365 ,511 ,840 ,627 ,90 ",142 ,302 ,464 ,839 1655
• 95 =.016 .381 .395 .787 .620 .95 =.016 .329 .345 .788 .643
CHORD 6 ,05 ",667 e,562 -,095 ,968 1,006 CHORD 9 ,05 ",337 ",671 =,336 ,917 1,USI
.12 =.644 =.670 -.026 1.060 1.050 .12 ".364 =.551 -.187 .927 11U02
,20 ",600 =,656 -,055 1,022 1,064 ,20 =,372 -,559 -,188 ,930 1,U05
,30 =,610 _,613 -,003 1,026 1,027 ,30 -,397 ",_60 -,063 ,940 $966
• 35 o1606 =,579 ,025 1$023 1,013 ,35 ",616 -,625 -,011 ,947 t952
.65 -.599 _.560 .039 1.021 1.006 .45 ".603 -.387 .016 .963 1937
,50 =1506 ,983 ,50 -,402 -,346 ,056 ,942 ,920
•60 =,343 -,182 ,160 ,919 1855 ,60 -,603 -,I07 ,296 ,943 ,825
,70 =,654 ,112 ,566 ,963 ,735 ,70 ",639 ,137 ,577 ,957 ,225
,75 ",400 ,212 ,611 ,942 ,696 ,75 -,321 ,211 ,533 ,91U ,694
.85 ".230 .336 ,566 .874 ,640 .85 ".a20 .272 .491 .870 t668
,90 ==142 ,388 .530 .839 ,617 .90 ",116 ,322 .437 ,828 1646
,95 ",021 ,406 ,427 ,790 ,609 ,95 ,027 ,7/U
CHORD 5 ,01 e270 ,077 ",193 ,669 ,750
•03 ",309 =,449 =,140 ,905 ,961
,05 -,450 -,650 -,201 ,961 1,042
• 07 -,418 -,630 -1212 ,949 1,036
• 12 ".561 11600 1.0_0 1.006 1.022
,20 -,531 -,595 -,065 ,994 1,020
,30 ",556 =,559 -,003 1,004 1,005
,35 ".567 ",556 ,011 1,008 11004
• 45 -.588 -.476 ,111 1,017 ,972
•50 -,580 -,621 ,159 1,014 ,950
•60 -,568 ",141 ,627 1,009 ,838
,70 "e526 ,135 1661 ,992 ,726
,75 =,663 ,206 ,669 ,967 ,696
,85 =,282 ,274 ,556 ,895 ,667
• 90 ".133 ,319 ,652 .835 ,648
,95 ,017 ,359 ,342 ,776 ,630
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER206 MACH= ,784 RN = 2.218_10E6 H = 15,992 KPA ALPHA • -2,004 DE_ CPSTAH = -,538
Q = 3,959 KPA GAMMA= 1,t32 P - 11,372 KPA DELTA6 = ",550 DE_
x/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU RL
CHORDI ,Ol ,327 ,086 -,2_0 ,646 ,748 CHORD6 ,01 ,345 -,403 -,749 ,63_ ,946
•03 ".158 .848 .03 ".038 -.689 -.651 .7_9 1.O61
•05 1.365 ".356 .009 .931 .9_7 .05 ".129 -.969 -.8_U .836 1.178
.07 ".452 "1605 -.153 .965 1.027 .07 ".238 -.919 -.681 .8_U It157
.12 ".514 ".687 -.173 .990 1.061 .12 -.295 -171€ -.419 .U_ I.U72
.20 "1534 =.758 =.225 .998 1.090 .20 ='3_I =.603 -.268 .926 I'U26
.30 Q.516 ".638 ".122 .991 1.041 .30 ".381 -.601 ".220 .937 ItU26
•35 ".524 ".57_ -.050 .99# 1.015 .35 -.398 ".535 -.137 .944 .999
145 "'509 1"578 ",069 .989 1.016 .45 ".4Z8 -.&60 -.032 .966 t969
.50 -.478 -.494 -.016 .976 .982 .50 ".431 -.399 .032 .967 .944
.60 ".418 -.164 .25_ .952 .850 .60 ".435 -.119 .316 .96_ .832
•70 ".310 .086 .396 .909 .749 .70 -.4_i .105 .525 .963 .741
•75 _.248 .17_ .422 .884 .712 .75 ".386 .144 .530 .9_9 .724
.85 .303 .657 .85 ".258 .888
.90 .341 .640 .90 -.158 .202 .359 .848 ,lO0
,95 ",023 ,333 .357 ,793 ,6_3 ,95 ''004 ,264 ,269 *7_D ,673
CHORD2 .05 ".367 ".556 -,190 ,931 _.007 CHORD7 .05 ".182 "I.035 -.853 .8_8 1.207
• 12 ",531 ",698 -.167 ,997 1,065 ,12 ".279 ",799 1,5_0 ,8_6 1,107
.20 ".561 -.846 -.28_ 1.010 1.126 .20 ".308 -.664 -.356 *9U_ 1.051
•30 -,544 -,654 -,111 1,002 1,047 ,30 -,375 -,580 -,204 ,935 1,017
•35 ".5W1 -.623 -.082 1.001 1.035 .35 ".386 ".534 -.149 .939 .999
=45 -.525 -.580 -.055 .995 1.017 .45 -.404 -.466 -.062 .946 ,97_
.50 ".,87 ".492 -.005 .980 .982 .50 ''_07 -.391 .016 .948 .941
•60 ".424 _.158 .266 .954 .8%8 .60 "'417 ".130 .287 .951 .836
,70 -,323 .09_ .416 ,914 ,7_5 .70 -.395 ,087 .482 .943 ,748
,75 _,256 ,183 ,439 ,887 ,708 ,75 •,325 ,t34 ,_60 ,915 ,728
,85 ".1_9 .320 ._69 ,84_ .649 .85 ''211 .869
.90 ".089 .367 .455 .820 .629 .90 ".I06 .204 .310 .827 .699
,95 ",022 ,365 ,386 ,793 ,629 ,95 '011 ,719
CHORD3 ,05 -,353 -,567 -,215 .926 1,012 CHORD8 ,05 ",162 -,957 -,795 ,845 1,174
• 12 ",522 -.717 -,195 ,994 1,073 ,12 ",24_ ".730 -,488 ,88_ 1,078
,20 ",539 ",856 -,317 1,000 1,131 ,20 ",314 -,687 -,373 ,910 1,061
.30 ".527 -.664 -.137 .996 1.051 .30 ".366 -.574 -.2U8 .931 1.U15
.35 ".527 ".623 _.096 .996 1.035 .35 ".380 ".522 =.141 .937 .994
._5 ".510 ".580 -.070 .989 _.0_7 .45 ".388 -.451 -.063 .94U .965
.50 ".486 ".495 -.009 .979 .983 .50 ".397 -.400 -.0U3 .943 .945
.60 ".425 ".151 .274 °955 *845 .60 "'393 ".120 ,273 .942 .832
•70 -.327 .I02 .429 ,915 ,742 .70 ".3%9 .092 .4_I .924 ,146
,75 ",262 ,181 ,443 ,889 ,709 ,75 ",282 ,135 ,416 ,8_7 ,728
,85 ",134 .312 ,446 ,838 ,653 ,85 ",248 ,173 ,422 ,8_4 ,71_
,90 ",142 ,35t ,493 ,841 ,636 ,90 ",115 ,191 ,307 ,831 ,704
,95 ",009 ,374 ,383 ,787 ,625 ,95 ,008 ,218 ,211 ,7_1 ,693
CHORD_ ,05 ",322 ",736 -,414 ,913 1,081 CHORD9 ,05 ",137 -1,066 -,929 ,83_ 1,221
,12 ",483 -,795 -,313 ,978 1,105 ,12 -,154 -,784 -,630 ,846 1,101
,20 ",_82 -,866 =,383 ,978 1,135 .20 ",250 o,833 -,583 ,885 1,121
•30 -.504 -.690 -.186 .986 _.062 .30 -.307 -.516 -.209 .907 ._91
135 ",504 ",607 -,103 .986 1,028 ,35 -,331 -,471 -,1'0 ,917 ,_73
._5 ".527 =.622 -.095 .996 1.034 .45 ".342 ".410 -.068 .921 .949
,50 ",535 ,999 ,50 ''347 ",366 -,019 ,923 ,931
,60 ",303 ",193 ,110 ,906 ,862 ,60 ",361 -,116 ,246 ,929 ,83t
,70 ",433 ,099 ,531 ,958 ,743 ,70 ",405 ,116 ,520 ,947 ,736
•75 ".378 .188 .566 .936 .706 .75 ".289 .177 .466 .UU .710
,85 =,218 .306 .523 ,872 ,655 ,85 ".201 ,230 .43U ,865 ,688
,90 ",138 ,357 ,_95 ,840 ,633 ,90 ",106 ,763 ,369 ,827 *674
.95 -.018 .382 ._01 .791 ,622 .95 .039 ,768
CHORD5 .01 ,423 ".083 -.506 .603 .817
•03 ",11_ =,742 -,628 ,830 1,083
105 ",256 -,973 -,717 ,887 1,181
,07 -,245 ",927 -,682 ,883 1,161
•12 -.409 -,797 -,388 .948 1.I06
.20 "._12 ".791 -.379 .950 1.103
.30 -.452 -.642 -.190 .966 1.042
.35 -,473 _.597 -.124 .97_ _.024
.45 -.504 =.533 -.029 .986 .998
,50 ",503 _,453 ,050 ,986 ,966
.60 ",505 ".137 .368 .987 .839
.70 -.482 .I03 .585 .978 .741
•75 ".429 .157 .585 .956 .719
,85 -,267 ,207 ,47_ ,891 ,638
,90 ",129 ,253 ,382 .836 ,678
.95 .022 .316 .29_ .775 .651
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TABLE 5.- Continued
PO_N_ HUHB[R 207 HACH - ,784 RN " 2,218_10E6 H " 15,999 KPA ALPHA = "3'005 OEQ CPSTAH = ''5_0
G " 3'956 KPA GAMMA " 1'132 P " 11,_=6 KPA DELTA6 " ='546 DEU
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL D_P MU HL
CHORD I ,01 ,427 ".035 -,_62 1601 ,797 CHORD 6 .01 .495 ".629 "1,1_3 ,569 1,036
*03 =1021 .791 *03 '136 ",921 "1,057 ,727 1,157
.05 ".2_6 ".496 -.250 882 .982 .05 .027 -1.199 -1.226 .775 !.279
,07 ",335 -,738 -,_03 918 1,081 ,07 -,084 -1,246 -1,16_ ,817 1,301
,12 -,_07 -,770 -,363 9_7 1,094 ,12 ",166 -1,157 -,991 ,860 1,260
,20 -,*_6 ",850 _,*05 962 1,127 ,20 -,2_ "1,100 -,8_5 ,8_1 1,234
,30 -,443 =,773 -,330 961 1,095 ,30 ",305 -,579 -,27_ ,9U6 1,016
,35 -,451 -,669 -,217 964 1,052 ,35 ".327 -,538 -,210 ,915 ,999
._5 -.4_7 =.63_ -.187 963 _.038 ._5 ".368 ".472 -.104 .931 1973
.50 -.424 ".526 -.I03 953 .99_ .50 ".382 -.407 =.025 .936 1946
.60 ".383 -.183 .200 937 .857 .60 °.391 ".112 .279 .940 .828
.70 _.288 .063 .351 899 .757 .70 -.387 .I02 .499 .938 .7_I
,75 ",231 .149 ,380 876 ,722 ,75 ",360 ,138 ,498 .9a8 ,726
,85 ,278 ,667 ,85 ".257 ,887
.90 .322 .648 .90 ".160 .188 .347 .848 */05
.95 =.017 .319 .337 .790 .6_9 .95 ".002 .2_0 .243 .78_ .683
CHORD 2 .05 ".250 ".719 -.469 .884 1.073 CHORD 7 .05 ".021 -I.212 -I.191 .7_E 1.285
,12 ",410 =,843 -,433 ,948 1,12_ ,12 -,151 -1.238 -1.087 ,844 1,297
e2O ".457 ".927 -.470 .967 1.159 .20 ".207 -1.119 -.913 ,866 11243
,30 ",462 ",815 -,35_ ,968 1,113 ,30 ",286 ",565 -,279 ,898 1,010
.35 ",466 =.690 =.22_ .970 1.061 .35 ".307 ".549 -.242 .907 1*U04
.45 =.471 =,620 =._49 .972 _,0_2 ._ ",338 "._85 ",147 .919 1_78
.50 _'%%1 ".519 -.078 .960 .992 .50 ".350 =._05 -.056 .gz_ _9_6
,60 ",390 ",176 ,213 ,9_0 ,854 ,60 ",372 ",1_5 .227 ,93Z ,8_2
,70 =,311 ,073 ,38_ ,908 ,753 ,70 ",365 .079 .44_ .930 t751
,75 ",239 ,161 .401 ,880 ,716 ,75 ",307 ,137 ,€_ ,9U7 ,727
,85 o,137 ,300 ,_37 ,839 _657 ,85 ",215 ,870
,90 o,079 ,347 ,A26 ,815 ,636 ,90 -,115 ,207 ,3_2 ,830 _697
.95 ".015 .349 .36_ .759 .636 .95 .002 ,7_2
CHORD 3 cO5 "1233 e,7€3 =1511 .877 1,083 CHORD 8 ,05 ",00_ -1,201 -1,199 ,78_ 1,280
,12 ",_11 _,865 -,_53 °948 lt133 ,12 ",118 -1,199 -1,081 .831 1_79
,20 ",_50 =,958 -,507 ,964 1,173 ,20 =,211 -1,082 -,871 ,868 1,Z_7
e30 "_656 =1878 -,426 ,966 11139 ,30 ",278 -,557 -,279 ,8_5 1,U07
,35 ",459 ",699 -,260 ,967 1106_ ,35 ",301 ",531 -,230 ,gU_ _996
,45 =,457 =,620 _,163 ,967 _,032 ,_5 ",333 =,_67 ",13_ ,917 _71
.50 =.4_ ".519 -.077 .961 .992 .50 ".353 ".409 -.056 .925 '9,7
160 "e395 ",167 .228 ,9_2 ,851 ,60 ".361 -.135 .2Z_ ,9Z8 ,a38
,70 ".320 .083 .*03 .912 .7#9 .70 ".32_ .076 ._01 .91_ .752
,75 -.2_6 ,160 ,*06 ,882 _717 ,75 ",E65 ,131 ,396 ,890 ,729
,85 =,122 ,28B ._10 ,833 ,663 ,85 ",245 ,185 ,_31 ,88_ ,706
,90 ",136 ,327 ,_63 ,838 ,646 ,90 ",116 1209 ,324 ,830 ,697
,95 ",003 ,35_ ,357 ,784 ,63_ ,95 ,006 ,231 ,225 ,7_1 t_87
CHORD 4 ,05 ",177 ",96_ =,786 ,855 1,175 CHORD 9 ,05 .017 "1,362 =1,379 ,776 1,359
e12 ",37_ ",987 -,613 ,933 1=185 .12 ",089 "1,236 "1,147 ,819 1,296
e20 01401 ",998 -,597 ,9_4 1,190 ,20 ",157 "1,176 ol,019 ,8_7 1,269
,30 "1#39 ",970 =,531 ,959 1,178 ,30 °,233 =0500 -,267 ,877 ,98_
.35 -.4_8 _.752 -.305 .963 1.086 .35 ".26_ -._50 -0185 .8_U .964
.45 ".447 ".639 m.192 .963 _t04O .&5 _._91 _._OD o.109 .guu 09_4
.50 "0551 1.005 .50 ".305 _.350 -.0_6 .SUb .92_
,60 ",26_ =,203 ,061 ,889 0865 ,60 ",330 =,111 ,219 .916 ,828
,70 -,406 .093 ._98 .946 1745 .70 ".386 .112 .498 .93_ ,737
,75 "0361 ,182 ,5_4 ,928 ,708 ,75 -,275 ,173 ,_48 ,8_4 ,711
,85 ",205 ,305 ,510 ,866 ,655 ,85 ",200 ,22_ ,_3U ,86_ ,688
,90 ",13_ ,355 ,_87 ,836 ,633 ,90 ",116 ,263 ,378 ,830 ,673
.95 ".017 .376 .393 .790 .624 .95 *034 .769
CHORD 5 ,01 ,539 ",218 -.757 ,548 ,871
,03 ,056 "1,059 -1,115 ,760 1,217
005 ",099 =1,110 "1,012 ,823 1,239
,07 _,105 "1,236 =1,131 .826 1,296
,12 -,277 "1,174 -,897 ,895 1,268
,20 -,307 ol,091 =,78_ ,907 1,230
,30 o,369 ",611 -,2_2 ,931 1,029
,35 ",396. =,610 -,214 ,942 1,028
.4fi =._38 ".555 -.117 .959 1,006
150 01_5 "._69 -.Oat .962 o971
,60 ",_5_ o,137 o317 ,965 1839
,70 -,4_8 ,093 ,5_1 o963 ,7_5
,75 -,404 ,1_3 ,5_6 ,9_5 ,724
,85 =,254 ,185 0439 .886 ,707
,90 =,123 ,228 o351 ,833 ,688
,95 ,026 ,293 0267 ,77_ 1660
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMB£R 211 MACH - ,749 RN - 2,198_IOE6 H - 15,812 KPA ALPHA -,000 OEG CPSTAR• -,662
Q " 3,687 KPA GAMMA - 1,137 P - 11,566 KPA DELTA6 - ",529 DEG
x/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD 1 ,01 ,050 ,271 ,221 ,729 ,640 CH_RD6 '01 ''1_5 ,1_7 ,292 ,805 '691
,03 ",479 ,931 ,03 ",563 ",145 ,418 .962 ,805
,05 ",693 ,028 ,721 1,012 ,738 ,05 ",571 -,268 ,303 ,965 ,851
,07 -,755 -,359 ,396 1,035 ,886 ,07 ",632 -,340 ,292 ,989 ,878
• 12 -,758 -,452 ,306 1,037 ,921 ,12 ",603 -,314 ,289 ,978 ,869
,20 ",703 -,527 .176 1,015. ,949 ,20 ",586 -,30_ ,282 ,971 ,865
,30 ",628 -,451 ,176 .987 ,920 ,30 ",566 -,302 .263 ,963 ,864
,35 ",608 ",429 ,179 ,979 ,912 ,35 ",556 -,338 ,218 ,960 ,878
•45 -,560 -,424 ,136 ,961 ,910 ,45 ",547 ",316 ,231 ,956 ,869
,50 -,518 ",415 ,10_ .9_6 +907 .50 -,538 -.285 .253 .953 ,858
•60 ",449 ",136 ,312 ,919 ,801 ,60 ",513 ",082 ,431 ,943 ,780
,70 ",340 .103 .443 ,879 ,708 ,70 =,_84 ,163 ,647 ,933 ,684
,75 ",314 ,194 ,508 ,869 ,672 ,75 ",445 ,245 ,690 ,918 ,651
,85 ,316 ,622 ,85 "'299 ,863
•90 ,343 ,610 ,90 ",199 ,352 ,550 ,825 ,606
,95 ",038 ,322 ,360 ,764 ,619 ,95 ".053 ,374 ,427 ,769 ,597
CHORD2 05 ",698 -,306 ,392 1,014 ,866 CHORD7 ,05 -,531 ",313 ,218 ,950 ,868
12 ",757 -,470 .288 1.036 ,927 ,12 o,578 -.347 .231 ,968 ,881
20 -,740 -,544 ,196 1,030 ,955 ,20 -,549 -,363 ,186 ,957 ,887
30 -,646 ",471 ,175 ,994 ,928 ,30 ",550 -,353 ,198 ,958 ,883
35 -,619 -,466 ,154 ,984 ,926 ,35 ",544 -,341 ,203 ,955 ,879
45 ",578 -,462 ,116 ,968 ,924 ,_5 -,530 -,347 ,183 ,950 ,881
50 -,543 ",398 ,145 955 ,900 .50 ",522 -,323 .199 .947 ,872
60 ",458 ",132 ,326 923 ,799 ,60 ",488 ",128 ,359 ,934 ,798
70 ",355 ,ogo ,4_5 884 ,713 ,70 -,_71 ,100 ,571 ,9Z8 ,709
75 ",289 ,204 ,_93 859 ,668 ,75 ",417 ,202 ,619 ,907 ,669
85 ",179 ,339 ,518 818 ,612 ,85 ",334 ,876
,90 ",113 ,3_I ,_54 792 ,611 ,90 ",243 ,366 ,609 ,842 ,600
,95 ",044 ,341 ,385 766 1611 ,95 ",140 ,803
CHORD3 ,05 ",682 -,260 ,422 1,008 ,8_8 CHORD8 ,05 -.585 -,287 ,297 ,971 ,859
,12 ",768 -,457 ,311 1.040 ,923 ,12 -,534 -,318 ,216 ,952 ,870
,20 ",719 o,534 ,185 1 022 ,952 ,20 ",526 ",3_4 ,182 ,9_9 .880
,30 ",648 -,468 ,180 995 ,927 ,30 -,525 -,338 ,188 ,948 ,878
,35 ",647 -,452 ,195 994 ,921 ,35 ",521 -,324 ,198 ,947 ,872
,45 -,586 -,439 ,147 971 ,916 .45 ",517 -.320 ,197 .945 ,871
,50 =,5_9 =,394 ,155 957 ,899 ,50 ",514 ",300 ,215 ,944 ,863
•60 -,475 -.129 ,3_6 929 ,798 ,60 ",503 ".107 ,396 ,940 ,790
,70 -,371 ,126 ,_96 890 ,699 ,70 -,403 .123 ,526 ,902 ,700
,75 -,304 ,214 ,518 865 ,664 .75 ",332 ,215 ,547 ,875 ,663
,85 -,179 ,355 ,533 817 ,605 .85 -,330 ,315 ,644 ,875 ,62_
•90 ",179 ,383 ,561 817 ,593 ,90 ",192 ,317 ,509 ,8E2 ,621
•95 ",039 ,390 .428 764 ,590 ,95 ",039 ,318 ,357 ,764 ,621
CHORD 4 05 ",596 ",362 ,234 ,975 ,887 CHORD 9 ,05 ",542 -,340 ,203 ,955 ,878
12 ",725 ",450 ,276 1,024 ,920 ,12 -,486 -,332 ,15_ .93_ ,875
20 "*695 -,466 ,229 1.013 ,926 ,20 "._38 -,379 ,059 .915 ,893
30 ",659 -,4_8 ,211 ,999 ,919 ,30 -,446 -,340 ,I06 .918 ,879
35 ",645 ",432 ,213 ,993 ,913 ,35 -,_48 -,325 ,123 ,919 *873
45 ",622 ",431 ,190 ,985 ,913 ,45 -,431 ",305 ,127 .913 ,865
,50 ",_30 ,912 ,50 -,427 -,283 ,144 .911 .857
• 60 ",124 -,161 -,036 797 ,811 .60 ",415 -,089 .325 ,907 ,783
• 70 ",434 ,111 ,54_ 914 ,705 ,70 -,439 ,147 ,586 .916 ,691
• 75 ",_45 ,2_4 ,689 918 ,651 ,75 ",328 ,237 ,565 ,87_ ,654
,85 -,345 ,371 ,716 880 ,598 ,85 -,231 .315 ,546 ,837 .622
,90 ",243 ,383 ,626 842 ,593 ,90 ",136 ,358 ,493 ,801 ,604
,95 ",132 ,411 ,5#3 800 ,581 ,95 ,007 ,746
CHORD5 ,01 ,025 ,246 ,221 739 ,651
,03 ",530 -,183 ,347 950 .819
•05 -,667 -.353 .314 1 002 .883
,07 ",630 -,358 ,272 988 ,885
•12 ",688 ",389 ,298 I 010 ,897 8 A L A N C E D A T A
,20 ",653 -,394 ,259 997 ,899
,30 ",624 ",39% ,229 985 .899 MACH - ,753 Q " 3,823 KPA ALPHA - ,007 DEQ
,35 -,612 ",389 ,223 981 ,897
,45 -,606 -,377 ,228 979 ,893 COEFFICIENT OF L_FT ,314
,50 -,592 -,349 ,2_3 973 ,882 ORAG ,005
',60 ",580 ",114 ,466 969 .793 PITCH "1,729
• 70 ",5_3 ,143 .686 955 .692 ROLL "t,481
,75 ",496 ,229 ,725 ,937 ,658 YAN ,042
.85 ",392 ,321 ,713 .898 ,619
•90 ",256 ,357 ,613 ,847 ,60_
,95 ",111 ,369 ,_80 ,792 ,599
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 212 MACH - .752 RN - 2.173_10E6 H - 15.946 KPA ALPHA - 2.381 OEG CPSTAR " -.651
O " 3,737 KPA GAMMA = 1,136 p . 11.638 KPA DELTA6 = ",558 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD I ,01 ",2%7 ,_97 ,71_ ,835 ,5_5" cHoRD 6 ,01 ",73_ ,543 %,276 1,03_ ,52_
•03 -,808 1,060 ,03 -I,203 ,248 1,451 1,218 ,652
,05 -1,089 ,29_ 1,384 1,172 ,633 ,05 -1,326 ,101 1,_27 1,271 ,712
,07 -1,075 -,099 ,977 1,166 ,790 ,07 11,371 -,001 1,370 1,290 ,752
•12 "I,101 _,219 ,882 1,177 ,836 ,12 "1,174 -,069 1,105 I,_07 ,779
•20 -,939 -,325 ,61& 1,111 ,876 ,20 -,897 -,107 ,790 1,095 ,793
• 30 ",7&_ ",318 ,427 1,036 ,87_ ,30 ",723 -,166 ,557 1,027 *816
•35 -,717 -,311 ,_06 1,025 ,87$ ,35 -,690 -,208 ,_82 %,015 ,83_
,45 -,637 e,307 ,330 ,995 ,870 ,45 -,649 -,226 ._23 ,999 ,839
,50 ",577 -,293 ,283 ,972 ,864 ,50 ",614 -,216 ,398 ,986 ,835
,60 -,477 -,062 ,415 ,934 ,776 ,60 ",571 -,058 ,513 ,970 ,774
,70 -,338 ,167 ,505 ,881 ,686 ,70 -,485 ,176 ,662 ,937 ,682
,75 ",27_ ,257 ,531 ,857 ,649 ,75 -,_14 ,259 ,672 ,910 ,648
,85 ,373 ,600 .85 -.253 ,849
•90 ,397 ,589 ,90 -.137 ,389 ,526 ,805 ,593
•95 -,020 ,369 ,389 ,760 ,602 ,95 -,025 ,389 ,41_ ,762 ,593
CHORD2 ,05 -1,085 ",006 1,079 1,170 ,75_ CHORD7 ,05 -1,262 ,065 1,327 1,2_3 e726
,12 -1,201 _,22_ ,978 1,218 ,838 ,12 -1.253 -,050 1.203 1,239 +771
,20 "I,018 ",327 ,691 1,143 ,877 ,20 ",906 -,136 ,770 1,099 ,804
,30 -,779 o,310 ,469 1,049 ,871 ,30 -,789 -,180 ,609 1,053 ,821
,35 ",727 ",305 ,422 1,029 869 ,35 ",733 -,193 ,540 1,031 ,886
,45 ",651 o,30_ ,3_7 1,000 868 ,45 -,672 -,229 ,4_2 1,008 ,840
•50 ",585 -,294 ,291 ,975 865 ,50 ",622 -,221 ,400 ,989 ,837
,60 -,489 ",090 ,398 ,938 787 ,60 ",57_ -,066 ,506 ,970 ,777
,70 -,358 ,156 ,514 ,889 690 ,70 -,510 ,I_5 ,655 ,946 ,695
,75 ",286 ,262 ,548 ,862 647 ,75 -,439 ,233 ,672 ,919 ,659
,85 -,165 ,396 ,561 ,815 590 ,85 -,339 ,882
,90 -,094 ,396 ,491 ,788 ,590 ,90 -,239 ,389 ,627 ,844 ,593
,95 -,024 ,396 ,420 ,761 ,590 ,95 -,139 ,806
CHORD3 ,05 "1,116 ,012 1,128 1,183 ,747 CH_RD8 ,05 -1,254 ,083 1,337 1,240 ,719
• 12 "1,233 -,205 1,027 1,231 ,831 ,12 -1,156 -,065 1,090 1,199 ,777
,20 "1,019 ",321 ,697 1,1_3 ,875 ,20 -,762 -,149 ,613 1,043 ,809
,30 -,760 -,318 ,_42 1,0€2 ,87_ .30 -,699 -,193 °506 1,018 ,826
,35 -,720 ",314 ,406 1,026 ,872 ,35 -.697 -,199 .497 1.017 .829
•_5 -,652 ",311 341 1,001 ,871 ,45 -,646 -,228 ._18 .998 ,839
,50 ",604 ",307 297 ,982 ,870 ,50 ",583 -,226 ,357 ,97_ ,839
,60 -,504 -,055 449 ,94_ ,773 .60 -,521 -,07_ ,_7 ,951 ,781
,70 -,380 ,186 566 ,897 ,678 ,70 -,418 ,127 ,545 ,911 ,702
,75 -,302 ,273 575 .868 ,642 .75 -,382 ,223 ,604 ,898 ,6&3
•85 ",168 .413 581 .816 .582 .85 -,273 ,353 ,626 ,857 ,609
•90 ",139 ,436 575 ,805 ,572 ,90 -,187 ,386 ,573 ,824 ,59_
•95 -,087 ,435 ,_62 ,762 ,573 ,95 -,089 ,378 ,467 ,786 ,598
CHORD_ ,05 "1,126 +,035 1,091 1,187 ,765 CHORD9 ,05 "1,273 ,036 1,309 1,248 ,738
,12 "1,21_ -,207 1,007 1,223 ,832 ,12 "1,0_5 -,074 ,970 1,15_ ,781
• 20 "1,15_ -,275 ,879 1,198 ,857 ,20 ",610 -,178 ,_32 ,984 ,820
,30 ",916 ",297 ,619 1,103 ,866 ,30 -,603 -,203 ,400 ,982 ,830
•35 -,810 -,295 ,515 1,061 ,865 ,35 ",576 -,212 ,36_ ,971 ,83_
,45 ",753 ",296 ,457 1,039 ,865 ,_5 -,51_ -,222 ,292 ,9_8 ,837
•50 ",319 ,87_ ,50 ".492 -.220 ,272 ,9kO ,836
,60 -,143 ",096 ,047 ,807 ,789 ,60 -,_59 -,075 ,385 ,927 ,781
•70 -,_35 ,175 ,611 ,918 ,682 ,70 ",_55 ,145 ,600 ,926 ,69_
,75 -,446 ,283 ,729 ,922 ,638 ,75 ",342 ,239 ,580 ,883 ,656
,85 ".3_2 ,41_ ,756 .883 ,582 ,85 ",22_ .329 .55_ ,838 .618
,90 ".235 ._48 ,683 ,842 ,567 .90 ",122 .366 ._88 ,799 ,603
• 95 ",129 ,_35 ,56_ ,802 ,573 ,95 -,006 ,75_
CHORD 5 ,01 -,308 ,565 ,873 ;870 ,513
,03 "1,170 ,212 1,382 1,205 ,667
• 05 -1,265 .037 1.302 1.2&_ .737
,07 -1,277 -,008 1,269 1,249 ,755
•12 "I,285 ",122 1,163 1,253 ,799
,20 -1,073 ",168 ,905 1.165 ,817
,30 -.918 ".220 ,698 1,103 ,836
,35 ".824 ".236 ,588 1.067 ,842
,45 -,760 ",262 ,_98 1,042 ,852
,50 ",71_ ",254 ,_60 1,024 ,849
,60 ",654 ",068 ,587 1,001 ,778
,70 -,579 ,168 ,7_7 ,973 ,685
,75 ",193 ,263 ,756 ,940 ,6_6
,85 -,374 ,374 ,7_8 ,895 ,599
,90 -,23_ ,405 ,638 ,842 ,586
•95 ",113 ,395 ,508 ,796 ,590
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TABLE5.- Continued
P_INT NUMR£R 213 MACH • ,701 RN • 2,209_10E6 H - 16,657 KPA ALPHA - ,000 DEG CPSTAR - -'861
g • 3,534 KPA GAMMA• 1,136 P = 12,669 KPA DELTA6 • ",564 OEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML
CHORD 1 ,01 ,002 ,286 ,284 ,700 ,593 CHORD6 ,01 ",181 ,136 ,317 ,765 ,651
,03 -,511 ,880 ,03 ".570 -,151 ,419 ,900 "755
,05 -,706 ,047 ,753 ,947 ,684 ,05 ",564 -,262 ,302 ,898 ,794
•07 -,756 -,33_ ,_22 ,964 ,819 ,07 ",607 -,330 ,277 ,913 ,817
,12 -,730 -,395 ,335 ,955 ,840 ,12 -,571 -,310 ,262 ,900 ,810
•20 ",666 ",445 ,221 ,933 ,857 ,20 °'5_5 "'299 .246 ,891 '807
•30 ",590 "'379 ,211 ,907 ,834 ,30 ",523 ",293 ,230 ,RS_ '805
•35 ",570 "'362 ,209 ,900 ,828 ,35 "'513 -,324 ,190 ,881 "815
,45 ",523 ",359 ,164 ,B8_ ,828 ,_5 "'50_ ",308 ,196 ,877 '810
•50 -.48& -.354 .132 .871 .826 .50 -.+98 -.a8a .216 .875 .801
,60 "'&21 ",096 ,325 ,8_9 ,736 ,60 ",_76 ",093 ,383 ,868 ,734
,70 ",318 '134 ,452 ,813 ,652 ,70 ",453 ,153 ,606 ,860 '6_5
,75 ",261 "228 ,489 ,793 ,616 ,75 ",417 ,288 ,6€6 ,848 '616
,85 ,3_5 ,570 ,85 ",298 ,806
,90 ,373 ,559 ,90 ",203 ,339 ,5_2 ,773 ,573
,95 ",0_5 ,371 ,416 ,717 ,559 ,95 ",059 ,358 ,_16 ,722 ,565
CHORD 2 ,05 ",712 ",263 ,_9 ,9_9 ,794 CHORD 7 ,05 ",519 -,306 ,213 ,882 ,809
,12 -,739 -,411 ,327 ,958 ,8_5 ,12 -,557 ",303 ,25_ ,895 ,808
•20 "1684 ",467 ,217 ,939 ,865 ,20 ",51_ -,337 ,176 ,881 ,820
•30 ",61_ ",401 ,213 ,915 ,842 ,30 ",503 ",327 ,176 ,877 ,816
,35 -,587 -,375 ,212 ,906 ,833 ,35 ".505 ",318 ,186 ,877 ,813
,45 -,562 ",370 ,172 ,890 ,831 ,_5 -,_9& -,325 ,169 ,874 ,816
•50 -,497 -,336 ,161 ,875 ,820 ,50 ",_87 ",301 .186 ,R71 ,807
•60 -,434 -,088 ,346 ,853 ,733 ,60 -,_70 -,121 ,350 ,866 €744
,70 ",349 ,120 ,_69 ,824 ,657 ,70 _,449 ,10_ ,553 ,858 ,663
•75 -,280 ,236 ,515 ,800 ,613 ,75 -._O0 ,192 ,593 ,8_2 ,630
•85 -,179 ,368 ,5_7 ,765 ,561 ,85 ",326 ,816
,90 ",117 ,368 ,485 ,743 ,561 ,90 ",243 ,363 °605 ,787 ,563
,95 -,051 ,368 ,_19 ,719 ,561 ,95 ",150 ,75_
CHORD 3 ,05 ",69_ ",228 ,466 ,942 ,782 CHORD 8 ,05 ",572 -,283 ,289 ,901 ,801
,12 ",736 ",388 ,3_8 ,957 ,837 ,12 ",535 ",31_ ,221 ,888 ,812
,20 ",678 "._40 ,237 ,937 ,855 ,20 ",533 ",336 ,197 ,887 ,820
,30 ",608 ",393 ,215 ,913 ,839 ,30 ",532 ",332 ,200 ,887 ,818
,35 ",581 ",378 ,203 ,904 ,834 ,35 ",530 ",319 ,212 ,886 ,813
,_5 ",533 ",362 ,172 ,887 ,828 ,_5 ",_68 "'317 ,151 ,865 '813
,50 ",503 ",340 ,163 ,877 ,821 ,50 -,459 -,299 .160 ,862 ,807
,60 -,438 ",090 ,3_8 ,855 ,733 ,60 ",458 ",119 ,339 ,861 ,743
•70 ",359 ,157 ,516 ,827 ,6_3 ,70 ",384 ,I01 ,485 ,836 '664
,75 ",296 ,2_3 .5_0 ,806 ,610 ,75 ",323 ,19_ ,517 ,815 ,629
,85 -,177 ,382 ,559 ,76_ ,555 ,85 ",310 ,299 ,609 ,811 ,588
,90 ",169 ,_07 ,576 ,761 1545 ,90 ",195 ,337 1532 ,770 ,573
,95 ",043 ,411 ,454 ,716 ,5_3 ,95 ",07_ ,3_2 ,_16 ,728 "571
CHORD 4 ,05 ",588 ",3_2 ,2_6 ,906 ,822 CHORD 9 ,05 °1_79 ",369 ,110 ,869 ,831
,12 ",695 ",_2& ,271 ,943 ,850 ,12 ",46_ -,334 ,130 ,86_ ,819
• 20 -,66_ -,429 ,236 ,932 ,851 ,20 ",_25 -,3_2 ,084 ,850 ,821
,30 -,628 ",_I0 ,219 ,920 ,8_5 ,30 -,_2_ -,331 ,093 ,850 ,818
,35 ",602 -,412 ,190 ,911 ,846 ,35 ",_25 -,320 ,I06 ,850 ,81_
,45 -,580 ",_11 ,169 ,903 ,845 ,45 -,408 -,301 ,108 ,84_ ,807
,50 -,At0 ,865 ,50 ",_03 -,283 ,120 ,843 ,801
•60 ",106 -,155 -,050 ,739 ,756 ,60 ",397 -,108 ,289 ,841 ,7_0
,70 -,392 ,121 ,513 ,839 ,657 ,70 ",427 ,122 ,550 ,851 ,656
,75 -,420 ,238 ,658 ,848 ,612 ,75 ",323 ,210 ,533 ,815 ,623
•85 ",334 ,366 ,700 ,819 ,561 ,85 ",239 ,291 ,530 ,786 ,591
•90 -,243 ,386 ,629 ,787 ,553 ,90 ",152 ,327 ,478 ,755 °577
•95 -,142 ,402 ,54_ ,752 ,5_7 ,95 ",010 ,705
CHORD 5 ,01 -,003 ,250 ,253 ,702 ,608
,03 ",5_1 ",168 ,372 ,890 ,761
• 05 --,658 -,323 ,335 .930 ,815
,07 ",616 -,326 ,291 ,916 ,816
,12 -,657 ",361 ,296 ,930 ,828 B A L A N C E D A T A
•_0 -,6_5 -,360 ,_65 ,919 ,828
,30 -,588 _,362 ,227 ,906 .828 MACH - ,698 Q " 3,5_I KPA ALPHA - ,001 DEG
,35 ",571 ",356 ,215 ,900 ,826
,45 ",563 ",352 ,211 ,898 ,825 COEFFICIENT eF LIFT ,31_
•50 ",554 -,328 ,226 ,895 ,817 UHAG ,00_
•60 ",536 ",113 ,423 ,888 ,741 PITCH "1,639
,70 -,509 ,137 ,6_6 ,879 ,650 H_LL "1,_42
•75 -,477 ,_28 ,705 ,868 ,616 YAH ,046
,85 ",388 .323 ,712 ,838 ,579
,90 ",27_ ,358 ,63! ,798 ,565
,95 -,I_4 ,364 ,508 ,752 ,562
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 21& MACH = ,701 RN - 2,209510E6 H - 16,673 KPA ALPHA - 2"660 DEG CPSTAR = -,863
Q " 3,534 KPA GAMMA • 1,136 P - 12,675 KPA DELTA6 = ",566 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD 1 ,01 -,383 ,518 ,901 ,835 ,497 CHORD 6 ,01 -,952 ,580 1,531 1,031 ,470
•03 ",971 1,037 ,03 -I,425 ,290 1,715 1,200 ,591
• 05 -1,205 ,294 1,499 1,120 ,590 ,05 -1,369 ,143 1,512 1,180 ,648
• 07 -1,185 -,078 1,107 1,113 ,729 ,07 "1,262 ,040 1,302 1,141 ,686
,12 -1,081 -,200 ,882 1,076 ,772 ,12 -,982 -,045 ,937 1,041 ,717
,20 ",888 -,296 ,592 I*009 ,805 ,20 -,806 -*082 ,724 ,980 ,730
,30 ",737 -.281 455 ,956 .800 .30 -,705 -,113 .592 ,946 ,741
,35 -.699 -,278 421 ,943 ,799 ,35 -*663 -,181 ,482 ,931 .785
,45 -,618 -.274 343 ,916 ,798 ,AS -,611 -,203 ,408 .913 ,773
,50 -,564 -,277 287 ,897 ,798 ,50 -,583 -,198 ,384 ,904 ,771
,60 -,473 -,070 402 ,866 ,726 ,60 -,543 -,057 ,_85 ,890 ,721
,70 ",350 ,148 498 ,824 ,646 ,70 -,465 ,161 ,626 ,863 ,641
,75 -,283 ,233 516 ,801 ,614 ,75 -,_06 ,243 ,6_8 ,8_3 ,810
• 85 ,348 ,568 ,85 -,254 ,791
,90 ,368 ,560 ,90 -,I_6 ,381 ,527 ,753 ,555
,95 -,0_8 ,335 ,383 ,718 ,574 ,95 -,038 ,375 ,_12 ,714 ,558
CHSRD 2 ,05 "1,218 ,015 1,233 1,125 ,695 CHORD 7 *05 -1,270 *099 1.369 1,143 ,66¢
• 12 "I,118 -,197 ,921 1,089 ,771 ,12 "1,073 ",04€ 1,029 1,073 ,716
,20 ",902 -.293 ,609 1,014 ,804 ,20 -,908 -,087 ,822 1,016 ,732
,30 -,764 -,283 ,481 966 ,801 ,30 ",800 -,160 ,6_I ,978 ,757
,35 ",714 -,282 ,432 949 ,800 ,35 ",725 -,175 ,550 ,952 ,763
,_5 ",634 -,282 ,353 921 ,800 ,45 ",659 -,213 ,4#6 ,930 ,776
,50 ",573 -,275 ,298 900 ,798 ,50 ",607 ",210 ,397 ,912 ,775
•60 -,485 -,065 ,420 870 ,724 ,60 ",557 -,072 ,_85 ,895 ,726
•70 -,368 1153 ,521 830 ,6k4 ,70 -,500 ,127 ,627 ,875 ,654
•75 ",299 ,243 ,542 806 ,610 ,75 -1430 ,216 ,6#6 ,852 ,620
•85 -,186 ,37_ ,559 767 ,558 ,85 -,337 ,519
,90 ",118 ,&01 ,519 743 ,547 ,90 ",242 ,379 ,621 .786 ,556
•95 ",049 ,377 ,425 ,718 ,557 ,95 -,145 ,752
CHORD 3 ,05 "1,246 ,032 1o,278 1,135 ,689 CHORD 8 ,05 "1,285 ,121 1,_07 1,149 ,656
,12 "1,128 -,179 ,949 1,092 ,76€ ,12 -,987 ",036 ,951 1,043 ,714
.20 ",891 -,294 ,597 1,010 ,805 ,20 -,766 -,118 ,647 ,966 ,743
,30 ",764 -,278 ,486 ,966 ,799 ,30 ",67€ ",162 ,512 ,935 ,758
,35 ",719 ",280 ,A39 ,950 ,800 ,35 ",637 -,172 ,465 ,922 ,762
,45 -,6€0 -,295 ,3_5 ,923 805 ,45 ",575 -,205 ,370 ,901 ,773
,50 ",593 ",275 ,318 ,907 798 ,50 •,552 ",206 ,3_5 ,893 ,774
,60 -,500 -,065 ,435 ,875 724 ,60 -°502 -,072 ,_29 .876 ,727
,70 -,376 ,163 ,539 ,833 640 ,70 ",_12 ,116 ,527 ,845 ,658
,75 ",315 ,249 ,564 ,812 608 ,75 ",3_1 ,211 ,551 ,821 ,622
• 85 ",187 ,389 ,576 ,767 552 ,85 -,273 ,343 ,616 ,797 ,571
• 90 ",160 ,406 ,567 ,758 545 ,90 ",155 ,376 ,531 ,756 ,557
•95 -,045 ,_07 ,_53 ,717 ,5_ ,95 -,050 ,365 ,416 ,719 ,561
CHORD 4 ,05 "1,307 ,010 1,317 1,157 ,697 CHORD 9 ,05 "1,155 ,062 1,217 1,102 ,678
,12 "1,235 -,165 1,070 1,131 ,759 ,12 ",915 -,050 ,865 1,018 ,718
,20 "1,015 -,235 ,780 1,053 ,784 ,20 -,635 -,1_9 ,486 ,921 ,754
,30 ",878 ",262 ,616 1,005 ,793 ,30 -,582 -,181 ,401 ,903 _755
• 35 ",797 ",271 ,526 ,977 ,796 ,35 ",55_ -,191 ,363 ,894 ,768
,45 ",727 ",295 ,432 ,953 ,805 ,45 -,_93 -,205 ,288 ,873 ,77_
,50 ",29& ,805 ,50 ",%76 -,209 ,267 ,867 ,775
• 60 ",156 -,100 ,056 ,756 ,736 ,60 -,_7 -,073 ,373 ,857 ,727
,70 -,429 ,153 ,582 ,851 ,6_4 ,70 -,_43 ,133 ,576 ,856 ,652
•75 -,447 ,232 ,679 ,857 ,614 ,75 -,338 ,227 ,565 ,820 ,616
,85 -,347 ,392 ,739 ,823 ,550 ,85 -,230 ,312 ,5_2 ,782 ,583
• 90 ",240 ,392 ,632 ,786 ,551 ,90 ",132 ,359 ,_91 ,7_8 ,56_
,95 -,135 ,393 ,528 ,749 ,550 ,95 -,011 ,705
CHSRD 5 ,01 -,_87 ,591 1,077 ,871 ,465
,03 "I,426 ,253 1,678 1,200 ,606
,05 "I,443 ,082 1,525 1,207 ,671
,07 -1,365 ,031 I 396 1.178 ,689
,12 -1,228 -,090 1 138 1,128 ,733
,20 "1,020 -,136 884 1,055 ,7_9
•30 -,87% =,192 682 1,00& ,769
,35 -,786 ",209 577 ,973 ,775
,65 ",723 ",239 485 ,952 ,785
,50 ",676 ",236 441 ,936 ,784
•60 ",626 ",072 554 ,919 ,727
,70 -,558 ,IA8 706 ,895 ,6_6
,75 ",_92 ,2_2 ,73_ ,873 ,610
• 85 -.3_7 .357 ,704 ,823 ,565
•90 ",200 ,384 ,585 ,772 ,554
,95 ",080 ,368 ,448 ,729 ,561
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 215 HACH - .599 • RN I 2.208,IOE6 H - 18.29_ KPA ALPHA - .001 DEG CPSTAR I ##I#"
Q " 3,047 KPA GAMMA I 1,135 P - 1_,961 KPA DFLTA6 I ",554 DEQ
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD I ,01 ",060 ,240 ,300 ,617 ,522 CHORD 6 ,01 -,219 ,13_ ,353 ,66_ ,557
,03 -,538 755 ,03 -,547 -,137 ,_I0 ,757 ,6_0
,05 ",701 ,022 ,723 799 ,592 ,05 ",528 -,230 .297 ,752 ,668
,07 -,715 ",3_1 ,373 803 ,699 ,07 ",553 -,292 ,262 ,759 ,685
,12 -,677 -,406 ,271 793 ,718 ,12 ",503 -,272 ,232 ,745 ,679
• 20 ",597 -,444 ,15_ 771 ,728 ,20 ",_85 -,262 ,223 ,740 ,677
,30 ",525 ",383 ,143 751 ,711 ,30 ",46_ -,257 ,207 ,734 ,675
135 "1503 -.366 .137 ,745 ,706 ,35 -,452 -,286 .166 .731 ,683
•45 -,459 -,359 ,100 ,733 ,704 ,45 ",_45 -,27_ ,170 ,729 ,680
,50 -,_26 ",353 ,07_ ,723 ,703 ,50 ",439 -,252 ,187 ,727 '67_
,60 -,38_ ",122 ,262 ,712 ,636 ,60 ",429 -,093 ,337 ,724 ,627
,70 ",290 ,092 ,382 ,685 ,570 ,70 ",400 ,136 ,536 ,716 '556
,75 ",242 ,180 ,_22 ,671 ,5_2 ,75 ",365 ,215 ,580 ,706 '531
•85 ,294 ,504 ,85 ",275 ,680
•90 ,296 ,503 ,90 -,187 ,315 ,502 ,655 ,_97
•95 ",049 ,296 ,345 ,624 ,503 ,95 ",059 ,312 ,371 ,617 "_98
CHORD 2 ,05 -,689 -,280 ,410 ,796 ,682 CHORD 7 ,05 -,476 -,277 ,199 ,737 ,682
,12 ",681 ".404 ,277 .794 ,717 .12 ".515 ".275 ,2_0 ,748 ,680
,20 ",620 -.403 .217 ,777 ,717 ,20 "._77 -.288 ,189 .738 ,684
,30 ",543 ",386 ,157' ,756 ,712 ,30 ",461 -,290 ,171 ,733 ,685
,35 -,514 -,370 ,I_4 ,748 ,708 ,35 ",45_ -,286 ,167 ,731 ,684
• _5 -,_72 -,367 ,105 ,736 ,707 ,45 -,436 -,291 ,146 ,7a6 ,685
,50 -,441 -,364 ,077 ,728 ,706 ,50 -,_29 -,272 ,157 ,724 ,680
,60 ",396 ",125 ,272 ,715 ,636 ,60 -,419 ",117 ,302 ,721 ,634
,70 -,332 ,088 ,420 ,697 ,571 ,70 -,396 ,095 ,492 ,715 ,569
•75 -,256 ,191 ,4_7 ,675 ,539 ,75 -,354 ,182 ,536 ,703 '5_1
,85 -,167 ,315 ,482 ,6_9 ,497 ,85 -,296 ,687
,90 ",112 ,316 ,#27 ,633 ,497 ,90 -,229 ,341 .570 ,667 ,488
,95 -,055 ,316 ,371 ,616 ,497 ,95 -,141 ,641
CH0RD 3 ,05 ",667 ",251 ,_16 ,790 ,673 CHORD 8 ,05 11526 ",225 ,302 ,751 ,666
,12 ",664 ",393 ,271 ,789 ,714 ,12 ",466 ",282 ,184 ,735 ,682
•20 ",602 ",41_ ,188 ,772 ,720 ,20 ",_50 ",295 ,155 ,730 ,686
• 30 -,533 -,383 ,151 ,753 ,711 ,30 -,437 -,290 ,147 ,727 ,685
•35 -,512 -,372 ,140 ,747 ,708 ,35 -,_29 -,280 ,1_9 ,724 ,682
•_5 -,472 -,358 ,11_ ,736 ,704 ,45 -,414 -,282 ,132 ,720 ,682
,50 ",_i7 ",327 ,120 ,729 ,695 ,50 -,_16 ",266 ,149 ,720 ,678
,60 -,405 -,116 ,289 ,718 ,634 ,60 -,390 -,112 ,277 ,713 ,633
,70 -,325 ,112 ,&37 ,695 ,56_ ,70 ",3_5 ,088 ,&33 ,700 ,571
,75 -*270 ,196 ,&66 ,679 ,537 ,75 -,298 ,181 ,479 ,687 ,542
,85 ",165 ,379 ,&9_ ,649 ,492 ,85 -,279 ,293 ,572 ,682 ,50_
•90 -,168 ,3_9 ,517 ,649 ,_85 ,BO 1,170 ,322 ,493 ,650 ,_94
•95 -,0_6 .3_7 ,393 ,613 ,_86 ,95 ".055 ,323 ,377 ,616 ,494
CHORD _ ,05 ".573 ",302 ,271 .764 ,688 CHORO 9 ,05 -,_87 ".301 ,186 .7_0 ,688
,12 -.625 ".376 .249 ,779 .709 ,12 -,429 -.291 ,138 .724 ,685
,20 -,592 ",385 ,206 ,769 ,712 ,20 ",37_ -,292 ,083 ,709 ,685
,30 ",570 ",369 ,201 ,763 ,707 ,30 ",370 -,293 ,078 ,708 ,685
,35 ",550 ",360 ,190 ,758 ,705 ,35 ",37_ -,28_ ,090 ,709 ,683
,_5 "'53_ -,357 ,177 ,75_ ,70_ ,_5 ",360 -,267 ,093 ,705 ,678
•50 -,340 ,699 ,50 -,357 ",255 ,101 ,70_ ,675
•60 -,031 -,138 -,107 ,608 ,6_I ,60 -,355 -,_06 ,2_9 ,703 ,631
,70 ",35_ ,116 ,_70 ,703 ,562 ,70 ",390 ,111 ,500 ,713 ,56_
,75 11385 '223 ,608 ,712 ,528 .75 "'29_ "201 ,_95 "686 '535
,85 "'306 '3_9 ,655 ,689 ,W85 "85 "'228 '283 "512 ,667 '508
•90 ",221 ,386 ,607 ,665 ,_72 ,90 =,158 ,317 ,475 ,6_6 ,_96
•95 -,126 ,377 ,503 ,637 ,_75 ,95 -,02_ ;606
CHORD5 ,01 "+0_7 ,247 ,294 ,613 ,520
•03 ",558 -,146 ,412 ,760 ,643
°05 --,6_0 --,279 .35_ .780 ,682
,07 ",585 o,277 ,308 ,768 ,681
,12 -,60_ -,31_ ,290 ,773 ,692 8 A L A k C £ D A T A
•20 -,567 -,308 ,259 ,763 ,690
,30 -,528 ",314 ,21_ ,752 ,692 MACH I 1601 _ = 3'068 KPA ALPHA " '001 OEG
,35 -,511 ".312 ,199 ,7_7 ,691
,45 -,502 ",311 ,191 ,7_5 ,691 COEFFICIENT OF L1FT ,305
•50 -,489 -,292 ,197 ,741 ,685 _RAG *OO_
,60 ",#72 ",110 ,363 ,736 ,632 P_TCH 11,_9_
,70 ",_61 ,121 ,582 ,733 ,561 _OLL "1,352
,75 -,_27 ,214 ,6_0 ,72_ ,531 YAW ,045
,85 ",356 .314 ,670 ,704 ,_97
•90 ",260 ,342 ,602 ,676 ,_87
,95 ",150 '341 ,491 ,644 ,_88
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POZN7 NUMS£R 216 HACH • ,600 RN • 2,201_10E6 H - 18,299 KPA ALPHA = 2,922 DES CPSTAR • #_###
Q " 3,056 KPA GAMMA= 11_35 P l 141_55 KPA DELTA6 - ",563 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML
CHORD1 ,01 -,599 ,523 1,122 773 ,422 CHORD6 ,01 "1,209 ,619 1,827 ,938 ,383
,03 "1,123 915 ,03 "1,447 ,339 1,786 1,003 ,489
,05 "1,220 ,322 1,542 9_1 ,495 ,05 "1,218 ,190 1,_09 ,941 ,540
,07 -I,165 -,032 1,133 927 ,610 ,07 "1,120 ,089 1,209 ,914 ,572
,12 -,993 ",165 ,834 882 ,649 ,12 -,861 -,005 ,856 ,844 ,601
,20 -,826 ",255 ,572 835 .676 .20 =.742 ",045 .697 ,812 '614
•30 -,688 -,242 ,446 797 ,672 ,30 -,6_3 -,075 ,568 ,785 ,623
,35 -,6_5 -,242 ,_03 ,786 ,672 ,35 -,603 ",139 ,464 ,774 ,642
,45 -,568 -,238 ,330 ,764 ,671 ,_5 -,557 -,161 ,396 ,761 ,6_8
•50 -,517 ",238 ,279 ,750 ,671 ,50 -,531 ",157 ,37_ ,75_ ,647
.60 -,425 -.064 ,361 .724 ,619 .60 -,504 -,0_2 .462 .746 ,613
,70 -,325 ,132 ,457 ,696 ,558 ,70 -,4_3 ,158 ,600 ,729 ,550
•75 -,268 ,215 ,_83 ,680 ,532 ,75 -,391 ,237 ,627 ,715 ,524
,85 ,320 ,496 ,85 -,265 ,679
,90 ,339 ,489 ,90 ",166 ,365 ,531 ,650 ,480
•95 -,048 ,307 ,355 ,615 ,501 ,95 -,051 .355 ,406 .615 ,484
CHORD 2 ,05 ml,222 ,053 1,275 ,9_2 ,584 CHORD 7 ,05 "1,137 ,141 1,278 ,919 ,556
•12 -I,019 -.154 ,866 .887 ,646 .12 "1.015 -.000 1.015 ,886 .600
,20 ",840 ",244 ,596 ,839 ,673 ,20 ",8_9 ".061 ,787 .841 '619
,30 -,709 -.238 ,471 ,803 ,671 .30 -,731 -.118 ,614 ,809 1636
.35 -,660 ",239 ,_21 ,790 ,671 .35 -,655 ",135 .521 .788 ,6_I
,45 -,583 ",253 ,330 ,768 ,675 ,45 ",582 ",171 ,411 ,768 ,651
,50 -,522 -,251 ,271 .752 ,675 ,50 -,55_ -.171 ,383 .760 ,651
,60 -,4_8 ",073 ,375 ,731 622 ,60 ",514 ",056 ,459 ,749 ,617
,70 -,355 ,116 ,472 ,705 563 ,70 -,465 ,127 ,592 ,735 ,560
• 75 -,284 ,224 ,508 ,684 528 ,75 -.403 ,209 ,612 ,718 ,53_
• 85 -,180 ,343 ,523 .654 488 ,85 -,321 ,695
•90 -,119 ,344 ,463 ,636 488 ,90 -,237 ,360 ,598 ,671 ,482
,95 -,055 ,344 ,400 ,617 488 ,95 -,144 ,643
CHORD3 ,05 "1,215 ,068 1,283 ,940 ,579 CHORD8 ,05 "1,166 ,174 1,340 ,927 ,545
•12 -1,022 ",129 ,893 .888 ,639 ,12 -,796 ,004 ,800 ,827 ,598
,20 -,827 -,240 ,586 ,835 ,672 ,20 -,717 ",077 ,640 ,805 .623
,30 -,708 ",231 ,476 ,803 ,669 ,30 -,615 -,122 ,_93 ,777 ,637
,35 ",665 ",236 ,_29 ,791 ,670 ,35 -,577 -,133 ,_45 ,767 ,640
,45 -,583 ",251 ,332 ,768 ,675 ,45 -,522 -,164 .358 ,752 ,649
•50 -1535 ",236 ,298 ,755 ,670 ,50 -,509 -,168 ,341 ,748 ,650
160 -,453 ",057 ,396 ,732 ,617 ,60 -1468 -,056 ,_13 ,737 ,617
,70 -1365 ,1a8 .513 ,707 ,553 ,70 -,391 "i13 ,50_ '715 '565
• 75 -,299 ,229 ,529 ,689 ,527 ,75 -,333 ,201 ,53_ ,698 ,536
,85 -,181 ,362 ,5_9 °654 ,481 ,85 -,277 ,322 ,599 ,682 ,495
,90 ",165 ,377 ,5_2 ,6_9 ,476 ,90 ",165 ,352 ,517 ,649 ,485
•95 -,053 ,372 ,424 ,616 ,478 ,95 -,056 ,339 ,395 ,617 ,490
CHORD 4 ,05 "I,150 ,071 1,221 ,922 ,578 CHORD 9 ,05 -1,051 ,106 1,156 ,896 ,567
,12 -1,107 -,10& 1,003 ,911 ,631 ,12 -,750 -,012 ,739 ,814 ,603
,20 -,947 -,177 ,771 ,868 ,653 ,20 -,590 -,093 ,_97 ,770 ,628
,30 -1821 -,207 ,614 ,834 ,662 ,30 -,534 -.141 ,393 ,755 ,642
,35 -t741 ",217 ,52_ ,812 ,665 ,35 ",510 ",152 ,358 ,7_8 ,6_6
,45 ",669 ",242 ,427 ,792 ,672 ,_5 -,473 ",167 ,306 ,738 ,650
,50 ",243 ,672 ,50 ",454 ",173 ,281 ,732 _65_
,60 -,149 ",079 ,070 ,645 ,624 ,60 ",42_ ",060 ,362 ,72_ ,618
,70 -,400 ,151 ,550 ,717 ,552 ,70 -,426 .127 ,553 .725 ,560
,75 ",420 ,249 ,670 ,723 ,520 ,75 ",326 ,_15 ,541 ,696 '531
,85 ",332 ,374 ,706 ,698 ,477 ,85 -,234 ,302 ,536 ,670 ,502
,90 -,_38 ,_06 ,644 ,671 ,466 ,90 ",148 ,336 ,484 ,644 ,_90
,95 -,137 ,388 ,526 ,641 ,472 ,95 ",026 ,608
CHORD5 ,01 -,804 ,623 1 426 ,829 ,381
,03 "I1399 ,309 I 708 ,990 ,500
,05 -1,377 ,1_3 I 521 ,984 ,555
• 07 -1,209 ,086 1 294 ,938 ,573
• 12 -1,103 -,035 1 067 ,910 ,611
•20 -,941 ",086 856 ,866 ,626
,30 "t803 "11_4 659 ,829 ,6_3
,35 -,718 ",161 558 ,806 ,648
,_5 -,661 ",191 _70 ,790 ,657
,50 ",615 ",191 ,424 ,777 1657
•60 ",572 ",055 ,516 ,765 ,617
,70 -,519 ,144 ,663 ,751 ,555
,75 -,463 ,234 ,697 ,735 ,525
,85 ",362 ,3_5 ,707 ,707 ,487
190 -,250 ,373 ,622 ,674 ,477
,95 -,I_0 ,352 ,493 .642 ,485
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUHO£R 218 HACH - ,399, RN • 2,204_10E6 H • 24,772 KPA ALPHA - ,000 DEG CPSTAR • ##_#_
0 • 2,045 KPA QAMMA - 1,13_ P • 22,644 KPA DELTA9 • ",788 DEe
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML
CHORDI ,01 ",124 ,322 ,445 ,423 ,329 CHORD6 ,01 ",250 ,127 ,376 ,447 ,373
,03 -,541 ,499 ,03 -,509 -,109 ,400 ,493 ,421
,05 ",628 ,154 ,782 ,513 ,367 ,05 ",478 -,188 ,290 ,488 ,436
•07 -,632 -,169 ,463 ,514 ,432 ,07 =,498 -,239 ,259 ,491 ,445
•12 ",602 ",229 ,373 ,509 ,443 ,12 ",452 ",227 ,225 ,484 ,443
•20 ",536 ",257 ,279 ,498 ,449 ,20 ",414 -,216 ,199 °477 ,441
•30 ",466 ",203 ,363 ,486 ,439 ,30 "'394 ",214 ,180 ,473 ,440
,35 -,449 ",187 ,262 ,483 ,435 ,35 ",382 -,234 ,148 ,471 ,444
•45 ",410 -,178 ,233 ,476 ,434 ,_5 -,375 -,225 ,150 ,470 ,443
,50 ",379 -,169 ,211 ,471 ,433 ,50 ''368 -,208 ,160 ,469 ,440
,60 ",332 ,020 ,353 ,462 ,395 ,60 ",363 -,079 ,284 ,468 ,415
,70 ",255 ,205 ,459 ,448 ,356 ,70 ",340 ,117 ,457 ,464 ,375
,75 ",212 ,274 ,486 ,440 1340 ,75 ",308 ,193 ,502 ,458 ,358
,85 ,380 ,315 ,85 -,241 ,446
,90 ,397 ,311 ,90 ",177 ,307 ,484 ,434 ,333
• 95 ",054 ,372 ,426 ,410 ,317 ,95 ",078 ,308 ,386 ,415 ,332
CHORD 2 ,05 ",639 -,126 ,503 ,514 ,424 CHflRD7 ,05 ",419 ",232 ,186 ,478 ,444
,12 ",599 ",331 ,378 ,509 ,442 ,12 -,446 -,235 ,211 ,482 ,444
,20 -,541 ",221 ,321 ,499 ,442 ,20 -,411 -,245 ,165 ,476 ,446
•30 -,481 -,198 ,283 ,489 ,438 ,30 -,393 =,239 ,155 ,473 ,445
• 35 ",457 ",184 ,273 ,484 ,435 ,35 -,383 ",239 ,144 ,471 ,445
•45 ".417 ".179 .238 .477 ,434 ,45 ".366 -.242 .124 .468 ,446
,50 -,383 -,174 ,208 ,471 433 .50 ",369 ",225 ,144 ,469 ,443
,60 -,342 ,022 ,364 ,464 395 ,60 ",363 -,I03 ,260 ,468 ,419
,70 -,274 ,207 ,481 ,452 355 ,70 -,339 ,083 ,422 ,463 *383
•75 -,224 ,232 ,457 ,443 350 ,75 -,299 ,159 ,458 ,456 ,366
,85 ",150 ,404 ,554 ,428 309 ,85 -,255 ,448
,90 ",105 ,425 ,530 ,420 304 ,90 ''202 ,307 ,509 ,43B ,333
•95 ",059 ,404 ,463 ,411 309 ,95 ",121 ,423
CHORD3 ,05 -,625 -,114 ,511 ,513 ,422 CHORD8 ,05 -,484 -,211 ,273 ,489 ,440
.12 ".599 "*136 ,463 .509 ,426 ,12 ",407 ",239 ,168 .476 ,445
,20 ",536 ",166 ,369 .498 1432 .20 ",387 ".247 ,140 .472 ,447
,30 ",477 ",194 ,283 .488 ,437 ,30 ",368 ",236 ,132 .469 ,445
,35 -,457 -,186 o271 ,484 ,435 ,35 °,361 ",227 ,133 ,467 ,443
•45 ",422 ",174 ,247 ,478 ,433 ,45 ",348 ",226 ,121 ,465 ,443
150 ",359 ",152 ,248 ,474 ,429 ,50 ",351 ",216 ,135 ,466 ,441
,60 ",350 ,021 ,372 ,465 ,395 ,60 ''329 ",091 ,238 ,462 ,417
,70 ",283 ,216 ,499 ,453 ,353 ,70 ",297 ,079 ,376 ,456 ,383
• 75 ",242 ,391 ,532 ,446 ,336 ,75 °,263 ,161 ,425 ,450 ,365
,85 ",150 ,412 ,562 ,429 ,307 ,85 ",251 ,277 ,527 ,447 ,340
• 90 ",161 ,427 ,588 ,431 ,303 ,90 ",161 ,300 ,462 ,431 ,334
•95 ",051 ,428 ,480 ,409 ,303 ,95 -,05B ,302 ,359 ,411 ,334
CHORD4 ,05 ",510 -,247 .263 ,494 ,447 CHORD9 ,05 ",428 -,272 ,155 ,479 ,451
• 12 ",566 -,306 ,259 ,503 ,458 ,12 ",376 -,263 ,113 ,470 ,450
,20 ",528 -,313 ,215 ,497 ,459 ,20 ",378 -,265 ,113 ,470 ,450
.30 -,483 -,297 .186 ,489 .456 ,30 ",316 -,264 .052 .459 .450
•35 -.461 -,292 ,169 ,485 ,455 ,35 -.323 -,266 ,057 ,461 ,450
•45 ",435 ",286 ,149 ,480 ,454 ,45 ",308 -,268 ,041 ,458 ,451
,50 -,275 ,452 ,50 -,306 -,271 ,035 ,458 ,451
60 ",087 ",114 -,028 ,416 ,422 ,60 ",310 -,095 ,215 ,458 ,418
70 ",310 ,I04 ,414 ,458 ,378 ,70 ",344 ,090 ,434 ,464 ,381
75 ",332 ,196 ,528 ,462 ,358 ,75 ",265 ,164 ,429 ,450 ,365
85 -,264 ,313 ,577 .450 ,331 ,85 -.214 ,257 .470 ,441 ,344
90 ",188 ,346 ,534 .436 ,323 ,90 ".154 ,288 ,442 ,429 ,337
95 ".I05 ,334 .440 ,420 ,326 ,95 -,040 .407
CHORD 5 ,01 ",111 ,234 ,345 ,421 ,3_9
•03 -,564 -,111 ,453 ,503 ,421
•O5 -°597 -,22_ ,374 ,508 ,_2
•07 ",530 ",220 ,299 ,495 ,442
•12 ",538 -,259 .279 ,498 ,449 8 A L A N C E D A T A
• 20 ",485 -.249 ,236 .489 .447
,30 -,442 -°253 ,190 482 1448 HACH - 1400 O " 2,11Z KPA ALPHA = ,001 DEe
,35 ",428 ",252 ,176 479 ,448
,45 "'419 "'250 ,169 478 ,447 COEFFICIENT OF L_FT ,238
,50 ",413 ",2_0 ,173 477 ,445 _RA8 *DO6
,60 ",397 ",094 ,303 474 ,418 PITCH "1,381
,70 -,378 ,I06 ,484 470 ,377 ROLL -1,190
,75 ",361 .191 ,552 467 ,359 YA_ ,036
,85 ",298 ,291 ,588 456 ,336
,90 ",313 ,315 ,528 440 ,331
•95 ",116 ,306 ,422 423 ,333
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 219 HACH = .401 RN = 2,211=10E6 H - 24,778 KP& ALPHA = 3"8E9 OEG CPSTAR • tl#=#
0 • 2.064 KPA GAMMA I _I_3_ P = 22*630 KPA DELTA9 = ",795 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD I .01 "*916 ,564 1.479 ,563 ,268 CHORD 6 .01 "1,519 .667 2.186 *655 .236
,03 "1+240 ,613 .03 -1,477 ,_26 1.903 ,649 ,305
• 05 -1,241 =_OO 1,641 .613 .311 ,05 "1.253 ,280 1.533 ,615 ,3_1
• 07 "1,147 ,054 1,201 .599 ,390 .07 "1,075 .190 1o264 ,588 ,361
.12 -*949 ",064 ,885 .568 *414 .12 -*894 .081 .975 .560 *384
• 20 -,770 -,152 ,618 =540 ,431 ,20 ",717 ,030 .7%7 .531 *395
• 30 ",620 =,156 .464 .515 *%32 .30 ".613 ,029 ,642 .513 ,395
• 35 -,598 -.159 .440 .511 1432 ,35 ",573 -,068 ,505 ,507 .415
,45 =,521 =.152 ,369 .498 ,431 .45 ",521 -,095 °427 *498 1420
• 50 -,47% -.166 .308 *490 ,43% .50 -,496 -,095 *401 *493 .%20
.60 ".SOO -,025 ,375 ,477 ,406 .60 -,454 -*012 *443 *486 ,%03
,70 ".296 .139 .434 .458 *372 ,70 -,398 .151 ,550 .476 ,369
$75 "1245 ,208 .453 .449 ,357 .75 -,352 1222 1575 i468 1354
•85 ,298 *336 ,85 ".247 ,445
•90 *311 .333 ,90 ".164 .314 .478 ,433 ,333
•95 m*052 .279 ,330 .411 ,341 *95 "*064 ,327 ,392 ,414 e329
CHORD 2 .05 "1.232 ,156 1.389 .612 1366 CHORD 7 .05 "1.125 ,231 1.356 .596 .352
.12 ",954 ".048 ,907 ,569 ,411 .12 ".958 ,081 1.039 *570 ,384
.20 ",766 -,098 1688 .542 ,420 .20 ",800 .009 ,809 *545 J399
• 30 ",642 "*144 .498 .518 *429 .30 -,681 ".04_ .636 .525 *410
• 35 ",615 -,150 ,465 ,514 ,430 ,35 ".608 -,069 ,539 ,513 *415
• 45 "1535 -,167 ,366 ,500 ,434 ,45 -,543 -,104 ,439 .502 ,422
• 50 -*483 -,158 ,324 ,491 *432 =50 ",503 -,108 .395 ,495 *422
• 60 ",413 -*019 ,394 .479 ,405 .60 ".475 -,026 .449 .490 .406
• 70 ",319 ,146 ,465 .462 ,371 .70 -*420 .129 .549 *480 .374
175 ".260 .217 ,478 ,%51 *355 .75 "*368 .192 .560 ,471 ,360
• 85 "1166 ,323 .489 .434 ,330 ,85 ",293 ,457
• 90 =*115 .338 ,453 .424 ,327 .90 ",223 .330 .552 .444 ,329
• 95 "*061 ,313 *374 .413 o333 ,95 "'133 .427
CHORD 3 *05 "1.230 ,230 1,460 ,612 ,352 CHORD 8 ,05 "1.185 .308 1,493 .605 ,334
• 12 ",946 -,018 .928 ,568 ,405 ,12 "°816 °084 ,900 ,547 .384
120 "*765 -.136 .626 .539 ,428 .20 ",701 ",001 ,700 ,528 .401
,30 -,641 -.137 ,505 ,518 ,428 .30 -,56% -.046 ,538 ,509 .410
• 35 -,615 -,146 .469 .514 1430 ,35 ",547 -,061 .486 .502 *413
• 45 ",538 -.165 ,373 .501 1433 ,45 ".494 -,098 .396 .493 .420
*SO "*500 ".157 ,344 ,494 e432 .50 "°%76 -ot06 .371 ,490 ,_22
• 60 -,_21 -,019 °_OE ,*80 .405 ,60 -._23 -*021 *40E °_81 1405
,70 -.327 1150 *477 .464 ,370 ,70 -.358 .115 .472 *469 e377
,75 ",273 1216 .489 ,454 ,355 ,75 ",310 .191 ,501 .461 .361
• 65 ".166 1329 ,496 1434 ,329 .85 -.259 .308 .567 *451 ,334
.90 "1160 .338 .498 ,432 ,327 .90 ".161 .329 .490 ._33 ,329
.95 "1054 .336 .391 .412 1327 .95 -*060 ,315 .375 .413 ,332
CHORD 4 ,05 "1.161 *185 1.346 .601 ,362 CHORD 9 *05 -1o082 .199 1.281 °589 ,359
,12 -1,055 .002 1,057 .585 ,401 .12 ".747 ,065 ,612 .536 .368
• 20 -.861 -*079 .782 ,554 .417 .20 -.589 ,001 ,590 .510 .%01
30 ".753 ",116 *637 ,537 *424 .30 ",515 -,068 .447 .497 .415
35 ".673 ".131 .542 1524 1427 .35 1,492 -.089 .403 .493 .419
45 ",606 ".160 .447 ,512 *432 ,45 -.%36 -.108 .328 ,483 .422
50 -,165 +%33 ,50 -.416 ".115 .301 .479 *424
60 "*098 -,040 ,056 421 ,409 °60 -,369 -°034 °355 .475 ,406
70 ",367 1147 ,513 471 *370 ,70 ".387 ,122 .508 ,474 ,376
75 ".385 ,231 .617 %7% .352 .75 ",303 ,t93 .497 .459 *360
85 "1296 ,342 .638 %58 .326 .85 ".225 *_75 .500 .445 .346
90 =1212 .369 ,580 %%2 ,319 .90 ".147 .311 .459 *_30 1333
95 ".117 .349 ,465 %24 ,324 ,95 ",034 .408
CHORD 5 ,01 "1,183 .659 1,842 ,605 1239
,03 -1,429 ,%04 1.633 ,642 ,310
,05 -1*370 .253 1.624 .633 ,347
107 "1.181 .191 1.371 .604 ,361
,12 "I.047 .068 1,115 .584 1387
,20 ",858 -,001 ,856 .554 .401
• 30 "1732 ",061 ,671 ,533 ,413
.35 ",65_ -,084 ,570 .520 ,418
• 45 -,603 -,115 ,487 ,512 ,424
.50 -,556 -.120 ,436 .504 .425
60 ",515 -,022 ,493 *497 .405
70 -.458 .144 ,602 ,487 1371
75 -,416 *222 .638 *479 ,354
85 -,323 ,326 .650 .463 .330
90 ".215 ,348 ,563 .4%3 ,324
95 ",119 ,324 ,443 ,425 .330
40
TABLE 5.- Continued







1.13.. P - 22.787 I(PA DEL. TA6 - -.667 DEG
X/C CPU CPL. DCP MU ML. X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML.
CHl'lRD 1 .01 0156 .285 0129 .750 .693 CHORD 6 .01 -.003 .036 .040 .818 .801
.03 -.355 .968 .03 ·.471 ·.223 ·2 .. 7 1·017 .912
.05 ·.616 ·.223 .393 1.079 .912 .05 -.478 ·.360 ·119 1·020 .969
.07 ·.675 ·.398 .277 10105 .986 .07 ·.615 - •• 93 ·122 1·079 1.026
012 ·.741 ·.511 .230 10135 1.03 ..
·12 ·.651 •• 471 ·180 1·095 1·017
.20 ·.728 ·.6"5 .082 1.128 10092 .20 ·.679 ·.435 .244 1·107 1.001
.30 ·.727 -.5 .. 7 0180 10128 1.050 .30 -.610 ·.480 ·130 1·077 1.021
.35 ·.702 -.549 0153 10117 1.050 .35 ·.590 ·.488 0102 1·068 1.024
.45 ·.709 ·.573 0136 10120 1.061 ... 5 ·.610 • ..... 8 0162 1·077 1·007
.50 -.686 ·.498 0188 10110 1.028 .50 ·.612 ·.389 .223 1·078 .982
.60 •• .. 99 -.150 .349 1.029 .881 .60 -.5l+4t ··127 .417 1·04g .871
.70 ·.354 .100 .455 .967 .77 .. .70 • ..... 3 .108 .551 1·005 .771
.75 -.277 ·194 .471 .935 .733 .75 -.362 0164 ·526 .970 .746
.85 .334 .671 .85 ·.197 .901
.90 .367 .655 .90 ··081 .260 ·341 .851 .704
.95 ·.027 .350 .377 .829 .663
·95 .034 .310 .276 .803 .682
CHl'lRD 2 .05 -.604 -.289 .315 1.074 .940 CHl'lRD 7 .05 ·.611 ·.530 '081 1·077 1.042
012
-·780 -,535 .2 .... 1.152 1.045
·12 ·.545 ·.514 ·031 1·048 1.035
.20 -.826 -.697 0129 10173 10115 ·20 ·.557 ·.527 .030 1.054 1.041
.30 -.769 ·.604 0165 10147 1.014
·30 -.640 ·.512 • 128 1.090 1·03..
.35 ·.754 -.600 0154 101 .. 0 1.073 ·35 ·.6 .... • ... 96 ·148 1.092 1.028
...5 ·.776 ·.597 0179 10150 10071 ... 5 ·.606 • ... 75 ·131 1.075 1.019
.50 -.749 ·.501 .248 1.138 1.030 .50 ·.585 • ... 11 ·174 1.066 .991
.60 ·.522 ·.129 .392 1.039 .872 .60 -.519 ·.129 ·390 1·037 .872
.70 ·.38" 0113 ... 97 .980 .768 .70 • ... 19 .095 .514 .995 .776
.75 ·.285 0196 ... 81 .938 .732 .75 -.30.. 0143 .447 .946 .755
.85 ·.157 .331 ...87 .884 .672 .85 ·0172 .890
.90 ·.088 .384 ... 72 .85 .. .6.. 7
·90 -.072 .227 .299 .848 .719
.95 ·.012 .38 .. .396 .822 .6.. 8 .95 .029 .804
CHORD 3 .05 ·.581 ·.282 .300 1.06.. .937 CHl'lRD 8 .05 • ·541 -,427 ·114 1·047 .998
.12 ·.817 -.518 .299 10168 1.037 .12 ·.517 ·.441 .076 1·037 1.004
.20 ·.825 ·.695 0131 1.172 1011 .. .20 ·.599 -.523 ·076 1·072 1.033
.30 ·.79" -.619 017 .. 10158 10081 .30 ·.593 ·.512 .081 1.069 1.03"
.35 -.778 -.610 0167 10151 1.077
·35 ·.600 -."79 ·120 1·072 1.020
...5 -,786 -.609 0177 1015.. 1.076 .45 ·.576 • ..... 6 0130 1.062 1.006
.50 ·.782 • ... 96 .287 1.153 10027 .50 ··552 ·.399 ·153 1·051 .986
.60 ·.537 -.129 .408 1.045 .872 .60 •• .. 98 ·.131 .367 1·028 .873
.70 -.390 0120 .510 .983 .766 .70 ·'372 .086 ... 58 .975 .780
.75 ·.297 .202 ... 99 .9 .. 3 .729 .75 ··285 .1 ..6 ... 32 ·938 .754
.85 -.153 .350 .503 .882 .663 .85 -·221 .205 ... 27 ·911 .728
.90 ·.135 .390 .52" .87 .. .6"5 .90 ·.094 .236 .330 .857 .714
.95 -.003 .404 ... 08 .818 .638 .95 ·020 .273 .253 .808 .698
CHORD .. .05 ·.598 • ... 32 0166 1.072 1.000 CHORD 9 .05 ··540 ·.557 ·.017 1·047 1·054
012 -.710 -.580 0130 10121 1.064
·12 ·.530 • ... 61 .069 1·042 1.012
.20 -.756 -.62.- 0132 101 .. 1 1.083 .20 ··l+83 ·.585 ·.102 1.022 1.066
.30 -,789 -.599 0191 1.156 1.072 .30 ··537 ·.491 .046 1.045 1.025
.35 -,769 -.596 0174 101 .. 7 1.070 .35 ··518 • ... 68 ·050 1·037 1.016
...5 -,773 ·.612 0161 101 .. 9 1.078 .45 • ... 88 -.410 .078 1·024 .991
.50 ·.508 1.033 .50 •• .. 6 .. -.366 .098 1·014 .97!
.60 ·.618 -0132 ...86 1.080 .873 .60 •• ..... 0 -.118 .322 1.004 .867
.70 • ...91 0126 .617 1.025 .763 .70 ·.438 .120 .558 1.003 .765
.75 -.407 .202 .609 .989 .730 .75 -·302 .187 ... 89 ·9 .. 5 .736
.85 -·204 .316 .520 .904 .679 .85 .. -172 .245 .418 .890 .710
.90 -.093 .37 .. ... 68 .857 .652 .90
-'056 .288 .3 .. 4 .841 .691
.95 .021 • .. 03 .383 .808 .639 ·95 ·059 .792
CHORD 5 .01 0157 .223 .066 .7.. 9 .720
.03 -.560 -.221 .338 1.055 .911
.05 -.650 ·'''28 .222 1.09 .. .999
.07 -.593 •• .. 52 0141 1.069 1.009
012 -.688 -,548 0139 10111 1.050 B A L. A N C ~ 0 A T A
.20 -.759 ·.535 .22 .. 1.142 10044





.35 -.71+1 ·.516 .225 10134 1.036
.45 -.724 ·.490 .235 1.127 1.025 COEFFICIENT l'lF L.IFT .2 .. 9
.50 -.685 ·.It-30 .255 10110 .999 UHAG .008
.60 -.622 -.120 .503 1.082 .868 t'lTCH ·1.376
• 70 • ... 6 .. 0108 .572 1.01" .770 ROL.L.
-10188
.75 -.3741- ·160 .53 .. .975 .748 YAw
.0"1
.85 -.181 .219 ... 00 .894 .722
.90 -.053 .256 .310 .840 .706
.95 .041 .304 .263 .800 .684
41
TABLE 5.- Continued



















X/C CPU CPL OCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL OCP MU ML
CI111RO 1 .01 -.056 ."77 .533 .S45 .607 CI111RO 6 ·01 -'395 ."06 .801 ·990 .641
.03 -.605 1.081
·03 -.855 ·126 .981 1·193 .767
.05 -,884 ··006 .877 1.206 .82" ·05 -·989 -.027 .962 1·256 '833
.07 -.877
-017" .703 1.203 .896 .07 -1.033
-·141 .893 1·277 ·882
.12 -1.016 -.316 .701 1·269 .956
·12 -1·098 -.210 .888 1·309 .911
.20 -.943 -,"53 .489 1.234 1.015 .20 -1·027 -.225 .803 1·274 ·917
.30 -.919 .,430 '''89 1.223 1.005 '30 -1.028 -.303 .72b 1·275 .950
.35 -.895 • .... 31 ."64 1.211 1.005
·35 -1·051 -·330 .721 1·285 '962
.45 -.910 ·.At85 '''25 1.218 1.028 .,,5 -1·052 -.336 .716 1·286 .965
.50 -.910 • ... 33 ."78 1.218 1.006 ·50 -1.094 -.310 .785 1.307 .953
.60 -.728 -0119 .608 1·135 .872 .60 -.663 -.097 ·566 1·106 .863
.70 -.367 .130 '''97 .978 .765 ·70 -.389 ·160 .549 .987 .752
.75 -.282 .222 .50" .942 .725 .75
-·313 .228 .5"0 .955 .722
.85 .356 .664 .85 -·168 .893
.90 .383 .652
·90 ··08 .. .350 .,,33 .857 '667
.95 -.031 .356 .387 .835 .664 '95 -.000 .376 .376 .821 '655
CHllRD 2 .05 -.874 -.070 .S04 1.201 .851 CHllRD 7 .05 -1·100 -·101 .999 1'310 .864
• 12 -1.0•• -.334 .710 1.282 .964
·12 -1·03"
- ·170 .8b" 1·277 .894
.20 -1.037 -.467 .570 1.279 1.021 ·20 -1·0 ... 5 -.2"6 .798 1·283 .926
.30 -1.016
-.4"2 .57" 1·2b9 1.010 '30 -1·037 -.289 .748 1·279 ,945
• 35 -.956 ......... .513 1.240 1.011 '35 -1·032 -.300 .732 1·277 ,949
.45 -,945 -.473 .472 1.235 1.023 ... 5 -1.072
-.328 ·74 .. 1·296 .961
.50 -.955 -.414 .541 1·239 .998 .50 -1.061 -.302 .759 1.291 .950
.60 -.772 ·.112 .660 10155 .869 .60 -.5 .. 7 -.096 .450 1·055 .863
.70 -.365
·1"3 .508 .577 .760 .70 ·.342 ·141 .482 .9b7 ,760
.75 -.273 .226 '''99 .938 .723 .75
-·260 .213 ... 72 .932 .729
.85 -.149 .353 .501 .885 .666
·85 ··148 .885
.90 -.084 .402 .485 .857 .6 .. 3
·90 -·071 .319 .390 .852 .681
.95 -.016 .399 '''14 .828 .6"" .95 .009 .817
CHllRO 3 .05 -,876 ·.070 .806 1.203 .851 CI111RO 8 .05 -.962 -.0.9 .913 1·243 .842
.12 -1.057 ".305 .752 1.289 .952
·12 -1·057 -.180 .876 1·289 '898
.20 -1.077 -.1+77 .600 1·299 1.025 .20 -1·072 -.275 .798 1·296 '939
.30 -1.017 • .... .lt3 .574 1·269 1,010 .30 -1.0b3 -.298 .766 1·292 .9 .. 8
.35 -.979
-.4"8 .531 1.251 1.012 .35 -1·037 -.294 .743 1·279 .947
.45 -.955 ...... 68 .4B8 1.2"0 1.021 .45 -1·038 -.311 .726 1·279 .95"
,50 -,956 -.412 .5 .. 4 1.240 .997
·50 -1·076 -.299 .777 1·298 ,949
.60 -.789 -·10 .. .685 1·163 .866
·60 - .... 88 -.102 .386 1.030 ,SbS
.70 -.368 .149 .518 .978 .757 .70 -.305 .118 ... 23 .952 '770
.75 -.276 .235 .511 .939 ,719 .75 -.245 .207 ... 53 ·926 .731
.85 -.146 .382 .528 .884 .652 .85 -·185 .304 .489 .900 '688
,90
-0127 .411 .538 .87b .639 '90 ·.096 .341 ... 38 .B63 '671
.95 -.011 .415 '''25 .826 .637 ·95 -.008 .353 .361 .825 '665
CHllRD
"
.05 ·.940 -.1"'6 .794 1·233 ,884 Cl1flRO 9 ·05 -1.070 -.085 .985 1·295 ,858
.12 -1.012 ·.319 .693 1.267 .957 '12 -1.073 -·176 .898 1·297 .896
.20 -1,051
-'''11 .6.. 0 1.286 .997 .20 -1.005 ·.261 .745 1·2b4 .932
.30 -1,107 • ... 27 .679 1.313 1.004 '30 -1.023 -.291 .732 1·272 '9"6
.35 -I,OSb -.".40 .b45 1.303 1,009
·35 -1.051 -.302 .749 1·286 '950
.45 -1.080 • ... 57 .623 1.300 1.017 ... 5 •• 785 -.305 ... 80 1·161 '951
.50 ·.423 1.002 ·50 ·.431 ·.287
·1"" 1·005 ,944
.bO -.933 ··114 .819 1.229 .870
·60 -.330 ·.097 .233 .962 .863
.70 ·,45b .160 .615 1.016 ,752 .70 ·.381 .147 .529 .98 .. ,757
.75 ·.355 .248 .603 .973 .713 .75 ·.290 .227 .517 .9 .. 5 ·722
.85 ·.188 .370 .558 .902 .b58 .85
- .183 .303 .,,86 .899 ,b88
.90 ·.091 .419 .511 .860
.63" ·90 -.08.. .342 .,,26 .857 '670
.95 .005 .426 '''21 .819 .631 ·95 '031 .808
CHllRO 5 .01 -,093 .473 .567 .861 .609
.03 -1.024 .087 1.112 1.273 .784
.05 ·,960 ·.105 .855 1.242 .866
.07 ·.923 ··130 .793 1.225 .877
.12 -1.059 -.268 .791 1.290 .936
.20 -1.058 ·.300 .758 1.289 .949
.30 -1.039 -.356 .b83 1.280 .973
.35 -1.047 -.367 .680 1.284 .978
.45 -1.080 -.393 .68b 1.300 .989
.50 -10117 "·370 .747 1·318 ,979
.60 ·.651 -.121 .530 10101 .873
.70 ·.393 ·128 .521 .989 .766
.75 ·.318 .203 .522 .957 .733
.85 ·.197 .290 .487 .905 .69"
.90 -.140 .325 .464 .881 .b78
.95 -.098 .332 .430 .8°63 .675
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 228 J"ACH . .797 RN . ... 705.10E6 H . 33.603 I(PA ALPHA . .000 DEG CPSTAR .
-,"9 ..
Q . 8.512 KPA GAMMA . 1·13 .. P . 23.617 KPA OEl TA6 . -.660 DEG
XIC CPU CPl DCP MU Ml XIC CPU CPl DCP MU Ml
CHORD 1 .01 ·1 .. 0 ·279 0139 .738 .678 CHORD 6 .01 ·.022 .0"1 .063 .806 .780
.03 ·.375 .951 .03 • ... 88 -.223 .265 .997 .889
.05 ·.639 -.237 '''02 1·060 .895 .05 - ... 92 ·.355 ·137 .999 .9"3
.07 -.702 -,40,+ .298 1·087 .963 ·07 ·.62" -."76 0148 1·054 .993
012 -.776 -.517 .259 1 0118 1.010 ·12 -.635 ·'467 '167 1·059 .989
• 20 -.H ..
-.6"0 010 .. 10105 1.061 ·20 -.604
-·"23 0181 1·046 .971
.30 -.692
-·5"9 .143 1·082 1.023 .30 ·.592 • ... 62 0130 1·041 .987
.35 -.689
-.53" .155 1·081 1.016 .35 ·.595 .... 61 ·133 1·0.. 2 .987
... 5 -.675 -.553 0122 1·075 1.024 .45 ·.583
-'''30 ·153 1·037 .974
.50 -.602
-'''80 0122 1.0"5 .99 .. .50 -.570 -.381 ·189 1.031 .953
.60 -.501 -.155 .3"6 1·003 .861 .60 -.527
- .126 .401 1·01" .8"9
.70 -.350 .096 .446
.9"1 .757 ·70 -."52 ·117 .569 .983 .748
.75 -.276 ·189 '''65 .911 .717 .75 ·.377 ·175 .552 .952 .723
.85 .326 .657 .85 ·.218 .887
.90 .358 .6lt3 .90 ··102 .272 .373 .839 .681
.95 ·.033 .3"0 .373 .811 .651
·95 .022 .318 .296 .788 .661
CHORD 2 .05 ·.638 ·.301 .337 1·060 .921 CHoRD 7 .05 ·.606 -.508 .098 1·0 ..7 1.006
012 ·.776 -.539 .237 10118 1.019 .12 -.57" - ... 78 .096 1·033 .993
.20 -.781 -.674 .107 10120 1.075 .20 ··548 • ... 91 .057 1·022 .999
.30 ·.739 ·.578 .161 10102 1.035 .30 ·.597 -.474 ·123 1·043 .992
.35 -.706 -.558 .1118 1·089 1.027 .35 -·593 -,,+61 .132 1·0"1 .987
.45 ·.687 ·.555 0132 1.080 1.025 ."5 ·.555
-'''4' .108 1·025 .981
.50 ·.588 -,475 • 113 1·039 .992 .50 ·.530 -.396 013 .. 1·015 .960
.60 -.525 ··158 .368 1·013 .862 .60 ·.501 ·'134 .367 1.003 .852
.70 ·.379 .095 '''74 .953 .757 .70 ·'419 ·100 .518 .969 .755
.75 -·285 0194 '''79 .9111 .715 .75 ·.312 .153 ... 65 .925 .733
.85 ·.165 .327 '''92 .865 .657 .85 ··193 .876
.90 -.095 • 375 .470 .836 .635 .90 ·.092 .242 .33 .. .835 .694
.95
-·022 .37 .. .396 .806 .636 .95 .015 .791
CHORD 3 .05 -.631 ·.302 .329 1·057 .921 CHORD 8 ·05 ··556 - ... 2.. .132 1·026 .971
012 ·.809 -.527 .282 10133 1.01 .. .12 ·.513
-."31 .081 1·008 .9711
.20 -.809 -.676 .133 10132 1.076 ·20 -.576 ·.502 .074 1·034 1.003
.30 ·.752 ·.581 0171 10108 1.036 .30 ·.571 -.476 .096 1·032 .992
.35 ·.736 -.579 0157 10101 1.035 .35 ·.559 • ... 48 .111 1·027 .981
.45 ·.672 ·.557 0115 1.074 1.026 '45 -·533 -.426 ·107 1·016 .972
.50 ·.603 ·.47" 0129 1·0"5 .992 .50 -.532 -.388 01"" 1·016 .957
.60 -.538 -.1"0 .398 1·018 .855 .60 ·."79
- '139 .339 .99.. .855
.70 ·.388 ·115 .503 .957 .7 .. 9 .70 ··378 .088 .466 .952 .760
.75 -.299 0199 ,"98 .920 .713 .75 ·.296 0156 ... 52 .919 .731
.85 -0157 .3"5 .503 .862 .6"9 .85 -·238 .223 ... 61 .895 .702
.90
-'1116 ·382 .528 .857 .632 .90 ··109 .255 .364 .8 .. 2 .689
.95 ·.012 .39" '''07 .802 .627 .95 .009 .286 .277 .793 .675
CHORD
"
.05 ·.63" -'429 .205 1.058 .973 CHoRD 9 ·05 -.538 -.53 ... .004 1·018 1.017
012 -,769 -.580 0189 10115 1·036 ·12 - ... 93 ·'470 .023 1·000 .990
.20 -.797 -.606 0191 1·127 1.0"6 .20
-."6" -.506 ·.01+2 .988 1.005
.30 -.719 ·.575 01"3 1·09" 1.03" ·30 ·,,+85 -.'+59 .026 .996 .985
.35 -·661 -.563 .098 1.069 1.029
·35 -.491 -."39 .053 .999 .977
...5 -.720 ·.557 0163 1.094 1.026 ... 5
··"59 -.392 .067 .986 .958
.50 ·'49'+ 1.000 .50 -.450 -.357 .093 .982 .9"4
.60 -.522
-·1"9 .373 1·012 .859 .60 ·''+29
-·120 .309 .973 .8 .. 7
• 70 ·'498 0126 .623 1·002 .7" .. .70 ·''+'+1 ·121 .562 .978 .7 ..6
.75 •• ... 21t .210 .634 .971 .708 .75 ·.309 '191 .500 .924 .716
.85 -.218 .326 .54. .887 .657 .85 • -185 .255 ."40 .873 .689
.90 -0113 .380 .493 .84" .633
·90 -.073 .296 .369 .827 .671
.95 .006 '''03 .397 .795 .623 .95 ·0 .. 8 .777
CHORD 5 .01 0138 ·229 .091 .739 .700
.03 -.580
-.217 .362 1.036 .887
.05 -.661
-. ""3 .238 1.070 .971
.07 -·556 -."32 012" 1·026 .975
012 -.714 -.532 0182 1·092 1·016 B A l A N C E 0 A T A
.20 -.663 -.503 0160 1.070 1000"
.30 ·.693 -·510 0183 1·083 1·006 MACH . '803 Q . 8.83" KPA ALPHA . .001 DEG
.35 -.68" -,496 0188 1·079 1.001
... 5 -.61.
-."73 .201 1.075 .991 COEFFICIENT flF lIFT .2 ....
.50 -.675 -.422 .25 .. 1·075 .970 URAG .008
.60 -.589 -.127 ... 62 1.039 .8"9 ~ITCM
-1.338
.70 -.1t8'+ ·113 .597 .996 .7"9 >Ifill -1.150
.75 -.400 0172 .572 .961 .725 YAW
.0"2
.85 -.210 .234 • 440\ .88 ... .698
.90 -·076 .271 .3"7 .828 .682




POINT NUMBER 229 HACH . • 801 RN • 4.705.10E6 H . 33.714 KPA ALPHA . 2.206 DEO CPSTAR . ·.481Q • 8.597 KPA GAMMA . 1·134 P • 23. 6 12 KPA DEL. TA6 • -.682 DEG
X/C CPU CPL. DCP MU ML. X/C CPU CPL. DCP MU HL
CHORD 1 .01 ·.107 .485 • 593 .846 .588 CHORD 6 .01 ·.507 .450 .957 1·011 .60•
.03 ·.658 1.07. .03 ·.969 .171 1·1·0 1.210 .729
.05 -.950 .012 .962 1.201 .796 .05 ·1·100 .016 1.116 1·270 .794
.07 ·.917 ·0152 .765 10186 .86. .07 ·1·1.7 ·.092 1·055 1.292 .839
.12 -1.065 -.286 .779 1.253 .919 .12 ·10197 ··173 1·024 1·316 .873
.20 -.989 •• '116 .573 1·219 .973 .20 -1·117 •• 186 .931 1.278 .878
.30 ·.923 -.387 .536 1.189 .961 .30 ·1·083 ·.255 .829 1·262 .907
.35 ·.891 ·.385 .507 1.175 .960 .35 -1·072 ·.281 .791 1.257 .917
••5 ·.890 -'423 .467 1.17. .976 .45 ·1·091 ·.289 .803 1.266 .920
.50 -,833 -.381 ••52 1.1.9 .959 .50 ·.959 -.269 .690 1·205 .913
.60 ·.522 ·.095 ••27 1.017 .841 .60 ·.468 ·.081 .387 .995 .815
.70 ·.361 .152 .512 .950 .737 .70 •• 412 .169 .581 .971 ·730
.75 ·.285 .2.3 .528 .919 .698 .75 ·.353 .2"1 .59. .9.7 .698
.85 .377 .638 .85 ·.210 .888
.90 .40. .626 .90 ··106 .365 ... 71 .8.5 .6.3
.95 ·.035 .377 •• 12 .816 .638 .95 • 002 .386 .38• .800 .63"
CHORD 2 .05 ·.930 ·.0.6 .884 1.192 .820 CHMD 7 .05 ·1·188 ·.065 1·122 1.311 .828
.12 ·1.118 ·.306 .812 1·278 .928 .12 ·1·124 -·1AtAt .980 1.281 .861
.20 -1.056 ·.421 .635 1.2"9 .975 .20 ·1·120 ·.216 .903 1·279 .891
.30 ·1.012 -.'-'04 .608 1·229 .968 .30 ·1·085 ·.259 .826 1.263 .908
.35 -.966 -'403 .563 1·208 .968 .35 ·1·066 ·.272 .795 1·25. .914
••5 ·.932 -.423 .509 10193 .976 .,,5 ·.993 ·.301 .692 1·220 .926
.50 -,893 ·.377 .516 1.176 .957 .50 ·.610 -.280 ·329 1·054 .917
.60 ·.507 ·.085 ••22 1.011 .837 .60 • ... 52 ·.090 .362 .988 .838
.70 ·.372 0160 .532 .955 .733 .70 • • .lt01 ·1.2 '5"3 .967 .7'11
.75 ·.283 .250 .533 .918 .695 .75 ".306 .219 .525 .928 .708
.85 ·.160 .38. • 54. .867 .635 .85 ·.201 .88•
.90 ·.093 ••22 .515 .8.0 .617 .90 ··110 .332 .4.2 .8.7 .658
.95 -.02-\ ••20 .444 .811 .618
·95 ·.008 .805
CHORD 3 .05 ·.962 ·.041 .920 1.206 .818 CHORD 8 .05 ·1.050 .003 1·052 1·2.6 .800
.12 ·1'119 ·.275 .8.... 1.278 .915 .12 ·1·144 ··147 .997 1.290 .862
.20 ·1.118 -.439 .679 1.278 .982 .20 ·1·138 ·.238 .901 1.288 .900
• 30 -1.05 • -.397 .657 1.2.8 .965 .30 ·1·120 ·.266 .85. 1·279 .911
.35 ·.998 ·.399 .600 1·223 .966 .35 -1·080 ·.265 .815 1.260 .911
••5 ·.9.1 ·.41 • .527 1.197 .972 .45 ·.978 ·.287 .692 1.214 .920
.50 ·.891 ·.372 .520 1.175 .955 .50 -.593 ·.278 .315 1·0.7 .918
.60 ·.506 ·.085 ••21 1.010 .836 .60 • •• 29 ·.098 ·331 ·978 .8 .. 2
.70 ·.379 .167 .5 .. 6 .958 .731 .70 -_365 ·118 ... S3 .952 .751
.75 ·.292 .252 • 5". .922 .69. .75 ·.297 .212 .509 .92• .711
• 85 -.15 • .397 .551 .865 .629 .85 ·.240 .318 .558 .901 .665
.90 -.1 .. 5 ·.25 .570 .861 .616 .90 ·0123 .355 ... 78 .852 .6.8
.95 ·.018 ••30 .... 8 .809 .61. .95 ·.014 .36• .377 .807 .b••
CHORD • .05 -1.015 ·.126 .888 1.230 .854 CHeRD 9 .05 ·1.172 ·.064 1.108 1.30" .828
.12 -1.078 ·.29.- • 784 1.259 .923 .12 ·1.153 ·.152 1.002 1·295 .86 ..
.20
-1'111 -.384 .727 1.275 .960 .20 ·1·072 ·.235 .837 1·257 .898
.30 -1.146
•• .. 01 .74 .... 1.291 .967 .30 -1·0"6 ·.269 .777 1·2 .. 5 .912
.35 -1.096 -.409 .688 1.268 .970 ·35 -.786 ·.277 .509 1.129 .916
'''5 -1.0 .. 8 ·.435 .613 1.2.. 5 .981 • 45 • ... 21 -.28• .137 .975 .919
.50 •• .. 10 .970 .50 -'436 -.274 ·163 .982 .914
.60
•• ..92 ·.123 .369 1.005 .852 .60 • ... 50 -.096 .35 .. .987 .8'11
.70 • ...51 .152 .603 .988 .737 .70 • ... 58 .142 .600 .991 .7'11
.75 -,38" .246 .630 .960 .696 .75 ·.331 .227 .558 ·938 .705
.85 ·.208 .374 .581 .887 .639 • 85 ·.202 .305. .508 .885 .b70
.90 ··110 '''22 .533 .8.. 7 .617 .90 ·.094 .3"6 .4"0 .8 ..0 .652
.95 ·.000 '''29 ... 29 .801 .614 .95 .02.. .791
CHORD 5 .01 ·.174 .500 .674 .873 .580
.03 -1.131 .121 1.252 1.284 .750
.05 ·1.0b4 ·.067 .997 1.253 .829
.07 ·1.020 -.092 .928 1.233 .840
.12 ·1.148 -.224 .924 1.292 .894
.20 ·1.128 -.255 .873 1.283 .907
.30 ·1.080 ·.311 .769 1.261 .930
.35 ·1.083 -.320 .763 1.262 .93 ..
... 5 ·1.121 ·.3'11 • 779 1·279 .942
.50 -1.135 ·.322 .81" 1.286 .934
.60 ·.576 -.090 .486 1.040 .839
.70
•• .. 13 .158 .571 .972 .73 ..
.75 ·.348 .236 • 584 .9 .. 5 .700
.85 ·.186 .32 .. .510 .878 .662
.90 ··078 .358 .436 .833 .646




PCINT NUMBER 230 MACH • '783 RN • ".721UOE6 H • 3 •• 31. KPA ALPHA . .001 DEG CPSTAR • -.5-'1
Q . 8.1086 KPA GAMMA . 1.133 P . 2..... 15 KPA DEL TAl, • ·.656 DEG
x/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHllRD 1 .01 .115 .27" 0160 .736 .668 CHllRD 6 .01 ·.01+2 .0 .. 3 .085 ·800 .765
.03 ·.415 .950 .03 • •• 98 ·.219 ·279 ·983 .871
• 05 ·.651 ·.2"2 ... 09 1·0.... .880 .05 • ... 99 -.345 ·153 ·983 .922
.07 ·.723 ·.~O2 .320 1.07" .9... .07 ··620 • ... 50 ·170 1'032 .963
012 ·.791 ·.508 .2810 1.102 .987
·12 ·.624 ......... .180 1·033 .961
.20 ·.753 -.612 01"1 1.087 1.029 .20 ··607 • ... 00 .207 1·027 .9 .. 3
.30 ·.661 ·.521 .1'10 1·0"9 .992 .30 ··573 • ... 17 .156 1'013 .950
.35 ·.672 ·.502 .170 1.053 .985 .35 ·.568 • ... 3" .135 1·011 .957
... 5 ·.617 ·.510 0106 1.031 .988 ... 5 ··553 -.lt07 ·1 .. 6 1·005 .9 .. 6
.50 ·.573 • ... 52 0121 1.013 .96 .. .50 • '5lt1 ·.365 0176 1·000 .930
.60 • ... 81 ·.151 .330 .976
.8 .. " .60 ·'509 ·0127 ·382 ·987 .83.
.70 ·.3.. 2 .099 '''''1 .920 .7"2 .70 ·'442 ·121 .563 .960 .733
.75 ·.272 0191 ... 63 .892 .70 .. .75 ·.378 ·182 .560 ·935 .708
.85 .325
.6"6 .85 ··231 .876
.90 .357 .632
·90 ·'115 .287 ... 01 .829 .663
.95 ·.037 .337 .375 .798 .6"1 .95 ·013 .327 .31"t ·777 .6 ..5
CHllRO 2 .05 ·.662 ·.30.. .358 1·0.. 9 .905 CHCRD 7 .05 ··599 • .... so .119 1·02.. .976
.12 ·.699 ·.530 .169 1.06 .. .996
·12 ··577 • ...... 1 ·136 1·015 .960
.20 -.766 •• 622
.14" 1.092 1.033 • 20 ·.5.0 • ... 5 .. .086 1·000 .965
.30 ·.718 ·.552 0166 1.072 1.00. .30 ·.565 ·,"43 0122 1·010 .9151
.35 ·.691 ·.522 .169 1.061 .992 .35 ··560 • ... 31 .128 1·008 .955
...5 -.651 ·.519 0132 1.0.. 5 .991 ... 5 ··523 ·.,,22 .101 ·993 .952
.50 ·.592 • ...50 01103 1.021 .963 .50 ··505 ·.378 ·127 ·91S6 .935
.60 .....96 ··149 .3.. 7 .982 .8"3 .60 • ... 81t ··135 ·3 .. 9 .977 .837
.70 -.373 .110
."8" .933 .737 .70
•• .. 13 .102 .515 '9"9 .741
.75 -.285 .19. ."80 .898 .702 .75 ··313 .162 ... 75 ·909 .716
• 85 ".169 .32 .. ... 9 • .851 .6"6 .85 ··20.. .865
.90 ·.102 .371 • "73 .82 .. .626 .90 ··106 .252 .357 .826 .678
.95 ·.031 .369 ."00 .795 .627 .95 ·003 .782
CHllRO 3 .05 -,655 ·.297 .358 1.0"6 .902 CHllRD 8 .05 ··557 • .... 02 0156 1·007 .9 ••
.12 ·.788 • ... 92 .296 10101 .981 .12 ··517 • •• 15 .102 ·990 .9 .. 9
.20 ·.7.. 5 -.6,. .. 0101 1.083 1.0.. 2 .20 ··559 • ... 73 .085 1·007 .973
.30 ·.721 -.5,.,9 .173 1.073 1.003 .30 ·.5,.1 - .....6 .095 1·000 .962
.35 -,662 ·.529 .133 1.0.. 9 .995 .35 ·.528 • ... 20 ·109 .995 .951
... 5 ·.6.. 2 ·.513 .129 1.0.. 1 .989 •• 5 ·.510 • .... 03 .107 .988 .9.5
.50 ·.596 • ... 51 .146 1.022 .96" .50 ·.511 ·.371 .1 .. 0 '988 .932
.60 ·.502 ·.137 .365 .98. .838 .60 • ... 62 ·.139 .322 .968 .839
.70 ·.380 0117 ."97 .936 .735 .70 ··376 • 087 ... 63 .93 .. .7.7
.75 ·.298 .202 ... 99 .903 .699 .75 ··299 ·161 ... 59 .903 .717
.85 ·.161 .3.7 .508 .8.8 .637 • 85 ·'2"7 .23 .. •• 81 .882 .685
• 90 ·.150 .380 .530 .8•• .622 .90 ··120 .266 .386 .831 .672
.95 ·.021 • 388 ••09 • 791 .618 .95 ··000 .29• .29.. .783 .660
CHCRD .. .05 ·.657 ·."15 .2.2 1.0.. 7 .950 CHcRD 9 .05 ··53.. ·.507 .027 .997 .986
.12 ·.827 ·.534 .29" 1.117 .997 .12 ·.1t77 • ..... 3 • 03.. .97 • .961
.20 ·.659 ·.570 .089 1·0.. 8 1.012 .20 • '''''3 • ... 62 ·.019 .961 .969
.30 ·.702 ·.538 .16 .. 1·066 .999 .30 • ... 60 ·.432 .028 .967 .956
.35 -.696 ·.527 .169 1·063 .99 .. .35 ·,lt61 -.1+11 .051 .968 .9 .. 8
... 5 ·.66 .. ··518 01 .. 6 1·050 .991 ... 5 ··,,38 ·.37.. .06.. .959 .933
.50 ·.lt72
.972 .50 ··.29 ·.3 .. 3 .086 .955 .921
.60 ·.51" ·.151 .363 .989 .8...
.60 ·.ltllt ··124 .291 .9.9 .833
.70 -'491 .126 .618 .980 .731 .70 • ... 3.. .119 • 553 .957 .73 ..
.75 • ... 27 .21. • 6"1 .95 .. .69. .75 ·.307 ·195 .503 .907 .702
.85 ·.232 .332 .56. .876 .6"3 .85 ·'193 .260 ... 53 • 861 .67 ..
.90 ·.125 .383. .509 .83 .. .620 .90 ··087 .300 .386 .818 .657
.95 -.006 ••01 ... 07 .785 .612 .95 .039 .767
CHllRD 5 .01 .11. .228 .1110 .736 .688
.03 ·.588 ·.211 .377 1.019 .868
.05 ·.655 •• 1007 .248 1.0"6 ,946
.07 ·.5.. 6 • ... 06 • I'll 1.002 .9"6
.12 ·.737 ·.502 .236 1·080 .98"
.20 ·.619 • ... 71 01 .. 9 1.032 .972
.30 -.6,." • ... 76 0167 1.0"2 .97 ..
.35 ·.637 • ... 65 .172 1.039 .970
... 5 ·.6.. 1 • ..... 8 .193 1.0.. 0 .963
.50 ·.617 • .... 05 .212 1.031 .9"6
.60 ·.56" ·.130 .103" 1·009 .835
.70 • ... 85 .117 .602 .978 .735
.75 • ... 12 ·179 .591 .9 .. 8 .709
.85 ·.226 .2"8 ."75 .87" .679
.90 ·.093 .287 .380 .821 .663
.95 .022 .321 .300 .77" .6"8
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 231 HACH - ,78_ RN - 4.719_10E6 H - 34,354 KPA ALPHA - 2.476 DEG CPSTAR - -,5_0Q • 8.501 KPA GAMMA- 1,133 p - 24,436 KPA DELTA6 - -.707 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD I .01 ".163 ._98 .661 .8_9 .568 CH_RD 6 .01 ".619 .198 1.116 1.032 .568
•03 ".731 1.078 .03 "1.086 .221 1.3_0 1.229 .690
•05 "I.0_3 .028 1.071 1.210 .772 .05 "1.209 .065 1.274 1.284 .757
,07 "1,001 ",130 .872 1,192 ,836 ,07 "1.250 -,0%0 1,210 1.303 ,800
,12 "1,139 -,263 .875 1.252 ,889 ,12 "1,305 ".131 1,171 1.329 ,836
.20 "1.053 ".386 .667 1.211 .938 .20 -1.211 -.150 1.061 1.285 .8_%
,30 -,944 ",360 .58_ 1,167 ,928 ,30 -1.153 -.222 ,931 1,259 ,873
.35 -.899 -.360 .539 1.118 .928 .35 -1.106 -.229 .878 1.238 .875
.45 -.810 -.393 ._17 1.111 .9_1 ._5 -.589 -.26% .325 1o020 .890
.50 ".6%9 -.359 .290 1.04% .927 .50 ".5%7 -.2%9 .298 1.003 .884
.60 ".511 ".096 .414 .988 .822 .60 -.5%% -.078 .466 1,002 ,815
•70 -.360 .143 .503 .928 .72_ .70 o.%70 .165 .635 .972 .715
.75 ".28& .235 .519 .898 .685 .75 ".397 .240 .637 .9%3 .683
.85 .361 .629 .85 o.239 .879
.90 .390 .617 .90 ".125 .373 .197 .831 .625
.95 -.039 .361 ._00 .799 .631 .95 -.007 .386 .394 .786 .619
CHORD2 ,05 "1,022 ",021 1,001 1,201 792 cHORD 7 ,05 "1,298 -,006 1,292 1.325 ,786
.12 -1.199 -.276 .923 1.279 894 .12 "1.212 -.097 1.115 1.286 .823
,20 -1,101 -,387 ,711 1,235 939 ,20 -1,208 -,175 1,033 1,281 ,851
,30 -1,036 -,370 ,666 1,207 932 ,30 "1,112 -,222 .920 1,25_ ,873
.35 -.939 ".370 .569 1.165 932 .35 -.909 -.238 .671 ].152 .879
• 15 -,810 -,370 ,110 1,110 932 ,45 ",553 -,273 ,280 1.006 ,893
.50 -.625 ".353 .272 1.031 .925 .50 -.537 -.257 .280 .999 .881
•60 ".517 ".081 .132 .991 ,817 .60 -.523 -.083 .%%0 .993 .817
.70 -.383 o151 .537 .937 .720 .70 -.111 .110 .581 .960 .725
•75 -.292 .214 .537 .901 .681 .75 -.331 .222 .553 .916 .691
•85 -.168 .375 .513 .851 ,624 .85 -.220 .872
.90 ".I02 .410 .512 .825 .609 .90 -.130 .339 ._68 .836 .640
•95 -.032 .110 .%_3 .796 .608 .95 -.023 .793
CHORD3 .05 -1.048 -.017 1.031 1.212 .790 CH_RD8 .05 -1.162 .051 1.213 1.263 .762
• 12 -1,208 ",227 ,981 1,283 ,875 ,12 -1,211 -,109 1.132 1,299 ,827
.20 -I.181 -.39_ .787 1.271 .9%2 .20 -1.225 -.198 1.027 1.291 .863
.30 -1.063 -.36% .699 1.219 .930 .30 -I.175 -.230 .9%5 1.269 .876
•35 -.978 ".365 .612 1.181 .930 .35 o.8_0 -.233 .607 1.123 .877
•15 -.807 -.380 .126 1.109 .936 ._5 -.514 -.260 .285 1.002 .88R
.50 -.620 -.316 27% 1.033 .922 .50 -.550 -.255 .295 1.00_ .886
.60 -.529 -.081 W19 .996 .816 .60 -.513 -.093 .420 .989 .821
.70 -.400 .168 568 .9_4 171_ .70 -._07 .115 .5_2 .9,7 .736
•75 -.312 .251 566 .909 .677 .75 -.326 .213 .539 .911 .695
• 85 ",175 ,398 573 ,85% .61% .85 ".262 .325 .587 .889 ,617
,90 ",156 ,122 578 ,816 ,603 ,90 ",139 ,362 ,501 ,810 ,630
.95 -.029 .422 151 .795 .603 .95 ".026 .367 .393 .791 .628
CHORD % ,05 "1,131 ",079 1,052 1.2%9 ,815 CHORD 9 °05 "1,283 ",012 1,271 1,318 ,788
.12 "1.165 ".249 .916 1.261 .883 .12 "I.214 -.110 1.13+ 1.300 .828
.20 -1.155 -.336 .819 1.260 .918 .20 -1.128 -.197 .931 1.2%8 .863
• 30 -1.183 -.357 °827 1.272 .927 .30 -.537 -.238 .299 .999 .879
• 35 -1,106 -,368 ,738 1,237 ,931 ,35 ",512 -,247 ,265 ,989 ,883
•15 -.742 ".393 .350 1.082 .911 .15 -.510 ".260 .250 .988 .888
.50 -.379 .935 .50 -.503 -.251 .250 .985 .885
.60 -.522 ".120 .402 .993 .832 .60 -.171 ".090 .381 .973 .820
,70 -,%86 ,150 ,637 ,978 ,721 .70 -,_66 .136 .602 ,970 ,727
.75 ".%11 .2%8 .659 .9,8 .680 .75 ".336 .227 .563 .918 .689
• 85 ",227 ,375 .602 ,875 ,621 .85 -,207 .,309 .515 .867 ,65_
.90 -.128 ._21 .519 .835 .601 .90 -.099 .316 .415 .823 .637
.95 ".013 ._26 .139 .789 .601 .95 .017 .776
CHORD5 .01 -.251 .540 .791 .881 5_8
,03 -1,222 ,169 1,391 1.290 713
.05 -1.182 ".014 1.168 1.272 789
,07 -1,1_0 -,040 1.100 1,253 799
,12 "1,241 ".178 1.063 1,299 855
.20 "1,212 ",212 1,000 1.285 869
.30 -1,158 -.274 ,881 1,261 ,891
.35 "1,123 -,287 ,836 1,215 ,899
.15 ".853 -.312 .5%1 1.129 .909
,50 ",600 ",297 ,303 1,025 ,903
.60 -.573 -.087 .+86 1.013 .818
.70 -.195 .157 .651 .982 .718
,75 °.117 .2_I .658 o951 .683
,85 -,226 ,337 ,563 ,875 ,611
,90 ",103 ,369 ,_72 .825 ,627
•95 .001 .375 .371 °782 ,621
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 232 MACH - .780 RN i 4.710_10E6 H - 3%.407 KPA ALPHA • 3.000DEG CPSTAR " -.551
0 • 8._6_ KPA GAHHA • 1.133 P - 24.5_6 KPA DELTA6 • ".695 DEQ
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD 1 .01 -.226 .528 .754 .870 .551 CHORD 6 .01 -.730 .563 1.293 1.072 .535
,03 -,813 1,107 ,03 "1,184 ,293 1.477 1.266 1657
*05 "1.12_ ,059 1,183 1,239 ,756 ,05 "1.288 ,135 1,_23 1,313 ,724
,07 "1,114 ",093 1,021 1,235 ,817 ,07 "1.352 ,027 1.379 1,3_3 *769
,12 "1,207 ",226 ,980 1,276 ,871 .12 "1.403 -.073 1,330 1.368 ,809
,20 "1,101 ",35% ,7_7 1.229 ,921 ,20 "1.330 -.101 1,230 1,333 .820
,30 "1,017 -,344 ,673 1.192 ,917 ,30 "1,314 ",184 1.130 1,325 '854
*35 ",966 +,345 ,621 1,170 ,918 ,35 "1.285 -,209 1,077 1,312 ,86_
,_5 ".888 ''381 ,507 1,138 ,932 ,_5 "1.037 -.227 ,810 1,201 ,871
,50 ",698 ".352 ,3_7 1,059 ,920 ,50 "+631 ",216 ,%15 1,032 *867
60 -.517 ",098 .419 ,986 ,819 ,60 ",465 ".057 ,408 ,965 ,803
70 °*365 ,139 ,50_ ,926 ,723 ,70 ",_18 ,180 ,598 ,947 +705
75 -.290 .229 .519 .896 .685 .75 "+366 .256 *623 .926 .673
85 .358 .629 .85 "*233 .873
30 ,381 ,619 ,90 -,132 ,393 ,525 ,833 *614
95 ",0%0 ,351 ,390 ,796 ,632 .95 -.013 ,404 ,417 ,785 *608
cHoRD 2 ,05 "1,116 ,017 1.133 1,236 ,773 CHORD 7 ,05 -1.380 ,068 1,_48 1,357 ,752
,12 -1,256 ",245 1,011 1,299 ,878 ,12 -1,328 -,034 1,293 1,332 *79¢
,20 "1,233 -,366 ,867 1,288 ,926 .20 "1.299 ",127 1,173 1,318 .831
.30 "1,117 ",35_ ,763 1,236 ,921 ,30 "1.272 ",174 1,098 1.306 .850
,35 "1,039 "+356 ,683 1,202 ,922 ,35 "1,262 ",199 1,063 1,301 ,860
,%5 -,940 -,377 ,562 1,159 ,931 .45 ",73_ -,238 ,496 1,074 ,875
.50 m,673 -,347 ,326 1,049 ,919 ,50 -.5_4 -,226 ,318 ,997 .871
,60 -,512 -,090 ,422 ,984 ,816 ,60 -.454 -,065 .388 ,961 .806
,70 ",380 ,146 ,525 ,932 ,720 ,70 °,_06 ,152 ,559 .942 +717
.75 -.289 .236 .526 .896 .682 .75 ".313 .23_ .547 .905 .683
.85 ".165 .366 *532 .846 .625 .85 ".218 .867
,90 ",099 ,_00 ,499 ,820 ,610 ,90 -.135 ,355 ,490 ,83_ ,630
,95 -,031 ,399 ,_30 ,792 ,611 ,95 ".029 .791
CHORD 3 ,05 "1,115 .024 1,140 1,235 ,770 CHORD 8 .05 "1.254 ,127 1,381 1,297 ,728
.12 "1.271 ",207 1,064 1.305 ,863 ,12 "1,338 -,050 1,288 1.337 .800
.20 "1.264 -.366 .898 1.302 .926 .20 -1+346 -.151 1.195 1.340 .840
,30 "1,146 -.349 .797 1,2_9 ,919 ,30 "1.311 ".193 1,118 1,324 .857
,35 -1,083 _o353 ,730 1,221 .921 ,35 "1,301 -,195 1,106 1,319 *858
.45 ".901 ".376 .526 1.143 .930 ._5 ".676 -.22_ ._52 1.050 *870
.50 -.637 -.348 .288 1.034 .919 .50 ".502 -.223 .279 .980 .869
.60 -.514 ".09_ .420 .985 .818 .60 "._33 -.073 .360 .953 .809
*70 ".382 .149 .531 .933 .719 .70 ".373 .128 .500 .929 *727
.75 -.292 .234 .526 .897 .683 .75 -.306 .227 .53_ .902 .686
,85 ",157 ,376 ,533 ,8_3 ,621 ,85 ",256 .3_2 ,598 ,882 ,636
,90 "+151 ,_02 ,552 ,840 ,610 ,90 ",139 ,380 .518 .836 '619
.95 ".025 .403 .429 .790 .609 .95 ".026 .381 ._07 .790 .619
CHORD _ ,05 "1,175 ",018 t,158 1.262 4787 CHORD 9 ,05 "1,382 ,06_ 1,4_7 1,358 ,753
,12 -1,270 ",199 1.071 1,305 ,860 .12 "1,380 -,051 1,328 1,356 ,800
.20 "1.250 ".287 .963 1.296 895 .20 "1.288 ".157 1.131 1.313 .843
.30 "I.270 ".316 .955 1.305 906 .30 "1.228 ".195 1.033 1.286 *858
.35 "1.241 -.329 .913 1.292 911 .35 ".680 ".213 ._67 1.052 .865
,_5 "1,107 -,362 ,7_5 1,231 92_ ,_5 ",_15 -,231 ,185 ,946 ,872
,50 -.352 921 ,50 "._21 -.230 .191 ,9_8 ,872
,60 "_93 ",I08 ,385 ,977 823 .60 ",_37 -,079 ,358 ,95_ .812
.70 -,_66 .158 .62_ .966 715 .70 ",_60 .1_6 .607 .96_ .720
.75 -.357 .256 .653 .938 673 .75 ".33_ .236 .570 .91_ .682
,85 -,223 ,385 .608 .869 617 ,85 -.21_ ,318 .531 ,866 ,6_7
.90 ".127 ._28 .555 .831 .598 .90 ".112 .357 .469 .825 .630
,95 "*01_ ,_30 ,44_ ,785 *597 ,95 ,010 .776
CHORD 5 .01 ".316 .586 .902 .906 +523
*03 "1.28_ ,239 1,523 1,312 ,681
.05 "1.252 .05_ 1.306 1.297 .758
,07 -1.238 °0_1 1,258 1°290 ,771
.12 "1,337 ",128 1.209 1.336 ,831 8 A L A N C E D A T A
,20 "1,299 -,171 1,128 1,318 ,8¢9
,30 "1+270 ",226 1,0_ 1,305 ,871 MACH - "780 Q " 8,561 KPA ALPHA - 3*006 OEQ
*35 "1,270 ",247 1,023 1,305 ,879
,_5 "1.235 ",277 ,958 1,289 ,891 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT .613
,50 -,872 -,266 .606 1.131 ,886 DRAG .022
.60 ".521 ".068 .453 .988 .807 PITCH "2._70
.70 -*,50 .170 °619 .959 .710 HeLL "3.112
.75 -,389 ,256 ,6_6 ,935 ,673 YAW ,105
.85 ".221 .356 .576 .868 .630
,90 -.107 .386 ._9_ .823 .616
.95 .002 .390 .388 .779 .615
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER _32 MACH = .780 RN = 4'710_10E6 M - 34,4G7 KPA ALPHA = 4'OOO DEG CPSTAN • ''551
O = R,464 KPA GAMMA - 1,133 P = 24,5_6 KPA DELTA6 - ".695 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML
CHORD 1 ,01 ",334 ,595 ,930 ,914 ,518 CHORD 6 ,01 ",876 ,650 1,526 1,133 ,_91
• 03 ",937 1,158 ,03 "1,362 ,401 1,763 1,348 ,610
,05 "1,242 ,150 1,391 1,292 ,718 ,05 "1,420 ,248 1,668 1,376 ,677
,07 "1.297 ".008 1,289 1,317 ,783 ,07 "1,509 ,13_ 1,642 1,_20 ,725
.12 "1,294 -,154 1.1_0 1.316 ,8_2 ,12 "1,527 ,020 1,547 1,429 ,772
• 20 -1.220 -,283 ,938 1,282 893 ,20 -1.486 -,027 1,_59 1._09 ,791
,30 "1,124 -,284 ,840 1.239 894 ,30 -1,_70 -.118 1,352 1,401 ,827
• 35 -1,077 -.295 ,782 1.218 898 ,35 -1,473 ",154 1,319 1,402 ,842
,45 ",975 -,339 .636 1.174 915 ,45 "1,462 -,181 1,280 1.397 ,853
,50 -,762 -,318 ._44 1,085 907 ,50 -,954 -,178 ,776 1,165 ,851
•60 ".518 -.082 ,437 ,987 813 ,60 -,675 -,032 .643 1,050 e793
,70 ",364 ,149 .512 ,925 719 ,70 •,_48 ,193 .6_2 ,959 ,700
• 75 ".289 .237 .526 .895 681 ,75 -.337 .271 .608 ,915 ,667
.85 ,365 ,626 ,85 -.184 .8_4
,90 ,384 ,617 .90 -.111 .110 .521 .825 .606
.95 -,0_5 .348 .393 .798 ,633 .95 ".023 ,&14 ,437 .789 ,604
CHSRD 2 ,05 "1.216 ,108 1,323 1.280 ,736 CHORD 7 .05 "1.507 .181 1.688 1,419 ,705
,12 "I,420 ",161 1.259 1.376 ,844 ,12 "1.480 ,053 1,533 1,405 ,758
•20 "1,359 ",288 1,071 1,3_7 ,895 .20 "1,475 ".046 1,429 1,403 ,798
,30 "I,259 ",286 ,973 1"300 ,894 ,30 "I,450 "'111 1,339 1,391 '825
.35 "1,175 ".297 .878 1.262 ,899 .35 "1.450 ".138 1.311 1.391 ,836
.45 -1.060 -.333 .727 1.211 ,913 .45 "1.334 -.182 1.152 1.335 .853
,50 -,748 -.310 ,438 1,080 ,904 ,50 -,843 -,178 ,665 1,119 ,851
•60 ".507 -.085 .422 .982 ,814 .60 -,599 -.038 .561 1,019 .795
,70 -,373 ,156 .528 .929 ,716 .70 -.375 .166 .541 .930 ,711
• 75 ".286 ,2_I ,527 .894 ,680 .75 -,274 .249 .523 .8_0 .676
•85 ".160 .368 .529 .844 ,62_ .85 -.174 .850
• 90 ".097 .407 ,504 .819 ,607 .90 -.108 .378 .486 .823 ,620
,95 ".031 .404 .434 .792 ,609 .95 ".021 .788
CHORD 3 .05 "1.239 .111 1,350 1.291 .734 CHORD 8 .05 "1.475 .232 1.707 1.403 .683
.12 -1,413 -.118 1.295 1.372 ,827 .12 -1.497 .032 1,529 1.414 .767
.20 "1.384 -.290 1,094 1,359 ,896 .20 "1.512 -.072 1.441 I._22 .809
• 30 -1.313 -.280 1.033 1.325 .892 .30 "1.480 -.126 1.354 1.406 .831
.35 -1.250 -.293 .957 1,296 .897 .35 -1.472 -.139 1.333 1.402 ,836
•45 -1,073 -.328 .745 1.217 ,911 .45 "1.171 -.179 .991 1.260 .852
.50 =.752 _,308 .444 1.081 ,903 .50 =,764 -.184 ,580 1.086 ,854
•60 -.504 -.074 ,430 981 ,810 .60 ".582 ".047 .534 1.012 .799
,70 -.371 .162 .533 928 .713 .70 --352 .1_5 .497 .921 .720
.75 ".284 .247 .531 894 ,677 ,75 ",267 .240 .507 .887 ,680
,85 ",150 .3_8 .538 840 .616 .85 -.178 .360 .538 .851 .628
• 90 -,149 .411 ,561 8_0 ,605 .90 ",103 .395 .498 .821 .613
•95 -,024 ,412 ,435 789 ,605 ,95 -.028 .389 .417 .791 .615
CHORD 4 ,05 "1.302 .090 1.392 1.320 .743 CHORD 9 .05 "1.537 .180 1.716 1.434 .70&
.12 -1,421 -.108 1.312 1.376 ,823 .12 -1.529 .031 1.560 1.430 ,767
.20 "1,392 -.207 1,184 1.362 .863 .20 "1,470 ".083 1.388 I._01 .813
• 30 "1.407 -.2_7 1.160 1.370 1879 .30 "1.446 ",145 1,301 1.389 .838
.35 "1.392 -.266 1.126 1.362 ,886 .35 -1.423 -.167 1.256 1.378 .847
.45 -1.378 ".306 1.073 1.356 .902 .45 -.664 ".196 .469 1.046 .858
,50 -.304 .901 .50 -.538 -.197 ,340 .995 ,859
,60 -,484 -.085 .399 .973 .814 .60 -.347 -.06_ .285 ,919 ,805
,70 -,422 ,171 .594 ,949 ,709 ,70 -,343 .151 ,494 ,917 ,718
s75 -,363 "269 .632 "925 1668 '75 ''272 "242 .514 .889 ,680
•85 -.210 .402 .612 .864 ,610 .85 -.186 .325 .511 .854 .644
•90 -,123 ,4_3 .565 .829 .591 ,90 -.I09 .364 ,473 .824 .626
.95 ",014 .440 .454 .785 ,592 .95 I100_ 178_
CHORD 5 .01 -.442 ,660 1.102 .956 ,486
,03 "1.438 .3A5 1.783 1.385 ,635
,05 "1,392 ,164 1.556 1,362 ,712
,07 "1.392 .123 1.515 1.362 .729
•12 -1,478 ".035 1,444 1.405 .794
• 20 -I,433 -.093 1.340 1.382 ,817
• 30 -1,421 -.167 1.254 1.376 ,847
.35 "1.420 -.181 1.240 1.376 ,852
.45 -1.434 -.219 1.215 1.383 ,868
• 50 "1.331 -.218 1.113 1.333 .867
.60 ",685 ",044 ,641 1,054 ,798
.70 ",449 .184 .633 .959 ,704
•75 ",344 .272 ,617 ,918 ,666
•85 ".189 .377 ,566 .856 ,621
•90 ".100 .406 .506 .820 .608
,95 ".010 .402 .412 .784 .610
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 232 HACH = ,780 RN • %*710_IOE6 H = 3%*407 KP& ALPHA = 2,000 DEG CPSTAR i "'551
Q " 8.464 KPA GAMMA - 1,133 P " 24,5_6 KPA DELTA6 = ''695 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU HL
CHORD 1 ,01 ".126 ,458 ,584 ,831 ,584 CHORD 6 ,01 ",535 .440 .975 .994 .592
*03 ",695 1,058 *03 "I,025 ,157 1.182 1,196 '715
.05 -,967 =,032 ,934 Io171 ,793 ,05 "1,148 *002 1,150 1,250 .779
,07 ",967 ",183 .784 2,171 .853 *07 "1.177 -,105 1.D72 1,263 ,822
.12 "1,077 ".310 *767 1.218 ,904 .12 -1,213 -.182 1.032 1.279 .853
.20 "1.002 ".436 ,566 2.186 ,954 ,20 "1,028 ".193 .835 1,197 .858
*30 ".891 ".403 *488 1.139 ,941 ,30 ",905 ".258 *647 1.145 .883
,35 ",844 ".401 .443 1.119 ,940 .35 *,705 ".276 ,430 1.062 .890
.45 ".741 ".430 .311 1.077 ,952 ,45 ",649 ",293 ,356 1,039 ,897
.50 "1630 ",393 ,237 1,032 .937 ,50 ",638 ",276 .362 I*035 *890
,60 -.514 ",122 ,392 .985 ,829 ,60 -,584 -*093 .491 1,013 .817
,70 *.363 .122 ,485 ,925 .730 ,70 ".481 ,157 .638 .97_ .715
.75 -.287 .215 ,502 .895 .691 ,75 ",402 ,232 ,635 ,941 .683
,85 .349 .633 ,85 ",235 .874
.90 .376 .621 .90 ",118 ,364 ,481 *827 ,627
*95 "*039 .349 ,389 ,796 .633 ,95 ",004 .378 .383 .781 .620
CHORD 2 *05 ",946 "°085 o861 1.162 ,814 CH_RO 7 *05 "1,243 "*080 1.164 1.293 '812
.12 "1,156 ".336 .819 1.253 914 .18 -1,117 ",152 .964 1.236 ,8_1
.20 "1,050 -.448 .602 1.207 959 .20 "1,062 ",227 ,835 1.212 .871
*30 ",949 ".416 ,533 1.163 946 ,30 =,710 -.265 .445 1.064 ,888
,35 -,862 ",412 ,450 1.127 945 ,35 -,683 -.278 *405 1.053 *891
.45 ".728 ".411 .317 I*072 944 .45 ",653 -,308 ,345 1,041 .903
,50 ",624 ",388 .235 1.029 935 .50 ",614 -.289 .326 1.025 .895
,60 -.526 -.110 ,417 ,990 824 ,60 -,554 -,100 .453 1,001 .820
.70 -,387 .134 .520 ,934 ,725 .70 -,450 .131 .581 .960 ,726
,75 ".293 .224 ,518 *897 ,687 *75 ",334 .212 .5_7 .914 .692
,85 ",169 .358 .527 *848 .629 ,85 -,217 *867
,90 ",102 ,393 .495 .821 ,613 .90 ",122 .329 ,452 .829 ,642
*95 "*032 ,393 ,425 *793 .614 .95 "*017 ,787
CHORD 3 ,05 -.998 m*073 .925 1"184 ,809 CHORD 8 ,05 "1'110 "*014 1.096 1.233 '785
.12 "I,157 ",299 .857 1.253 .900 ,12 "I,160 -,158 1.002 1.255 .843
,20 "1,050 *,455 ,595 1.206 .961 .20 "1,099 ".247 .852 1.228 ,879
.30 ".986 -,418 *568 1.179 .947 .30 ",660 -,272 .388 1.044 .889
.35 °*890 ".417 .473 1.138 .946 *35 ",668 -.269 .399 1.047 .888
.45 -,721 -.429 .292 1.069 ,951 .45 -,647 -.290 .357 1,039 .898
*50 ",619 ",391 *228 I*027 ,936 *50 *,615 -,283 ,332 1,026 .593
,60 -.536 ",113 *423 ,994 .825 *60 ",533 -.108 .426 *993 .823
.70 ".394 ,139 ,533 ,937 ,723 ,70 ",413 ,108 ,521 ,945 .736
.75 -*3DO .224 .524 .900 .687 .75 ".326 *205 ,531 ,910 ,695
*85 ".161 ,369 .530 .845 ,624 .85 "*259 .315 ,574 *884 *648
,90 ",152 .397 .549 .841 .612 ,90 ".133 .354 .486 ,833 .631
.95 -,025 .402 .426 .790 .610 ,95 "'021 ,361 .381 .788 ,628
CHORD 4 ,05 "1.069 ".137 932 1.215 ,835 CHORD 9 ,05 "1.184 -,089 1.095 1.266 .816
,12 "1.100 ".297 804 1.228 .899 ,12 "1.127 -,165 .962 1,240 .846
.20 "1,153 _.378 775 1,252 .931 ,20 ",628 -,238 ,390 1,031 .875
.30 "1.051 ".391 660 1.207 ,936 .30 ".639 -,278 .361 1.035 .891
*35 "I*005 -.398 607 1.187 ,939 ,35 ",606 -,282 ,324 1,022 .893
,€5 ",658 ",420 238 1.043 ,948 *45 ",542 ",287 ,255 ,996 .895
,50 ",402 .940 ,50 "'519 ".281 .239 ,987 .89_
,60 ",555 "'130 ,425 1.002 ,832 ,60 ".474 ".106 ,368 ,969 ,822
.70 ".501 .145 ,646 ,980 ,720 ,70 ",466 ,125 *592 .966 .728
,75 ",421 .242 .663 ,948 ,679 ,75 "'334 ,224 .557 ,913 ,687
.85 ",229 .370 ,599 *872 ,624 .85 "'202 ,294 .496 ,861 .657
.90 ".129 .415 .544 ,832 ,604 ,90 "*091 .344 .436 .817 .635
.95 -,013 .421 .434 .785 ,601 .95 *024 ,770
CHORD 5 *01 -.211 .496 *707 .865 *566
.03 "1,205 ,113 1,318 1.275 ,733
*05 -I,109 -*O72 1,037 1,232 .809
*07 -1*057 -.096 ,961 1.210 .819
,12 "1,163 ".226 ,937 1,256 871 8 A t A N C E D A T A
*20 -1,132 -,256 .875 1.2_2 882
,30 ",989 ".312 .677 1.180 905 MACH = *782 g = 8.596 KPA ALPHA = 2,009 DEG
*35 ",936 ",320 .615 1.158 908
,45 ",684 *.342 *342 1,054 917 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ,479
,50 ".673 .-,325 .348 1,049 910 URAG ,014
.60 =.623 ",101 ,522 1.029 820 PITCH "2,060
,70 _,513 .148 ,661 ,985 719 HOLL "2,411
.75 _.423 ,231 .655 ,949 ,684 YAH .071
,85 -,226 ,326 ,552 .871 ,643
.90 ",099 ,360 .458 .820 ,628
,95 *004 .367 ,363 ,778 ,625
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 232 MACH - ,780 RN - _,710_10E6 H - 3€,4C7 KPA ALPHA - 1,000 DEG CPSTAR " ",551
O " 8,464 KPA GAMMA - t,133 p = 24,546 KPA DELTA6 • ",695 OEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD I ,01 ",006 ,374 ,379 ,782 ,622. CHORD 6 ,01 -,294 ,269 ,563 ,897 ,668
,03 -,554 1,001 ,03 -,820 ",016 ,803 1,109 1786
•05 ",792 ",137 ,655 1,098 ,835 ,05 -,746 ",158 ,588 1,079 ,843
,07 -,841 ",289 ,552 1,118 ,895 ,07 ",857 ",856 ,601 1,185 ,883
,12 ",883 ",403 ,480 1,135 ,9W1 ,12 -,833 ",298 ,535 1,115 ,899
,20 -,8W3 ",514 .328 1,119 ,985 ,20 ",816 ",287 ,529 1,108 ,895
.30 -1768 ",453 .315 1,088 .961 ,30 -,68_ ",342 .3_2 1,05_ ,917
,35 ",737 ",&42 ,295 1,075 ,956 ,35 ",660 ",311 ,319 1,011 1916
•45 ",662 ",460 ,202 1,0_5 ,964 ,_5 -,632 ",350 ,282 1,032 ,920
•50 ",601 ",413 ,189 1,020 ,945 ,50 ",60_ ",321 ,282 1,021 .908
•60 ",505 ",131 ,374 ,982 ,833 ,60 -,548 ",115 ,432 ,999 ,826
.70 -.357 .115 .473 .923 ,733 .70 -,_63 ,136 ,599 ,965 _724
,75 -q283 ,207 ,490 ,893 ,694 ,75 -,392 ,209 ,602 ,937 ,693
• 85 ,339 ,637 ,85 ",236 ,875
•90 ,368 ,625 ,90 -,120 ,327 ,_48 .828 ,643
,95 -,041 .342 ,383 ,796 ,636 ,95 ,000 ,355 .355 ,780 ,630
CHORD2 ,05 -,805 -,181 ,624 1.103 ,853 CHORD7 ,05 -,951 -,250 ,701 1,164 ,880
• 12 -,964 -,420 ,544 1.170 ,948 .12 -,68_ -,275 ,409 1,053 ,890
,20 -,902 ".519 ,383 1,143 ,987 ,20 -,651 -,326 ,325 1,040 .910
,30 -,791 ",&65 ,326 1,097 ,966 ,30 -.672 ",3W1 ,331 1,049 .916
,35 -,740 -,453 ,288 1,076 ,961 ,35 -,651 -,345 ,306 1,040 '918
•45 -,666 -,450 ,215 1,046 ,960 ,45 -,585 -,359 ,226 1,014 ,923
,50 -,622 ",_05 ,217 1,028 942 ,50 -,555 " -,329 ,226 1,002 *911
,60 -,517 ",119 ,398 .986 828 ,60 -,516 ",121 ,395 ,986 ,829
,70 -,383 ,126 ,508 ,933 728 ,70 -,430 ,115 ,545 ,951 ,733
,75 -,293 ,208 ,502 ,897 69_ ,75 -,324 ,189 ,514 ,910 ,702
,85 -,175 ,338 ,513 ,850 638 ,85 -,213 ,865
•90 -,106 ,384 ,490 ,823 618 ,90 -,118 ,295 ,412 ,827 ,657
,95 -,034 ,382 ,416 ,794 ,618 ,95 -,012 ,785
CHORD3 ,05 -,807 ",172 ,635 1,104 ,849 cHORD8 ,05 -,826 -,185 ,641 1,112 ,854
,12 -1,007 -,378 ,629 1,188 ,931 ,12 -,693 -,271 ,422 1,057 ,888
,20 -,926 -,531 ,395 1,153 ,992 ,20 -,714 ",351 ,363 1,066 ,920
•30 -,767 -,463 ,30_ 1,088 ,965 ,30 -,654 -,350 ,303 1,0WI ,920
•35 -,742 -,462 ,281 1,077 ,964 ,35 -,627 -,338 ,289 1,030 ,915
,45 -,669 -,461 ,208 1.0W7 ,964 ._5 -,575 -,342 ,232 1,009 ,917
,50 -1638 -,_06 232 1,035 ,9_2 ,50 -,560 -,32_ ,236 1,004 ,909
,60 -,524 -,118 406 ,989 ,827 ,60 -,495 -,127 ,368 ,978 ,831
170 -.394 ,135 529 ,937 ,724 ,70 -,393 ,096 ,_89 ,937 ,7_1
,75 ",309 ,221 529 ,903 ,688 ,75 ".313 ,184 ,497 ,905 ,704
,85 -,172 ,366 537 ,8_9 ,626 ,85 -,254 ,280 ,53_ ,882 ,663
,90 -,156 ,393 550 ,843 ,613 ,90 -,129 ,315 ,44W ,832 ,648
•95 -,028 ,397 425 ,791 ,612 ,95 -.015 .332 ,346 ,786 ,641
CHORD 4 ,05 -,842 ",255 ,587 1 118 ,882 CHORD 9 ,05 -,806 ",268 ,538 1,103 ,887
,12 -,962 ",€03 ,559 1 169 ,941 ,12 -,674 -,282 ,392 1,050 ,893
,20 -,883 o,458 ,_25 1 135 ,963 ,20 -,570 -,345 ,225 1,007 ,918
,30 -,690 -,452 ,238 I 056 ,960 ,30 -,548 -,342 ,206 ,999 ,917
,35 -,708 -,449 ,259 I 063 ,959 ,35 -,539 -,338 ,201 ,995 ,915
.45 -,745 -.453 ,292 I 078 ,961 .45 -.488 -.326 ,162 .975 ,910
,50 -,424 ,949 .50 -,W74 -,316 ,158 ,969 ,906
,60 -,538 -,137 ,401 ,995 ,835 ,60 -,440 -,113 ,328 ,956 ,825
,70 -,502 ,140 ,6_1 ,980 ,722 ,70 ",_7 .126 ,573 ,958 ,728
,75 -,436 ,232 ,668 ,95W ,683 ,75 -,319 ,210 ,529 ,908 ,693
,85 -,238 ,355 ,593 ,875 ,630 ,85 -,199 ,281 ,&80 .860 ,663
,90 -,130 ,403 .533 ,832 ,609 ,90 -,091 ,321 ,_12 ,816 ,645
•95 -,012 ,_12 ,424 ,785 e605 ,85 ,029 ,768
CHORD 5 ,01 ",066 ,382 ,448 ,806 ,619
,03 "1,019 ",025 ,994 1,193 ,790
•05 -,87_ ",218 ,656 1,132 t867
• 07 -,871 -,234 ,637 1,131 ,874
•12 -,828 -,351 ,_77 1,113 ,920 B A L A N C _ D A T A
•20 -,891 ",355 ,537 1,139 ,922
• 30 -,776 -,386 ,390 1,091 ,934 MACH - ,781 O 1 8,575 KPA ALPHA - 1,00W OEQ
,35 ",699 ",386 ,312 1,059 ,934
145 -,71_ -,390 ,32W -1o066 ,935 COEFFICIENT _F L1FT 134_
,50 -,697 -,363 ,335 1,059 ,925 URAG ,010
,60 -,601 ",120 W80 1,020 ,828 PITCH -1,647
,70 -,499 ,131 630 ,979 ,726 ROLL -1,713
,75 -,420 ,207 627 ,948 ,684 _AW ,052
,85 -,228 ,290 518 ,871 ,659
•90 -,I00 ,327" 427 ,820 ,643
•95 ,008 ,3_6 338 ,777 ,634
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER232 HACH - ,780 RN = 4,710_10E6 H - 34,407 KPA ALPHA - ,000 DEG CPSTAR - ",551
Q - 8,464 KPA GAMMA- 1,133 P • 24,5_6 KPA D£LTA6 - ",695 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU HL
CHORD1 ,01 ,114 ,277 ,163 ,733 ,664 CHORD6 ,01 =,0_7 ,0_8 ,095 ,799 ,760
•03 ",413 ,9_5 ,03 ",506 -,216 ,290 ,982 ,867
•05 -,653 -,245 ,408 1,041 ,878 ,05 -,50_ -,34_ ,160 .981 ,917
•07 ",724 ",397 ,327 1,070 ,938 ,07 -,624 -,447 ,177 1,029 ,958
•12 -,791 -,497 ,294 1,097 ,978 ,12 -,627 -,440 ,187 1,030 ,955
,20 -,754 -,606 .148 1,082 1,022 ,20 -,606 -,397 ,209 1,022 ,938
,30 -,668 ",516 ,152 1,047 .986 ,30 -,574 -,430 ,I_4 1,009 ,952
,35 -,667 -.498 ,169 1,046 ,979 .35 -.569 -,428 ,141 I*007 .951
,45 -,616 1.505 ,110 I*026 ,982 *45 -,554 -,406 ,1_8 1,001 1942
,50 -,579 -.447 ,132 1,011 ,958 *50 -.541 -*363 ,178 ,996 .925
•60 -,480 -,147 ,333 ,972 ,839 ,60 -,508 -,128 ,380 ,983 ,831
,70 -,344 ,101 ,_46 ,918 ,738 ,70 -,443 ,115 ,558 ,957 ,733
,75 ",273 ,193 ,466 ,889 ,700 ,75 °,380 ,179 ,559 .932 ,706
,85 .326 .643 .85 ".233 *873
,90 ,357 *629 *90 ",I17 .289 ,406 ,827 *659
,95 -,039 ,339 ,377 ,795 ,638 ,95 ,011 *329 ,318 ,775 ,642
CHORD 2 ,05 -,667 ",301 ,366 1,047 ,900 CHORD 7 ,05 -,599 ",473 ,126 1.019 ,969
•12 ",703 -,524 ,179 1,061 ,989 ,12 ",577 -,433 ,144 1,011 ,953
,20 -,738 ",615 ,122 1,075 1,026 ,20 -,538 -,4_7 ,090 ,995 ,959
,30 -,704 -.534 ,170 1,062 ,993 ,30 -,560 -,433 ,127 1,003 ,953
•35 -,672 -,513 ,159 1,049 ,985 *35 -,557 -,424 ,133 I*002 ,949
•45 -,637 ",511 ,126 1,035 ,984 ,45 ",518 ",417 ,I01 ,987 ,946
,50 -,587 -,444 ,143 1,014 ,957 ,50 ".501 -,372 ,129 ,980 ,929
,60 -,494 ".132 .362 ,977 ,833 .60 -,482 ".134 .347 ,972 p834
,70 -,371 ,114 ,485 ,928 ,733 ,70 -.412 ,102 ,514 ,945 ,738
•75 ",283 ,197 ,480 ,893 ,698 ,75 ",313 ,163 ,477 ,905 '713
•85 -,170 ,323 ,493 .848 ,644 ,85 -,209 ,864
•90 ",103 ,373 ,476 ,821 ,622 ,90 =,II0 ,254 ,364 ,824 ,674
,95 ",032 ,37! ,403 .793 ,623 ,95 ",000 ,780
CHORD3 ,05 ",655 -,294 ,361 1.042 ,897 CHORD8 ,05 -,559 ",389 ,169 1,003 ,935
,12 -,800 ",496 ,303 I,I01 ,978 ,12 -.518 ",411 ,i07 .987 ,944
,20 ",742 -,639 ,103 1.077 1,035 ,20 -.557 -,_69 ,088 1,002 .967
•30 -,700 ",534 ,165 1,060 ,993 ,30 -.535 -,441 ,094 ,993 ,956
•35 -,661 ",518 ,I&4 1,044 ,987 ,35 -,525 -,415 ,110 ,989 ,946
•45 -,635 -,501 ,133 1,033 ,980 ,45 ",508 -,398 ,109 ,983 *939
•50 ",595 ".441 154 1.018 ,956 ,50 ".507 ",366 ,141 .982 '926
,60 -,498 ",133 365 ,979 ,833 ,60 ",_59 -,139 ,320 .963 ,836
,70 -,379 ,120 499 ,931 ,731 ,70 -,374 ,088 ,462 ,929 ,744
•75 -,299 ,205 504 ,899 ,695 ,75 -,298 ,162 ,460 ,899 ,713
,85 ",164 ,349 513 ,846 ,633 ,85 -,248 ,237 ,485 ,879 ,682
.90 -,152 ,381 533 .841 .619 .90 ",121 ,268 .389 .829 ,668
,95 ",023 ,389 ,412 ,789 ,615 ,95 =,001 ,296 .297 ,780 .656
CHORD 4 ,05 ",662 ",412 ,250 1,045 ,944 CHORD 9 ,05 =,533 -,498 ,035 ,993 ,979
•12 -,830 -,529 ,302 1,114 ,991 ,12 -,477 -,434 ,043 ,971 ,953
,20 -,659 -,564 ,094 1,043 1,005 ,20 ".437 ",462 -,025 ,954 '965
,30 ",705 ",532 ,173 1,062 ,992 ,30 ",457 -,426 ,031 ,962 ,950
,35 ",678 ",520 ,158 1,051 ,988 ,35 ",460 ",407 ,053 ,964 "942
,45 ",654 ",509 ,145 1,041 ,983 ,_5 ",435 -,369 ,066 ,954 '927
,50 ",465 ,966 ,50 -,427 -,339 ,088 ,950 ,915
,60 -,516 ",150 ,366 ,986 ,840 ,60 -,411 ",122 ,289 ,944 '829
,70 -,489 ,127 ,617 ,975 ,728 ,70 ",433 ,119 ,552 ,953 "731
,75 ",428 ,215 ,643 ,951 ,691 ,75 -,306 ,195 ,501 ,902 ,699
• 85 ",236 ,333 ,569 ,874 ,640 ,85 ",195 ,259 ,453 .858 '672
,90 ",127 ,385 ,512 ,831 ,617 ,90 -,089 ,298 ,387 .816 ,655
•95 ",008 ,402 .410 ,783 ,609 ,95 ,038 ,764
CHORD5 ,01 ,112 ,231 ,118 ,734 ,684
,03 -,597 ",211 ,386 1.018 ,864
,05 -,660 -,407 ,253 1,0_4 ,942
•07 -,551 -,_03 ,1_8 1,000 ,941
,12 -.741 -,498 ,243 1,077 ,979 B A L A N C _ D A T A
,20 -,623 -,467 ,157 1,029 ,966
,30 ",642 ",473 ,168 1,036 ,969 HACH = "782 Q = 8,58_ KPA ALPHA = ,000 DEQ
,35 ",638 ",462 ,175 1,035 ,964
,45 ",641 -.446 ,194 1,036 ,958 C¢EFFICIENT OF LIFT ,237
,50 ",616 -,405 ,211 1,026 ,942 _RAG ,007
,60 -,56€ -,133 ,431 1,005 ,833 P1TCH "1,363
.70 -,486 ,116 .602 ,974 ,732 R_LL "1,133
,75 -,414 ,180 ,594 ,945 ,705 YAW ,0_I
,85 -,229 ,252 ,481 .872 .675
,90 -,098 .290 ,388 ,819 ,659
,95 ,019 ,324 ,305 ,772 1644
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 232 HACH - ,780 RN - %,710_10E6 H - 31,%_7 KPA ALPHA =-1,000 OEG CPSTAR " -,551
0 = 8,164 KPA GAHMA " 1,133 P - 21,516 KPA DELTA6 " ",695 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD I ,01 ,225 ,170 -,055 ,687 ,710 CH_RD 6 ,01 ,180 ",207 -,387 ,706 ,863
,03 -,285 ,89% ,03 -,338 ",151 -,215 ,875 ,961
,05 -,507 -,368 ,139 ,982 ,927 ,05 -,282 ",513 -,261 ,893 ,997
• 07 -,592 -,516 ,075 1,016 ,986 ,07 -,398 -,698 -,300 ,939 1,059
• 12 -,638 -,607 ,031 1,035 1,023 ,12 -,11_ -,589 -,115 ,957 11015
,20 -,638 -,707 -,069 1,035 1,063 .20 -,450 -,510 -,060 ,960 ,98_
,30 -,596 -,581 ,012 1,018 1,013 ,30 -,459 -,517 -,059 ,963 ,986
• 35 -,595 -,557 ,038 1,018 1,002 ,35 -,_67 -,516 -,049 ,966 ,986
,%5 -,563 -,553 ,010 1,005 1,001 ,15 -,172 -,460 ,012 ,968 e963
,50 -,530 -,181 ,0%8 ,991 ,972 ,50 -,170 ",400 ,069 ,967 ,9%0
• 60 -.151 -,163 ,288 ,960 ,815 ,60 -,%58 -,138 ,320 ,963 .895
,70 -,327 ,086 ,411 ,911 ,741 .70 -,112 ,091 ,503 ,941 ,7%3
,75 -,260 ,177 ,%37 ,88% ,707 ,75 ",358 ,1_8 ,506 ,923 ,719
• 85 ,312 ,6%9 ,85 ",225 ,870
,90 ,317 ,634 ,90 -,114 ,236 ,349 ,826 ,682
,95 -,036 ,332 ,368 ,79% ,611 ,95 ,022 ,294 ,272 ,771 ,657
CHORD 2 ,05 ",516 ",%30 ,086 ,986 ,952 CHORD 7 ,05 -,355 -,753 -,398 ,922 1,082
• 12 ",611 -,638 ,003 1,036 1,035 ,12 -,%02 ",629 -,227 ,911 1,031
• 20 -,659 -,738 -,079 1,013 1,075 ,20 -,%07 -,590 -,182 ,9%3 1,016
,30 -,619 -,606 ,013 1,027 1,022 ,30 -,%5% -,53_ -,080 ,961 ,993
,35 ",610 -,577 ,033 1,021 1,010 ,35 -,162 ",509 -,018 ,961 ,983
•%5 -,580 -,550 ,030 1,011 ,999 ,45 -,441 -,173 -,028 ,957 ,969
,50 -,512 -,%75 ,067 ,996 ,969 ,50 -,138 -,%11 ,027 ,955 ,9%%
,60 =,166 ",119 ,317 ,966 ,8%0 ,60 -,%36 -,142 ,29% ,95% ,837
,70 -,355 ,098 ,_53 ,922 ,710 ,70 -,382 ,082 ,16% ,932 ,716
• 75 -,272 ,185 ,%57 ,889 ,703 ,75 -,29% ,127 ,%22 ,898 ,728
,85 ",163 ,318 ,482 ,845 ,6%6 ,85 ",198 ,860
,90 -,098 ,360 ,_58 ,819 ,628 ,90 -,tOt ,206 ,307 ,821 ,695
,95 -,030 ,360 ,390 ,792 ,628 ,95 ,011 ,775
CHORD 3 ,05 -,192 -,%23 ,069 ,976 ,9%9 CHORD 8 ,05 ",318 ",665 -,3%6 ,907 1,046
,12 -,672 -,610 ,063 1,049 1,021 ,12 -,353 -,558 -,205 ,921 1,003
• 20 -1648 ",72% -,076 1,039 1,070 ,20 -,129 -,598 -,169 ,951 1,019
• 30 -,618 ",611 ,007 1,027 1,021 ,30 -,127 -,536 -,109 ,950 ,994
,35 ",609 -,588 ,021 1,023 1,015 ,35 -,128 -,195 -,066 ,951 1977
• %5 -,578 -,553 ,025 t,Ott 1,001 ,15 ",132 ",%50 -,018 ,952 ,960
• 50 ",5%8 ",179 ,070 ,999 ,971 ,50 ",110 ",401 ,039 ,956 ,9%0
• 60 -,%72 -,151 ,321 ,968 ,8_0 ,60 -,412 -,112 ,270 ,915 ,837
,70 ",36_ ,103 ,%67 ,925 ,738 ,70 ",317 ,076 ,%23 ,919 ,749
,75 ",287 *186 ,%73 ,895 ,703 ,75 ",278 ,128 ,%06 ,891 ,727
,85 -,155 ,330 ,%85 ,8%2 ,611 ,85 -,238 ,187 ,425 ,875 ,703
,90 -,151 ,365 ,516 ,811 ,626 ,90 -,111 ,215 ,326 ,825 ,691
,95 -,018 ,377 ,395 ,787 ,621 ,95 ,013 ,252 ,239 ,775 ,675
CHORD % ,05 -,453 -,591 -,139 ,961 1,016 CHORD 9 ,05 -,298 -,789 -,_91 ,899 1,096
,12 -,660 -,688 -,028 1,011 1,055 ,12 -,311 -,580 -,266 ,906 1,012
,20 -,592 -,675 -,083 1,016 1,050 ,20 -,320 -,595 -,275 ,908 1,018
,30 -,603 -,615 -,012 1,021 1,025 ,30 -,361 -,501 -,110 ,925 ,981
• 35 ",601 -,593 ,008 1,020 1,017 ,35 -,380 ",173 -,092 ,932 ,969
,%5 -,586 -,563 ,023 1,011 1,005 ,15 -,377 -,%08 -,031 ,931 ,9%3
,50 -,503 ,981 ,50 -,379 -,365 ,011 ,931 ,926
,60 -,482 -,161 ,318 ,973 ,8%6 ,60 -,375 -,129 ,2%6 ,930 ,832
• 70 -,167 ,113 ,580 ,966 ,733 ,70 ",%11 ,100 ,511 '91% ,739
,75 ",413 ,196 ,609 ,915 ,699 ,75 ",289 ,171 ,%60 ,896 .709
• 85 -,228 ,310 ,538 ,871 ,650 ,85 ",185 ,226 ,111 ,85_ ,686
,90 ",121 ,366 ,%90 ,830 ,626 ,90 -,081 ,265 ,3%8 ,811 ,670
,95 ",003 ,391 ,395 ,781 ,614 ,95 ,017 ,761
CHORD 5 ,01 ,279 ,066 -,213 ,66% ,753
• 03 ",33% ",%05 -,070 ,911 ,9%2
,05 ",%36 -,613 -,207 ,95% 1,037
,07 ",372 -,613 -,211 ,929 1,025
• 12 -,585 -,666 -,081 1,014 1,016
,20 -,515 -,597 -,082 ,985 1,018
,30 -,537 -,567 -,030 ,99% 1,006
,35 -,5%8 -,5%0 ,008 ,999 ,995
• %5 -,561 -,199 ,062 1,001 ,979
• 50 -,517 -,411 ,105 ,998 ,956
,60 ",517 ",139 ,379 ,986 ,836
,70 ",463 ,097 ,560 ,965 ,7%0
,75 -,400 ,1%9 ,5%9 ,910 ,719
• 85 -,228 ,207 ,%35 ,871 ,69%
• 90 ",095 ,217 ,3%2 ,818 ,677
• 95 ,030 ,296 ,265 ,767 ,656
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 232 MACH = ,780 RN = 4,710=10E6 H = 34,407 KPA ALPHA = =2,000 DEG CPSTAR • -'551
O 1 81_6_ KP_ GAMMA - 1,133 P = 24.546 KRA DELTA6 • ",695 DEG
xic CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL OCP MU M L
CHORD 1 ,01 "332 ,063 -,269 ,6_0 ,754 CHORD 6 ,01 ,366 -,483 -,8_8 ,626 ,973
.03 ".146 .839 .03 =.022 -.715 -.693 .789 1.066
•05 ".367 -.503 -.136 .927 .981 .05 -.095 -1.063 -.969 .818 1.212
.07 -.45_ -.649 -.195 .961 1.039 .07 ".212 "1.013 -.801 .865 1.191
.12 -.516 -.729 -.213 .986 1.072 ,12 ".287 =.686 o.399 .895 1.05_
•20 ".542 ".790 -.248 .996 1.097 .20 ".327 ".692 -°365 .911 1"057
.30 ".523 ".642 ".119 .989 1.037 .30 ".357 ".606 -.249 .922 1.022
•35 "'530 ".618 -.088 .991 1.027 .35 ".374 ".596 -.223 .929 1.018
.45 ".510 ".603 -.093 .984 1.021 .45 ".396 ".505 -.109 .938 "981
.50 ".482 ".517 -.035 .972 .986 .50 -.397 ".427 -.030 .938 '951
.60 ".420 ".178 .242 .948 .851 .60 ".409 ".133 .276 .943 .833
.70 ".302 .069 .371 .901 .752 .70 ".374 .069 .443 .9Z9 "751
.75 "$239 .160 .400 .876 .714 .75 ".329 .100 .429 .911 .739
.85 .298 .655 .85 ".208 .863
•90 .336 $639 .90 ".I05 .178 .283 .822 ,706
.95 ".030 .324 .354 .792 .6_ .95 .033 .237 .20_ .766 .682
CHORD 2 .05 ".370 -.554 -.184 .928 1.001 CHORD 7 .05 =.159 "1.1_7 -.989 .8'_ 1.2_9
.12 ".518 -.733 -,21_ .987 1.073 ,12 ",a48 -.815 -.567 .879 1.107
,20 =,556 ",891 -.335 1.002 1,139 .20 -.289 ".733 -,_4_ .895 1,073
.30 -.546 -.696 -.151 .998 1.059 .30 -.352 -.638 -.285 .921 1.035
•35 -.538 -.637 -.099 .995 1.034 .35 ".371 -.585 -.215 .9_8 1.01+
•_5 ".521 -.601 -.080 .988 1.020 .45 -.370 ".517 -.147 .928 ,986
•50 ".491 -.509 -.018 .976 .983 .50 -.373 -.436 -.063 .929 .95_
,60 ",_30 ".166 ,26_ ,951 ,8_7 ,60 -,383 -,139 ,2_ ,933 ,836
.70 ".330 .079 .409 .912 .747 .70 -.352 .055 .407 .921 .758
.75 ".251 .167 .418 .881 .711 .75 o.268 .087 .355 .887 .714
• 85 ".150 .299 .449 .8_0 .655 .85 -.188 .855
•90 -.087 .34& .431 .815 .635 .90 -.093 .150 .243 .817 .718
.95 ".023 .3_5 .368 .789 .635 .95 .022 .771
CHORD3 ,05 ",3_5 ",553 -,208 ,918 1,001 CHORD8 ,05 ",127 "1,088 -,961 ,831 1'223
,12 ",526 ",712 -,187 ,990 1,065 ,12 ",215 ",738 -,523 .866 1'076
.20 ".545 -.889 -.3€_ .997 1.138 .20 -.306 -.806 -.500 .902 1.103
.30 -.535 -.689 -.15# .99_ 1.056 .30 =.325 -.625 -.300 .910 1.030
.35 ".533 -.647 -.114 .993 1.039 .35 -.337 -.567 -.230 .915 1.006
._5 -.518 -.605 -.087 .987 1.022 .45 -.359 -.490 -.131 .924 .976
•50 "._9_ -.515 -.021 .977 .986 .S0 -.378 ".423 -.0_5 .931 .9#9
.60 ".431 ".164 .267 .952 .846 .60 ".368 ".138 .231 .927 .835
•70 ".329 .080 ,410 .912 .747 .70 -.318 .050 .369 .907 .759
.75 ".253 .161 ._13 .881 .714 .75 -.259 .088 .347 .88_ .744
.85 ".129 .301 ._30 .832 .65_ .85 -.228 .127 .355 .871 .728
•90 ".143 .340 .482 .837 .637 .90 -.I02 .158 .260 .821 .715
•95 ".006 .360 .366 .782 .628 .95 .025 .202 .177 .770 .696
CHORD & .05 ".303 -.79_ -.490 .901 1.098 CHORD 9 .05 -.113 "i.230 "1.117 .8_5 1.287
•12 "._86 =.782 -._96 .97_ 1.093 .12 -.177 ".657 -.480 .851 1.0_3
.20 "._88 ".9_7 -.439 .975 1.15_ .20 ".216 ".957 -.7_1 .867 1.167
$30 ".515 -.689 -.17_ .986 1.056 .30 ".281 ".5_I -.260 .892 .996
•35 ".517 -.669 -.152 .986 1.048 .35 ".302 -.499 -.197 .901 .979
•_5 ".515 ".629 ".11_ .986 1.031 .45 ".316 ".42_ -.108 .906 .9_9
.S0 ".5_8 $999 .50 =.3_7 ".370 -.0_3 .911 .928
.60 "._36 ".180 .256 1954 .852 .60 =13_1 ".119 .22_ .916 .828
.70 ".426 .087 .513 .950 .744 .70 -.383 .091 .475 .933 .7_2
.75 ".376 .167 .5_3 .930 .711 .75 -.267 .137 ._0_ .887 '723
,85 -,210 ,278 .488 ,86_ ,66_ ,85 ".173 ,186 ,360 ,8_9 ,703
.90 ".117 .335 ._52 .827 .639 .90 -.074 .220 .29_ .810 .689
.95 .001 .368 .367 .779 .625 .95 .058 .756
CHORD 5 ,01 ._1 ".095 -.536 .59_ .818
.03 -.112 -.615 -.50_ .825 1.026
,05 ",239 "1,085 -,8_6 ,875 1,222
•07 -,21_ -.9,8 -,73€ .866 1,163
.I_ "._26 "._55 -.4_9 .950 1.1_4
•20 ".396 -.798 -.402 .938 1.100
.30 -._37 -.665 -,_7 .955 1.0_6
.35 ".457 ".620 -.163 .962 1.027
•45 "._83 -.546 -.063 .973 .998
.50 "._79 ".468 .011 .971 .967
.60 -._68 -.133 .335 .967 .83_
• 70 ''_31 ,068 ._99 .952 .75_
.75 ".379 .105 ._8_ .931 .737
.85 ".219 ,1_7 .366 .868 ,719
.90 ".086 .18_ .269 .815 .705
.95 '0_ .2_I .198 .762 .680
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 232 MACH = ,780 R_ • 4,710_10E6 H = 3_,407 KRA ALPHA " -3,000 OEG CPSTA_ = ",551
0 = 8,46_ KPA GAMMA = 1,133 p . 2_,546 KPA DELTA6 = ",695 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD1 ,01 ,430 ",055 -,486 ,597 ,802 CHORD6 ,01 ,506 ".722 "1,227 ,562 1,069
,03 -,027 ,791 ,03 ,1_9 -,958 -1,107 ,719 1,167
•05 -,235 -,641 -,_06 ,874 1,036 ,05 ,052 -I,2_0 -1,293 ,758 1,291
•07 -,332 -,776 -,&44 ,913 1,091 ,07 -,072 -1,285 -1,213 ,809 1,312
,12 -,_09 ",791 -,382 ,9_3 1,097 ,la -,169 -1,198 -1.030 ,8_8 1,272
.20 -,454 ",879 -,420 ,961 1,131 .20 -,225 -1,166 -,9_1 ,870 1.258
,30 -,452 -,784 -,332 ,961 1,095 ,30 -,276 -,615 -,340 .890 1,026
•35 -,466 -,664 -,198 ,966 1,0_5 .35 -,303 -,598 -,29_ .901 1,019
,45 -,460 -,635 -,174 ,964 1,034 ,_5 -,332 -,516 -,18_ ,913 ,986
•50 -,_I ",531 -,090 ,956 ,992 ,50 -,343 -,438 -,095 ,917 ,955
,60 -,392 ",183 ,209 ,936 ,853 ,60 -,369 -,149 ,220 ,927 ,840
,70 -,287 ,059 ,346 ,895 ,756 ,70 -,351 ,063 ,_14 ,920 ,754
,75 -,228 ,149 ,377 ,871 ,719 ,75 -,31& ,098 ,411 ,905 ,740
,85 ,286 ,660 ,85 -,211 ,86_
,90 ,326 ,6_9 .90 ",11_ ,184 ,298 ,826 ,704
,95 ",028 ,319 ,3_8 ,791 ,646 ,95 ,025 '2_9 ,22_ ,770 ,677
CHORD 2 ,05 -,236 ",732 -,_97 ,874 ,073 CHORD 7 ,05 ",00_ "1,282 "I,278 ,781 1,310
•12 ",_I0 -,876 -,_67 ,9_ ,133 ,12 -,130 "1,314 -I,18_ ,832 1,326
,20 -,_63 ",9_3 -,480 ,965 ,161 ,20 ",19p "1,269 -I,075 ,8b8 1,305
•30 -,_72 ",745 -,273 ,968 ,078 ,30 ",271 ",623 -,352 ,888 1,029
,35 -,471 ",710 -,238 ,968 ,064 ,35 -,297 ",581 -,284 .899 I"012
•_5 ",469 ",619 -,150 ,967 ,027 ,_5 -,309 ",522 -,212 ,90_ ,988
•50 -,_6 ",515 -,069 ,958 ,985 ,50 ",318 ",443 -,125 ,907 ,957
,60 ",398 ",169 ,230 ,939 ,8_8 ,60 -,343 ",155 .188 ,917 ,848
•70 ",312 ,070 ,382 ,90& ,751 ,70 ",323 ,063 ,386 ,909 ,754
•75 ",236 ,155 ,392 ,875 ,716 ,75 ",247 .I04 ,352 ,879 '737
• 85 -,143 ,277 ,_21 ,838 ,664 ,85 -,188 ,855
,90 -,082 ,335 ,417 ,813 ,639 ,90 -,098 ,177 ,275 ,819 ,707
•95 -,020 ,336 ,356 ,788 ,639 ,95 ,015 ,774
CHORD3 ,05 -,219 -,707 -,488 ,868 1,063 CHORD8 ,05 ,019 -1,270 -1,289 ,772 1,305
,12 -,404 -,R_I -,_37 ,9_1 1,112 ,12 -,108 -1,276 -1,168 ,823 1,308
,20 -,_45 -,998 -,553 ,958 1,18_ ._0 -,211 -i,290 -1,079 ,864 1,31_
,30 -,461 -,821 -,360 ,96_ 1,110 ,30 -,249 -,589 -,339 ,880 1,015
,35 -,467 -,686 -,219 ,966 1,054 ,35 -,266 -,552 -,286 ,887 1,000
•_5 -,465 -,61& -,150 ,965 1,025 ,45 -,300 -,_95 -,195 ,900 ,978
•50 -,449 -,514 -,065 ,959 ,985 ,50 -.325 -,429 -,105 .910 ,951
•60 -,_00 -,163 237 .9_0 ,8_5 ,60 -,329 -,1_8 ,181 ,911 ,839
• 70 -,317 ,076 393 ,907 ,749 ,70 --,294 ,051 ,345 ,8_7 '759
,75 -,251 ,154 405 ,880 ,716 ,75 "'2_1 ,100 ,3_2 ,877 '739
,85 -,136 ,291 _27 ,834 ,658 ,85 -,228 ,162 ,390 ,871 ,713
•90 -,141 ,333 474 ,837 ,640 ,90 -,109 ,193 ,302 ,82_ ,700
,95 ",003 ,355 358 ,781 ,631 ,95 ,016 ,231 ,216 ,773 ,684
CHSRD _ ,05 -,167 "1,02_ -,857 ,8_7 1,195 CH_RD 9 ,05 ,026 "1,_58 -1,48_ ,769 1,395
12 -,353 -,990 -,637 ,921 1,181 ,12 o,076 "1,332 -1,256 ,810 1,33_
20 ",392 "1,010 -,617 ,937 1,189 ,20 ",139 "1,315 -1,176 ,836 1,326
30 -,433 ",909 -,476 ,953 1,1_7 ,30 -,211 ",506 -,295 ,86_ ,982
35 -,_2 -,647 -,205 ,957 1,039 ,35 -,2_1 -,_73 -,232 ,877 ,969
45 -,456 ",631 -,175 ,962 1,032 ,_5 -,268 -,409 -,1_1 ,887 ,9_3
50 -,5_5 ,997 ,50 ",283 -,361 -,078 ,893 ,92_
60 -,_01 ",173 ,229 ,9_0 ,849 ,60 ",312 ",134 ,178 ,905 ,83_
70 -,409 ,085 ,494 ,943 ,745 .70 ".372 ,I03 1475 ,928 ,738
75 ",371 ,159 ,530 .928 ,71& ,75 ",260 ,171 ,_32 ,88& ,709
85 ",209 ,26_ ,474 ,864 ,670 ,85 ",181 ,229 ,_11 ,R53 ,685
90 ",112 ,321 ,_33 ,825 ,645 .90 -.095 ,265 ,360 .818 ,670
95 ,007 ,357 ,3_9 ,777 ,630 ,95 ,0_3 ,762
CHORD5 ,01 °549 -,222 -,771 ,5_1 ,869
,03 ,060 -1,05_ -1,11_ ,755 1,208
•05 -,095 "1,19_ -I,098 ._18 1,270
,07 -,083 "1,257 -1,174 ,813 1,299
,12 -,292 "1,262 -,969 ,897 1,301
,20 -,296 "1,108 -.812 ,898 1,232
,30 ",354 ",690 -,336 ,921 1,056
•35 ",381 ",636 -,256 ,932 1,034
•45 -,_20 ",566 -,146 ,948 1,006
•50 -,_23 -,479 -,056 ,9_9 ,971
•60 -,_27 -,138 .289 ,950 ,835
•70 -,_05 ,059 ,464 .942 ,756
•75 -,963 ,095 ,_57 ,925 ,741
,85 -,217 ,137 ,353 ,867 ,72_
•90 -,090 ,171 ,260 ,816 ,709
,95 ,043 ,229 ,187 ,762 ,685
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 234 HACH = ,750 RN • 4.718_10E6 H = 35,2_4 KPA ALPHA - ,001 DEG CPSTAR • -,661
O • 8,206 KPA GAMMA - 1.133 P • 25,/76 KPA DELTA6 - -,680 DES
x/C CPU CPL OCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP NU ML
CHORD 1 ,01 ,077 ,266 .189 ,719 ,643 CHORD 6 *01 ",069 *036 ,I05 ,776 ,735
,03 -,460 ,924 ,03 ",511 -,215 ,296 ,9_3 ,832
*05 -,678 ",262 .416 1,007 ,850 *05 ".502 -,336 ,166 ,9_0 ,878
,07 -,749 ".399 ,350 1,034 ,901 ,07 ",601 -.&23 ,178 ,977 ,910
,12 -,755 "*_92 ,263 1,036 .936 ,12 ".59_ ",419 .175 ,975 .909
,20 -.710 -.57_ ,136 1.019 .967 ,20 -.554 -.371 ,183 .960 ,891
,30 -,637 -,49_ ,1_ ,991 ,937 ,30 ",536 -.393 ,1_2 ,953 ,899
,35 ",62_ ",_73 ,151 ,986 ,929 ,35 ",531 -,408 ,123 ,951 ,905
,_5 ",571 ",_76 ,095 ,966 ,930 ,45 ".516 ",383 .13_ .9_6 ,995
,50 -.528 -,428 .099 ,950 ,912 .50 ",506 -.3_8 ,159 .9_2 ,882
,60 -,450 ",152 ,298 ,920 ,808 ,60 ",N81 -,136 ,3_5 ,932 1802
,70 ",325 *09_ ,_18 ,873 ,713 ,70 ",_30 .119 .549 .913 ,703
.75 ",259 ,187 ,446 .849 .675 ,75 -.375 ,188 ,563 .R92 ,675
.85 .320 ,621 .85 -.246 .84_
,90 .349 ,608 ,90 ",139 .303 ,4_2 ,803 ,628
,95 "'O&# ,326 .370 ,766 ,618 ,95 ",005 .338 ,343 .751 '613
CHORD 2 *05 -.692 -.310 .382 1,012 ,868 CHORD 7 ,05 ",581 -,_58 ,123 ,970 ,92_
.12 -,758 -,516 ,2_2 1,037 ,945 ,12 ",550 -,_13 ,137 .958 ,907
,20 -,728 ",586 ,141 I*026 ,972 ,20 ",513 -.425 ,088 ,9_4 '911
,30 -.659 -,510 .150 1,000 ,9_3 .30 "'528 -.411 ,117 ,950 ,906
,35 ",636 -,W89 ,I&7 ,991 ,935 ,35 ".525 -,40_ ,121 .9_9 ,903
,45 ",590 -,WBO ,110 .973 ,932 ,45 ",489 -.399 ,091 ,935 ,901
,50 -,5_7 ".431 ,116 ,957 .913 ,50 -*&76 -.361 ,11_ .930 ,887
,60 -,#63 -,143 ,320 ,925 ,80_ ,60 ",463 -,140 ,323 ,926 ,803
.70 -,352 ,I0_ ,#5_ ,884 ,709 ,70 ",_02 ,099 .501 ,903 ,711
,75 ",268 ,189 ,458 ,852 ,67_ ,75 ",313 ,168 ,4fli ,869 ,693
,85 ".160 ,311 ._71 ,811 ,62_ .85 ",219 ,834
,90 ".101 ,361 ,462 .788 ,603 ,90 ",128 ,265 ,393 ,799 ,643
,95 ",039 ,359 ,398 ,764 ,604 .95 ",016 .756
CHORD 3 ,05 ".670 -.292 ,379 1,00_ ,861 CH_RD 8 ,05 -,547 -.379 ,168 ,957 ,89&
,12 -,785 -,481 ,305 1,0_8 ,932 ,12 -.501 -,399 .102 ,9_0 ,901
,20 -,721 -,60& ,118 1,023 ,978 ,20 ",530 -._9 ,082 ,951 ,920
,30 ",657 -,51_ ,145 ,999 ,9_ ,30 ",503 -,417 ,087 ,9_0 ,908
,35 -,633 -,49_ ,139 .990 ,937 ,35 -,&91 -,392 .099 ,936 ,899
,_5 -.588 -,480 ,I08 ,973 ,932 .45 -,478 -,381 ,097 ,931 ,895
,50 e.551 -,43_ ,119 ,959 ,914 .50 -,484 -,356 ,128 .933 ,885
,60 -,_71 ",1_ ,327 .928 ,805 ,60 "*_39 -,1_6 ,293 ,916 ,806
.70 ",365 ,113 ,477 ,888 ,705 ,70 ",368 ,083 ,451 .889 .717
.75 -,288 ,198 ,486 ,860 ,671 ,75 -,299 ,165 ,_65 ,864 ,68&
.85 -,161 .342 .503 ,811 ,611 ,85 -,259 ,249 ,508 ,8_8 .650
,90 ",157 ,36_ ,525 .810 ,600 ,90 "*13_ ,281 .415 .801 .637
,95 -,029 .37_ ,_03 .761 ,597 .95 ".013 ,305 ,319 ,755 ,627
CHORD _ .05 -.673 -,405 ,268 1 005 ,904 CHORD 9 ,05 ",520 -,&64 ,056 ,947 ,926
,12 -,787 -,503 .28# 1 0_8 ,940 .12 -,453 -,418 ,036 .922 ,908
,20 -,675 -,532 ,I&4 I 006 ,951 ,20 ",&13 -._35 -,022 ,907 ,915
.30 -,651 -,506 ,1_5 996 ,942 ,30 ",_32 -,_06 ,026 ,914 ,904
,35 ",632 -,_93 ,139 989 .937 ,35 "*#38 -,386 ,051 ,916 1897
,_5 -.602 -,_91 ,110 978 ,936 ,45 ",_15 ",355 .060 ,907 ,885
,50 "*_61 ,925 .50 -*409 -,331 ,079 .905 ,876
,60 -,_79 -,17_ ,305 931 ,816 ,60 ",399 -,128 ,270 ,901 ,799
,70 -,_50 ,i07 ,557 921 ,707 ,70 ",_27 ,113 ,5_0 ,912 ,705
,75 ",388 ,204 ,592 897 ,668 ,75 -,307 ,193 .500 ,_67 ,673
,85 ",22_ .330 .554 835 ,616 ,85 -.203 .262 ._66 .827 .6_
.90 ",136 ,379 ,515 802 ,595 .90 ",I05 .298 .402 ,790 ,630
.95 ",023 ,391 ,_1_ 758 .590 ,95 ,026 .739
CHORD 5 01 ,08_ ,2_ ,1_0 717 ,660
03 ",591 ",210 ,381 974 ,830
05 -.651 -,395 ,256 996 .900
07 ",551 ",383 ,168 959 ,895
12 ",729 -,470 ,259 1 026 ,928 B A L A _ C _ D A T i
20 -.60_ ",436 ,168 979 .915
30 ".59_ ",_43 ,151 975 ,918 MACH - "752 g " 8,290 KPA ALPHA - ,000 OEG
35 ",592 -*_33 .159 97_ *912
_5 ",586 ".422 ,16_ 972 ,910 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT .24_
50 -,568 -,3RB ,180 965 ,897 ORAG ,007
60 ",539 -.135 ,398 ,952 ,801 eITCH -1,3&0
70 -*_80 ,118 ,598 ,932 ,703 HeLL "I.163
,75 -,_20 ,190 ,611 ,909 .674 YAW ,0_9
.85 -,253 ,269 ,522 ,846 .642
,90 -,120 ,305 ,425 ,796 ,627
,95 ,006 .332 ,326 ,7_7 ,615
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 235 HACN - ,753 RN - 4,726_I0£6 H m 35,25% KPK ALPHA - 2,751DEG CPSTAR " -,618
Q • 8.R62 KPA GAMMA - 1,133 p . 25.730 KPA DELTA6 - ".694 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL OCP HU ML
CHORD I ,01 -,267 ,512 ,779 ,855 ,538 CHORD 6 ,01 -,792 ,554 1,347 1,055 ,519
• 03 -,864 1,083 ,03 -1,272 ,280 1,552 1,248 ,640
,05 -1,173 ,029 1,202 1,207 ,741 ,05 "1,378 .115 1,493 1,294 ,707
,07 "1,124 -,113 1,011 1,187 ,796 ,07 "1,426 ,011 1,437 1,315 ,748
,12 -1,224 -,2_0 ,984 1.228 ,845 ,12 -1,452 -,090 1,363 1,327 ,787
,20 "1,071 -,354 .717 1,165 ,888 ,20 "I,264 ".113 1,151 1,245 ,797
,30 ",861 -,339 ,522 1,082 ,883 ,30 ",726 -,193 ,533 1,030 ,827
,35 ",787 -,337 ,4_9 1,053 ,882 ,35 ",712 ",216 ,497 1,02_ ,836
,45 ",681 ",365 ,316 1,013 ,893 ,45 ",676 -,227 ,450 1,011 ,840
,50 -,615 -,337 ,278 ,987 ,882 ,50 -,6_5 -,225 ,419 ,999 ,839
,60 -,505 -,101 ,403 ,945 ,792 ,60 -,578 -,073 ,505 ,973 ,78_
,70 ",357 ,128 ,486 ,890 ,702 ,70 -,485 ,159 ,644 ,938 ,690
,75 -,282 ,217 ,499 ,861 ,666 ,75 -,410 ,238 ,648 ,909 ,657
,85 ,344 ,613 ,85 -,250 ,849
,90 ,370 ,602 ,90 ",135 ,381 ,516 ,805 ,597
•95 -,046 ,339 ,385 ,771 ,615 ,95 -,020 ,386 ,406 ,760 ,595
CHORD2 ,05 "1,178 -,OOO 1,178 1.209 ,753 cHoRD 7 ,05 "1,455 ,0_8 1,503 1,328 ,73&
• 12 "1,315 -,251 1,064 1,267 ,849 ,12 -1,349 -,05_ 1,295 1,281 ,774
,20 -1,131 ",361 ,771 1,190 ,891 ,20 ",976 -,141 ,836 1,127 ,807
•30 -,860 -,3_5 ,515 1,082 ,885 ,30 -,728 -,189 ,539 1,031 ,828
•35 -,782 -,343 ,439 1,051 ,884 .35 -,712 -.209 .504 1,024 .833
,45 ".693 -,363 ,330 1,017 ,892 ,45 -,640 -,247 ,393 ,997 ,848
,50 -,636 -,336 ,300 ,995 ,881 ,50 -,606 -,236 ,370 ,98_ ,844
,60 -,523 -,092 ,431 ,952 ,788 ,60 ",551 -,081 ,470 ,963 ,784
,70 -,387 ,138 ,525 ,901 ,698 ,70 -,455 ,135 ,590 ,926 ,699
,75 -,297 ,230 ,527 ,867 ,661 ,75 -,344 ,219 ,563 ,884 ,665
185 -,175 1359 ,535 ,820 ,606 .85 ",235 ,843
,90 ",109 ,390 ,499 ,795 ,593 ,90 ",14_ ,347 ,490 ,808 ,612
,95 -,041 ,374 .415 .769 ,600 *95 ",037 ,767
CHORD 3 ,05 "1,194 ,012 1,206 1 216 ,748 CHORD 8 ,05 "1,314 ,095 1,408 1,266 ,715
,12 "1,320 -,211 1,109 1 269 ,834 ,12 "1,365 -,068 1,297 1,288 ,779
•20 "I,117 ",361 ,756 1 184 ,891 ,20 ",962 ",167 ,795 1,122 ,817
• 30 -,833 -,340 ,493 I 071 ,883 ,30 -,704 -,200 ,504 1,021 ,830
• 35 -,762 -,343 ,419 1 044 ,884 ,35 -,688 -,203 ,485 1,015 ,831
,45 ",691 -,361 ,330 1 016 ,891 ,45 -,634 -,231 ,403 ,994 ,841
,50 -,644 -,335 ,308 ,998 881 ,50 ",614 -,234 ,380 ,987 e843
,60 -,528 o,097 ,431 ,954 790 ,60 -,535 -,087 ,4_8 ,957 ,786
,7o -,39o ,142 ,532 ,9o2 696 170 "'_1 ,113 ,53_ ,91_ ,708
•75 -,301 ,226 ,527 ,868 662 ,75 -,339 ,214 ,553 ,883 ,667
• 85 ",165 ,368 ,533 ,816 602 °85 -,272 ,333 ,605 ,857 ,618
,90 -,160 ,392 ,552 ,814 592 ,90 ",146 ,369 ,515 ,809 ,602
,95 ",034 ,392 ,426 ,766 592 ,35 •,034 ,369 ,403 ,766 ,602
CHORD4 ,05 "1,278 ",023 1,255 1,251 ,761 CHORD9 ,05 "1,440 ,037 1,476 1,321 ,738
,12 -1,307 -,192 1,115 1,263 ,827 ,12 -1,330 -,076 1,254 1,273 ,782
,20 "I,246 -,280 ,965 1,237 ,860 ,20 -,625 -,173 ,452 ,991 ,820
,30 -,735 -,304 ,431 1,033 ,869 ,30 ",626 -,207 ,419 ,991 ,832
,35 ",712 -,320 ,392 1,024 ,875 ,35 ",609 ",219 ,389 ,9_5 ,837
,45 ",727 ",350 ,377 1,030 ,887 ,45 ",544 ",236 ,309 ,960 ,843
•50 -,344 ,884 ,50 "*521 ",235 .286 .952 ,843
,60 -,557 -,112 ,444 ,965 ,796 ,60 ",47_ -,088 ,386 ,934 ,787
,70 -,499 ,150 ,6_9 ,943 ,693 ,70 -,467 ,130 ,597 ,931 ,701
,75 -,_24 ,249 ,673 ,915 ,653 .75 o,340 .224 ,564 .883 ,663
,85 -,242 ,380 ,622 ,846 ,598 ,85 -,212 ,309 ,521 ,834 ,628
,90 -,141 ,421 ,562 ,807 ,579 ,90 -,106 ,347 ,_53 ,794 ,612
,95 -,026 ,419 ,445 ,763 ,580 ,95 .010 ,749
CHORD5 ,01 -,388 ,583 ,971 ,901 ,505
,03 "1,394 ,233 1,627 1.301 ,659
.05 "1.362 ,0_6 1,409 1.287 ,734
,07 -1,307 ,014 1,322 1.263 ,747
,12 -1,396 -,134 1.262 1,302 ,804
,20 "1,291 -,175 1,116 1,256 ,820
,30 -,765 -,225 ,540 1,045 ,839
,35 -,747 -,2a7 ,500 1,038 ,847
• 45 -,732 -,275 ,458 1,032 ,858
,50 -,692 -,265 ,427 1,017 ,854
• 60 ",619 ",079 ,5_0 ,989 ,783
,70 _,519 ,153 ,672 ,951 1692
•75 -,441 ,222 ,683 o921 ,656
,85 ",243 .3_9 ,593 .846 ,611
,90 ",116 ,379 ,495 ,798 ,598
,95 -,010 ,374 ,384 ,756 ,600
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 237 HACH . ,701 RN • 1.718_10£6 H m 36,510 KPA ALPHA - ,DO0 DEC CPSTAR - ",862
g = 7,733 KPA GAHMA - 1,133 P - 27,163 KPA DELTA6 - -,679 DEC
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL OCP HU ML
CHORD1 ,01 ,02# ,255 ,231 ,692 ,606 CHORD6 ,01 -.117 ,059 ,176 .7#3 ,680
,03 ",508 ,879 .03 "*531 -,198 ,336 ,888 ,772
,05 ",698 ",261 ,#37 ,9## ,79# ,05 ",508 ",30# ,204 ,879 ,808
,07 ",7#8 -,386 .362 .961 ,837 ,07 ",590 ",376 ,21# ,907 ,833
,12 -,728 ",&69 ,259 ,951 1865 ,12 ",570 ",377 ,193 .900 ,83#
.20 "1673 ",52_ .150 .935 ,884 .20 "1523 ",329 ,19# 188& ,817
.30 -,600 -.%49 .151 ,910 .859 ,30 =.500 -.338 ,162 .876 .820
,35 ",582 ",#29 ,153 ,90# ,852 ,35 -,496 ",366 ,130 ,87# ,830
,#5 -,527 -.129 .098 .885 .852 ,#5 -.#80 ".345 .135 ,869 ,823
,50 ",492 "'388 .103 ,873 ,838 .50 "'472 ",317 ,155 ,866 1813
,60 -,#24 -,141 .28_ ,850 ,751 ,60 =,_51 ",129 ,322 ,859 ,7#7
,70 ",310 ,095 ,%05 ,811 ,666 ,70 ".113 .119 ,532 ,816 +657
,75 -,2€9 .181 .433 .789 .633 .75 -,369 .197 .565 ,831 ,628
,85 ,312 .583 .85 -.257 .792
,90 ,338 ,573 ,90 ",158 ,318 ,476 ,758 ,581
•95 ",050 ,31# ,361 ,719 ,582 ,95 ",02_ ,31# ,368 ,710 '571
CHORD 2 ,05 -,708 -,305 ,402 ,9#7 ,809 CHORD 7 ,05 -,565 -.420 ,I_6 ,898 *818
•12 -,729 =,#87 ,242 ,95# ,871 ,12 ",521 -,371 oi#9 °883 ,83_
20 ",68_ ",539 ,1€5 .939 ,889 ,20 ",#8# -,381 ,103 ,870 ,835
30 ",618 ",469 ,1&9 ,916 ,865 .30 ".#92 -.370 ,122 .873 ,831
35 -,591 -,#47 ,I## ,907 ,858 ,35 -,#89 -,366 .123 ,872 ,830
45 ",5#5 ",%35 ,110 ,891 ,85_ ,#5 -,#55 -.365 *091 .861 ,829
50 ",508 ",395 ,I13 .879 ,8#0 ,50 -,145 -,333 ,112 ,857 ,819
60 -,#3# ",139 ,295 ,853 ,751 ,60 -,#35 -.137 ,297 ,85# ,750
70 -1333 ,098 ,431 ,819 ,665 ,70 -.386 ,099 ,#8# ,837 ,665
75 -,257 ,189 ,146 .792 ,631 ,75 ",303 .176 ,_79 ,808 ,636
85 ",160 ,306 ,467 .758 ,586 ,85 ",231 ,783
,90 ",10# ,353 ,#57 ,738 ,567 ,90 ",1## ,282 ,&26 .752 ,595
,95 ",0#7 ,351 ,398 ,718 ,568 ,95 -,033 .713
CHORD 3 ,05 ",689 ",293 396 .9#I ,805 CH_RD 8 ,05 ".539 ",3#% ,195 .889 ,822
,12 ",73# ",_53 281 .956 ,860 ,12 ",476 ".366 '110 .868 ,830
• 20 ",678 ".551 127 ,937 ,893 ,20 ",502 -*%05 ,097 ,877 ,813
•30 ",613 ".#67 1#6 .915 ,865 .30 -,#6# ".376 .088 .86# '833
,35 ".592 -.450 1_2 .908 .859 .35 -*#58 -,356 .102 .862 .827
,#5 ",5#6 -,437 109 .892 ,85# *45 -.##6 ",3#9 ,098 .858 ,82#
,50 -,512 ",#DO 112 ,880 ,8#2 .50 -,451 -.328 *121 ,859 ,817
•60 -',437 -,145 .292 .85# ,753 ,60 ",#11 -.1#3 .267 .8#5 ,752
,70 ",338 ,I02 ,#10 ,BaD ,66# ,70 -,35# ,078 .433 ,826 ,672
•75 ",265 ,188 *151 ,795 ,631 ,75 ".296 .169 ,_61 ,806 '639
,85 °'I#7 ,329 ,477 ,75_ ,576 ,85 =,26# .26_ .528 ,795 '602
,90 ",166 ,358 ,52# ,760 ,565 ,90 -,146 .299 ,##5 ,753 ,589
,95 "t035 *361 ,396 ,71# ,56# .95 ",027 ,317 ,3#3 ,711 ,582
CHORD # ,05 ",668 ",375 ,293 ,93# ,833 CHORD 9 ,05 ",507 ",#39 ,068 .878 '855
•12 ",707 ",#56 ,251 ,9#7 ,861 ,12 =,#27 ".376 ,051 ,851 .83#
.20 ",63_ "*#80 .15# ,922 ,869 .20 ".390 ".393 -.002 .838 ,839
,30 ",605 ",#57 .1#8 .912 ,861 .30 -,398 -,366 .032 .841 .830
,35 ",588 ",#48 *l#O ,906 ,858 .35 -*#01 -,363 .0#2 ,8%3 ,829
,#5 -.55# ",4#5 ,109 ,895 ,857 ._5 ",387 ",327 ,060 .837 '817
,50 ",_22 ,8_9 ,50 ".382 ",309 ,073 ,835 '810
,60 -,#50 ",171 .278 859 ,762 ,60 -,372 -*135 ,237 ,832 ,7#9
,70 -*428 ,102 ,530 851 ,66# ,70 -,410 ,I07 .517 ,845 ,662
,75 ",377 ,20# ,581 83# ,625 ,75 ",298 ,196 ,%93 ,806 ,628
,85 ",230 .335 ,565 783 ,57# ,85 ",208 .267 ,175 .775 ,601
•90 ",1_7 ,382 ,529 75# ,555 ,90 -,120 .307 .128 .7#4 ,585
•95 ",037 ,390 ,427 71# ,552 ,95 ,013 ,696
CHORD5 ,01 '026 ,23# ,208 ,692 ,61#
,03 -,607 ",185 ,#22 ,913 ,767
•05 -,657 -,353 .30_ °930 ,825
,07 ",551 _,335 216 ,893 ,819
• 12 -,69; -,#16 279 ,9#2 ,8#7 8 A L A N C £ D A T A
,20 ",573 ",38# 189 .901 ,836
,30 -,555 "'390 16# ,895 ,838 HACH - '702 0 " 7,80_ KPA ALPHA - ,000 DEC
,35 -,553 ",38# 169 ,89# ,836
,%5 "'5%5 "*37B 167 '891 '83_ COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ,2#3
• 50 -,529 -,352 177 ,886 ,825 URAG .006
• 60 ",5C# ".131 .3]P .877 ,7#8 HITCH -1,310
•70 "'#63 "118 .SRI '863 'b58 HeLL =1,156
,75 -.%16 ,200 .615 ,817 ,627 YAW ,0%9
,85 ",270 .2R7 ,557 .797 ,593
,90 ",1#5 ,321 ,#66 ,753 ,580
,95 ",013 ,338 ,351 ,706 ,573
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUHSER 238 HA_H m ,699 RN " _,710410E6 H " 36,505 KPA ALPHA " 3,088 DEW CPSTAH " ",871
g " 7,700 KPA GAMMA _ 1.133 P . 27,_02 KPA DELTA6 " ",668 DEO
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL OCP Hu ML
CHORD I ,01 -,4_3 ,553 ,996 ,85_ ,481 CHORD 6 ,01 -1,076 ,608 1,683 1,011 ,456
,03 -1,061 1,066 ,03 -1,571 ,338 1,909 1,251 1571
• 05 "1,325 ,O8O 1,_05 1,160 ,670 ,05 "1,63€ ,179 1,813 1,276 ,633
,07 -1,267 -,057 1.210 1,139 ,719 ,07 -1,636 ,070 1,706 1,276 167_
112 "1,169 -,185 198# 1,104 1765 ,12 "1,006 -,038 ,968 1,047 ,713
,20 -,933 _,286 ,647 1,021 ,800 ,20 -,886 -,071 ,816 1,005 1785
,30 ",780 -,27* ,506 ,969 ,796 ,30 -,759 ",1_ ,615 ,9b2 1750
,35 ",739 -,279 ,€60 ,955 ,797 .35 ",780 ",18_ ,536 ,949 ,76_
,_5 -16_1 -,306 ,335 1922 1807 ,_5 ",652 -,206 ,446 ,925 ,778
,50 -,586 -.281 ,306 ,903 ,798 .50 ",618 -,202 ._17 .914 ,771
,60 -,487 -,072 .415 ,869 ,725 ,60 -,560 -,066 ._94 .8_ ,723
,70 -,348 ,I_4 ,493 ,821 ,646 ,70 ",_73 ,154 ,626 ,864 ,642
• 75 ",280 ,333 ,512 ,798 ,613 ,75 ",407 ,236 ,644 ,842 ,611
,85 ,35_ ,565 ,85 -,257 ,7YU
• 90 ,37_ ,557 ,90 -,147 ,38_ ,531 ,761 p553
,95 -1054 ,3_I ,395 ,718 ,570 ,95 -,03_ ,382 ,_16 ,711 ,553
CHORD 2 ,05 "1,35_ ,059 1,413 1,170 ,678 CHORD 7 ,05 "1,721 ,11& 1,83_ 1,309 ,657
• 12 -1,137 o,181 ,957 1,093 ,763 ,12 -,904 ",003 ,901 1,011 ,TO0
•20 -,951 m,289 ,661 1,028 ,801 ,20 -,818 -,095 ,783 ,982 ,733
,30 ",816 -,279 ,537 ,981 ,797 ,30 -,748 ",I_9 ,5S8 *968 ,752
• 35 ",756 ",278 ,478 ,961 ,797 ,39 o,707 -,171 ,536 ,944 1760
,45 _,667 J,295 ,378 ,930 ,803 ,45 ",620 ",807 1_13 ,91_ 1773
•50 ",612 -,274 ,338 ,912 ,796 .50 -.fi86 -.200 ,386 .903 ,770
• 60 ",508 -,062 .447 .876 ,721 ,60 ",532 ",078 ,450 ,8_4 1728
,70 -,384 .157 ,5_1 ,834 ,641 ,70 -,_41 ,131 ,572 ,853 ,651
• 75 ".301 .237 .538 .805 .611 .75 -.344 .214 .558 .8_U .620
.85 -.185 .358 .542 .765 .563 .85 -.238 .783
,90 ",119 ,399 ,518 ,7_2 ,547 ,90 ",148 ,351 ,_99 ,75_ ,566
• 95 -,053 ,396 ,4_9 ,718 ,548 ,95 -,0_3 ,71b
CHORD 3 ,05 -1,410 ,07_ 1,481 1,191 ,673 CHORD 8 ,05 "1,537 ,155 1,692 1,238 1642
,12 "1,2_5 -,136 1,109 1,131 ,747 .12 ",915 -,025 ,889 1.Olb ,708
,20 -,9_7 -,281 ,666 1,026 ,798 .20 -,852 -,128 ,731 ,9_4 ,7_3
_30 ",808 -,263 ,545 ,978 ,792 ,30 ",730 ",16_ ,567 ,952 ,757
,35 -,758 -,268 ,'90 ,961 ,79€ ,35 -,686 ",172 ,513 ,937 _760
.45 ".670 -.291 .379 .931 .80_ .45 -.617 -._06 .411 .913 .77_
tOO ",6_0 1,_7_ ,348 ,914 ,795 ,50 -,595 ",209 ,3_5 ,906 1773
.60 -.517 --.063 ._5_ .879 .7_Z .60 -.515 -.OSO o_9 .S_O .7_S
•70 -1395 ,165 ,559 e837 ,638 ,70 ",_15 e107 ,581 ,844 ,660
,75 ",315 ,249 ,563 ,810 ,606 ,75 "134_ ,209 1551 ,819 1622
,85 +,184 ,389 ,573 ,765 ,551 ,85 -,274 ,334 ,608 ,756 ,_73
,90 ",173 ,_07 ,579 ,761 ,543 ,90 ",154 ,370 ,52_ ,76* 1558
,95 ",048 ,_03 ,_51 ,716 +5_5 ,95 -,047 ,365 ,412 ,716 1560
CHORD 4 ,05 "1,589 ,048 1,577 1,235 ,682 CHORD 9 ,05 "1,551 ,093 1,643 1,2'3 ,665
,12 "1,15_ -,134 1,020 1,099 ,747 ,13 ",875 ",024 ,851 1,001 ,708
,20 ",915 -,216 ,698 1,015 ,776 ,30 ",706 ",129 ,577 ,944 ,745
• 30 -.832 =.2;9 .583 .987 .787 .30 -.685 -.173 .#53 .916 ,760
,35 ",786 ",260 ,586 ,971 ,791 ,35 ",596 ",187 ,409 ,Ub ,766
,_5 ",706 -,286 ,_20 ,9#_ ,800 ,_5 -,530 -,210 ,320 ,884 _774
.50 -,285 .799 ,50 ",507 ".21_ .893 ,876 1;75
,60 -,5_7 -,091 ,_57 .890 .732 .60 -.463 -,080 ,383 .861 ,7_8
• 70 ",50_ ,158 ,660 ,874 ,6_1 ,70 -,455 ,1£5 ,579 .868 1653
• 75 "._1 .257 .698 .853 .603 .75 ".337 .280 .557 .818 +618
.85 ",_60 ,386 .6#6 .791 .552 ,85 ",219 .306 .525 .776 _58_
190 "1157 ,424 ,580 ,755 ,536 ,90 ",117 ,346 ,_64 ,741 ,568
,95 ",040 ,415 ,455 ,713 1540 ,95 ",008 ,7UU
CHORD 5 ,01 -,613 ,632 1,2_5 ,912 ,444
,03 -1,688 ,296 1,98_ 1,297 ,588
• 05 -1.625 ,116 1.7_0 1,272 ,657
,07 "1,_98 ,080 1,577 1.223 ,670
• 12 -1,063 -,073 ,990 1,067 ,725
•20 ",892 -,120 ,771 1,007 ,742
,30 ",798 ",18_ ,614 ,975 ,764
,35 -,789 _,196 ,563 ,962 ,768
,€5 -,703 -,227 ,477 ,9_3 ,779
,50 -,668 _.22_ ,_4 ,931 ,778
,60 -,598 -,069 ,529 ,907 ,724
,70 ".515 .152 ,667 ,878 ,643
•75 ".#_6 .2_3 .689 .855 .608
•88 -,263 ,357 .620 .792 .56_
• 90 -,133 ,38_ ,518 ,747 ,553
,95 -,024 .372 ,396 .708 ,558
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TABLE5.-Continued
POINT NUMBER 239 MACH = .602 RN - %.719*10E6 H - %0.025 KPA ALPHA - ".001DEG CPSTAR • tQl=#
Q • 6.702 KPA GAMMA - 1,133 P - 32,689 KPA DELTA6 - -.6w3 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML x/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD I ,01 ",045 ,245 ,29! ,615 ,523 CHORD 6 ,01 ",171 ,069 ,240 ,653 ,580
,03 ",549 ,761 ,03 ",5%0 -,173 ,367 ,758 ,654
,05 ".705 ",251 45% ,804 ,676 ,05 ",198 ",267 ,231 ,747 ,681
•07 ",730 ",352 377 ,811 ,706 ,07 "'557 -,328 ,230 ,763 ,899
,12 ",687 ",_20 267 ,799 ,725 ,12 ",529 ",329 ,20D ,756 ,699
•20 ",684 ",45B 166 ,782 ,736 ,20 ",177 ",285 ,193 ,741 ,686
,30 ",553 ",393 160 ,762 ,717 ,30 ",456 ",287 ,169 ,735 1687
•35 ",537 ",374 163 ,758 ,712 ,35 ",452 ",320 ,132 ,731 ,696
•15 ",%86 ",371 115 ,7%3 ,711 ,15 ",137 ",303 ,135 ,730 '691
,50 ",151 ",337 113 ,733 ,701 ,50 ",431 ",282 ,149 ,728 ,685
,60 ",391 ",119 .272 ,717 ,637 ,60 m'413 ",123 ,290 ,723 ,639
•70 ",288 ,I01 ,389 ,687 ,570 ,70 ",386 ,113 ,199 ,715 ,566
,75 o,235 ,189 ,124 ,672 ,512 ,75 ",319 ,199 ,54B ,705 "598
•85 ,311
,500 ,85 ",261 ,679
,90 ,331
,192 ,90 ",177 ,320 ,498 ,655 ,%97
,95 ",057 ,308 ,366 ,619 ,501 ,95 ",052 ,318 ,400 ,617 ,187
CHORD 2 ,05 ",706 ",281 ,422 ,801 ,686 CHORD 7 ,05 ",512 ",362 ,179 ,759 '709
,12 ".692 "'132 ,259 ,800 ,72B ,12 ",481 ",319 ,166 ,743 '696
•20 ",635 ",168 ,167 ,785 ,738 ,20 ",146 -,328 ,119 ,732 "699
•30 "1571 ",402 ,168 ,767 ,720 ,30 1'449 ",321 ,128 ,733 ,697
35 ",511 ",382 ,159 ,759 ,711 ,35 -,116 ",319 ,127 ,732 ,696
15 -,198 ",381 ,117 ,747 ,711 ,45 -,611 -,321 ,093 ,723 ,697
50 -,168 ",337 ,131 ,738 ,701 ,50 ",%05 ",295 ,110 ,721 ,689
60 ",%03 ",135 ,268 ,720 ,6%2 ,60 ".%01 -,131 .270 ,720 ,6%1
70 ",319 ,i07 ,426 ,696 ,568 ,70 ",359 ,092 ,151 ,708 ,573
75 ",252 ,199 ,151 ,677 ,538 ,75 ",287 ,175 ,463 ,687 ,546
85 -,165 .317 .181 .651 ,198 .85 ".239 ,673
90 ",111 ,353 ,464 ,635 ,186 ,90 ",162 ,295 ,157 ,650 '506
,95 ",060 ,351 ,111 ,620 ,187 ,95 ",056 ,619
CHORO 3 ,05 ",692 ",231 ,459 ,B01 ,671 CHORD 8 ,05 ",522 ",308 ,215 ,754 ,693
•12 -,679 -,391 ,289 ,797 ,717 ,12 -,159 -,324 ,135 ,736 ,698
•20 -,624 -,474 ,149 ,782 ,740 ,20 -,162 -,353 ,I09 ,737 ,796
,30 ",565 ",399 165 ,765 ,719 ,30 ",125 -,326 ,I00 ,726 ,698
,35 -,541 -,383 159 ,759 ,714 ,35 -,117 -,308 ,108 ,724 ,693
,15 -,199 -,369 129 ,747 ,711 ,45 -,408 -,301 ,104 ,721 .692
,50 -,171 -.340 131 ,739 e702 ,50 "*411 ",290 ,124 .723 '688
,60 ",%OB ''119 289 '72_ ,638 ,60 ",375 ",135 ,210 ,712 ,6%2
,70 ",327 ,116 %_2 ,698 ,565 ,70 ",333 ,073 ,406 ,700 ,579
,75 -,266 ,202 467 ,681 ,537 ,75 -,287 ,163 ,450 ,687 ,550
,85 -,159 ,312 501 ,649 ,%90 ,85 -,267 ,279 ,516 ,681 ,511
•90 ",179 ,362 ,541 ,655 1183 ,90 =,159 ,313 .172 ,650 ,500
•95 -1017 ,361 ,407 ,616 ,%83 ,95 ",0%5 ,324 ,369 ,615 ,%98
CHORD % ,05 ",652 -,328 ,32% ,790 ,699 CHORD 9 ,05 -,186 -,382 ,104 ,713 ,71%
•12 -,655 -,395 ,260 ,790 ,718 ,12 -,395 -,326 ,070 ,718 ,698
,20 -,588 -,_15 ,173 ,772 ,723 ,20 ",355 ",327 ,028 ,706 ,698
,30 -,554 ",391 ,163 ,762 ,717 ,30 -,360 -,318 ,042 ,708 ,696
,35 -,539 ",383 ,155 ,758 ,711 ,35 -,366 -,307 ,059 ,710 ,693
•15 -,508 ",379 ,129 ,749 ,713 .15 -,349 -,287 ,062 ,705 1687
,50 ",362 ,708 ,50 ",351 -,276 ,076 ,705 t681
•60 ",131 ",149 ,282 ,728 ,616 ,60 -,342 -,121 ,221 ,703 ,638
•70 -,414 ,110 ,525 ,723 ,567 ,70 -,386 ,I02 ,187 ,715 ,570
,75 -,381 ,213 ,591 ,71% ,53% ,75 -,284 ,193 ,_77 ,686 ,5%0
•B5 ",255 ,344 ,600 ,678 ,%89 ,85 ",211 1272 ,183 ,665 1514
,90 ",162 ,385 ,547 ,650 ,471 ,90 ",138 ,310 ,118 ,643 ,501
,95 ",053 ,383 ,436 ,618 ,475 ,95 ",010 ,606
CHORD5 ,01 ",014 ,238 ,282 ,615 ,525
,03 -,590 ",158 ,132 .772 ,619
•05 --,637 --,306 ,332 .785 ,692
•07 ''530 "'286 ,211 ,756 ,687
,12 ",611 ",361 .282 ,787 ,708
BALANCE DATA"
120 "1527 ",331 ,196 ,755 ,699
• 30 -,505 ",339 ,167 ,749 ,702 MACH. "601 Q • 6,732 KPA ALPHA = tO01 DEQ
,35 -,504 -,33% ,169 ,748 ,701
,45 ",196 ",333 ,163 ,746 ,700 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ,210
,50 ",181 ",312 ,169 ,742 ,69%
•60 -,460 -,125 ,336 ,736 ,639 URAG ,005
• 70 -,430 ,112 .543 .728 .566 PITCH "1.271
.75 -,398 ,203 ,601 ,719 ,537 HULL "1,116
•85 ",282 ,303 ,585 ,685 ,503 YAW ,051
•90 ",170 .335 ,505 ,653 ,492
•95 -,042 ,339 ,381 ,614 ,491
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 241 MACH = ,601 RN = 4,733_IOE6 H • 40,012 KPA ALPHA - 3,418 DEG CPSTAR P #J###
Q • 6,680 KPA GAMMA = 1,133 p = 32,7C2 KPA DELTA6 = ",667 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL OCP MU ML
CHORD I .01 ",693 ,565 1,258 ,799 .405 cH_RD 6 .01 -I,455 .667 2.122 1,006 .36B
.03 -1.227 .944 .03 -1.777 .404 2.181 1.094 .467
• 05 -1.347 .105 1.452 .976 .568 .05 -1.359 .241 1.600 .980 .523
.07 -1.262 -.021 1.241 .953 .607 .07 -1.300 .136 1.436 .964 .558
.IB -1.067 ".152 .915 ,901 .646 .12 -i,026 .021 1.0_7 .890 .594
• 20 -.890 -.245 .645 .853 .674 .20 -.832 -.020 .812 .837 .607
.30 -.733 -.235 .498 .810 .670 .30 -.713 -.102 .612 .805 .631
.35 -.690 -.B36 .453 ,798 .671 .35 -.675 ".135 .540 .794 .641
•45 -.594 -.262 .331 .772 .678 .45 -.611 -.159 .453 .777 .6%8
.50 -.539 -.2a4 .296 .757 .673 .50 -.581 -.158 .423 .768 .648
.60 -.453 -.069 .38_ .733 .621 .60 -.531 -.045 .486 .755 .61_
.70 -.328 .128 .456 .697 .560 .70 -.459 .153 .612 .734 .552
.75 -.268 .211 .478 .680 ,533 .75 -.40B ,235 .637 .719 .525
.85 .324 .495 .85 -.275 ,682
• 90 .342 ._89 .90 -.173 .386 .559 .653 .473
• 95 -.058 .307 .365 .618 .501 .95 -.052 .378 .430 .616 .476
CHORD 2 .05 -1.354 .097 1.451 .978 .570 CHORD 7 .05 -1.403 .176 1.579 .992 .545
• 12 -1.063 -.14_ .919 .900 .644 .12 -.975 .048 1.023 .876 .586
.20 -.904 -.236 .668 .857 .671 .20 -.785 -.045 .740 .82_ .614
.30 -.760 o.234 .526 .818 .670 .30 -.701 ".103 .598 .802 .632
.35 -.704 -.235 .469 .802 .671 .35 -.665 -.126 .539 .792 .639
.45 -.615 ".260 .355 .778 .678 ,45 -.584 ".169 .414 .769 .651
.50 -.565 -.245 .319 .764 .67¢ .50 -.554 ".167 .387 .761 .651
• 60 -.471 ".065 .406 .738 .620 .60 -.510 -.053 .456 .749 .617
• 70 -.358 .132 .490 .706 .559 .70 -.431 .132 .563 .727 .559
.75 -.281 .220 .500 .684 .530 .75 -.343 .213 .556 .702 .533
• 85 -.174 .339 .513 .653 .490 .85 -.263 .679
• 90 ".118 .364 .481 .636 .481 .90 =.176 .35_ .530 .653 ._85
.95 ".061 .36B .423 .619 .482 .95 -.067 .621
CHORD 3 .05 "1.337 .108 1.445 .974 .567 CH_RD 8 .05 "1.378 .221 1.598 .985 *530
.12 -1.063 -.099 .964 .900 .631 .12 -.938 .024 .962 .866 .593
•20 -.900 -.234 .667 .856 .670 .20 -.806 -.071 .736 .830 *622
•30 -,757 -.236 .531 .817 .668 .30 -.679 -.115 .564 .796 .635
.35 -.709 -,229 .480 ,80_ .669 .35 -.637 -.125 .512 .784 *638
• _5 -,622 -.252 .370 .780 .676 ,45 -.577 -.160 .417 .767 *649
• 50 _.574 -.239 .335 .766 .672 .50 -.559 -.167 .391 .762 .651
• 60 -.476 -.069 .408 .739 .621 .60 -.490 -.058 ._32 .743 .618
• 70 =.363 .139 1502 .708 .557 .70 -._05 .109 .51, .719 .566
.75 -.289 .218 .507 .686 .531 .75 =.343 .210 .553 .702 .534
.85 _.167 .351 .518 .651 .486 .85 m.285 .337 .623 .685 .490
.90 ".180 .366 .546 .654 .480 .90 =.168 .371 .538 .651 ._79
.95 °.053 .362 .415 .616 .482 .95 w.056 .361 .417 .618 .482
CHORD 4 .05 -1.373 .119 1.492 .983 .563 CHORD 9 .05 -1.265 .151 1.416 .954 .553
• 12 -1.098 -.067 1.031 .909 .621 .12 -.850 .021 .870 .842 p594
• 20 -,882 -.163 .720 .851 .649 _20 -.669 ".077 .592 ,793 .684
• 30 ".772 ",198 .574 .821 .660 .30 •.589 ".127 .462 .771 .639
.35 -.727 -,212 .515 .809 .664 ,35 -.562 -.141 .421 .763 .643
• 45 -.649 -.238 .411 .787 ,671 .45 -.501 -.165 .336 .746 .650
• 50 -.239 .672 .50 -._81 -.175 .305 .7_1 .653
• 60 -.507 ".083 .424 .748 .626 .60 a.442 -.063 .380 .730 o619
.70 -._56 .1€0 .597 .734 .556 .70 m.443 .125 .569 .730 .561
• 75 -.401 .236 .637 .718 .525 .75 -.332 .218 .550 .699 .531
• 85 ".255 .367 .622 .676 ._80 ,85 _.828 .305 ,534 .669 .501
.90 ".16% .404 .568 .650 .467 .90 •.138 .345 .483 .642 .488
• 95 -.056 .394 ._50 .618 .470 .95 m'018 .606
CHORD 5 .01 ".991 .676 1.667 .880 .358
.03 -1.972 .367 2.339 1.149 ._80
• 05 -1.483 .190 1.673 1.013 .540
.07 -1.191 .1_7 1.338 .93_ ,55_
.12 -1.129 -.009 1.120 .918 .603
• BO -.857 -.062 .795 .844 .619
.30 -.748 ".129 .620 .814 .639
.35 -.712 -.$49 .563 .804 .645
• 45 -.652 -.185 .466 .788 +656
•50 -.615 ".186 .429 .778 .656
.60 -.562 ".050 .512 .763 .616
.70 -.493 .151 .645 .744 .553
• 75 =.4_2 .241 .683 .730 ,523
.85 -.288 .359 .647 .686 .483
.90 ".163 .385 .548 .649 .473
•95 ".042 .366 .408 .613 .480
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 242 MACH • ,&OO RN • 4,702110E6 H • 53,954 KPA ALPHA • ,0010EG CPSTAR = 1#@##
Q " 4,478 KPA GiMHA - i"134 P - 49,_94 KPA DELTA6 - ".630 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD 1 ,01 -,118 ,276 .395 ,424 ,341 CHORD 6 o01 ",214 ,071 ,285 ,442 ,388
,03 -,557 .503 ,03 -,526 -,144 ,382 ,498 ,%29
,05 -,686 -,220 .466 .525 ,4%3 .05 -.452 -,241 .211 .%85 ,447
•07 -.695 -,250 ,444 ,526 ,449 ,07 -,504 -,287 ,217 ,494 ,455
,12 -,640 -,320 ,319 ,517 ,%61 ,12 -,%82 -,295 ,187 ,490 ,%57
•20 -,574 -,347 ,227 ,506 ,466 ,20 =,%30 -,249 ,181 ,481 ,%48
,30 -,501 -,288 ,212 ,%93 ,456 ,30 -,%07 -,257 ,151 ,%77 ,%50
,35 -,485 =,267 ,219 ,%91 ,%52 ,35 -,403 -,284 ,119 ,476 ,%55
,45 -,436 -,263 ,173 ,482 ,451 ,45 -,389 -,270 ,120 ,47% ,%52
•50 =,%03 -,243 ,160 ,476 ,447 ,50 -,373 -,25% ,119 ,471 ,%%9
,60 -,354 -,053 ,301 ,467 %11 ,60 -,369 -,116 ,254 ,470 ,%23
•70 ",26% ,146 ,409 ,451 370 ,70 m,3%6 ,093 ,438 ,%66 ,381
,75 ",222 ,228 ,450 ,4%3 352 ,75 ",3EI ,180 ,501 ,462 ,362
•85 .339 326 ,85 ",249 ,4%8
,90 ,359 321 .90 ",183 ,324 ,507 ,436 ,330
,95 -,066 ,327 ,393 ,413 329 ,95 -,077 ,315 ,392 ,416 ,332
CH_RD 2 ,05 -,675 -,21% ,%62 ,523 .442 CHORD7 ,05 -,495 -,312 ,183 ,%92 t%60
,12 -,635 -,322 ,31% ,516 ,%62 ,12 =,437 ",273 ,164 ,482 1453
•20 -,576 -,357 ,219 ,506 ,%68 ,20 =,390 ",280 ,110 ,474 ,%54
,30 ",515 -,286 ,229 ,496 ,%55 ,30 -,386 -,276 ,110 ,%73 ,453
,35 -,493 -,E73 ,220 ,%92 ,453 ,35 -,388 -,277 ,110 ,%73 ,45%
,%5 ",%51 =,272 ,179 ,%85 ,%53 ,%5 -,368 -,279 ,089 ,%70 '%5%
•50 -,422 -,2%0 ,182 ,480 ,447 ,50 =,361 -,258 ,103 ,469 ,%50
,60 =,366 ",059 ,308 *%70 ,%12 ,60 -,363 =,120 ,2%4 ,%69 '%2%
,70 ",281 ,132 ,413 ,45_ ,373 ,70 -,331 ,085 ,415 ,463 ,383
,75 =,23% ,232 ,%66 ,%%6 ,351 ,75 -,265 ,165 ,430 ,451 e366
•85 ",155 ,352 ,507 ,_31 ,323 ,85 ",236 ,4%6
•90 ",109 ,349 ,458 *%22 ,923 ,90 °.169 ,298 ,%67 ,%33 ,336
•95 -,067 ,359 ,420 ,414 ,323 ,95 ",07% ,415
CHORD 3 ,05 -,658 -,182 ,%76 ,520 ,%36 CHORD 8 ,05 ",%81 ",258 ,223 ,490 ,%50
•12 ",616 -,285 ,331 ,513 ,%55 ,12 -,422 ".293 ,129 ,480 ,456
•20 ",561 -,348 ,213 ,50% ,%66 ,20 ",%22 -,915 ,I07 ,480 ,_60
,30 ",50% ",278 ,226 ,49% ,%54 ,30 ",378 -,288 ,090 *%72 ,%56
.95 -,48% -,265 ,219 ,490 ,%51 ,35 -,370 -.273 *097 ,%70 ,459
,%5 ",_38 =,256 ,182 ,%82 ,_50 ,%5 ",363 ".270 ,093 *%69 ,%52
.50 "o%12 -,243 ,169 ,478 ,447 ,50 -,363 ",259 ,104 .469 ,%50
,60 ".357 _,052 .305 .%68 ,%11 .60 -,341 ".123 .218 .465 .%25
,70 -,288 ,160 ,%48 ,%56 ,367 ,70 -,306 ,062 ,369 ,459 ,387
,75 ",2%5 ,237 ,%82 ,4%8 ,350 ,75 m,271 ,151 ,422 ,%52 ,369
• 85 -,149 ,371 ,519 ,%29 ,318 ,85 -,257 ,280 ,537 ,450 ,3%0
• 90 -,180 ,385 ,565 ,435 ,315 ,90 ",163 ,311 ,%74 ,432 ,333
• 95 ",053 ,380 ,%32 ,411 ,316 ,95 -,056 ,320 ,376 ,411 ,330
CHORD % ,05 1,621 ",282 .339 o514 ,%54 CHORD 9 ,05 -,%47 -,3%4 ,I03 ,48% ,466
,12 -,593 =,334 ,259 ,509 ,%6% ,12 -,363 -.284 ,079 ,%69 ,%55
,20 ",531 -,9%5 ,186 ,%99 ,466 ,20 ",326 -,292 ,03% ,%6Z ,456
,30 -,%99 -,39% ,165 ,493 ,%6% ,30 ",326 -,288 ,038 ,463 ,456
• 35 -.,83 -.330 .153 .490 .463 .35 ".332 =.288 .0%% .%6% .455
,45 -,452 -.324 ,127 ,485 ,462 .45 -,317 -,268 ,0%9 ,461 ,%52
•50 ".311 ,%60 .50 -.315 ".251 .064 .460 ,443
.60 -.%25 -.134 .291 .%80 .%27 .60 -.315 -.113 .203 .461 .%23
•70 ",375 ,100 ,%75 ,471 ,379 ,70 -*347 ,090 ,438 ,466 ,382
,75 -,353 ,196 ,550 ,467 1359 ,75 -,265 .174 ,439 ,451 ,36%
,85 ",2%1 ,325 ,566 ,%%7 ,329 ,85 =,204 ,235 ,440 ,4%0 ,350
• 90 -,159 .364 .523 ,431 ,320 .90 ",145 .303 ,4%8 ,429 ,334
•95 ",06% ,354 ,418 ,413 ,322 .95 ",033 ,%07
CHORD5 ,01 -,108 ,235 .342 ,%22 ,350
,03 -,538 =,130 ,409 ,500 ,%26
•05 -,600 -.26% ,336 ,510 ,%5!
.07 ".%91 ".238 .253 %92 .%%6
,12 -1589 -o31% .275 508 ,%60 B A L A _ C t D k T A
,20 -,476 -,289 ,193 489 ,455
•30 -,%50 -,287 ,162 48% ,%55 MACH - ,401 Q - %,531 KPA ALPHA = ,000 D£G
•35 -,%49 -,289 ,160 %8% ,%56
,45 -,438 -,287 ,152 482 ,455 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ,216
•50 -,425 -,272 ,153 480 ,453 _HAG ,00%
,60 -,411 -,116 ,295 ,%78 ,423 PITCH "I,190
,70 -,386 ,10% ,489 ,473 ,379 RDLL -1,106
• 75 -,367 ,191 ,558 ,%70 ,360 YAW ,041
•85 -,272 .302 ,574 .453 ,335
,90 -,177 ,339 ,509 ,%35 ,327
,95 -,067 ,325 ,391 ,41% ,329
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER243 MACH- ,399 RN - 4,693_10E6 H - 53,904 KPA ALPHA - 3,996 DEG CPSTAR - #I##$
Q s 4,_55 KPA QAMMA - 1,13_ P • 49,26B KPA DELTA6 = ",630 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD 1 ,01 "1,012 ,609 1,621 ,576 ,253 CHORD 6 ,01 -1,725 ,722 2o_47 ,682 "217
,03 "1,380 ,632 ,03 -1,722 ,495 2,217 ,681 ,286
,05 -1,362 ,116 1,479 ,629 375 ,05 "1,299 .325 1,624 ,620 ,329
,07 -1,260 ,063 1,323 ,614 386 ,07 -I,228 ,216 1,444 ,609 ,353
•12 -1,041 ",085 ,957 .580 416 ,12 -,988 ,091 1,079 ,572 ,381
,20 -,849 ",177 ,672 ,550 434 ,20 -,780 ,041 ,821 ,539 ,391
,30 -,698 -,181 ,517 ,525 435 ,30 -,664 ,021 ,685 ,520 *395
,35 -,655 ",183 ,472 ,518 435 ,35 -,627 ",077 ,550 ,514 ,_15
•45 -,564 ",209 ,355 ,503 440 ,45 -,564 -,10_ ,460 ,503 ,420
•50 -,511 -,196 ,315 °494 437 ,50 -,532 -,107 ,625 ,498 ,620
•60 -,632 -,062 ,390 ,680 608 ,60 -,496 -,017 ,679 ,691 ,403
,70 -,315 ,134 ,669 ,459 372 ,70 -,434 ,156 ,590 ,681 ,367
• 75 -,262 ,206 ,468 ,450 356 ,75 -,386 ,230 ,614 ,672 ,350
• 85 ,309 332 ,85 -,276 .452
• 90 ,324 329 ,90 -,189 ,386 ,576 ,636 ,314
,95 -,065 ,284 .349 .612 338 ,95 -,074 ,372 ,447 ,614 ,317
CHORD2 ,05 "1,360 ,166 1,526 ,629 ,365 CHORD7 ,05 "1,310 ,251 1,561 ,621 .346
,12 "1,048 ",070 ,978 ,581 ,413 ,12 -,962 ,111 1,053 ,565 ,376
,20 -,866 -,168 ,688 ,553 ,432 ,20 -,757 ,016 ,773 ,535 ,396
,30 ",726 ".171 ,555 ,530 .433 ,30 -,664 ",047 .617 .520 ,409
,35 -,666 ",180 ,486 ,520 ,636 ,35 -,629 -,076 ,553 ,516 ,616
• 45 -,584 ",198 ,387 ,506 ,438 ,45 -,547 ",117 ,430 ,5DO ,42_
,50 -,529 ",187 ,342 ,497 ,436 ,50 -,519 -,117 ,601 ,495 ,622
•60 -1450 ",037 ,_12 ,483 ,_07 ,60 -*_82 -,029 ,_53 ,489 1_05
• 70 -,34_ o162 ,486 ,465 ,370 ,70 =,415 ,137 ,552 ,&77 ,371
,75 -,281 ,219 ,500 ,453 ,353 ,75 -,333 ,207 ,540 ,_63 ,356
• 85 -,182 ,333 ,516 ,635 ,327 ,85 -,270 ,651
• 90 -,125 ,348 ,673 ,424 .323 ,90 -,190 ,367 ,537 ,436 ,323
•95 -,072 ,365 ,417 ,414 ,324 ,95 -,085 ,616
CHORD 3 ,05 -1,369 ,179 1,528 ,627 ,362 CHORD 8 ,05 -1,318 ,309 1,627 ,622 ,332
,12 -1,067 ",028 1,019 ,581 ,405 ,12 -,910 ,083 ,993 ,560 ,382
,20 -,864 -,166 ,698 ,552 ,432 ,20 m'768 1'010 ,758 '537 '601
,30 -,721 ",161 .560 ,529 ,431 ,30 -,633 ".056 ,577 ,515 ,410
• 35 -*669 ",169 ,500 ,521 ,432 ,35 -,589 -,069 ,520 ,507 ,_13
,45 -,590 ",191 ,398 ,507 .437 ,45 -,531 -,106 .625 ,497 ,620
,SO -,542 "o191 ,351 ,499 ,436 ,SO -,512 -,116 ,396 ,694 ,422
,60 -,454 ",036 ,418 ,484 ,407 .60 -.459 -,028 ,431 ,685 ,405
• 70 -,355 ,150 ,505 ,€67 ,368 ,70 ",387 '117 ,505 ,672 '375
,75 -,285 ,B19 ,505 ,654 ,353 ,75 -,339 ,202 ,541 ,66_ ,357
,85 -,178 ,346 ,524 ,434 ,323 ,85 -,287 ,339 ,627 ,_54 .325
,90 -,191 ,352 .563 .436 ,322 .90 -.178 .367 ,545 .436 ,318
,95 ",064 ,368 ,412 .412 ,323 .95 -,066 ,355 ,421 .613 J321
CHORD4 ,05 "1,360 ,207 1.567 ,626 ,356 CHORD9 ,05 "1.247 ,223 1,670 ,612 ,352
•12 "1,053 ,015 1,068 ,582 ,396 ,12 -,827 ,076 ,903 ,546 1384
,20 -,855 -,08_ ,772 ,551 ,416 ,20 -,639 1,016 ,623 ,516 .603
,30 ".741 ".124 ,618 ,533 ,424 ,30 -,556 -,068 .688 ,502 ,413
,35 -,691 -,145 ,5_6 ,524 ,428 ,35 -,526 -,091 ,635 ,_97 ,417
,65 -1616 ",173 ,463 ,512 ,433 ,65 -,466 -,119 ,368 ,486 ,4_3
•50 -,179 ,634 ,50 -,666 -,127 ,319 ,_83 *624
.60 -,543 m*046 ,697 .499 ,608 .60 -.419 -,038 ,382 ,478 *407
,70 -,467 .155 ,602 ,483 ,367 *70 -.623 ,129 ,551 ,479 *373
•75 ",399 ,262 ,641 ,474 ,348 ,75 -.326 .208 ,534 ,461 .355
,85 -,269 ,365 .634 ,451 ,319 ,85 -,234 ,301 ,535 ,645 ,336
,90 -,174 ,398 ,573 ,433 ,311 ,90 -,152 ,363 ,&96 ,629 .326
•95 -,070 ,378 ,648 ,413 ,316 ,95 -,037 ,607
CHORD5 ,01 "1,388 ,728 2,116 ,633 ,215
•03 "1,644 ,454 2,098 ,670 ,296
,05 "1,461 ,279 1,721 ,641 ,339
,07 "1,165 ,228 1,393 ,599 ,351
•12 "1,091 ,069 1,159 ,588 ,385
•20 -,822 ,006 ,828 ,546 ,398
130 "1709 11062 ,666 ,527 ,412
• 35 ",673 ",087 ,586 ,521 ,_17
•45 ",617 ",124 494 ,512 ,_24
,50 -,581 ",130 451 ,506 ,425
•60 -,527 ",026 506 ,497 ,406
,70 -,466 ,156 621 ,486 ,367
•75 -,426 ,234 660 ,679 ,369
,85 -,296 ,353 668 ,456 ,322
,90 ",182 ,379 560 ,435 ,316
,95 ",065 ,351 616 ,612 ,322
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER2_7 MACH= .780 RN = 2.313,10E6 M = 16.Z92 KPA ALPHA = .001 DEG CPSTAR " ".551
0 • 4,010 KPA GAMMA = 1,13_ P - 12o620 KPA DELTA6 i ",063 DEG
x/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD I ,01 ,102 ,283 ,181 ,738 ,662 CHORD 6 ,01 ",071 ,117 ,188 ,809 ,732
,03 ",_23 ,9_9 ,03 "'522 ",18_ ,338 ,989 ,85_
,05 ",644 ",082 ,561 1,037 ,813 ,05 ",539 -,33& ,205 ,995 ,91&
,07 ",730 ",396 33_ 1,073 ,938 ,07 ",645 -,400 ,245 1,038 ,940
,12 ",788 -,498 290 1,096 ,979 ,la "'625 -,38_ ,2_1 1,030 ,933
,20 ",747 ",598 149 1,079 1,019 ,20 ''617 ",373 ,24_ 1,027 ,929
,30 ",675 ",515 159 1,050 ,986 ,30 "'601 ",364 ,237 1,020 "925
,35 ",668 ",49a 177 1,047 ,976 ,35 ",594 -,382 ,212 1,017 ,933
,45 ",622 ",497 125 1,029 ,978 ,45 ",588 ",381 ,207 1,015 ,932
•50 ",576 "'_50 126 %,0%0 ,960 ,50 "'580 ",370 ,210 1,012 ,928
•60 ",486 ",153 333 ,974 ,841 ,60 "'5_7 ",i06 ,#42 ,999 ,823
,70 ",357 ,069 _26 ,923 ,752 ,70 "'501 ,148 ,649 1980 ,719
•75 ",287 ,197 ,_8_ ,895 ,698 ,75 "'435 ,226 ,661 ,954 ,686
,85 ,329 ,6_2 .85 ",298 1899
,90 ,331 ,641 ,90 ",175 ,321 ,_96 ,850 ,645
,95 -,033 ,330 ,363 ,793 ,641 ,95 °,012 ,335 ,3_7 .785 ,639
CHORD2 ,05 -,646 ",315 ,331 1,038 ,906 CHORD7 ,05 -,666 -,403 ,263 1,046 ,941
• Z2 ",780 ",512 ,268 1,093 ,985 ,12 -,622 -,392 ,230 1.029 ,937
•20 ",772 -,6%9 ,152 1,090 I1028 ,20 -,570 -,39_ ,176 1,008 ,937
,30 ",711 ",533 ,178 1,065 ,993 ,30 ",617 ",399 ,218 1.027 ,940
,35 ",685 ",512 ,174 1,054 ,984 ,35 -,603 -,388 ,215 1,021 *935
,€5 -,665 -,501 ,164 1,046 ,980 ,45 -,579 -,37_ ,205 1,011 ,929
,50 ",591 -,_8 ,143 1,016 ,959 ,50 ",561 -,358 ,203 1,00_ ,923
•60 ",_94 ",141 ,353 ,977 ,837 ,60 °,545 -,147 ,398 ,998 ,839
•70 ",383 ,095 ,_78 ,933 ,7_1 ,70 ",_75 ,096 ,571 ,970 .7_0
,75 ",30_ ,209 ,513 ,902 ,693 ,75 ",390 ,19& ,583 ,936 ,700
,85 ",182 ,351 ,533 ,853 ,632 ,85 ",261 ,885
• 90 ",113 ,359 ,_72 ,825 ,629 ,90 ",162 ,366 ,527 .8_5 ,626
,95 ",036 .376 ,_13 ,795 ,621 ,95 ",0_8 ,800
CHORD 3 ,05 ",667 ",33_ ,333 1,067 ,914 CHORD 8 ,05 ",577 -,351 ,226 1.011 ,920
,12 ",815 -.517 ,297 1,107 ,987 ,12 "'566 ",385 181 1.006 ,93_
•20 ",776 ",61_ ,164 1,091 I 025 ,20 ",5_9 -,408 I_1 .999 ,9_3
,30 ",717 -,537 ,180 1,067 995 ,30 ",558 -,a07 151 1,003 ,9&2
,35 ",684 ".521 ,163 1,05& 988 ,35 ",565 -,393 172 1,006 ,937
,45 ",6_5 ",50_ ,I_0 1,038 981 ,45 ''5_2 -,390 151 ,996 ,935
•50 ",605 -,_9 ,156 1,022 959 ,50 ",539 -,378 160 °995 ,931
,60 "151_ ",137 ,377 .985 835 ,60 ''527 ",136 ,391 ,990 +835
,70 ",_00 ,127 ,527 ,9_0 728 ,70 "'_17 ,105 ,5_2 ,9_7 ,737
,75 ".305 ,21_ ,517 ,902 ,692 ,75 ".329 ,204 ,53_ ,912 ,695
• 85 ",179 ,356 ,535 ,852 ,630 ,85 ",326 ,311 ,637 .911 ,650
,90 ",178 ,387 ,565 ,852 ,616 ,90 ",150 ,307 ,_57 ,8_0 ,652
,95 ",028 ,396 ,424 ,791 ,612 ,95 ",033 ,335 ,368 ,793 ,639
CHORD _ ,05 ",662 -,390 ,272 1,045 ,936 CHORD 9 ,05 ",5_3 -,_08 .135 ,997 ,963
,12 ",810 -,505 ,306 1,105 ,982 .12 -,521 -._00 ,121 .988 ,9_0
,20 -,722 ",5_0 ,182 1.069 ,996 ,20 ",475 -,_08 ,067 ,970 ,9_3
•30 ",706 -,537 ,168 1,063 ,995 ,30 ",_80 -,403 ,077 ,972 ,9_1
,35 ",701 ",537 ,16_ 1,061 ,995 ,35 ",_80 ",391 ,089 ,972 ,936
,_5 ",695 ",531 ,161 1,058 ,993 ,&5 ",155 -,375 1080 ,962 ,930
,50 -,_79 ,971 ,50 ''151 ",3_6 ,I05 ,960 1918
,60 ",_72 ",179 ,093 ,889 ,852 ,60 "'&31 ",116 ,315 ,952 ,827
,70 ",500 ,I02 ,602 ,980 ,738 ,70 ",466 ,113 ,579 ,966 ,73&
.75 ",_39 ,226 ,665 ,955 ,686 .75 ",335 ,218 ,553 ,91_ ,690
• 85 ",251 ,362 ,613 .881 ,627 ,85 -.22_ ,303 ,527 .870 .653
,90 -.153 ,_1_ .565 .84_ .605 ,90 -,116 .346 ,_61 ,8_7 .635
• 95 ".030 .413 ._3 .792 ,605 .95 *031 ,767
CHORD 5 101 ,092 ,2_6 .155 ,7_2 .678
.03 -,583 -.220 ,363 1,013 .868
,05 ",692 -,383 ,309 1,057 ,933
.07 -,623 -,376 ,2_8 1.029 ,930
,12 ".725 ",439 .286 1,070 ,955
,20 -,656 ",_5_ ,201 1,0_2 ,962
•30 ".672 "'_5 .227 1.049 ,958
,35 ",659 -,4_0 ,220 1,0_4 ,956
•65 ",668 ",_39 .229 1,0_7 1956
,50 ".655 -,435 .220 1.O&2 .95_
•60 ",61_ ",155 ,_59 1.025 ,8_2
.70 ",537 "112 ,6_9 .99_ ,73_
,75 ",_58 ,216 ,674 .963 .690
•85 ".301 ,328 .628 .900 ,6_3
,90 ",170 .371 .5_1 .848 ,623
•95 ".020 ._00 ._19 ,788 ,611
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 248 MACH = .780 RN = 2.320,IOE6 H = 16.258 KP4 ALPHA = 2.582 DEG CPSTAR • ".552
Q " 3.998 KPA GAMMA = 1.134 P - 11.600 KPA DELTA6 - -.020 OEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML
CHORD I .01 -.181 .507 .688 .852 .561 CHORD 6 .01 -.664 .548 1.212 1.045 .541
• 03 -,794 1.098 ,03 -1.116 ,257 1.373 1,235 ,673
• 05 -1,077 .187 1.264 1.218 ,702 ,05 -1,230 ,104 1,333 1,286 ,737
• 07 -1,078 ",128 .950 1.218 ,831 .07 -1,321 =,002 1,318 1.328 ,780
• 12 -1.1_2 ".258 .884 1.246 ,883 .12 "1,270 ",078 1,191 1,304 ,811
.20 -1.072 m.369 .702 1.215 ,927 .20 -1.272 -.118 1.154 1.305 .827
.30 -.962 -.343 ,619 1.168 .917 ,30 -1,207 -,198 1.009 1,275 .859
•35 -.918 -.344 .574 1.150 ,917 .35 -1.149 ",201 .947 1.249 .860
.45 -.793 ".368 .425 1.098 ,927 .45 1,880 -.2_4 ,636 1.134 ,877
,50 ".661 =.344 .317 1.044 .917 .50 -,492 -.230 .262 .976 ,87Z
.60 -.527 ",098 ,429 ,990 ,819 ,60 _,503 ",059 .444 ,980 ,803
,70 -,385 .140 ,524 ,933 ,722 ,70 -,482 ,184 .666 ,972 ,703
.75 -,313 .230 .542 .904 ,684 ,75 -,417 .264 ,681 ,946 1670
.85 .354 ,630 .85 -,281 .8_2
,90 ,379 ,619 .90 =.169 .392 ,561 .847 ,6_3
.95 ".047 ,351 ,398 .798 .632 ,95 ",026 ,400 ,426 ,790 ,610
CH0RD 2 ,05 "1.078 =.029 1,049 1.218 ,791 CHORD 7 .05 "1,322 .057 1.379 1.329 .756
,12 "1,226 =,266 ,960 1.284 ,886 .12 "1,310 ",072 1.237 1.323 1809
.20 °1.171 ".373 .798 1,259 ,929 .20 "1,263 =,146 1,117 1,301 .838
,30 -1.059 ".373 ,686 1.210 .928 .30 -1,229 -.193 1.036 1,286 ,857
•35 ",996 ",371 .625 1.183 1928 .35 =1.175 ".208 ,967 1,261 ,863
,45 ".818 ",377 ,442 1,108 ,930 ,45 ",588 ",24_ ,344 1.014 ,877
• 50 =.658 ",355 .303 1.043 ,921 .50 -.522 ",237 .285 .988 .87_
.60 -,529 ".094 .436 .991 ,817 .60 -.516 -.071 .446 .985 .808
• 70 -.412 .149 ,562 .944 .718 .70 -.443 .151 .594 .956 .717
• 75 =.314 .242 .556 ,905 ,679 ,75 =,370 ,241 ,611 .927 P679
• 85 -.195 .384 .578 .857 ,617 ,85 -.243 .877
,90 -.121 .414 .535 .828 ,604 .90 =.150 .410 ,560 .840 .605
.95 -.044 .395 ,438 .797 ,612 .95 =,045 .798
CHSRO 3 .05 -1.065 -.034 1.032 1.213 ,793 CHORD 8 .05 "1.190 .084 1.274 1,268 ,7_5
•12 "1.247 ".252 .995 1.294 ,880 .12 -I,261 ".072 1.190 1.300 .808
• 20 -1.224 ".373 ,851 1.283 ,928 .20 -1.268 -,160 1,108 1,303 .8&4
• 30 "1,105 =.357 .748 1.230 .922 .30 -1,261 ".209 1.052 1,300 .863
.35 -1.018 ",358 .660 1,192 ,922 .35 -1,159 ".21_ ,9_ 1.254 .865
• _5 -P791 -,372 ,419 1.097 .928 .45 =,564 -,213 .350 1.004 .865
• 50 -.618 -,344 .274 1.026 .917 .50 -.477 -.2_3 .234 ,970 .877
,60 -.5_8 *.094 ,454 ,998 ,817 .60 -,467 -.084 .383 .966 .813
.70 -.419 .159 .578 .947 ,71_ ,70 -.422 .124 ,546 ,948 ,728
•75 ".320 ,245 .566 ,908 ,678 ,75 ".3_6 .227 ,573 .918 .685
• 85 ".191 1393 ,584 .856 .613 .85 -,298 .363 .661 ,898 .627
• 90 -,162 ,417 .579 .844 .603 .90 -,169 .399 .568 .8_7 .610
•95 ",039 .418 .458 .795 .602 .95 -.046 .396 .442 ,798 .612
CHSRD & ,05 -1.148 ",042 1.106 1.249 ,796 CHORD 9 .05 "1,278 .041 1,318 1.308 ,763
.12 -1.230 -,238 .993 1.286 ,875 .12 -1.275 -.082 1.194 1.307 .81_
,20 "1.227 ".312 ,915 1,285 ,904 ,20 "1,226 -.187 1,039 1.284 .855
,30 -1.216 ",339 .877 1.279 ,915 ,30 -,982 -.219 .763 1.177 .867
,35 -1,148 ".347 ,802 1.249 ,918 .35 =,485 ".231 .25_ ,973 .872
,_5 -.828 -.364 ,464 1.112 ,925 .45 -.469 -.247 ,222 .967 e878
•S0 ",347 ,918 ,S0 -,481 -,245 ,237 ,972 ,877
• 60 -.303 ",113 .190 .900 ,825 ,60 -,472 =,087 .386 ,968 .814
170 =1512 .174 .686 .984 ,708 ,70 -.488 ,142 .630 .974 '721
•75 ".442 ,282 ,723 ,956 .662 ,75 ",362 .23_ .596 .924 .682
•85 -.853 ,411 166+ ,881 ,605 .85 ",241 .331 .572 .876 ,641
•90 =,150 ,450 .599 ,840 ,588 ,90 =,136 ,368 ,50_ ,834 '62_
•95 ",026 .443 ,469 ,790 ,591 ,95 ",005 ,781
CH0RD 5 ,01 -.269 ,561 ,830 ,887 ,535
,03 -1.176 .200 1.375 1.261 ,697
.05 -1.206 ,022 _,229 1,275 ,770
• 07 +1,226 ".031 1.195 1.28_ ,792
.12 -1.263 o.137 1.126 1.301 ,835
.20 =1.247 -,188 1.059 1.294 ,855
• 30 "1.198 ".203 ,996 1.272 .861
,35 =1,169 +.262 ,906 1.258 .885
,45 "I.048 ".293 .755 1.205 ,897
.50 ".691 o.284 .408 1.056 ,893
•60 ".55& ",079 ,475 1.00_ ,811
,70 =.516 ,165 .681 .985 .712
•75 -.447 .261 .708 .958 ,671
,85 -.280 .385 .664 .891 ,617
.90 -,152 .425 .577 .840 1599
.95 -.014 .424 .438 .785 ,599
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TABLE5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 257 MACH = ,819 RN • 2,216_10E6 H = 155309 KPA ALPHA - ,001 DEG CPSTAR ,, -.426
G = 4.016 KPA GAMMA - 1,134 P - 10,555 KPA DELTA6 • .167 DEQ
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHDRD I .01 $141 .299 ,159 ,758 .688 CHORD 6 .01 ",001 '101 .102 ,819 .775
• 03 -*337 .962 .03 -.478 -,204 ,275 1.022 1905
$05 -,593 +.052 ,542 1.072 .841 ,05 ",513 -,374 ,140 1.037 1977
,07 "*677 -.377 ,3DO 1,109 $979 .07 -,632 -,435 *197 1,089 1$004
$12 ",756 ",490 ,266 1,144 1.027 ,12 ",633 ",414 .219 1.089 .935
,20 -,744 ".619 ,125 1,138 1,083 .20 -,746 ",406 ,340 1,139 .991
,30 ",732 -,565 ,168 1.133 1,060 ,30 -,726 -.398 ,328 1.130 .988
,35 -,715 -.529 ,185 1.125 1,044 ,35 -,729 -,411 ,319 1,132 .993
,45 ".715 ",576 ,139 1.126 1,064 ,45 ",725 ",401 .323 1.130 .989
• 50 o.712 -.499 ,212 1,124 1,031 ,50 -,705 -.356 ,349 1.121 .970
,60 ",561 -,134 ,427 1,058 ,876 ,60 -,635 -.082 .553 1.090 ,854
.70 ".365 ,118 $483 .97_ .768 ,70 ",554 .165 ,719 1,055 .747
.75 -,293 .206 .499 .943 ,729 .75 -.455 .215 .670 1.01E 17_5
• 85 ,337 ,671 .85 ",291 ,942
,90 ,346 .666 ,90 ",159 .296 ,455 ,886 ,689
,95 ",023 .358 ,381 .829 $661 ,95 .002 .349 ,347 .818 5665
CHORD E ,05 ".612 ".293 .318 1.080 .943 CHORD 7 .05 ",651 ",427 .224 15097 1$000
• 12 ",799 ".502 .297 1.163 1.033 .12 ".60_ ".444 ,160 1,077 1.008
.20 -,823 -.668 .155 1.174 1,105 .20 -,689 -.444 ,244 1,114 1.008
• 30 -.767 ".593 ,17# 1.149 1.072 .30 -.694 ",_49 .245 1.116 1.010
• 35 -,764 -,584 ,181 1,147 1,068 .35 -.718 -.433 .285 1.127 1.003
• _5 ".778 ".574 ,203 1.154 1.064 ,_5 o.708 ".k13 .296 1.122 .99€
,50 ".741 ",481 .260 1.137 1.023 .50 -.692 -.371 .321 1.115 .978
,60 -.526 ".121 .404 1.043 .871 ,60 ".619 -,133 ,_86 1.083 .875
.70 ",391 ,123 ,514 .985 .766 ,70 -.499 ,117 .617 1.031 ,768
,75 +.296 .221 ,517 .944 ,723 ,75 ".390 ,204 .594 ,985 1730
• 85 ".169 .361 ,530 ,891 .659 ,85 -.241 .921
.90 ".09_ .394 .488 .859 .644 ,90 ".136 ,359 $€94 .877 .661
• 95 ".016 .401 .417 .826 .641 .95 -,027 .830
CHORD 3 .05 ".604 -,317 .287 1.077 .954 CHORD 8 .05 -.577 ".387 .190 1.065 .983
,12 ".832 ",508 ,325 1.178 1.035 ,12 ",600 ",411 .189 1.075 .393
• 20 -.826 -.666 ,160 1.175 1$104 ,20 ",650 -,454 ,196 1.097 1.012
,30 -,813 -,595 ,218 1.170 1.073 ,30 -,674 -.A49 .226 1.107 1,010
,35 -,773 -.574 .199 1$151 1,063 ,35 -.679 -,435 .244 1,110 1.004
,45 -,782 ".566 ,216 1.155 1,060 .45 ".689 ".429 .259 1.114 1.001
.50 -.776 ",485 ,291 1,153 1,025 ,50 -,667 -.396 .271 1,104 .987
,60 -,578 -,115 ,463 1.065 ,868 ,60 ",560 -,134 .426 1.057 .876
.70 -.404 ,143 ,547 ,990 $757 ,70 -,480 ,107 .588 1,0E3 .772
,75 -,308 .223 .531 .949 ,7_2 ,75 -,361 .201 .561 .972 .73_
• 85 ".170 .365 ,535 ,891 .658 ,85 ".335 .289 .624 ,961 .692
• 90 ".159 .401 .560 ,886 ,641 ,90 _.164 ,289 ,453 .889 t69_
• 95 ".010 ,114 ,424 ,823 .635 ,95 ".031 .335 .365 .832 .672
CHORD 4 .05 -.616 ".402 .214 1,082 .990 CHORD 9 ,05 -.539 -.435 ,104 1,049 1tOO4
• 12 -.768 ".575 ,193 1,149 1.064 ,12 -.595 -,431 .163 1.073 1.002
,20 -,798 ".621 .176 1.162 1.084 .20 ".541 ",528 .013 1.0_9 1.0_4
• 30 _.808 ".616 .191 1.167 1.082 .30 -.570 -,_70 .101 1.062 1.018
35 -.796 ".610 ,185 1,162 1.079 .35 ?,592 -,459 .133 1.071 1.014
45 ",774 ",605 ,169 1.152 1,077 ,45 -,539 -,393 ,146 1,048 .988
50 ",530 1,015 ,50 ".515 -,357 ,157 15038 .971
60 ".412 ",178 ,235 ,994 .894 ,60 -,490 -,122 .368 1.027 .871
70 -.458 ,138 ,636 1,031 .759 .70 -,480 .129 .609 1.023 .763
75 -.424 ,246 ,671 .999 .711 ,75 -.3_9 ,210 .560 ,967 .727
85 -.238 .376 ,614 ,920 ,653 ,85 -.223 ,283 .506 .914 .695
90 ",136 .429 ,565 .877 ,628 .90 -,105 ,329 ,434 ,864 .67_
95 ",010 .440 .449 ,823 .623 .95 .031 ,805
CHORD 5 ,01 ,147 ,235 .089 ,755 .716
,03 ",513 ".217 .266 1.037 ,924
• 05 -.641 -._41 .200 1.093 1,006
,07 ",624 ",450 .174 1.085 1,010
,12 -.668 -,501 .167 1,104 1,032
.20 -,743 -,543 .201 1.138 1,050
,30 ",760 -,534 .226 1.146 1,0_6
,35 -,773 -,535 ,238 1.151 1,0_7
,45 ".808 -,486 ,322 1.167 1,026
,50 ",817 ".420 ,397 1.171 .997
• 60 ".764 ",146 ,618 1.147 ,881
,70 -,634 .119 .753 1.090 .768
,75 -.425 ,222 ,646 .999 ,722
,85 -,265 ,328 ,593 .932 .675
,90 -,138 .385 .52_ ,878 ,648
.95 ,006 ,385 .378 .816 .6_9
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUHSER 258 HACH l ,823 RN - 2,216_'10F'6 H l 15,359 KPA ALPHA " 1'766 DEG CPSTAR " ",414
Q " 4,055 KPA OAHHA - 1,134 P . 10,550 KPA DELTA6 - ,167 OEQ
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD1 ,01 ",037 ,465 ,502 ,839 ,61_ CHORD6 ,01 -,335 ,396 ,731 ,966 ,647
,03 -,588 1,076 ,03 -,796 ,I00 ,897 1,169 ,780
,05 -,854 ,131 ,985 1,195 ,766 ,05 ",933 ",053 .879 1,232 ,846
,07 -,874 ",193 ,681 1,205 ,906 ,07 ",980 ".153 ,826 1,254 ,889
,12 -,992 -,326 ,666 1,260 ,962 ,12 -,982 -,195 ,787 1,255 ,906
,20 -,944 -,658 ,686 1,237 1,019 ,20 -1,000 ",223 ,776 1,266 .919
,30 -,908 ",629 ,679 1,220 1,007 ,30 -,990 -,253 ,737 1,259 ,931
,35 -,878 ",625 ,453 1,206 1,005 ,35 -I,008 ",310 ,698 1,268 ,956
,65 -,877 _,668 ,609 1,206 1,023 ,65 -I,063 -,312 ,751 1,295 ,956
,50 -,887 -,610 ,&77 1,211 ,999 ,50 -I,087 -,308 ,779 1,306 ,955
,60 -,715 -,I02 ,616 1,132 ,867 ,60 -1,012 -,068 ,943 1,270 ,852
,70 -,385 ,168 ,533 ,988 ,759 ,70 -,735 ,189 ,924 1,141 ,741
,75 -,306 ,238 ,544 ,954 ,719 ,75 -,376 ,265 ,640 ,984 ,707
,85 ,365 ,661 .85 -,181 ,900
.90 .392 .648 .90 -,110 .375 ,485 ,870 .657
,95 -,040 ,369 ,409 ,840 ,659 ,95 -,004 ,396 ,600 ,825 ,647
CHORD 2 ,05 -,838 -,083 ,755 1,188 ,859 cHoRD 7 ,05 1,686 ",097 ,589 1'119 '865
,12 "1'031 "'333 ,698 1'279 ,966 "12 ",900 "'197 ,703 1'217 '907
,20 "1,016 "'478 ,537 1'271 1,028 '20 ",957 "'256 ,701 1"243 0932
,30 "'972 ",476 ,697 I"250 1,026 ,30 "'971 "'287 °684 1"250 ,946
,35 -,945 n,472 ,473 1,238 1,025 ,35 _,987 -,294 ,696 1,258 ,948
,45 -,936 -,470 ,463 I°232 1,024 ,65 -1,007 -.318 ,689 1,268 ,959
,50 -,925 -,614 ,511 1,228 1,000 .50 -1,047 -,298 ,748 1.287 ,950
,60 -,796 -,093 ,702 1,168 ,863 ,60 -I,024 -,096 ,930 1,276 ,863
,70 -,396 ,129 ,525 ,992 ,767 ,70 -,584 ,143 .727 1,074 ,761
,75 -,299 ,248 ,547 ,951 ,716 ,75 -,401 ,234 .636 ,995 ,720
,85 -,174 ,390 ,564 ,897 ,669 ,85 -,260 ,934
•90 ",103 ,419 ,523 ,867 ,636 ,90 ",162 ,605 ,566 ,892 ,643
,95 -,029 ,614 ,446 ,836 ,638 ,95 1.D78 ,856
CHORD 3 ,05 -,851 ",100 ,751 1,194 ,866 CHORD 8 ,05 -.911 ",060 ,851 1,222 *849
,12 -1,047 -,328 ,720 1,287 1963 112 llJ000 11183 ,817 1,266 =901
,20 -1,052 ",671 ,581 1,290 1,025 ,20 -,997 ",252 °745 1,263 ,931
• 30 -1,019 =,435 ,583 1,273 1,009 ,30 -1,002 -,270 ,732 1,265 ,938
,35 -,980 -,464 ,537 1,255 1,013 ,35 -.996 -,293 ,701 1,261 ,948
,45 -,966 -,466 ,502 1,238 _,013 ,45 -I,017 -,308 ,709 1,273 ,955
,50 -,950 -,405 ,545 1,240 ,996 ,50 -I,066 ",294 ,772 1,296 ,949
•60 -,883 -,O89 ,794 1,209 ,861 °60 -°978 -°097 ,881 1,254 ,865
,70 -,386 ,173 ,559 ,988 ,748 ,70 -,311 ,132 ,443 ,956 ,766
,75 -,293 ,257 ,550 ,948 ,710 ,75 -,228 ,230 ,659 ,921 ,72Z
,85 -,172 .603 ,574 ,896 ,664 ,85 -,206 ,352 ,558 ,911 ,667
,90 -e140 ,632 ,572 ,883 ,630 ,90 -,116 *386 ,699 ,872 ,652
,95 -.025 .638 ,463 .834 ,627 ,95 -.013 .392 .405 ,828 ,649
CHORD 4 ,05 -,581 -,171 ,410 1.072 ,896 CHORD 9 ,05 -.976 ".I00 .875 1.252 ,866
,12 -,850 -,357 ,693 1,193 ,976 .12 -1,013 -,191 ,822 1,270 ,905
,20 -,959 -,426 ,533 1,246 1,005 .20 -,986 -.294 .693 1,258 ,949
,30 -I,015 -,666 .571 1.271 1,013 ,30 -1.007 -,302 ,705 1,267 ,952
,35 -1,028 -,466 ,581 1,277 1,014 ,35 -1,010 -,306 ,704 1,269 ,954
,45 "I,019 ",476 ,542 1,273 1,027 ,45 -I,009 ".30_ ,705 1,269 ,953
•50 -,666 1,016 ,50 -,778 -,292 ,486 1,160 ,948
.60 -,252 ",131 .122 .931 ,879 ,60 -,365 -,091 ,255 ,971 ,862
,70 -,686 ,170 ,656 1,031 ,749 ,70 -,374 ,151 ,526 ,983 ,757
,75 -,403 ,279 ,682 ,996 ,701 ,75 -,305 ,239 ,544 ,953 ,718
•85 -,299 ,613 ,713 ,951 ,639 ,85 -,212 ,326 ,538 ,916 ,679
•90 ",200 ,657 ,657 ,908 ,618 ,90 ",110 ,370 ,481 ,870 ,659
,95 -,085 ,456 ,542 .860 ,618 ,95 ,016 ,816
CHORD5 ,01 ",018 ,661 ,458 ,831 e626
,03 u,570 ,038 ,609 1,068 ,806
,05 -,773 ",151 ,621 1,158 ,888
,07 -,856 ".167 ,689 1,196 ,894
,12 ",923 ",277 ,646 1,227 ,941
,20 w,967 ",329 ,639 1,248 ,964
•30 -,988 -,350 ,638 1,258 ,973
,35 -,989 ",351 ,638 1,259 ,973
,65 -1,021 ",366 ,656 1,274 ,979
,50 -1,059 ",356 ,705 1,293 ,976
,60 "I,048 ",101 ,966 1,287 ,867
,70 o,955 ,161 1,116 1,263 ,753
,75 ",611 ,256 .865 1.086 ,712
,85 "'329 ,372 ,701 ,966 ,658
•90 -,178 ,619 ,597 ,899 ,636
,95 ",069 ,631 ,500 ,853 ,630
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TABLE5.-Continued
POINT NUMBER 259 HACH = ,799 RN - 2,208_IOE6 H = 15,489 KPA ALPHA = ,000 DEG CPSTAR " -,4_9
0 " 3,932 KPA GAMMA- 1,134 P - 10,_73 KPA DELTA6 - ,180 OEO
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD1 ,01 ,123 ,303 ,180 ,7_7 ,669 CHORD6 ,01 ",06_ ,108 ,172 ,825 ,753
,03 -,393 .960 .03 ".516 -,195 ,321 1,011 ,879
,05 ",623 ",050 ,573 1,056 ,819 ,05 -,546 -,353 ,193 1,023 ,944
•07 ",710 ",368 ,342 1,092 ,950 ,07 ",655 -,_08 ,2_8 1,069 ,966
•12 ",778 -,476 ,302 1,121 ,994 o12 ",651 -,393 ,258 I,067 ,960
•20 ",741 ",582 ,159 1,106 1,039 ,20 -,647 -,392 ,254 1,066 ,960
,30 "1683 ",512 ,171 1,081 1,009 ,30 o,648 ",392 ,256 1,066 ,960
,35 ",673 -,493 ,180 1,077 1,001 ,35 ",639 ",392 ,247 1,062 ,960
,45 ",669 _,490 ,180 1,075 1,000 ,45 -,641 ",390 ,25Z 1,063 ,959
•50 ",589 -,_45 ,I_4 1,0+I ,982 ,50 -,632 -,342 ,290 1,059 ,939
•60 -,488 -,129 ,365 ,999 ,849 ,60 -,595 -,086 ,509 1,04_ ,834
•70 -,347 ,128 ,475 ,9_2 ,745 .70 -,5_3 .171 ,714 1,022 .726
,75 ",275 ,218 ,494 ,912 ,706 ,75 ",461 ,231 ,692 .988 ,701
,85 ,348 ,6_9 ,85 -,29_ ,gEo
,90 ,380 ,634 .90 ",172 ,301 .473 ,870 ,670
•95 ",020 ,365 ,386 ,807 ,641 ,95 -,005 ,359 ,36_ ,801 ,64_
CHORD 2 ,05 "1641 ",294 ,347 1,069 920 CHORD 7 ,05 ",659 ",_20 ,239 1,071 $971
,12 ",793 ",492 ,301 1,128 1 001 ,12 ",613 -,417 ,197 1,052 ,970
•20 ",790 -,631 ,160 1,127 I 059 ,20 -,584 -,_16 ,168 1,039 ,970
,30 ",737 -,5_0 ,197 1,104 I 021 ,30 -,655 -,423 ,233 1,069 ,972
,35 ",713 ",521 ,192 1,094 1 013 ,35 ",647 ",407 ,239 1,066 ,966
•45 -,688 -,518 ,170 1,083 1 012 ,_5 =,631 -,396 ,235 1,059 ,968
•50 ",591 -,447 ,144 1,042 982 ,50 ",596 ",368 ,227 1,04' ,950
•60 -*509 -.128 ,380 1,008 852 ,60 -,581 -,I35 ,446 1,038 ,85_
,70 -,378 ,119 ,_97 ,954 749 ,70 -,533 ,116 ,648 1,018 .750
,75 -,293 ,230 ,523 ,919 701 ,75 -,437 ,207 ,64_ ,978 ,711
,85 ",168 ,372 ,539 ,868 638 ,85 ",332 ,935
,90 ",096 ,415 ,511 ,838 618 ,90 -.224 .381 ,605 ,891 .634
195 ",020 ,404 ,424 ,807 623 ,95 ",110 ,844
CHORD 3 ,05 ",635 ",293 ,342 1,061 ,919 CHORD8 ,05 ",580 ",355 ,225 1,038 ,945
• 12 "1822 -,507 ,315 1,140 1,007 ,12 -,575 -,392 ,182 1,035 ,960
• 20 ",804 -,612 ,192 1,132 1,051 ,20 ",566 ",_23 ,144 1,032 .972
,30 -1744 -,545 ,199 1,107 1,023 ,30 -,629 -,_19 ,210 1,058 ,971
.35 ",729 -,535 ,194 1,100 I 019 .35 ".633 ".417 .216 1,060 o970
,45 ".673 ".595 ,148 1.077 1 015 .45 -.630 -.415 .216 1.059 .969
,50 ",614 -,439 ,175 1,052 979 ,50 -,628 -,363 ,265 1,058 ,9_8
,60 ",532 -,128 ,_04 1,018 851 ,60 ",5_ ",131 o413 1,023 ,853
,70 ",393 ,148 ,5_I ,960 736 .70 ",443 ,IIO ,554 ,981 ,75Z
,75 ",306 ,833 ,539 ,925 700 .75 -,375 ,207 ,582 ,953 ,711
• 85 ",164 ,373 ,537 .866 637 ,85 ",304 ,301 ,605 ,924 ,670
,90 ".140 ,410 ,550 ,856 ,621 .90 ".19_ .299 ,_94 ,879 ,670
,95 ",011 ,422 .433 .803 ,615 .95 ".045 ,356 ,_01 ,817 ,645
CHORD _ ,05 ",622 -,991 ,231 1,055 ,959 CHORD 9 ,05 -,564 -,403 ,162 1,031 ,964
,12 ",789 -,548 ,241 1,126 1,024 ,12 ",567 -,39_ ,173 1,032 ,961
•20 ",800 -,581 ,219 1,131 1,038 ,20 -,525 -1475 ,050 1,015 *994
,30 ",737 ",567 ,170 1,104 1,032 ,30 ",531 -,415 ,116 1,017 ,969
• 35 ",693 -,549 ,144 1,085 1,024 ,35 ",541 -,395 ,146 1,021 ,961
,_5 -,733 -,553 ,180 1,102 1,026 ,45 ",50_ -,370 ,134 1,006 ,951
,50 -,_93 1,001 ,50 -,49_ -,338 ,156 1,008 ,938
,60 ",290 ",166 ,124 ,918 ,867 ,60 -,472 -,112 ,360 ,993 ,845
• 70 ",514 ,I_0 ,654 1,010 ,740 ,70 ",483 ,138 ,622 ,998 1740
,75 ",430 .245 ,675 ,975 ,694 ,75 ",357 ,221 ,578 ,945 ,705
,85 -,244 ,376 ,620 ,899 ,636 ,85 ",238 ,298 ,536 ,897 ,671
,90 ",142 ,425 ,567 ,857 ,614 ,90 ",123 ,3_9 ,472 ,850 ,648
•95 ",018 ,431 ,4_9 ,806 ,611 ,95 ,021 ,790
CHORD5 ,01 ,115 ,238 ,123 ,750 ,697
,03 °,553 -,235 ,319 1,027 ,895
•05 ",676 ",_14 .262 1,078 ,969
•07 ",623 "._23 .200 1.056 .973
,12 -,702 -._67 ,295 1,089 .991
,20 ",709 ",_83 ,226 1,092 ,997
•30 ",697 -,475 ,222 1,087 ,994
•35 ",690 ",461 ,229 1,084 ,988
,45 ",694 -,447 ,248 1,086 ,982
,50 ",702 ",408 ,294 1.089 ,967
,60 ",657 "'137 ,520 1,070 ,855
,70 -,550 ,137 ,687 1,025 ,7_1
,75 ",450 ,229 ,679 ,984 ,701
,85 ",295 ,3_I ,636 ,920 ,652
•90 ",163 ,392 ,55_ ,866 ,629
,95 ",OLD .418 ,428 ,803 ,617
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER260 HACH - ,802 RN - 2,211_10E& H - 15,518 KPA ALPHA - 1,76_ DEQ CPSTAR - -,_80
0 " 3,958 KPA GAMMA = 1,13_ p s 10,866 KPA DELTA6 • ,171 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML
CHORD1 ,01 -,068 ,_8 ,516 ,830 ,605 CHORD6 ,01 -,431 ,_32 ,863 ,980 ,613
,03 -,629 1,062 ,03 -,891 ,130 1,022 1,175 ,7&6
• 05 -,89_ ,111 1,005 1,176 ,755 ,05 -1,029 -,023 1,005 1,237 ,811
.07 -.915 ".210 .705 1.186 .888 .07 -I.078 ".122 .956 1.260 .852
•12 -I.021 -.336 .685 1.234 .940 .12 -1.057 -.169 .889 1.250 .871
•20 -.969 ".4&O .528 1.210 .983 .20 "1.050 ".204 .845 1.247 .886
130 -.895 ".411 ._8_ 1.177 1971 .30 "1.011 -.203 .808 1.229 .886
•35 -.867 "._09 .458 1.164 .970 .35 -I.042 -.287 .755 1.243 .920
.€5 -.836 "._14 .422 1.151 .973 .45 -1.024 -.290 .734 1.235 .921
•50 -.780 -.394 .386 1.127 .964 .50 -.97_ ".26k .710 1.212 .911
.60 -.520 ".116 .40_ 1.017 .850 .60 -.528 -.061 .467 1.020 *827
•70 -.371 .130 .500 .955 .746 .70 -.441 .191 .631 .98_ .720
•75 -.299 .221 .520 .925 .707 .75 -.401 .265 .666 .967 .688
.85 .348 .651 .85 -.283 .918
• 90 ,375 ,639 ,90 ",169 ,379 ,5_7 ,871 ,637
.95 -.032 .351 .383 .815 .650 .95 -.021 .395 ._16 .810 .630
CHORD2 ,05 -,879 ",119 ,760 1,170 ,851 CHORD7 ,05 -1,052 -,069 ,983 1,248 ,830
• 12 -1,081 -,3_7 ,73_ 1.261 ,9_5 ,12 -1,070 -,174 ,896 1,256 ,873
• 20 -1,023 -,449 °574 Io234 ,987 ,20 -1,059 -,231 ,828 1,251 ,897
,30 -,965 -,435 ,530 1,208 981 ,30 -1,033 -,263 ,770 1,239 ,910
,35 -,924 -,432 ,492 1,190 980 ,35 -1,028 -,271 ,757 1,237 ,914
.45 -.879 -.430 .4_9 1.170 979 .45 -1.012 -.297 .715 1.230 .92_
.50 -.801 -.402 .398 1.136 968 .50 -.894 -.280 .614 1.176 .917
•60 ".512 ".108 .40_ 1.013 846 .60 -.688 -.091 .597 1.087 .839
.70 -.392 ,141 .533 .963 7_2 .70 -.556 .143 .699 1.032 ,7_1
.75 -.308 .234 .5k2 .929 702 .75 -.456 .235 .691 .990 .701
.85 -.180 .376 .556 .876 639 .85 -.361 .950
•90 -.107 .411 .518 .846 .622 .90 -.250 .403 .653 .905 .626
•95 -.030 .394 .42_ ,814 .630 .95 ",1_1 .860
CHORD 3 ,05 ",905 ",115 ,790 1,181 ,849 CHORD 8 ,05 "1,011 ",012 ,999 1,229 ,806
,12 "1,098 -,332 ,766 1,269 ,939 ,12 -1,062 ",162 ,899 1,252 ,869
,20 "1,061 -,_40 ,621 1,252 ,983 ,20 -1,072 ",235 ,837 1,257 ,899
,30 -,992 -,424 ,569 1,221 ,976 ,30 -1,022 -.271 ,751 1,234 ,914
•35 -.943 ".425 .518 1.198 .977 .35 "1.018 -.270 .748 1.232 .913
•_5 -.899 ".&41 .k58 1.179 .98_ ._5 ".951 -,288 ,663 1,202 .920
.50 -.853 -.39_ ._59 1.159 .96_ .50 -.719 -.277 .442 1.101 .916
•60 -.516 -.107 ._09 1.015 .8_6 .60 -._52 -.093 .358 .988 .840
.70 -.404 .153 .557 .968 .736 .70 -.409 .129 .538 .971 .747
,75 -,316 ,239 ,555 ,932 ,699 ,75 -,333 ,228 ,561 ,939 ,704
• 85 -.176 .386 .562 .87_ .634 .85 -.326 .351 .677 .936 .650
.90 -.149 ._12 .561 .863 .622 .90 ".162 .387 .549 .869 .634
• 95 -.025 .&16 ._41 .812 .620 .95 -.048 .390 .438 .821 .632
CHORD4 .05 -.492 ".158 .334 1.005 .867 CHORD9 .05 -1.051 -.08_ .967 1.2_7 .836
12 -,77_ ".3_7 ,428 1,12_ ,945 .12 -1.063 ",172 ,891 1,253 *873
20 -,921 ",393 ,528 1,189 ,964 ,20 -1,021 -,270 ,751 1,234 ,913
30 -.99_ ".410 .585 1.222 .971 .30 -.969 -.280 .689 1.210 .917
35 -1,015 -,410 ,605 1,231 ,971 ,35 -,712 -,286 ,_26 1,097 ,920
_5 -.99' -.435 .559 1.221 .981 ._5 -.4_9 ".287 .162 .987 .920
50 ",_11 .971 .50 -._70 ".280 .190 .996 '_17
60 -.1_2 ".134 .008 .860 .857 .60 -._85 -.09_ .391 1.002 .841
.70 -1503 .163 .666 1.009 1732 .70 -,483 .144 .627 1.001 .7_I
,75 -.464 ,27_ .738 .993 .684 .75 -.360 ,235 .595 .950 .701
e85 -,366 ,_09 ,775 ,953 ,623 ,85 -,23_ ,317 ,551 ,898 ,665
• 90 -.251 ._52 .703 .905 .603 .90 -.124 .366 ._90 .853 .643
.95 ".136 .450 .585 .858 .605 .95 .008 .798
CHORD5 *01 ".057 ,463 .520 .825 .598
•03 -.510 .067 .576 1.012 .773
•05 -.773 -.119 .65_ 1.124 .851
•07 -1876 ".157 .719 1.169 .867
•12 -.952 ".2_7 .705 1.202 .903
.20 "1.003 ".296 .708 1.226 .92,
.30 -1.017 -.333 .68, 1.232 .939
.35 -1.015 -.339 .677 1.231 .941
• _5 -1,021. ".357 .66_ 1.234 .949
• 50 -1.029 ".336 .693 1.237 .940
•60 -+932 ",100 ,832 1.193 ,8_3
•70 -.698 .158 .856 1.092 ,734
.75 -,5_5 .25_ .800 1.027 .693
.85 -.427 .376 .802 .978 .639
.90 -.299 ._21 .720 .925 .618
.95 -.172 .429 .601 .873 .614
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TABLE5.-Continued
POINT NUMBER261 MACH- ,781 RN . 2,210.10E6 H - 15,141KPA ALPHA - ,000 DEG CPSTAR • -,549
Q " 3,876 KPA GAMMA = 1,133 P l 111_ KPA DELTA6 - ,170 DEG
x/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORDI ,01 ,102 ,285 ,183 ,738 ,661 CHORD6 ,01 ",086 ,115 ,201 ,815 ,733
•03 -,429 ,952 ,03 -,534 -,188 ,346 ,994 +856
•05 -,647 -,080 ,567 1,039 ,813 ,05 ",555 -,336 ,219 Io002 ,915
,07 ",737 ",391 ,346 1,076 ,937 ,07 ",657 ",398 ,258 1,043 ,9&O
12 -,794 -,492 ,302 1,099 ,977 ,12 ",637 -,384 ,252 1,035 *934
20 -,736 ",590 ,146 1,076 1,017 ,20 -.632 -,375 ,258 1,033 ,930
30 -,676 ",511 ,165 1,051 ,985 ,30 ",617 -.373 ,245 1,027 *930
35 -,657 ",491 ,166 1.043 ,977 ,35 ",611 -,383 ,229 1,025 1933
45 ",612 ",489 ,123 1,025 ,976 ,45 ",608 ",377 ,231 1,024 m931
50 -,574 -,448 ,126 1,010 ,959 ,50 -,599 -,335 ,264 1,020 ,914
60 -,476 -,145 ,331 ,971 ,839 ,60 -,570 -,091 ,479 1,008 ,817
70 -,344 ,I05 ,4_8 ,918 ,737 ,70 ",526 ,166 ,692 ,991 ,71_
•75 -,275 ,197 ,_71 ,890 ,699 ,75 -,468 ,231 ,699 ,967 ,684
,85 ,326 ,644 ,85 ",304 ,902
• 90 ,358 ,630 ,90 ",187 ,319 ,506 .856 ,647
,95 -,027 ,339 ,366 ,791 ,638 ,95 ",023 ,360 ,382 ,789 ,629
CHORD 2 ,05 ",674 "'319 ,35_ 1,050 ,908 CHORD 7 ,05 ",658 ",398 .260 1,044 ,940
•12 -,774 ",508 ,a66 1.091 ,98_ ,12 ",622 -,390 ,232 1,029 ,936
•20 -,75_ ",609 ,146 1,083 1,024 ,20 -,571 -,396 ,175 1,009 ,939
,30 -,697 ",528 ,169 1,060 ,991 ,30 -,613 -,390 .223 1,025 ,936
,35 -,674 -,510 ,16_ 1,050 ,984 ,35 ",602 -,380 ,221 1.021 ,933
,45 -,633 -,505 ,127 1,03_ ,982 ,45 ",579 =,375 ,204 1,012 ,930
,50 -,576 -,444 ,132 1,011 ,958 ,50 ",562 -,356 ,205 1,005 ,923
• 60 -,_82 ",141 ,3_1 ,973 ,837 ,60 -,550 -,136 .41_ 1,000 ,835
,70 -,370 ,104 ,474 ,928 1738 ,70 -,481 .I11 .593 ,973 ,735
,75 ",289 ,207 ,496 ,896 ,695 ,75 ",399 ,203 ,602 ,940 ,696
,85 ",170 ,345 ,516 ,849 ,635 ,85 ".267 ,887
,90 ",I02 ,364 ,466 ,822 ,627 ,90 ",163 ,374 ,537 ,846 ,623
,95 ",030 ,375 ,405 ,792 ,622 ,95 ",0_7 ,799
CHORD 3 ,05 ",665 ",308 ,358 1,847 1904 CHORD 8 ,05 ",597 -,321 ,276 1,019 ,909
• 12 -,813 -,512 ,300 1,107 ,985 o12 o,576 -,384 ,192 1,011 ,934
• 20 -,769 -,607 ,161 1,089 1,023 ,20 -,570 -,402 ,168 1,008 ,941
•30 -,698 ",533 ,164 1,060 ,994 ,30 ",592 -,399 ,193 1,017 ,940
•35 -,679 ",518 ,161 1,052 ,988 ,35 -,588 -,385 ,203 1,016 ,935
,45 -,637 ",517 ,120 1,035 ,987 ,45 ",560 -,375 ,185 1,004 ,931
• 50 -,593 -,436 ,157 1,018 ,955 ,50 ",556 -,348 ,208 1,002 ,920
,60 -,502 -.135 ,367 ,981 ,835 ,60 ",516 -,128 ,388 .987 ,832
,70 -,384 ,123 ,507 ,934 ,730 ,70 -,435 ,115 ,550 ,954 ,733
•75 -,302 ,212 ,514 ,902 1693 ,75 ",350 ,208 ,559 ,921 .694
• 85 -,166 ,355 ,521 ,847 ,631 ,85 ",308 ,306 ,614 ,904 ,652
• 90 -,149 ,386 ,535 ,840 ,617 ,90 ".166 ,34¢ ,510 ,847 ,636
,95 -,020 ,394 ,414 ,788 ,613 ,95 ",031 ,355 ,385 ,793 ,631
CHORD 4 ,05 ",666 ",375 ,291 1,047 ,930 CHORD 9 ,05 ",550 ",399 ,151 1,000 ,940
•12 -,831 ",526 ,305 1,115 ,991 ,12 ",539 -,397 ,I_I .996 ,939
,20 ",719 ".552 ,166 1,069 1,001 ,20 ".498 ".405 ,093 ,979 ,943
,30 -,704 -,522 .182 1,063 ,989 ,30 -,500 -,398 ,101 ,980 ,940
,35 -,693 -,509 ,185 1.058 ,984 ,35 -,506 -,387 ,119 ,9M3 ,935
,45 ",670 ",508 .161 1.049 .984 ,45 ".475 ".355 .120 .970 '922
•50 ",472 ,969 ,50 ",472 -,328 ,143 ,969 1912
,60 -,281 ",172 ,109 ,893 ,850 ,60 ",453 "'114 ,339 ,962 '827
,70 ",494 ,132 ,626 ,978 ,726 ,70 ",477 ,133 ,609 ,971 ,726
• 75 ",#35 ,241 ,676 ,954 ,680 ,75 =,35_ ,218 ,573 ,922 ,690
,85 -,250 ,375 ,625 ,881 ,622 ,85 -,244 ,298 ,542 ,875 ,656
• 90 =,153 ,421 ,573 ,842 ,602 ,90 m,136 ,343 ,480 ,835 ,636
,95 ",030 ,422 ,451 ,792 ,601 ,95 ,010 ,776
CHORD5 ,01 ,094 ,2_2 ,1_8 ,742 ,680
,03 -,579 -,224 .35_ 1.012 ,871
,05 ",688 ",394 ,294 1,056 ,938
,07 ",620 ".392 ,229 1,029 ,937
• 12 -,722 ",_41 ,281 1,070 ,957
,20 -,653 -,456 ,197 1,042 ,963
•30 ",668 ",452 ,216 1,048 ,961
,35 -,659 -,a_0 ,219 1,044 ,956
,45 ",667 ",432 ,235 1,048 ,953
,50 ",653 ",395 ,258 1,042 ,938
•60 -,615 ",1_3 ,471 1.026 ,838
,70 -,540 ,130 ,670 ,996 ,727
,75 -,463 "225 ,688 ,966 ,687
,85 -,303 ,338 ,6_0 ,902 ,639
•90 -,170 ,386 ,555 ,849 ,617
,95 -,020 ,406 ,426 .788 ,608
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER262 HACH= .782 RN - 2,213*10E6 N - 15,788 KP& ALPHA - 2'119 DEQ CPSTAR , -,544
O " 3,893 KPA GAMMA- 1,133 P - 111229 KPA DELTA6 - ,158 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML
CHORD 1 .01 ".145 .468 .613 .8%0 .581 CHORD 6 .01 ".558 .478 1.036 1.006 *576
.03 ".718 1.071 .03 "1.023 .179 1.a01 1.198 '708
•05 ",989 ,135 1,124 1,184 ,726 .05 -1,161 ,026 1,187 1,260 ,771
•07 -,998 ",177 ,821 1,188 ,853 ,07 "1'213 ",076 1,137 1,283 .813
,12 -1,083 o,302 ,781 1,225 ,903 ,12 -1,163 -,133 1,030 1,260 ,836
•20 "I.010 -.403 .607 1.193 .944 .20 "I.120 -.176 .944 1.241 .853
.30 ".899 -.399 .500 1.146 .942 .30 ".992 ".175 .817 1.185 .852
.35 ".841 -.378 .463 1,121 .933 .35 ".900 ".266 .635 1,146 .889
.45 ".720 ".375 .344 1.071 .932 .45 ".589 ".278 .311 1.018 .89_
•50 ".638 ".369 .270 1.038 .930 .50 ".615 ".259 .356 1.029 1886
.60 ".514 ".I09 .405 .988 .826 .60 ".601 ".072 .529 1.023 .811
.70 ".370 "133 .504 .930 .727 .70 ".515 .175 .691 .988 .709
•75 ".298 .223 ,521 .902 .689 .75 -.439 .254 .693 .958 .676
•85 .351 .634 .85 -.277 .893
•90 .378 .622 .90 ".151 .379 .530 .843 .622
.95 ".035 .352 .386 .796 .634 .95 -.010 .386 .396 .786 .618
CHORD 2 .05 ".981 -.084 .896 1.180 .816 CHORD 7 .05 -1.2,1 -.026 1.216 1.296 .792
.12 "1.159 -.312 .847 1.259 .907 .12 "1.183 -.139 1.044 1.269 .838
.20 -1.068 -.418 .650 1.218 .949 .20 "1.132 -.201 .931 1.246 ,863
.30 ".971 -.400 .571 1.176 .942 .30 ".909 -.240 .669 1.150 .878
135 "1897 -.399 .499 11145 .942 .35 -.688 ".250 1438 1.058 .882
•45 "1749 ".399 .351 1.083 .942 .45 ".642 ".283 .359 1.040 .896
,50 -,623 -,378 ,245 1.032 ,934 .50 -,626 -.270 .356 1.033 ,890
• 60 -,525 -,104 ,421 ,992 ,824 ,60 -,579 -,093 ,486 1,014 ,820
.70 =.398 .143 .541 .942 .723 .70 -.&82 .136 .618 .975 .726
•75 -.313 .235 .547 .907 .684 .75 -.391 .229 ,620 .939 .687
,85 ",184 ,376 ,560 ,856 ,623 ,85 -,248 ,882
.90 ".112 .407 .519 .827 .609 .90 -.I_7 ._0_ .551 .841 .610
.95 ".037 .387 .424 .797 .618 .95 ".042 .799
CHORD3 ,05 -1,008 =,078 ,930 1.192 ,813 CHORD8 ,05 -1,127 ,007 1,134 1,24_ .779
.12 "1.185 -.305 .879 1.270 .905 .12 "I.162 -.132 1.030 1.260 .835
e20 "1.102 -.408 *69_ 1,233 .946 .20 -1.124 -,211 .913 ,1.243 .867
•30 -.993 -._06 .587 1.186 .945 .30 m.951 -.254 .697 1.168 .884
• 35 ",889 =,404 ,485 1,142 .944 ,35 ",701 -,258 ,443 1.063 ,886
• 45 ",697 -,402 ,295 1,062 ,9_3 .45 ",615 -,282 .332 1,029 ,895
• 50 ",617 -,374 ,2_2 1,029 ,932 ,50 ",615 ",276 ,339 1,029 ,893
.60 -.546 -.105 ._41 1.001 .82_ .60 -.560 -.105 ._55 1.OO6 .82_
•70 -.410 .153 .564 .946 .719 .70 -.456 .111 .567 .964 .736
.75 ".320 .240 .560 .910 .682 .75 =.359 .213 .572 .926 .694
•85 -.181 .388 .569 .855 .617 .85 -.291 .34_ .635 .899 ,637
.90 ".151 .413 .56_ .843 e606 .90 =.198 .378 .576 .862 .622
.95 -.028 ._17 ._&5 .793 .604 .95 ".068 .375 .443 .809 .623
CHORD 4 .05 -1.077 -.101 .976 1.222 .823 CHORD 9 .05 "1'20_ ".052 1.152 1.279 .803
.12 "1.142 o.296 .846 1.251 .901 .12 "1.139 ".149 .990 1.250 .842
• 20 -1.149 -.362 .788 1.25, .927 .20 ".992 -.247 .745 1.185 e881
• 30 "1.094 -.372 .722 1.230 .931 .30 -.551 ".245 .306 1.003 .880
.35 "1.028 -.371 .657 1.201 .931 .35 -.587 -.275 .312 1.017 .89_
.45 ".621 -.40_ ,218 1,031 .944 .45 -.545 -.284 .262 1,001 ,898
.50 ".387 .937 .50 ".527 ".281 .246 .993 .895
•60 -.349 "'132 .218 .922 *835 .60 ".490 -.107 .383 .978 .825
.70 ".519 .161 .681 .990 .715 .70 ".477 .127 .604 .973 .729
.75 ".432 .273 .705 .955 .668 .75 ".356 .221 .577 .925 *690
•85 ".253 '€I0 .66_ .88_ 1607 .85 -.228 .306 .534 .874 .654
,90 -,150 .450 ,600 ,843 ,589 ,90 -.117 ,355 ,472 .829 ,63Z
•95 ".030 ._42 .472 .794 .593 .95 .008 .779
CNORD 5 .01 -.238 .505 .744 .878 .563
,03 -1,118 ,125 1.244 1,240 ,730
,05 "1,118 ",056 1.063 1,241 ,805
• 07 "1,119 -,100 1,019 1,241 ,822
,12 -1,176 -,196 ,980 1,266 ,861
•20 -1,140 -,249 .891 1,250 ,882
•30 "I,033 -,295 ,738 1,203 .900
• 35 -,986 -,305 ,681 1.183 ,904
._5 ".677 ",331 ,346 1,054 ,915
,50 -,656 -,318 ,338 1,045 ,910
,60 ",635 -,101 ,53_ 1,037 ,823
.70 ".541 .150 .692 .999 .720
.75 -.453 .249 .702 .963 .678
•85 -,277 .376 .653 .893 .623
.90 ".148 .420 .568 .842 .603
.95 ".012 .420 .432 .787 .603
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TABLE5.-Continued
POINT NUMBER 265 MACH • ,780 RN - 2,209mlOE6 H = 15,B77 KPA ALPHA - ,001 DEG CPSTAR • ",552
Q • 3,903 KPA GAMMA - 1,133 P • 11,331 KPA DELTA6 • "'031 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD1 .01 .098 .287 .188 .739 .660 CHORD6 .01 ".081 .110 .192 .812 .734
.03 ".432 .952 .03 o.529 ".192 .337 .991 .857
.05 ".650 -.093 .558 1.039 .817 .05 ".551 -.341 .209 .999 .916
.07 -.738 -.390 .348 1.075 .935 .07 ".654 -.397 .257 1.041 .938
•12 ".796 -.492 .304 1.099 .976 .12 -.636 -.388 .24B 1.034 ,934
.20 ".741 =.59_ .147 1.076 1.016 .20 ".632 ".377 .254 1.032 .930
.30 -.676 -.512 .164 1.050 .984 .30 -.617 -.376 .241 1.086 .930
.35 ".661 -.492 .169 1.044 .976 .35 ".611 -.392 .219 1.023 .936
.45 ".612 ".504 .108 1.024 .981 .45 ".607 ".378 .229 1.022 .930
.50 ".574 "*,49 .125 1.009 .959 .50 ".598 -.334 .26_ 1.018 .913
.60 ".476 ".147 .329 .969 .839 .60 g.567 -.090 .,77 1.006 .816
.70 ".343 .101 .444 .917 .738 .70 ".527 .164 .691 .990 .712
.75 -1273 .190 .463 .889 .701 .75 -.470 .227 .696 .967 .686
.85 .31B .646 .85 =.305 .901
,90 ,351 ,632 ,90 -,188 ,315 .503 ,855 ,6_8
•95 ".031 ,336 ,366 .792 .639 .95 -.023 .357 .380 .789 m629
CHORD2 .05 ".672 ".319 .353 1.048 .907 CHORD7 .05 -.653 -.382 .271 1.040 .932
• 12 ".771 -.506 .266 1.089 .981 .12 =.615 -.400 .215 1.025 .939
•20 ".75' -.613 .141 1.082 1.02, .20 -.566 -.398 .168 1.005 .938
.30 -.696 ".529 .168 1.058 .990 .30 ".611 -.400 .211 1.023 .939
.35 -.676 -.511 .165 1.050 .983 .35 -.599 -.389 .211 1.019 .935
.45 -.63_ =.507 .128 1.033 .982 .45 -.577 -.375 .202 1.010 .929
.50 ".579 =.4'7 .133 1.011 .958 .50 ".560 ".354 .206 1.003 .921
.60 -.483 -.139 .3_3 972 .836 .60 -.545 -.132 .414 .997 .B32
• 70 "1369 .098 .,67 927 .739 .70 -.479 .114 .593 .971 .733
•75 -.288 .204 .492 895 .695 .75 =.397 .203 .601 .93B .695
.85 ".167 .342 .509 847 .636 .85 ".264 .885
.90 ".I02 .381 .483 821 .618 .90 ".159 .376 .534 .843 '621
.95 ".032 .372 .404 793 .623 .95 =.042 .796
CHORD3 05 ",665 =,313 ,352 1,045 ,905 CHORD8 ,05 -,598 -.327 ,272 1,018 ,910
12 -,812 -.514 .297 1.105 .985 .12 ".560 ".384 .176 1.003 *933
20 ".769 -.609 .161 1.088 1.023 .20 -.581 ".*03 .178 1.011 19_0
30 "e703 ".534 .169 1.061 .993 .30 ".590 ".398 .192 1.015 .938
35 ".679 ".521 .158 1.051 .988 .35 ".587 ".387 .200 1.014 .934
45 ".636 =.508 .128 1.033 .982 .,5 =.559 -.376 .183 1.003 .930
50 -.594 -.44# .150 1.017 .957 .50 ".555 -.349 .206 1.001 .919
60 ".501 -.137 .364 .980 .B35 .60 ".514 ".130 .385 .985 .832
70 ",382 ,125 ,507 ,932 ,728 ,70 ",435 ,113 .548 ,953 ,733
•75 ".302 .207 .510 .900 .694 .75 -.350 .206 .556 .919 .69_
.85 -.165 .352 .517 .846 .632 .85 -.307 ,303 .610 .902 .653
.90 ".148 .384 1532 .839 .617 .90 ".165 .3'3 .508 .846 1635
.95 -.022 .394 .416 .788 .613 .95 ''031 .351 .382 .792 .63_
CHORD 4 .05 ".659 ".374 .286 1.043 .929 CHORD 9 .05 ".565 ".407 .158 1.005 .942
•12 ".823 ".520 .303 1.110 .987 .12 =.546 "._13 .133 .997 .944
•20 ".713 ".554 .160 1.065 1.000 .20 =.494 ".413 .081 .977 .9'*
.30 ".6_7 °.523 .175 1.058 .988 .30 ".499 ".408 .090 .978 .943
•35 ".689 ".506 .183 1.055 .981 .35 ".507 ".405 .I02 .982 '9_I
•45 ".666 ".506 .160 1.046 .981 .45 ".476 ".357 .119 .969 .922
.50 ".'69 *967 .50 ",471 ".330 .142 .968 .911
.60 ".324 ".172 .152 .909 .848 .60 ".453 ".133 .320 .960 .833
.70 ".491 .131 .623 .976 .726 .70 ".'75 .119 .594 .969 .731
•75 ".427 .241 .668 .950 .680 .75 -.355 .a14 .568 .921 ,69t
•B5 "e245 .374 .619 .877 .622 .85 -.244 .289 .533 .877 .659
.90 ".149 .420 .569 .839 .601 .90 ".134 .3_4 .478 .834 .635
.95 ".027 .421 .4_8 .790 .601 .95 .012 .774
CHORD5 .01 .098 .239 .1_2 .739 .680
• 03 -.573 ".228 .344 1.008 .871
.05 -.686 "._01 .284 1.054 .940
• 07 ".625 =,401 ,224 1,029 ,940
.12 -.719 -.445 .273 1.067 .957
.20 ".650 -.455 .195 1.039 .961
• 30 ",667 ",'52 ,214 1,046 ,960
•35 -.656 -.439 .218 1.042 .955
.,5 -.663 -.433 .230 1.044 .952
.50 ".650 -.397 .252 1.039 .938
.60 ".611 ".142 .470 1.02, .836
.70 -*539 ,131 .670 .995 .726
• 75 -.460 .223 .684 ,963 .687
.85 -.302 .331 .633 .900 .641
.90 ".169 .377 .546 .847 .621
.95 ".019 .398 .417 .787 .611
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 866 MACH - ,78N RN • 2,215_10E6 H - 15,935 KPA ALPHA - '001 DEe CPSTAR • "t5%0
O • 3,9_2 KPA GAHMA • 1,133 P • 11,336 KPA DELTA6 = ,002 OEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD I ,01 ,101 ,289 ,188 .7_2 ,662 CH_RD 6 ,01 ",079 ,110 ,190 ,815 ,738
• 03 ",_28 ,955 ,03 ",528 ",192 ,336 ,995 o861
,05 ",6_9 ",097 ,552 1.0_4 ,822 ,05 ",549 -,3_3 ,806 1,00_ 19E1
• 07 ",737 ",391 ,346 1,080 ,940 ,07 ",655 =,398 ,257 1,047 ,943
,12 ",795 -,492 ,303 1,104 ,981 ,12 ",638 ",390 ,2&8 1,040 19_0
,20 ",745 ",596 ,149 1,08_ t,023 .20 ",633 ",380 .253 1,038 ,936
,30 ",677 ",515 ,162 1,056 ,990 ,30 ",620 ",379 ,2_1 1,033 ,936
,35 ",666 ",_95 ,171 1,051 ,982 ,35 ",615 ",397 ,218 1,030 ,943
.45 ".616 -.507 .I09 1.031 .987 .45 ".611 ".381 .230 1.029 .936
.50 -.578 -.451 .127 1.016 .964 .50 ".602 -.938 .264 1.025 .919
•60 -.480 -.146 .33_ .976 ,8_2 .60 ".567 -.090 .477 1.011 .820
.70 ".345 .103 .448 .922 .741 .70 -1528 .166 .693 .995 .715
.75 ",275 .193 ._68 .89_ .703 .75 "._68 .228 .697 .971 .688
.85 .322 .648 .85 -.305 .906
,90 ,355 ,633 ,90 ",187 ,306 .493 .859 p655
,95 ",030 ,339 ,369 ,796 ,640 ,95 ",021 ,357 ,377 ,792 ,632
CHORD 2 ,05 ",671 -,318 ,352 1,053 ,911 CHMRO 7 ,05 -,654 -,383 ,271 1,046 ,937
.12 ".774 -.508 ,266 1.096 .987 .12 -.616 -.402 .215 1.031 .945
•20 ".768 -.619 .150 1.093 1.032 .20 -.567 -._01 .166 1.011 .944
• 30 ",706 -,533 ,173 1,068 ,997 ,30 ",612 ",397 ,215 1,029 ,943
,35 ",684 ",516 ,168 1,059 ,991 ,35 ",601 ",384 ,217 1,025 ,938
,45 ".639 ",811 ,128 I 0_0 .988 .45 ",579 ",381 .198 1.016 .938
.50 ".582 -.450 .132 1 017 .964 .50 ".562 -.357 .206 1.009 .927
,60 -,485 -,138 ,347 978 ,839 ,60 -.547 -,t33 ,415 1,003 ,837
,70 ",372 ,109 ,480 933 ,739 ,70 -,480 ,114 ,59_ ,976 1736
,75 ",291 ,203 ,493 900 ,699 ,75 =,398 ,204 ,602 ,943 p699
,85 ",170 ,340 ,509 852 ,640 ,85 -,265 ,890
•90 ".I04 .383 .487 826 .621 .90 ".161 .373 .53_ .8_8 .625
.95 -.032 .372 .40, .796 ,626 .95 ".045 .802
CHORD 3 ,05 ",664 ".33& ,331 1,051 ,917 CHORD 8 ,05 ",596 -,338 ,258 1,023 ,919
,12 ",811 -,515 ,296 1,111 ,990 .12 ",563 ".388 ,175 1,010 1939
• 20 ",772 =,609 ,162 1,095 1,028 ,20 ",582 ",409 .173 1,017 ,947
•30 ".707 -.536 .171 1.068 .999 .30 ".597 -._02 .195 1.013 .945
• 35 ",681 ",523 ,158 1,057 ,993 ,35 ",594 ",392 ,202 1,022 ,941
,45 ",641 ",510 ,131 1,041 ,988 ,45 ",566 ",383 .183 1,011 ,937
• 50 ",601 -,443 ,157 1.025 ,961 ,50 ",561 ",35_ ,207 1.009 ,926
,60 ",507 _,136 ,371 ,987 1838 ,60 -,523 -,133 .390 ,993 ,837
,70 ",386 ,127 ,512 ,938 ,731 ,70 ",&39 ,111 ,550 ,960 ,738
,75 ",305 ,209 ,51_ ,906 ,696 ,75 ",35& ,203 ,557 ,925 ,699
• 85 ",167 ,352 ,519 ,851 ,635 ,85 ",310 ,300 ,610 ,908 *657
,90 ",152 ,382 ,534 ,845 1621 ,90 ",168 ,339 ,507 ,851 1640
.95 m'025 "392 .&16 "793 .617 "95 "'032 "350 "382 "796 '636
CHORD 4 ,05 ",671 ",369 ,302 1,053 ,931 CHORD 9 ,05 ",560 ".40_ ,155 1,008 1946
• 12 ",825 ",527 ,298 1,117 ,995 ,12 ",5_1 ",399 ,1_3 1,001 ,9_3
•20 ".722 -.560 .162 1.07_ 1.008 .20 -.49& -._20 .07_ .982 .952
.30 -.702 -.537 .165 1.066 .999 .30 ".503 -.397 .105 .985 .943
.35 ".699 -.51_ .185 1.065 .989 .35 ".509 -.390 .120 .988 .9_0
.h5 ".695 -.517 .178 1.063 .991 .45 -._76 -.358 .118 .975 .927
.50 "._7_ 973 .50 ".47_ ",330 .I_3 .973 .916
.60 ".319 -.175 .1&# .912 854 .60 "._55 -.114 .3W1 .966 .829
• 70 -,_95 ,130 .625 .982 730 ,70 ",477 ,131 ,608 ,975 ,729
• 75 ",_25 ,238 ,663 .95_ 68€ ,75 ",356 .213 .569 ,926 ,695
,85 -,2_7 ,372 ,619 ,883 626 ,85 -,246 ,291 ,536 ,B82 ,661
.90 ".151 .418 .568 .8_ 605 .90 ".137 .3_1 .478 .839 .639
.95 -.02B .420 .448 .794 604 .95 .008 .7_0
CHORD 5 ,01 ,100 ,2_0 ,141 ,7_2 ,683
• 03 ".57_ =,228 ,3_6 1,01_ ,875
•05 "1685 -.401 .28_ 1.059 .944
,07 "1626 -.404 .221 1,035 .9_6
,12 ",718 -,4_9 ,269 1,073 ,963
•20 ".652 ".461 .191 1.046 .968
.30 "1671 "._56 .215 1.053 .966
• 35 ",662 -,4_2 ,219 1,0_9 ,961
.45 ".668 ",_35 .234 1.052 .958
.50 ".655 ''_01 .25_ 1,0_7 .944
,60 ".61_ ",141 ,473 1,030 .840
,70 ",538 ,133 ,671 1,000 ,728
.75 "._59 .225 .683 .967 .690
.85 ".299 .331 .631 .90_ .644
.90 ".167 .377 .5_4 .851 ,624
.95 ",016 .399 .415 .790 ,613
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TABLE 5.- Continued
P!lINT NUMBER 272 MACH • .779 RN • 2.213"10E6 H • 15.95 0 I(PA ALPHA . ·001 DEG CPSTAR . ·.5511
Q . 3·921 I(PA llAMMA . 1·132 P . 11.H .. I(PA DEl.TA6 • ·.115 DEll
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU Ml. X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CH!lRD 1 .01 ·101 .286 .185 .737 .659 CHORD 6 .01 ·.073 '10" .177 .808 .736
.03
•• .. 29 .950 ·03 ·.522 ·.200 .322 '987 .859
.05 ·.6.. 9 ·0103 .5 .. 6 1.038 .820 .05 -.544 -.349 ·195 .995 .918
.07 -.734 -.392 .3 .. 2 1.072 .935 .07 ·.649 -,0\02 .2 .. 7 1·037 .939
tl2 ·.790 ·.493 .297 1.095 .975 012 -.632 -.39.lt .238 1.031 .936
.20 ·.736 ·.598 tl38 1.073 1.017 '20 ·.629 -.38_ .2 .. 5 1·029 .932
.30 ·.667 ·.516 tl50 I.D"5 .98 .. • 30 ·.617 ·.383 .23 .. 1·025 .931
.35 ·.652
•• .. 97 0156 1.039 .977 .35 •• 611 • ... 01 .210 1·022 .938
... 5 ·.605 ·.511 .09 .. 1.020 .982 ... 5 -.607 ··383 .225 1.021 .931
.50 -.566 • ...55 .111 1.00.. .960 .50 ·.599 ·.3"0 .259 1.018 .914
.60 -'467 ·.151 .316 .965 .839 .60 ·.570 ·.099 ... 71 1.006 .818
.70 ·.334 ·096 ... 29 .912 .7"0 .70 ··526 .157 • 683 ·988 .71 ..
.75 ·.262 .182 .It'''ott .883 .70 .. .75 • ... 67 ·226 .693 .965 .685
.85 .316 • 6"7 .85 ·.30• .900
.90 .3 .. 9 .632 .90 ··189 ·310 ... 99 .85" .649
.95 ·.026 .332 .357 .789 .6"0 .95 ·.02.. .352 .376 .788 .631
CHORD 2 .05 -.671 ·.323 .3 .. 7 1.0"6 .908 CHORD 7 .05 ·.6"1 • ... 07 .235 1·03" .941
• 12 ·.77 .. ·.510 .26" 1.088 .982 .12 ·.606 ·.395 ·212 1·020 .936
.20 ·.757 ·.617 .140 1.081 1.025 .20 ·.558 ·.398 ·160 1.001 .937
.30 ·.686 ·.530 tl56 1.052 .990 .30 ·.597 ·.388 .209 1·017 .933
.35 ·.669 ·.513 tl56 1.0.. 6 .983 .35 ·.588 ·.381 .207 1·013 .931
... 5 ·.619 -.505 tl14 1.025 .980 ... 5 ·.566 ·.373 0193 1·00" .927
.50 ·.564 ·."'''7 tl17 1.003 .957 .50 ·.550 ·.351 ·199 .998 .919
.60 • ... 73 ·.1"3 .329 .967 .836 .60 ·.540 ··133 ... 07 .99" .832
.70 ·.357 0106 ... 63 .921 • 735 .70 • .... 73 .111 ·58 .. .967 .733
.75 ·.278 0192 ,"70 .890 .699 .75 ·.393 .202 .595 .935 .695
.85 ··151 .332 ...83 .839 .6"0 .85 ·.263 .88 ..
.90 ·.091 .368 ... 59 .815 .62 .. .90 ··161 .370 .531 .8 .. 3 .623
.95 ··025 .355 .379 .788 .629 .95 ·.0"7 .797
CHORD 3 .05 ·.658 ·.313 .3 .. 5 1.041 ,90" CH!lRD 8 .05 ·.59.. ·.352 .2 .. 2 1·015 .919
.12 ·.799 -.508 .291 1.098 .981
·12 ·.561 ·.393 .168 ,1·002 .935
.20 ·.757 ·.600 .157 1.081 1.018 '20 ·.580 • ... 12 ·168 1.010 .9 .. 3
.30 -.6a. -.529 .155 1.052 .989 .30 ·.592 - •• OJ+- .188 1·01" .940
.35 -.660 ·.516 .t ..... 1.0"2 .98 .. .35 ·.587 -.393 ·194 1·013 .935
... 5 ·.618 ·.505 tl13 1.025 .980 ... 5 ·.559 ·.382 ·177 1·002 .931
.50 ·.577 • ... 42 tl35 1.009 .955 .50 ·.554 ·.35" .201 .999 .920
.60 • ... 88 ·01"0 .3 .. 8 .973 .835 .60 ·.515 ··137 .378 .98" .833
.70 ·.370 .118 '''88 .926 .730 .70 ·'436 .105 .541 .952 .735
.75 ·.290 ·199 ... 90 .895 .696 .75 ·.353 .197 .5 .. 9 .919 .698
.85 ·0152 .338 '''90 .8"0 .637 .85 ·.310 .295 .605 .902 .655
.90 ·.141 .368 • 509 .835 .62 .. .90 ·'169 .333 .502 .8 ..6 .639
.95 ·.027 .381 ... 08 .789 .618 .95 ·.03.. .3 .. 5 • 379 .792 .63 ..
CHORD .. • 05 ·.666 ·.383 .283 1.0.... .931 CHORD 9 .05 ·.563 • ... 10 ·152 1·003 .942
012 ·.817 ·.531 .286 1.106 .990
·12 ·.528 -.397 .131 .989 .937
.20 ··716 ·.561 0156 1.065 1.002 .20 • • .lt91 - ... 24 .067 .97" .9 .. 8
.30 ·.688 ·.535 tl53 1.053 .992 .30 • .... 92 ·.396 .096 .975 .937
.35 ·.680 ·.515 0166 1.050 .98 .. .35 • ... 96 ·.387 ·109 .976 .933
'''5 ·.659 ·.509 0150 1.0"2 .981 ... 5 • .... 67 ·.355 ·112 '965 .920
• 50 • .... 71 .966 .50 • ... 65 ·.328 .137 ·96.. .910
.60 ·.322 ··179 01 .. 3 .907 .850 .60 • ..... 8 ··117 .331 .957 .826
.70 • ... 83 0123 .606 .971 .728 .70 • •• 70 ·128 .598 .966 .726
.75 •• ... 2 .. .231 .655 .9.. 8 .683 ·75 ·.351 .211 .562 .918 .691
.85 ·.2.. 6 .365 .611 .877 .625 .85 ··2.... .288 .531 .876 .659
• 90 ·.151 .411 .562 .839 .60 ..
·90 ··138 .337 ... 7 .. .83" .637
.95 ·.030 '''1 .. ....... .791 .603 .95 .006 ·776
CHORD 5 .01 0105 .23 .. tl30 .736 .681
.03 ·.568 ·.238 .330 1.005 .87 ..
.05 -.677 • •• 09 .268 1.0.. 9 .9'+2
.07 ·.622 • ... 15 .207 1.027 .9....
tl2 ·.711 -'4.9 .262 1·063 .958
.20 ·.658 -'466 .192 1.0"1 .964
.30 ·.667 -,463 .20" 1.0"5 .963
.35 ·.658 • ... 55 .203 1.0"1 .960
...5 ·.663 - • .lt35 .225 1.0.. 3 .952
.50 -.651 ·.399 .251 1.038 .938
.60 -.610 -·11t4 ,1+67 1.022 .836
.70 -.536 0130 .666 .992 .725
.75 • ... 58 .222 .679 .961 .687
.85 -.299 .328 .628 .898
.6"1
.90 ·0170 .373 .5 .. 3 .8 .. 7 .622
.95 ·.020 .395 '''15 .787 .612
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 273 MAC~ . .78_ RN
-
2.222.10E6 ~ . 15.~96 I<PA ALP~A . ·001 DEG CPSTAR . -.538Q . 3·960 KPA GAMMA
-
1·133 P . 11. 375 KPA DEL TA6
-
-.12~ DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
C~ORD 1 .01 0102 .285 .183 .742 .66~ C~f'lRD 6 .01 -.073 ·103 0177 .8H .7H
.03 ·.'+27 .955 .03 -.519
-.199 .320 .993 .864
.05 -.6'+7 -.106 .5~1 1.0~~ .827 .05 ·.5'+2 -.350 ·192 1·001 .925
.07 -,73,+ -.391 .3~3 1.080 .941 .07 -.6~6 -.402 ·2_5 1·0H .9_5
012 -,791 -.493 .297 1.103 .982 012 ·.631 -.392 .239 1·038 .9H
.20 -,73~ -.597 0137 1.080 1.02~ .20 -.626 -.38_ '2-3 1·036 ,938
.30 -,663 -.516 0146 1.051 .991 .30 -.61~ -.381 .233 1·031 .937
.35 -.651 -,'+97 015~ 1.0_6 .98~ .35 -.609 -.399 .210 1·029 .9H
._5
-.607 -.51_ .093 1.028 .990 .45 -.606 -.381 '225 1·028 .937
.50 -.567 -.455 0112 1.012 .967 .50 -.598 -.338 ·260 1·02~ .920
.60 -._67 -.1 .... 8 .318 .971 .84 .. .60 -.56~ -.088 .,+76 1·011 .820
.70 -.333 ·098 .~31 .918 .7_3 .70 ·.525 ·166 .691 ·995 .715
.75 -.262 018_ ...... 7 .889 .707 .75 • ... 66 .228 ·695 .971 ,689
.85 .317 .650 .85 -.302 .906
.90 .353 .635 .90
-·185 .313 .~98 .858 ,652
.95
-.02" .335 .359 .794 .6"3 .95 ·.019 .356 ·375 .791 ,633
C~ORD 2 .05 -.667
-·320 .3_7 1.052 .913 C~f'lRD 7 .05 ·'6'+5 -''+1'+ '231 1'0~3 '950
.12 -.775 -.510 .265 1.097 .989 .12 ·.610 -.lt08 ·202 1·029 .948
.20 ·.763 -.623 01~1 1.092 1.03_ .20 -.563 - .... 06 '157 1·010 .9_7
.30 -.696 -.536 0159 1.06" .999 .30 -.6H -._07 .207 1.031 .9_7
.35 -.679 -.520 0159 1.057 .993 .35 -.602
- .385 '217 1·026 .939
.~5 -.631 -.516 0115 1.038 .991 .45 -.582 -.380 .202 1·018 .937
.50 -.577 • ... 5 .. 0123 1.016 .966 .50 -.566
-·360 ·206 1·011 .929
.60 -.481 -.1'+0 .3~1 .977 .841 .60 -.550 -.135 ."15 1·005 .839
.70 -.362 ·109 .471 .929 .739 .70 ·,,+80 .110 .591 ·977 .738
.75 -.278 0197 .475 .896 .702 .75 • ... 00 • 201 '601 .9 ..... .700
.85
-·150 ·337 ._87 .8"'1+ .642 .85 -.266 ·891
.90 -.090 .375
."65 .820 .625 .90
- .160 .373 .53_ .8_9 .626
.95 -.023 .362 .385 .793 .631 .95 -.01+,+ .802
C~ORD 3 .05 -.658 -.301 .357 1.049 .905 C~f'lRD 8 .05 -.589 -.351 '239 1·021 .925
012 -.807 -.518 .289 1·110 .992 .12 -.559 -.391 ·168 1·008 .5141
.20 ·.769 -.614 0155 1.09_ 1.031 .20 -.576 -.~12 '164 1·015 .950
.30 -.707 -,54" 0163 1.069 10002 .30 -.595 -.~05 '190 1·023 .947
.35 -.680 -.532 0149 1.058 .9518 .35 -.592
-·392 ·200 1·022 .941
.45 -.637 -.522 0116 1.040 .993 .45 -.563 -.383 ·181 1·010 .938
.50 -.601 • ... 51 0150 1.025 .965 .50 ·.558 -.35_ ·204 1·008 .926
.60 -.506
-·H2 .364 .987 .8H .60 -.523
- 0131 .392 .994 .837
.70 -.379 ·117 .'+96 .936 .735 .70 - ... 36 ·113 '5"'9 .959 .737
.75 -.297 0198 .~95 .903 .701 ·75 -.350 .205 .555 '92~ .699
.85 -.154 .338 .492 .846
.6"1 .85 -.307 .301 .608 .907 .657
.90 -.HO .370 .511 .8'+1 .627 '90 -·16_ .3~0 .50~ .850 .6_0
.95
-.025 .385 .Hl .794 .620 .95 -.029 .350 .379 .796 .636
C~ORD
-
.05 -.665 -.369 .296 1.052 .932 C~f'lRD 9 ·05 -.567 • .... 13 '155 1·012 .950
012 •• 814 -.530 .284 10113 .997
·12 -.537 -.401 '136 1·000 .9_5
.20 -.72_ -.565 0160 1.076 1.011 '20 -.490 -.425 ·065 .981 .955
.30 -.690 -.5'+2 0148 1.062 1.002 ·30 -.505 -.398 '108 .987 .944
.35 -,684 ·.515 0169 1.059 .991
·35 -.506 -.392 '115 .987 .9H
._5
-.675 ·.516 .159 1.055 .991 .~5 -._76
-.362 'IH .975 .929
.50
-.479 .976 .50 -.475 -.334 '1-1 .975 .918
.60 -.3,.5 -.175 0171 .5123 .85~ .60 -.456 -.116 ·339 .967 .831
.70 • ... 86 0129 .615 .979 .131 .70 -.478 .129 .607 .976 .731
.75 ·'424 .237 .661 .5154 .685 ·75 -.357 .211 ·568 .927 .696
• 85 ·.2 .... .371 .615 .882 .627 .85
-.2"5 ·289 '53" .883 .662
.90 -.H9 .417 .566 .8"4 .606 ·90 -.135 .341 .476 .839 .640
.95 -.026 .421 ,'+'+8 .79_
.604 ·95 .010 .780
CHORD 5 .01 0106 .233 0127 .HO .687
.03 -.563
-·238 .325 1.010 .880
.05 -.675 -·'+12 .263 10055 .949
.07 -.619 -''-'17 .202 1.033 .951
012 -.110 -.4lt8 .261 1.010 .964
.20 -.656 -,'+64 01513 1.0"8 .970
.30 -.665 -,'+63 .203 1.052 .970
.35 -,657 -,"5_ .203 1.048 .966
.45 -.663 • ... 36 .227 1.050 .959
.50 -.651 ·.398 .253 1.046 .94"
.60 -.609
-.142 ."66 1.029 .841
.70 -.535 0131 .667 .999 • 730
.75
-."56 .223 .679 .967 .691
.85 -.298 .331 .628 .904 .644
.90 -0168 .376 .545 .852 .624




POINT NUMBER 27'+ ~ACfi . .782 R... . 2.222.10E6 fi . 16.017 I(PA ALPfiA
·
·001 DECl CP5TAR . ··~H
Q . 3.953 I(PA GAMMA . 1·133 P . 11.'+C8 I(PA DEL TA6 . 3·109 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD 1 .01 '092 .296 .20'+ .7".4f. .658 Cfi~RD 6 .01 ··103 ·132 .235 .82'+ .728
.03 ·''+30 .95'+ .03 ·.560 ··171 .388 1·006 .851
.05 -.660 ·.098 .562 1.0'+7 .822 .05 ·.576 ·.318 .257 1·013 .910
.07 ·'7'+6 ·.380 .365 1.082 .93'+ .07 ·.681 ·.387 '29'+ 1·055 .937
012 ··8e8 ·.'+80 .328 10107 .97'+
·12 ·.661 ·.371+ .287 1·0'+7 .932
.20 ··769 ·.579 0190 1.091 1.01 .. .20 ·.651 ·.369 .282 1·0'+3 .930
.30 -.688 ··'+92 0196 1·058 .979 .30 ·.635 ·.367 .268 1·037 .929
.35 ·'690 -.469 .221 1.059 .970 .35 ·.627 ·.392 .23'+ 1·033 .939
.'+5 ·'651 ·.'+68 018'+ 1·0'+3 .969 .'+5 ·.621 ·.375 '2'+6 1·031 .932
.50 ·'621 -''+05 .216 1.031 .9'+'+ .50 ·.610 ·.333 ·276 1·026 .916
.60 ·'535 ··101 .'+3'+ .996 .823 .60 -.58,+ ·.088 .,+96 1·016 .818
.70 ·''+23 0151 .57'+ .952 .720 .70 ··530 ·167 .698 ·9941- .713
.75 ·'377 .243 .620 .933 .681 .75 • ... 63 .231 '651'+ ·5167 .686
.85 .372 .625 .85 ·.305 .90_
.90 .395
.61" .90 • ·185 .317 .502 .856 .6'+9
.95 ·'036 .365 ...01 .796 .628 .95 ·.0151 .357 .377 .7510 .631
CHORD 2 .05 -.683 ·.307 .376 1.056 .905 CfiORD 7 .05 ·.677 ·.380 ·2517 1·05,+ .513'+
012 ·'789 -,'+93 .296 1.099 .5179 '12 ·.630 ·.377 ·253 1'035 .5133
.20 -.796 ·.595 .201 10102 1.020
·20 -.576 ·.381 ·1516 1·013 .935
.30 ··730 ··506 .22'+ 1.075 .985 .30 ··623 ·.380 '2'+3 1·032 .513+
.35 ··721 ·.'+85 .236 1.072 .5176
·35 ·.611 • .37,+ .237 1·027 .5132
... 5
··6751 -,'+66 .213 1.05,+ .969 ... 5 ·.586 ··370 ·216 1·017 .930
.50 ·'631 -,,+0,+ .228 1.035 .9,+,+ .50 ·.568 ·.3'+8 .220 1·010 .921
.60 ·'5'+'+ ·.097 .,+,+7 1.000 .821 .60 ·.552 ··129 .,+23 1·003 .83'+
.70 - ....... ·153 .597 .960 .719 .70 ·'479 '115 .595 ·97'+ .735
.75 ·'378 .2'+0 .617 .933 .682 .75 ·.398 .206 .605 ·9'+2 .696
.85 ·'230 .375 .605 .87'+ .623 .85 ·.266 .889
.90 ·'129 '''07 .536 .83'+ .609 ·90 ·0161 .376 .538 .8'+7 .623
.95 ·'035 .390 .'+25 .796 .617 .95 ··046 .800
CHORD 3 .05 -.676 ··293 .383 1.053 .900 CfiORD 8 .05 ·.621 ·.32'+ ·2!17 1·031 .912
012 ··821 ··'+95 .326 10113 .980
·12 ··579 ·.375 .20'+ 1·01'+ .932
.20 ··785 ·.579 .206 1.098 1.01 .. .20 ·.600 ·.397 .203 1·023 • !I'+l
.30 ·.739 ·.507 .231 1.079 .985 .30 ·.606 -.393 .213 1·025 .!l39
• 35 ··702 ··'+91 .211 1.06 .. .979
·35 ·.602 ·.38.. .218 1'023 ·!l36
.'+5 ·'683 -.'+66 .216 1.056 .969 .'+5 ··572 ·.376 .1 !l6 1·011 .933
.50 -'648 ·.396 .252 1.0'+2 .9'+1 .50 ·.565 -·349 ·216 1·008 .922
.60 ·.561 ·.097 '''6'+ 1.007 .821 .60 ·.531 ·'131 ,'+00 .9!15 .835
.70 -''+50 ·155 .605 .962 .718 .70 • .... 38 '111 .5'+9 ·958 .736
.75 ·.358 ·232 .590 .926 .686 .75 ·.352 '203 .555 .923 .698
• 85 ·'208 .35 .. .562 .865 .632 .85 ··308 '301 .609 ·906 .656
.90 ··176 .380 .556 .853 .621
·90 • ·166 '3"0 .506 .8+!I .639
.95 ·'03" .391 .'+25 .796 .616 .95 ·.030 '350 .381 .7!1'+ '63+
CHORD 4 .05 ··694 -.358 .336 1.061 .925 CfiORD 9 .05 ·.589 -.39,+ '1!16 1·018 .!I"O
.12 -·838 ·.501 .336 10120 .983
·12 ·.552 -.392 .160 1·003 .939
.20 ·.75'+ ·.531 .223 1.085 .995
·20 ·.503 ··'+07 .097 ·98'+ .945
.30 ··719 ·.501 .219 1.071 .982 .30 ·.507 ··392 ·115 .985 .!l39
.35 ·.726 ·,478 .2'+7 1.07,+ .97'+ .35 ·.512 ··385 ·128 .987 .936
.'+5 -.723 ·.'+77 .2'+5 1.072 .973 .'+5 • .'+82 -·35,+ '127 ·975 ·!l2"
.50 -,"'+3 .!l60 .50 ·.'+73 ··327 .1 '+6 ·971 ·!l13
.60 ··379 -. fS7 .221 .93'+ .8'+5 .60 -,'+55
• '111+ .3'+0 .96'+ .828
.70 -.52'+ 0139 .663 .992 .725 .70 • ... 75 ·130 ·60'+ ·972 .728
.75 ··,+ .. 3 '2'+'+ .687 .959 .680 .75 ·.353 '21'+ ·567 ·923 .693
.85 ··260 .375 .635 .886 .623 • 85 ·.2'+3 '291 .53• .879 .660
.90
-'160 .'+20 .580 .8'+7 .603 .90 -·13 .. ·3'+2 .,+76 .836 .638
.95
-'035 '''22 .'+57 • 796 .602 .95 .011 ·777
CfiORD 5 .01 ·078 .259 0181 .750 .671+
.03 -·609 -.201 .'+08 1.026 .863
.05 ·.7151 -.37. .345 1.071 .932
.07 -·662 ·.373 .288 100'+7 .932
012 ·.739 -,'+25 .31'+ 1.079 .952
.20 -.686 - ...... 3 .2'+3 1.057 .960
.30 ·.700 -.At43 .257 1.063 .960
.35 ··687 -·'+30 .257 1.058 .95'+
.'+5
-·692 ·.'+23 .269 10060 .952
.50
-·679 ·.391 .287 1005'+ .939
.60 ·.627 ·.137 .'+90 1.033 .837
.70 -·5'+0 013'+ ,67'+ .!l98 .727
.75
•• .. 5!1 .226 .686 .966 .688
.85 ··300 .336 .636 .903 .6'+1
.90 ·'169 .380 .5,+9 .850 .621
.95 -.020 ''+00 .'+20 .790 .612
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TABLE 5.- Continued
P/lINT NUMBER 286 MACH • .781 RN • 2.223010E6 H . 16.089 KPA ALPHA . .001 OEG CPSTAR • -,5"'9
Q . 3.960 KPA GAMMA . 1·132 P . 110 ~7 4 KPA DEL TA6 . 2.972 DEG
x/C CPU CPL DCP MU HL X/C CPU CPL OCP HU ML
CH/lRO 1 .01 .088 .292 .204 .74~ .659 CH/lRO 6 .01 • '102 ·125 ·227 '822 .729
.03 ·.436 .955 .03 ·.555 ·0178 .378 1·002 .852
.05 ·.663 ··125 .539 1.046 .831 .05 ··572 ·.325 .2~7 1·009 .910
.07 ·.747 ·.381 .366 1.080 .933 .07 ·.673 ·.390 .283 1'050 .931
012 ·.801 ·.418 .323 10102 .971 .12 ··6 ..9 ·.375 .27 .. 1·0.. 0 .930
.20 ·.1.. 6 ·.57 .. 0172 1.019 1.010 .20 ·.641 ·.361 .213 1'037 .921
.30 ·.682 •• 490 0191 1.053 .976 .30 ··623 ·.365 .258 1'030 .926
• 35 -.67 • • ... 69 .205 1.050 .968 .35 ·.615 ·.391 .225 1·027 .931
.~5 ·.638 • ... 68 0170 1.036 .967 ... 5 ··610 ·.312 .237 1'02" .929
.50 -.604 ·.408 0196 1.022 .9 .. 4 .50 -·600 -.332 .268 1·020 .913
.60 ·.520 ··10~ .416 .988 .822 .60 ··576 -.087 ... 88 1·011 .816
.70 -'402 ·148 .550 .9.. 1 .720 .70 -.525 .169 .69.. ·990 .711
• 15 ·.3 .... .236 .580 .918 .683 .15 • ... 65 .235 ·700 ·966 .683
.85 .369 .625 .85 -·305 ·903
.90 .39~ .613 .90 ··187 .321 .508 '856 .6"6
• 95 ·.0 .... .362 .406 .798 .628 .95 ·.021 .361 .382 .789 .628
CH/lRD 2 .05 ·.686 ·.310 .376 1.055 .905 CH/lRO 7 .05 ·.673 ·.37. .299 1'050 .930
012 ·.791 • ... 95 .295 1.098 .978 .12 ··630 ·.380 .2~9 1·032 .933
.20 ·.719 ·.591 .182 1.093 1.019 .20 ··576 ·.389 ·181 1'011 .936
.30 ·.118 -.510 .208 1.068 .98 .. .30 ·.618 -.381 .231 1·028 .935
.35 ·.703 • ... 88 .215 1.062 .976 .35 ··605 -.376 .229 1·022 .931
.~5 -.662 • ... 72 0190 1.0~6 .969 .45 -·581 -.311 .209 1·013 .929
.50 ·.61~ ·.410 .20" 1.026 .94~ .50 -.563 -.350 .213 1·006 .921
.60 ·.532 ·.102 ... 30 .993 .821 .60 ·.550 ·.130 .419 1·000 .833
.10 ·.427 01 .. 8 .515 .951 • 720 .70 ·'480 .115 .59 .. '972 .733
• 75 ·.35 .. .232 • 586 .922 .68 .. .75 •• .. 00 .206 .606 ·9 .. 0 .695
.85 ·.20" .368 .571 .862 .625 .85 -.267 ·888
.90 ·0117 ... 01 .518 .827 .610 .90 ··162 .378 .5 .. 0 -846 .621
.95 -.041 .378 .419 .797 .621 .95 ··045 .799
CH/lRO 3 .05 ·.681 ·.304 .318 1.053 .902 CH/lRO 8 .05 ·'612 ·.321 .291 1·025 .909
.12 ·.821 ·.500 .327 1.113 .980
·12 ··573 -.375 .198 1·009 .930
.20 ·.788 -.587 .201 1.097 1.015 .20 -.593 -.396 0197 1'017 .939
.30 -.721 ·,510 .211 1.069 .984 .30 -·601 -.393 .208 1·021 .938
.35 -.699
•• ..92 .208 1.061 .977 .35 ·.595 ·.383 • 212 1·018 .93..
... 5 -.666 • ... 70 .196 1.0.. , .968 .45 ·.567 -.375 0192 1·007 .930
.50 ·.632
•• ..01 .232 1.033 .9"1 • 50 ··560 ·.3 .. 8 .213 1·00.. .920
.60 -,549 ·.102 , •• 7 1.000 .821 .60 ·.525 ·.129 .396 '990 .832
.70 • ... 3 .. 01 .. 8 .582 ,95. .719 .70 • ... 37 .114 .551 1955 .734
• 75 ·.34 .. .222 .567 .918 • 688 .75 -.353 .207 .559 ·921 .695
.85 -.199 .341 .5"1 .860 .637 .85 ··311 .303 .614 ·905 .653
• 90 -011 .. .366 .539 .850 .626 .90 ··166 .344 .510 '8~7 .636
.95 -.043 .385 ... 28 .198 .618 .95 ··032 .353 .385 .793 .632
CH/lRO .. .05 -.69" ·.373 .321 1.058 .930 CHfiRO 9 .05 ··583 ·.391 .192 1'01~ .931012 -.839 ·.505 .33 .. 1.118 .982
·12 ··548 ·.391 .157 l' 000 .937
.20 -.745 ·.534 .211 1.019 .99 .. .20 ··500\ -.41At .090 .982 .9 .. iS
.30 ·.716 ·.510 .206 1.067 .98 .. .30 ·,505 ·.391 0114 .982 .937
.35 ··111 • ... 83 .228 1.065 .974 .35 ··507 •• 382 .124 ·983 .933
... 5 ·.707 • ... 83 .22 .. 1.06.. .973 ... 5 •• .. 78 ·.353 .125 ·971 .922
.50 • ..... 7 .959 .50 • ... 71 ·.325 .1 .. 7 ·969 .910
.60 ·.399 ··162 .237 .940 .845 .60 • ... 54 ·.113 .341 ·962 .826
.70 ·.518 .136 .65 .. .988 .725
·70 • ... 75 0132 .607 ·970 .726
.15 ·.439 .243 • 681 .956 .680 .75 -.35.. .216 .570 ·922 .691
.85 ·.262 .37 .. .635 .885 • 623 .85 ··2 .... .296 .539 .878 .651
.90 ·.162 '''20 .583 .8.. 6 .602 .90 ··135 .347 .481 .835 .635
.95 ·.038 .422 .460 .796 .601 .95 ·011 .776
CH/lRO 5 .01 .078 .253 0175 .748 .675
.03 ·.605 ·.209 .396 1.022 .864
.05 ·.713 ·.379 .334 1.066 .932
.01 -,645 ·.379 .266 1.038 .932
.12 ·.735 -.427 .308 1.075 .951
.20 ·.675 • ..... 2 .233 1.051 .957
.30 ·.683
•• .... 2 .241 1.05" .957
.35 -.673 -t 428 .24" 1.050 .952
.45 ·.679 •• .. 23 .255 1.052 .950
.50 -,664 ·.393 .271 1.046 .938
.60 ·.616 ·.139 .477 1.027 .837
.70 ·.537 .132 .668 .995 .726
.75 • ...57 .226 .683 .963 .687
.85 ·.298 .336 .633 .900 .639
.90 ··168 .380 .548 .848 .620
.95 ·.019 .400 ... 19 .788 .611
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 288 HACH - ,779 RN - 2,223mtOE6 H " 16,089 KPA ALPHA = '001 DEG CPSTAR • ",557
0 " 3,946 KPA GAMMA - 1,132 P - 11.4S5 KPA DELTA6 - 6,087 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU HL
CHORD I ,01 ,083 ,299 ,216 .744 ,654 CHORD 6 ,01 °'127 ,149 ,277 ,829 o717
• 03 -,451 ,958 ,03 -,589 -,15_ ,435 1,013 ,840
,05 -,673 ",097 ,576 1,047 ,817 ,05 ",599 -,297 ,302 1,017 ,897
007 ",757 -,358 ,399 1,081 ,921 ,07 -,703 -,372 o331 1,059 ,927
,12 -.817 -.466 .351 1,106 .964 ,12 -.678 -,360 .317 1,049 ,922
•20 ",777 ",557 ,220 1,089 1,000 120 -,663 -,357 ,305 1,043 ,921
,30 ",703 ",470 ,233 1,059 ,965 ,30 "'643 ",356 .286 1,035 ,920
,35 ",709 -,443 ,265 1,061 ,955 ,35 -,634 ",374 ,259 1,031 o928
•45 -,680 -,430 ,250 1,050 ,950 .45 -,625 -,370 ,255 1,027 1926
,50 -,653 ",366 ,287 1,039 ,92_ ,50 ",615 -,332 ,287 1,073 ,911
,60 -,581 -,062 ,519 1,010 ,803 *60 -.588 -,092 ,196 1,012 e815
,70 -,485 ,192 .678 ,972 ,699 ,70 ",533 ,165 ,698 ,991 ,710
•75 -,455 ,281 ,735 ,959 ,661 ,75 -,464 ,231 ,695 ,963 1683
,85 ,410 ,605 ,85 ",312 ,903
•90 .429 ,596 ,90 ",191 ,323 ,513 ,855 ,6_3
• 95 -,038 ,386 ,424 ,793 ,615 ,95 ",026 ,357 ,382 ,789 ,628
CHORD 2 ,05 -,696 ",294 402 1.056 .896 CHORD 7 ,05 ".696 ",369 .328 1.056 ,925
,12 ",797 ",476 321 1,097 ,968 ,12 ",642 ",365 ,277 1,034 ,924
,20 ",795 ",568 227 1,097 1,005 ,20 ",581 ",371 ,213 1,011 ,926
• 30 ",739 -,479 260 1,074 ,969 ,30 ",627 -,377 ,250 1,028 ,929
,35 ",732 ",156 276 1,071 ,960 ,35 =,613 ",36% ,2%9 1,023 o921
,45 ",700 ".427 274 1,058 ,948 ,45 -,588 ",365 ,223 1,013 ,924
• 50 -,660 =,362 298 1,041 ,923 ,50 ",570 -,347 ,223 1,005 o917
,60 -,593 ",060 533 1,014 ,802 ,60 ",552 ",129 ,422 ,998 ,830
,70 -,502 ,187 689 ,978 ,701 ,70 -,180 ,114 ,594 ,969 ,731
,75 -,451 ,268 ,720 ,958 ,667 ,75 ",_00 ,206 ,606 ,938 ,693
185 -,265 ,399 ,664 ,884 ,609 ,85 -,267 ,885
,90 -,138 ,425 ,563 ,834 ,598 ,90 -,162 ,376 ,539 ,843 ,620
,95 -,029 ,395 ,424 ,790 ,611 ,95 ",016 ,797
CHORD 3 105 -,692 -,278 ,414 1,054 ,889 CHORD B ,05 -,641 -,306 ,336 1,031 ,900
,12 -,834 -,474 ,360 1,112 ,967 ,12 -,592 -,363 ,229 1,01_ ,9a3
,20 ",797 ",556 ,241 1,097 1,000 ,20 ",609 -,396 .211 1,021 8936
,30 ",757 ",%81 ,275 1,081 ,970 ,30 ".610 -,395 ,216 1,022 ,936
• 35 -,723 -,460 ,263 1,067 ,962 ,35 -,605 -,378 ,228 1,019 ,929
,45 -,710 -,A29 ,281 1,062 ,949 ,45 -,574 =,370 ,203 1,007 ,926
,50 -,687 =,362 ,324 1,052 ,923 ,50 -,566 -,345 ,2E1 1,001 ,91E
,60 ",606 ",064 ,512 1,020 ,804 ,60 ".532 -,131 ,401 ,990 ,831
•70 ",505 ,178 ,683 ,979 ,705 ,70 ",440 ,110 ,550 ,951 ,733
.75 ",420 ,246 ,666 ,916 ,676 ,75 ",356 ,202 ,558 ,920 ,69S
,85 ",211 ,346 ,590 ,876 ,633 ,85 ",313 ,301 ,614 ,903 m653
190 -,200 ,363 ,563 ,858 ,625 ,90 -,170 ,341 ,511 ,846 .635
•95 -.052 ,383 ,436 ,799 ,617 ,95 ",036 ,350 ,386 ,793 169_
CHORD 4 .05 -,712 -,334 ,378 1,063 ,912 CHORD 9 ,05 ".606 -,383 ,223 1,020 ,93t
,12 -,851 ",479 ,375 1,121 ,969 ,12 ",561 -,385 ,176 1,002 ,932
,20 -,764 -,492 ,272 1,081 ,971 ,20 ",509 ",%03 ,I05 ,981 ,939
,30 -,734 -,466 ,269 I,072 ,964 ,30 -,515 -,392 ,123 ,983 ,931
,35 -,743 -,452 ,291 1,075 ,958 ,35 ",515 -,378 ,137 ,983 ,929
,45 ",746 ",447 ,299 1,076 ,956 ,15 ",486 ",352 ,134 ,972 ,919
150 ",415 ,91A ,50 ",478 ",326 ,152 ,969 ,908
•60 -,125 ",117 ,279 ,948 ,837 ,60 ",465 ",115 ,350 ,963 ,821
,70 -.548 ,142 ,689 ,996 ,720 ,70 ",479 ,128 ,607 ,969 ,726
,75 ",460 ,2%5 ,705 ,962 ,677 ,75 ",357 ,212 ,569 ,921 ,691
• 85 ",273 ,37% ,6%7 ,887 ,621 ,B5 ",2%7 ,291 ,538 ,877 1657
,90 -,172 ,418 ,590 ,817 ,601 ,90 -,138 ,342 ,480 ,831 ,635
•95 -,04% ,421 ,%65 ,796 ,600 ,95 ,007 ,775
CHORD 5 ,01 ,055 ,276 ,221 ,756 ,664
,03 o,645 -,177 ,467 1,035 ,819
•05 -,749 ",360 ,389 1,078 ,922
• 07 -,685 ",359 ,326 1,051 ,El
,12 -,760 -,_04 ,355 1,082 ,939
,20 -,712 -,421 ,291 1.062 ,946
o30 -,718 -.4_5 ,293 1,065 .948
•35 -,704 -,414 ,290 1,059 ,943
,45 ",710 _,114 ,296 1,062 ,9%3
,50 ",691 ",381 ,311 1,054 ,930
,60 -,63% ",139 ,495 1,031 ,834
,70 -,542 ,129 ,671 ,994 ,725
•75 ",161 '223 .683 ,962 ,686
,85 -,303 ,332 ,634 ,899 ,639
,90 -,170 ,377 ,517 ,8_7 ,619
•95 "1022 ,394 .417 ,787 ,612
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 292 MACH = ,777 RN = 2,224=10E6 H - 16,1_5 KPA ALPHA - ,001 DEG CPSTAR = -,563
Q • 3,937 KPA GAMMA • 1,132 P - 11,525 KPA DELTA6 - 6,082 DEQ
x/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD 1 .01 *081 ,300 .220 ,7A* ,651 CHORD 6 .01 -,125 .1_5 .270 ,8_6 ,717
•03 -.,56 .957 .03 -.58, -.158 .,26 1.008 .839
•05 =.676 -.110 .566 1.0,5 .821 .05 -.59, -.301 $293 1.012 .896
.07 ".762 ".366 .395 1.080 .922 .07 ".697 ".37_ .323 1.05' .925
.12 =.818 -.469 .349 1.103 .963 .12 =.669 -.361 .308 1.0'2 .920
.20 -.768 =.560 .208 1.082 .999 .20 ".656 -.357 .299 1.037 .918
•30 =.701 =.472 .229 I.055 .96* .30 -.634 ".355 .280 1.028 .917
• 35 ",699 -,447 ,a53 1,055 95* ,35 ".627 ",355 .27a 1.026 ,918
,45 -,672 ",'35 ,237 1,0'3 9#9 ,45 -,619 -,369 ,251 1,022 ,923
,50 ''641 ",371 ,270 1.031 92_ ,50 ''609 ",330 .278 1,018 p908
160 11566 ''063 ,503 1"001 801 "60 ='583 "'089 "_9_ 1"008 '812
,70 "'455 "192 ,648 '957 697 '70 ''529 "171 '700 '986 '706
.75 "._04 .278 .682 .937 661 .75 =._64 .237 .702 .961 .678
•85 ._12 602 .85 -.309 .899
•90 .433 .593 .90 ".189 .325 .515 .852 1641
• 95 -,091 .38_ ,474 ,813 ,615 ,95 =,022 ,363 ,385 ,785 ,62&
CHORD 2 .05 =.700 =.298 .402 1.055 .895 CHORD 7 .05 =.695 -.367 .328 1.053 .922
,12 =.805 -.483 .321 1.097 .968 .12 =.64_ =.368 .275 1.032 .923
.20 -.798 ".576 .222 1.095 1.005 .20 °.585 =.376 .209 1.009 ,926
.30 ".738 ".'86 .252 1.070 .969 .30 _.625 =.378 .2_7 1.025 .927
.35 ".728 ".462 .266 1.066 .960 .35 =.612 =.366 .2_7 I"020 .922
.45 =.692 -.434 .258 1.052 .9_9 .&5 ".58_ =.365 .219 1.008 1921
•50 -,646 -.368 .279 1.033 .923 .50 =,566 =.3_6 .2Z0 1.001 .9%4
.60 =.575 ".063 .512 1.005 .802 .60 ='552 =.129 .423 .995 +828
,70 -,&71 ,183 ,655 ,963 ,701 .70 =,_81 ,117 ,598 ,967 ,729
•75 -.407 .260 .667 .938 .669 .75 =.400 .208 .608 .935 .691
.85 -.240 .394 .634 .872 .610 .85 =.268 .883
.90 ".158 .422 .580 .840 .598 .90 ".163 .379 .543 .8_2 .617
• 95 =,087 ,386 .473 .811 .614 ,95 -,046 ,795
CHORD 3 ,05 =,697 ",282 ,415 1.05_ .889 CHORD 8 ,05 =,636 -,311 ,325 1.029 ,900
.12 =.840 ".481 .358 1.112 .968 .12 =.589 ".365 .225 1.010 .921
.20 ".797 -.562 235 1.09& 1.000 .20 ".607 ".393 .21_ 1.018 .933
.30 =.737 ".483 254 1.070 .968 .30 =.610 ".393 .217 1.019 .933
,35 =,716 =,463 252 1.061 ,960 ,35 -,60* =,378 ,226 1,016 ,927
.,5 =.690 =.'30 260 1.051 .917 .45 =.573 =.371 .202 1.004 .9_
,50 ",661 ",365 296 1,039 ,921 ,50 o,566 =,345 .220 1,001 ,914
.60 =.582 ".067 515 1.008 .803 .60 -.531 -.129 .€02 .987 .828
•70 -,_75 .173 6*8 ,965 ,705 .70 ".'40 ,113 ,553 ,951 '730
• 75 -.386 ,237 623 ,930 .678 .75 -,356 .206 ,561 ,918 ,698
185 "'23_ ,330 563 ,870 ,639 ,85 ",312 .306 ,618 .900 ,649
•90 ".207 .350 557 .859 .630 .90 ".168 .346 .51_ .8_4 *632
.95 =.069 .379 4_8 .80_ .617 .95 ='03_ .355 .388 .790 '628
CHORD * ,05 =,715 ",358 ,356 1,061 ,919 CHORD 9 ,05 =,600 -,382 ,218 1,015 ,928
•12 =.856 =.481 .375 1.119 .967 .12 -.558 =.388 .170 ,998 ,931
.20 =.768 -.499 .269 1.082 .975 .20 =.508 ".421 .087 .978 .9_
.30 ".737 ".'76 .261 1.070 .965 .30 -.510 =.391 .tZ0 .979 e932
• 35 ".738 =,&63 .27_ 1.070 .960 ,35 =.512 -.379 ,13_ .980 ,927
• _5 ",738 °,€58 ,280 1,070 ,958 ,€5 -,€82 -,349 ,133 ,968 ,915
.50 =.424 .9_5 .50 =._73 ".323 .150 .96_ .905
•60 -._21 -.151 .271 .94_ .837 .60 -._62 =.112 .3_9 .960 .821
,70 -,543 ,140 ,682 ,992 ,719 ,70 -,_75 ,133 .607 ,965 ,722
•75 =._61 .2_ .705 .959 .676 .75 =.35_ .217 .570 .917 .687
.85 ".274 .376 .650 .886 .618 .85 ".2,# .297 .5_1 .87_ .653
•90 ".173 .421 .594 .8€6 .598 .90 •.135 .3_8 .483 .831 .631
.95 =.046 .422 .469 .795 .598 .95 .010 .772
CHORD 5 ,01 ,058 ,272 ,214 .753 ,66_
03 ",639 =.182 ._57 1,030 ,849
05 -,743 =,365 ,378 1.072 ,921
07 =,679 =.363 ,316 1.046 ,921
12 =,756 -.407 ,349 1,077 ,938
20 ".704 ".'24 .280 1.056 .945
30 ",707 =.429 ,278 1.058 .9_7
•35 -.694 =.414 .280 1.053 .941
._5 ".700 -..14 ,286 1.055 .941
,50 ",684 -,382 ,302 1,048 ,928
,60 ",630 ",138 ,_91 1,026 ,832
,70 -,543 ,132 ,675 ,992 ,722
.75 ='_61 .227 .689 .960 .683
,85 ",303 ,339 ,642 ,897 ,635
.90 ".17_ .383 .557 .846 .615
•95 =.02' .402 .426 ,786 .607
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER403 MACH• ,786 RN • 2,229,_10E6 H • 16,136 KPA ALPHA = -,001 DEG CPSTAR• ",531
Q = 4,011 KPA GAMMA= 1,134 P l 11,451 KPA DELTA9 °'3,039 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ffL X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ffL
CHORD 1 ,01 ,106 ,268 ,162 ,742 ,674 CHORD 6 ,01 ",052 ,084 ,136 ,807 ,751
,03 ",424 ,957 ,03 "'512 ",222 ,290 ,992 ,878
,05 -,642 ",265 ,377 1,045 ,893 ,05 ",515 ",374 ,140 ,993 ,937
,07 -,733 -,415 ,318 1,083 ,953 ,07 -,630 -,426 ,205 1,041 ,958
•12 -,792 =,513 .279 1,107 ,993 ,12 =,610 =,408 ,202 1.032 ,950
,20 -,751 =,621 ,131 1,090 1,037 ,20 -,608 -,399 ,209 1,031 ,917
,30 ",671 -,538 ,133 1,057 1,003 ,30 ",588 ",397 ,190 1,023 ,9%6
,35 -,673 -,519 ,154 1,058 ,995 ,35 -,579 -,446 ,133 1,019 ,966
,%5 ",622 ",516 ,106 1,037 ,99% ,45 -,560 -°429 ,130 1,012 ,959
•50 ",585 -,%73 ,112 1,022 ,977 ,50 ",543 ",391 ,152 1,005 ,944
,60 -,485 -,163 ,322 ,982 ,852 ,60 -,489 -,156 ,332 ,983 ,849
.70 -,348 ,062 ,411 .927 .760 .70 =.405 .085 .490 ,949 ,751
,75 =,2BO ,175 ,455 ,899 ,713 .75 ",310 ,180 .190 ,911 ,711
,85 ,303 ,658 ,85 ",216 ,873
,90 ,338 ,6%3 ,90 ",165 ,255 ,420 ,853 ,679
,95 =,035 ,323 ,357 ,800 ,650 ,95 =,033 ,309 ,342 ,799 ,656
CHORD 2 ,05 -,665 -,342 ,323 1,055 ,924 CHORD 7 ,05 =,603 -,463 ,141 1,030 ,972
,12 -,776 ",529 ,248 1.101 ,999 .12 =,580 -.146 .131 1,020 ,968
•20 -,789 -,639 ,150 1,106 1,044 ,20 ".529 -,470 .059 ,999 ,975
• 30 =,720 -,563 ,157 1,077 1,013 ,30 -,568 -,451 ,117 1,015 ,968
,35 -,702 =,560 ,142 1,070 1,012 ,35 -,551 -,141 ,110 1,008 ,961
,45 -,652 -,555 ,097 1*019 1,010 ,45 -,521 -,410 *082 ,996 ,963
,50 -,607 -,474 ,133 1,031 ,977 ,50 "1500 ",403 ,097 ,987 ,918
,60 -,505 =,174 ,330 ,989 ,857 ,60 -,465 =,181 ,284 ,973 ,859
,70 -,383 ,079 ,462 .941 ,753 ,70 =,387 .067 ,454 ,942 ,758
•75 =,292 ,181 ,173 ,904 ,711 ,75 -,288 ,161 ,149 ,902 ,719
,85 -,180 ,318 ,497 ,859 ,652 ,85 ",200 ,867
•90 -,105 ,363 ,468 ,829 ,632 ,90 ",143 ,349 ,491 ,844 ,638
,95 -,035 ,358 ,394 ,800 ,631 ,95 =,040 ,802
CHORD 3 ,05 =,662 ",329 ,333 1,053 ,919 CHORD 8 ,05 -,547 -,393 ,154 1,007 .9%4
,12 -,801 =,531 ,270 1.112 1,001 ,12 ",517 =,409 ,108 ,995 ,951
,20 -,775 -,637 ,138 1,100 1,043 ,20 -,545 -,455 ,090 1,006 ,969
,30 -,721 -,561 ,159 1,078 1,012 ,30 -°554 -,150 ,104 1,010 ,967
,35 =,679 ".555 ,125 1,061 1,010 ,35 =,547 -,414 ,103 1,006 ,965
,15 =,649 =,548 ,101 1,018 1,007 .45 -,511 -,138 ,072 .992 D963
,50 =1606 -,471 .135 1.031 .976 ,50 ",506 ",434 ,072 ,990 ,961
,60 =,512 -,179 ,333 ,992 ,858 ,60 -,%57 -,182 ,275 ,970 ,860
,70 -,385 ,103 ,%88 ,941 ,7%3 ,70 =,376 ,075 ,451 ,938 ,755
,75 -,306 ,190 ,496 ,909 ,707 ,75 ",300 ,188 ,487 ,907 ,708
,85 ",173 ,32R .501 ,856 ,647 ,85 ",277 ,299 .576 .898 ,660
•90 ",174 .355 ,529 .856 ,635 .90 ",148 .315 .193 .846 .640
,95 ",024 ,369 ,393 ,796 ,629 ,95 -,023 ,362 ,385 ,795 ,632
CHORD4 ,05 -,663 ".411 ,252 1,054 ,952 CHORD9 ,05 ".522 -,472 ,050 ,997 ,976
,12 -,813 -,545 ,268 1,116 1,006 .12 ",493 IJ_O 105_ ,985 ,963
,20 -,736 ",568 ,168 1,081 1,015 ,20 =,459 -,%92 -,033 ,971 ,98%
,30 =,696 -,547 ,149 1,067 1,007 ,30 =,476 -,420 ,056 ,978 ,955
,35 ",700 °,530 ,170 1,069 1,000 ,35 ",176 =o400 ,077 ,978 ,947
,45 =,688 =,530 ,157 1,064 1,000 ,45 -,459 -,373 ,086 ,971 ,936
,50 -,188 .983 ,50 ",453 -,342 o111 ,969 .924
,60 -,533 =,170 ,363 1,001 ,855 ,60 -,434 -,113 ,322 ,961 ,83Z
,70 -,500 ,131 ,631 ,988 ,732 ,70 -,462 ,129 ,591 .972 ,733
,75 -,431 ,237 ,669 ,960 ,687 ,75 -,340 ,216 ,555 ,923 ,696
• 85 -,242 ,369 ,611 ,884 ,629 ,85 ",231 ,291 ,522 ,879 ,663
•90 -1145 ,417 ,562 .815 ,608 ,90 ",126 ,313 .469 ,837 .641
,95 -,025 ,421 ,146 ,796 ,606 ,95 ,019 ,778
CHORD5 ,01 ,111 ,234 ,123 ,740 ,688
103 -,561 ",239 ,325 1.013 ,883
• 05 -,675 --411 ,263 1,059 ,952
,07 =,609 =,434 ,176 1,032 ,961
• 12 o,705 =,462 ,243 1,071 ,972
,20 -,646 -,_78 ,168 1,047 ,979
,30 -,670 =,477 ,194 1,057 ,978
,35 -,656 -,159 ,196 1,051 ,971
,45 -,673 ",453 ,220 1,058 ,969
,50 -,662 =,414 ,249 1,054 ,953
,60 -,613 -,137 ,476 1,033 ,841
,70 -,539 ,136 .675 1,003 ,729
•75 -,116 ,225 ,671 ,966 ,692
,85 o,292 ,331 ,623 ,90% e646
,90 -,155 ,378 ,533 ,849 ,625
,95 -,002 ,403 .405 ,787 ,614
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 405 MACH • ,784 RN • 2,229810E6 H • 16,134 KPA ALPHA = =,0010EG CPSTAR " ",538
Q " 3,997 KPA 8AHHA - 1,134 P • 11,47_ KPA DELTA9 - 3,031 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP MU HL
CHORD I ,01 ,104 ,270 ,167 ,741 ,671 CHORD 6 ,01 =,101 ,132 ,232 ,825 ,729
,03 =,400 ,945 ,03 =,570 -,169 .401 1,013 ,85Z
•05 =.642 =,257 ,385 1,042 ,888 ,05 =,565 -,311 ,253 1,011 ,909
,07 -,73_ -,401 ,336 1,080 ,945 ,07 o,681 -.382 ,299 1,058 ,938
,12 =1788 =,698 ,289 i,t0£ 1986 ,_2 =,659 -,360 .299 1,069 ,929
,20 =,743 =,600 ,163 1,086 1,025 ,20 -,653 -,356 ,300 1,067 ,926
,30 =,668 =1518 ,150 1,053 ,992 ,30 =,667 =,353 ,296 1,066 p926
•35 -,659 =,699 ,160 1,069 ,986 .35 =,666 -.363 .283 1,066 ,930
• 65 =.609 m.696 .113 1.029 .983 .65 =.656 ".321 .335 1.068 ,913
.50 o.571 =.652 .120 1.01_ .965 .50 =.655 =.272 .383 1.068 .894
•60 =,676 =,151 ,323 ,976 ,865 ,60 -,650 =,028 ,622 1,065 ,795
,70 -.362 ,095 ,637 ,921 ,765 ,70 -,662 ,217 ,859 1,062 ,696
•75 =,275 ,186 ,659 ,896 ,707 ,75 =,608 ,269 ,877 1,028 ,671
• 85 .312 .652 .85 =.366 .930
• 90 .363 .639 .90 -.148 .363 .511 .866 .630
.95 =.036 .327 .360 .797 .666 .95 .015 .396 .381 .777 .615
CHORD 2 .05 =.669 -.326 .363 1.053 .915 CHORD 7 .05 =.678 -.356 .322 1.057 .927
.12 =.766 =.503 .263 1.093 .986 .12 -.631 -.350 .281 1.038 .925
.20 -.756 =.610 .165 1.089 1.029 .20 =.581 =.371 .210 1.017 .933
.30 -.696 o.533 .166 1.066 .998 .30 =.652 -.352 .300 1.066 .926
.35 =.672 =.515 .157 1.055 .991 .35 -.661 =.361 .300 1.062 .921
.65 -.630 =.512 .118 1.038 .990 .65 -.660 -.333 .307 1.041 .918
•50 =,586 =,647 ,137 1,019 ,963 ,50 °,626 -,296 ,328 1,035 ,903
• 60 =.690 =.153 .336 .981 .866 .60 =.612 =.076 .536 1.030 .815
• 70 -.368 .072 .661 .932 .756 .70 =.576 .161 .735 1.015 .717
• 75 -.286 .188 .674 .899 .706 .75 =.476 .266 .721 .976 .681
185 =,169 ,323 ,692 ,852 ,668 ,85 -,279 ,896
,90 -,100 ,372 ._72 .826 ,626 .90 =.162 .397 .539 .8_1 ,615
,95 ",027 ,371 ,398 ,795 ,627 ,95 =,068 ,803
CHORD 3 .05 ".656 ".319 .337 1.068 1912 CHORD 8 *05 =.63# ".312 .322 I*039 .909
,12 =,800 ",510 ,290 1,107 ,989 ,12 =,588 ",367 ,261 1,020 ,926
,20 o,761 =,610 ,152 1.091 1,029 .20 =,618 -,376 ,266 1.032 ,936
• 30 =.710 ".538 .172 1.070 1.000 .30 =.635 =.362 .273 1.039 .929
.35 =.673 =.518 .156 1.055 1992 .35 =.637 o.357 .280 1.0'0 .927
.45 -,663 =.516 ,128 1.042 .990 ,65 -,614 =,356 ,261 1.031 ,926
,50 =,602 =,666 ,158 1,026 ,962 ,50 -,609 ",303 ,307 1,029 ,906
,60 -,507 =,160 ,368 ,988 ,860 ,60 =,581 =,091 ,_90 1.018 ,821
,70 -,386 ,120 ,506 ,939 ,734 ,70 =,489 ,139 ,627 ,980 ,727
.75 =.301 .203 .50, .905 .699 .75 -.386 .217 .603 .939 .693
• 85 =.165 .347 .511 .850 .637 .85 =.325 .296 .621 .915 .660
.90 =.167 .377 .523 .863 .624 .90 ".170 .323 .693 .853 .668
.95 =.020 .381 .600 .792 .622 .95 =.037 .342 .380 .799 .639
CHORD _ ,05 =,668 =,396 ,274 1,053 ,962 CHORD 9 ,05 -,617 ",386 ,231 1,032 ,939
•12 =,820 =,521 ,299 1,116 ,993 ,la =.571 =.371 ,200 1,013 ,933
• 20 -,714 =,560 .,17_ 1.072 1,001 .20 =,513 -.415 .099 .990 ,951
,30 =,695 =,515 ,180 1.06_ ,991 .30 =.527 =,380 .167 ,995 ,937
• 35 -.689 =.698 .191 1.061 .986 .35 =.526 -.366 .158 .995 .931
,65 -,665 =,_96 ,168 1,052 ,983 ,65 -,694 =,366 ,150 ,982 ,922
.50 =._63 .970 .50 =.686 ".321 .165 .979 .913
,60 =,520 =,185 ,335 ,993 ,859 ,60 =,660 -,106 ,356 ,969 ,827
•70 =.689 ,117 ,605 ,98D ,736 ,70 =,678 ,136 ,616 ,976 _728
,75 =,432 ,230 ,662 ,957 ,688 ,75 =,352 ,222 ,576 ,926 ,692
• 85 -,246 .360 ,606 .882 .632 .85 =.237 .300 .537 .879 .658
•90 =,166 ,_15 ,561 ,863 ,607 ,90 ",129 ,351 ,680 ,836 ,635
,95 =,023 ,612 ,435 ,793 ,608 ,85 ,016 ,778
CHORD 5 ,01 .096 ,241 ;165 .766 .683
• 03 =,576 =.225 .351 1.015 .876
•05 -,691 =,397 .296 1,06E ,963
107 =.629 =,603 ,226 1.037 .966
.12 -,715 -.661 .27_ 1.072 .961
• 20 -.651 ".648 .203 1.066 .966
•30 =.671 -,466 ,225 1,05_ ,963
• 35 =.655 =.630 ,225 1,048 ,957
,65 =,671 ",617 ,256 1,056 ,952
,50 =.659 =.381 .278 1.069 ,937
•60 =,620 =,126 ,695 1,033 ,835
• 70 =,550 ,165 .696 1.005 ,726
• 75 =,669 .236 ,703 .972 ,686
.85 =.305 .336 .641 .907 .662
.90 =.16_ .379 .563 .850 .623
•95 =1010 *397 ,606 .788 ,615
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TABLE 5.- Continued
P~JNT NUMBER .09 MACH •
·780 RN • 2.217_10E6 H • 15.623 KPA AL.PHA • 2.0 .. 9 DEG CP STAR • -,550Q . 3·8H KPA· QAMMA . 1·133 P . 1101 ... KPA DEL TA6 • • I'll OEQ
X/C CPU CPL. OCP MU ML x/C CPU CPL OCP MU ML
CH~RD 1 .01 ·.155 ••58 .613 .8.2 .581+ CHMD 6 .01 -.566 .1+79 1·01+5 1·006 .575
.03 ·.730 1.073 .03 -1.0.6 ·178 1.22" 1.205 .707
.05 ··995 ·.055 .9.0 1.183 .802 .05 -1.157 ·025 1·182 1.25" .770
• 07 -1.007 ·.184 .823 1.188 .85 .. .07 -1.210 ·.079 1.131 1·278 .812
012 ·1.076 ·.306 .771 1.218 .903
·12 ·1.165 • ·136 1.029 1.258 .835
.20 ·.996 ·'417 .579 1.18. .91+7 .20 -1.075 • ·17. ·901 1.218 .850
.30 ·.872 ·.388 ... 84 10131 .935 .30 ·.931 ·.213 .718 1·156 .865
.35 -.ao .. ·.383 '''21 10103 .933 .35 -.750 ·.263 •• 87 1.081 .885
.1+5 ·.682 ·.372 .311 1.053 .929 ... 5 ·.635 ·.272 .363 1·03. .889
.50 ·.618 ·.371 .2 .. 7 1.027 .929 .50 ··633 ·.252 .381 1.033 .881
.60 ·.501 ·.114 .387 .980 .826 .60 ·.603 ·.083 .520 1.021 .8H
.70 ·.359 0122 ••81 .92. .730 .70 • .... 98 ·155 .653 .979 .716
.75 ·.28. .210 ... 91+ .89. .693 .75 • ... 26 .253 .679 .951 .675
.85 .332
.6"1 .85 ·.273 .889
.90 ·.065 .360 .1+25 .807 .629 .90
-·14'" ·381 ·525 .838 .619
.95 ·.039 .338 .377 .796 .638 .95 ·.009 .389 ·398 .78. .616
CH~RO 2 .05 ·.981 ·.088 .893 10177 .816 CH~RO 7 .05 -1·228 ··022 1·206 1·286 .789
012 ·1015. ·.307 • 81+6 1.253 .903 • 12 -1·167 ··13• 1.033 1.258 .83•
.20 ·1.051 •• ... 17 .63. 1.207 .91+7 .20 -1.098 • .198 .900 1·228 .860
.30 ·.932
•• .. 00 .533 10157 .9"0 .30 ·.792 ·.236 ·556 1·098 .875
.35 ·.833 ·.396 .1+37 10115 .938 .35 ·.650 ·.2.5 •• 05 1·0.0 .878
••5 ·.700 -'414 .286 1·060 .9.6 •• 5 ·.658 ·.279 .379 1·0.3 .892
.50 ·.622 ·.379 .2.3 1.029 .932 .50 ·.627 ·.266 .362 1.031 .887
.60 ·.52At- -0107 ... 16 .989 .823 .60 -.566 ··088 •• 78 1·006 .815
.70 ·.393 013. .528 .937 • 725 .70 • ... 7 .. .137 '611 ·969 .72 ..
.75 ·.300 .225 .525 .900 .687 .75 -.382 .228 .610 ·933 .685
.85 ··177 .363 .541 .851 .627 .85 ·.2"1 .877
.90 ·.107 .397 .503 .823 .612 ·90 -'041 1.228 1.269 .797 .000
.95 ··036 .395 ... 31 .795 .613 .95 ·.000 .780
CH~RD 3 .05 -1.012 ·.078 .93 .. 10191 .812 CH~RD 8 .05 -1'118 .011 1·129 1·237 .776
.12 -10179 ·.293 .886 1·26. .898
·12 -1'159 ·.12. 1·035 1.255 .830
.20 -1.089 ·'.16 .673 1.22. .9 .. 6
·20 -1·060 ·.200 .861 1.212 .860
• 30 ·.976
•• .. 10 .565 1.175 .9... • 30 ·.690 ·.2 ...... .... 7 1.056 .878
.35 ·.870 • .... 01 ... 69 1.130 .9.1 .35 ·.630 ·.2.6 ·38. 1.032 .879
.1+5 ·.667 ··.16 .251 1.0.7 .9.. 6 .1+5
·'62" ·.269 .355 1.030 .888
.50 -.62" ·.381 ,2'+3 1.030 .932 .50 ·.602 ·.264 .338 1.021 .885
.60 ·.539 ·.108 ... 31 .996 .82 .. .60 ··51+2 ·.09. ..... 8 .997 .818
.70 • ... 02 .1 .. 6 .5 .. 8 .9.1 .720 .70 ·.41026 .121 .5'" .950 .730
• 75 ·.313 .231 .5.5 .906 .68 .. .75 ··353 .22" .577 .921 .687
.85 -0176 • 377 .553 .851 .621 .85 ··28.. .3.8 .632 .89• .631+
.90 ··030 ••02 ... 33 .792 .610 .90 ·'149 .390 .539 .8·0 .615
.95 .000 ·.000 ·.000 .780 .780 '95 ·.037 ·385 •• 22 .795 .617
CH~RD • .05 -1.081 ··121 .960 1.221 .829 CH~RD 9 .05 -1·19. ··0 .. 2 1.152 1·270 .7'H012 -10129 -.290 .839 1.2"2 .896 ·12 -1'111 ··135 .976 1.23. .835
.20
-1'139 -.354 .785 1.21+6 .922 .20 ·.891 ··235 '657 10139 .8H
.30 -1.039 ·.363 .676 1.202 .925 .30 ··570 ·.256 .315 1.008 .883
.35 ·.9.... ·.363 .581 10162 .925 .35 ·.588 ·.261 .327 1·015 .885
•• 5 ·.627 ·.392 .236 1.031 .937 •• 5 ··53.. ··267 .267 .991+ .887
.50 ·.377 .931 • 50 ·.509 ·.26• .2.5 .983 .886
.60 ·.582 ·.129 • 1+53 1.013 .832 .60 • ... 80 ··110 ·370 .972 .82•
.70 ·.512 0156 .668 .985 .716 .70 • •• 62 ·139 .601 .965 .723
.75 • ... 39 .267 .706 .956 .669 .75 ··352 .23" .586 .921 .683
.85 ·.2.6 ... 05 .650 .879 .609 .85 ··226 .318 .5 .... .871 .6.7
.90 -.1 .. 6 ..... 7 .593 .839 .589 .90 ·006 .000 ·.006 .778 .780
.95 ·.028 • .... 0 ... 68 .792 .593 .95 ··000 .780
CH~RD 5 • 01 ·.21+9 .501 .750 .880 .56 ..
.03 -1.123 0121 1.2.. 5 1.239 .730
• 05 -1.121 -.060 1.061 1.238 ,80 •
.07 -10115 ·.103 1.012 1.235 .822
012 -1.167 -0197 .970 1.258 .859
.20 ·1.123 -,2"8 .876 1.239 .879
.30 ·.966 ·.292 .671+ 10171 .897 B A L A N C E D A T A
.35 -.828 ·.302 .526 10113 .901
...5 ·.710 ·.326 .38 .. 1·06 .. .910
.50 ·.702 -.312 .390 1.061 .905 COEFfICIENT OF LIFT .522
.60 -.6 ... 0 -.099 .5 .. 0 1.036 .820 DRAQ ·011
.70 ·.53" .150 .68 .. .993 .718 PITCH -2'272
.75 • ... 52 .2"7 .699 .961 .678 R~L.L -2.558
.85 -.267 .369 .635 .887 .625 YAw .077
.90 ··135 • .. 09 .51+. .835 .606
.95 ·.008 ... 07 .415 .783 .608
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 410 HACH = ,781 RN - 2,216_10E6 H - 15,695 KPA ALPHA - 2,049 DEQ CPSTAR " -,549
Q " 3,863 KPA GAMMA - 1,132 p . 11,194 KPA DELTA6 "12,069 DEQ
X/C CPU CPL OCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD I ,01 ",171 ,485 ,656 ,849 ,572 CHORD 6 ,01 -,617 ,517 1,134 1,027 ,557
,03 -,746 1,080 °03 "1,084 ,223 1,307 1,282 ,688
.05 -1.019 -.011 1.008 1.194 .785 .05 -I.194 .070 1.265 1.271 .75Z
.07 -I.027 -.1,7 .880 1.198 .840 .07 -1.266 -.036 1.230 1.304 .795
.18 -1.107 -.264 °843 1.232 .886 .12 -1.228 -.103 1.125 1.286 .82_
,20 -1,031 ",367 ,665 1,199 ,927 ,20 -1,217 -,144 1,074 1,282 ,838
• 30 -.941 -.326 .615 1.161 .911 .30 -1.153 -.153 1.000 1.253 .8*Z
.35 -.904 -.312 .592 1.1,5 .905 .35 -1.100 -.237 .864 1.229 .875
.'5 -.868 -.303 .565 1.130 .902 .45 -.988 ".250 .739 1.181 .880
,50 -,839 ",241 ,598 1,118 ,877 ,50 -,617 -,233 .384 1,027 ,87'
.60 -06_5 .040 .685 1.039 .764 .60 -.509 ".053 ._56 .984 .802
.70 -.516 .277 .793 .987 .665 .70 -.,93 .185 .679 .978 .704
,75 "._5& .362 .816 .962 .628 .75 -*432 .263 .69W .953 e671
•85 .49& .568 .85 -.299 .900
•90 -.202 .489 ,691 .861 .570 .90 -.176 .391 .566 .851 .615
•95 -.206 .408 .614 .863 .607 .95 -.028 .397 .486 .792 .612
CHORD 2 ,05 "11024 _,050 ,974 1,196 ,800 CHORD 7 ,05 "1,272 ,015 1,286 1,307 1774
,12 "1,178 ",266 ,911 1,26k ,887 ,12 "1,246 ",099 1,147 1,295 ,820
,20 -1,096 ",366 ,730 1,227 ,927 ,20 "1,208 ",167 1,041 1,278 ,818
.30 -1.011 ".319 .692 1.190 .908 .30 -I.156 -.209 .947 1.25" .B6_
,35 -.957 =.30. .653 1.167 .902 .35 -1.09_ -.219 ,875 1.227 ,868
.45 -.924 ".289 .635 1.153 .896 .45 -.598 -.25_ .344 1.020 .882
.50 -.881 -.238 .6,3 1.135 .876 .50 =.527 -.2_2 .286 .991 .877
•60 -.632 .033 .666 1.033 .767 .60 -.529 ".073 .456 .992 .810
.70 -.531 .260 .791 .993 .672 .70 -.464 .I'8 .612 .966 .720
• 75 -,45_ ,332 ,787 ,962 ,641 ,75 -,386 ,237 *623 ,935 ,682
,85 -,271 ,_41 ,712 ,889 ,592 ,85 ",2_8 ,880
• 90 -,236 ,437 ,673 ,875 ,594 ,90 -,1.8 ,'02 ,550 ,840 ,610
.95 -.211 .432 .642 .865 .596 .95 -.045 .799
CHORD 3 ,05 -I,0_1 -,043 ,999 1,20& ,798 CHORD 8 ,05 -1,155 ,045 1,200 1,254 ,762
,12 -1,202 -,247 ,955 1,275 ,880 ,12 -1,225 ",099 1,126 1,285 ,820
• 20 -1,152 =,357 ,795 1,252 *923 ,20 -1,189 ",177 1,013 1,269 ,852
,30 -1,051 -,351 ,700 1,208 ,921 ,30 -1,157 -,223 ,934 1,255 ,870
•35 -.986 -.319 .667 1.180 .908 .35 -1.065 -.228 .836 1.214 .872
.65 =.938 =.302 .637 1.159 .901 .45 =.535 ".255 .280 .99_ *882
•50 -.909 ".253 .656 1.147 .882 .50 -.501 -.250 .252 .981 .881
.60 -.628 .016 .6,3 1.031 .77, .60 -o511 -.086 ..25 .985 .815
.70 -.532 .235 .767 .993 .683 .70 -.423 .124 .547 .9*9 e730
.75 -.439 .282 .721 .956 .663 .75 -.355 .22_ .579 .923 .688
185 1128_ "306 ,590 '89_ ,652 '85 ''302 '354 '656 "902 '631
.90 -.271 .308 .579 .889 .651 .90 -.162 .390 .552 .846 .616
.95 -.140 .349 .,89 .837 .634 .95 -.0_0 .384 ._24 *796 .618
CHORD 4 ,05 -1,116 -,070 1,046 1,236 ,809 CHORD 9 ,05 -1,2h4 -,007 1,237 1,294 ,783
•12 -I.176 -.236 .940 1.263 .875 .12 -I.208 -.114 1.094 1.277 .826
• 20 "1,176 ",292 ,88_ 1,263 ,897 ,20 "1,135 ",217 ,918 1,245 ,868
,30 "1,151 ",307 ,8"_ 1,252 ,903 ,30 -,653 ",245 ,408 1,042 ,879
.35 -I.093 -.309 .784 1.226 .90_ .35 -.469 ".251 .217 .968 .881
,_5 "1,010 ",331 ,679 1,190 ,913 ,45 -,501 ",261 ,239 ,981 ,885
,50 ",321 ,909 ,50 -,493 -,258 ,235 ,977 ,884
.60 ".599 -.089 .510 1.02O .816 .60 -.'76 -.I08 .367 .970 .82_
.70 ".586 .175 .761 1.015 .708 .70 _._76 .123 .598 .971 .730
.75 =.481 .277 .758 .973 .665 .75 ".362 .228 .590 .925 .686
.85 ",290 .410 .700 .897 .606 .85 "'237 .313 .550 .876 .649
•90 =.185 .450 .635 .855 .588 .90 "'130 .361 .€91 .833 '628
.95 ".059 .443 .501 .804 .591 .95 "'003 .781
CHORD 5 ,01 ",279 ,536 ,815 ,892 ,548
• 03 "1,146 ,170 1,317 1,250 ,710
.05 "1.170 ".006 1.164 1.260 .783
• 07 -1 176 =,055 1,121 1.263 803
,12 -1 218 =,153 1,065 1,282 842
,20 "1 198 -,207 ,992 1,273 863
,30 "t 156 =,255 ,901 1,254 883 B A L A N C E D A T A
•35 "I 130 -.266 .864 1.2_3 887
,€5 -1 112 -.293 ,819 1,234 898
,50 -1 048 -,281 ,766 1,206 893 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ,627
.60 -.486 -.077 .409 .975 .811 0RAG .020
• 70 ",519 ,165 ,683 ,988 ,712 PITCH "2,505
•75 -.461 ._0 .721 .965 .672 ROLL -2.9_2
.85 -.302 .3S_ .685 .902 .619 YAW .093
•90 -.169 .424 .592 .848 .600
•95 ".026 ._21 .*&8 .791 .601
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TABLE 5.- Continued












1.132 P - 11.208 KPA DEL TAl, -10·078 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL OCP MU ML
CHORD 1 .01 -·169 .ltSlto .65~ .8~9 .572 CHORD 6 ·01 -.617 .517 1 '13~ 1·027 .5~7
.03 -.7~9 1.081
·03 -1·087 ·221 1.308 1·223 .689
• 05 -1.025 -.02 • 1.002 10197 .790 .05 -1.195 .067 1.262 1·272 .753
.07 -1.032 -.150 .882 1·200 .8~1 .07 -1.267 -.039 1.228 1·305 .796
.12 -10108 ·.267 .8~1 1.233 .888 012 -1.230 ··104 1·125 1·287 .823
.20 -I. 03 ~ ·.372 .661 1.200 .929 .20 -1·213 • .146 1.067 1·280 .839
.30 ·.941 ·.334 .607 10161 .914 .30 -1·132 -.146 .986 1·2'>3 .839
.35 ·.902 -.322 .580 1014" .909 .35 -1.073 ·.2"0 .833 1·218 .877
... 5 ·.858 ·.317 .5~2 10126 .907 ... 5 -.859
-.252 .606 1·126 .882
.50 -.817 -.262 .556 1.109 .885 .50 • ... 96 ·.236 .260 .979 .875
.60 -.630 .018 .649 1·033 .773 .60 -·543 -.060 .483 .998 .805
.70 ·.518 .269 .787 .987 .668 .70 -.507 ·179 .686 .983 .707
.75 -.470 .351 .821 .968 .633 .75 -·.+1 .261 ·702 .9~7 .672
.85 .481 .57~ .85 -.298 .900
.90 -·159 .477 .637 .845 .576 .90 • ·171+ .389 .563 .851 .616
.95 ·.151 .398 .550 .841 .612
·95 ·.025 .396 .~22 .791 .612
CHORD 2 .05 -1.023 -.051+ .969 1.196 .802 CHORO 7 ·05 -1.275 .011 1.2H6 1·308 .776
.12 -10179 ·.271 .908 1·265 .889 .12 -1·24" • ·103 1'1~1 1·29'> .822
.20 -1.092 -.369 .722 1·226 .928 .20 -1.201 • .172 1.030 1.274 .849
.30 -1.005 -.332 .672 1.188 .913 .30 -1·131 ·.212 ·919 1·2'>3 .866
.35 -.951 -.320 .631 10165 .909 .35 -1.037 -.223 .814 1·202 .870
.45
-.91" -.305 .609 10149 .903 .~5 -.569 ·.257 .312 1·008 .88 ..
.50 -.852 -.256 .596 10123 .883 .50 -.559 ·.246 ·312 1·004 .879
.60 -.629 .010 .638 1·032 .776 .60 ·.551 ·.076 .475 1·001 .811
.70 ·.534 .237 • 771 .99 .. .682 .70 - •• ao .1 .. 5 .625 .972 .721
.75 ·.468 .322 .790 .967 .6~5 .75 -.391 .234 .625 .937 .683
.85 -.2 .. 3 ... 38 .681 .878 .594 .85 -.250 .881
.90 -0178 .433 .612 .852 .596 .90 -.11t9 .~02 .550 .840 .610
.95 -.1+. .428 .572 .839 .598 .95 -.0.4 .798
CHORD 3 .05 -1.0 .. 5 -.01+5 10000 1·205 .799 CHORD 8 .05 -1.159 .043 1·201 1·255 .763
.12 -1.206 -,2lt7 .959 1·277 .880 .12 -1.227
-·101 1·127 1·286 .821
.20 -1·148 -,362 .785 1.250 .925
·20 -1·189
- ·180 1.009 1·269 .!l53
.30 -1·0 .. 3 -.357 .686 1·205 .923 .30 -1·132 -.227 .905 1·243 .872
.35 -.966 -.327 .639 10171 .911
·35 -.996 -.232 .764 1·184 .87 ..
... 5 -.917 -.32 .. .592 1.151 .910 • 45 -.535 -.258 ·277 .99~ .88 ..
.50 -,847 ·.271 .576 1.121 .889 .50 -.531 -.255 .276 .993 .883
• 60 -.63 .. -.002 .633 1·03.. .781 .60 -.531 -.090 '441 .993 .817
.70 ·.536 .226 .762 .995 .687 .70 ·'432 .121 .553 .953 .731
.75 -'~41 .281 .722 .957 .663 .75 -.359 .222 .581 .92~ .688
.85 -.267 .335 .601 .887 .640 .85 -.300 .35~ .651+ .901 .632
.90 -.237 .332 .569 .875
.6"1 .90 -0161 ·389 .550 .8 .. 5 .616
.95 -oliO .361 '''72 .825 .628 .95 -.039 .383 ... 23 .796 .618
CHORD .. .05 -1·118 -.076 1.0~2 1·237 .811 CHORD 9 .05 -1·2 .. 7
-·010 1.237 1·296 .785
.12 -10175 ·.242 .933 1·263 .878
·12 -1.211 ··117 1.09~ 1·279 .828
.20 -10 180 -.301 .879 1·265 .901 .20 -1·112 -.220 .892 1·235 .869
.30 -1.136 -.317 .820 1.2"5 .907 .30 ·.517 -.2 .. 7 .270 .987 .880
.35 -1.089 -.318 .772 1·225 .908 .35 -.~97 -.254 .243 .979 .882
... 5 -.991 -.31+0 .651 1.182 .917 .45 -.521 -.267 .25'1 .989 .887
.50 -.330 .913 .50 -.513 -.265 ·248 .985 .887
• 60 -.625 -.09 .. .531 1.030 .818 .60 -.482 -.097 .386 .973 .819
.70 -.580 0173 .754 1·012 .709 .70 ·.1+67 .134 .601 .967 .726
.75 -.479 ·278 .756 .972 .665 .75 -.362 .226 .588 .925 .687
.85 -.283 .412 • 694 .89 .. .606 .85 -·235 .311 .5 .. 7 .875 .650
.90 -0177 .452 .629 .852 .587 .90 • ·125 .360 .1+86 .831 .629
.95 -.052 .4 .... .497 .802 .591
·95 .000 .780
CHORD 5 .01 -.280 .536 .816 .893 .5~8
.03 -1.151 .169 1.320 1.252 .711
.05 -1.174 • .. 010 1016" 1.262 • 78 ..
.07 -1·175 ·.059 1.116 1·263 .804
012 -1.219 -.155 1.063 1·282 .8 .. 3
.20 -1.201 -.209 .992 1·274 .864
.30 -1·146 -.259 .887 1.250 .884 B A L A N C E 0 A T A
.35 -10117
-·270 .847 1·237 .889
.45 -1.075 -.296 .780 1·219 .899
• 50 -.9 .. 7 -.28 • .662 1·163 .894 COEFF"ICIENT OF LIFT .610
.60 -.528 -.078 .451 .992 .812 DRAG .018
.70 -.532 0164 .696 .993 .713 PITCH
-2· .. 63
.75 • ... 66 .260 .726 .967 .672 ROLL
-2.876
.85 -.302 .383 .681t .901 .619 YAW .090
.90 -.168 .422 .589 .848 .601
• 95 -.02. ... 20 • It ..... .790 .602
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11.230 KPA DEL TA6
-
7'9~9 DEG
XIC CPU CPL DCP MU ML XIC CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CH~RD 1 .01 -.165 .~82 .6 .. , .8~5 .572 CH~RD 6 .01 -.602 .513 1'115 1·019 ·557
.03 -.H3 1.076 .03 -1.078 .216 1.29~ 1.216 .690
.05
-1.016 -.029 .988 10190 .790 .05
-1·192 .062 1.255 1.267 .753
.07 -1.025 -.157 .868 1019~ .8~2 .07 -1.25~ -.0~5 1.209 1.295 .797012 -1010~ -.275 .830 1.228 .889
·12 -1.226 -.108 1.118 1.282 .822
.20 -1.031 -.381 .650 10196 .931 .20
-1·203 -.1 ~9 1.053 1·272 .839
.30 -.937 ·.3"5 .592 10156 .917 .30 -10121 -.11+7 .97~ 1.235 .83R
.35 -.897 -.335 .563 101~0 .912 .35 -1.067 -.243 .82~ 1.212 .876
.~5
-.851 -.335 .515 1·120 .913 .~5 -.836 -.255 .581 1.11~ .881
.50 -.803 ·.287 .516 10100 .893 .50 ·.501 -·2~7 .25~ .979 .878
.60 -.620 -.010 .610 1.026 .783 .60 -.5~8 -.060 .~89 .997 .81)3
.70 -.513 .2~2 .755 .983 .678 .70 -.512 .179 .691 .983 .705
.75 -.~77 .331 .809 .969 .6~0 .75 • ... ".2 .258 .701 .955 ·671
.85 .~58
.583 .85 -.298 .898
.90
-.112 .~59 .571 .82~ .583 .90 -·170 .377 .5~7 .8~7 .620
.95 -.075 .39~ .~68 .809 .612 .95 -.022 .371 .393 .788 .622
CHORD 2 .05 -1.015 -.059 .955 1.189 .803 CH~RD 7 .05 -1.270 .008 1·279 1.302 .775012 -10177 ·.278 .899 1·260 .890
·12 -1.2~1 -.106 1.136 1.289 .821
.20 -10092 -.379 .713 1.222 .930
·20 -1.198
- .173 1.025 1·270 '8~8
.30 -1.006 ·.337 .669 10186 .913 .30 -1.111 -.21~ .897 1.231 .865
.35 -.9~8 ·.336 .613 loJ.61 .913 .35 -1.005 -.226 .779 1 01l!~ .869
.~5
-.906 -.321 .58~ 101~3 .907 •~5 -.57 •
-.259 .3H 1·007 .883
.50 -.835 -.27~ .560 1.11~ .889 .50 -.566 -.2~7 .319 1'00~ .878
.60 '-.622 -.011 .611 1.027 .783 .60 -.555 -.077 .~ 78 1·000 .810
.70
-.535 .222 .757 .992 .687 .70 -.~80 01~5 .625 .970 .719
.75 -,"77 .310 .787 .969 .6~9 .75 -.390 ·236 .626 .93~ .681
.85 -.2~9 .~25 .675 .878 .598 .85 -.2~8 .878
.90
-tl32 .~21 .553 .832 .600 .90 -.11+7 .~O~ .551 .838 .608
.95 -.060 ·417 .~78 .803 .602 .95 -.o~~ .796
CHORD 3 .05 -10040 -.057 .983 1.200 .802 CHORD 8 .05 -1.154 .0~2 1.196 1·250 .762012 -1.20~ -.255 .9~8 1.272 .881 .12 -1.2H -.103 1·111 1·277 .820
.20 -1.140 ·.370 .770 1.2~4 .926 .20 -1.175 -·182 .992 1·259 .852
• 30 -1.036 ·.3... .692 10198 .916 .30 -1.119 -.229 .890 1·235 .871
.35
-.962 ·.338 .624 1.167 .91~ .35 -'96~ -.23~ .729 1·167 .873.~5
-.906 ·.332 .57~ 1.1~3 .911 .~5 -.536 -.259 .277 .992 .882
.50 -.815 ·.288 .527 1.105 .89~
·50 -.5~3 -.256 .287 .9~5 .881
.60
-.632 ... 019 .613 1.031 .786 .60
-.531 -.090 .~U .990 .815
.70 -.53~ .215 .750 .992 .690 .70 -.432
·120 .552 .951 .729
.75 -.439 .282 .720 .95~ .662 .75 -.360 .221 .582 .922 .687
• 85 -.253 .36 • .617 .880 .625 .85 -.300 .352 .652 .899 .631
.90 -.20~ .367 .571 .860 .62~ .90 -tl61 .388 .5~9 .8~3 .615
.95 -.075 .380 .,.56 .809 .618 .95 -.0 ... 0 .383 .~22 .795 .617
CHORD ~ .05
-1 tl15 ·.082 1.033 1.233 .812 CHORD 9 .05 -1.2~5 -.Ot4 1.231 1·2n .785
.12 -10169 .. ,250 .919 1.256 .879 tl2 -1.206 -tl20 1.086 1·273 .827
.20 -1t179 -.309 .869 1.261 .902 .20
-10101 -.223 .878 1·226 .868
.30 -1.136 -.326 .810 1.2~2 .909 .30 -.508 -.2~9 .259 .981 .878
.35 -1.087 -.328 .759 1·220 .910 .35 -.512 -.256 .256 '9l!3 .881.~5
-.981 -.31+9 .632 1.175 .918 .~5 -.519 -.268 .251 .986 .886
.50 ·.338 .91~ .50 -.512 -·26~ .2~8 .983 .885
.60 -.629 -.096 .532 1.030 .818 .60 -,,+88
-.096 .392 .973 .817
.70 -.57~ tl73 .7~7 1.008 .708 .70 • ... 76 '13~ .611 .969 .72~
.75 -.~68 .278 .746 .965 .663
·75 -.360 .228 .588 '922 .684
.85 -.278 '~11 .689 .890 .605 .85 -.233 .31~ .547 .872 .648
.90
-.171 .452 .623 • 8~7 .586 .90 -.124 .362 '486 .829 .626
.95 -.048 • It .... .~92 .798 .589 .95 ·001 .718
CHORD 5 .01 -.271 .533 .803 .887 .5~8
.03 -I. HI .161 1.302 1.244 .713
.05
-1.160 -.016 I.H4 1.253 .785
.07 -1.172 -.066 10106 1.258 .805
012 -1.209 -.161 1.041 1.274 .8~4
.20 -1.193 -.215 .978 1.267 .865
.30 -1.137 ·.264 .87~ 1".2~3 .884 B A L A N C E 0 A T A
.35
-1t103 -.274 .829 1.228 .888
.45
-1.064 -.301 .763 1.210 .899
.50
-.902 -.290 .612 10141 .895 COEFF"ICIENT OF LIFT .603
.60 -.5.. 8 -.082 .4~5 .997 .812 DRAG .017
.70 -.542 0161 .703 .995 .712 PITCH -2.438
.75 • ... 68 .258 .726 .965 .672 ROLL
-2·844
.85 -.300 .381 .681 .899 .618 YAW .088
.90
-.163 .423 .586 .844 .599
.95 -.020 .421 .441 .787 .600
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 213 MACH - ,777 RN - 2,212_10E6 H - 15,737 KPA ALPHA - 2,049 DEG CPSTAR " -o564
0 • 3,845 KPA GAMMA = 1,132 P • 11,86_ KPA DELTA6 " 6'024 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD 1 ,01 ",169 ,480 ,649 ,844 *571 CHORD 6 ,01 ",603 ,509 1,112 1,016 ,558
,03 -,749 1,074 .03 -1,081 ,211 1,292 1,213 ,695
,05 -I,019 -,032 ,987 1,186 ,789 ,05 -1,193 ,059 1,252 1,262 ,752
07 -1,027 -.162 ,865 1,190 ,841 ,07 -1,254 -*048 1,207 1,290 ,795
12 "1,105 -,28! ,82_ 1,223 ,888 ,12 -1,215 -o111 I,lO_ 1,272 ,821
20 "1,028 ".390 ,638 1,190 ,931 ,20 -1,194 -,152 1,041 1,263 ,837
30 -,930 -,354 ,576 1,149 ,917 ,30 -1,077 -,148 ,929 1,211 ,836
35 -,888 -,346 .5_2 1,131 ,914 ,35 -1,024 -,245 ,780 1,189 ,874
45 -,832 -,350 ,481 1,108 ,916 ,45 -,679 -,255 ,42_ 1,046 ,878
50 -,768 -,305 ,463 1,082 ,898 ,50 -,514 -,251 ,263 ,980 ,876
60 ".602 ",031 ,572 1,015 ,789 ,60 ",568 ".058 .510 1.002 '800
• 70 ",494 ,219 ,713 ,972 ,686 ,70 ",51_ ,168 ,682 ,980 '707
•75 -,458 ,311 ,749 ,958 ,6_7 ,75 ",442 ,260 ,702 ,952 ,669
,85 ,433 ,593 ,85 ",297 ,895
,90 ",I05 ,_0 ,5_5 ,818 ,589 ,90 ",169 ,390 ,558 ,8_4 ,612
,95 ",049 ,389 ,437 ,796 ,613 ,95 ",019 ,398 ,417 ,784 '608
CHORD 2 ,05 -1,014 -,066 ,9_7 1 184 ,803 CHORD 7 ,05 -1,268 ,004 1,272 1,296 '775
,12 "1,179 -,287 ,892 I 256 1891 ,12 -1,230 -,110 1,119 1,279 ,820
,20 "1,090 -,386 ,704 I 217 ,930 ,20 "1.190 ".179 1,011 1,261 ,848
,30 -,999 ",354 ,645 I 178 ,917 ,30 "I,102 ",219 ,883 1,222 ,86_
,35 -,938 ",340 ,597 I 152 ,912 ,35 ",979 ",229 ,750 1,169 ,868
,45 -,883 -,349 ,535 1 129 ,915 ,_5 -,581 -,265 ,317 1,007 ,882
• 50 -,781 ",300 ,481 1 087 ,896 ,50 -,576 -,252 ,324 1,005 .877
,60 -,611 ",032 ,579 1 019 ,789 ,60 -,561 -,078 ,_83 ,999 ,808
• 70 -,516 ,197 ,713 981 ,695 ,70 -,483 ,1_6 ,629 ,968 ,716
,75 -,456 ,295 ,750 ,957 ,654 ,75 -,392 ,238 ,629 ,932 ,678
•85 -,256 ,417 ,674 ,878 ,600 ,85 ",2_9 ,875
• 90 -,134 ,_12 ,546 ,830 ,602 ,90 -,1_7 ,407 ,554 ,835 ,604
,95 ",032 ,408 ,_O ,789 ,604 ,95 -,04_ ,794
CHORD 3 ,05 -1,037 ",024 1,013 1,194 ,786 CHORD 8 ,05 -1,152 ,043 1,195 1,244 ,759
,12 "1.20_ -,277 ,927 1,267 ,887 ,12 "1,215 -,108 1,107 lo272 o819
• 20 "1,142 -.386 ,756 1.240 ,930 ,20 -1,173 -,188 .985 1,253 .851
• 30 -1.040 ".380 ,660 1.195 .927 .30 "1.089 -.234 .855 1.216 e870
,35 -,958 -.375 .582 1.161 .925 ,35 -.881 -,238 .643 1,129 .871
,_5 -,898 ",373 ,525 1,136 ,925 ,45 -,550 -,264 ,287 ,995 ,881
,50 -,772 -,311 ,461 1,084 ,900 ,50 -,562 -,260 ,302 ,999 ,880
,60 -,625 -,038 ,587 1,024 ,791 ,60 -,535 -,092 ,_43 ,989 .813
• 70 -,519 ,204 ,723 ,982 ,692 ,70 -,439 ,122 .562 ,951 ,726
,75 -,424 ,278 ,703 ,945 ,661 ,75 -,360 ,225 ,585 ,919 ,683
,85 -,243 ,382 ,625 ,873 ,615 ,85 -,299 ,357 ,655 ,895 ,627
,90 -,190 ,394 ,584 ,852 ,610 ,90 -,159 ,392 ,551 ,840 '611
,95 ",053 ,392 ,414 ,797 ,611 ,95 -,039 ,385 ,42_ ,792 1614
CHSRD 4 ,05 "1,116 ",091 1,025 1,228 ,813 CHORD 9 ,05 "1,240 ",018 1,223 1,283 .783
,12 "1,167 ",260 ,907 1,251 ,880 ,12 -I,200 -,123 1,076 1,265 ,826
,20 -1,181 ",321 ,860 1,257 ,904 ,20 -1,097 -,228 ,870 1,220 ,867
,30 "1,122 ",338 °784 1,231 ,911 ,30 -,498 -,253 ,245 ,974 ,877
,35 -1,077 ",339 ,738 1,211 ,911 ,35 -,516 -,259 ,257 ,981 J879
,45 -,929 ",355 ,574 1,148 ,917 ,45 ",520 ",272 ,248 ,983 ,885
•50 =,350 ,916 ,50 -,514 -,269 ,2_6 ,980 ,883
,60 -,6_7 ",102 ,545 1,033 ,817 ,60 -,495 -,097 ,398 .973 .815
,70 -.566 .174 ,740 1,001 ,705 .70 =.474 .136 .610 ,964 ,721
•75 -,466 ,282 ,747 ,961 ,659 ,75 -,362 ,230 ,592 ,9_0 *691
,85 ",271 ,416 ,688 ,884 ,600 ,85 -,233 ,316 .550 ,869 .644
• 90 ",167 ,457 ,623 ,843 ,582 ,90 =,124 ,365 ,489 ,826 *623
,95 ",043 ,4_9 ,491 ,793 ,586 ,95 ,001 ,776
CHORD 5 ,01 -,274 ,529 ,803 ,885 ,548
,03 -1,148 ,156 1,304 1,242 ,712
• 05 -1,163 -,020 1.I43 1,2_9 ,784
,07 -1,167 -,069 1.098 1,250 ,804
• 12 "1,206 -,165 1,0_1 1,268 ,842
,20 "1,186 -,218 ,967 1,259 ,863
,30 "1,121 ",267 ,85_ 1,230 ,883 B A L A N C E D A T A
,35 -1,083 -,278 ,805 1,214 ,887
,45 -1.001 ",306 ,695 1,179 ,898
,50 -,744 -,294 ,450 1,073 ,893 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ,595
•60 -,58_ -,083 ,501 I,008 ,810 DRAG ,016
,70 -,549 ,162 ,711 ,994 ,710 PITCH "2,441
,75 -,470 ,259 ,729 ,963 ,669 RSLL "2,820
• 85 ",297 ,381 ,678 ,895 ,616 YAk ,087
,90 -,161 ,422 ,583 ,841 ,598
,95 -,017 ,420 ,438 ,783 ,598
85
TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 414 MACH - ,780 RN - 2*210#1026 H - 15,758 KPA ALPHA - 2,049 DEG CPSTAR - -,55_
g = 3,874 KPA GAHHA = 1,132 P = 11,246 KPA DELTA6 - 4,033 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD I ,Ol "1163 ,476 ,639 ,845 ,576 CHORD 6 ,01 -,583 ,SOD 1,084 1,013 o564
• 03 -o743 1,077 ,03 -1,065 ,201 1,267 1,213 ,696
.05 "1.013 ".039 .974 1.190 .796 .05 -1.178 .049 1.228 1.263 .760
,07 -1,021 ",171 ,851 1,194 ,848 ,07 -1,239 -,058 1,181 1,290 ,803
,12 -1,100 -,291 ,810 1,228 ,896 ,12 -1,201 -,120 1,081 1,273 1828
,20 "1,024 -,tOO ,623 1,195 ,9_0 ,20 -1,173 -,161 1,012 1,260 ,84_
,30 -,920 -,365 ,555 1,151 ,925 ,30 -1,050 -,227 ,822 1,206 ,871
,35 -,872 ",357 ,515 1,130 ,922 ,35 -,99_ -,250 ,744 1,188 ,880
,45 -,738 ",368 ,430 1,100 ,927 ,45 -,567 -,262 ,305 1.006 1885
,50 -,711 -,321 ,391 1,064 ,908 ,50 -,558 -,244 ,314 1.003 ,878
• 60 -.575 -.058 ,517 1,009 .803 ,60 -.583 -.069 ,514 1,012 ,807
.70 -._55 .188 .644 .961 .702 .70 -.512 .181 .693 .984 .705
.75 -.408 .282 .689 .943 .662 .75 -.439 .253 .692 .955 1675
,85 ,401 1610 .85 "'29_ .896
.90 ".099 .412 .511 .820 .605 .90 ".162 .359 .520 .545 '629
.95 -.044 .372 ,417 .798 .623 .95 -.016 .384 .400 .786 ,617
CHORD 2 ,05 "I,002 ",074 ,928 1,186 ,810 CHORD 7 ,05 "1,254 -,DO3 1,251 1,297 ,781
•12 -1.170 ".294 .876 1.259 .897 .$2 -1.215 ".115 1.099 1.279 .82_
• 20 -1,075 -,398 ,677 1,217 ,939 ,20 -1,165 -,182 ,983 1,257 ,853
,30 -,978 ",366 ,611 1,175 ,926 .30 -1,033 -,223 .809 1,199 ,8_9
,35 -,914 -,355 ,558 1,148 ,922 .35 -,816 -,23h ,583 1,107 ,873
,45 -,827 -,370 ,_56 1,112 ,928 ,45 -,605 ",269 ,336 1,021 ,887
.50 -.700 -.324 .376 1.060 .909 .50 -.602 -.255 .3_6 1.020 .882
,60 -,589 -,055 ,534 1,015 ,802 ,60 -,566 -,081 ,485 1,006 ,812
170 -.478 .188 .666 .970 .702 .70 -.481 ,143 .624 .978 1721
,75 -.409 .277 ,686 ,943 ,664 .75 -.389 .234 .623 ,935 ,683
.85 ".241 .406 .646 .876 .608 .85 ".247 .879
•90 -,132 *_27 .558 .833 .598 .90 -.146 .403 .5_9 .839 .609
.35 -.034 .424 .458 .793 .599 .95 -.04_ .798
CHORD 3 .05 -1.025 -.056 969 1.195 .802 CH_RD 8 .05 -1.141 .02_ 1.165 1.246 .770
,12 -1,191 -,283 908 1,268 ,893 ,12 -1,197 -,115 1,081 1,271 ,826
,20 -1,120 -,392 728 1,237 ,936 ,20 -1,1_9 -,193 ,957 1,250 ,857
,30 -1,018 -,371 647 1,192 ,928 ,30 -1,026 -,238 ,788 1,196 J875
• 35 -,930 ",368 562 1,155 ,927 ,35 -,713 -,242 ,471 1,065 p877
.45 =.835 ".372 463 1.115 .928 .45 -.583 ".267 .316 1.012 .887
•50 -.669 ,.331 337 1.047 .912 .50 -.581 °.263 .319 1.012 .885
.60 -,602 ".059 .544 1.020 .803 .60 -.547 -.095 .&52 .998 .818
,70 -t*82 ,187 ,669 ,972 ,703 ,70 -*_33 ,118 ,551 ,953 1731
,75 -,383 ,266 .649 ,933 1669 ,75 -,358 ,220 ,579 ,923 ,688
.85 -.221 .385 .606 .868 .617 .85 -.293 .351 .6_4 .8_7 .632
•90 -.177 .403 .580 .851 .609 .90 ".155 .387 .5_3 .842 .616
• 95 =,041 ,396 ,437 ,796 ,612 ,95 -,037 ,382 ,419 ,795 1618
CHORD 4 ,05 "1,105 ",100 1,005 1,230 ,820 CHORD 9 ,05 "1,225 ",023 1,202 1,284 ,789
,12 "1,156 ",269 ,887 1,253 ,887 ,12 "1,172 ",127 1,046 1,260 ,831
,20 "1,168 ",330 ,839 1,258 ,912 .20 "1,047 ",229 ,818 1,205 ,872
•30 "1.059 -.348 .751 1.228 .919 .30 -.511 -.254 .257 .984 .882
,35 -1,051 -,350 ,701 1.206 ,920 ,35 =,55_ -.261 ,293 1,001 ,884
.45 -.754 ".36_ .390 1.082 .925 .45 -.534 ".27_ .260 .993 .889
,50 ",353 ,921 ,50 ",512 ",270 ,2_3 ,984 ,888
.60 -.649 ".109 .540 1.039 .824 .60 -.476 -.058 .378 .970 .819
.70 -,547 .168 .715 .998 .711 .70 m.466 .134 .600 .966 m725
.75 -.453 .275 .728 .961 .665 .75 ".357 .228 .585 .922 .685
.85 ".263 .410 .673 .885 .606 .85 -.230 .313 .543 .872 .649
• 90 -1159 ,452 ,610 ,844 ,587 ,90 ",121 ,361 ,482 .828 ,628
,95 -,037 ,445 ,482 ,795 ,590 ,95 ,001 ,779
CHORD 5 ,01 -,259 ,520 ,780 ,884 555
• 03 "1 135 ,145 1,280 1,243 720
• 05 "1 142 -,032 1,110 1,247 793
.07 "1 148 ".081 1.068 1.249 812
,12 "1 194 ",!76 1,018 1o270 851
,20 "1 177 ",229 ,949 1,262 871
,30 "1 093 ",275 ,819 1,225 890 B A L A N C E D A T A
•35 -_.063 ".284 °778 Io212 .894
,45 -,843 -,311 ,532 1,118 ,904
,50 -,609 -.299 ,310 1,023 ,900 C¢EFFICIENT DF LIFT ,567
,60 -,611 -,089 ,522 1,024 ,815 DRAG ,01_
,70 -,548 ,158 ,706 ,998 ,715 PITCH -2,333
,75 -,465 ,255 ,719 ,965 ,674 ROLL -2,694
.85 -.290 .377 .666 .896 .621 YAW .083
,90 -,153 ,417 .570 ,841 ,603
.95 -,013 .416 .429 .785 .603
86
TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NL,MBE_ WI5 M_CH - .780 RN - 2.210.10E6 H = 15,172 KPA ALPHA - 2.069 OEG CPSTAR " -,553
Q " 3.875 KPA GAMMA - 1.132 P - 11.259 KPA DELTA6 - 2.015 DEQ
xlC CPU CPL DCP HU ML XIC CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHLRD I .01 ".148 .WTI .619 .839 .578 CHORD 6 .01 ".564 .492 1.056 1.005 '568
.03 ".7_6 1.070 .03 "1.045 .190 1.236 1.206 '701
.05 -.997 ".046 .950 1.183 .798 .05 "1.161 .039 1.200 1.256 .769
.07 "1.009 ".177 .831 1.188 .851 .07 "1.215 ".068 1.168 1.279 '807
,12 "I,088 -,298 ,790 1,222 ,899 ,12 "1.184 ",127 1,057 1,264 1830
,20 -1,017 =,412 ,605 1,191 ,944 ,20 -1.151 -,168 ,983 1,250 ,8@7
,30 -,916 -,380 ,536 1.148 ,931 ,30 -1.043 -,172 ,870 1.202 ,869
•35 -.863 ".373 .489 1.126 .929 .35 -.976 -.257 .716 1.173 .882
.45 -.775 -.383 .391 1.090 .932 .45 -.581 -.268 .313 1.011 .887
.50 -.675 ".350 .325 1.0_9 .919 .50 -.563 -.250 .313 1.006 .880
.60 -.544 -.086 .658 .996 .814 .60 -.584 -.070 .516 1.013 .807
.70 -.613 .157 .570 .966 .715 .70 -.511 .17, .685 .983 .708
.75 -.350 .2,9 .599 .919 .676 .75 -.438 .257 .695 .95* .673
•85 1370 16Z4 .85 "1288 .895
•90 ".087 .389 .475 .81, .615 .90 -.157 .362 .519 .8'3 .627
.95 -.0*3 .357 .*00 .797 .629 .95 -.013 .362 .375 .785 .687
CHORD 2 105 -.990 ".082 .908 I1180 .813 CHORD 7 .05 "1.239 ".019 1.220 1.289 .787
.12 -1.162 -.304 .858 1.255 .901 .12 -1.194 -.12, 1.070 1.269 .B29
.20 "11068 "'411 .657 1'213 1943 '20 "1"1'3 "'190 '953 1'2'6 '858
•30 "'965 "'388 .577 1'169 .934 '30 "'973 ''230 '743 1"172 1872
135 "'889 "1383 .506 11137 1932 '35 ''723 "'2&I 1'82 I"069 ,876
.45 ".765 ".392 .373 1.086 1936 .45 ".629 ".275 .35' 1.030 .889
.50 ".652 ".353 .299 1.040 .920 .50 -.618 -1261 1357 1.026 .88,
.60 ".558 ".081 .477 1.002 .812 '.60 ".570 -.085 .,85 1.007 '81'
170 "._33 .163 .596 .952 .712 .70 "1480 .139 .619 .971 '722
.75 ".352 .252 .604 .920 .675 .75 -.387 .231 .618 .934 .684
.85 ".215 .378 .593 .866 .620 .85 -.245 .878
• 90 ".126 .374 .5GO .830 .628 .90 -.145 .400 .5'5 .838 J610
.95 ".0€0 .376 .'16 .796 .621 .95 "10"3 1797
CHORD 3 105 "1,016 ",056 ,960 1,191 ,802 CHORD 8 ,05 "1"129 ,021 1,150 I"2'0 '771
,12 -11183 -,293 ,891 1,264 ,897 ,12 -1,179 -,123 1,056 1.262 1829
120 -1,106 -,40. ,702 1,230 ,9.1 ,20 -1,135 -.200 ,935 1.2.3 .860
•30 "1.005 -.399 .606 1.186 1939 .30 -.989 ".245 .7'5 1.180 .877
,35 -,907 -,386 ,521 1,145 ,933 ,35 -,670 -,2.8 ,421 1,0'7 ,879
,45 -,748 -,384 ,36. 1,079 ,933 ,.5 -,599 -,272 .327 1,018 ,888
.50 "1631 -.354 1277 1.031 .921 .50 -.595 -.266 .329 1.017 .886
160 -1571 ".082 1'89 1.007 .812 .60 -.5_7 -.098 .*'9 .998 1819
•70 ".442 .167 .609 .956 .711 .70 "._38 .118 .555 .95_ '731
.75 -.3_6 .250 .596 .918 .676 .75 -.357 .819 .576 .922 .689
.85 ".201 .383 .58, .860 .618 .85 ".291 .3_8 .639 .896 .633
190 t1161 .*0, 1566 .8,_ 1608 190 1115* .383 .538 .861 '618
.95 ".036 .402 .*38 .794 .609 .95 ".037 .379 .,16 .795 '620
CHORD * .05 "1.087 ".113 .974 1.222 .825 CHORD 9 .05 "I.210 ".031 1.179 1.276 .792
12 "111'0 ".283 .857 1.2'5 1893 .12 "I.153 ".13' 1.019 1.251 .833
20 -1.156 -.3,5 1811 1.252 1917 .20 -1.008 -1235 .773 1.188 .87_
30 -1,088 -,350 ,738 1,222 ,919 ,30 -,531 -,259 ,272 .991 ,883
35 -11028 -.351 1676 1.196 .920 .35 -.567 -.267 .300 1.006 .886
•5 ".630 m1381 .250 1.031 .931 .,5 ".530 -1278 .252 .991 .891
50 ".365 .925 .50 -1525 m1273 .252 .989 ,889
160 ".62* ".119 .504 1.028 1828 .60 -.486 -.I01 .385 .973 .820
170 ".530 .163 .693 .991 .712 .70 -.,59 .132 .591 .963 p725
.75 -.**_ .271 .715 1957 .667 175 -1355 .226 .581 ,921 .686
•85 ".256 .*07 .663 .882 1607 .85 "1228 .310 .538 .871 '650
190 ".15' .4,7 .601 .841 .589 .90 ".118 .358 1*77 .827 '629
.95 ".033 .'62 .475 .793 .591 .95 1003 .778
CHORD 5 .01 ".242 .513 .755 .876 .558
• 03 -1.116 .132 1.248 1.235 .725
,05 -1.120 -.0,6 1.07' 1,236 ,798
107 -1,130 -.093 1,037 1,2.1 1817
.12 -1,173 "1187 .986 1.260 1855
120 -1.160 -1240 .920 1,25_ 1876
• 30 -I,073 -,287 1786 1.216 .89, 8 A L A N C E D A T A
•35 "I1045 ".295 1750 1.203 .897
.'5 ".797 "1321 .'76 1.099 1908
.50 -.614 m1308 1305 1.02, .903 COEFFIC!ENT OF LIFT .5*7
•60 ".623 ".094 .529 1.028 .817 DRAG .013
.70 ".5,7 1155 .702 .998 .716 PITCH "21298
175 ".'61 .252 .713 .963 .675 RDLL "2.618
,85 -,283 ,375 ,658 ,893 ,621 YAW ,082
190 ".I,7 .*15 .563 .839 .603
195 ".009 .'I* 1'23 .783 .604
87
TABLE5.-Continued
POINT NUMBER 416 MACH m ,780 RN - 2.210_10E6 H - 15,786 KPA ALPHA m 2,049 DEG CPSTAR = -*551
Q " 3,882 KPA QAMMA R 1.132 P . 111263 KPA D£LTA6 - ,004 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD 1 .01 -,150 ,464 1613 .840 ,582 CHORD 6 ,01 -,552 .479 1,031 1.001 .575
=03 -*725 1,070 *03 -1*035 .179 1,211 1,200 ,706
,05 -.990 =.054 .936 1,181 ,802 ,05 -1,150 .027 1,177 1,250 _769
.07 -1,001 -.184 ,817 1,186 *854 ,07 -1,201 -.079 1,182 1,274 .812
.12 -1.078 -,306 ,772 1.219 ,902 ,12 -1,155 -,135 1.020 1,253 .835
.20 -1,002 ".420 ,582 1,186 ,948 ,20 "I,102 ",175 ,927 1,230 1851
,30 -,891 ".390 ,501 1,139 ,936 ,30 -,975 -,171 ,801 1,174 ,850
.35 -,831 -,382 ,%49 1,114 ,933 ,35 -.895 -,264 .631 1,1%1 ,886
.45 -,703 -,408 ,295 1,061 *943 ,45 -,584 ",274 ,310 1,014 e890
,50 -,629 ".369 ,261 1.032 .927 ,50 -.618 -.266 .351 1,027 .887
.60 -.507 "*111 ,393 ,982 ,826 ,60 -,598 -.08t .517 1,019 .813
.70 -,365 ,124 ,489 ,926 .729 ,70 -,512 ,171 ,687 ,985 ,708
,75 -,290 ,213 ,503 ,896 *692 ,75 -,430 ,252 ,682 ,952 .675
.85 ,336 .639 ,85 -,879 ,898
.90 -,070 ,362 ,432 ,808 ,627 ,90 -.148 ,361 .509 ,8%0 *628
.95 -,011 ,338 ,379 .797 .638 ,95 -,011 *356 ,367 ,78% ,630
CHORD 2 .05 -.983 ".091 ,892 1.178 .817 CHORD 7 ,05 -1.224 -,086 1,197 1,284 ,791
,12 -1,156 =.301 852 1,253 ,902 ,12 "1,178 ",133 t,039 1,261 ,831
,20 -1,055 -,419 636 1,209 ,948 ,20 -1,108 -,197 .910 1,232 .859
*30 -.936 ",399 538 1,158 .939 ,30 -,851 -,235 .619 1,124 .871
,35 -*810 ",396 444 1.118 .938 ,35 -,662 -*215 ,%17 1,045 .878
,65 -,698 -,413 286 1,060 ,9%5 ,45 -1616 -,279 ,367 1.038 *892
*50 -,619 m.377 242 1.027 .931 ,50 -,628 ",266 ,361 1,031 1887
.60 -.523 ",106 417 .989 .823 ,60 -,571 ",090 ,481 1.008 .816
,70 -.388 .126 .514 ,935 .728 .70 -,%80 ,135 ,615 ,972 ,725
.75 -,300 ,221 ,521 .900 .689 ,75 -,385 ,228 .613 ,934 *686
.85 -,177 .352 ,529 ,851 ,632 ,85 -,214 *878
*90 -.107 ,398 ,505 .823 ,612 ,90 -,111 *398 ,542 ,838 .612
,95 -,036 ,395 ,431 ,795 ,613 ,95 -=044 ,798
CHORD 3 .05 "1.009 ",076 .934 1.189 ,811 CHORD 8 .05 -1,118 ,005 1,123 1,237 .778
,12 -1.178 -,286 ,892 1.263 ,895 ,12 "I.167 -,127 1,011 1,258 ,831
,20 "1.088 ",%14 ,67% 1,223 ,945 .20 "1,09% -°208 ,885 1,226 *86%
,30 -.975 -,399 ,576 1,175 *9%0 ,30 -,751 -,851 ,500 1,081 ,881
,35 -.876 ".%01 ,175 1.133 ,910 ,35 -,628 ".253 ,375 1,031 .882
,%5 -.681 -,%17 .264 1,053 ,9%7 ,%5 o.617 -.277 ,340 1,027 .891
,50 -.618 -,383 ,235 1,027 ,933 ,50 -.598 -,270 ,328 1,019 ,888
.60 -.542 -,108 ,434 .997 ,823 ,60 -,547 -.100 ,447 °999 .820
*70 -,406 .146 .551 *942 ,720 .70 -.429 .116 *5%5 .952 .732
175 -.316 ,232 ,548 ,906 ,68% ,75 -,352 ,219 ,571 .921 1689
185 -.178 .377 ,555 ,852 .621 .85 -,286 ,317 .632 .891 .634
.90 -.152 .402 ,554 .841 .610 ,90 -,150 ,383 ,532 ,840 .618
195 -,033 ,397 .430 .793 .612 ,95 -,036 ,378 ,114 ,795 1621
CHORD 4 *05 -1,081 u.121 .960 1.222 ,830 CHORD 9 .05 "1,191 ",037 1,154 1,269 ,795
.12 "1,133 ",295 ,837 1.213 .898 .12 -1,130 -,142 .988 1,248 .837
,80 "1,113 ",352 .791 1°2_8 ,921 .20 -.936 ",241 .695 1°158 ,877
.30 -1,050 -.364 *685 1.207 926 ,30 =,562 -,262 .301 1.005 *885
,35 -,971 ",365 ,606 1,173 926 .35 -.580 ",268 ,312 1,012 ,887
,%5 -.618 ",397 ,221 1.027 939 ,15 -,527 -*279 ,247 ,991 .892
,50 ",381 932 ,50 -.522 ",276 ,246 ,989 1891
.60 -,585 ".130 .455 1*01% 832 .60 -*%7% -,10% ,371 .970 .822
.70 -,511 .157 .668 ,98% 715 ,70 -,459 ,129 ,588 ,963 ,787
.75 =.139 .268 .707 ,955 669 ,75 "*351 ,225 .579 ,922 .687
,85 -.246 *%05 ,650 .879 608 .85 -,227 ,309 ,536 .871 ,651
*90 -.116 .4%6 ,592 .839 590 ,90 -,118 ,357 ,%75 .828 *630
.95 -,027 .440 ,467 ,791 .593 ,95 ,002 ,779
CHORD 5 ,01 -,237 .502 ,739 ,875 .561
,03, -1.110 .120 1.230 1.233 .731
,05 -1.108 -.059 1.050 1.232 .804
.07 -1.111 -.104 1.007 1.233 ,822
112 -1.163 -,198 .965 1,257 .860
,20 "1,130 -,249 ,881 1,2%2 .880
,30 -1.021 ".295 .728 1,195 ,898 8 A t A N C E D A T A
.35 -,962 ",301 ,659 1,169 *902
*15 ".675 ".330 ,316 1.050 ,912
.50 -.674 B.317 ,357 1,050 e907 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ,518
,60 -.639 ",101 °538 1.035 ,821 DRAG *011
,70 -.542 ,150 ,691 ,996 ,718 PITCH "2,217
,75 -*153 *248 ,700 ,961 ,677 ROLL "2.500
,85 ".273 .369 ,641 ,889 ,625 YAW ,080
,90 "*110 ,408 ,548 ,836 *607
.95 -,009 ,406 ,115 ,784 ,608
88
TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 417 MACH • .779 RN • 2.199410E6 H - 15.1_8 KPA ALPHA = 2.0,9 DEG CPSTAR - "._56
Q • 3.875 KPA QAMMA = 1.132 P • 11._87 KPA DELTA6 "-2.015 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU flL
CHORD 1 *01 ".1,* .459 .603 .836 *583 CHORD 6 .01 °.529 .470 .999 .989 ._78
.03 m1721 1.067 .03 "1.023 .166 1.188 1.1_2 .710
.05 -.986 -.06, .923 1.177 1804 *05 "1.13_ .01. 1.1'8 1.240 .773
*07 "1.001 ".19, .808 1.183 .856 .07 "1.186 -.093 1.093 1*264 .816
.12 -1.071 ".315 .757 1.213 .90, .12 "1.I3. -.1.3 .991 1*2*0 .836
.20 -.988 -.430 .558 1.177 .950 .20 °1.036 -.183 .863 1.1_8 .852
.30 -.864 ".399 .,64 1.125 .938 .30 -.906 -.180 .727 1.143 *851
.35 ".794 ".399 .395 1.096 .937 .35 -.774 ".270 .504 1.0_8 • .887
.45 -.659 "*.31 .228 1.0.1 .950 ..5 -.63. -.279 .35. 1.031 1890
.50 -.594 -.399 .195 1.015 .938 .50 =.637 -.260 .376 1.032 .883
.60 ".470 ".I'I .329 .966 .835 .60 ".599 -.071 .528 1.017 .807
.70 ".319 .092 .411 *906 .741 .70 ".507 .175 .6S2 .960 *707
.75 -.228 .176 .*0' .870 .706 .75 -.'35 .252 .687 .952 .674
.85 .303 .652 .85 °.275 .889
.90 ".0.8 .339 .387 .798 .637 .90 ".1'3 .356 .500 .836 *629
.95 ".035 .323 .358 .793 .6** .95 ".008 .37' .362 .762 '621
CHORD 2 .05 -.973 ".099 .874 1.171 .818 CHORD 7 .05 "1*21* -.0.2 1.17_ 1*216 *795
.12 "1.1.9 -.318 .832 1.2#7 .905 .12 -1.150 -.1'3 1.007 1.247 .S36
.20 "I.0,5 ".'41 .604 1.202 .95, .20 -I*05, ".206 .8*8 1.206 .661
.30 ".912 "*,16 .'96 1.1'5 .9,* .30 ".723 ".243 .480 1.067 *876
.35 ".796 "*'15 .381 1.097 .9,* .35 ".670 -.251 .,19 1.0'6 167_
.45 ".660 -.438 .222 1.0,2 .953 .,5 -.670 -.284 .366 1.046 1892
.50 -.597 -**05 .192 1.016 .9,0 .50 -.629 -.270 .359 Io029 *_87
.60 -*,89 ".13. .355 .973 .832 .60 -.566 -.092 .474 1*004 .816
.70 ".344 .107 .'51 .916 .735 .70 "*#7# .13# .608 .967 172,
.75 ".248 .197 **'5 .878 1697 .75 ".383 .225 .607 .931 1666
.85 ".136 .337 .473 .833 .637 .85 o.243 .876
.90 ".090 .376 .466 .815 .620 .90 ".1'* .39. .536 .836 2612
.95 -*032 .374 .*07 .791 .621 .95 -.045 .7_7
CHORD 3 .05 "1.00. ".069 .935 1.18, .806 CHORD 8 *05 "1.107 -.006 1.101 1.229 .781
.12 "1.171 -.297 .875 1.257 .897 .12 "1.140 -.138 1.002 1.2#3 *834
.20 "1.067 -.426 .6#1 1.211 .9,8 .20 -1.027 -.215 .811 1.1_# .665
.30 -.927 -.413 .514 1.151 .943 .30 -.670 -.258 *.12 1.046 tBS2
.35 ".806 -.,16 .390 1.101 .9_* .35 -.652 -.260 .392 1.039 .683
.45 ".636 ".439 .197 1.032 .953 .45 -.634 -.282 .352 1.031 .591
.50 ".608 ".407 .201 1.021 9,1 .50 -.610 ".275 .335 1.02_ 1889
.60 °.50% ".132 .372 .97_ 832 .60 -.545 -.104 *,41 .9_b .820
.70 -*362 .123 .486 .923 728 .70 -.431 .112 .543 *950 .733
.75 ".274 .211 ._8, .888 692 .75 ".353 .215 .567 .919 .690
.85 -.148 .363 .511 .838 626 .85 -.284 .338 .621 .8_2 .637
.90 -*136 .391 .528 .833 613 .90 "*1.9 .379 .528 .636 .619
.95 ".030 .388 .418 .791 615 .95 ".037 .37# ,411 ,793 '621
CHORD 4 .05 -1.071 ".136 .936 1.213 .833 CHORO 9 *05 "1.180 -*0,7 1.133 1.261 .797
.12 "1.125 ".308 .817 1.236 .901 .12 -1.079 ".1'9 .930 1.216 .638
20 "1*138 -.362 .776 1.2,2 1923 .20 -.840 -.2,8 *593 1.115 *678
30 -1.017 -.382 .636 1.190 .931 .30 -.598 -.267 .331 1.017 .865
35 -.8.5 -.382 *.63 1.117 .931 .35 -.598 -.272 .326 1.017 .867
45 -.651 -.415 .236 1.038 .94. *.5 -.532 -.282 .250 .9_1 .691
50 -.399 .937 .50 -.513 -.278 .235 .9_3 .690
60 -.562 ".1,3 .419 1.002 .836 *60 -.478 -.103 .374 .969 .820
70 -.496 .1.8 .6.* ,976 ,718 .70 -,465 ,130 ,596 ,96# ,725
75 "*,27 .261 .688 .9,9 .670 .75 ".353 .223 .576 .919 .686
85 ".239 .399 .638 .874 .610 .85 ".229 .307 .535 .870 .650
90 ".1,1 .4,1 .582 .835 .5S1 .90 ".119 .353 .472 .826 .630
95 ".025 .435 .460 .789 *59* *95 *001 .776
CHORD 5 .01 -.226 .493 .719 .869 .567
.03 =1.102 .107 1.209 1.226 *735
.O5 -1.090 -*07# 1.016 1.221 *808
.07 "1.094 ".119 .975 1.223 .626
.12 "1.145 ".210 .935 1.245 .862
*20 -1.090 ".260 .830 1.221 .882
.30 -.9,3 ".305 *638 1.158 .900 8 A L k N C E O A T A
.35 -.797 -.313 .,84 1.097 .903
.45 ".709 ".338 .371 1.062 .914
.50 -.706 ".325 .381 1.060 .908 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT *,87
,60 -.6#2 ".105 .537 1.O3# .821 DRAG .010
.70 -*531 .148 .679 .990 .718 PITCH -2.115
.75 -**.8 .2.5 .692 .957 .677 ROLL -2.368
.85 -.265 .366 .630 .88, 1625 YAW *079
.90 ".135 .406 .541 *833 .607
.95 "1009 .*05 .'I_ .782 .607
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUM8ER H8 MACH - .771 liN - 2.187_10E6 H - 15. 78 2 KPA AL.PHA
-
2.0~9 DEG CPSTAR • -,583
o - 3.819 KPA GAMMA
-
1·132 P - 11.3~9 KPA DEL.TA6 --~.005 DEG
X/C CPU CPL. DCP MU ML. X/C CPu CPL. DCP MU ML.
CHORD 1 .01 -.153 .~55 .608 .832 .578 CHORD 6 .01 -.532 .~59 '992 .980 .577
.03 -.730 1.059 .03 -1·027 .15~ 1'181 1.180 .708
.05 -.988 -.070 .918 1.16~ .799 .05 -1·130 .OO~ 1'13~ 1·22~ .769
.07 -1'00~ ·.201 .802 1.170 .851 .07 -1·166
- .101 1'065 1.239 .811
012 -1·056 -.322 .735 1.192 .898 .12 -1·066 -·1~7 '919 1.197 .829
.20 -.95~ -.4 .. 0 .51~ 1.1~9 .9~~ ·20 -.950 -.188 .763 1'1~8 .8~5
.30 .. 813 • ... 10 .~03 1.092 .932 .30 -.779
-·186 ·592 1.078 .8~5
.35 -.710 • ... 0 .. .306 1.050 .930 .35 -.698 -.275 .~23 1·0~6 .880
.~5 -.616 -'~52 .165 1.013 .9~9 .~5 ·.647 -.285 .363 1·026 .883
.50 -.555 -'~21 .13~ .989 .937 .50 -.638
-·265 .37~ 1·022 ,875
.60 -.~26 -·172 .25~ .939 .839 .60 -.590 -.088 .503 1·003 .80a
.70 -.263 .056 .319 .875 .7~8 .70 -.~98 .168 '666 .967 .702
.75 -.161 .135 .296 .835 .716 .75 • ... 26 .251 .677 .939 .668
.85 .267 .661 .85 -.270 .878
.90 -.017 .312 .329 .778 .6~2 .90 ·.140 .333 .~73 .826 .632
.95 -.02~ .306 .331 .780 .6~~ .95 -.006 .383 '389 .773 .611
CHtJRD 2 .05 -.971
-'107 .86~ 1.157 .813 CHORD 7 .05 -1·208 -.051 1·157 1.258 .791
.12 -1.H5 -.323 .823 1.230 .898 .12 -1·121 -.150 .971 1.220 ,830
.20 -10027 • ...52 .575 1.180 .9~9 .20 •• 931 -.213 ·718 1·1~0 .855
.30 -.8~5 -'~33 .H2 1.105 • 9~ 1 .30 -.715 -.2~9 .~66 1.052 .8159
.35 -.720 • ... 33 .287 1.055 .9H .35 ·.711 -.257 .~5~ 1·051 .872
.~5 -.627 • ... 66 .161 1.018 .95~ .~5 -.671 -.290 .381 1.035 .88S
.SO -.572 • ... 37 .135 .996 .9~3 .50 ·.627 -.275 .352 1.018 .880
.60 -.~50
-'165 .285 .9~8 .836 .60 -.561 -.093 .~68 .991 .808
.70 -.297 .076 .373 .888 .140 .70 -.~73 ·136 .609 .957 ,716
.75 -.191 ·165 .356 .8~6 .70~ .75 ·.381 .231 .612 .921 .876
.85 -.089 .307 .396 .806 .6~~ .85 -.239 .865
.90 -.066 .352 .H8 .797 .62~ .90 ·.140 .~03 '5~3 .826 .602
.95 -.023 .351 .3H .780 .625 .95 ... OltO .787
CHORD 3 • 05 -1.00~ -.07 • .930 1.170 .800 CHORD 8 .05 -1·110 -.OH 1.096 1·215 .776
.12 -1.172 -.31~ .858 1.2~2 .895 .12 -1·093 -·1~5 .9~8 1·208 .828
.20 -1.0~6 • ..... 0 .606 1.188 .9~~ .20 -.913
-·219 '69~ 1·133 .858
.30 -.857 -.~33 .~2~ 1.110 .9~1 .30 -.697 -.263 .~3~ 1.0~5 .875
.35 -.719 •• .... 1 .278 1.05~ .9~~ .35 ·.697 -.265 .~32 1·0~!5 ,8715
.~5 -.628 -.~70 .158 1.018 .956 .~5 ·.643 -.287 ·356 1·02~ .88~
.50 -.587 -.~~2 .H5 1.002 .9~5 .50 -.599 -.280 '319 1·006 .881
.60 - •• 71 -·162 .309 .956 .835 .60 -.5~3
-.107 .~36 .98~ .813
.70 -.325 0100 .~25 .899 .730 .70 • ... 26 .112 .538 .938 .726
.75 -.227 .192 .~19 .861 .692 .75 -.353 ·216 ·569 .910 .682
.85 -.108 .356 .~6~ .81~ .623 .85 ·.282 .337 '619 .882 .631
.90 -.106 .390 .~96 .813 .608 .90 ··148 .381 .529 .830 .612
.95 -.018 .390 .~08 .778 .608 .95 -.037 ·376 .U3 .785 ,6H
CHtJRD ~ .05 -1.07~
-·H6 .928 1·200 .829 CHtJRD 9 .05 -1·162 -.0~7 1·116 1·238 .789
.12 -10119 ·.318 .801 1.219 .896 012 -.998 -'15~ .8~~ 10168 .832
.20 -1.115 -.371 .7~~ 1.217 .917 .20 -.751 -.252 .~99 1.067 .870
.30 -.91~ •• .. 00 .51~ 1.133 .928 .30 -'60~ -.270 '33~ 1.008 .878
.35 -.593 -'~03 .190 1.00~ .930 .35
- ..595 -.275 .320 1.005 .879
.~5 -.699 - •• 38 • 262 1.0~6 .9~3 .~5 ·.53• -.285 ·250 .981 .883
.50 •• .. 21 .937 .50 -.506 -.280 ·226 .970 ,881
.60 -.533
-·159 .375 .981 .83~ .60 • ... 80 -.102 ·378 .960 .811
.70 -.~73 .HO .613 .957 .71~ .70 •• .. 62 .13~ ·596 ·953 .717
.75 -'~07 .257 .66~ .931 .665 .75 -.351 .231 ·582 .909 .676
.85 -.227 .399 .626 .861 .60~ .85 -.225 .316 .5H .860 .6~0
.90 -.132 .~~1 .573 .823 .585 .90 -·116 .363 .~79 .817 .620
.95 -.020 .~35 .~55 .779 .588 .95 .006 .768
CHtJRD 5 .01 -.230 .~85 .715 .862 .565
.03
-10115 ·096 1.211 1.217 .732
.05 -1.075 -.083 .992 1.200 .80~
.07 -1.095 -.128 .967 1.209 .822
.12 -1.11~ -.217 .897 1.217 .857
.20 -.977 -.268 .709 1.159 .877
.30 -.773 -.31'5 .~58 1.076 .895 B A L. A N C E D A T A
.35 -.7~1 -.322 .~20 1.063 .898
.~5 -.731 -·348 .383 1.059 .908
.50 -.683 -,333 .350 1·0~0 .902 CtJEFFlCIENT tJF L.IFT .~66
.60 -.617
-·113 .50~ 1.013 .816 DRAG .009
.70 -.515 .1~3 .659 .97~ .713 PITCH
-2.106
.75 -.1135
·2"2 .678 .9"2 .671 RtJL.L.
-2'302
.85 -.250 ·364 .614 .870 .619 YAW .079
.90 -0126 .403 .529 .821 .602
.95 -·008 .403 .~11 .7711 .602
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TABLE 5.- Continued
P¢INT NUMBER _19 MACH . .780 RN = 2.208_10£6 H = 15.796 KPA ALPHA = 2.0W9 DEG CPSTAR - "'593
0 = 3,881 KPA GAMMA • 1,132 P - 11,276 KPA DELTA6 =-5,999 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU HL
CHORD 1 ,01 -,135 ,450 ,584 ,834 ,568 CHORD 6 ,01 -,494 ,4_3 ,937 ,977 ,591
,03 ",711 1,064 ,03 o,988 ,136 1,124 1,179 p723
.05 ".972 ".077 .895 1.172 .811 .05 "I.094 ".015 1.078 1.225 1788
,07 -,986 -,209 ,777 1,178 ,863 ,07 -1,133 -,119 1,014 1,242 ,827
,12 "1,0_6 ".334 ,712 1,204 ,913 ,12 -1,063 -,163 ,900 1,211 o845
• 20 -,942 -,457 ,_85 1,160 ,962 ,20 -,940 °,201 ,739 1,159 ,860
,30 ",797 =,430 ,367 1,099 ,951 ,30 -,834 -,271 ,564 1,115 o888
.35 ".689 -.431 .258 1.055 .952 .35 -.728 -.288 ._40 1.071 .895
.45 -.587 -.488 .100 1.014 .974 .45 -.651 -.294 .357 1.0'0 .897
.50 "e523 ".456 *067 .988 .962 .50 =.636 -.273 .362 1,033 1889
• 60 ",385 ",204 ,181 ,933 ,861 ,60 ",599 ",079 ,520 1,018 =811
,70 ",216 ,017 ,234 ,866 ,772 ,70 ",507 ,171 ,676 ,982 '705
.75 ".104 .089 .193 .821 .743 .75 ".429 .249 .678 .951 *676
.85 .226 .686 .85 -.274 .889
• 90 ,010 ,279 +269 ,775 ,663 ,90 -,144 ,367 ,510 ,837 P625
.95 ".015 .281 .295 .785 .663 .55 ".010 .376 .385 .783 '621
CHORD 2 ,05 ",952 ",117 ,835 1,16_ ,827 CHORD 7 ,05 "1,176 ",051 1,125 1,261 ,800
• 18 "1,126 ",335 ,791 1,239 ,913 ,12 "1,084 ",161 ,923 1,220 +644
,20 "I,001 -,463 ,536 1,185 ,964 ,20 -,879 -,221 ,658 1o133 ,868
•30 "1763 -.44_ .319 1.085 .957 .30 ".716 ".255 .464 1.067 +86a
,35 =,690 -,_47 ,2_2 1,055 ,958 ,35 -,716 -,264 ,45_ 1,067 +885
• 45 -,594 -,487 ,107 1,017 ,974 ,45 -,651 -,293 ,358 1,040 ,897
,50 ",536 -,463 ,073 ,993 ,964 ,50 -,612 -,278 .335 1,024 '891
.60 =1409 ".192 .216 .943 .857 .60 -.559 -.098 .461 1.003 +819
,70 -,248 ,036 ,283 ,879 ,765 ,70 -,*65 ,129 ,595 ,965 ,726
.75 -,137 .122 .259 .835 .729 .75 -,377 .222 .599 .930 ,686
• 85 -.04_ .257 .301 .797 +673 .85 -.238 .875
• 90 •,041 ,316 ,357 ,796 ,6#7 ,90 =,038 1,124 1,163 ,795 ,132
,95 ",020 ,313 ,333 ,788 _649 ,95 =,000 ,780
CHORD 3 ,05 -,982 -,096 ,886 1,176 ,818 CHORD 8 ,05 -1,067 -,031 1,056 1,222 ,792
,12 "1.151 -,318 ,833 1.250 ,907 .12 -1.071 ",159 .912 1.215 +8%3
,20 "1,019 ",450 ,568 1,152 _959 ,20 ",887 ",225 ,657 1,136 '871
• 30 ",751 -,442 .308 1.080 1956 .30 ".706 -.268 .438 1.06_ ,887
• 35 ",682 ",451 ,231 1.052 ,959 .35 ",684 ".269 ,415 1.053 +887
,45 ",600 ",486 ,114 1,019 197_ ,45 ",635 ",268 .346 1o033 +89g
.50 -.546 -.460 .086 .997 .963 .50 -.598 -.281 .317 1.018 1892
.60 ".425 ".187 .238 .949 .854 .60 ".529 =.108 .420 .990 .823
,70 -,278 ,071 ,349 ,891 ,751 ,70 -,421 ,110 ,531 ,947 ,734
,75 ",185 ,162 ,347 ,854 ,713 ,75 ",348 ,212 ,561 ,919 ,692
,85 °,081 ,330 ,411 ,812 ,641 .85 ",281 ,330 ,611 ,892 '6_1
.90 ".029 .378 .408 .791 .620 .90 ".150 .373 .523 .840 .622
.95 ".000 =.000 .000 .780 .780 .95 =.037 .368 .406 .795 .624
CHORD 4 .05 "I.048 ",162 ,886 1.205 .845 CHORD 9 .05 "I.139 -.041 1.099 1.245 +796
• 12 -1,093 -,334 ,759 1,225 ,913 ,18 -,973 -,164 ,809 1,173 18_5
,20 -1,081 -,385 ,696 1,219 ,933 ,20 -,724 ",260 ,464 1,069 e883
.30 ".735 o.413 ,322 1.'074 .944 .30 ".599 ".275 .324 1.019 1889
,35 o,587 -,417 ,170 1,014 ,9_6 ,35 =,581 ",281 ,301 1,012 +592
.45 -.673 -.452 .221 1.048 .960 .45 ".527 ".287 .239 .9_0 '595
.50 ".,39 .955 .50 ".504 -.882 .222 .981 +692
,60 -.504 -,170 ,333 ,980 ,848 ,60 =.474 -,107 .367 .969 1823
.70 ".,50 .131 .581 .959 .726 .70 "._56 .127 .584 .962 +727
.75 ".387 .248 .635 .934 .676 .75 -.349 .222 .571 .919 .688
,85 ",216 ,390 ,606 ,866 ,615 ,85 =,226 ,307 ,533 ,870 ,651
.90 -.125 ._32 .557 .830 .596 .90 .008 ".009 -.017 .776 _783
.95 =.017 .426 .442 .786 .599 .95 °.000 .780
CHORD 5 ,01 ",197 ,470 ,667 ,859 ,578
,03 =1,070 ,075 1,144 1,214 ,749
05 -1,032 -.108 .9_3 1 298 *823
07 "1,056 =,150 ,907 1 208 ,840
12 -1.090 -.239 .851 1 223 .875
20 ".966 _,289 .677 1 169 ,895
30 -,789 ",331 ,_58 1 096 ,912 8 A L A N C E D A T A35 ",721 -.339 ,382 1 068 ,915
45 o,733 =,3_9 ,38_ 1,073 *919 '
• 50 -.678 -,344 .334 1.050 .917 COEFFZCIENT OF LIFT *_0
• 60 -,616 ",118 .498 1,025 ,827 DRAG . ,006
,70 -,513 ,140 .653 *984 .722 PITCH -2.073
,75 °,433 ,238 ,671 ,952 ,661 ROLL -2,213
.85 -,250 .355 .605 .880 .630 YAW .077
.90 ".166 ,393 ,518 .830 ,613
•95 ".010 .392 .402 .783 .614
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER .. 20 MACH . .781 RN • 2.211_10E6 H . 15.819 KPA ALPHA • 2.0 .. 9 PEG CPSTAR . -.550Q • 3.892 KPA GAMMA . 1.132 P . 11. 28 5 KPA OEL TA9 - -.005 OEG
X/C CPU CPL OCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL OCP MU ML
CHoRO 1 • 01 -.150 .46 ... .61" ,840 .582 CHORD 6 .01 ·.551 '''78 1.030 1·001 .575
.03 ·.726 1.071 .03 ·1.035 .177 1·212 1·201 .707
.05 -.990 -.05" .937 1.181 .802 .05 ·101 .. 8 .026 1·17.. 1·250 .769
• 07 -1.002 ·.183 .819 1.186 .85 .. .07 ·1.200 ·.081 1·119 1·273 .813
.12 ·1.075 ·.305 .771 1.218 .902 .12 ·1.153 ·.136 1.018 1·253 .835
.20 -1.000
•• .. 21 .579 1.185 .9"8 .20 ·1.098 • .177 .921 1·228 .851
.30 ·.892 ·.392 .500 1.140 .937 .30 ·.976 ··186 .791 1'175 .855
.35 ·.835 ·.382 '''53 1.116 .933 .35 ·.89..
-·267 .627 1'1"0 .887
... 5 ·.706 •• .. 12 .29" 1.063 .9"5 ... 5 ·.591 ·.278 ·313 1·016 .892
.50 ·.630 -.369 • 261 1.032 .928 .50 -.618 ·.259 .359 1'027 .88 ..
.60 ·.507 ·.113 .395 .983 .826 .60 -,597 ·.080 .517 1·019 .813
.70 ·.365 .125 '''90 .926 .729 .70 ·.508 .170 .679 '983 .710
.75 -.290 • 21 .. .50 .. .896 .692 .75 • ... 22 .2 .. 8 .671 '9"9 .677
.85 .337 .639 .85 ·.277 .891
.90 ·.070 .363
."3" .809 .627 .90 -.149 .363 .512 .8 .. 0 .627
.95 -.0 .. 0 .3"0 .380 .796 .637 .95 ·.010 .356 .366 .78 .. .630
CHORD 2 .05 ·.981 -.090 .890 1.177 .817 CHORD 7 .05 ·1.223 • ·014 1·209 1·28.. .786
.12 ·1·15 .. ·.302 • 852 1.253 .901 .12 ·1.171
-·13 .. 1·037 1'260 .83 ..
.20 ·1.055 ·.424 .631 1.209 .950 .20 ·1.112 ··199 .912 1·23.. .860
.30 ·.9"0
•• .. 02 .538 1.160 .941 .30 ·.88.. ·.237 .6"1 1.136 .875
.35 ·.8"6 ·.398 ..... 8 10121 .939 .35 ·.667 -.2 ... 6 ,1+21 1·0..7 .879
... 5 ·.706
•• .. 15 .291 1.063 .9"6 ... 5 ·.637 ·.279 .358 1'035 .892
.50 ·.621 -.379 .2 .. 2 1.028 .932 .50 -.622 -.266 .356 1·029 .887
.60 ·.524 -.106 '''19 .990 .823 .60 -.566 -.088 .... 78 1·006 .816
.70 -.390 .138 .528 .936 .72 .. .70 ·.1+77
·139 .615 ·971 .723
.75 -.303 .228 • 531 .901 .686 .75 ·.382 .231 .613 ·933 .68 ..
.85 -.178 .365 .51+3 .852 .626 .85 ··2"'2 ·877
.90 ·.108 .399 .507 .82 .. .611 .90
-.1"3 ... 03 .51+6 ·838 .609
.95 -.036 .397 ... 33 .795 .612 .95 -.0't1 .797
CHORD 3 .05 -1·008 -.07 .. .93 .. 1.189 .810 CHORD 8 .05 -1·113 .008 1·121 1·235 .777
.12 -1·178 -.290 .888 1.263 .896
·12 ·1.162
- ·133 1·029 1·256 .83 ..
• 20 -1.09 .. •• .. 1.. .680 1.226 .9"6 .20 -1.093 ·.209 .88 .. 1·226 .86"
.30 -.988
-'''08 .579 1.180 .9 .... .30 -.797 -.253 .5 .... 1'100 .882
.35 -.888 •• .. 00 ... 88 10138 .9"0 .35 -.616 -.256 .360 1·026 .8g3
... 5 ·.69 .. • ... 17 .277 1.058 .9"7 ... 5 -.616 -.279 .337 1'027 .892
.50 -.613 -.382 .231 1.025 .933 ·50 -.597 -.273 .32 .. 1·019 .890
.60 ·.542 ·.105 ... 36 .997 .823 .60 -.51+8
- .102 ..... 6 ·999 .821
.70 • ... 06 ·150 .556 .9 .. 3 .719 .70 - ... Z3 .11:> .539 '9"'9 .733
.75 -.317 .236 .553 .907 .682 .75 -.353 .219 .571 '921 .690
.85 -.178 .381 .559 .852 .619 .85 -.287 • 3"7 .63 .. .895 .63 ..
.90
-·151 '''07 .557 .8"1 .608 .90 ... 150 .38 .. .534 • 8 "1 .618
.95 -.030 '''02 '''33 .793 .610 '95 -.036 .379 ... 15 '795 .620
CHORD .. .05
-1·080 -.12,+ .956 1.220 .830 CHORD 9 .05 -1·191 -·035 1·156 1·269 .79'+
.12 -1.129 -.295 .83 .. 1.2.. 2 .898 .12 ·1.127 -.1 ..3 .98.1+- 1'2'+1 .838
.20 -1·1 .. 3 -.3 .. 8 .79'+ 1.2.. 8 .920 .20 ·.936
-.2"3 .693 1'158 .878
• 30 -1.057 -.36 .. .693 1.210 .926 .30 ·.555 -.26 .. .291 1·002 .886
.35 ·.982 ·.366 .616 1.178 .926 .35 ·.580 -.269 .310 1·012 .888
... 5 ·.606 ·.397 .209 1.023 .939 ... 5 ·.526
-.280 .2 .. 6 ·990 .893
.50
-.381 .933 .50 -.520 -.276 .2 .. 5 ·988 .891
.60 ·.592 -.130 '''61 1.017 .833 ·60 • ... 75 -.101 .37 .. '970 .821
.70 ... 515 0158 .673 .986 .715 .70 ..... 60 • 13'+ .59.. ·96 .. .725
.75 •• ,.42 .269 .711 .957 .668
·75 -.352 .229 .581 '921 .685
.85 ·.2 .. 8 '''06 .65" .880 .608 ·85 -.226 .313 .539 ·871 .6 .. 9
.90 ··1 .. 7 ..... 8 .595 .839 .589 ·90 ··116 .3'61 ... 77 '827 .628
.95 ·.028 • .... 2 ... 69 .791 .592 .95 .006 ·778
CHORD 5 .01 -.236 .502 .738 .875 .56 ..
.03 -1.109 ·120 1.228 1.233 .731
.05 -1.107 -.059 1.0.. 8 1.232 .80 ..
.07 -10112 ·.106 1.006 1.23.. .823
.12 -10161 -.198 .96'+ 1.256 .860
.20 -1.128 -.250 .878 1.2"1 .881
.30 -1.02 .. ·.296 .728 1.196 .899 B A L A N C E 0 A T A
.35 -.967 -.305 .662 1.172 .902
...5 -.676 ·.331 .3 .. 5 1.051 .913
• 50 -.67 • -.317 .357 1.050 .907 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT .531
.60 -.639
-.101 .538 1.036 .821 DRAG .011
.70
-.5"1 .150 .691 .996 .719 PITCH
·2·2"9
.75
- ... 53 .2 .. 8 .700 .961 .677 ROLL -2.536
.85 ·.272 .371 .6 .. 3 .889 .62 .. YA~ '081,
.90 -.140 '''11 .551 .837 .606
.95 -.008 '''10 ... 18 .783 .606
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 421 MACH • ,779 RN = 2,213=10E6 H = 15,837 KPA ALPHA • 2,049 DEG CPSTAR • -o55_
O • 3.888 KPA GAMMA I 1113 _ P l 1113_0 KPA DELTA9 - 9.006 OEG
X/C CPU CPL OCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML
CHORD 1 ,01 °,156 ,466 ,623 8_2 ,580 CHORD 6 ,01 ",593 ,515 1,108 1,015 ,557
,03 -,728 1 070 ,03 -1,068 ,222 1,290 1,213 ,687
•05 -,996 -,050 ,947 1 182 ,799 ,05 "I,177 ,073 1,250 1,260 ,7_9
,07 "1,007 ",179 ,828 1 186 ,851 ,07 "1,240 ",030 1,210 1,289 ,791
,12 "1,081 -,301 ,780 1 218 ,899 .12 "1,192 -.088 1,10_ 1,267 ,814
,20 -1,001 o,415 ,586 1 184 ,945 ,20 -1,165 -,119 1,046 1,255 ,827
,30 -,895 -,386 ,508 1 139 ,933 ,30 -1,059 -,127 ,933 1,209 ,830
,35 -,841 -,383 ,458 1 117 ,932 ,35 -1,027 -,182 ,845 1,195 ,852
,45 -,715 -,403 ,312 I 065 ,940 ,45 -,797 -,167 ,630 1,098 ,846
•50 -,633 -.371 .262 1 032 ,927 .50 -,646 -,136 .510 1.037 1834
•60 ",510 ",I09 ,402 982 ,823 ,60 m.694 ,072 ,766 1,056 1750
,70 -,364 ,130 ,494 924 ,726 ,70 -,616 °302 ,918 1,025 ,653
,75 ",294 ,219 ,512 896 ,689 ,75 -,536 ,361 ,897 ,993 ,627
,85 ,340 ,636 ,85 -,197 *858
,90 -,07£ ,366 1W38 ,808 ,625 190 -,134 ,463 1596 ,833 1581
,95 -,041 ,3_I ,382 °796 ,636 ,95 -,114 ,447 ,561 ,825 ,588
CHORD 2 05 ",987 ",087 ,900 1.178 ,814 CHORD 7 ,05 "1,268 ,032 1,300 1,302 ,766
12 "1,158 ",303 ,855 1,252 ,900 ,12 "1,232 ",072 1,160 1,285 ,808
20 -1,063 -,417 ,646 1,210 ,945 ,20 -1,186 -,133 1,053 1,265 ,833
30 ",956 ",400 ,556 1,165 ,938 ,30 "1,088 ",163 ,925 1,221 ,845
35 ",870 ''396 ,474 1,129 ,937 "35 "1,046 "'168 ,878 1,203 '846
_5 "'721 ",412 ,309 1,067 ,943 ,&5 ",683 ",185 ,499 1"052 ,853
50 ='627 ",376 ,251 1.029 ,929 ,50 ",629 ",165 ,&6_ 1,030 ,845
60 ",531 "'I04 ,428 991 ,821 ,60 "'639 ,012 '651 I'03& ,77&
70 -.395 ,140 ,535 937 ,722 ,70 -,582 ,233 ,815 1,011 ,682
•75 -,308 ,230 ,538 902 ,684 ,75 -,479 ,317 ,797 ,970 ,646
•85 ",181 ,357 ,539 852 *629 .85 -,203 ,860
,90 -,111 ,371 ,482 824 ,623 ,90 -,1_1 ,428 ,569 ,836 ,597
,95 =,038 ,396 ,434 794 ,612 ,95 ",119 ,827
CHORD 3 ,05 "1,013 -*068 ,945 1 189 ,806 CHORD 8 ,05 "1,160 ,066 1,226 1,253 ,752
,12 -1,181 -,286 ,895 1 263 ,894 ,12 "1,217 -,072 1,145 1,278 ,808
• 20 "1,099 -,40_ ,695 1 226 ,940 ,20 -1,182 -,146 1,037 1,263 ,837
,30 ",992 ",396 ,596 1 180 ,937 ,30 -1,130 -,184 ,947 1,240 .853
• 35 =,889 ",397 ,492 1 136 ,937 ,35 "1,028 -,183 .844 1,195 .853
,45 ",691 -,412 ,279 1 055 ,9_3 ,45 -,638 -,198 ,440 1,034 ,859
50 ",622 -,377 ,2_5 1,027 ,930 .50 -,597 -.189 *_08 1.017 ,855
60 -,546 ",I03 ,443 ,997 ,820 ,60 -,597 -*027 ,570 1,017 ,790
70 -,409 ,150 ,560 ,942 ,717 ,70 -,482 ,163 ,645 ,971 ,712
75 ",321 ,236 ,557 ,907 ,681 ,75 -,383 ,235 ,618 ,932 1682
85 -,181 ,380 ,561 ,852 ,619 ,85 -,325 ,308 ,632 ,909 .650
90 -,154 .404 ,558 .841 .608 .90 -.192 ,326 ,519 .856 .6_2
,95 ".033 .399 .432 ,792 .610 .95 -.091 .326 ,417 .816 ,643
CHORD 4 05 -I,085 ".119 .966 1,220 .827 CHORO 9 .05 -1.254 .006 1.261 1,296 e776
12 "1,133 ",290 ,8_3 1,241 ,895 ,12 "1,219 ",103 1,116 1,279 ,821
20 -1,151 -,352 ,799 1,2_9 ,919 ,20 -1,146 -,203 ,9_3 1,247 ,860
30 -1,068 -,363 ,705 1,213 ,924 ,30 -,722 -,209 ,513 1,068 ,863
35 -1,003 ",365 .638 1,184 .925 ,35 -,484 -,244 ,240 ,972 ,877
45 -,606 -,394 ,212 1,021 ,936 ,_5 -,513 -,260 ,253 ,983 ,883
50 ",379 ,930 ,50 -,514 -,258 ,257 ,984 ,882
60 ",603 ",127 ,476 1,020 ,830 ,60 -,491 -*092 .399 .975 ,816
70 -,521 ,161 ,681 ,987 ,713 ,70 -,490 ,134 ,624 ,974 ,724
75 -,447 ,271 ,718 ,957 ,666 .75 ",370 ,227 .596 ,927 1685
85 -,251 ,&07 ,658 ,880 ,607 ,85 -,242 ,313 ,554 ,876 ,648
90 ",150 .447 ,597 ,839 ,588 ,90 -,132 ,361 ,493 .832 ,687
95 ",029 ,440 ,469 ,791 ,591 ,95 ",006 ,781
CHORD 5 ,01 ",246 ,510 ,757 ,878 ,559
,03 -1,123 ,132 1,255 1,236 ,725
•o5 -1,117 ",0_6 1o070 1.23_ ,798
,07 -1,128 o,093 1,035 1 239 ,816
,12 "1,170 -,186 ,984 I 258 ,85_
,20 "1,148 ",237 ,912 1 2_8 ,874
130 "1,043 ",280 ,762 1 202 ,891 8 A L A N C E D k T A
,35 ",999 -,288 ,710 1 183 ,894
• 45 ",693 ",311 .382 1 056 ,903
• 50 -,680 -,298 ,382 1 050 ,898 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ,582
,60 -,648 -,083 ,565 1,038 ,813 DRAG .01_
• 70 -,56_ ,167 ,730 1,004 ,710 PITCH -2,778
,75 -,_63 ,264 ,727 ,964 ,669 ROLL -2,894
,85 ",290 ,380 ,670 ,895 ,619 YAW ,117
°90 -,150 ,419 ,569 ,839 e601
• 95 "*011 ,414 ,426 ,78_ ,603
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 422 HACH - .784 RN = 2,215810E6 H . 15.B59 KPA ALPHA = 2,049 DEG CPSTAR = -,540
Q = 3,921KPA GAHHA = 1,132 P • 11,285 KP& DELTA9 = 6,009 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML
CHORD 1 .01 =,146 ._68 .614 .842 ,582 CHORD 6 ,01 -.571 .507 1.078 1.013 .564
,03 -,721 1,074 ,03 -I,050 ,212 1,262 1,213 ,695
,05 -,989 =,052 ,936 1,186 ,804 ,05 =1,159 ,063 1,222 1,261 ,757
• 07 =1.001 ".183 .817 1.191 .857 .07 "1.226 ".042 1.184 1.291 .800
.12 =1.082 ".304 .778 1.227 .905 .12 =1.179 ".099 1.079 1.270 .823
• 20 =1.007 ".421 .586 1.194 .952 .20 =1.159 =.133 1.026 1.261 .837
,30 -,905 o,392 ,513 1,150 ,941 ,30 -1,056 -,131 ,926 1.215 ,836
.35 =.853 =.388 .464 1.128 .939 .35 -1.053 =.902 .851 1.214 .865
.45 =.7,7 =.411 .335 1.084 .9_8 .45 =.927 =.195 .738 1.159 .862
,50 =,643 =,379 ,263 1.042 ,936 .50 =,672 -,167 .505 1,054 ,851
,60 -,513 =,111 ,402 ,989 ,828 ,60 =.664 ,025 ,689 1,050 ,773
,70 =,369 ,128 ,496 ,931 ,731 ,70 =,651 ,263 ,915 1,045 ,673
•75 =,296 ,217 ,513 ,902 ,693 ,75 -,592 ,327 ,919 1.081 ,646
,85 .339 .640 ,85 =.265 .890
,90 =,073 ,365 .438 ,813 ,629 ,90 -,I00 ,_26 ,525 ,824 ,601
,95 -,041 .342 .383 ,800 ,639 ,95 =,039 ,418 ,457 ,799 ,605
CHORD 2 ,05 =,980 ",088 ,898 1,182 ,819 CHORD 7 ,05 =t,249 ,02_ 1,273 1.302 ,77_
• 12 -1,153 -,302 ,852 1,258 ,905 ,12 -1,212 -,089 1,124 1,285 ,819
• 20 =1,063 -,427 ,636 1,218 ,955 ,20 -1,171 -,149 1,022 1,266 ,844
•30 =.961 =.401 ,560 1,174 ,9_4 .30 -1,084 ",182 .902 1,888 .857
• 35 =.884 =.397 .487 1.1_1 .943 .35 =1.054 =.186 .868 1.215 .858
.45 =.734 -.413 .321 1.079 .949 .45 -.705 =.207 .499 1.067 .867
• 50 =.627 ".376 .251 1.035 .934 .50 =.618 =.188 ._29 1.032 .859
•60 -,528 =,103 ,_25 ,995 ,825 ,60 -,639 -,011 ,628 1,040 ,788
,70 ==394 ,130 ,52_ ,942 1730 ,70 =,585 ,211 ,796 1,018 ,696
•75 ".307 ,224 ,531 .907 ,690 ,75 =,487 ,297 ,784 ,979 ,659
•85 =,182 .356 ,537 .857 ,633 .85 =,241 .881
,90 o,110 ,399 ,509 .828 ,613 ,90 =.129 ,430 .559 .836 ,600
,95 =,037 ,396 ,433 .798 ,615 .95 =,078 ,815
CHORD 3 ,05 =1,007 =,070 ,937 1,194 ,812 cHORD 8 ,05 =1,141 ,071 1,213 1.253 .754
,12 "I,177 ",290 ,887 1,269 ,900 ,12 "1,206 ",085 1,121 1,882 ,818
,20 "1,099 -,408 ,691 1.234 ,947 ,20 +1.161 =,160 1,001 1,268 ,848
,30 =,992 ",399 ,593 1,187 ,94_ ,30 -1,124 -,199 ,984 1,245 ,864
• 35 =.895 =.400 ._95 1.146 .944 .35 -1.029 =.198 .830 1.203 °863
•45 =,713 ",415 ,298 1.070 ,950 ,45 -,647 =,214 ,433 1,043 ,870
• 50 =,613 P,379 ,23& 1.030 ,936 ,SO =,593 -.204 .389 1.021 ,865
•60 -,5_* -.103 ,_I 1,002 ,825 ,60 -,590 ",039 .551 1.020 ,799
•70 -,*09 ,152 ,560 ,9_7 ,721 ,70 =,485 ,159 ,644 ,978 +718
,75 =,319 ,238 ,557 ,912 ,684 ,75 =,383 ,241 ,624 ,937 ,683
,85 ",180 ,381 ,561 .856 ,622 ,85 =,321 ,332 ,653 ,912 ,643
,90 ",152 .408 ,559 .845 ,610 ,90 =,171 ,365 ,536 ,852 ,629
,95 -,029 ,404 ,433 ,795 ,611 ,95 =,059 ,357 ,416 ,807 ,63_
CHORD 4 ,05 =1,079 ='121 ,957 1,225 ,832 CHORD 9 ,05 "1,240 ",003 1,237 1,298 ,785
.12 -1.131 =.293 .837 1._8 .901 .12 =1.207 ".097 1.109 1.283 .823
• 80 -1,148 -,345 ,803 1.256 ,922 ,20 =1,137 =,213 .92_ 1.251 ,869
,30 -1,076 =,365 ,711 1,224 ,930 ,30 =,790 ",211 ,579 1,108 .868
• 35 -1.013 ",365 ,647 1,196 ,930 ,35 =,483 -,247 .235 ,977 ,883
.45 =1603 =.394 .209 1.026 ,941 .45 =1504 -,260 .24_ ,986 .888
• 50 ".378 ,935 .50 =,505 -,259 ,247 ,986 ,887
•60 -,607 =,126 ,481 1,027 1834 ,60 -,488 -,091 ,397 ,979 P820
•70 ",520 ,162 ,682 ,992 ,716 .70 -,484 ,138 ,622 ,978 ,726
,75 -,446 ,273 ,719 ,962 ,669 ,75 ",366 ,230 ,596 ,930 ,687
,85 =,252 ,408 ,660 ,885 ,610 ,85 ".239 ,316 ,5fi5 ,880 ,651
•90 =,150 ,4_9 ,599 ,8N4 ,591 ,90 =,129 ,365 ,494 ,836 ,629
,95 ",029 ,442 ,471 ,795 ,594 ,95 =,001 ,784
CHORD 5 ,01 -,236 ,508 ,744 ,878 ,563
,03 -1,106 ,129 1,235 1,237 ,730
.05 =1.102 -.050 1.052 1.236 .804
.07 =1.113 =.097 1.016 1.240 .823
• 12 =1,164 ".190 ,974 1,263 ,860
•20 -1.144 ",241 .903 1,854 ,880
,30 -1,061 -,286 ,775 1,217 ,898 8 A L A N C _ O A ] k
• 35 -1,039 -,295 ,7_5 1,208 ,902
• 45 =.815 ".319 .495 1.112 .912
• SO =,642 =,305 ,337 1,041 ,906 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ,567
,60 =,636 ",087 ,548 1,039 ,819 DRAG ,013
,70 -1561 ,163 .724 1,009 ,716 PITCH -2,610
• 75 =.471 ,259 ,730 .972 ,675 ROLL =2,776
•85 =,289 ,377 ,667 .900 .623 YAH ,103
• 90 -,151 ,416 .567 ,844 ,606
•95 =,010 ,414 ,424 ,787 ,607
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 423 MACH - ,781 RN - 2,210410E6 H - 15,8_4 KPA ALPHA - 2,049 DEG CPSTAR - -'5_8
Q = 3,902 KPA GAMMA • 1,132 P - 11,297 KPA DELTA9 - 3,993 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD I ,01 ",145 ,466 ,611 ,839 ,581 CHORD 6 ,01 -,565 ,500 1,065 1,007 ,566
,03 ",718 1,069 ,03 "1,046 ,202 1,248 1,206 ,697
,05 ",990 ",052 ,937 1,182 ,802 ,05 -1,158 ,052 1,210 1,256 ,760
• 07 -1,002 -,183 ,819 1,187 ,854 ,07 -1,217 -,054 1,163 1,282 ,803
• 12 -1,081 -.304 .777 1,222 ,903 ,12 -1.174 -,111 1.063 1,263 ,826
,20 "1,009 ".421 .588 1.191 ,949 .20 "1,145 ".1_6 .999 1,250 ,840
,30 ".907 ",393 ,515 1,147 ,938 .30 "1.047 ",200 .847 1.207 '861
.35 ",853 ".387 .466 1,125 .936 .35 "I,013 ",223 ,790 1,1_2 '870
,45 -,738 =.411 ,327 1,077 .9_6 ,45 -,775 ".220 ,555 1.092 ,869
•50 ",640 ".373 ,267 1.037 .930 .50 -.596 _.195 ,402 1,020 ,859
.60 ".513 =.111 .401 .986 .826 ,60 -,650 .004 .654 1,041 ,779
,70 -.367 .128 .495 ,928 ,728 ,70 -,624 ,2_3 ,867 1,031 .680
,75 -.295 .219 .514 .899 .690 .75 =,560 ,310 ,870 1,005 ,651
• 85 ,342 ,637 .85 -.308 ,904
.90 -,072 .368 ,_40 ,810 .626 .90 -,118 ._25 .5_ .829 .600
,95 ",040 .344 ,384 .797 ,636 .95 -,008 ,427 ,434 ,784 ,599
CHORD 2 .05 -,980 -,088 ,893 1,178 ,816 CHORD 7 .05 -I,2_6 ,010 1,256 1,296 ,777
• 12 -1,155 -,302 .853 1,255 .902 .12 -1,205 -,102 1.10_ 1,277 ,822
,20 -1,067 -,430 ,638 1.216 .953 ,20 -1,156 -.16_ .992 1,255 ,847
•30 -.968 -._04 .56_ 1.173 .9_3 ,30 -1.057 -,198 ,859 1.211 .860
,35 -.893 -,401 .492 1.141 ,941 .35 "1.008 -,203 ,805 1.190 .863
,45 -.749 -,419 ,330 1.081 .949 ,45 -,6_1 -,230 .412 1.038 .873
,50 -,633 -,382 ,252 1,034 .934 ,50 -.623 -.212 .411 1.030 .866
•60 ".532 ",I06 .426 .99_ .824 ,60 ".631 -,035 .596 1,034 '795
,70 -.396 ,139 .535 ,940 .724 ,70 -.560 .188 .749 1.005 .703
,75 -,308 .230 ,538 ,905 ,685 ,75 -._63 .274 .737 ,966 .667
.85 -.181 .366 ,5_8 .854 ,626 .85 -.259 .885
•90 -.110 .400 .510 .825 ,611 .90 -.135 .+20 .555 ,835 .60Z
,95 -,038 .397 ,_35 .796 ,612 .95 -.059 ,805
CHORD3 ,05 "1,008 -,075 ,933 1.190 ,811 CHORD8 .05 "1,130 ,056 1.186 1,244 .758
12 "1.179 ".291 ,888 1.265 .897 .12 -1.199 -.098 1,100 1,274 .821
20 "1.102 -.409 ,693 1,231 .945 ,20 -1.149 -.173 ,976 1.252 '851
30 -1.000 -.400 .600 1,187 ,941 .30 -1,089 -.214 ,875 1.225 .867
35 -,899 D.402 .497 1.14_ .942 .35 -.987 "e215 ,772 1.181 '867
45 -,712 -,417 .295 1.066 ,948 ,45 -.61_ -.234 .379 1.027 .875
50 -,61_ ".381 ,233 1.027 .934 .50 -.596 -.227 .369 1.019 ,872
,60 -,545 -.104 .441 .999 .823 ,60 -,593 1,061 .533 1,018 ,805
.70 -,%09 ,151 ,560 ,948 ,719 ,70 -,472 ,11_ ,616 ,970 ,722
• 75 -,321 ,235 ,556 ,910 ,684 ,75 -,382 ,233 ,615 ,93_ ,684
,85 ",183 ,379 ,561 ,85_ ,621 ,85 ",312 ,343 .655 ,906 ,637
•90 ",154 ,405 ,559 ,843 ,609 .90 ".165 .375 .539 .847 .623
.95 -,032 .401 ,_33 ,794 ,611 .95 -.048 .365 ,413 .800 ,627
CHORD4 ,05 -1,077 ".122 ,955 1.220 ,830 CHORD9 ,05 -1.232 -,016 1.216 1.289 .787
•12 "I,128 ",296 ,832 1.2_2 .899 .12 "1.188 -.I19 1.068 1.269 .829
•20 "1.150 -,348 .802 1.252 ,920 .20 "1,104 ".219 .886 1.232 ,869
•30 -1,084 -.367 .717 1,223 ,928 .30 -,598 ",217 ,382 1,020 ,868
•35 -I,019 ",371 ,648 1,195 ,930 ,35 -,489 -,254 .236 .977 ,883
,45 ",623 ",396 .227 1.030 ,939 .45 -,525 -,267 ,258 ,991 ,888
•50 -,379 ,933 .50 -.521 -,265 ,257 ,989 .887
•60 -.609 ",129 ._79 1.024 ,833 .60 -._89 -.095 .394 .976 .819
,70 -.522 ,160 ,682 .990 ,715 .70 -.&81 .136 .617 .973 ,725
•75 -,448 .271 ,719 ,960 ,668 .75 =.366 ,227 .593 ,928 ,687
•85 -.252 .408 ,660 ,882 ,608 ,85 ",239 .311 .550 .877 .650
,90 ",149 ,449 .599 .841 .589 ,90 -.127 ,360 ,_87 ,832 ,629
,95 -.030 ,442 ,472 .793 ,592 ,95 ".001 ,781
CHORD5 .01 -,236 .508 .7_4 ,876 .561
• 03 -1.108 .127 1.235 1.234 ,729
• 05 -1.107 -,053 1.054 1.233 .802
• 07 -1.112 -.100 1.012 1.235 .821
,12 -1.166 ".192 .974 1,260 ,858
,20 -1,1_6 -.2_3 ,902 1,250 ,879
• 30 -1.056 -.290 .765 1,211 .897 8 A L A N C E D A T A
• 35 -1,023 -.298 .7_5 1.196 .900
• 45 -.753 ".323 ,430 1,083 ,910
,50 -,6_2 -.308 ,333 1.038 ,905 COEFFICI£NT OF LIFT .55_
.60 ",629 ",090 ,539 1.033 ,817 DR_Q .012
,70 ".557 .161 .718 1.00_ ,714 PITCH "2.504
,75 -.€60 .259 .719 .965 ,673 ROLL =2.706
•85 ",284 .378 .663 .895 ,621 YAW ,095
•90 ".149 ,_18 ,567 ,841 ,603
,95 ".008 ,417 ,425 .784 ,60_
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUHBER 425 HACH n +780 RN t 2,22311026 H - 15,887 KPA ALPHA m 2.049 DEG CPSTAR _ -,851
Q • 3,898 KPA OAHHA g 1,132 P - 11,316 KPA DELTA9 - 2.020 DEQ
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD 1 ,01 ",151 ,470 ,621 ,840 ,579 CHORD 6 ,Or ",564 ,491 1,055 1,005 ,569
,03 -,728 1,071 ,03 "1,035 ,191 1,227 1,200 ,701
,05 -,991 -,007 ,984 1,181 ,783 ,05 -1,14_ ,045 1,188 1,247 ,762
,07 -1.002 -,183 ,820 1,186 ,853 ,07 -1,212 -,063 1,1_9 1,278 ,805
,12 -I,074 -,303 ,771 1,217 ,901 ,12 -1,147 -,117 1,030 1,249 ,827
• 20 -,999 -,409 ,590 1,184 ,943 ,20 -1.122 ".155 ,967 1,238 ,842
• 30 -,895 o,382 ,514 1,140 ,932 .30 -1,015 -,221 .793 1.191 ,869
.35 -.841 ".378 .463 1.118 .931 .35 -,962 ".239 .723 1.168 .878
.45 -1720 ".404 .316 1.068 .941 ._5 -.624 ".241 .383 1.029 .878
.50 -1633 "1369 .264 1.033 .927 .50 -.611 -.280 .391 1.024 1868
,60 -,508 ",111 ,397 .983 ,825 .60 -,626 -,026 ,600 1,030 o790
• 70 -,364 ,128 ,492 ,925 ,727 ,70 -,572 ,214 ,786 1,008 1891
•75 -,291 ,216 ,508 ,896 ,690 ,75 ".511 ,286 ,797 .984 ,860
• 85 ,341 ,637 ,85 -,302 .901
• 90 -1071 ,369 ,440 ,80a ,624 ,90 -,138 ,405 ,542 ,835 .608
,95 -,039 ,345 ,384 ,796 ,635 ,95 -,002 ,_09 ,411 ,781 ,606
CHORD 2 ,05 -,980 ",088 ,893 1,176 1815 CHORD 7 .05 "1,223 ,006 1.229 1.283 1777
,12 -1,151 -,312 ,839 1,251 ,905 ,12 -1,169 ",114 1,055 1.259 ,828
,20 -1,052 -,415 ,637 1,207 ,946 .20 -1,121 -.178 ,942 1.237 ,851
,30 -,948 ",400 ,548 1,162 ,940 .30 -.987 ".214 ,773 1,179 ,868
.35 -.861 ".395 .466 1.126 .938 .35 -.815 ".220 .596 1.107 1868
• 45 -,725 ",_14 ,311 1,070 ,945 .45 -,629 ",250 ,379 1,031 ,880
,50 -,627 ",378 ,2_9 1,030 ,931 ,50 =,635 ".235 ,_O0 1,03_ .87_
,60 -,528 -,105 ,423 ,990 ,822 .60 -,589 -,055 .534 1.015 ,80_
• 70 -,394 ,139 ,532 ,937 ,723 .70 -,518 ,166 .68_ ,987 ,711
• 75 -,305 ,228 ,533 ,902 .685 ,75 -,429 ,257 .686 .951 ,673
,85 ",179 ,366 .546 ,852 ,625 ,85 -,250 ,880
,90 -,lOB ,401 ,509 ,823 ,610 ,90 -,134 ,414 ,5_8 ,834 ,80_
,95 -,035 ,400 ,435 ,794 ,610 ,95 -,042 ,797
CHORD 3 .05 "1.005 ".075 .930 1.187 .810 CHORD 8 .05 -1.117 .0_0 1.157 1.236 J76_
• 12 -1,172 -,288 ,884 1.260 ,895 ,12 -1,148 -.105 1,042 1.249 ,822
,20 -1,089 o,397 ,693 1,223 ,938 ,20 -1.120 ",180 ,940 1,237 .852
• 30 -,987 ",387 ,600 1.179 ,935 ,30 -1.002 -,225 ,778 1,186 ,870
,35 -,890 ",385 ,505 1,138 ,934 ,35 -,761 ",226 ,535 1,085 ,871
,45 -,698 -,402 ,297 1,059 ,940 ,45 -,623 -,247 ,377 1,029 ,87_
,50 o,615 -,368 ,247 1,025 ,927 ,50 -,609 -,240 ,369 1,023 .876
• 60 -,544 -,105 ,439 ,997 ,822 .60 -,578 -.07w ,50_ 1,011 ,810
.70 -.,08 .150 .558 .943 1718 .70 -.459 .136 .596 .963 .724
,75 -,317 ,237 ,554 ,907 1682 ,75 -,371 ,233 ,603 ,928 8683
,85 -,178 ,386 ,564 ,851 ,617 ,85 -,295 ,348 ,643 ,898 1633
.90 -.151 .409 .560 .8_0 ,606 .90 -.152 .386 .538 .841 *617
•95 -.030 ,404 ,434 .792 ,608 .95 -,039 ,378 ,416 .795 ,620
CHORD 4 ,05 "1,074 ".122 ,952 1,217 ,829 CHORD 9 .05 "1,204 -,018 1.186 1,274 ,787
• 12 "1,126 ",291 .835 1,239 ,896 ,12 "1,133 ",117 1,016 1,242 ,887
•20 -1,134 ",35_ ,780 1.243 ,921 ,20 -1,027 -,220 ,807 1.196 ,868
,30 "1,057 ",364 ,693 1,209 ,925 ,30 ",518 ",229 ,288 ,986 ,872
• 35 -,996 ",366 ,630 1,t83 ,926 ,35 -,550 -,247 ,304 1,000 ,87_
• 45 -,595 -,394 ,201 1,017 ,937 ,45 -.538 -,251 ,288 ,995 ,880
,50 •,380 ,931 ,50 -,524 ",258 ,267 ,989 1883
,60 -,601 -,127 .474 1,020 ,831 ,60 -,480 -,088 ,392 .971 '815
.70 -.518 .159 .678 .987 .714 .70 -.476 .1_1 .617 .970 172_
• 75 -1443 ,270 ,713 .957 ,667 .75 -,351 ,236 ,587 ,920 1682
• 85 -,248 ,407 ,655 .879 ,607 ,85 -,223 ,321 .544 ,869 .6_5
,90 o,1_7 ,_48 ,595 .839 ,589 ,90 -,118 ,368 ,_86 ,827 ,625
,95 °,026 ,_43 ,469 ,790 ,591 ,95 ,005 ,778
CHORD 5 ,01 -,233 ,506 ,738 ,873 ,562
,03 -1,106 ,125 1,231 1,231 ,729
• 05 -1,089 =,051 1,037 1,223 ,801
• 07 -1,108 -,100 1,008 1,232 ,820
•12 -1,147 °,190 ,957 1,249 ,856
,20 "1,117 ",242 .875 1,236 ,877
,30 -1,039 ",293 ,746 1,202 ,897 B A L A N C E D A T A
•35 -,982 ",299 ,683 1,177 ,899
• 45 -,70k ".326 ,378 1.062 ,910
• 50 -.649 ".313 .336 1.039 .905 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT .509
,60 -,627 ",094 ,534 1.030 ,818 DRA0 ,001
• 70 ",542 ,154 ,696 ,996 1716 PITCH "2,305
,75 ",449 ,252 ,701 ,959 ,675 ROLL "2,578
• 85 -,274 ,374 ,648 ,889 1622 YAW ,063
.90 -.143 ,413 .556 .837 ,604
.95 ".OO7 ,412 .420 .783 6605
96
TABLE5.-Continued
POINT NUMBER 426 MACH • ,777 RN = 2,209=10E6 H = 15,865 KPA ALPHA = 2,0_9 DEG CPSTAR • "P563
0 • 3,877 KPA GAMMA = 1,132 P • 11,355 KPA DELTA9 = ",001 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD I ,01 ",155 ,_67 ,622 ,B38 1577 CHORD 6 ,01 ",56_ ,479 1"0_3 1"000 ,572
• 03 -,733 1,068 ,03 "1,0_1 ,176 1,217 1,196 ,70_
,05 ",998 -,055 ,943 1,178 ,799 *OS "1,158 ,026 1,185 1,247 ,766
• 07 "1,011 ",185 ,825 1,183 ,850 ,07 "1,213 -,081 1,133 1,271 f809
• 12 "1.078 -.304 .77, 1.212 .897 .12 "1.153 -.134 1.019 1.2*fi .830
• 20 -.998 -.407 .591 1.178 1938 .20 -1.08_ -.175 .909 1.215 .8_6
,30 -,879 -,380 ,_99 1,128 ,927 ,30 ",9_0 -,221 .719 1,153 ,86_
,35 ",816 -,37_ ,442 1,102 ,925 ,35 ",787 ",266 ,521 1.090 1882
,%5 ",691 ",%01 ,290 1,051 ,936 ,_5 ",633 ",275 ,358 1,028 ,888
• 50 ",62_ -.368 ,256 1,02_ ,923 .SO -,640 -,258 ,382 1,031 ,879
,60 =,50_ ",110 .39_ .976 ,820 ,60 =,597 -,068 ,528 1,013 ,804
,70 -,361 ,128 ,&89 ,920 ,72_ ,70 -,507 ,176 .683 ,978 *70&
•75 ",289 .217 .506 ,891 .687 .75 ''_35 .254 .689 ,949 ,871
.85 .3_2 1633 .85 ".272 ,885
,90 ",071 ,369 ,439 ,805 ,622 ,90 =,148 ,378 ,526 ,836 ,617
,95 ",040 .345 .385 .792 ,632 .95 ".007 .387 ,394 .779 ,614
CHORD 2 .OS ",987 -,087 .900 1.173 .812 CHORD 7 .05 "1.226 -*036 1.190 1.277 .791
• 12 =1,159 -.314 ,8_5 1,2_7 ,901 ,12 "1,171 -,136 1,03_ 1,252 ,831
,20 "1,058 =,416 ,642 1,20_ ,9k2 ,20 "I,103 ",20_ ,899 1,223 .858
•30 ",951 ",_02 o549 1,158 ,936 ,30 e,B04 ",241 ,563 1,097 ,873
• 35 ".855 ".398 .456 1.118 .935 .35 -.65_ -.250 ._0_ 1.036 .876
._5 ".716 ".418 .298 1.061 .9_2 ._5 =.661 °.285 .376 1.039 t890
,SO ",626 =,381 ,245 1,025 ,928 ,SO ",629 ",271 ,357 1,026 ,885
•60 ",528 ",106 ,423 ,986 ,819 ,60 =,565 -,091 *.7_ 1,001 '813
,70 ",395 ,139 ,533 ,933 ,720 °70 ",_68 ,13_ ,603 .962 ,721
•75 ",306 ,229 ,535 ,898 ,682 ,75 -,380 ,228 °607 °927 o682
185 ",181 ,359 1540 ,8_9 t626 ,85 "1241 .873
.90 -.111 .35_ ._65 .821 ,628 .90 -*1_ .399 o5_3 .83_ +608
,95 ",038 ,357 ,395 ,792 ,627 ,95 "*0_3 ,79_
CHORD 3 ,05 "1,017 =,062 .955 1*186 ,801 CHORD 8 *05 "1*122 *022 1,1_ 1,231 _768
• 12 -1.18_ -,298 ,886 I,258 ,895 *12 "1,1_9 -,130 1,019 1,2_3 ,828
.20 "I.089 -._02 .688 1.217 .936 .20 -l.OB_ -.205 .879 1.215 .858
• 30 ",967 =,398 ,569 1,165 1935 ,30 ",806 -,253 ,553 1,09B ,877
.35 ".870 ".388 ,482 1,12_ .930 ,35 ",629 ",256 ,373 1,026 ,878
•_S ",672 ",_0_ ,268 1,0_3 .937 ,_5 -.6_7 -.280 ,3_7 |.025 1888
•SO ",628 -,370 .258 1,026 ,923 ,SO ",609 ",275 ,33_ 1.018 ,886
,60 -,5_3 -,106 ,_37 .992 ,81_ .60 ''550 -,103 ,_7 ,995 ,818
• 70 "._07 .1_9 .556 .938 .715 .70 o._37 .116 .553 .950 .729
,75 -,318 *B3S ,553 ,903 ,679 ,75 ",353 ,220 ,573 ,917 ,686
.85 ",179 ,388 .567 ,8_8 .613 .85 ",287 ,3_7 ,63_ .8Sl _631
,90 ",152 .$07 .559 .837 ,605 ,90 "'152 ,38_ ,535 ,837 _615
,95 =,032 ,_01 ._3_ .789 ,607 .95 ".038 .379 ,_16 .792 .617
CHORD _ .05 "1,083 =.12_ ,959 1,21_ ,826 CHORD 9 .05 "1.200 "'0_ 1.156 1.266 ,79_
,12 "1,133 =1295 ,838 1,236 ,89_ ,12 "1'112 "o1_2 ,970 1,227 ,833
• 20 "1,139 "°358 ,781 1,239 ,919 ,20 ",916 ",21_ ,702 1*1_3 '862
•30 "I,065 -,369 ,697 1,207 ,923 ,30 •,585 -,266 ,319 1,009 ,88_
,35 -,989 -,371 ,618 1,17. ,92_ ,35 -,600 -,271 ,329 1,015 ,88%
,_5 °,605 -,403 ,201 1.017 ,837 ,_5 -,5_7 -,280 ,267 ,99_ ,888
,SO -,388 ,930 ,SO ",525 ",276 ,2_9 ,985 ,887
•60 ",601 "o130 €71 I,015 ,828 ,60 -,_78 -,126 ,352 .966 ,827
,70 =,521 ,159 680 ,983 ,711 ,70 ",_73 ,131 ,60_ ,96_ ,723
• 75 -,_$5 ,271 716 ,953 ,66_ ,75 ",350 ,227 ,577 ,916 ,683
• 85 ",251 ,_07 659 ,877 ,60& ,85 ",22_ ,312 ,535 ,866 ,6_7
,90 ",1_9 ,_8 597 ,836 ,586 ,90 =,117 ,35B *_75 ,823 _626
19S 11030 ,_I _71 ,788 ,589 ,95 ,OO& ,775
CHORD 5 ,01 -,237 ,50_ ,7_1 ,871 ,560
,03 °1,12& ,121 1,2_5 1,232 ,727
,05 "1,112 -,057 1,055 1o_27 ,799
•07 "I,121 =,103 1,018 1,230 ,818
•12 -1,161 -,19_ ,967 1,2_8 ,85_
•20 "1,11_ =.2_7 ,867 1,228 ,875
•30 "1997 "°296 ,702 1,177 ,89& B A L A N C E 0 • T A
• 35 -,87_ -,303 ,571 1,126 ,897
•_S ",688 =,330 ,357 1,050 ,908
• 50 ",690 -*317 ,373 1,051 1903 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ,_98
• 60 -=639 -,099 ,5_0 1,030 ,816 DRAG ,001
,70 ",539 ,151 ,690 ,990 ,71€ PITCH "2,1S&
•75 "1_9 ,250 ,699 ,955 ,673 ROLL "2,_80
,85 -,268 .373 ,6_1 ,883 .620 YAW ,057
,90 ",140 .413 .553 .832 ,60ff
.95 ",006 ,_13 ,419 .779 ,602
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER _29 MACH . .780 RN - 2.2_2_10E6 H - 15.8_6 KPA ALPHA - 2.0_9 DEG CPSTAR " -.554
O • 3.892 KPA GAMMA - 1,132 P • 11.313 KPA DELTA9 ='2.007 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CHORD 1 ,01 ",153 ,457 ,610 ,841 ,58_ CHORD 6 ,01 -,552 ,465 1,017 1.000 ,580
•03 -,725 1,069 ,03 "I,028 ,163 1,190 1,196 ,712
,05 -,986 -,054 932 1,178 ,801 ,05 -1,135 ,013 1,148 1,242 ,774
,07 "1,003 -,183 819 1,185 ,853 ,07 -1,193 -,095 1,099 1,268 ,817
,12 "1,059 ",300 759 1.209 ,899 ,12 "I,122 ",145 ,977 1,237 ,838
,20 o,969 -,401 568 1,170 ,939 ,20 -I,017 -,187 ,830 1,191 =85_
,30 -,856 -,370 485 1,123 ,927 ,30 -,811 -,189 ,622 1,104 ,855
,35 -,796 -,369 426 1,098 ,927 ,35 -,645 -,282 ,363 1,037 ,892
,&5 -,677 -,391 285 1,049 ,935 ,_5 -,628 -,301 ,327 1,030 ,899
,50 =,613 -,359 254 1,02_ ,923 ,50 -,613 -,287 ,326 1,024 ,89_
•60 -,_97 ".111 386 ,977 ,824 ,60 -,545 -,106 ,440 ,997 ,822
.70 -.356 .12_ .480 .921 .728 .70 -.&46 .136 .582 .957 .723
•75 ",283 .213 ,496 .893 ,691 .75 -,367 .218 .585 .926 ,68_
,85 .335 .639 ,85 o,233 ,873
,90 =.070 ,363 .432 .807 ,626 .90 =.143 .349 .492 .837 .632
•95 _.038 .340 ,378 .795 ,636 .95 -,013 ,362 .375 ,78_ ,627
CHORD 2 ,05 =,978 ",087 .891 1.174 ,814 CH_RD 7 .05 "1.198 ".O4O 1.159 1,271 .795
.12 "1.146 ",308 .838 1,247 .902 .12 "1"128 "'1_9 .979 1,239 .839
•20 "1.037 ",407 ,630 1,199 .942 ,20 -,990 ",216 .77_ 1.179 ,866
,30 =,913 ",394 ,519 1,147 =936 .30 -,662 ",256 ,$06 1,043 ,882
,35 =,805 -,389 .416 1,102 ,934 ,35 -.665 -,263 ,402 1,045 ,884
•'5 w,682 ".&06 .276 1.052 ,941 .45 -,627 -.304 .323 1.030 .901
,50 ",619 =,371 ,248 1.026 ,927 ,50 -.586 ".294 .292 1.013 .897
•60 =,519 ",104 ._15 .986 ,821 ,60 -,508 -,115 .393 ,982 ,825
• 70 w.388 .136 .524 .93_ .723 .70 -._27 .109 .535 .950 .735
•75 +.299 ,226 .525 .899 ,686 .75 -.323 .203 ,525 .908 .696
,85 =,174 .364 .538 ,8_9 .626 ,85 -.212 ,86_
,90 ",105 .398 ,504 ,822 ,611 ,90 -.037 1,111 1.148 .7_ .153
,95 -,034 .380 ,415 ,793 ,619 ,95 -,000 .779
CHORD 3 .05 -1,008 ".076 ,933 1.187 ,810 CHORD 8 ,05 -I.098 ",013 1,085 1.226 ,78_
• 12 -1.172 -.289 ,882 1.259 .895 .12 -1.096 -.14_ .952 1.285 .837
,20 "1.063 ".399 ,665 1.211 .938 ,20 -,954 -.220 ,73_ 1.164 .867
• 30 _,931 ".385 .546 1 154 .933 .30 ",657 -.269 .388 1.042 ,897
• 35 ".833 -.385 .448 1 114 .933 .35 -.666 -.273 .393 1.045 .888
,_5 =,657 ".401 ,256 I 042 ,939 .45 -.607 -.298 .309 1.022 .898
•SO -,627 -.368 .259 1 030 .926 .50 -.578 -.294 .284 1.010 .897
.60 _.537 ".106 .€31 993 .822 .60 ".510 -.124 .386 .9_3 ,829
.70 ".391 .147 .538 935 .719 .70 -.408 .096 .498 .940 .740
.75 -.311 .233 .5_5 904 ,682 .75 -,324 ,208 .531 .909 "693
•85 ",175 ,385 ,560 849 ,616 ,85 -,26h .346 .610 .885 ,634
•90 =,030 .401 .430 791 ,610 ,90 ",138 ,385 ,524 ,835 .616
•95 =,000 ,000 ,000 779 ,779 ,95 -,033 ,382 ,415 ,792 '618
CHORD 4 ,05 "1.071 ".121 .950 1.21_ ,828 CHORD 9 ,05 "I,1fi3 ",067 1,086 1,250 ,808
.12 -1.115 -.287 .828 1.233 .894 .12 -.983 -.152 .831 1.176 .840
,20 "1.13_ ",350 ,78_ 1.242 ,919 ,20 -.728 ",2_I .487 1.070 .876
•30 "I,015 ",356 ,660 1,190 ,921 .30 -,604 ",248 ,357 1.020 ,878
.35 -.859 ".359 ,500 1.124 ,923 .35 -.586 ".269 .317 1,013 ,887
,45 +.665 ".388 .277 1.0+5 ,93_ .45 -,530 ".281 .2_9 .991 *892
•50 ".373 ,928 .50 -.509 -.277 ,233 .982 ,890
.60 -,579 -.128 .451 1.010 ,831 .60 -,462 -,100 .363 .964 .81_
.70 -,508 .155 .663 .982 ,716 .70 -.461 ,132 .592 .963 ,725
.75 -.433 .266 .699 .952 .669 .75 -.338 ,228 .566 .914 ,685
,85 -,241 .403 ,645 ,876 ,608 .85 -.216 .312 .527 ,866 ,649
•90 -,143 ,444 ,587 ,837 ,590 ,90 ,009 ".009 -,018 ,775 ,783
,95 -,025 ._38 ,464 ,789 ,593 .95 -,ODD .779
CHORD 5 .01 ".24& ._98 .742 .877 .565
.03 "1"12_ .119 1.2_3 1.238 .731
,05 "I.103 -.058 1.045 1,228 ,803
•07 -1.112 ".105 1.007 1.232 .821
• 12 -1.136 -.19_ .942 1.243 ,857
• 20 -1.087 -.245 .8_1 1.221 ,877
.30 -.939 ",29_ ,645 1.158 ,897 B A L A N C E D A T A
,35 -,770 ",302 .468 1.088 ,gOD
.45 -.706 ".332 .374 1.062 .912
• 50 ".696 ".320 .376 1.058 .907 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT .474
• 60 ".627 ".104 .522 1.029 .821 DRAG .001
,70 -,524 ,142 ,666 .988 ,721 PITCH -2.003
,75 ",437 ,2_1 ,678 .95_ ,679 ROLL -2,345
,85 -1256 ,362 .619 ,882 ,627 YAW ,051
,90 -.133 .402 ,535 .833 ,609
,95 -.005 ,403 .408 .781 ,609
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER430 MACH= ,783 RN - 2.237110E6 H = 15,876 KPA ALPHA= 2"049 DEG CPSTAR = =,543
O " 3,921 KPA GAMMA . 1,132 P = 11,3_4 KPA DELTA9 =-4,004 DgG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD1 ,01 ",147 ,459 ,606 ,B42 ,586 CHORD6 ,01 ",530 .453 ,983 ,995 ,588
,03 ",718 1,071 *03 "1,007 ,119 1,155 1,192 '721
• 05 -,977 -.035 ,942 1,179 ,796 ,05 "1,121 -,OOB 1,119 1,212 ,783
,07 ",993 ",185 ,808 1,186 ,857 ,07 -1,174 ",110 1,063 1,266 ,827
•12 -1.059 -.304 .756 1.215 .904 .12 "I.118 -.160 .958 1.241 .847
.20 -.986 ".405 .581 1.184 .945 .20 "1.024 -.205 .820 1.200 .865
•30 ".871 ".375 .496 1.134 .933 .30 -.829 -.284 .545 1.117 .897
•35 ".813 -.369 .444 1.110 .930 .35 -.625 -.308 .316 1.033 .908
.45 ".684 -.398 ,286 1.057 ,9%2 .45 -,592 -.334 ,258 1,020 .917
.50 ".617 ".366 .251 1.030 .929 .50 -.577 -.325 .253 1.014 .913
.60 ".497 ".113 .385 .982 .828 .60 ".502 ".146 .356 .984 .84_
.70 ".357 .124 .481 .926 .731 .70 ".385 .098 .483 .937 .742
,75 ".283 .214 .497 .896 .694 .75 ".291 .182 .474 .900 .707
,85 ,337 ,640 .85 -,183 ,856
.90 ".068 .363 .431 .810 .629 .90 ".132 .319 .451 .836 .648
.95 "'037 .341 .378 .798 .639 .95 ".019 .342 .361 .790 .638
CHORD 2 .05 -.968 ".089 .879 1.176 .818 CHORD 7 .05 "1.178 ".077 1.101 1.268 .811
•12 -1,141 ",313 ,829 1,251 ,908 ,12 -I,115 -,170 ,946 1,240 ,851
•20 "1.042 ".414 .628 1.208 .918 .20 "I.004 ".240 .764 1.191 .879
.30 ".932 ".%00 .532 1.160 .913 .30 ".627 ".283 .354 1.038 .896
.35 ".836 ".395 .442 1.120 .9%1 .35 ".633 ".294 .339 1.037 '901
.15 ".699 ".413 .286 1.063 .918 .%5 ".596 ".340 .256 1.021 '919
.50 "'615 ".377 .238 1.029 .931 .50 ".551 ".332 .222 1.005 .916
.60 "'518 ".104 ,413 .990 .825 .60 ".177 ".119 .328 .974 .8_3
•70 ".386 .136 .523 .937 .726 .70 ".380 .078 .158 .935 .751
• 75 -,298 ,227 .526 ,902 ,68R ,75 ",273 .171 .4%4 ,892 ,712
.85 ".176 .365 .540 °853 .628 .85 -.182 .856
.90 ".I06 .362 .469 .825 .629 .90 "'132 .369 .501 .836 ,626
,95 ",035 ,359 .395 ,797 ,631 ,95 ",039 ,798
CHORD 3 .05 ".999 -.059 .940 1.189 .806 CHORD 8 .05 "I.080 ".032 1.048 1,2@4 .795
• 12 -1,165 -.288 ,877 1,262 ,898 ,12 -1,084 ".165 ,920 1.226 ,849
• 20 -1,075 -,400 ,674 1,222 ,9%3 .20 -,943 -,242 ,702 1,165 ,880
• 30 -,965 -,398 ,567 1,171 ,942 ,30 ",623 -,294 ,329 1,033 ,901
,35 -,866 -,390 .476 1,132 ,939 .35 -.635 -,298 ,337 1,037 ,902
.45 ".669 -.406 .263 1.051 .945 .45 -.580 -.328 .253 1.015 .91%
.50 ".611 ".369 .245 1.029 .930 .50 ".552 ".325 ,227 1.001 .913
.60 ".535 "°106 .430 .997 .825 .60 ".181 -.14B .333 .975 ,842
• 70 ",391 ,147 ,538 ,939 ,722 ,70 ",371 ,081 ,151 ,931 ,749
,75 ",312 ,233 ,545 ,908 ,685 ,75 ",297 ,199 ,497 ,902 oTOO
.85 ".176 .382 .558 .853 .620 .85 ".253 .348 .601 .884 .636
•90 ".149 .404 .553 .842 .611 .90 ".138 .389 .527 .838 .617
.95 ".030 .399 .129 .795 .613 .95 ".036 .389 .425 .797 .618
CHORD % ,05 -1,061 -,12% 937 1,216 ,833 CHORD 9 ,05 "1,125 -,075 1.050 112%4 ,813
.12 -1.111 -.294 820 1.239 .900 .12 -.963 -.161 .799 1.174 .819
,20 "1,133 -,354 779 1,248 ,924 ,20 ",728 -,262 ,%66 1,075 ,888
•30 -1,042 ",365 677 1.208 ,929 ,30 ",600 -,258 ,342 1,023 ,886
.35 -.961 -.365 599 1.171 .929 .35 -.587 -.285 .303 1.018 1897
.45 -.600 -.398 202 1.023 .942 .45 -.528 -.293 .234 .994 .900
.50 -.382 .936 .50 -.507 -.287 .2@0 .986 .898
.60 -.586 -.128 .458 1.017 .834 .60 -.466 ".I05 .361 .969 .825
.70 -.500 .158 .658 .983 .717 .70 -.159 .131 .590 .967 .728
,75 m,435 "269 ,705 '957 ,670 ,75 ",338 ,227 .565 .918 ,688
.85 -.245 .405 .650 .881 .610 .85 ".217 .310 .527 .870 .652
•90 -.145 .445 .590 .841 .592 .90 "'112 .356 .468 .828 .632
.95 "'026 .439 .466 .793 .595 .95 .DO9 .779
CHORD 5 .01 ".234 .494 .72B .876 .569
,03 "1,108 ,113 1.221 1.237 ,736
•O5 --1.O9, -.O65 1.0E9 1.230 .809
•07 "I.099 ".111 .989 1.233 .827
• 12 -1.140 -.201 .939 1.251 .863
• 20 -1,097 -,253 .8%4 1.232 ,884
• 30 ".987 -.301 .686 1.184 .903 B A L A N C E D A T A
•35 ".851 ".308 .544 1.126 .906
•45 ".674 -,337 .338 1.053 ,918
• 50 ",678 -.32% .354 1.055 .913 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT .468
•60 ".623 -.I06 .518 1.033 .825 DRAG .002
.70 -.521 .142 .661 .992 .724 PITCH -I.895
,75 "'436 .241 ,677 .957 ,682 ROLL -2,285
,85 ".259 .36_ .623 .887 ,629 YAW .047
.90 -.134 .403 ,537 .836 ,611
.95 ".003 .407 .409 .783 .609
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TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 431 MACH - ,786 RN - 2,232_10E6 H - 15,914 KPA ALPHA - 2,049 DEG CPSTAR " -,532
g " 3,951 KPA GAMMA - 1,132 P . 11,301 KPA DELTA9 --6,087 DE(]
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU HL
CHORD I ,01 -,144 ,460 ,604 ,8_4 ,588 CH_RD 6 ,01 -,513 ,_1 ,954 ,992 ,596
.03 -,715 1.075 .03 -,991 .134 1.126 1.J91 .730
.05 -.979 -.058 .921 1*186 .809 .05 -1.106 -.018 1.088 1o242 .793
,07 -,995 -,189 ,807 1,193 ,862 ,07 -I,152 -,128 1,024 1,262 ,837
•12 -I,066 -,308 ,758 1,22_ ,910 ,12 -1,099 -,177 ,922 1,239 ,85?
,20 -,988 -,411 ,578 1,190 951 .20 -,995 -,225 ,771 1,193 ,876
,30 -.878 -,379 ,500 1,143 938 ,30 -,752 -,262 ,490 1,090 ,891
.35 -.816 ".375 .441 1.117 937 .35 -.574 -.340 .23_ 1.017 .923
.45 -.68_ -.398 .286 1.062 946 .45 -.563 ".376 .187 1.013 .937
.50 -.617 -.366 .251 1.034 933 .50 -.538 -.372 .166 1.002 .936
,60 -,499 ",115 ,384 ,987 832 ,60 -,445 -,200 ,245 ,965 ,867
,70 ".358 ,122 ,480 ,930 735 ,70 ",318 ,045 ,363 ,914 ,767
,75 -,284 ,210 ,495 ,900 ,698 ,75 -,211 ,130 ,341 ,871 ,732
,85 ,334 ,644 .85 -,122 ,835
,90 -,069 ,361 ,430 ,814 ,633 ,90 -,I09 ,287 ,395 ,830 ,665
•95 -,039 ,338 ,376 ,801 ,643 ,95 -,022 ,305 ,327 ,795 ,657
CHORD 2 ,05 -,967 -,090 ,877 1,181 ,822 CHORD 7 ,05 -1,154 -,103 1,051 1,263 ,828
• 12 -1.139 ".312 .827 1.257 .911 .12 -1.075 -.196 .878 1.228 .865
,20 -1,037 -.414 .622 1.211 ,953 ,20 -,823 -,267 .556 1,120 *893
•30 ",920 -,398 ,523 1,161 ,9_6 ,30 -,663 -,312 ,351 1,053 ,912
,35 -,823 -,394 429 1,120 ,944 ,35 -,634 -,327 ,307 1,041 ,918
,45 -,690 ",412 277 1,064 ,952 ,45 -,550 -,364 ,186 1,007 ,93_
• 50 -.612 -.376 236 1.032 .937 .50 -.507 -.359 .147 .990 .930
,60 "1515 ",I06 409 ,993 ,829 ,60 -,437 ",192 ,246 ,962 ,863
,70 -,384 ,134 518 ,940 ,730 .70 -.321 ,035 ,356 .915 ,771
.75 ".297 .224 521 .905 .692 .75 ".213 .126 .338 .872 *734
• 85 -.174 .361 535 .856 .632 .85 -.137 .841
•90 ",106 ,396 ,501 .829 .617 ,90 -.037 1,071 1.108 ,801 .207
•95 ".037 .375 ,412 .800 .626 .95 ".000 ,786
CHORD 3 ,05 "1,000 ".075 ,925 1,195 ,816 CHORD 8 .05 -1.066 -.060 1,006 1,224 .810
,12 "1,166 _,292 ,874 1,269 ,903 ,12 "1.017 ",190 ,827 1,202 .862
•20 -1,064 -,399 ,665 1,223 ,946 ,20 -,814 -,269 ,546 1,116 ,894
• 30 -.936 m.384 .553 1.168 .940 .30 -.639 -.321 .318 1.044 .915
.35 -.837 ".383 .454 1.125 .940 .35 -.613 -.328 .285 1.033 .918
,45 -,650 -,_09 ,241 1,048 ,950 ,45 -,5_3 -,363 ,181 1,005 .93_
,50 ".621 ",374 ,247 1,036 ,936 ,50 -,515 ",361 ,154 ,993 .931
,60 -,5BI -,106 ,_I_ ,995 ,829 ,60 -,4_7 -,182 ,255 ,962 ,859
,70 -,387 ,143 ,530 ,942 ,726 ,70 -,337 ,053 ,390 ,922 ,764
• 75 -.310 .228 .537 .911 .690 .75 -.264 .177 .441 .892 .712
,85 ",175 ,380 ,555 ,857 ,624 ,85 -,223 ,343 ,566 ,876 *6_1
.90 -.031 .393 .424 .798 .618 .90 -.125 .391 .515 .836 .619
,95 ",000 ",000 ,000 ,786 ,786 ,95 -,039 ,387 ,426 ,801 ,621
CHORD 4 .05 -1,064 ",126 ,938 1.223 ,837 CH_RD 9 ,05 -1.075 ",102 ,973 1.228 .827
,12 "1,116 -,294 ,822 1,246 ,904 ,12 -,866 ",189 ,677 1,138 ,86Z
•20 "I,131 ",352 ,780 1,253 ,927 ,20 ",662 -,282 ,380 1,053 ,899
•30 -1,026 -,364 ,662 1,206 ,932 ,30 =,587 -.277 ,310 1,022 ,897
• 35 -,937 ",365 ,572 1,168 ,933 ,35 -,574 -,300 ,274 1,017 ,907
,45 ",620 -,397 ,223 1,036 ,946 .45 -,514 -,303 ,211 ,993 ,908
• 50 -,381 ,939 ,50 -,493 -,B94 ,199 ,984 ,90_
• 60 -,578 -,130 ,448 1,018 ,838 .60 -,452 -,112 .3_0 ,968 ,831
,70 -,494 ,154 ,6_8 .985 ,722 ,70 -,455 ,126 ,580 ,969 073_
.75 -.433 .264 .697 .960 .675 .75 ".336 .221 .557 .921 ,693
•85 ",242 ,400 ,642 ,883 .615 ,85 ",220 ,30# ,52_ ,875 .657
,90 ",145 ,4_1 ,586 ,844 ,596 ,90 ,009 -,069 -,017 ,78B ,789
•95 ",028 .434 ,461 .797 ,600 ,95 ",000 ,786
CHORD 5 ,01 -,226 ,491 ,718 ,877 ,573
,03 -1,101 ,108 1,209 1,240 ,741
,05 -I,079 -,071 1,009 1,230 ,814
.07 -1.095 -.117 .978 1.237 .833
,12 -1,134 -,207 ,927 1,254 ,869
,20 -1,103 -,259 ,8_4 1,241 ,890
•30 -,992 -,307 ,685 1,191 ,909 8 A L A N C E D A T A
,35 -,858 "1316 ,542 1,134 ,913
•45 ".667 ",344 ,323 1.055 ,924
• SO ".671 ".331 .341 1.057 .919 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT .439
.60 ".617 ".114 .503 1.035 .832 DRAB .002
• 70 -,498 ,135 .633 .986 ,730 PITCH -1,656
,75 1,432 ,232 ,664 ,960 ,688 ROLL -2,097
.85 -.258 .355 .613 .890 .635 YAW .043
•90 ".134 .396 .530 ,840 .617
•95 -,005 ,399 ,%04 ,788 ,615
lO0
TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 432 HACH - ,782 RN - 2,229_10E6 H - 15,917 KPA ALPHA - 2,049 DEG CPSTAR " ",546
O " 3,924 KPA GAMMA- 1,132 P - 11,343 KPA DELTA9 a-8,996 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD 1 ,01 -,145 ,455 ,600 .8_0 ,587 CH_RD 6 ,01 ",502 ,425 ,927 .982 ,600
,03 ",715 1,069 ,03 ",984 ,116 1,100 1.161 ,73_
• 05 ",976 ",038 ,938 1,177 ,797 ,05 _1,094 ",038 1,056 1,229 ,797
.07 -,994 -.189 ,805 1.185 .858 .07 "1.125 -.147 .979 1.243 ,841
,12 "1,052 °,307 ,755 1,215 ,905 .12 QI,057 ",196 ,860 1,212 ,861
.20 -,986 -,407 ,579 1.182 .945 ,20 -.917 -.2_6 .672 1.153 .880
•30 -,868 ",377 ,490 1,132 .933 ,30 -.623 ",340 ,283 1,031 ,918
,35 -,805 ",373 ,431 1,105 ,931 ,35 -,573 ",373 ,200 1,011 ,931
,45 -,678 ",398 ,280 1,053 ,941 ,_5 ".521 ",_12 ,I09 ,990 ,947
•50 -,616 ",366 ,249 1,028 ,928 ,50 -,483 ",_16 ,067 ,975 ,948
,60 -,498 -,114 ,384 ,981 ,828 ,60 -,370 -,261 ,108 ,930 ,888
• 70 -,357 ,123 ,480 ,924 ,731 .70 -,227 -,016 ,212 ,873 t788
•75 -,283 ,212 ,495 ,895 ,694 ,75 -,111 ,060 ,171 ,826 ,757
,85 ,333 ,641 .85 -,039 .797
.90 -,071 ,359 ,429 ,810 ,630 .90 -,067 ,245 ,312 ,809 ,680
,95 -,040 ,336 ,376 ,798 ,640 ,95 -1014 ,266 ,280 ,787 .670
CHORD 2 ,05 ",972 ",093 ,879 1,176 ,819 CHORD 7 ,05 =1,135 -,133 1,002 1,247 ,835
,12 -1,143 -,314 ,828 1,250 ,907 ,12 -,984 ",224 ,761 1,181 ,871
•20 "I,036 ",417 ,619 1.203 ,948 .20 -,641 ",299 ,342 1,038 ,991
•30 -,909 ",399 ,510 1,149 ,9_I ,30 -,640 -,350 .290 1,038 ,922
,35 ",808 ",396 ,413 1,107 ,940 ,35 -,580 -,350 ,230 1,014 ,922
,45 -,682 -.414 ,268 1,055 ,947 ,_5 -,497 -.416 ,081 ,980 .948
,50 ",613 ",378 ,235 1,027 ,933 ,50 -,455 -,416 ,039 ,964 +948
•60 ",515 ",108 ,408 ,988 ,825 ,60 ",378 -,24_ ,134 .933 ,879
• 70 -,383 ,134 ,517 .935 ,726 ,70 -,249 -,013 .236 ,882 1787
• 75 -,296 ,226 ,522 ,900 ,688 ,75 -,136 .076 ,212 .836 ,750
,85 o,174 ,362 ,536 ,851 ,629 ,85 -,074 ,811
• 90 ",105 ,396 ,501 ,824 ,613 ,90 ",030 1,067 1,095 ,793 ,209
,95 -,035 ,393 ,428 ,796 ,615 ,95 ",000 ,781
CHORD3 ,05 "1,002 ",076 ,926 1,189 ,812 CHORD8 ,05 "1,040 ",093 ,948 1,205 ,819
,12 "1,167 ",282 ,885 1,261 ,894 ,12 ",89_ ",220 ,674 1.143 p870
,20 -1,065 -,403 .662 1,216 ,943 .20 -.688 ".302 ,386 1,057 .903
,30 -,949 -,388 ,561 1.166 ,937 ,30 -,607 -.359 ,249 1,025 ,925
,35 -,851 ",402 ,449 1.125 ,943 ,35 -.574 -,367 ,207 1.012 ,929
.45 -.655 ",_16 ,239 1,044 ,948 .45 -,497 ".398 ,I00 ,980 .941
,50 ",621 ",380 ,241 1,030 ,934 ,50 ",468 ",_00 ,069 ,969 ,941
,60 -,523 -,I08 ,_15 ,991 ,825 160 =,387 ",226 ,161 ,935 ,872
•70 ",388 ,I&4 ,532 ,937 ,722 .70 ".291 ,022 ,312 ,898 ,773
•75 -,309 ,230 ,538 ,905 ,686 ,75 "1221 ,154 1375 ,870 ,718
•85 -,173 ,382 ,555 ,851 ,620 ,85 -,188 ,332 ,520 ,857 ,642
,90 ",030 ,398 ,€28 ,793 .612 ,90 ",110 ,396 ,506 ,826 ,613
,95 ",000 ",000 -,000 ,781 ,782 ,95 -,035 ,400 ,435 ,796 ,612
CHORD_ ,05 "1,073 ",129 ,94_ 1,219 ,83_ CHORD9 ,05 ",989 ",135 ,855 1,183 ,835
,12 "1,125 -,296 ,828 1,2&2 ,900 ,12 -,786 ",21_ ,572 1.098 ,867
,20 "1,133 ".353 ,780 1,246 ,923 ,20 -,632 -,305 ,327 1,035 ,904
• 30 "1,01_ -,365 ,649 1,194 ,928 .30 -,568 -,300 ,268 1,009 o902
,35 -,88_ -,368 ,516 1,138 ,929 ,35 ",556 -.316 ,2_0 1,004 ,908
,45 -,648 -,408 ,240 1,041 ,945 ,_5 ",502 ",317 ,185 ,982 ,909
,50 ",394 ,939 ,50 -,_83 ",307 ,176 ,975 ,905
,60 -,575 ",132 .4_4 1,012 ,835 ,60 -,450 -,116 ,335 ,962 ,828
,70 -,495 ,152 ,6_7 .980 ,719 ,70 -,_52 ,127 ,579 ,962 ,729
,75 -,431 .264 ,696 ,954 ,671 ,75 -,333 ,224 ,556 ,915 ,689
,85 ",243 ,_00 ,643 ,879 ,611 ,85 ",218 ,309 ,527 ,869 ,652
,90 ",144 ,_42 ,586 .8_0 ,593 ,90 ,013 ",008 -,021 ,776 ,785
,95 ",026 ,_36 ,462 ,792 ,595 ,95 ",000 ,782
CHORD5 ,01 ",230 ,490 ,719 ,87_ ,571
,03 "1,112 ,106 1,218 1,236 ,738
,05 -1,078 -.072 1,005 1,221 ,811
,07 "1,098 -,117 ,981 1,230 ,829
• 12 -I,137 ",209 ,927 1,248 ,866
• 20 "1,088 ",262 .826 1.226 ,887
,30 -,926 ",311 1615 1,156 ,906 B A L A N C E D A T A
,35 ",737 ",318 ,_20 1,078 ,909
• 45 -,684 -,349 ,335 1.056 ,922
50 ",669 -,338 ,331 1 050 ,917 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ,_21
60 ",603 ",118 ,485 1 023 ,829 DRAG ,002
70 -,490 ,131 .620 977 ,728 PITCH -1,_36
75 -,422 ,228 ,650 950 ,687 ROLL -1,954
85 -,253 ,351 ,604 883 ,633 YAW ,040
90 -,133 ,392 ,525 835 ,615
95 ",006 ,396 ,€02 784 ,614
]o]
TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 522 MACH . ,778 RN = _,67_IOE6 H = 33,555 KPA ALPHA - 2,_75 DEG CPSTAR = -,558
Q " 8,233 KPA GAMMA • 1,135 P • 23,969 KPA DELTA1 = ,011 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD I ,01 ",184 ,_87 ,671 ,851 ,569 CHORD 6 ,01 -,651 ,497 1,148 1,037 ,564
,03 -,750 1,077 ,03 "I,115 ,221 1,336 1,231 ,686
,05 -1,057 -,036 1,020 1.206 ,792 ,05 -I,227 ,056 1.283 1,281 ,755
,07 -1,020 ",159 ,861 1,190 ,841 ,07 -1,285 -.043 1,242 1,308 ,795
,12 "1,157 ",287 ,869 1,250 ,893 ,12 =1,334 ",127 1,207 1,331 ,829
,20 "I,056 ",406 ,650 1,206 ,9_0 ,20 -1,231 -,149 1,082 1,283 ,838
,30 -,952 ",382 ,570 1,161 ,930 ,30 "1,155 ",213 ,942 1,249 ,863
,35 -,885 ",382 ,503 1,133 ,930 ,35 -1,080 -,246 ,835 1,216 ,876
,45 -,750 ",419 ,331 1,077 ,9_5 ,45 -,608 -,a55 ,353 1,020 ,880
•50 -,626 -,385 ,2_I 1,027 ,931 ,50 -,579 ",239 ,340 1,008 ,873
,60 -,501 ",124 .377 ,977 ,827 ,60 -,576 -,067 ,509 1,007 ,805
,70 -,349 ,11€ ,_63 ,917 ,731 ,70 -,507 ,173 ,680 ,980 ,706
,75 -,266 ,201 ,_66 ,88_ ,695 ,75 -,439 ,2_6 .686 ,952 ,676
,85 ,333 ,638 ,85 -,264 ,883
,90 -,072 ,363 ,43_ ,807 ,625 ,90 -,131 ,377 ,507 ,830 ,619
,95 -,047 ,336 ,383 ,797 ,637 ,95 -,011 ,383 ,395 ,782 ,616
CHORD 2 ,05 "1,047. ",046 1,001 1,202 ,796 CHORD 7 ,05 "1,300 ,002 1,302 1,315 ,777
,12 "1,208 ",290 ,918 1,273 ,893 ,12 "1,2_1 ".109 1,133 1,288 ,821
,20 "1,072 =,414 ,658 1,213 ,943 .20 "1,193 ",173 1,020 1,266 ,847
• 30 -1,005 ",391 ,614 1,184 ,93_ ,30 -1,147 -,217 ,930 1,245 .864
,35 -,919 =,390 ,529 1,147 ,933 ,35 -.97_ -,232 ,7_2 1,171 ,870
•45 -,706 ",389 ,317 1,060 ,933 ._5 -,556 -,270 ,286 ,999 ,888
,50 -,623 ",385 ,238 1,026 ,931 ,50 -,5_6 ".251 ,295 ,995 ,878
,60 -,513 ",132 ,382 ,982 ,831 ,60 -,547 -,072 ,475 ,996 ,807
,70 -,373 ,108 ,481 .926 ,734 ,70 =,469 ,146 ,615 ,965 ,718
,75 -,279 ,208 ,_86 ,889 ,692 ,75 -,361 ,225 ,587 ,922 ,685
,85 -,160 .344 ,50_ ,8&2 ,634 ,85 ",2'5 ,876
,90 -,101 ,384 ,484 ,818 ,616 ,90 ",033 ,532 ,564 ,791 ,548
,95 ",037 ,378 ,_15 ,793 ,618 ,95 ,000 ,778
CHORD 3 ,05 "1,071 ",0_5 1,027 1,212 ,796 CHORD 8 ,05 -1o195 .0_5 1,241 1,267 ,759
,12 -1,225 -,257 ,968 1,280 ,880 ,12 -1,254 -,108 1,1_6 1,29_ ,821
• 20 -1,148 -.428 ,720 1,246 ,9_8 ,20 -1,231 -,18_ 1,0_7 1,283 ,851
•30 -1,056 -,387 ,669 1,206 ,932 ,30 -1,169 -,230 ,939 1,255 0870
e35 ",962 ",388 ,57' 1,165 ,932 ,35 -,780 -,231 ,550 1.090 .870
,45 -,715 ",415 ,300 1,063 ,9&3 ,45 ",577 ",256 ,320 1,007 1880
• 50 -,61_ -,383 ,231 1,022 ,930 ,50 -,587 -,253 ,33_ 1,012 ,879
,60 -,526 -.115 ._11 .987 8_4 .60 _15_4 -,126 ,_18 ,995 ,828
• 70 -.388 .135 .52_ ,932 723 ,70 -,_37 ,076 .513 ,952 ,747
,75 -,295 ,213 ,508 ,895 690 ,75 -,350 ,182 ,532 ,917 ,703
•85 -,162 ,374 ,536 ,843 620 ,85 -,282 ,305 ,587 ,890 "651
•90 ",029 ,400 ,_29 ,789 609 ,90 ",153 ,358 ,511 ,839 ,627
,95 -,001 ",000 .001 ,778 778 ,95 ".039 ,370 ,_09 ,793 '62Z
CHORD 4 ,05 "1,148 ",092 1,056 1,2&6 ,815 CHORD 9 ,05 "1,298 ,D53 1,351 1,314 ,756
• 12 -1,187 -,2_9 ,938 1,263 877 ,12 -1,253 -,047 1,206 1,293 _797
• 20 -1,182 ",331 ,851 1,261 910 ,20 -1,1_8 -,141 1,007 1,246 ,834
,30 "1,160 _.359 ,801 1,251 921 ,30 -,53_ ",197 ,337 ,990 ,856
.35 -I,072 =.368 .70_ 1.213 924 ,35 -.511 -.226 ,285 .981 ,868
,45 -,625 ",995 ,230 1,027 935 ,45 -,521 -,245 ,275 ,985 .878
,50 -,380 929 ,50 -,516 -,253 ,26_ .983 ,878
,60 -,577 -,124 ,453 1,008 828 ,60 -,487 -,125 ,362 ,972 ,828
,70 -,_96 .145 .6_0 .975 718 -70 -,_89 ,I08 ,596 ,972 ,73_
•75 -,418 ,244 .662 ,9_6 677 ,75 -,35_ ,206 ,559 ,919 ,693
,85 -,236 ,376 ,612 ,872 619 ,85 ",227 ,287 ,513 ,868 .658
•90 -,136 ,_19 ,556 ,832 600 ,90 ,008 -,001 -,009 ,775 ,778
•95 ",016 ,_23 ,_39 ,78_ 598 .95 ",003 ,779
CHORD 5 ,01 ",263 ,531 ,79_ ,883 ,548
,03 "1,191 ,163 1,355 1,265 ,711
,05 "1,186 =,024 1.162 1,263 ,787
,07 "1,171 =,047 1,124 1,256 ,797
,12 "1,271 ",171 1,099 1,301 ,846
,20 "1,205 ".211 .99_ 1,271 ,862
• 30 -11165 ",275 ,889 1.253 1888 B A L A N C E D A T A
•35 "1111_ ",286 ,828 1,231 ,892
• 45 -,715 -,309 ,406 1,063 ,901
,50 -,614 ",290 .324 1.022 ,89_ COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ,549
• 60 -,615 -,101 ,515 1.023 ,818 DRAG ,017
,70 -,532 ,159 ,692 ,990 ,712 PITCH "2,300
• 75 -,_8 ,2_3 ,691 ,956 ,677 ROLL "2,753
,85 -,256 ,354 ,611 ,880 ,629 Y4W ,092
,90 -,121 ,353 ._73 ,826 ,630
,95 ,002 ,376 ,373 ,777 ,619
102
TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 543 HACH m ,779 RN • 4,&37_10E6 H - 33,712 KPA ALPHA - 2,&75 DEG CPSTAR - -,558
Q " 8,277 KPA GAMMA i 1,134 p i 2_,07_ KPA DELTA6 - 3,061 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP MU ML X/C CPU CPL OCP HU ML
CHORD 1 ,01 -,193 ,493 ,685 ,856 ,567 CHORD 6 ,01 -,671 ,506 1,177 1,046 ,560
,03 -,758 1,082 ,03 -1,129 ,233 " 1,362 1,238 ,682
,05 "1,067 ",026 1,041 1,211 ,789 ,05 "1,243 ,067 1,310 1,290 ,751
,07 -1,033 -,148 ,885 1,197 838 ,07 -1,299 -,032 1,267 1,31b ,791
,IZ -1,163 -,Z75 ,888 1,25_ 888 ,12 -I,352 ",117 1,235 1,340 ,8_6
•20 -1,062 -,390 ,673 1,209 934 ,20 -1,255 -,1_1 1,113 1.295 ,835
,30 ",978 ",364 ,61_ 1,173 923 ,30 "1,193 ",205 ,988 1,267 '860
• 35 ",923 ",362 ,561 1,150 983 ,35 "1,175 ",239 ,936 1,259 ,874
,45 -,8_4 -,388 ,457 1,117 933 ,45 ",708 -,249 ,_59 1,061 ,878
,50 -,716 -,350 ,366 1,065 918 ,50 ",559 -,232 ,326 1,001 '871
,60 -,552 ",083 ,468 ,998 812 ,60 ",552 -,063 ,488 ,998 ,80_
,70 -,418 ,158 ,576 ,9_5 713 ,70 ",498 ,176 ,675 ,977 '706
,75 ",356 ,E52 ,608 ,920 ,674 ,75 ",&3_ ,244 ,679 ,951 '677
,85 ,38_ ,617 ,85 ",265 .884
•90 -,100 ,398 ,498 ,818 ,610 .90 -,13_ ,379 ,513 ,832 ,619
,95 -,052 ,361 ,413 ,799 ,626 ,95 ",012 ,388 ,600 ,783 ,615
CHORD 2 ,05 -1,055 -,035 1,020 1,206 ,793 CHORD 7 °05 -1,321 ,006 1,325 1,326 ,777
12 "1,221 ",260 ,961 1,279 ,882 ,12 ol,265 ",101 1,163 1,300 ,819
20 "1,103 -,tOO ,703 1,227 ,938 ,20 -1,209 -,168 1,041 1,276 ,866
30 -I,056 -,372 ,684 1 207 ,927 ,30 "1,183 -,212 ,971 1,262 ,863
35 ",958 ",369 ,589 1 165 ,925 .35 "1,120 ",227 ,893 1,235 ,869
_5 -,873 ",366 ,507 1 129 ,926 ,45 -,562 -,265 ,297 1,002 ,88_
50 -,713 -,346 ,367 1 063 ,917 ,50 -,527 -,267 ,280 ,988 ,877
60 -,559 -,076 ,483 1 001 ,809 ,60 ",536 ",073 ,463 ,992 ,808
70 -.637 ,167 ,604 953 ,710 ,70 -.468 ,147 ,615 .965 .718
75 -,358 ,254 .612 921 ,673 .75 -,362 ,225 ,587 .923 .685
85 ".215 .385 .600 865 ,616 .85 o,247 .877
90 ",126 ,611 ,537 ,829 ,604 ,90 ",000 -,001 -,OOO ,778 ,778
,95 ",044 ,408 ,652 ,796 ,605 ,95 -,285 ,892
CHORD 3 ,05 "I,083 ",046 1,037 1,218 ,797 CHORD 8 ,05 "I,205 ,057 1,262 1,273 '755
,12 -1,235 -,241 ,994 1,286 ,875 ,12 -1,273 -,100 1,173 1,303 ,818
,20 -1,183 -.610 ,773 1,262 ,9_2 ,20 -1,267 -,178 1,088 1,301 ,850
,30 -1,087 -.367 ,720 1,220 ,925 ,30 -1,226 -,226 1,002 1,282 ,868
•35 -,992 -,364 ,628 1,179 ,926 ,35 "1,167 ",226 ,941 1,255 '869
•45 -,870 -,363 .507 1,128 ,983 ,45 -,548 -,269 ,292 ,996 ,878
•50 -,666 m,343 ,322 1,064 ,915 ,50 -,525 -,264 ,281 ,988 ,876
,60 -,568 -,080 ,688 1,005 ,811 ,60 -,526 -,091 ,635 ,988 ,815
,70 -,440 ,166 ,60_ ,956 ,711 ,70 -,_32 ,116 ,569 ,951 ,731
,75 -,356 .239 .594 ,920 ,680 .75 -,368 .215 .563 ,917 .690
,85 ".200 .384 .584 .858 ,616 ,85 -.286 ,333 .617 .892 '639
,90 -,006 ".000 ,004 ,780 .778 ,90 -,156 .376 .532 .861 '620
•95 -,201 *_95 .696 *859 .565 ,95 -.039 .377 *417 .794 "619
CHORD 6 .05 "1,157 ",075 1 082 1.251 ,808 CHORD 9 *05 -1,318 -,004 1,31_ 1.324 ,780
• 12 -1,206 -,233 973 1,273 ,872 ,12 -1,280 -,106 1o17_ 1,307 1821
• 20 -1,180 -,310 869 1,261 ,902 ,20 -1,175 -,197 ,978 1,259 J857
• 30 "1,178 ",360 839 1,260 ,914 ,30 -,625 -,238 ,387 1,028 ,874
• 35 -I1120 -,348 772 1,235 ,917 ,35 -,486 -,249 ,238 ,972 ,878
,65 ",9_1 ",376 567 1.157 ,927 ,45 ",507 ",261 ,265 ,980 1883
,50 -,359 ,922 ,50 -,510 -,257 ,253 ,982 ,881
,60 -1599 ",118 ,S81 1,017 ,826 ,60 -,492 ",09_ ,398 ,974 ,816
• 70 ",519 ,156 ,675 .985 ,714 ,70 -,_87 ,132 .620 ,972 ,72&
• 75 -,437 ,2A4 ,681 ,952 ,677 ,75 -,355 ,224 ,579 ,920 ,686
,85 -,247 ,373 ,620 ,877 ,621 ,85 -,228 ,30_ ,532 ,870 o652
• 90 -,143 ,418 ,561 ,836 ,601 ,90 -,003 -,001 ,002 ,779 ,77S
,95 ",021 ,414 ,436 ,787 ,603 ,95 -,680 1,050
CHORD 5 ,01 ",275 ,540 ,815 ,888 ,5_4
,03 -1,203 ,178 1,381 1,272 ,705
,05 -1,206 -,008 1,198 1,273 ,781
,07 "1,183 ",033 1,150 1,262 ,792
•12 -I,267 -,169 1,098 1,301 ,846
,20 -1,218 -,193 1,025 1,278 ,856
•30 -1,183 -,266 ,919 1,263 ,88_ B A L A N C £ D A T A
•35 -I,152 -,276 ,876 1,249 ,889
•65 -1,088 -,299 ,789 1,220 ,898
•50 -,661 -,265 ,396 1,042 ,884 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ,597
,60 -,575 ",096 ,479 1,008 ,817 DRAG ,019
• 70 -,522 ,162 ,685 ,987 ,712 PITCH "2,3_2
•75 -,6_6 ,247 ,693 ,956 ,676 ROLL -2,858
•85 -,259 ,365 ,624 ,882 ,625 YAW ,099
,90 ",126 ,376 ,500 ,828 ,620
,95 ,002 ,380 ,378 ,777 ,618
]o3
TABLE 5.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 551 HACH • ,778 RN - 4,689_10E6 H - 33,928 KPA ALPHA - 2,475 DC8 CPSTAR " ",557
Q " 8,327 KPA GAMMA = 1,134 P = 24,232 KPA DELTA6 = 6,035 DEG
X/C CPU CPL DCP HU ML X/C CPU CPL DCP HU HL
CH_RD 1 ,01 -,191 .497 ,687 ,854 ,565 CHORD 6 ,01 -,697 ,520 1,216 1,056 ,554
•03 -,771 1,087 ,03 -I,153 ,246 1,399 1,249 ,676
•85 "1,080 ",019 1,061 1,217 ,786" ,05 -1,264 ,081 1,345 1,299 ,745
• 07 -1,053 -,141 ,912 1,205 ,835 ,07 -1,319 ",017 1,301 1,324 ,785
,12 -1,175 -,264 ,910 1,258 ,884 ,12 -1,376 ",105 1,272 1,351 ,820
,20 -1,074 -,379 ,695 1,214 ,929 ,20 -1,283 -,128 1,154 1,307 ,830
• 30 -,996 -,349 ,647 1,180 ,917 ,30 -1,238 -,199 1,038 1,287 ,858
•35 -,967 -,344 ,623 1,168 ,915 ,35 -1,220 =,231 ,988 1,279 +870
•45 -,891 -,359 1532 1,136 ,921 145 -.898 -.239 ,659 1,139 ,874
• 50 -,821 ",317 ,504 1,107 ,905 ,50 -,574 -,233 ,341 1,007 ,871
,60 -,602 -,046 ,556 1,018 ,797 .60 -,526 -,064 ,462 ,988 ,804
•70 -,_84 ,202 ,686 ,971 ,695 ,70 -,€87 .171 ,657 ,972 ,708
,75 -,443 ,298 ,742 ,955 ,654 ,75 Q,429 ,246 ,675 ,949 ,676
,85 ,435 ,593 ,85 -,265 ,884
• 90 -,118 ,435 ,553 ,826 ,593 ,90 -,135 ,383 ,5_8 ,832 ,617
•95 ",055 ,381 ,436 ,800 ,617 ,95 ",011 ,391 ,401 ,782 ,613
CHORD 2 ,05 "1,066 ",029 1,037 1,211 ,790 CHORD 7 ,05 "1,342 ,017 1.359 1,335 ,771
,12 "I,229 ",263 ,966 1,283 ,883 ,12 "I,289 ",090 1,199 1,310 ,81_
• 20 "I,114 ",377 ,736 1,231 ,929 ,20 =1,237 ".160 1.078 1.287 ,842
• 30 -1,077 ",356 ,721 1,215 ,920 ,30 -1,202 -,207 ,995 1,271 ,861
,35 -,9S5 ",352 ,643 1,180 ,918 ,35 -1,175 -,220 ,955 1,258 ,866
,#5 ",953 ",349 ,60# 1,162 ,917 ,45 -,632 ",257 ,374 1,030 ,881
,50 -,894 ",310 ,583 1,137 1902 ,50 -.511 -.241 ,270 ,982 1875
•60 -,600 ",052 ,548 1,017 ,759 ,60 -,504 ",068 ,436 ,979 ,805
,70 -,501 ,178 ,679 ,978 ,705 ,70 -,457 ,150 ,607 ,960 ,717
,75 -,440 ,282 ,722 ,953 ,661 ,75 -,359 ,229 ,588 ,921 ,683
,85 -,256 ,403 ,659 ,880 ,607 ,85 -,249 ,878
,90 ",137 ,A26 ,563 ,833 ,597 ,90 =,OOO ",001 -,001 ,778 ,77_
,95 =,034 ,404 ,438 ,792 ,607 ,95 -,294 ,895
CHORD 3 ,05 "1,091 ",019 1,072 1,221 ,786 CH_RD 8 ,05 -1,223 ,070 1,293 1,280 ,7_9
•12 -I,245 ",236 1,010 1,290 ,872 ,12 "1,294 ",089 1,205 1,313 ,814
,20 -1,219 -,396 ,823 1,278 ,936 ,20 -1.296 -,171 1.124 1,313 ,847
,30 "1,127 ",350 ,777 1,237 ,918 ,30 -1,258 -.216 1,042 1,296 ,864
• 35 "1,038 ",347 ,690 1,198 ,917 ,35 -1,234 ",220 1,014 1,285 ,866
• _5 -,958 ",345 ,613 1,16# ,916 ,_5 -,578 ",247 ,331 1,009 ,877
,50 ",882 ",310 ,571 1,132 t902 ,50 -,501 ",2_2 ,260 ,978 ,875
°60 -,603 -,0_7 ,556 1.018 ,797 ,60 -,503 -,096 ,_07 ,978 ,817
,70 -,495 .190 .685 .975 ,700 ,70 -,425 ,113 ,538 .948 ,73Z
,75 -t_11 .264 ,675 ,942 ,668 ,75 -,345 ,211 ,556 ,916 ,691
,85 -,229 ,377 ,606 ,870 ,619 ,85 -,285 ,329 ,613 ,892 ,6_I
,90 ",000 ,006 ,006 ,778 ,776 ,90 -,156 ,377 ,533 ,8_1 ,619
•95 ",194 ,499 ,692 .856 ,564 ,95 -,039 ,379 ,417 ,794 ,618
CHORD # ,05 -1,170 ",059 1,111 1,256 ,802 CHORD 9 ,05 -1,335 ,005 1,340 1,332 .776
• 12 -1,230 -,218 1,012 1,283 ,865 ,12 -1,304 -,097 1,207 1,317 ,817
•20 -1,206 -,290 ,916 1,272 ,894 ,20 -1.216 -.192 1,024 1,277 ,855
,30 -1,210 -,318 ,892 1,274 ,905 ,30 -o891 -,233 ,657 1,136 ,872
• 35 -1,166 -,326 ,8_0 1,255 1908 ,35 -,48# -,247 ,237 .971 ,877
,45 "I,086 ",347 ,739 1,219 ,917 ,45 -,480 -,258 ,223 ,969 ,881
,50 ",335 ,912 ,50 -,491 ",255 ,236 ,974 ,880
•60 -,602 -,108 ,493 1,018 ,822 ,60 -,488 -,094 ,394 ,973 ,816
,70 ",535 ,157 ,691 ,991 ,71# ,70 =,487 ,133 ,620 ,972 ,72_
,75 ",_51 ,253 ,704 ,958 ,673 ,75 ",357 ,22_ ,581 ,920 ,685
• 85 -,258 ,376 ,634 ,881 ,620 ,85 ",231 ,307 ,538 ,870 e650
,90 +,151 ,_21 ,572 ,839 ,599 ,90 -,002 -,002 -,0O0 ,779 ,779
,95 -,025 ,#16 ,€42 ,788 ,602 ,95 -,699 1,057
CHLRD 5 ,01 -,296 ,553 ,849 ,896 ,538
• 03 "1,216 ,195 1,412 1,277 ,698
• 05 -1,230 ,011 1,242 1,283 ,773
• 07 "1,211 ",016 1,195 1,275 ,785
,12 -1,288 ",151 1,137 1,310 ,839
•20 -I,244 -,184 1,068 1,298 ,852
• 30 -1,227 -,247 .980 1,282 ,877 B A L A N C E D A T A
,35 "1,174 ",263 ,911 1,258 ,883
,45 "1,176 ",286 ,890 1,259 1892
,50 -,967 ",258 ,709 1,168 ,881 COEFFXCIENT OF LXFT ,6_B
•60 -,5_I -,091 ,450 ,99_ ,815 DRAG ,024
,70 ",506 ,168 ,673 ,979 ,709 P_TCH "2,483
• 75 -,441 ,253 ,694 ,954 ,673 ROLL "3,043
• 85 ".263 .387 ,650 ,883 .615 YA_ ,109
•90 ".128 .380 .508 .829 ,618
,95 ,002 ,384 .383 ,777 ,616
]04
TABLE 5.- Continued










1'13" P - 24."39 KPA OEL TA9 - 3.06" DEG
xlC CPU CPL DCP MU HL XIC CPU CPL DCP MU HL
CHORD 1 .01 -0175 .'178 .65'1 .853 .577 CHORD 6 .01 -.651 .503 1 ·153 1·0"" .565
.03 -.750 1.085 .03 -10113 .227 1·3'10 1·239 .688
.05 -1.059 -.044 1.016 1.216 .800 .05 -1.226 .068 1·293 1·290 .755
.07 -1.012 -.166 .8"6 10195 .850 .07 -1.280 -.031 1·2"9 1·315 .795
012 -10152 ·.298 .854 1.257 .902 012 -1·333 -0115 1·218 1·340 ·829
.20 -1.050 -.418 .632 1.212 .950 .20 -1.224 -.131 1·093 1·290 .835
.30 -.961 -.393 .568 10173 .940 .30 -1.165 -.195 ·970 1·263 .861
.35 -.890 -.394 .496 10143 .941
·35 -1.126 -.220 .906 1·2"5 .871
.45 -.747 -.430 .317 1.084 .955 .45 -.747 -.221 .526 1·083 .871
.50 -.627 -.399 .228 1.034 .9"3 .50
- .611 -.196 ."14 1·028 .862
.60 -.498
-·135 .364 .983 .837 .60 -.612 -.018 .593 1·028 .790
.70 -.3'+2 ·100 .4'+2 .920 .742 .70 ·.566 .218 .784 1·010 .692
.75 -.260 ·187 .447 .887 .705 .75 -.507 .280 .787 .986 .665
.85 .317 .649 .85 -.252 .884
.90 -.068 .346 .'114 .810 .636 .90 -0103 .399 .503 .824 .613
.95 -.047 .324 .371 .801 .646 .95 -.029 .401 .,,30 .794 .512
CflORD 2 .05 -1.041 ·.056 .985 1.208 .805 CHORD 7 .05 -1.318 .007 1·325 1'334 .780
012 -1.210 -.306 .904 1.283 .906 012 -1.245 -.092 1.153 1·299 .820
.20 -1.090 •• .. 26 .664 1.229 .953 .20 -1.210 -0157 1·053 1·283 .845
.30 -1.019 •• .. 03 .616 1,.198 .944 .30 -10156 -.196 .960 1·258 .861
.35 -.923
-·399 .52" 10157 .943 .35 -10115 -.207 ·908 1·2"0 .8615
... 5 -.735
-'423 .312 1·078 .952 .45 -.643 -.237 '407 1·041 .878
.50 -.623 -.395 .229 1.033 .941 .50 -.55lf. -.216 .338 1·005 .869
.60 -.509 ··126 .383 .987 .833 .60 -.572 -.036 .536 1·012 .797
.70 -.368 ·113 ... 81 .930 .736 .70 -.517 0180 .697 ·990 .708
.75 -.273 .202 .475 .892 .699 .75 • .... 29 .2 .. 9 .678 ·955 .679
.85 -0157 ·337 ... 94 .8"6 .640 .85 -.257 .886
.90 -.099 .373 .472 .823 .625 .90 -.000 -.001 -.001 .783 .783
.95 -.037 ·371 .408 .797 .626 .95 -.257 .886
CHORD 3 .05 -1.068 -.056 1.012 1.219 .805 CHORD 8 .05 -10199 .062 1·261 1·278 .757
.12 -1.222 -.266 .956 1.288 .890 .12 -1.265 -.091 l·lH 1·309 .819
.20 -10148 ·'438 .710 1.255 .958 .20 -1.2"9 -.168 1·080 1.301 .850
.30 -1.061 - ... 01 .659 1.216 .9"4 .30 -1.20" -.208 .995 1·280 .867
.35 -.959 -.ltOlf. .555 10172 .945 .35 -1.150 -.208 .9"3 1·256 .8615
.45 -.732 • ... 17 .315 1.077 .950
."5 -.577 -.226 .351 1·014 ,87"
.50 -.612 -.393 .219 1.028 ,9"0 .50 -.553 -.222 .330 1·004 .872
.60 -.523 ··126 .397 .992 .833 .60 -·553 -.075 .477 1·00" .813
.70 -.383 .122 .505 .936 .732 .70 -.459 .130 .589 .967 .7l!9
.75 -.291 .207 .498 .899 .697 .75 -.369 .219 .588 .931 .692
.85 -.158 ·361 .519 .846 .630 .85 -.294 .320 .614 .901 .648
.90 -.001 -.001 -.000 .783 ,783
·90 -.160 .358 .518 .847 .631
.95 -.179 .477 .656 .855 .577 .95 -.045 .367 .413 .801 .6l!7
CHORD 4 .05 -10141 ·.091 1.051 1.252 .819 CHORD 9 '05 -1·313 .001 1.31" 1.331 .782
012 -1.183 ·.251 .931 1.271 .884 .12 -1·276 -.103 1·173 1·314 .8l!4
.20 -10178 -·322 .856 1.269 .912 .20 -1.175 -.196 ·979 1·267 .8b!
.30 -1.156 ·.362 .79" 1.259 .928 .30 -.819 -.234 .585 1·113 .877
.35 -1.081 -.371 .710 1.225 .932 .35 • .... a.. -.2 ... 5 .240 .977 .881
.45 -.644 -,,,+00 .244 1.041 .9"3 .45 -.487 -.259 .228 .978 .887
.50 -.386 .938 .50 • .... 99 -.255 .2"4 .983 .885
.60 -.575 ··126 .449 1.013 .833 .60 -,lt81 -.092 ·395 .978 .820
,70 • ... ,96 01 .. 5 .641 .982 .723 .70 -.'t89 .132 .621 .979 .728
.75 • .... 20 .244 .664 .951 .681 .75 -.358 .224 .582 .926 .690
.85 -.239 ·375 .614 .879 .624 .85 -.231 .303 .534 .875 .655
.90 -.137 .419 .556 .838 .604 .90 -.003 -.002 .001 .784 .783
.95 -.016 .423 .439 .789 .602 .95 -.653 1·045
CHORD 5 .01 -.257 .529 .785 .886 .553
.03 -10182 0162 1.34'1 1.270 .716
.05 -10181 -.025 10156 1.270 ,793
.07 -10158 -.0'16 1.111 1.259 .801
.12 -1.245 -0180 1.065 1.299 .855
.20 -1.210 ·.212 .997 1.283 .868
.30 -10156 -.272 .883 1.258 .892 B A L A N C E 0 A T A
.35 -10116 -.288 .828 1.241 .898
.45 -.746 -.308 .438 1.083 .906
.50 -.611 -.279 .332 1.028 .895 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT .587
.60 -.610 -.094 .515 1.027 .821 DRAG .018
.70 -.534 0159 .693 .997 .717 PITCH -2."68
.75 -.4,+7 ·245 .691 .962 .681 ROLL -2.854
.85 -.260 .3'13 .602 .887 .638 YAW 0107
.90 -.125 ·373 .498 .833 .625
,95
-.000 .377 .377 .783 .623
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TABLE 5.- Concluded

















2".536 KPA OEL TA9 --3.013 OEG
XIC CPU CPL OCP MU ML XIC CPU CPL DCP MU ML
CHORD 1 .01 -0111 '''69 .6"6 .850 .518 CHORD 6 .01 -.634 .." 1·111 1.032 .575
.03 -.153 1.081 .03 -1·106 ·191 1.303 1·230 .698
.05 -1.061 -.052 1.009 1.210 .800 .05 -1.220 ·032 1.252 1.281 .166
.01 -1.018 -0112 .8.1 10192 .8.8 .01 -1.268 -.068 1·200 1·302 .801
.12 -1.156 -.303 .853 1.252 .900
·12 -1.315 -'15" 1·161 1.32" .8101
.20
-1.0"9 -'''22 .628 1.205 .9., .20 -1·180
- '113 1·001 1.262 .8"8
.30 -.9 ... 1 -.399 .5.3 1.159 .938 .30 -1.056
-·250 .805 1.20a .819
.35 -.861 -.399 ••62 1.125 .938 .35 -.819
-'28" .535 1.108 .893
• • 5 -.128 -.438 .290 1.010 .95 •
."5 -.581 -·306 .216 1.011 .901
.50 -.618 -,407 .211 1.026 .9.2 .50 -.513
-·295 .219 1·008 .891
.60 -.495
-·1"" .351 .916 .831 .60 -.521 -·121 ."01 .989 .830
.10
-.3"0 .092 '''32 .915 .1.1 .10 • .... 26 ·113 .539 .9.9 .133




.90 -.066 .3.1 •• 01 .806 .636 .90
- .131 ·339 ."n .83" .631
.95 -.01t5 .318 .363 .191 .6.6 .95 -.019 ·355 .315 ·181 .631')
CHORD 2 .05 -1.0"8 -.06 ... .98. 1.20. .805 CHORO 1 .05 -1.300 ··038 1.262 1.311 "9"
.12 -1.219 -.295 .92. 1.280 .891 .12 -1.21" -'139 1·015 1·218 .835
.20 -1.093 • .... 33 .659 1.22" .952 .20 -1·161 -·208 .952 1.25" .863
.30 -.985 -,lt08 • 511 1.111 .9.2 .30 -.761 -.256 .50. 1·0a• .882
.35 -.898 -.,.09 ••88 1.1100 .9.2 .35 -.588
-·21. .31" 1·01" .889
."5 -.681 -.421 .261 1.051 .9'" •• 5 -.581 -·319 .269 1·013 '906
.50 -.611 -.400 .216 1.025 .939 .50 -.561 -.305 .262 1·005 .901
.60 -.503 -0133 .310 .980 .832 .60 -.512
-'121 .385 ·983 .830
• 10 -.36 .. 0106 •• ,0 .92" .135 .10
- •• 05 ·091 .502 ·9"1 ',39
.15 -.266 0195 ••61 .885 .698 .15 -.292 ·119 ."'2 .896 .105
.85
-·152 .331 •• 82 .8.0 .6"0 .85 -.205 .861
.90 -.091 .361 ••65 .818 .62. .90 -.036 ·136 .172 .19• '''''5
.95 -.031 .36. '''01 .79" .626 .95 .000 .779
CHORD 3 .05 -1.016 -.065 1.011 1.211 .805 C~ORD 8 .05 -1·182 ·015 1'197 1.263 .773
.12 -1.228 -·213 .956 1·28" .888 ·12 -1.23" -'139 1.095 1·287 '835
.20 -1.106 -."t47 .659 1.230 .951 .20 -10196 -.211 .979 1·210 .866
.30 -1.013 • .... 05 .608 1.189 .9"l .30 -,669 ··266 ."03 1.0.6 .886
.35 -.925 -.408 .511 1.152 .9.2 .35 -.585 ··268 ·317 1·013 .886
."5 -.668 -·.29 .239 1.0"6 .950 ."5 -.601 ··300 .301 1·019 .899
.50 -.612 -.399 .213 1.023 • 938 .50 -·585 -·295 ·289 1·012 .891
.60 -.518 -·134 .384 .986 .833
.60 -.5~O
-'133 .377 .982 .832
.10 -.311
·11" ."92 .930 .132 .10
- •• 00 ·086 ."86 .939 .,,,,,
.15 -.285 .201 ."86 .893 .696 .15 -.318 '196 ·51" .906 .698
.85
-015" .355 .509 .8.1 .630 .85 -.268 .332 .601 .886 .6"0
.90 -.028 .380 ••08 .190 .619 .90 -·150 ·380 .530 .839 .618
.95 -.000 -.006
-.006 .179 .181 .95 -.037 ·381 .... Zlt .79 ... .615
CHORD
"
.05 -1.151 -.095 1.056 1.250 .811 CHfiRD 9 ·05 -1.213 ".040 1.233 1·305 .195
.12 -10185 -.254 .931 1.265 .881
·12 -1.209 -'131 1·072 1·276 '83"
.20 -1.181 -.339 .8.2 1.263 .91" .20 -.837 -·221 .611 1·115 .870
.30
-101"6 -.361t- .781 1.2'" .925 .30 -.585 -·260 .326 1.013 .883
.35 -1.0.9 -.311 .612 1.205 .929 .35 -.599
-·269 .330 1.018 .887
."5 -.620 -,403 .216 1·026 .9"0 ."5 -.5 •• -·218 .265 .996 .890
.50 -.390 .935 .50 -.524 -.212 .252 .988 .888
.60 -.569 -.1 ... 0 ,'29 1.006 .835 .60 • .... 83 -·103 .379 .972 .821
.10
-."92 01.0 .632 .915 .122 .10
-."'8 '128 .601 .910 .126
• 75 - .... 1 ... .239 .653 .9'+,. .680 .75 -.3." .220 .56" .911 .688
.85 -.233 .372 .60. .812 .622 .85 -.219 ·300 .518 .861 .65"
• 90 -.13 • '''15 .5.9 • 833 .603 .90 .013 -.003 ·.016 .17 • .180
.95 -.015 .... 18 '''33 .185 .601 .95 -.002 .780
CHORD 5 .01 -.266 .522 .788 .885 .553
.03
-10205 ·153 1.358 1·2110 .116
.05
-10185 -.03" 1.151 1.265 .793
.01 -1.162 -.055 1.101 1.25" .801
.12 -1.256 -.173 1.083 1·291 .8 ... 8
.20 -1·193 -.220 .913 1·268 .861
.30 -1.130 -.288 .8.1 1.2.0 .89. B A L A N C E 0 A T A
.35 -1.060 -.302 .158 1.210 .900
."5 -.631 -.321 .303 1.031 .910
.50 -.613 -.291 .323 1.02" .a95 COEFFICIENT OF LIFT .535
.60 -.605
-·08? .523 1.021 .812 DRAG .016
.10 -.515 .1102 .657 .985 .721 PITCH -1.955
.15
-."31 ·228 .659 .951 .685 ROLL -2."'8
.85 -.252 .328 .5aO .880 .6.2 YAW .089
.90
-0121 .361 ••82 .828 .621
• 95 .00. .368 .36 • .711 .62.
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TABLE 6.- SUMMARY OF UNSTEADY-PRESSURE TEST PROGRAM
(M = 0.78; R = 2.2 x 106; control surface number 6]
Point ALPHA, DELTA, OSCILLATING OSCILLATING
number deg deg DELTA, FREQUENCY,deg Hz
265 0 0 ±2 5
266 ! 10267 15
268 ±4 5
269 ~ 10270 15
271 ±6 5
272 ~ 10273 15
275 3 ±2 5
277
, ~ 10278 15
279 ±4 5
280 ! 10283 15
284 ±6 5
285 ~ 10287 15
289 6 ±6 5







300 ~ 10301 15
107
TABLE 6.- Continued
[M = 0.78; R = 2.2 × 106; controlsurfacenumber 6]
OSCILLATING OSCILLATING
Point ALPHA, DELTA, DELTA, FREQUENCY,
number deg deg deg Hz
304 2.05 0 ±2 5
305 _ | I0
306 _ 15
307 ±4 5
308 _ I0309 I 15
310 ±6 5
311 _ lO312 15
314 3 ±2 5
315 _ I0316 15
318 ±4 5
319 _ lO20 15
321 ±6 5
i _ 10322 ' 5323
325 6 ±2 5
326 _ lO7 15
328 ±4 5
329 _ IO30 15
331 ±6 5
332 _ 103 ' 'r 5
TABLE 6.- Continued
[M = 0.78; R = 2.2 x 106; controlsurfacenumber 9]
OSCILLATING OSCILLATING
Point ALPHA, DELTA,
number deg deg DELTA, FREQUENCY,
deg Hz
337 2.05 0 ±2 5
338 l 109 ]5
340 ±4 5
341 _ 102 5
343 ±6 5
344 I 105 I is
347 3 ±2 5
348 i / 10
349 1 15
350 ±4 5
351 I 102 5
353 ±6 5
354 I I05 , 15
357 -3 ±2 5
358 _ 109 5
360 ±4 5
361 I 102 _ ]5
363 ±6 5
364 _ 105 1 1 5
]09
TABLE 6.- Continued
[M = 0.78; R = 2.2 × 106; controlsurfacenunber 9]
OSCILLATING OSCILLATING
Point ALPHA, DELTA,
number deg deg DELTA, FREQUENCY,
deg Hz






375 i +6 5
378 l5
381 3 _+2 5
382 I 10
383 I _' l5
384 +4 5
385 I 10
386 i _ 15
387 _+6 5
388 J l 0
389 _ _ 15







401 | l 0
402 r ' _ I5
TABLE 6.- Concluded
[M = 0.78; R = 4.7 x 106]
OSCILLATING OSCILLATING
Point ALPHA, DELTA,
nL_aber deg deg DELTA, FREQUENCY,
deg Hz
Control surface number 6




533 , | lO
535 _ 15
537 ±6 5
539 _ 1041 t 5





556 r 6 ±6 _'
Control surface number 9
558 2.47 0 ±2 5
560 _ lO2 15
564 ±4 5
566 _ 108 5
570 ±6 5
572 I lO4 ,, 15
578 3 ±2 10
581 3 ±4
583 3 ±6





POINT NUMBER =265 MACH = .7R0 RN = 2.209,IOE6 ALPHA = .00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAKI - 2.01 DEG
Q - 3,903 wPA K = ,105 O_LTA6 = -,03 DEG OSCILLATING FR_U{NCY I 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG pHASE MAB PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0080 147,9 .0077 -28,6 ,0158 -30,4 CHORO 6 ,05 0217 153.2 ,01_9 "27,3 .0366 -27,0
,12 ,0084 148,8 ,0085 -21,8 ,0168 -26,5 ,12 0150 155,7 0116 =28,8 ,0266 -25,4
•20 ,0125 149,7 ,0120 -15,2 ,0242 -22,9 ,20 0157 154,3 0098 -26,9 0254 -26,2
•30 ,0060 174,0 ,0143 -15,1 ,0202 -12,4 ,30 0136 148,7 0018 _8,5 0214 -30,3
•35 ,0217 157,4 ,0151 =8,8 ,0365 -16"9 ,35 0088 150,6 0058 "26.7 0156 "28,2
•45 ,0265 168,9 ,0258 ,7 ,0520 -5,3 ,45 0033 127,1 0052 =22,3 0083 -34,E
•50 ,0292 164.7 ,0291 'I ,0578 -7,6 ,50 0018 169,7 0038 =18,3 0056 -14,4
•60 ,0395 180,9 ,0286 "354,9 ,0681 2,6 ,60 0040 159.2 O00b 29,1 0044 "14,4
•70 ,0564 184,6 ,032_ "353,9 ,0887 5,1 ,70 0052 148,b 0005 18,9 0055 "27,4
•75 ,0699 185,1 ,036_ =353,5 ,1068 5,6 ,75 0027 143,5 0017 =19,9 0043 "30,E
•85 ,0349 "351,1 ,85
•90 .0213 193.4 .90
.95 .0092 198.5 *0211 -349.1 .0303 13.2 .95 .0017 -181.5
CHOR0 2 ,05 ,0103 141,B ,0088 -25.9 ,0190 -32,5 CHORD 7 05 ,0200 148,7 ,0170 =28,9 ,0370 -30,2
,12 ,0070 141,7 ,0085 -17,6 ,0153 -26,9 12 ,0148 150,7 ,0115 =23,5 ,0263 -26,8
•20 ,0164 146,5 ,0108 -13,2 ,0268 =25,5 20 ,0079 -190,4 ,0071 =27,R ,0149 -18,6
•35 ,0188 -197,2 ,0239 -5,8 ,0424 -I0,8 35 ,0073 -201,0 °0042 "35,_ ,0114 -26,2
•60 ,0417 "182,0 ,0267 4,5 ,0683 ,6 60 ,0060 138,7 ,0013 "19,R ,0072 -37,5
•75 ,0546 -174,5 ,0243 8,4 ,0789 6,4 75 ,0027 114,9 ,0011 "16,1 ,0035 -51,8
•85 ,0505 "171,4 85 ,001_ 139,3
•90 ,0254 "167,1 ,0180 13,2 ,0433 13,0 90 *0013 155,9 ,UIOb I0,7 ,0116 7.1
•95 ,0144 "165,8 95 ,0004 -178,8 ,0001 63,6 ,0005 12,5
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0101 14&o6 ,0102 -22.8 ,0202 -29,0 CHORQ 8 ,05 ,0196 148,9 ,0159 -30,S ,0355 "31,0
•12 ,0107 149,7 ,0121 -21,0 ,0228 -25,4 ,12 ,0145 148,# ,0111 "33,7 ,0256 -32,5
•20 ,0137 149,4 ,0128 -19,0 ,0264 -25,0 ,20 ,0098 148,2
,75 ,0481 184,6 ,0204 -354,2 ,0685 4,9 ,75 ,0015 155,5 ,0005 "18,1 ,0020 -23,0
,85 ,0154 -351,5 ,85
•90 ,0226 187,2 ,90
•95 .0107 -347,0 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0139 150,1 ,0131 -24,3 ,0270 -27,2 CHORO 9 ,05 ,0142 14E,8 ,0137 =35,5 ,0279 -36,4
• 12 ,0102 150,2 ,0133 -18,0 ,0234 -23.1 ,12 ,0115 14b,2 ,00_4 "38,_ ,0199 -36,_
•20 ,0220 154,2 ,0160 =25,3 ,0380 -25,6 ,20 ,0090 140,5 ,005# =39,7 ,0144 -39,6
•35 °0294 162.2 °0203 "1,2 ,0492 -11.1 ,35 ,0069 143,8 ,0035 -9,8 .0101 -27,4
•60 ,0288 176,9 ,0011 -33,5 ,0298 -4,2 ,60 ,0029 157,1 ,0002 -169,6 ,0028 -24,9
•75 ,0140 181,5 ,0048 3,3 ,0188 1,9 ,75 ,0013 80,6 ,0002 "38.6 ,0014 -90,5
•85 ,0069 186,9 ,0046 -1,2 ,0116 3,7 ,85 ,0011 47.0
•95 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0222 152,9 ,0189 -23,9 ,0#11 -25,6
.12 .0183 154.6 .0161 -22.2 .0344 -23.9
•20 ,0237 "202,0 *0136 -17,4 ,0373 -20,3
•35 ,0172 -196,8 ,0104 -10,6 ,0276 -14,4
,60 ,0097 "179,2 ,0023 17,4 ,0119 4.0




POINT NUMBER -266 MACH . ,7B4 RN - 2,216_10E6 ALPHA . .00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK) - 2,00 DEG
g " 3,9_2 KRA K - ,209 DELTA6 - ,00 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 10,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_wER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAY PHA5_ MAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0091 8_,7 ,0095 -59,3 ,0176 -76 9 CHOR0 6 ,05 0203 -24W,8 0161 "68,6 ,036_ -66,5
,12 ,0094 I02,5 ,0101 -_7,_ ,0189 "61 9 ,12 013_ -239,1 0121 "63,3 ,0255 -61,1
•20 ,0139 112,9 ,0130 -39,6 ,0260 -53 8 ,20 01_5 -2_2,5 0087 "65,6 ,0232 -63,7
•30 ,0099 -201,7 ,01_5 -27,B ,02_3 "25 3 .30 0125 -232,W 0061 "69,3 ,018W -57,9
•35 ,0238 139,5 ,0171 "20,6 *0W02 "32 2 .35 0099 -232,4 0049 "7_,B ,01_5 -59,8
•45 ,0311 -197,8 ,0268 -8,5 ,057a -13 5 ,w5 005w -2_.7 0o27 m72,9 ,0081 -67,_
•50 *03_8 "19_,9 *0308 -I,9 ,0651 -B*B ,50 00W5 -202,3 0018 "59,8 ,0060 -32.7
•60 ,0&25 "181,7 *0281 4,0 ,0705 .6 ,60 0071 -193,6 0006 67,5 ,0072 -8,8
,70 ,0549 "17_,& ,0319 10,0 ,0867 7,2 ,70 0035 -237,2 0001 71,3 ,003_ -55,7
•75 ,0697 "171,8 ,0372 11,9 ,1069 9,5 ,75 0008 -263,9 0011 "7_,3 *0019 -78,5
• 85 ,0358 18,3 ,85
•90 ,0232 "153,2 ,90
,95 ,0114 "1_I,7 ,022_ 23,5 ,0335 28,5 ,95 .0007 -19_,_
CHORD 2 05 ,0097 "25_,0 ,0095 -67,_ ,0191 -70,7 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0187 -2_8,3 0170 "66,3 ,0357 -67,3
12 ,0098 "251,0 ,0099 -5_,_ ,019_ -62,7 ,12 ,01_6 -250,0 0117 "62,_ ,0262 -66,6
20 ,0224 -251,8 ,0149 -_1,6 ,0360 -59,8 ,20 ,0067 -250,6 008_ +61,_ ,0151 -65,3
35 ,0266 -220,0 ,0201 -15.0 ,0_56 "29,3 .35 ,0077 -230,2 0067 "72,1 ,0131 -59,5
60 ,0_I0 -181,4 ,027_ 6._ ,0683 1,7 .60 *003_ -287,7 000_ "27,_ ,0036 -9_,9
75 ,0560 -170,6 ,0257 12,6 ,0817 10,_ ,75 ,0011 -218,3 0005 "31,8 ,0016 -36,3
85 ,0508 -166,3 .85 ,0005 -23_,1
90 ,0259 -159,9 ,0195 _I,0 ,0_5_ 20,5 ,90 ,0003 -26_,I ,0128 5,_ ,0128 W,2
95 ,01_8 -156,0 *95 .O00& -10,2 ,0009 _32.1 .0013 125,0
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0103 105,5 ,0107 -59.I ,0207 -66,7 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0172 -2_b,2 ,01bb "75,5 ,0327 -70,6
•12 ,0118 109,0 ,0138 -50,3 ,0252 -59,B ,12 ,01_3 -2_2,5 ,0101 "77,6 ,02W2 -6B,7
•20 ,0166 115,8 ,01_7 -32,7 ,0302 -50,3 ,20 ,0116 -2_3,_
•75 ,0_90 -169,5 ,0202 12,0 ,0692 10,9 ,75 ,0016 -235,6 ,0009 "I08,8 ,0023 -7_,7
,85 ,0176 23,6 .85
•90 ,0210 "166,8 ,90
,95 ,0115 22,5 *95
CHORD 4 *05 ,01_8 I08,7 ,01_0 -55 5 ,0285 "63,6 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0138 "25_,7 ,0125 "92,_ ,0260 -83,2
•12 ,0107 115,6 ,0139 "_3 6 ,02&2 "52,6 ,12 ,010_ "25_,2 *0017 =96,5 ,0178 "83,7
,20 ,0263 125.2 ,0158 -36 6 ,0_16 -_R,0 .20 ,0089 "2_8,8 ,005_ "89,8 ,01_5 -77,0
•35 ,0283 1_3,7 ,0171 -18 9 ,0_9 "29,8 .35 *0083 "266.0 ,0037 "88,6 *0120 -86,8
,60 ,0274 "182,2 ,001_ -95 8 ,0273 "5oi ,60 ,0005 "192"_ ,000b "137,9 ,000_ -79,0
,75 *0165 "173,2 ,00_3 8 7 ,0209 7,2 *75 ,0029 "2_0,9 ,0007 "12_,7 ,0033 -71,8
•85 ,0078 "164,5 .0039 -2 3 ,0116 9.6 ,85 ,0017 "2#5"_
,95 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0221 "2_1,5 ,O_lO -55,2 ,0_31 -58,_
,12 ,0172 -237,2 ,017_ -_8,8 ,03_9 -52,9
• 20 ,0259 "228.3 ,015_ -_5,_ ,0_13 -_7*2
,35 ,0168 -211,_ ,0073 -37,2 ,02_1 "33,2






P_INT NUMBER =267 MACH - .786 RN . 2,223_10E6 ALPHA - ,OO DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 {PEAK) = 2,04 DEG
Q • 3,963 KPA K = ,312 D_LTA6 • ,00 DEG _SCILLATING FHEWUE_CY - 14,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MA_ PHASE MAG PHASE
ChORO 1 .05 0068 46.8 .0053 -90.7 .0113 -114.6 C_0R0 6 .05 .0177 -273.3 .0110 "107.5 0285 -98.7
•12 0078 49.6 .0[)66 -76.0 .012_ -105.7 .12 .0109 -270.7 .0079 "109.8 0186 -98.7
•20 0%05 61.2 .0109 -62.5 .0189 -90.1 .20 .0%22 -262.9 .OO69 "117.2 0173 -93.9
•30 0127 I01.4 .0126 -45.5 .0237 -62.6 .30 .0092 -252.3 .0044 "I04._ 0131 -82.4
.35 0238 98.6 .0156 -35.7 .0365 -69.6 .35 .0096 -256._ .0034 =88.6 0129 -78.7
.45 0382 136.0 .0252 -19.1 .0619 -34.1 .46 .0053 -245.2 .0028 "103.7 0074 -77.5
•50 039_ 146.1 .0289 -9.1 .0668 -23.4 .50 .0056 -240.1 .0029 "120.6 0075 -80.1
.60 0466 168.7 .0280 .8 .0742 -6.7 .60 .0035 -227.0 .0016 "135._ 0039 -69.9
•70 0582 179.9 .0318 8.3 .0898 2.9 .70 .0013 -227.8 .0010 "140.O 0017 -86.8
•75 0717 18&.5 .0365 10.8 .I080 6.6 .75 .0005 -306.2 .0016 ,122.9 0021 -123.6
•85 .0360 19.6 .85
•90 .0247 206._ .90
•95 .0122 216._ .0222 27.0 .0342 30.3 .95 .0002 -155.9
CHORD 2 .05 .0101 -300.5 .0071 -88.6 .0165 -107.4 CMORD 7 .05 .0155 -282 S .014_ -111 3 .0303 -106.9
•12 .0104 -296.0 °0067 -72.6 .0160 -99.2 .12 .0101 -273 6 .O104 "113 O .0201 "103.W
•20 .0250 "291.6 .0120 -57.2 .0334 -9&.7 .20 .0065 -250 B .O072 "110 4 .0129 -91.6
•35 .0319 -240.7 .0170 -28.1 .0471 -49.5 .36 .0057 -249 4 .0054 "115 6 .0102 -91.8
•60 .0470 -186.4 .0271 3.9 .0738 -2.6 .60 .0021 -187 7 .O010 "118 8 .0020 -35.1
•75 .0588 "172.3 .0249 12.9 .0836 9.2 .75 .0020 -146 6 .O011 "126 2 .0010 10.9
.85 .0530 "166.3 .85 .0019 -98
190 .0283 -157.8 .0197 24.1 .0481 _3.0 .90 .00%7 -94.3 .O112 %.I .0115 9.8
.95 .0169 -151.4 .95 .0015 -103.2 .0008 "201.5 .0018 I02.3
CHORD 3 05 .0103 _0.0 .0065 -95.9 .0157 -123.2 CHORO 8 .Ob .0147 -284,8 ,0114 -122,4 ,0259 -112,5
12 .0127 52._ .0085 -76.5 .0192 "I07.5 .12 .0112 -282.4 .007_ "122.2 .0183 "110.2
20 .0181 59.5 .0136 -56.8 .0270 -93.7 .20 .0099 -276.0
75 ,0506 187,1 ,0198 11,9 ,070_ 8,4 ,75 ,0010 -216,0 ,001_ -1_9,8 ,0013 -101,6
85 .0154 22.0 .85
90 .0245 190.8 ,90
95 .0121 26.1 .95
CHORD 4 .05 .0139 5_.9 0099 -86._ .0225 "109.1 CHORD 9 .05 0097 -289.3 .0126 -148.1 .0210 "131.3
•12 .0103 60.8 0102 -7_.2 .0190 -96.8 .12 0077 -2_3.6 .008b "141.6 .0153 -123.5
•20 .0301 72.4 0143 -50.7 .0397 -90.1 .20 0059 -273.2 .0057 -138.5 .0107 "115.5
•35 .0333 113.7 0169 -32.1 .0482 -54.9 .35 0041 -292.4 .O046 "186.7 .0070 "151.9
.60 .0325 171.7 0014 "I07.2 .0323 -10.8 .60 0020 -263.5 .0016 "108.9 .0035 "94.9
•75 .0158 185.4 003_ 8.5 .0192 5.9 .75 0012 -328.0 .O011 "133.2 .0023 "I_0.8
•85 .0092 191.8 0028 .7 .0120 9.2 .85 0003 -41.9
•95 .95
CHORD 5 05 .0205 -272.6 .0149 -86.0 .0353 -89.8
12 .0176 "262.7 .0125 -76.7 .0301 =80.2
20 .0262 -253.0 .0108 -59.9 .0368 -69.2
35 .0195 -227.4 .0053 -52.7 .0247 -48.6





POINT NUMBER =268 MACH = ,783 RN • 2,215_10E6 ALPHA - ,00 OEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK! = 4,00 DEG
Q " 3.9_1 KPA K - ,105 DELTA6 = ",03 DEG OSCILLATING FNEUUEhCY = &,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MA_ PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0137 131.5 ,0158 -38,4 ,0293 "43.1 CHORO 6 ,05 .O_2B 146,2 ,0327 "29,_ ,075_ "31"9
,12 ,0157 138,5 ,0185 -30,8 ,0341 -35,7 ,12 ,0275 147,2 ,02_9 "27,0 ,0523 -30,0
.20 ,0249 1_,4 ,0258 -26,0 ,0505 "30,7 ,20 .0291 150,2 ,0169 "26,5 ,0_60 "28,6
•30 ,0181 160,5 .0291 -20.8 ,0472 -20,3 ,30 ,0227 153,6 .0137 °25,8 ,0363 -26,2
•35 ,0_I0 157,3 .0306 "16.9 ,0715 "20,2 ,35 ,0196 152,2 ,0130 "28._ .0326 "28,0
•45 ,0603 166.4 °0527 "7,9 ,1129 "10.9 ,_5 .0158 157,2 .0092 "27,7 .0250 "24,6
,50 ,0659 172.3 .0616 "5,2 ,1274 "6,5 ,50 .0135 162,8 ,006_ "21.5 ,0198 "18,6
,60 ,0845 176.6 *0582 1.1 ,1426 "I,5 ,60 .01_7 163,0 ,0DI_ "328,2 .0156 "13"I
•70 .1076 18D.2 ,0650 3.8 ,1725 1,5 ,70 ,0073 I_I.B .0012 "3_2,9 ,0080 "31,1
,75 ,1347 181,5 .0731 4,6 ,2D77 2,6 ,75 ,0031 139°_ ,0034 "19,3 ,0063 "29,_
•85 ,0660 9,3 ,85
•90 ,0_27 189,5 .90
,95 ,0200 19_,8 ,042b 11,3 ,0626 12,_ ,95 .O02D 145,3
CHORD 2 °05 ,0204 I_I,3 .020_ -29,3 ,0_07 -34,0 CHORD 7 ,0b .0410 14_.5 ,0359 "36,7 0769 -36,1
.12 ,022_ i_I,0 .02D4 -23,7 ,0424 -31,7 ,12 ,0325 145,7 .0271 "3_,8 0595 -34,5
,20 ,0455 142,7 ,0279 -21,7 ,0727 -31,_ ,20 ,0191 147.0 ,0164 "32,B 0355 -32,9
.35 ,0517 155,7 ,0382 "12,7 .0894 -19,_ ,35 .O197 142,2 .0091 "39,0 0288 -38,2
•60 ,0802 "181,1 .0547 1.4 ,1349 -.I .60 .0072 -179,3 .0014 "31,0 008_ -_,_
•75 ,1117 "177,8 .0509 4.7 ,1625 3.0 ,75 ,0045 -179.4 ,0013 "18,5 0057 -3,7
•85 ,0946 "175,3 ,85 .0028 172.1
.90 ,0458 -172,0 .0378 9.1 .0837 R.5 .90 .0021 -181,2 ,0238 2,_ .0259 2,5
,95 ,0270 -170,3 .95 ,0013 -131.I ,0002 132.6 .0013 55,B
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0201 139,5 .0201 -33.6 ,0401 -37,0 CHOR_ 8 ,05 .0376 143.6 ,0309 "33,7 .0685 "35"_
,12 ,0228 141,0 .0258 -28.6 ,0484 -33,5 ,I_ .0293 144.6 .0204 "33,5 .0_97 -34,6
,20 ,0311 144.6 .0327 -25,7 ,0635 -30,5 ,20 ,0230 147,4
,75 10947 181.6 ,040_ 4.2 ,1351 2._ .75 .0021 161,3 .0015 "11,4 .0036 -15,6
•85 ,0288 7.5 ,85
•90 ,0480 183,8
,90
,95 ,D146 19,1 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0299 1_4,8 ,0301 -30.9 ,0600 -33.1 CHORO 9 .05 .0307 140,B .0265 "37.8 ,0572 -38.5
,12 ,0205 146.3 .0311 -25,5 ,0515 -28,8 ,12 .0250 l_O.B ,016_ "37.7 ,0412 -38.6
.20 ,0495 150.0 .0354 -21.4 ,0847 -26,4 ,20 .018_ 137,6 ,0115 "35,7 ,0299 -39,8
•35 .0507 159.9 .0_01 -9.3 .0904 -15.4 ,35 ,0102 131,9 ,0065 "32,2 .0165 -41,9
,60 ,0567 179.9 ,0C29 -28.6 .0592 "I._ .60 ,0047 133,6 .0004 "35.6 ,0051 -45,6
•75 ,0313 179.3 .0091 ,4 ,0405 -.5 ,75 .0029 121.5 .0011 "13.8 .003B -46,8
.85 ,0173 182,4 .0087 -1,5 ,0260 1,1 ,B5 .0008 48.9
,95 .95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0437 148,8 .043g -28.6 ,0876 -29.9
•12 ,0359 149,1 .0364 -26.4 10723 -28.6
•20 .0534 153.3 .0319 -23.2 ,0853 -25,4
•35 ,0378 162,3 .0220 -14,4 ,0598 -16,5






POINT NUMBER -269 MACH - ,783 RN . 2,215_1026 ALPHA - .00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 {PEAK; " 4,02 DEG
Q - 3,945 KPA K = ,209 DELTA6 - -,03 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG pHASE MAY PHASE MAG PHASE
CH_RD i ,05 ,0166 -258,4 ,0170 -72,2 ,0336 -75,3 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0406 109,8 ,0324 "69,9 ,0730 -70,1
•12 ,0195 "256,1 ,0187 -60,2 ,0379 -68,3 ,12 ,0266 113,5 ,0232 "68,0 ,0498 -67,2
•20 ,0291 -247,9 ,024A -48,7 ,0531 -59,1 ,20 ,0291 I15,7 ,014_ "71,0 ,0_33 -66,5
•30 ,0222 "219,6 .0292 -35,7 ,051_ -37,4 ,30 ,0225 121,5 ,0118 "65,7 ,0343 -61,O
•35 ,0450 "226,1 ,0326 -27,7 ,0766 -38,4 ,35 ,0179 124,7 ,0113 "59,7 ,0291 -57,0
•45 ,0640 "205,1 ,0522 -16,3 ,%%59 -21'1 ,_5 ,0150 131,9 ,0070 "46,_ ,0220 -47,b
•50 ,0679 "196,9 ,0605 -6,8 ,1279 -12,1 ,50 ,0130 %35,5 ,0052 "38,1 ,0181 -42,7
•60 ,0855 -188,1 ,0571 -,5 ,1423 -5'1 ,50 ,0073 118,3 ,0017 26,1 ,0075 -48,9
•70 ,1099 "178,5 ,06_ &,6 ,17_2 2,6 ,70 ,0037 162,6 ,0011 "19,0 ,0047 "17,8
•75 ,1382 "176,6 ,0723 6,6 ,2105 4,5 ,75 ,0032 215,0 ,0029 "52,S ,0044 -6,_
,85 ,0665 15,8 ,85
•90 ,0_59 "158,_ ,90
,95 ,0238 -I_7,7 ,0_35 20,% ,0670 2&,4 ,95 ,0009 88,5
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0211 "267,3 ,0203 -63,6 ,0_05 -75,7 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0392 -256.3 .0332 "78.6 ,072_ -77,4
•12 ,0233 -260,9 ,0201 -55,1 ,0423 -68,9 ,12 ,0322 -256,3 ,0237 "77,3 ,0558 -76,8
•20 0465 -259,8 ,0282 -#5,9 ,0717 -67,1 ,20 ,0192 -251,2 ,0115 "72,9 .0307 -71,9
•35 0543 "230,9 ,0363 "21,I ,0877 -39,0 ,35 ,0188 -245.7 .00_7 "72,5 ,0275 -67,8
,60 0857 -187.8 ,0545 1,1 ,1398 -€,4 ,b0 ,0111 -240,5 ,0011 "50,3 ,0122 -59,6
•75 1105 -177,0 ,0_99 7,8 ,%603 _,5 ,75 ,0036 -241,% ,0013 "68,2 ,0050 -63,Z
•85 0947 -172,0 ,85 ,0018 -206,4
•90 0460 -165,9 ,0379 16,9 ,0839 15,4 ,90 ,0017 -205,6 ,0236 ,1 ,0251 -1,6
•95 ,0276 "163,2 ,95 ,0012 -1_9,1 ,0030 "251,5 ,0027 85,7
CHORD 3 ,05 ,022_ -260,2 ,0203 -68,8 ,0#25 -7_,8 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0345 I03.8 ,02_5 "78,_ ,0630 -77,2
,12 ,0266 -253,7 ,0250 -59,6 ,0512 -66,9 ,12 ,0266 %05,0 ,0118 "75,7 ,0_44 -75,3
,20 ,0342 -247,4 ,0266 -44,_ ,0596 -57,3 ,20 ,0207 106,3
,75 ,0969 "17_,9 ,0399 6,8 ,1367 5.6 ,75 ,0024 105,7 ,0011 "84,1 ,0036 -77,4
•85 ,0291 14,4 ,85
•90 ,0490 -169,4 ,90
•95 ,0165 29,7 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0307 -255,2 ,0271 -66,1 ,0576 -70,9 CH_RD 9 ,05 ,0289 96,5 ,026_ "87,1 ,0552 -85,2
,12 ,0215 -249,6 ,028_ "55,9 ,0495 -61,8 ,12 ,0226 I00,5 ,0171 "86,9 ,0396 -82,7
,20 ,0538 -242,8 ,0299 -42,9 ,0826 -55,7 ,20 ,0165 104,6 ,0133 "88,2 ,0296 -81,1
•35 ,0557 -215,0 ,0367 -25,4 ,0922 -31,2 ,35 ,0109 I02,6 ,0068 "I0%,4 ,017_ -86,6
•60 ,0583 "18&,8 ,0033 267,3 ,0585 -8,0 ,60 ,0032 93,6 ,0009 139,5 ,0027 "I01,0
•75 ,0320 -%69,6 ,0079 3,3 ,0399 9,0 ,75 ,0034 101,5 ,0006 "145,9 ,0037 -87,8
,85 ,0167 -168,7 ,0066 "8,0 ,0231 5,9 ,85 ,00%5 105,9
•95 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0_27 -250,2 .0409 -59,9 ,0832 -65,2
•12 ,0356 -246,7 ,034_ -54,3 *0696 -60,6
120 ,0538 "241,2 ,0296 "51,6 ,0832 -57,8
•35 ,0350 -224,2 ,0181 -30,6 ,0528 -39,6





POINT NUHBER -270 MACH - ,783 RN m 2,218_10E6 ALPHA - ,00 DEG OSCILLATINQ DELTA6 (PEAK! - 4,04 DEG
- 3,944 KPA K m ,313 DELTA6 - m,07 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 14,99 HZ
UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHISE X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0157 42,_ ,0126 -97,5 ,0267 "119,8 CHORD 6 ,05 ,03_7 80,7 ,0243 "107,6 0589 -102,7
,12 ,0187 52,5 ,0145 -80,2 ,0305 -107,0 ,12 ,0239 85,0 ,0170 "106,3 0_07 -99.7
.20 ,0326 66.5 .0211 -62.9 ,0488 -94.0 .20 .0251 94.9 .0105 "111.* 0348 -92.8
,30 ,0263 109.6 ,0277 -44,5 .0526 -57.1 .30 ,0219 99.9 .0076 "111.8 0287 -88,2
,35 ,047_ 103,1 ,030_ -34,9 ,0729 -60,7 ,35 ,0176 106.1 ,0073 "I07,1 0240 -83,5
,45 ,0673 133,_ ,0492 -19,1 ,1133 -35,0 ,45 ,0129 107,6 ,005_ "103,7 0178 -81,5
•50 ,07_0 145,8 ,0582 -10,3 ,1294 -23,7 ,50 ,0125 120,5 ,00_1 "110,1 0154 -71._
•60 ,0870 165,3 ,0567 ,2 ,1426 -8,8 ,60 ,0088 119,9 ,0009 "187.O ,0083 -65,3
•70 ,1115 178.5 ,0647 6,7 ,1758 1,5 ,70 ,0042 167.1 ,0013 "180,O ,0029 -18,5
• 75 ,1#10 "176.2 ,07_0 9.0 ,21_7 5,6 ,75 ,0035 167.1 ,0022 "138.0 ,0029 -51.1
•85 ,069_ 22,0 ,85
,90 ,0486 "152,8 ,90
•95 ,0258 "141,9 ,0452 27,0 ,0708 31"0 ,95 ,0005 93,2
CHORD 2 ,05 0198 53,1 ,0131 "96,9 ,0319 "115,0 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0320 71,6 ,0282 "115,8 ,0600 "111,9
•12 0182 58,0 .0155 -76.8 ,0312 "101'3 ,12 .02_3 76,8 ,0205 "114,6 ,04_6 "I08,4
•20 0363 67,8 ,0226 "63,3 ,0539 "93,8 ,20 ,0147 85,6 ,0121 "116,3 ,0263 "I0_'3
•35 0503 111,9 ,0352 -34,6 ,0820 "54,4 ,35 ,0127 92,1 ,0081 "111,9 ,020_ -97,3
,60 0876 170,6 ,0536 1,0 ,I_07 -5,_ ,60 ,0074 I03,_ ,0032 "90,9 ,0105 -80,9
•75 1130 185,2 ,0_98 10,6 ,1626 6,9 ,75 ,0032 136,8 .0024 "I00,8 ,0049 -67°2
,85 096_ 192,2 ,85 ,0024 129,1
•90 ,0480 201,9 ,0390 23,8 ,0870 22,7 ,90 ,0015 125,3 ,0213 -._ ,0222 -3,7
•95 ,0307 202,8 ,95 ,0013 170,6 ,0008 77,5 ,0016 23.0
CHORD 3 05 ,0193 47,1 ,01_2 "90,5 ,0312 "115,1 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0321 69,3 ,0223 "123,* ,05_2 "115'9
12 ,0233 55,a ,0196 -78,5 ,0395 -103,6 ,12 .0231 72,2 ,01_5 "123,6 .0372 "113,8
20 ,0321 70,7 ,0251 -55,5 ,0512 -86,0 ,20 ,0194 81,4
75 ,0983 -17&.3 ,0_0_ 11,3 ,1386 7,3 ,75 ,002_ 123,3 ,0018 "152,7 ,0029 -95,8
85 ,0306 21,2 .85
90 ,0485 -167,1 ,90
95 ,018_ 32.3 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0308 60,3 ,021_ -85.1 ,0_99 "I05,6 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0227 58,6 ,0225 "132.6 ,0450 -126,9
•12 ,0229 69,6 ,0239 -66,3 ,O_3W -87,9 ,12 ,0169 63,0 ,0149 "137,1 ,031W -126,4
,20 ,0_9_ 81,0 ,0288 -53,3 ,0725 -82._ ,20 ,0125 65,5 ,0118 "1_0.0 ,0237 -126,8
•35 ,0613 119,0 ,0337 -26,_ ,0911 -_8,9 ,35 ,0082 85,2 ,0061 "137,2 ,013_ -I12,9
•60 ,0617 173,5 ,0022 -15_,3 ,0598 -7,7 ,60 ,00_7 92,5 ,0023 "160,6 °0058 "109,5
•75 ,0328 "173,2 .0C80 12,6 .0408 7,9 ,75 ,0022 118,0 ,0023 "160,9 ,0029 -112,8
•85 ,0181 -168.4 .0059 1,3 ,0239 9,1 ,85 ,0011 169,7
•95 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0398 84,8 ,0310 -91,1 ,0707 -93,4
• 12 ,0338 91,0 ,0254 -80,_ ,0591 -85,3
•20 ,0_68 103,6 ,0213 -69,5 ,0680 -7_,2
,35 ,0351 127,2 ,01_5 -5_,7 ,0496 -53,3





POINT NUMBER =271 MACH = ,782 RN = 2,218_10E6 ALPHA = ,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELIA6 {PEAK) = 6,03 DEG
" 3,935 _PA K • .105 DELTA6 = ",11 DEG OSCILLATING FREQuEnCY = 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LUWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAU PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0215 142 5 ,0240 "31,6 0455 -34.4 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0615 146,1 0516 "31,1 ,1130 "32,3
,12 ,0250 141 6 ,0268 -27,2 0515 "37,6 ,IH ,0404 149,5 03/_ "29.0 ,0776 "29,8
,20 ,0418 144 I ,0363 "23,1 0777 "30,0 ,20 ,04#6 152,6 0234 "28,2 ,0679 "27,7
•30 ,0345 156 6 ,0_17 =16.9 0761 -19,8 .30 ,0375 15_._ O1_7 =27,8 ,O572 "26,3
,35 ,0613 159 2 ,0488 =12,0 1097 "16,9 ,35 ,0336 150,b O188 =28,8 ,052_ "29,2
,45 ,0897 167 0 ,0820 "5,1 1713 "9,2 ,45 ,0273 145,5 O126 =28,b ,0399 "32,6
•50 ,09_2 173 I ,0926 "3,2 1868 "5,1 ,50 ,0241 143,7 ,O096 =25,0 .0335 "33,1
,60 ,1195 175,7 ,0863 ,3 2057 "2.4 ,60 ,0174 162,0 ,O0_3 3,6 ,0194 -24,4
,70 ,1574 181,0 ,0967 2,8 2541 1,7 ,70 ,0068 161,0 ,0024 "6,2 ,0092 "15,7
,75 ,1978 182,4 ,I092 3.7 3070 2,8 ,75 ,0029 187,3 ,GOBS "21,9 ,008_ "12,3
•85 .1046 7,1 ,85
,90 ,0637 191,0 ,90
,95 ,0316 194,5 ,063_ 10,3 ,0950 11,7 ,96 ,0030 142,1
CHORO 2 ,05 ,0292 141,5 ,0289 =29,1 ,0579 "33,8 CHORO 7 ,05 ,0581 144,3 ,0522 =35,7 ,1103 "35'7
•12 ,0343 141,0 ,0310 -24,3 ,0647 "32,0 ,12 ,0_34 149,0 ,O401 =33,9 ,0835 "32'_
•20 ,0585 14&,5 .0_33 "21,6 ,I011 -29,6 ,20 ,0252 156,2 ,02_3 =30,7 ,0474 "27,0
•35 ,0738 159.0 ,0538 =10,3 ,1271 "16,5 .35 ,0296 151,4 ,O142 J27,6 ,0439 =28,3
,60 ,1212 176,2 ,0Sli ,8 ,2022 -2,0 ,60 ,0137 138,6 ,0021 =30,3 ,0158 -40,0
,75 ,1615 181,7 ,07_5 4,6 ,2360 2,6 ,75 ,0023 126,6 ,0020 =34,_ ,00_2 -4&,9
,85 ,1330 "175,3 ,85 ,0006 -123,8
•90 ,0699 "172,1 ,0559 9,3 ,1258 8,5 ,90 ,0006 -120,9 ,0336 1,9 ,0338 2,8
,95 ,0277 "164,2 ,95 ,0013 -77,4 ,O004 180,6 ,0014 118,4
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0307 139,8 ,0298 =30,9 ,0603 -35,6 CHORg 8 ,05 ,0557 1_2,9 ,0447 =35,7 ,1004 -36,5
•12 ,0359 141,4 ,0378 =28.5 ,0734 -33,_ ,12 ,0442 i_2,2 ,0287 "35,3 ,0729 =36,8
,20 ,0428 145,7 ,0455 -24,6 ,0879 -29,3 ,20 ,0367 140.9
•75 ,1399 183,3 ,0608 3,6 ,2007 3,4 ,75 ,0041 146,6 ,0026 _Z6,3 ,0066 -26,7
•85 ,0403 7,9 ,85
,90 ,0696 184,8 ,90
•95 ,0177 20.3 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0447 143,0 0_30 -30,9 ,0876 -34,0 CHORD 9 ,05 04_4 141,I ,03_I "38,9 ,0835 -38,9
,12 ,0302 145,9 0458 -2&,9 ,0757 "28.6 ,12 03_2 142,2 ,0265 =38,O ,0597 -37,9
•20 ,0742 147,8 0568 -15,6 ,1297 "25,0 ,20 0229 1_2,9 ,O195 =35,_ ,042_ -36,3
•35 *0716 16_,2 0578 "8,2 ,1292 -12,4 ,35 0167 1_2,0 ,0111 =37,5 ,0278 =37,8
.60 .0818 175.3 0045 -28.9 .O858 -5.9 .60 0095 134.2 .O01B =7.8 ,0110 "_0.0
•75 ,0_64 183,4 0139 ,9 ,0602 2,8 ,75 0046 131,4 ,0020 "26,5 ,0065 -_2,0
,85 ,0256 182,6 0131 -6,0 ,0385 -,3 ,85 ,0023 111,8
,95 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,06_3 148,3 ,0638 -27,8 ,1280 -29,8
,12 ,0520 149,5 ,0528 -25,1 ,1046 -27,8
,20 ,0834 153,_ ,0_58 =21,9 ,1291 -24,9
•35 ,0532 162,0 ,0329 -14,2 ,0861 -16,6





P_ZNT NUMBER =272 _ACH = ,779 RN - 2,210_10E6 ALPHA = ,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK) - 6,01 DEG
Q " 3,921 KPA K - ,210 OELTA6 - ",11 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY m 10,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG pHASE MA_ PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0259 91,6 ,0255 "71.9 ,0508 -80.2 CHORD 6 .05 .0601 -249,3 ,0513 "71,7 ,1114 "70'_
•12 ,0312 99,9 ,0283 "62,9 ,0588 -71,9 ,12 ,0428 -246,0 ,0382 =70,7 ,0809 "68,2
,20 ,0576 107,4 .0373 -52,5 ,0935 -64,7 .20 ,0411 -2_3,3 ,0239 "71,5 °0648 -66 3
,30 ,0433 136,0 ,0428 "36.3 ,0859 -40,2 ,30 .0299 -237,5 ,01_6 _67,3 ,0483 -61 2
,35 ,0623 137.0 0490 -28.9 ,1105 -36,8 ,35 .0255 -233,4 ,0176 "63,8 .0_30 =57 7
•45 ,0852 154,8 0777 "17.9 ,1625 -21°7 ,45 .0235 -233,8 ,0126 =54,9 °0360 -54 2
•50 ,0942 160,2 0918 "9,1 ,1852 -14,5 ,50 ,0211 -231,8 ,0101 "52,7 ,0313 -52 1
•60 ,1185 171.9 0861 -1,0 ,2043 -5°1 ,60 ,0119 -225,3 ,0034 "33,6 ,0152 -42 7
• 70 ,1561 179,9 0977 3,7 ,2537 1,4 ,70 ,0083 -204,9 ,0032 =54,0 ,0112 "33 0
•75 ,1954 182,6 110_ 5.8 ,3056 3,7 ,75 .0059 -193,2 ,0065 =59,9 ,0113 "37,8
•85 1055 13,3 ,85
,90 ,0664 199,7 ,90
•95 ,0345 -152.3 .0667 18.5 ,1009 21.7 ,95 °0023 89.1
CHORD 2 .05 ,0345 I02,3 .0291 -70,0 ,0635 -74,2 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0560 I05.7 ,0531 =81,6 ,I089 -77,9
•12 ,0302 I06.3 .0297 -58,2 .0594 -66,0 ,12 ,0#23 110,2 .0394 "79,9 .0814 -74,7
•20 ,0364 119,1 ,0_13 =48,4 ,0772 -54°3 ,20 ,0265 111"9 ,0216 =76,3 ,0480 "71'8
°35 ,0702 140,4 .0555 "26,3 ,1248 -33°7 ,35 °0227 116,3 ,0165 "76,4 ,0379 -68°9
•60 ,1176 173,3 ,0817 ,8 ,1989 -3,7 ,60 .0119 110,6 ,0033 "86,0 ,0151 -73,0
•75 ,1628 183,2 ,0747 6,_ ,237_ 4,2 ,75 ,0055 149,3 ,0029 "84,2 ,0076 -48,4
• 85 ,1338 188,9 .85 ,0035 158,4
,90 ,0706 194,4 ,0578 15.6 ,1284 14.9 .90 ,0028 156,7 ,0336 ".7 ,0361 "2._
•95 ,0296 207,5 ,95 .0021 173,2 ,0013 153°8 ,0010 19,7
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0362 I01,6 .0313 -70.8 ,0673 -74,9 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0556 I04,7 ,0_47 "78,7 ,i002 -76,8
12 ,0398 105.4 .0390 -62.7 ,0783 -68°7 .12 .038_ 107,1 ,0298 =76,7 ,0682 -74°6
20 ,0401 121,0 ,0425 -46,2 ,0821 -52,4 ,20 ,0322 -249,4
75 ,1392 183.5 .0609 5.9 ,2000 4,2 ,75 .0035 -230,6 ,003# "67,0 ,0069 -58,6
85 .041# 14,6 ,85
90 ,0711 189,2 ,90
95 ,0214 32,8 ,95
CHORD 4 05 ,0492 I07,8 .0_36 -65.4 ,0927 -69,0 CHOR0 9 ,05 .0429 96.9 ,041_ "87°7 ,0842 -85,3
12 ,0381 113,8 .0440 -56.6 ,0818 -61.0 .12 ,0334 99,4 .0216 "86,2 .0610 -83,1
20 ,0612 125.6 .0502 -4_.3 ,1110 -49,8 ,20 .0230 102,1 ,0225 "81,7 ,0454 -79.8
35 ,0769 143,1 .0572 -27,0 ,1336 -32,7 ,35 .0130 I00,8 .0119 "76.9 .0249 -78,1
60 ,0800 171,0 .0047 -75.5 ,0819 -12o0 ,60 .0099 -242,0 ,0023 "64,7 .0121 -62,5
75 ,0475 181,8 .0126 "3.3 ,0601 .8 ,75 ,0039 -240.4 .00_8 -73,8 .0067 -66,0
85 ,0258 185,1 ,0112 "13,# ,0366 -,5 ,85 .000_ 25,4
95 ,95
CHORD 5 .05 ,0660 114,9 .0611 "63.3 ,1270 -6_°2
12 ,0544 118,6 ,0_97 -58.2 ,I041 -59,9
20 ,0629 124,9 .0W48 -52.5 ,1076 -5_.I
35 ,0481 140,2 ,0236 "39,7 ,0717 -39,8






POINT NUMBER =273 MACH • ,784 RN • 2,222_10E6 ALHHA • ,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK) = 6,02 DEG
G • 3,960 KPA K - ,313 OLLTA6 • °,12 DEG OSCILLATING FREUUEhCY • 15,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MA_ PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0199 _,0 0196 -95,0 ,0370 -115,7 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0517 79,9 ,0_13 "105,1 0929 "102,_
,12 ,0255 5_,0 0225 -81,7 ,04W5 -105,3 ,12 ,035_ 85,2 ,0306 "101,0 0659 -97,6
,20 ,04_2 67,8 0321 =67,6 ,0707 -93,7 ,20 ,036_ 93,1 ,0200 "97,8 0562 -90,8
,30 ,0423 101,2 0_0_ -4_,7 ,0791 -62,2 ,30 ,0300 105,2 ,0161 "98,1 0_53 -82,9
,35 ,0671 106,8 0_69 =38,2 ,I088 -58,9 ,35 ,02_6 105,5 ,0147 "98,6 0386 -82,7
,45 ,0969 130,9 0765 =20,3 ,1680 -36,_ ,45 ,0200 112,5 ,0102 "86,2 0298 -73,8
,50 ,1106 "215,3 089_ "11,7 ,1959 -2_,8 ,50 ,0189 117,3 ,00_ =7_,7 0271 -67,9
,60 ,1319 "195,_ 085_ -1,1 ,2157 -9,8 ,60 ,01_0 129,7 ,0032 "50.2 ,0172 -50,3
•70 ,1666 -181,4 096& 6,1 ,2625 1,3 ,70 ,0076 149,5 ,002_ "7_,5 ,009_ -40,8
•75 ,2033 "177,5 1089 8,8 ,3117 _,7 ,75 ,0055 168,5 ,0048 =94,2 ,0077 -_9,4
.85 .I07_ 18,0 .85
.90 ,0709 "152.6 .90
•95 ,0390 "14_,0 ,0675 26,1 ,I062 29,7 ,95 ,0008 110,7
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0278 52,_ ,0205 -99,3 ,0469 -115,6 CHOR_ 7 ,05 ,0_50 72,1 ,0390 "121,1 ,0835 "11_,0
• 12 ,0300 55,0 ,02WO -78,5 ,0496 -10W,5 ,12 ,0356 77,7 ,0284 "118,5 ,063W "109,5
,20 ,0519 67,9 ,03_7 -64,W ,079W -93,3 ,20 ,0203 87,9 ,0112 "1_3,7 ,0369 "102,D
,35 ,0750 109,0 ,0534 -32,5 ,1214 -55,1 ,35 0205 95,2 ,0100 "120,6 ,D292 -96,_
•60 ,1366 168,7 .0811 1.2 ,2165 -6.6 ,60 0089 120.2 .0025 "113.6 ,0106 -70.8
•75 ,1683 185,3 ,07_8 10,3 ,2429 6,9 ,75 0039 139,2 ,0020 "120,0 ,OO_7 -65,8
• 85 ,1369 193,3 ,85 0023 160,3
• 90 ,0741 202,6 ,0598 23,7 ,1339 23,1 ,SO 0019 173,3 ,D328 2,_ ,03_7 1,9
,95 ,0328 21_,9 ,95 002_ 180,7 ,0016 "131,7 ,0017 -41,7
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0287 50,0 ,0228 -94,8 ,0491 -11_,5 CHOR_ 8 .05 ,0_5_ 71,8 ,03_5 "110,5 ,0839 -109.3
•12 ,0356 56,9 ,0316 -80,_ ,0626 -I03,1 ,12 ,03_1 76,5 ,02_9 "110,6 ,0589 "106,5
,20 ,0&78 70,9 ,0373 -62,7 ,078& =88,9 ,20 ,0_95 83,0
,75 ,I_58 =175,0 ,0596 10,6 .2052 6.7 ,75 ,0038 13_,2 ,0028 =98.6 ,0059 -67,6
,85 ,0_26 22,7 ,85
•90 ,0729 "166,9 ,90
•95 ,0240 _O,O .95
CHORD $ ,05 ,0_19 61,2 ,0321 -87,3 ,0713 -I05,2 CHORB 9 ,05 0361 55,7 ,0335 "126,_ ,0696 -125,3
•12 ,030_ 72,6 ,0355 -72.9 ,0630 -88,8 ,12 0287 61,6 ,0210 "12_,7 ,0_96 -121,1
,20 ,0735 76,3 ,0_33 -5_,8 ,1071 -86,0 ,20 019_ 67,6 ,0160 "116,5 ,035_ "11_,2
• 35 ,0834 118,5 ,0513 -29,3 ,1297 -49.3 ,35 0122 73,8 ,00_8 _107,9 ,0220 -106,9
•60 ,1013 "188,I ,0033 "119,0 ,1002 "9,9 ,60 007_ 82,5 .0019 "95,_ ,0093 -97,1
,75 ,0_62 "171,5 ,011_ 10,6 ,0576 8,9 ,75 002_ I_3,0 ,0022 "96.7 ,0040 -6_,9
.85 ,0272 -169,3 ,0076 -1.6 .03_7 8.0 ,85 .0017 188,1
,95 .95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0586 8€,3 ,0_33 -90,9 ,1018 -93,7
.12 ,0_95 90._ ,0355 -80,I ,0847 -85,6
,20 ,0783 97,7 ,0304 -67.6 ,1080 -78.2
,35 ,0563 129,2 ,0217 -53,3 ,0779 -51,5





POINT NUHBER =275 HACH - ,783 RN • 2,224+10E6 ALPHA = .00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK) - 2,00 DEQ
Q - 3,959 KPA K = ,104 DELTA6 = 2,99 DEG QSCILLATING FREQUENCY = 5,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAD PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAU PHASE HAG PHASE
CH_RD 1 ,05 ,0051 "238,7 ,0064 -33,1 ,0113 -44,4 CHORB 6 05 ,0191 -212,2 ,0146 "29.1 ,0337 -30,8
,12 ,0073 "229,0 ,0074 -18,7 ,0142 "33,8 12 ,0125 -212,1 ,0104 "30,_ ,0229 "31,_
,20 ,0101 "225,2 ,0104 "17,9 ,0200 -31,4 20 ,0137 -210,4 ,0060 •37,7 ,0197 -32,6
.30 ,0128 "206,1 .01_1 -15,9 ,0268 -20,7 30 .0082 -188,2 .0058 "33,0 *0136 -18,4
,35 ,0158 -207.3 .0166 "7,7 ,0319 "17.2 35 ,0072 -180.3 .0055 "31.2 .0123 "13.7
•_5 ,0283 "194,9 ,0243 "4,4 ,052_ "I0,0 45 ,0070 -200,6 ,0036 "29,2 ,0106 -23,6
,50 ,02_9 "188,8 ,0£67 "2,3 ,0515 -5,4 ,50 ,0108 -205,8 ,0031 °30,4 ,0139 -26,8
•60 ,0394 1183o4 ,0267 3,1 ,0659 -,8 °60 .0088 1210,4 ,0006 "29,6 ,0094 -30,3
,70 ,0552 "178,7 ,0298 4,7 ,0850 2*5 ,70 ,0027 106,2 ,0007 "42,5 ,0034 -67,3
,75 ,0655 -177,2 ,0317 5,6 ,0972 3,7 ,75 ,0014 115,2 ,0019 "41,7 ,0032 -51,5
•85 ,0327 8,7 ,85
,90 ,0108 -155,7 ,90
,95 ,0060 "150.1 ,0203 12.7 ,0261 16,6 ,95 ,0003 -232.6
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0090 136,2 °0094 -22,1 0180 "32.8 CH_R_ 7 ,05 ,0197 145,2 0129 "31,5 ,0326 "33,5
•12 ,0130 143,7 ,0099 "17,6 0226 "28,2 ,12 ,0145 151,4 0095 "31,3 ,0239 "29,7
•20 ,0209 147.7 ,01_7 -12,3 0351 -2_.0 ,20 .0090 168.2 0077 "22,4 .0166 =16.7
• 35 ,0255 155,8 .0203 =18.0 0458 -21.4 .35 .0083 143.8 0072 •26.6 .0155 -31.8
• 60 ,0407 178,7 ,0247 3,4 0653 °5 ,60 ,0061 146,3 0016 "64,7 ,0076 -40,0
,75 ,0564 184,8 ,0197 8,9 0761 5,9 ,75 ,0023 135,4 0013 •42,7 °0037 -43,9
,85 ,0327 191,2 ,85 ,0012 190,9
•90 ,0179 197,5 ,0116 16,1 ,0295 17,0 ,90 ,0009 208,4 ,0083 9,_ °0091 11,1
,95 ,0039 310,9 ,95 ,0275 229,2 .0001 "13_,I ,0274 49,2
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0086 -217,9 ,0077 -20,3 ,0161 "29,6 CHORD 8 ,05 .0137 -212,_ ,0134 "37,8 ,0271 -35,1
•12 ,0116 -217,5 ,0110 -18,0 ,0222 -28,0 ,12 ,0120 -202,6 ,0088 °39,5 ,0206 -29°7
,20 .0171 -219,6 ,0145 -25.6 ,0313 -33,1 ,20 ,0124 -200,6
•75 ,04_3 "175,7 ,0151 6,5 ,0594 4,9 ,75 ,0015 104,9 ,0006 =36,7 ,0020 -6_,4
• 85 ,0026 *5,0 ,85
•90 ,0164 -167°3 ,90
,95 .0070 172.0 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0126 o216,6 0127 -22,0 ,0251 "29,3 CHORD 9 ,05 0140 -207,5 ,0106 -35,6 ,0246 -31,0
• 12 ,0073 -214,3 013_ -17,2 ,0205 -23,2 ,12 0103 -208,7 .0078 "35,7 ,0181 -31,7
,20 ,0292 -213,8 0172 -8,5 ,0453 -24,5 ,20 0085 -224,2 ,005_ "35,9 ,0143 -40,8
•35 ,0191 -197,5 0177 "I,7 ,0365 "9,9 ,35 0067 118,2 ,0031 =46,9 ,0097 -57,1
• 60 ,0276 "179,0 0011 -14,9 ,0286 ,4 ,60 0028 -188,8 ,0013 °13,3 ,0041 -10,2
• 75 ,0127 "168,9 0032 2.5 .0159 9,4 ,75 0021 -229,2 .0009 "14,2 ,0029 -38,4
,85 ,0070 "168,3 0035 -6,2 ,010_ 5,7 ,85 0005 117,5
•95 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0196 149,1 ,0196 -24,0 ,0392 -27,5
,12 ,0171 148,2 ,0153 -19,8 ,0321 -26,2
,20 ,0343 150,8 ,0120 -13,9 ,0460 "25,2
.35 .0168 169,8 .0119 "23.4 ,0286 "15.7
.60 .0098 175,8 .0028 .7 .0119 -3.1




POINT NUMBER -277 HACH = ,776 RN = 2e211=lOE6 ALPHA • ,00 OEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAKI • 2,00 OEG
= 3,909 KPA K = ,211 DELTA6 = 3,02 DEG OSCILLATING FREUUENCY = 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0060 "276,7 ,0082 -63,_ ,0136 -77,4 CHORB 6 ,05 ,0199 114,6 ,015_ "6_,_ 0356 =65,0
• 12 ,0075 "263,9 ,0081 -62,5 ,0153 -72,7 ,12 ,0141 120,7 ,0116 "61,2 0257 -60,2
• 20 ,0131 "259,1 ,0111 -47,_ ,0232 -6_,5 ,20 ,01_8 123,8 ,0069 "68,1 0216 =59,9
,30 ,0063 "203,7 ,0136 -33,6 ,0199 -30,5 ,30 ,0109 I_5,8 ,00_7 "81,7 01_5 =_8,1
,35 ,0190 -23_,& ,01_7 -28,3 ,0328 -_3,1 ,35 ,0090 1&0,7 ,00_ °83,9 0125 -53,5
• 45 ,0267 "205,4 ,0211 -13,9 ,0_76 "20,3 ,_5 ,005_ 131,2 ,0032 "81,2 0083 "60,8
• 50 ,0295 "203,8 ,0261 =2,8 ,0547 -13,9 ,50 ,007_ 150,6 ,0025 =73,7 009_ =#0,2
• 60 ,0377 =165,8 ,0280 1,0 ,0656 -2,9 ,60 ,0041 189,7 ,0006 "53,7 00_ 2,3
• 70 ,019_ "176,8 ,0309 6,9 ,0802 3,_ ,70 ,004_ 177,4 ,0006 =84,7 00_6 -10,1
,75 ,0651 "175,6 ,0332 8,6 ,0982 5,8 ,75 ,0036 196,7 ,0012 •89,3 0035 "2,5
,85 ,0350 I_,7 ,85
,90 ,0136 -145,9 ,90
,95 ,0077 "137,7 ,0223 20,1 ,0296 25,8 ,95 ,000# 257,_
CHORD 2 ,05 0100 96,_ ,0076 29_,0 ,017_ -76,0 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0181 I0_,9 ,0156 _87,4 ,0336 "73,9
•12 0110 100,1 ,0091 302,5 ,0197 -69,8 ,12 ,0135 110,1 ,0111 290,6 ,0246 -69,6
,20 02_2 95,2 ,012C -_9,0 ,03_6 -73,I ,20 ,0073 I09,_ ,0081 292,6 ,0153 =68,9
•35 0266 122,_ ,0167 =23,1 ,041_ -_4,_ ,35 ,0087 11_,I ,0056 873,1 ,01_0 =7&,I
• 60 0384 17_16 ,02_5 2,0 ,0628 -2,5 ,60 ,0022 128.9 ,0017 254,7 ,0035 =7_,6
,75 05_9 163,7 ,0198 9,5 ,07_7 5,3 ,75 ,0028 153,9 ,0015 _76,9 ,0038 "45,2
• 85 032_ 193,8 ,85 ,0025 1_3,8
,90 0160 "158,1 ,0116 29,1 ,0295 2_,7 ,90 ,0021 138,9 ,0067 ,1 ,010_ "7,7
• 95 0C50 -48,3 ,95 ,0017 152,2 ,0002 190,0 ,0015 -32,0
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0114 "26_,3 ,0095 -70,2 ,0207 "77,9 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0158 116'_ ,013_ "77,_ ,0291 "69,9
• 12 ,0104 -256,6 ,0120 -55,7 ,0219 -66.3 .12 ,0126 126,0 ,00_3 "76,5 ,0205 =62,9
•20 ,0126 -2_6,6 ,0129 -_8,9 ,0252 -57,7 ,20 ,0099 127,3
,75 ,0_73 =17_,_ ,0157 9,0 ,0629 6,5 ,75 ,0016 192,3 *0009 "93,5 ,0016 -18,_
•85 .0038 6_,0 ,85
• 90 ,0185 "162,5 ,90
,95 ,0073 "201,0 ,95
CHORO# ,05 ,0155 "251,& 0128 "65,1 ,0283 -68,6 CHORB 9 ,05 ,0120 109 _ ,0109 "8a,6 ,0227 "76'3
,12 ,0098 "251,6 012_ -_9,_ ,0218 "59,3 ,12 ,0086 117 2 ,0069 "80,0 ,0153 -70,5
,20 ,0204 "2_,0 0155 -35,5 ,0348 -51,7 ,20 ,0056 133 0 ,0051 "72,3 ,010_ "59,1
,35 ,0251 =219,8 0168 "17,7 ,0_11 "31,0 ,35 ,0026 68 5 ,00_ "91,6 ,0069 -98,9
•60 ,0287 "167,2 0019 -77,7 ,029_ "10,7 ,60 ,0032 153 4 ,0005 "122,9 ,0032 =36"1
•75 ,0157 "177,2 0031 =I,5 ,0186 2,1 ,75 ,0008 178 3 ,000B "110,3 ,0009 -57,3
•85 ,0073 "169,0 0023 "6,9 ,0095 6,7 ,85 ,000_ 278 8
,95 ,95
CHDR0 5 ,05 +0198 108,9 ,0166 299,5 ,0363 -66,3
• 12 ,0172 113,7 ,01_7 -52,0 ,0316 -59,8
• 20 ,0289 122,9 ,013_ -_5,_ ,0_21 -53,_
•35 ,0171 136,6 ,0079 305,7 ,0250 "46,9





POINT NUHBER -278 HACH - ,779 RN - 2,215+10E6 ALPHA - ,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK) - 2,01DEG
Q - 3,93_ KPA K = ,315 DELTA6 • 3,02 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 1_,99 HZ
UPPER CP L¢WER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MA_ PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0065 €0,4 ,0073 283,7 ,0117 "105,9 CHORD 6 ,05 ,018€ 87,3 ,0099 -12_,8 ,027_ "103,8
• 12 ,0078 _S,# ,0085 301,3 ,0132 "93,_ ,_2 ,0132 98,# ,OO68 "120,3 0189 "9_,6
• 20 ,0097 65,3 ,0119 -50,2 ,0183 "78,6 ,20 ,0176 105,3 ,00#9 "120,5 0213 "8_,1
• 30 ,012_ 81,5 ,01_1 -31,8 ,0221 -62,7 ,30 ,0140 130,2 ,0041 "146,3 O1_1 -66,5
• 35 ,0192 99,3 ,0160 "21,5 ,0307 -5&,O ,35 ,0095 131,1 ,0036 "157,5 0090 -71,3
• _5 ,0350 125,8 ,0237 -10,2 ,05_6 "36,7 ,_5 ,0109 1_9,7 ,0019 "158,1 0098 "39,1
,50 ,03_5 1_7,4 ,027# -3,8 ,0600 "19,9 ,50 ,0092 155,7 ,001_ "132,2 0089 "33,0
,60 ,0_2_ 165,5 ,0276 6,5 ,0689 -6,3 ,60 ,0058 173,8 ,ODDS "141,0 0053 -12,1
• 70 ,05_6 181,9 ,0309 12,3 ,0852 5,7 ,70 ,00&6 205,0 ,0Oll "160,0 0035 26,5
• 75 ,0682 185,_ ,0332 15,1 ,1011 8,6 ,75 ,0055 20W,7 ,0016 "157,1 ,0039 25,5
•85 ,03_9 2_,1 ,85
• 90 ,0163 227,1 ,90
• 95 ,0100 229,8 ,0230 32,1 ,0327 37,5 ,95 ,0015 225,6
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0078 _6,0 ,0062 -98,9 ,0133 "118,6 CHORB l ,05 ,0156 72,6 ,01NI "102,9 ,0297 -105,3
,12 ,0098 53,9 ,0069 -77,3 ,0153 "106,3 ,12 ,0112 70,8 ,010_ "100,9 ,0216 "I05,2
•20 ,0215 57,8 ,0113 -63,8 ,0291 "102,9 ,20 ,0058 85,6 ,0070 =91.2 .0128 -92,7
•35 ,0286 94,3 ,015_ -30,3 ,0395 "67,0 ,35 ,005_ 7_,9 ,00b5 _88,0 ,0108 -96,_
•60 ,0424 172,5 ,0248 ,9 ,0671 -4,4 ,60 ,0018 135,5 ,0019 =67,0 ,0036 -55,9
•75 ,0518 189,& ,0198 12,8 ,0745 10,% ,75 ,0001 98,% ,0017 _66,5 ,0020 "69,3
• 85 ,0331 203,6 ,85 ,0005 -32,3
• 90 ,0189 215,_ ,0123 "32_,2 ,0312 35,6 .90 ,0004 -52,5 ,009_ "3,2 ,0097 "l,b
,95 ,0079 296,2 ,95 ,0003 -36,_ ,0008 =6_,7 ,0005 -76,6
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0079 48,& .0067 287,1 ,0127 "I0&,8 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0165 93,2 ,0103 "135,1 ,02_6 "105,1
•12 ,0110 54,8 ,0105 293,5 ,0187 "96,6 ,12 ,0132 98,1 ,0065 "141,8 ,017_ "I00,9
•20 ,0168 59,6 ,0128 -45,0 ,0236 -88,7 ,20 ,0116 i09,_
•75 ,0_80 187.8 ,0162 19,2 ,0639 10,7 ,75 ,0025 210,3 ,0019 "157,0 ,0007 50,7
•85 .0071 71,7 ,85
,90 ,0197 202,6 ,90
,95 ,0081 1_3,2 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0117 60,4 ,0103 284,3 ,020_ -99,2 CHORD 9 ,05 0105 71,4 ,OtOb "133,3 ,0206 "121,O
.12 007g 66,2 ,0108 306.6 .0162 "78._ ,12 0077 81,6 .0075 "139,0 .0113 -118.5
•20 0290 65,2 ,0128 =38,9 ,03_4 -93,7 ,20 0051 86,2 ,0066 "1_I,7 ,0107 -120.9
•35 0277 119,8 ,0155 "15,1 ,0_02 "_,3 ,35 0016 173,9 ,0056 "15_,8 ,00_3 "1_3,3
•60 0312 179,8 ,0012 187,5 ,0330 -,% ,60 0011 197,2 ,0017 "17_,8 ,0007 165,5
,75 0158 200,5 .0633 2_,8 ,0191 21,2 ,75 0023 226,8 .001b "157,5 .0011 81,1
•85 0092 201,3 ,0025 17,3 ,0117 20,5 ,85 0023 2_,3
•95 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0187 83,1 ,01_9 -95,8 ,0335 -96,4
• 12 ,0162 87,8 ,0124 -87,2 ,0286 "90,0
•20 ,0303 95,5 ,0099 -69,5 ,0_00 -80,8
•35 ,0177 134,_ ,0085 -76,2 ,025_ "55,_
•60 ,0117 17_,4 ,0034 "50,3 ,01_3 "15,2
• 75 ,003_ 218,3
,85
,95
TABLE 7 - Continued
POINT NUMBER -279 MACH • ,781 RN - 2e219_10E6 ALPHA - ,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK) - 4,02 DEG
Q - 3,952 KPA K - ,105 DELTA6 • 3,01 DEG OSCILLATING FREWUENCY • 5,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER C_ DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MAG pHASE MAU PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0113 -222,6 ,0121 -24,3 0230 -33,1 CHORB 6 ,05 0396 144,6 ,02_8 "33,2 ,0683 -34,4
• 12 ,0131 -221,4 ,0149 "23,6 0277 -31,9 ,12 0278 146,3 o0213 "32,2 ,0491 -33,0
,20 ,0188 -216,6 ,0230 "21,5 041_ -28,3 ,20 0283 149,4 ,01_3 "32,8 ,0425 -31,4
• 30 ,0144 -200,3 ,0302 -15,2 0446 -16,9 ,30 0182 160,0 ,0127 "27,6 ,0308 -23,1
,35 ,0326 -202,6 ,0310 "7,2 0630 -15,1 ,35 0141 161,6 ,0123 "27,5 ,0264 -22,7
,45 ,0506 -194,5 ,0442 "6,7 0946 -I0,9 ,45 0176 162,3 ,0075 +2_,3 ,0251 -19,7
•50 ,0544 -188,9 ,0499 "3,2 1042 -6,2 ,50 017_ 161.5 ,0062 "20,4 ,0226 "19,0
• 60 ,0688 -185,7 ,0518 1,2 ,1204 -2,8 ,60 ,0105 168,4 ,0011 26,3 ,0114 -8,Z
•70 ,0951 -178,1 ,0584 3,3 ,1535 2,_ ,70 ,0042 1_5,9 ,0013 2,8 ,0053 -25,6
•75 ,I192 "177,2 ,0617 4,3 ,1809 3.3 ,75 ,0023 129,3 ,0035 "24,6 ,0057 -34,9
,85 ,0638 7,2 ,85
•90 ,0243 -159,4 ,90
•95 ,0166 -161,1 °0383 10,9 ,0548 13,3 ,95 .0004 97,5
CH_RD 2 ,05 ,0192 -217,1 .0180 -29.8 ,0371 -33.5 CHORD 7 ,05 .0371 -213,5 ,02_7 "33.2 °0658 -33,_
• 12 ,0168 -214,7 ,0189 -23,6 ,0355 -28,8 ,12 ,0280 -212,1 ,0214 "34,8 ,049_ -33,2
,20 ,0337 -216,3 ,0254 -17,8 ,0584 -28,3 ,20 ,0151 -209,0 ,0141 "38,5 ,0291 -33,6
,35 ,0412 "203,5 ,0356 "8,6 ,0762 "16,6 ,35 ,0127 -211,3 ,0093 -36,4 ,0220 -33,5
,60 ,0704 -184,1 ,0498 1,8 ,1200 -I,7 ,60 ,0055 -2_9,7 ,0021 "30._ ,0072 -59,1
• 75 ,1016 1176,8 ,0397 5,5 ,1_12 3,8 ,75 .0026 -224,7 ,0017 "21,1 ,0042 -35.6
,85 ,0658 "172,1 ,85 ,0022 -229,3
• 90 ,0357 "166,6 ,0230 12,7 ,0587 13,1 ,90 ,0016 -235,1 ,0177 ,5 ,0187 -3,6
•95 ,0065 "139,2 ,95 ,0010 -251,2 ,0016 14_,6 ,0010 178,9
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0169 -221,8 ,0171 -28,9 ,0338 -35,3 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0305 144,9 ,0265 "37,4 ,0570 -36,2
• 12 10199 -217,9 ,0240 -2_,8 ,0436 -30,7 ,12 ,02_7 149,5 ,0172 •36,7 ,0_18 -33,0
,20 ,0270 -217,2 ,0293 -21,7 ,0557 -29,1 ,20 ,0216 151,9
• 75 ,0880 -175,9 ,0296 4,8 ,1177 4,3 ,75 ,0018 163,4 ,0019 •_,3 ,0037 -9.2
,85 ,0063 27,5 ,85
• 90 ,0313 "170,7 ,90
,95 ,0027 "233,0 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0253 "216,1 ,0260 -27,0 ,0511 -31,5 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0272 1_1,0 ,0236 "41,8 ,0507 -40,3
•12 ,0153 -214,9 ,0273 "22,1 ,0_23 -26,6 ,12 ,0206 I_3,3 ,0164 "41,4 ,0359 -38,7
,20 ,0450 -213,3 *0321 -13,8 ,0760 -25,2 ,20 ,0140 139,1 ,0107 "3O,B ,02_7 -36,5
•35 ,0401 -199,6 ,0307 -10,8 ,0706 -15,8 ,35 ,0102 130,1 ,0065 +19,1 ,0162 -38,0.
•60 ,0471 -182,4 ",0023 -48,8 ,0487 -4,4 ,60 ,0023 164,0 ,0012 "33,0 ,0035 121,8
•75 ,0277 -177,6 ,0060 I,_ ,0337 2,3 ,75 .0035 159,5 ,0015 "30,1 ,0050 -23,4
,85 ,0162 -177,2 ,0050 -10,2 ,0211 -,3 ,85 ,0019 159,6
,95 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0377 -212,3 ,038_ -28,8 ,0762 "30*5
• 12 ,0320 -211,5 ,0320 "25,6 ,0639 "28,6
,20 ,0512 -208,9 ,0265 "23,5 ,0776 -27,1
,35 ,0291 -19_,8 ,0169 "18,2 ,0460 "16,1





POINT NUMBER -280 MACH = ,779 RN - 2,220_IOE6 ALPHA - ,OO OEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 {PEAK; - 4,02 DEG
g = 3,938 KPA K - ,210 DELTA6 • 3,01 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG pHASE HAS PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0137 101,1 ,0146 -64,7 ,0281 "71,6 CHORO 6 .05 0382 114,3 .0292 "65,5 ,0675 -65,6
,12 ,0149 98,9 ,0173 -54,3 ,0314 "66,7 ,12 0267 118.6 ,0217 "62,0 ,0484 "61,7
,20 ,0244 106,0 ,0221 "46,6 ,0450 "62,0 ,20 0270 119,9 ,0138 =56,7 ,0408 "58,9
,30 ,0137 152,9 ,0265 "31,7 ,0402 "30,I ,30 0205 -228,6 ,0113 "51,8 .0318 -49,7
,35 ,0360 128,4 ,0295 -27,1 ,0640 -40,6 ,35 0167 -232,3 ,0108 •51.4 ,0275 -51,9
,45 ,053_ 149,0 ,0451 "9,6 .0968 "21,2 ,45 0108 -233,2 ,0071 "48,3 ,0179 -51,3
,50 ,0570 159,8 • ,0531 "5,8 ,1092 "13,3 ,50 0118 -230,0 ,0060 "46,7 ,0178 -_8,9
,60 ,0732 171,6 ,0547 2,1 ,1274 =3,9 ,60 0079 -216,5 ,0027 "26,8 ,0106 -34,0
,70 ,0966 181,2 ,0603 6,4 ,1567 3,2 ,70 0053 -195.5 ,002_ "38,5 ,0076 -22,1
•75 ,1201 183,8 ,0638 8,1 ,1839 5,3 ,75 0027 -t57,4 ,0037 •47,3 ,0053 -18,5
,85 ,0663 14,2 ,85
•90 ,0269 216,7 ,90
,95 ,0180 216,0 ,0416 20,4 ,0591 25,1 ,95 ,0008 110,7
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0190 92,4 ,0195 -64,6 ,0378 "76,0 CHORB 7 ,05 ,0330 I03,7 ,0307 "70,1 ,0637 -73'3
,12 ,0198 99,5 ,0200 -54,0 ,0387 "67,1 ,12 ,0242 105,3 ,0226 m66,5 ,0467 -70,8
•20 ,0398 103,4 ,0253 -46,4 ,0630 "64,9 .20 ,0138 108.1 ,0154 "64,2 ,0290 -67,8
•35 ,0475 127.6 ,0336 -25,3 ,0789 "41.2 .35 .0155 105.8 ,0091 "59.5 .0244 "68.8
•60 ,0755 173.0 ,0496 1,2 ,1248 -3.7 ,60 ,0088 128,8 ,0039 "34.5 .0126 -46,1
,75 ,1028 18_,8 ,0402 8,4 ,1429 5,8 ,75 ,0020 97,_ ,0032 "37,_ ,00_8 -5&,5
•85 ,0668 193,6 ,85 .0011 73°0
,90 ,0374 202,1 ,0249 21,9 ,0622 22,0 ,90 ,0008 45,_ ,0201 "1,3 .0195 -3,1
• 95 ,0081 "116,1 ,95 ,0004 -20,4 ,0016 24,8 ,0013 38,5
CHORD 3 .05 ,0186 97.0 ,0189 -62,3 ,0369 -72.6 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0324 108.6 ,0252 m70,1 ,0576 -70,8
•12 ,0193 103.5 ,0239 -54,1 ,042_ "6_.1 ,12 ,0251 112,6 ,0166 "68,5 ,0417 -67,9
,20 ,0257 108.0 .0256 -38,4 ,0490 "55,2 ,20 .0191 112.2
•75 ,089_ 186,2 ,0308 I0,I ,1201 7,2 ,75 ,0021 -190,9 ,0020 "26,_ ,0040 -18,7
• 85 ,0073 43.7 ,85
,90 ,0325 197,3 ,90
• 95 .0047 "265,9 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,028_ 102,5 ,0252 -56,8 ,0527 -67,7 CHORB 9 .05 ,0259 101,6 ,0233 "78,7 0492 -78,5
,12 ,0174 107,1 ,0250 -44,5 ,0412 -56,1 ,12 ,0192 104,8 ,01bb "77,2 0347 -76,1
,20 ,043_ 113,1 ,0291 -38,4 ,0703 -55,5 ,20 ,0131 106.1 ,0108 "71,9 02WO -73,0
• 35 ,0465 139,8 ,0319 -18,5 ,0770 -31,4 ,35 ,0110 112,9 ,OOb9 "61,3 0168 -65,1
•60 ,0508 178,1 ,0015 -81.3 ,0511 "3,6 ,60 ,0036 85,3 ,001_ "2_,5 0043 -76,_
,75 ,0275 187,6 ,O060 5.5 ,0335 7,2 ,75 o0016 -238,5 ,001_ "28,0 0029 -44,4
,85 ,0155 187,2 ,0056 -8,4 ,0209 3,1 ,85 ,0003 -199,3
,95 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0375 113,2 ,0373 -61,5 ,0747 -6_,2
,12 ,0316 117.0 ,0317 -55,3 ,0631 "59,1
•20 ,0498 122,8 ,0265 -50,5 ,0761 -54,9
• 35 ,0302 140,1 ,0168 -42,7 ,0470 -40.9
• 60 .0175 166,5 .0068 -18,2 .0243 -1_,8





POINT NUHBER =283 MACH • ,780 RN • 2,221210E6 ALPHA • ,DO DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK) = 4,01 DEG
G - 3,950 KPA K • ,314 DELTA6 • 3,00 DEG OSCILLATING FREUUENCY - 1_,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAU PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0124 58,3 ,0108 -87,0 ,0221 -105,6 CHURO 6 ,05 ,0314 81,6 ,0223 "102,9 ,0536 "100.3
,12 ,0139 61,8 ,0132 -69,0 ,02_6 -94,2 ,12 ,0235 86,7 ,0164 "100,3 .0388 "96,1
•20 .0253 68.8 .0191 -57.2 .0397 -88.2 .20 .0228 91.8 .0092 "101.5 .0318 "92.0
.30 .0190 123.4 .0247 -32.5 .0428 -43.0 .30 .0169 103.9 .0075 "98.6 .0240 -82.9
,35 ,0382 103.8 ,0274 -27.0 ,0598 -55,9 ,35 ,0126 104.5 .0067 "92.3 ,0191 "81,3
,45 ,0545 136,1 ,0418 "13,3 ,0930 -30,7 .45 ,0100 106,b ,0036 _76,7 ,0136 -74,3
• 50 ,0632 146,4 ,0503 "6,9 ,1105 -21,8 .50 .0093 120,3 .0023 _72,0 ,0116 "62,1
•60 .0776 166.0 .0525 2.5 .1288 -7._ .60 .0081 125.6 .0008 26.2 .0082 "49.0
•70 .1G09 179.9 .0594 9.1 .1598 3.3 .70 .0041 132.4 .0002 _85.0 .00,3 -,9.4
.75 .1238 184.0 .0636 12,1 .1869 6.7 .75 .0028 163.6 .0018 .I01.2 .0034 -47.3
•85 .0685 20.6 .85
•90 ,0327 227.5 .90
,95 ,0215 229,3 ,0_3_ -331,1 ,0639 35,6 ,95 ,0001 221.1
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0166 59,3 ,0117 "86,3 ,0270 -106,5 CHORB 7 ,05 0289 75.0 ,0223 "113,4 ,0511 -108,6
•12 .0130 67.2 .0142 "69.7 .0254 -90.2 .12 0212 82.5 .0158 •109.6 .0368 "102.7
.20 .0236 76.5 .0204 "53.7 .0399 -80.5 .20 0134 85.7 .0107 "_I0.5 .0239 "101.5
•35 .0416 113.0 .0330 "27.6 .0703 -_9.7 .35 0117 95.4 .0074 "108.5 .0188 -93.8
.60 .0768 168.6 *049_ 2.6 .1253 -5.9 .60 0086 123.7 .0021 =9'.2 .0103 "63.5
.75 .10_0 185.2 .0407 13.8 .14_ 7.7 .75 0027 136.4 .0019 "I05.2 .0040 "68.1
,85 ,0681 198,9 ;85 0027 159,3
•90 .0,00 209.5 .0270 34.2 .0669 31.* .90 0025 161.1 .0176 .6 .0200 "I.8
• 95 ,0130 255,1 ,95 0023 169.5 ,0003 -179,1 .0020 -12,2
CHORD 3 .05 .0165 59.9 .0133 -85.9 .0285 -10_.9 CHORD 8 .05 .0260 7_.2 .0193 "112,O ,0_52 -108._
.12 .0178 67.0 .0185 -67.5 .0335 -89.8 .12 .0196 79.8 .0117 "112.2 .0312 -10,.7
,20 ,0236 80.1 ,0229 "51.6 ,0_25 -76.2 ,20 ,0155 89,7
•75 .0919 187.7 .0306 15.9 .1223 9.8 .75 .0025 127.8 .0006 -128.7 .0027 -63.8
.85 *0130 "295.1 .85
• 90 ,0331 205,_ .90
•95 .0087 "264,3 ,95
CHORD _ .05 .0250 66.6 .0190 -75.2 .0_16 -97.0 CHOR0 9 .05 .0205 57.3 .0180 m122,2 .0385 "122.5
•12 .0173 73.4 .0202 -60.3 .03,5 -81.6 .12 .0163 6_.9 .0117 =12_.3 .0279 "119.3
•20 .0391 88.0 .0257 -4&.1 .0586 -73.8 .20 .0220 71.1 .OOB_ "231.1 .0200 "117.9
•35 .0528 118.5 .0288 -19.0 .0766 -_6.8 .35 .0076 76.9 .00*7 "139.8 .0118 -117.0
• 60 ,06_6 174,5 ,0016 -136,3 ,0595 -6,6 ,60 ,0026 65.0 ,0011 -202,7 ,0029 "137,3
,75 ,02T5 192,5 ,0055 22,6 ,0330 1_,2 ,75 ,0019 93.8 ,0011 "182.1 ,0021 -119,1
•85 .0160 199.2 .00_0 11.6 .0200 17.7 .85 .0012 116.5
•95 .95
CHORD 5 .05 .0337 86.3 .0272 -88.9 .0608 -91.6
• 12 ,0301 92,0 .0219 -80,1 ,0519 -8_,7
•20 ,0402 103,2 ,0176 -71,6 ,0578 -75,2
•35 .0291 128,2 .0125 -55.9 .0'16 -53.1





POINT NUMBER =28_ MACH - ,775 RN - 2,214a10E6 ALPHA = ,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK) • 6,02 DEG
Q = 3,909 KPA K - ,106 DELTA6 • 3,06 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 5,01HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0203 1_7,2 ,0226 335,5 ,0428 -28,4 CHORg 6 ,05 ,0557 1_B'9 ,0437 "32.4 ,099€ -31,7
• 12 ,0228 147,0 ,0253 335,1 ,0479 "28,7 ,12 ,0393 150,8 ,0324 "30,9 ,0716 "30,0
•20 ,0408 1_6,9 ,0335 336,5 ,0740 "28.8 ,20 ,0370 149,2 ,0209 "32,1 ,0578 "31,3
•30 ,0252 162,1 ,0382 -15,0 ,0634 "16,2 ,30 ,0262 -204,4 ,0168 "30.0 ,042B -26,6
,35 ,0501 157,1 ,0418 -11,3 ,091_ -17,6 ,35 ,0201 -202,3 ,0161 "27,8 ,0352 -24,6
•45 ,0685 166.0 ,0690 -6,3 ,1372 "10,1 ,_5 ,0192 -203,6 ,0105 "27._ ,029B -24,9
,50 ,0760 170,6 ,0797 "2,6 ,1554 "5,9 ,50 ,0204 -198,9 ,00_6 "2B,5 ,0288 "21,7
•60 ,1016 -183,1 ,0791 1,9 ,1805 -,9 ,60 .0203 -202,b ,0018 "20._ ,0221 -22,4
• 70 ,1337 "179,1 ,0872 3,8 ,2208 2,0 ,70 ,0108 -188,0 ,0016 "17,6 ,0123 "9,2
•75 ,1611 "177,9 ,0918 5,3 ,2528 3.3 ,75 ,0052 -176,0 ,OO*b "25,0 ,0094 -9,5
,85 ,0945 8,5 ,85
•90 ,0439 "164,3 ,90
•95 ,0_31 "172,3 ,0546 13,8 ,0975 11,1 ,95 ,0023 -206,7
CHORD 2 .05 .0268 1_2.9 ,0261 -29,8 .0528 "33,5 CHORD 7 .05 .0531 145.4 .03U2 "35._ .0913 -34.9
,12 ,02_7 1_5,1 ,0280 -24,0 ,0524 "29,1 ,12 ,0385 1_5,0 ,0279 "35,3 ,066_ -35,1
,20 ,0_48 146,5 .0370 -17.8 ,0810 "26.4 .20 .0222 1_9.3 ,0188 "36.0 .0_10 -33,2
• 35 ,0609 158.7 ,0517 -8,0 ,1118 "15.2 ,35 ,02_6 154,5 ,0113 "3_,4 ,0358 -28,3
,60 ,1042 178,2 ,0738 1,2 ,17B0 -,6 ,60 ,0111 173,0 ,0030 "23,6 ,0141 -10,5
•75 ,140_ 182,6 ,0584 6,5 ,1987 3,7 ,75 ,0037 157,9 ,0021 "20.5 ,0058 o21,6
,85 ,0921 188.7 ,85 ,002_ 155,7
,90 ,0527 192,7 ,0360 15,2 ,0888 13,7 ,90 ,0015 155,7 ,0287 2,6 ,0301 1,3
,95 ,0378 186,4 ,95 ,0006 82,0 ,0007 110,_ ,0003 173,6
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0255 141,6 ,0270 331,6 ,0523 -33,3 CHOR_ 8 ,05 ,0_69 1_5,6 .0358 "3_,B .0828 -34,6
,12 ,0285 14_,8 ,0358 333,8 ,0642 "30,2 ,12 ,0348 1_5,5 ,023_ •35,4 ,0582 -3_,9
•20 ,0309 150,7 ,0409 -19,0 ,0715 "23,_ ,20 ,0282 I_4.9
•75 e1220 "176,8 ,0442 6,0 ,1661 3"9 ,75 ,0033 141,6 ,0016 "37,1 ,0049 "38'0
•85 ,0116 24,8 ,85
•90 ,0541 "173,9 .90
,95 ,0051 67,0 ,95
CHORD 4 .05 ,0383 145.3 ,0393 334,3 ,0773 "30,1 CHORD 9 .05 ,0375 143,0 ,0326 °42,1 ,0701 -39,4
,12 ,0249 146,8 ,0393 337,8 ,0639 -26,5 ,12 ,0293 145,2 ,0218 "41.7 ,0510 -37,7
,20 ,0518 152,4 .0478 -16.6 ,0991 -22,3 ,20 ,0200 147,9 ,01b5 "37,0 ,0354 -34,2
,35 ,063_ 160,0 ,0499 "10.6 ,1129 "15,9 ,35 ,0098 138.6 ,O0SO "4_,7 ,0178 -42,9
•60 ,0752 "181,3 .0032 314,_ ,0775 "2,9 ,60 ,0078 -198,0 ,0012 "70,7 ,0086 -24,5
•75 ,0_22 "179,5 ,0088 2,_ ,0511 ,8 ,75 ,0038 I_2,0 ,0012 "56,2 ,0050 -_2,5
•B5 ,0233 "17R,7 ,0090 "7,1 ,0322 "1,1 ._5 ,0012 89,2
•95 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0571 151,3 ,0533 -28.4 ,110_ -2B,5
,12 ,0469 152,4 ,043_ -25,9 ,0904 "26,8
,20 ,0707 155,3 ,0366 -21,1 ,1072 -23,5
,35 ,0_55 162,2 ,0252 "15,1 .0708 "16,9






co TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER -285 MACH - ,780 RN . 2,225_IOE6 ALPHA - ,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 {PEAK) - 6,01 DEG
" 3,950 KPA K - ,210 DELTA6 - 2,99 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LUwER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAU PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0235 I02,7 ,0223 -64,3 ,0_5_ "71,0 CHORD 6 ,05 ,05_8 -2_6,7 ,0_26 "68,6 ,0973 -67,b
,12 ,0239 I05,4 ,0253 -53,_ ,0_8_ -63,7 ,ta ,0_19 -2_3,6 ,0310 =66,5 ,0729 -6_,9
•20 ,0_38 I09,_ ,0325 -44,3 ,07_4 "59,5 .20 ,039_ -239,7 ,0190 "6_,0 ,0583 -61,1
•30 ,0299 136,5 ,0390 "25,3 ,0680 -33,1 ,30 ,0298 -23a,9 ,0149 "61,I .0_6 -55,6
• 35 ,0516 131,8 ,0_6 =21,6 ,0937 -35,9 ,36 ,0241 -231,5 ,0139 "61,3 ,0379 -55,1
• 45 ,0736 153,4 ,06_9 "11,8 ,137& -19,7 ,_5 ,0209 -226,B ,0103 "56,9 ,0311 -50,1
•50 ,0817 159,7 ,07_7 "5,7 ,1552 -13,3 ,50 ,0192 -219,2 ,0083 "55,0 ,0273 -43,7
•60 ,10_6 "186,8 ,0783 2,1 ,1823 "3,0 ,60 ,0137 -218,1 ,0026 "27,5 ,0162 -36,5
• 70 ,13_9 "179,4 ,0883 6,0 ,2230 2.7 ,70 ,008_ -220,2 ,002_ -_0,3 ,0lOB -_0,2
•75 .1635 "176.2 .0939 8,3 ,2572 5.5 .75 .0051 -18_,6 .00_5 "56,1 .0087 -28,7
•85 ,0983 1_.7 .85
.90 ,0_78 "150.1 ,90
,95 ,0_08 "163,1 ,0591 23,0 ,0997 20,5 ,95 ,0021 "221,3
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0293 103,0 ,0_61 -64,5 ,0551 -71,2 CHORO 7 ,05 ,0491 107,1 0401 "75,1 ,0892 -73,9
•12 ,02_5 %06,3 ,0271 "52,6 ,0507 -62,6 .12 ,0361 I08,8 02_3 m75,9 ,0653 -73,3
,20 ,02€€ 127,2 ,036_ "€3.6 ,0606 -€7,3 ,20 ,0219 107,3 0197 "77,3 ,0€15 -7&,9
•35 ,0562 139,7 ,0498 "20,6 ,104_ "31,1 ,35 ,0185 118,1 0115 "74.7 ,0298 -66,7
,60 ,I02_ -186,3 ,0738 2,0 ,1758 -2,8 ,60 ,0088 125,7 0029 o69,5 ,0116 -58,0
,75 ,1412 "174,5 ,0591 9,9 ,2002 6.8 ,75 .0038 136,8 0026 "70,0 ,0062 "5_,_
,85 ,0983 "16_,5 ,85 ,0022 15_._
•90 ,0576 -156,5 ,0386 24,5 ,0962 23,9 ,90 ,0017 "202,_ ,0272 1,3 ,0_88 -,I
,95 ,03_ "16_,7 ,95 ,0018 -18_,0 ,O01O "213,_ .0010 25,_
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0293 98,9 ,0293 "61,2 ,0577 "71,1 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0_73 -252,7 ,03_3 "7_,8 ,0816 -72,8
,12 ,0319 10_,3 ,036& "54,2 ,0671 -6_,2 ,12 ,0351 -2_8,6 ,02_0 "71,6 ,0570 "69,7
,20 ,0315 118,7 ,0371 -38,5 ,0672 "49,0 ,20 ,0290 "2_7,3
,75 ,1239 "174,_ ,0_9 I0,# ,1687 7,1 ,75 ,0050 -_08,_ ,00_5 "67,6 ,0071 -_I'_
,85 ,01_6 _2,9 ,85
•90 ,0545 "166,_ ,90
,95 ,0089 63,8 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0417 106,5 ,0380 "57,5 ,0789 -65,9 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0360 -257,1 ,0321 "82,8 ,0680 -79,8
,12 ,0278 111,2 ,0370 "_7,8 ,0637 "56,8 ,I_ ,0_83 "251,6 ,0218 e83._ ,O_gB -76,6
,20 ,05_ 120,7 ,0446 "34,5 ,0965 "_8,I ,20 ,0212 -2_5,0 ,016_ "80,8 ,0373 -71,9
•35 ,0663 141,1 .0450 "19,0 ,1097 -30,9 ,35 ,0152 -2#9,8 ,0103 "77,9 ,0255 -73,1
•60 ,075_ "188,4 .0031 -77,9 ,0766 "I0,6 ,60 ,0075 -251,6 ,0018 "_8,8 ,0092 -67,3
,75 ,0397 "176.1 ,0081 9,0 ,0478 &,8 ,75 ,0057 -215.9 ,0019 "53,7 ,0076 "_0,#
,85 ,022_ "173,7 ,0070 "5,_ ,0293 3,5 ,85 .0038 -193,_
• 95 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,056_ 116,_ ,0512 -60,_ ,1076 "62,1
,I_ ,0470 120,1 ,041_ "53,6 ,0882 -57,0
,20 ,0559 128,k ,0350 "_8,5 ,0909 -50,_
,35 ,04_2 1_,0 ,0226 -45,_ ,06_7 "39,2





POINT NUMBER =287 MACH = .778 RN = 2.219,10E6 ALPHA • .00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK) = 6.01 DEG
g = 3.9_2 KPA K • .315 DELTA6 - 2.96 DEG OSCILLATING FREUUENCY - 15.01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MAD PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0188 59,3 ,0165 -91,0 ,0350 =106,8 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0_69 8_,2 ,0349 =103,0 ,0817 -98,9
•12 ,0227 59,2 ,0207 -75,5 ,0_00 "99,2 ,12 ,0336 90,2 ,0263 "99.7 ,0597 "9&,I
,20 ,0&29 67,1 ,029_ -57,9 ,06_ "91,0 ,20 ,0358 92,7 0163 "96,6 ,0520 -90,2
,30 ,032& 111,0 ,0356 -39,3 ,0660 "53,5 ,30 ,0278 108,9 0121 "9_,8 ,0392 -78,2
,35 ,0512 10_,1 .0_22 =29,9 ,0889 "55,9 ,35 ,0218 110,_ 0115 "98.7 ,0323 -79,6
,45 ,080_ 132,4 ,065_ -I_,6 ,1398 "32,9 ,.5 ,0207 11_,0 0080 "98,1 ,0278 -74,8
,50 ,0895 I_4.8 .0775 "8.1 .1623 "22.7 .50 .0172 118._ 0066 "90,3 ,0232 -69,_
,60 ,1108 165,4 ,0799 2,1 ,1887 -7,6 ,60 ,0120 137,1 0018 "51,9 ,0138 -4€,0
,70 ,1395 179,6 ,0897 8,_ ,2285 3,0 ,70 ,0053 15€,I 0011 "84,6 ,0060 -35,3
•75 ,1677 183,5 ,0953 11,6 ,262_ 6,_ .75 ,00_7 180,4 ,0036 "I00,6 ,0053 -40,2
,85 ,0999 "339,3 ,85
,90 ,0548 222.7 ,90
,95 10435 211,1 ,0629 -329,1 ,1065 31,0 ,95 ,0011 150,2
CHORD 2 .05 .0247 54.4 .0171 -88.5 .0397 "110.5 CHORD 7 .05 0_08 75.5 .0320 "114._ .0725 -108.8
,12 ,0235 60,6 ,0197 -6_,9 ,038_ "9_,8 ,12 0295 80,_ ,0227 -11_,_ ,0518 "106,1
•20 ,0459 69,9 ,0290 -52,4 ,0661 "88,_ ,20 017# 85,9 ,0162 "112,8 ,0332 -103,1
•35 ,0622 109,4 ,0451 -23,4 ,0991 "51,I ,35 0159 101,6 .0105 =118,O ,0250 -93,3
•60 ,1212 168,7 ,0731 %,2 ,1926 =5,5 ,60 0081 122,0 ,0033 =119,9 ,0101 -74,9
,75 ,1481 187,7 ,0591 15,8 ,2068 10,0 ,75 0009 121,6 ,0029 =117,2 ,003_ -101,6
,85 ,1025 203,3 ,85 0008 178,7
•90 ,0625 214,5 ,0_08 36,6 ,I033 35,_ ,90 0009 176,2 .0251 _,2 *0261 3,9
•95 ,0391 215.2 ,95 0011 192,1 ,00_7 190,0 .0005 "17_,2
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0251 56,0 ,0205 -85,9 ,0_31 "107,0 CHORD 8 ,05 ,O_00 76,7 ,0316 =112,0 ,071_ "107,2
,12 +0291 63,8 ,0280 -72,7 ,0530 -9_,9 ,12 ,0316 81,3 ,0_02 "110,9 ,051_ "I03,5
,20 ,03_1 81,6 ,03_5 -55,0 ,0637 -76,5 ,20 ,02_ 88,1
•75 ,1270 187,0 ,0_50 -3_€,0 ,1716 9,3 ,75 ,0031 135,8 ,0021 "109,9 ,00_ -69,7
•85 ,0198 "301,5 ,85
•90 ,0567 200.9 ,90
,95 ,0135 -297,3 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0357 66,5 ,0277 -80,0 ,0608 -98,9 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0313 6Z,2 ,02_ "122,7 ,0596 "I_D,6
,12 ,0266 7&,6 ,0303 -6_,_ ,0533 -83,5 ,12 ,0245 68,5 ,0185 .123,6 ,0_28 "116,7
•20 ,0555 85,8 ,0380 -50,6 ,0870 -76,7 ,20 ,0175 76,3 ,0131 "_23,9 ,0301 -112,4
,35 ,0729 116,8 ,0_38 "23,0 ,1100 =_8,3 ,35 ,0099 8_,5 ,00_O "120,2 .018_ -107,Z
•60 ,0860 173,5 ,0029 "118,3 ,0850 -8,3 ,60 ,0055 91,6 ,0021 =9_,_ ,0076 -90,I
• 75 ,0402 190,1 .0081 "3_1,2 ,0W82 11,5 ,75 .0025 127.8 ,0020 "111,8 ,OOWO -78,7
•85 ,023_ 192,1 ,0051 5,5 ,0285 I0,9 ,85 ,0017 162.5
•95 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0512 85,7 ,0363 -88,0 ,087_ -91,7
•12 ,0439 91,6 ,0285 -78,_ ,0722 -8_,5
•20 ,0730 99,6 ,0230 -68,8 ,0957 -77,6
•35 ,0511 135,5 ,0151 -5_,1 10660 -#6.7
•60 ,0282 169,8 ,00_7 -20,1 10329 -11,6





o TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER -289 HACH • *777 RN • 2,218=10E6 ALPHA • ,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 {PEAK) - 6,02 DEG
Q • 3.934 KPA K • ,105 DELTA6 = 6,00 DEG OSCILLATING FNEUUENCY = 5*01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HA5 PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0152 "218,1 .0188 -21,2 ,0336 -28,7 CHORB 6 ,05 ,0_80 151 9 ,0339 "30,0 0818 -28,9
,12 ,0161 -215,B .0218 -18,7 ,0376 -26,0 ,12 ,0350 15_ 5 ,0256 "27,7 0606 -26,_
•20 ,0257 -21_,& ,0288 -15,3 ,0537 -24,3 .20 ,0376 155 I ,0163 "2_,9 0538 "24,9
•30 .0114 "192.4 .0337 -11.9 .0_51 -12.0 .30 .02_5 156 8 .012_ "20.3 0368 -22.2
• 35 ,0361 "203,2 ,0379 -8,_ ,073_ -15,6 ,35 ,0209 1_9 8 ,0107 "22,3 0315 "27,6
•_5 ,0558 -193,3 ,0606 -4,5 ,1160 -8,7 ,45 ,0185 157 4 ,006_ =28,4 02_9 "2_,1
,50 ,0570 -190,3 ,0708 "1,2 ,1275 -_,3 ,50 ,01_2 169 8 ,0050 "32,9 0189 -16,1
,60 ,0776 "183,2 ,0713 2,3 ,1517 -,5 ,60 ,0017 191,0 ,0001 "35,5 00_7 12,8
,70 ,0923 "175,6 ,0792 &,7 ,171_ 4,5 ,70 ,0069 168,9 ,0003 "20,4 O07E "11'%
•75 ,0992 "175,5 ,0750 6,9 ,1732 5,5 ,75 ,00_0 188,0 ,0023 "29,5 0060 -5,5
•85 ,0855 9,7 ,85
•90 ,06#9 -167,& ,90
•95 ,0961 "176,3 ,0464 16,3 ,I&17 7,8 ,95 ,0025 I_8,3
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0206 I_3,9 ,0220 -27,6 ,0_25 -31,7 CHOR_ 7 ,05 ,0&15 I_6 I ,0299 "33,_ 071_ -33,7
12 ,0210 I_6,& ,02_2 -20,5 ,0W_8 -26,6 ,12 ,0311 1_3 I *O_07 "31,1 0517 -3_,6
20 ,0408 146,9 ,0316 -19,6 ,0718 -27.2 ,20 ,0187 136 0 ,0132 "30,2 0317 -38,3
35 ,0489 15_,6 ,0475 "7,9 ,0952 -16,8 ,35 ,019# 153 # ,0079 "32,4 0272 "28,3
60 ,0791 -180,0 ,0686 W+3 ,1W76 2,0 ,60 ,0079 -176 0 *001_ "70,9 0083 "_,0
75 ,0914 "17_,9 ,0419 9,8 ,1332 6,6 ,75 ,0035 157 5 ,0010 "52,0 00_ -29,2
85 .0500 -161.5 ,85 .0031 151 6
.90 .0628 "168.1 .022w 23.6 .08_8 1_.9 .90 *0025 152 W .0201 _.9 .0222 1.5
.95 .1015 "178.2 .95 *0283 -120 8 .00_1 153.5 .0283 67._
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0208 "215,5 ,0236 "2_,6 ,0_3 -29,7 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0380 I_9,6 ,0277 "31,2 ,0657 -30,7
• 12 ,0219 -212,4 ,0314 -20,8 ,0530 -25,6 ,12 ,0298 150,2 ,0177 -31,0 ,0475 -30.2
•20 ,0265 -210,5 ,03_1 -16,0 ,0601 -22,3 ,20 ,0238 151,3
• 75 .0873 -173.3 .0268 11.7 .11_1 7.9 .75 .00_1 165.2 .0006 17.6 .00_6 "11.0
,85 ,0176 =196,5 ,85
• 90 .0571 "171.7 .90
• 95 .0236 -190.6 .95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0310 "212,1 ,0323 "23,7 ,0632 -27,8 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0299 1_,0 ,0230 _3_.8 ,0529 "35,5
,12 ,0180 "212,2 ,0329 "19,0 ,0507 -23,7 ,12 ,02_ 1_6,1 ,0155 "3_,2 ,0_00 -3_,0
,20 *0_58 "209,4 ,0396 -13,8 ,08_6 -22,2 ,20 ,0186 I_7,8 ,0098 "3_,_ ,0285 "32,3
.35 .0461 "198.3 .0_09 -10.2 .0868 -1,.5 .35 .01_1 159.3 .0051 "38.0 .0190 -25.3
.60 .057_ -180.3 .0021 -46.5 .0589 -1.8 .60 .0062 1_9.9 .0010 "3_.6 .0072 "30.7
•75 ,0369 "175,6 ,0036 19,6 ,0_0_ 5.7 ,75 ,0019 I_8,1 ,0008 "29,1 ,0027 "31,0
,85 ,02_1 "176.& ,0026 2,2 ,0267 3,5 ,85 ,OOO_ 112,6
• 95 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,04_3 1_9,3 ,04_3 -25,1 ,0885 -27,9
,12 *0352 151.2 ,0352 -22,1 ,070_ -25,_
,20 ,066_ 15_,5 ,0282 -20,5 ,09_6 -2_,0
• 35 .0351 -195.5 .0183 -20.0 .0533 -17,1





POINT NUMBER -290 MACH - ,780 RN = 2,226_10E6 ALPHA - ,OO DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK) - 5,99 DEG
= 3,959 KPA K - ,209 DELTA6 = 6,01 DEG OSCILLATING FNEgUENCY - 9,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0178 92,0 018_ "56,1 ,0348 "71,7 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0435 116,8 ,0335 "87,5 ,0772 "65'1
• 12 ,0180 95,7 0213 "47,7 ,0373 "6_'_ ,12 ,0310 120'_ ,0261 "64.9 ,0570 "62'0
• 20 ,0235 106,1 030_ "37,5 ,0512 "53,3 ,20 ,0360 122,7 ,OlSO "63,6 ,0539 "59,4
,30 ,0220 125,2 0335 "25,1 ,0537 "36,8 ,30 ,0235 129,3 ,0141 "65+0 ,0374 "56'0
,35 ,0349 127,9 0382 "19,6 ,0702 "35,1 ,35 ,0191 135,8 ,0123 °64,9 ,0310 "52,3
,45 ,059_ I_8,1 0604 "7,0 ,1170 "19,_ ,45 ,0140 142,2 ,0081 "62,6 ,0216 -_6,8
,50 ,0619 163,1 0716 "3,2 ,1325 "9,5 ,50 ,0138 136,3 ,0061 "67,5 ,0195 -51,0
•60 ,0811 172,0 0745 3,0 ,1519 -2,7 ,60 ,0063 162,2 ,001b "63,2 ,0075 -26,6
,70 ,0928 18_,4 079_ 8,1 ,1720 6,1 ,70 ,0036 198,9 ,0018 o73,5 ,0039 -8,1
.75 .100, "172.2 0754 12.0 .1757 9.6 .75 .0030 221.7 .0039 -68._ .O0_0 -24.2
•85 0890 17,7 ,85
•90 ,0689 -157,7 ,90
•95 ,0956 "173,6 ,0512 29,3 ,1461 14._ ,95 ,0012 110,3
CHORD 2 05 ,0243 98,4 ,0236 301,6 ,0_69 -70,2 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0429 111,8 ,0312 288,0 ,07_I -69,8
12 ,0283 I02,7 ,0255 314,6 ,0518 -62,2 ,12 ,0316 116,9 ,023_ 288,1 ,0547 -66,8
20 ,0485 I01,9 ,0327 321,8 ,0766 -62,2 ,20 ,0180 115,_ ,0170 287,I ,0349 -68,7
35 ,0551 125,6 ,0_38 -13,8 ,0928 -36,5 ,35 ,0187 129,9 ,0113 293°9 ,0297 -56,1
60 ,0875 174,9 ,0680 4,5 ,15_9 -,9 ,60 ,0092 147,6 ,0031 303,Z ,0121 -38,_
75 ,091_ 190,3 ,0416 17,7 ,1327 12,6 ,75 ,0030 158,2 ,0022 303,0 ,00_9 -36,7
85 ,0587 21_,_ ,85 ,0019 203,0
90 ,0686 201,7 ,0258 42,5 ,0932 27,3 ,90 ,0019 209,5 ,0190 7,9 ,0208 9,9
95 ,1018 183,8 ,95 ,0022 231,2 ,0008 189,2 ,0017 69,5
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0219 98,0 ,0238 -59,7 ,0449 -70,4 CHORS 8 ,05 ,0361 I09.6 ,0302 "73,9 ,0663 -72,0
,12 ,0258 101,1 ,0310 -48,0 ,05_8 "61,9 ,12 ,0283 110,9 ,0201 "75,7 ,0484 -71,9
,20 ,0345 102,6 ,03_6 -37,7 ,06_9 -57,5 ,20 ,0213 115,5
• 75 ,0867 -169,3 ,0280 20,8 ,11_4 13,1 ,75 ,0018 108,4 ,0025 "77,7 ,0043 -75,1
,85 ,0197 "213,0 ,85
,90 ,0565 -163,9 ,90
•95 ,0233 -200,3 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 0311 I04,7 ,0320 -53,2 ,0619 -6_,I CHORD 9 ,05 ,0321 100,9 ,0281 "81,6 ,0602 -80,3
,12 0169 107,5 ,033b -41,9 ,0489 -52,1 ,12 ,02_8 102,5 ,0192 "80,7 ,0440 -78,9
,20 0589 107,8 ,0384 "33,1 ,0919 -56,9 ,20 ,0159 102.1 ,0142 "75,3 ,0301 -76,7
,35 0439 I#0,2 ,0383 "13,2 ,0800 -27,4 ,35 ,0092 99,3 ,0092 "74,5 +0183 -77,6
,60 0615 183,3 ,0027 -64,3 ,0626 1,0 ,60 ,0033 117,7 ,0025 o88,1 ,0057 -73,4
,75 03_3 -172,7 ,00_3 27,8 ,0384 9,5 ,75 ,0016 65,1 ,0023 "83,Z ,0038 -96,5
,85 0202 -170,I ,0028 =9,2 ,0229 7,6 ,85 ,0006 -7,8
,95 ,95
CHORD 5 .05 ,0467 115.8 ,0405 302.2 .0871 -61,2
,12 ,0368 119,9 ,0317 309,0 ,0683 "55,9
,20 ,0734 125,0 ,0260 318,2 ,0990 -51,5
,35 ,0392 1_9,1 ,0201 313,3 ,0588 -36,2







POINT NUMBER -291 PACH = ,778 RN • 2,224_10£6 ALPHA • ,00 OEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 {PEAK] m 6*02 DEG
G - 3,9_1 _PA K = ,315 DELTA6 - 6,03 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 1W,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LDWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MA5 PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,01%3 45,2 ,0154 -76,1 ,0258 -10w,3 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0400 87,3 ,0262 "100,2 ,0650 -95,6
•12 ,0172 51,9 .0182 -61,6 ,0296 -93,8 ,12 ,0289 92,5 ,0180 "98,2 *0467 "91,6
,20 ,0253 63,5 ,0258 -_6,8 ,0420 -81,3 ,20 ,0330 99,_ ,0107 m99,5 ,0432 -85,4
,30 ,0239 98,1 ,0348 -27,5 ,0525 -49,2 ,30 ,0227 III,0 ,00_7 "9@,O ,0307 -75,_
,35 ,0431 97,5 ,0390 -21,8 ,0709 -53,8 ,3b ,0193 111,8 ,OO_S 292,1 ,0276 -75,6
•_5 ,0670 "231,6 ,0621 "8,3 ,1200 -30,8 ,WE ,0148 120,3 ,0066 m95,6 ,0205 -70,5
•50 ,0741 -215,0 ,0725 "2,2 o1407 -IBo8 ,50 ,013W -225,3 ,OObO =101,2 ,0167 -59,7
•60 ,0909 "194,3 ,0773 6,7 ,1655 -4.7 .60 .0110 -229,a ,O009 "103.b .0115 -52,9
•70 ,1034 -176,4 ,0829 12,5 ,1858 7,6 ,70 ,0064 -227,9 ,0008 "133,8 ,0065 -54,6
•75 ,I074 "169,8 ,0795 tS,l ,1865 13,6 ,75 ,0041 -198,_ ,0022 "116,8 ,0043 -47,8
•85 ,0944 25,4 ,85
•90 ,0817 "1_6,8 ,90
,95 ,0980 "170,3 ,0595 40,0 .1524 21,1 ,95 *0008 82,4
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0210 57,4 ,0174 -73,6 ,0350 -I00,6 CHOR_ 7 ,05 ,034_ 79,5 ,0232 _58,6 ,0582 "100,9
• 12 ,0281 57,9 ,0195 "54,9 ,0400 -95,4 ,12 ,0253 84,3 ,0178 260,3 ,0431 "97,#
• 20 ,0497 60,3 ,0296 -44,4 ,0640 -93,1 ,20 ,0146 95,6 ,0131 _58,3 ,0274 -92,6
,35 ,0609 101,6 ,0_32 "18,3 ,0906 -54,0 ,35 .013_ 105,4 ,0078 "91,8 ,0211 "80,9
•60 ,0996 169,9 ,0688 8,2 ,1663 -2,7 ,60 ,005_ 127,_ ,0025 _85,6 ,0076 -63,0
,75 ,I021 195,0 ,04_9 24,6 ,1466 17,9 ,75 °0020 161,b ,OO19 m95,7 ,0031 -55,4
• 85 ,0785 225,5 ,85 .0012 162,5
• 90 *0812 212,2 ,0331 54,6 ,1125 38,6 ,90 ,0009 192,7 ,0201 10,9 ,0209 11,0
• 95 ,10_6 189,6 ,95 ,0008 179,7 ,000_ _46,1 ,0007 -16,2
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0188 5_,5 ,0179 -75,7 ,0333 "101,2 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0300 78,8 ,022b "113,2 ,0522 -I06,3
•12 ,0229 60,5 ,02_ -59,8 ,0411 -88,6 ,12 ,0249 86,7 ,0149 "114,2 ,0393 -I01,1
•20 ,0350 62,9 ,0304 "41,5 ,0517 -82,_ ,20 ,0217 93,5
• 75 ,0932 -163,2 ,0314 32,9 ,1236 20,8 ,75 ,0032 120,3 ,0016 "127,4 ,00_1 "81,1
,85 ,0269 "228,9 ,85
,90 ,0637 "157,t ,90
,95 ,0249 "209,5 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0291 65,3 02_3 "66,7 ,0488 -93,1 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0257 72,6 ,0217 "126,_ ,0_67 -116,1
•Ia ,0188 68,8 0265 -_9,8 ,0392 -72,8 ,12 ,0211 75,7 ,015_ "127,3 ,0357 "113,9
,20 ,0629 72,9 0335 -34,9 ,0799 -83,5 ,20 *01_7 79,2 ,O109 "t23,0 ,0251 -II0,2
,35 ,0573 "2&I,6 0365 "12,8 ,0859 -_3,0 ,35 ,0087 95,1 ,006b -112.1 ,01_8 -96,4
,60 ,0828 "183,2 0028 -I16,2 ,0817 -5,0 ,60 ,0031 110,9 ,0027 -133,6 ,0049 -99,1
•75 ,0383 "161,5 0055 52,8 ,0429 22.6 ,75 *0041 105,0 ,0022 "132,1 *0056 "9_,3
•85 ,0236 "161.I 0023 56,3 ,0254 22,0 ,85 .0025 114,0
• 95 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0_36 86,8 ,0316 -80,9 ,0748 -88,0
•12 ,0358 93,2 ,0247 "70,6 ,0599 -80,2
,20 ,0722 94,_ ,0203 "59,7 ,0909 -80,0
• 35 ,0_85 132,5 ,0136 -50,0 ,0621 -_8,1





POINT NUH8ER -296 HACH • ,777 RN - 2,208=10E6 ALPHA - -,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK) - 2,04 DEG
g • 3,860 KPA K = ,106 DELTA6 = 6,02 DEG OSCILLATING FRENUENCY • 5,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG pHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0073 168,2 ,0076 -25.8 ,0147 "18,9 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0163 -211,3 .0114 "31.7 .0277 -31,4
• 12 ,0053 157,4 ,0074 "21,1 ,0128 -21,7 ,12 ,0122 -201,8 ,0094 o32,9 ,0215 -26,6
,20 ,0109 150,6 ,0099 -18,3 ,0207 m2&,l '20 ,0096 m200'9 ,0064 "35'O '0159 "26'5
,30 ,0045 177,5 ,0132 -14,4 ,0177 "11,4 ,30 ,0092 -199,0 ,0049 "35,7 ,0139 -24,7
•35 ,0108 166,6 ,0147 "5,7 ,025% "8,9 ,35 ,0085 1200,8 ,0042 "43,E ,0125 -28,1
•45 ,0131 168,4 ,0209 "4,0 ,0339 "6,9 ,45 ,0075 -187,5 ,0026 "44,5 ,0097 "16,9
,50 ,0174 171,4 ,0221 -,8 ,0395 "4,2 ,50 ,0077 -182,5 ,0018 "45,7 ,0091 -10,3
• 60 ,0258 177,2 ,0244 3,8 ,0500 ,4 ,60 ,0054 -183,3 ,0007 245,0 ,0052 -10,4
• 70 ,0309 187,8 ,0266 7,7 ,0575 7,7 ,70 ,0007 "131,9 ,0007 213,1 ,0002 136,3
• 75 ,0353 188,0 ,0252 9,4 ,0605 8,6 ,75 ,0014 -107,0 ,0007 "9_,4 ,0007 59,_
•85 ,0292 12,8 ,85
•90 ,0060 240,8 ,90
• 95 ,0161 189.4 .0165 20.9 ,0324 15,2 .95 ,0009 109,2
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0073 143,4 ,0073 "8,6 ,0142 "22,7 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0143 156,6 ,0102 •24,0 ,0246 -23,7
• 12 ,0055 145,4 ,0083 -13,7 ,0136 -22,0 ,12 ,0109 162,1 ,0075 "23,8 ,0184 -20,3
,20 ,0046 157,5 o0117 -15,9 ,0163 -17,7 ,20 ,0067 163,9 ,0048 "19,6 ,0115 -17,6
•35 ,0122 160,7 ,0151 -10,2 ,0272 -14.3 ,35 .002€ 182.2 .0025 "25.2 .O0V7 -11,9
.60 ,0249 187.1 ,0223 8.0 .0472 7.5 .60 .0026 121.9 .0009 "'I,9 .0035 -54.0
• 75 ,0371 182,9 ,01_6 I0,4 ,0516 5,0 ,75 .0011 146,7 .0005 "88,7 ,0015 -48,4
• 85 ,0178 203.6 .85 .0008 190.8
•90 ,0120 212,0 ,0073 28,4 ,0193 30,6 ,90 ,0009 212,2 ,0073 12,7 .0082 14,8
• 95 ,0139 193,2 ,95 ,0009 225,6 ,0010 -184,8 ,0008 114o3
CHORD 3 *05 ,0070 157,4 ,0080 -22,5 ,0150 -22,5 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0132 -208,5 ,0111 "30,8 ,0243 -29,5
•12 ,0069 155,3 ,0110 -19,5 ,0179 "21,5 ,12 ,0095 -208,1 ,0072 "30,6 ,0168 -29,2
,20 ,0059 151,9 ,0128 -13,5 ,0186 -18,1 ,20 °0084 -199,8
,75 ,0339 188,2 ,0095 14,4 ,0433 9,6 ,75 ,0019 -180,7 ,0004 151,7 ,0016 5,7
•85 ,007_ -194,4 ,85
,90 ,0089 199,7 ,90
,95 ,0021 42,3 .95
CHORD • ,05 ,0107 152,0 0114 -16,2 0220 "21,9 CHBRO 9 ,05 ,0116 -209 9 ,0078 "19,2 ,0193 -25,6
•12 ,0068 151,7 0129 -16,0 0195 -20,3 .12 ,0079 -207 6 ,00b_ "24,_ .0134 -26,5
•20 ,0124 153,1 0136 "22,4 0260 "24,5 ,20 ,0051 -209 0 ,0032 "28,2 ,0083 "28"7
•35 ,0164 161,1 0133 -4,4 0295 "12,_ ,35 ,0038 -204 4 ,0019 _97,E ,0047 -46,4
,60 ,0240 167,4 0004 "92,6 0241 "13,7 ,60 ,0030 "196 8 ,0016 216,6 ,0024 -48,2
•75 ,0107 188,7 0016 25,6 0122 10,9 ,75 ,0014 -167 8 ,0008 216,1 ,0007 "13'4
•85 ,0065 184,7 001_ 16,0 0079 6,7 ,85 ,0014 -130 0
•95 ,0007 I06,4 0012 "32,9 0018 "&7'l ,9b
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0152 156,2 ,01_8 -2_,3 ,0300 -2_,1
,12 ,0132 156,6 ,0106 -19,1 ,0238 "21,5
•20 ,0165 163,6 ,0091 -I0,0 ,0255 -1_,I
,35 ,0112 158,9 .0070 -5.9 ,0181 -15,2
•60 ,0069 179,1 ,0016 24,5 ,0084 3,8





POINT NUMBER =297 MACH - ,782 RN = 2,219_10E6 ALPHA = ",00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK} = 2,02 DEG
Q = 3,899 KPA K = ,210 DELTA6 = 6.02 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAU PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0071 117,8 ,0068 296 4 ,0139 -62 9 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0166 116,2 ,0122 "72,7 0287 -67,6
,12 ,0063 118,4 ,0074 307 7 ,0136 -56 6 ,12 ,0115 120,W ,0100 -73,_ 0214 -65,9
•20 ,0107 121,3 ,0097 327 4 ,0199 -46 3 ,20 ,0111 125,8 ,OOW9 =77,3 0158 "61,2
,30 ,00_5 173.0 ,0116 -21 8 ,0160 "17 6 30 ,0070 123,7 ,0036 =83,7 0103 -65,5
•35 01_7 13_,0 ,0131 -19 2 ,0270 -33 W 35 ,0045 126,_ ,0038 182, I 0080 -66,5
,45 0192 156,6 ,0192 -3 6 ,0378 -13 5 _5 ,0066 162,0 ,0032 "71,_ 0089 -34,6
,50 0236 163,5 ,0226 I ,0456 -8 4 50 ,0062 130,6 ,0028 "67,9 0089 "55,1
,60 0266 175,1 ,0236 5 6 ,0500 O 60 ,0053 121,5 ,001_ "_9,6 0067 -56,6
,70 0336 186,6 ,026# 10,2 ,0600 8,2 70 ,0025 -116,2 ,0011 "_6,8 002_ 37,3
,75 0359 188,5 ,0255 13,5 ,0614 10,6 75 ,0021 -123,5 ,0018 =56,7 0021 6,8
•85 ,030_ 19,7 85
,90 ,0117 2_9,8 ,90
,95 ,0182 198,7 ,0173 30,1 ,0353 24,3 ,95 ,0010 62,7
CMORD 2 ,05 0086 I01,3 ,008_ 307,8 ,0165 -65,6 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0138 116,0 ,0094 299,_ 0231 -62,7
•12 0056 109,9 ,0081 309,6 ,0135 -58,_ ,12 ,0087 122.8 ,OObb 305,_ 0153 -56,1
•20 0076 121,5 ,0108 "21,6 ,0175 -36,7 ,20 ,0054 136,_ ,O049 308,1 0103 -_7,6
•35 0159 143,3 .0136 "9.3 .0277 -23,6 .35 ,00_9 106.5 ,0038 313,_ 0084 "61,6
,60 0259 178,6 ,0221 3,8 ,0_79 1.0 ,60 ,0062 105,6 ,O017 292,5 0079 -72.9
,75 0365 191,5 ,01_ 18.8 ,0509 13.5 .75 .0015 35.3 .0009 300.1 0018 "115._
•85 0185 219.2 ,85 ,0006 -37,8
•90 0139 230.0 .0092 _,8 ,0230 48.0 ,90 ,0007 291.1 ,0073 13,0 ,0072 18,3
.95 0139 202,8 ,95 .0010 264,0 ,0002 89,_ .0012 85.0
CHORD 3 .05 ,0088 107.7 .008W 309,5 ,0169 -61,7 CHORD 8 .05 ,0127 110,5 ,O100 "79.8 ,0226 "7_,1
•12 ,0082 117,0 ,0110 315,0 ,0190 -58,6 ,12 ,0095 I06,0 ,O064 =78.3 ,0159 -75,7
,20 ,0101 118.7 .012_ 332.8 .0216 -_2,@ ,20 .0073 121,6
,75 .03_5 192.2 ,0106 20.9 .0_50 14.3 ,75 ,0012 137.7 .OOUS "92.8 .0019 "61.9
.85 .0072 152.5 ,85
,90 .0107 219.7 ,90
,95 ,00_0 37.4 ,95
CHORO _ ,05 ,0116 111,0 ,0101 317,8 0212 -56,5 CHORD 9 ,05 .0115 105.1 ,O09b -78.2 .0210 -76,4
• 12 .0074 116,9 .0099 320,0 0170 -49.9 .12 .0085 105.6 .0071 "82,8 .0156 -78.2
,20 ,0168 118,6 ,0136 331,6 0292 -_6,7 ,20 .0058 100.7 .O057 "88.6 ,011_ "83.9
•35 ,0167 140,3 .0112 -9,_ 0269 -27.6 ,35 ,0024 1_1.0 ,0035 "7_.7 .0056 -60*6
,60 .0221 185,0 ,0009 289.0 0223 2,7 ,60 ,0027 79.8 .0008 "83.5 .003_ "96,3
,75 ,0123 196.0 .0019 31,8 0141 18,1 ,75 ,0009 25.2 ,O009 =77.6 .001_ "11_.1
,85 ,0075 193,1 ,0015 13,8 0090 13,2 ,85 .0006 3,_
•95 ,0003 121,6 ,0018 235.5 0019 "116,6 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0152 12_.2 .01_6 308.5 ,0298 -53,7
,12 ,0130 125,7 ,0113 315,2 ,02_3 -_9,8
,20 .0162 135,0 .0109 306.7 ,0270 -_8.3
•35 ,0121 I_4.5 .0061 32_,_ ,0182 -35,5





P_INT NUMBER =298 MACH = ,782 RN . 2,218_10E6 ALPHA . ",00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK) - 2,04 DEG
g - 3,901KPA K - ,316 DELTA6 - 6,01DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 14,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0089 58,8 0062 -85,0 ,0144 "106,5 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0132 93,5 ,0083 253,3 0211 =94,3
•12 .0077 59.1 0064 -70.0 ,0128 -98.0 .12 *0106 I00,5 ,0Oh9 255.5 0161 -88.4
•20 ,01+1 6_.0 0085 -45.3 ,0187 -90.6 ,20 .0101 103,B .0030 245.4 0126 -84,8
• 30 ,0073 130.2 0110 -31,4 ,0181 -38,7 ,30 ,0070 113,8 .0019 215,1 0076 -80.1
• 35 ,0158 102,0 0125 -16,9 ,0244 -51,3 ,35 ,0071 127,1 ,0021 218,4 0074 -68,9
•45 ,0228 138,_ 0190 -7,5 ,0400 "26,1 ,45 ,00_9 I08,6 ,0016 251,3 0063 -80,4
,50 ,0258 146,_ 0223 2,5 ,0457 "16,9 ,50 ,0057 117,5 ,001_ 255,4 0066 -69,6
•60 ,0322 168,6 ,0251 6,5 10566 -3,6 ,60 ,0037 155,9 ,0002 Z01,6 ,0036 -26,0
,70 ,0376 183,7 ,0274 13,1 ,0648 7,6 ,70 ,0033 153,ff ,00Oh 146,7 ,0028 "25,6
•75 ,0386 190,8 ,0259 18,0 ,0644 13,7 ,75 ,0010 170,5 ,0010 188,9 ,0003 "91,4
•85 ,0315 24.7 ,85
•90 ,0151 "104,9 ,90
,95 ,0176 206,8 ,0187 39.4 ,0361 33,3 ,95 .0005 109,4
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0070 6_,3 ,0053 294,9 ,0112 -9_,I CHORD 7 ,05 ,0117 81,8 ,008_ 239,5 ,0201 "i07,8
,12 ,0059 70._ ,0074 -41,0 ,0111 "71,0 ,12 ,0087 88,5 ,0064 234,8 ,0145 "105,7
,20 ,0096 82,3 ,0096 314,0 ,0173 -71,7 ,20 ,0054 86,8 ,004_ 236,6 ,0093 "I06,3
•35 ,0199 113,6 ,0150 "16,5 ,0318 =45,2 ,35 ,0035 110,9 ,0018 273,0 ,0053 -75,1
•60 ,0316 170.4 ,0236 9,3 ,0545 "1,6 °60 ,0038 152,6 ,0007 209,3 ,0035 "37,7
•75 ,040_ 191.1 ,0152 27,7 ,0551 15,6 ,75 ,0004 139,2 ,0006 222,4 ,0007 "I02,2
•85 ,0238 225,3 ,85 ,0009 21_,9
•90 ,0192 233,7 ,0113 63,0 ,0304 57,1 ,90 ,0012 211,5 ,0073 11,0 ,0084 13,9
•95 ,0164 207,1 ,95 ,0015 194,0 ,0073 263,5 ,0070 -85,_
CHORD 3 05 ,008_ 66,7 ,0056 -7B,7 ,0134 -99,5 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0102 87,7 ,0072 245,1 ,0170 -I01,6
12 ,0083 70,2 ,0081 -64,6 ,0152 -87,5 ,I_ ,0080 93,4 ,0047 235,2 ,0121 -100,5
20 ,0110 80,8 ,0103 -44,0 ,0189 "72,5 ,20 ,0067 100,7
75 ,0368 195,8 ,0106 28,8 ,0_72 18,7 ,75 .0012 128,9 ,0009 202,4 ,0013 "95,085 ,0086 145,9 ,85
90 ,013_ "134,6 ,90
,95 ,0035 39,0 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0110 71,2 ,0083 -82,0 ,0188 -97,3 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0095 85,2 ,0071 234,2 ,0160 "I08,1
,12 ,0080 73.5 ,0086 -55,4 ,0150 -80,I ,12 ,0077 89,6 ,0052 232,6 ,0123 "i05,_
,20 ,0170 85,6 ,0103 -36,9 ,0241 -73,4 ,20 ,0055 93,9 ,0044 227,_ ,0090 -I06,7
,35 ,0213 117,5 ,0116 -1_.0 ,0303 -45,8 ,35 ,0030 102,5 ,0040 213,1 ,0058 -117,5
• 60 ,0266 181,2 ,0012 248,4 ,0262 "1,2 ,60 ,0019 119,6 ,0010 153,7 ,0012 "88,1
,75 ,0129 199,6 ,0016 40,2 ,0144 21,8 ,75 ,0012 112,7 ,0009 174,9 ,0011 -113,2
•B5 ,OO8_ 199,4 ,0005 48,0 ,0089 21.0 ,85 ,0009 119,b
•95 ,0005 104,4 ,OO0_ 121,9 ,0002 "111,4 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0152 86,6 ,009_ 271,8 10246 -91,4
,12 ,0142 91,7 ,006_ 293,9 ,0203 -81,4
,20 ,0186 106,4 ,006_ -38.1 ,0241 -64,7
.35 ,0138 136,3 ,0038 295,1 ,0174 -4B,3







POINT NUMBER -299 MACH - .782 RN - 2,218_10E6 ALPHA - -,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK) - W,02 DEG
Q • 3.90W KPA K . ,105 DELTA6 • 6,00 OEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 4.99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0112 149,5 ,0138 "25,9 0249 -27,9 CHOR0 6 ,05 ,0290 -208,8 ,0208 "29,5 ,0498 -29,1
,12 ,0105 148,0 ,0155 -19,9 0259 -24,8 ,12 ,0216 -207,5 ,0157 "27,5 ,0373 -27,5
•20 ,0208 148,3 ,0193 -13,3 0395 -22,8 ,20 ,0198 -205,1 ,00_9 "21,3 ,0286 -23,9
,30 ,0079 164,2 ,0236 "8.3 0315 -10.2 ,30 ,0126 -209,1 ,00U0 "24,S ,0206 -27,5
,35 ,0242 158,9 ,0245 -6,8 0484 -13,9 ,35 ,0105 -216.1 ,0078 "25,I ,0182 "31,4
•45 ,0332 170.2 ,0378 "2,1 0708 -5,7 ,45 .0120 -218,9 .0063 "19,9 ,0171 -33,1
•50 ,0389 171,2 ,0453 ,4 0840 -3,8 ,50 o0108 -212.7 .0040 "18,8 ,0147 -29,0
,60 ,0504 179.4 ,0w77 3,7 0980 1,5 ,60 ,0089 -195,4 ,0010 "17,8 ,0099 -15,6
•70 ,0626 184,0 ,0509 6,7 1134 5,2 .70 ,0044 -175,6 ,0007 "20,_ ,0051 1,2
,75 ,0681 187.1 ,0_72 9,5 1152 8.1 .75 ,0026 -139.4 ,00_2 "32,2 ,0038 7.6
•85 ,0541 13,0 .86
•90 ,0299 200,8 ,90
•95 ,0566 184,0 ,0304 19,9 ,0862 9,5 ,95 ,0015 -161,9
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0146 I_1,3 ,0149 -27,0 ,0293 -32,8 CHORD 7 ,U5 ,0271 152,1 ,01_1 "34,9 ,0_51 -30,7
,12 ,0101 141.6 ,0159 -18,8 ,0256 -26.4 ,12 0204 150,6 ,0124 "34,8 ,0328 -31,4
,20 ,0167 147,3 ,0218 "II,2 ,0379 -20,6 .20 0133 154,0 ,009_ "29,0 ,0227 -27,3
•35 ,0260 156,5 ,0291 "5,1 ,0544 -13,7 ,35 0128 131,6 ,0060 "31,H ,0186 -43,1
•60 ,0505 177,9 .0_38 2,9 ,0943 ,2 ,60 0065 143,8 ,0009 _59,6 ,0074 "39,1
•75 ,0628 188,9 ,0273 10,3 .0901 9,4 ,75 0020 176,5 ,0008 "44,8 ,0026 -14,8
•85 ,0245 211.8 ,85 0009 214,7
,90 ,0284 200,7 .0121 28,9 ,0404 23.2 .90 0005 229.6 ,01_3 6,3 ,0127 7,8
,95 ,0482 182,7 ,95 ,000# 326.1 ,0102 "106.6 ,Ol01 -I08,9
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0141 1_4,7 .0157 -23,5 ,0296 -29.1 CHORE 8 ,05 ,0227 -212,2 ,0183 "32,5 ,0_10 -32,3
,12 ,01_2 144,5 ,0203 -19.6 ,0342 -26,2 ,12 ,0167 -214,4 ,0120 "30,3 .0286 -32,7
•20 ,0141 150.0 ,0248 -13,2 ,0386 -19.3 ,20 ,0126 -218.1
•75 ,0615 189,4 ,0181 15,2 ,0795 10,7 ,76 ,0024 -183,3 ,0011 "39.2 ,0033 -14,0
•85 ,0148 163,6 ,85
•90 ,0308 192,9 ,90
,95 ,0157 163,2 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 '0210 148,6 ,0221 "21,3 ,0429 "26"2 C_ORO 9 ,05 0190 -216,2 ,Olbb "43,8 .0345 "39"6
• 12 ,0140 149,4 ,0225 "13,7 ,0361 "20"2 '12 0139 -217"2 ,0120 "41,3 ,0259 "39'1
,20 ,0262 153,5 ,0245 "12,4 ,0503 -19,7 ,20 0108 -219.5 ,0090 "37,_ ,0199 -38,4
•35 ,0317 164,3 ,0259 -2,0 ,0573 "9,6 ,35 0075 -210,4 ,0053 "27.4 ,0128 -29,1
•60 ,0370 175,7 ,0009 4,6 ,0379 -4,1 ,60 0046 -219,1 ,0008 4,9 ,0052 "33,1
•75 ,0266 186.2 .0029 29,1 ,0293 8,4 .75 0029 -196,6 .0006 "8.5 .0035 -15,1
•85 ,0146 187,8 ,0027 9,6 ,0173 8,1 ,85 0015 -169,0
,95 ,0017 110,4 ,0001 114,0 ,0016 -69.9 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0297 150,7 ,0289 "25,8 ,0585 -27,6
,12 ,0257 151,1 ,0210 -24,6 ,0467 "27,0
,20 ,0344 155,6 ,0160 "20,3 ,0504 -23,1
•35 ,0239 167,1 ,0130 "13,4 ,0368 -13,1





POINT NUMBER =300 MACH = ,780 RN " 2,216_IOE6 ALPHA = ",00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK) " #,02 DEG
Q = 3,886 KPA K - ,211 DELTA6 _ 6,02 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 10,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0167 97,4 0133 -65,7 0297 -75 1 CHOR_ 6 05 ,0298 "242,1 .0225 B95,4 .0523 -63,2
• 12 ,0137 10#,9 0130 -53,6 0262 -64 6 12 .0229 -239,5 ,0178 298,1 ,0407 -60,5
,20 "0276 113.6 0160 -41,8 0#27 "57 # 20 ,0197 -235,5 ,0107 304,2 ,0304 -55,6
,30 ,0222 131,1 0195 -26*5 0#09 -38 5 30 ,0144 "225,4 ,0081 307,5 ,022# -47,9
,35 *0259 136,8 0229 -17,8 0475 -31 3 35 ,0117 -225,8 ,0076 305,# ,0192 -49,3
• #5 ,0357 156,4 0360 -7,3 0709 "15 # #5 ,013B -217,7 ,00#9 301,4 ,0185 -#3,1
,50 ,0#12 162,2 ,0426 "3,5 ,0831 -10,6 ,50 ,0118 -229,9 ,0033 302,7 ,0150 -51,5
,60 ,0525 175,0 ,0471 #,3 ,0992 -,6 ,60 .00#1 "221,0 ,OOU6 314,6 ,0047 -41,6
• 70 ,0636 183,2 ,0512 9,0 *1146 5,8 ,70 ,004# -173,7 ,GO0# 280,7 ,0045 1-1
• 75 ,0715 188,1 ,0473 12,9 ,1187 10,0 ,75 ,0037 -158,5 ,0019 291,8 ,0041 -6,4
,85 ,0569 21,3 ,85
•90 ,0322 -146,1 .90
•95 ,0532 186,3 ,0334 33,1 ,0844 16,6 ,95 ,0011 -256,9
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0159 106,6 ,0152 -51,7 ,0306 =62,8 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0256 116,7 ,0193 "63,0 ,0449 -63°2
•12 *0112 112,0 ,0157 -37,6 ,0260 -50,2 ,12 ,0190 120,8 ,0137 "61,6 ,0327 -60°2
,20 ,0116 129,7 ,0234 -31,6 ,03#6 "37,8 ,20 ,0121 118,9 *00_9 "57,9 ,0210 -59°8
,35 ,0273 143,1 ,0298 "9,8 ,0554 -22,7 ,35 ,007# 115,# ,0062 "56°b ,0125 -61,2
•60 ,0513 178,6 ,0462 #°8 ,0974 1,5 ,60 ,0020 140,2 ,0022 -17,9 ,0041 -28,3
•75 ,0656 190,6 ,0293 18,0 ,09#7 12,9 ,75 ,0013 131,8 ,0017 "15,1 ,0029 -29,I
,B5 ,03#0 227,9 ,85 ,0013 I#9,7
•90 ,03#2 217,3 ,0175 #6,6 ,0515 40,5 ,90 ,0009 166,6 ,0145 8,6 ,0153 7,#
• 95 ,0473 187.5 ,95 ,0008 22#,8 ,0010 51,3 ,0017 48,#
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0169 111,4 ,01## -58,2 ,0312 -63,8 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0256 -250°7 °0183 290,7 ,0438 m70°_
,12 ,0179 111,9 ,0187 -49,7 ,0362 -58,7 ,12 ,0170 -2#4,9 ,0119 291,0 ,028R -66,6
• 20 ,0137 131,9 ,0202 -41.7 ,0339 -44,3 ,20 ,01#0 -235,2
,75 ,0610 191,8 .0179 22,5 ,0787 1#,2 ,75 ,0018 "213,8 ,0014 298,_ .0031 -#5,6
•85 ,0178 15#,8 ,85
•90 ,0319 201,4 ,90
•95 ,0151 156,4 ,95
CHORD # ,05 '0236 112,7 ,0196 "56,1 0#31 "62,2 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0219 "255,9 ,016# 282,0 ,0383 "76°B
,12 ,0165 116,3 ,0193 -44,3 0353 "53,2 ,12 ,0166 "255,0 ,012_ _81,1 ,0288 -76,7
,20 '0277 128,9 ,0212 "34,8 0485 -44,0 ,20 ,0117 "253,1 ,0089 281,8 ,0205 -75°3
•35 ,0354 I_4,5 ,0233 "17,8 0581 "28,# ,35 ,0070 "233,2 ,0049 282,_ ,0116 "63,3
•60 ,0408 176,7 ,0029 -88,5 0#12 =7,3 ,60 ,00#3 "243,_ ,0009 294,7 ,0052 -63°6
•75 ,0231 186,! ,002C #3,0 0247 8,9 ,75 ,002# "23#,8 ,0009 306,0 ,0033 -5_16
• 85 ,0151 190.R ,0007 31,3 0157 11,7 .85 ,0003 -201,5
• 95 ,0008 109.4 .0011 109,9 0003 111,2 .95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0283 123,3 .0288 -51.8 ,0571 -54,2
12 ,0257 124.0 .0815 -45,4 ,0470 -51,1
20 ,0298 135,8 ,0182 -41,9 ,0481 -43,7
35 ,0203 151,3 ,0119 -29.3 .0323 -2_,9






POinT NUMBER =301 _ACH • ,78w RN = 2,219_10E6 ALPHA - -,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 |PEAK! • 4,01 DEG
G • 3,926 KPA K - ,315 D_LTA6 = 6,04 OEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 15,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0125 _8,9 ,0098 -66,4 0189 "103 I CHORD 6 ,05 ,0271 -274,6 ,011_ 259,8 ,0442 -96,8
,12 ,0103 W9,1 ,0125 -54,7 0180 -88 6 ,12 ,0203 -269,0 ,0130 260,3 ,0332 -93,2
•B0 ,0182 58,2 ,0182 -43,5 0282 -82 6 ,20 ,0182 -260,5 ,00_6 259,_ ,0265 -87,0
,30 ,0124 -231,2 ,0222 -25,3 0338 -34 5 ,30 ,0159 -251,5 ,00bb 270,1 ,0222 -76,8
,35 ,0282 -267,8 ,0267 -20,3 0457 -55 1 .35 ,0126 -2_9.8 .005_ a75,S ,0183 -74.4
,45 ,0421 "229,7 ,0397 "6,6 0761 -28 8 ,45 ,0116 -247,1 ,00_0 277,8 ,015_ "70,9
,50 ,0467 "216,9 ,0_68 "1,I 0889 -19,0 ,50 ,0096 -2_9,6 ,0032 271,9 ,0126 -7_,2
,60 ,0565 "194,9 ,0W88 6,5 1035 "5,0 bO ,0084 -233,7 ,0014 278,7 ,0097 -57,6
,70 ,0666 "176,7 ,053_ 13,1 1195 7,7 70 ,0045 -226,8 ,0010 267,4 ,0052 -54,b
,75 ,0711 -171,3 ,0507 19,3 121_ 13,1 75 ,0029 -198,8 ,0021 267,5 ,0040 -48,9
•85 ,0594 28,3 85
•90 ,0428 -137,1 90
•95 ,0590 -171,0 ,0380 43,1 ,0930 22,3 95 ,0016 -259,9
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0138 53,5 ,0107 -59,1 ,0205 -97,7 CHORD 7 ,0b ,0231 74,0 ,013U m110,0 ,0360 "107'4
• 12 ,0109 63,1 .0141 -42,7 ,0200 -74,2 .12 ,0170 79,0 ,00_8 "107,9 .0258 -103,4
,20 ,0187 73.4 ,0189 -37,3 ,0309 -71,7 .20 ,0130 85,I ,0068 "I06,7 ,0188 -98,5
,35 ,0351 I11,5 ,0288 -14,1 ,0569 -4_,2 ,35 ,0101 101,5 ,0032 "88,8 ,0133 -81,0
,60 ,0596 -188,9 ,0452 9,6 ,103_ -,9 ,60 ,0072 113,5 ,0010 "119,6 ,0078 -72,3
•75 ,0668 -164,4 ,0307 27,2 ,0971 19,2 ,75 ,0013 -190,3 ,0006 "131,6 ,0011 -40,5
•85 ,0432 -121,7 ,85 ,0011 159,7
,90 ,0422 -133,0 ,0216 -299,9 ,063_ 51,4 ,90 ,0011 136,3 ,0138 18,8 ,0143 14,8
•95 ,0_94 -167,0 ,95 ,0015 146,2 ,0006 "_36,3 ,0009 -18,7
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0118 51.7 ,0125 -69,5 ,0212 -98,0 CHORB 8 ,05 ,0207 81,3 ,01_6 260,7 ,0353 -99,0
,12 ,0127 5F,7 ,0178 -54,7 ,0257 -81,8 ,12 ,0173 -275,9 ,0100 _57,_ ,0273 -98,2
,20 ,0183 66,8 ,0198 -39,1 ,0304 -74,5 ,20 ,0154 -270,2
•75 ,0636 -166,3 ,0214 33,1 ,0841 18,6 ,75 ,0029 -210,5 ,0014 251,8 ,00_0 -75,9
•85 ,0198 138,9 ,85
•90 ,0364 -152,2 ,90
• 95 ,0141 150,1 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0176 64,3 ,0151 -67,2 ,0299 -93,4 CHOR_ 9 ,05 ,0195 68,2 ,0157 240,5 ,0351 "115,2
•12 ,0130 66,0 ,0167 -48,3 ,0250 -76,5 ,12 ,0158 73,8 ,0111 240,0 ,0268 -111,9
,20 ,0321 77,1 ,0211 -32,8 ,0440 -76,2 ,20 ,0113 79,9 ,0079 242,6 ,0190 "I07,2
•35 ,0377 -2_8,5 ,0236 -10,9 ,0541 -46,9 ,35 ,0065 -273,0 ,00_7 252,3 ,0111 -99,2
,60 ,0470 -184,9 ,0006 225,3 ,0466 -5,5 ,60 ,0046 -265,9 ,0014 282,5 ,0059 "83,9
•75 ,0237 "167,9 ,0041 54,9 ,0268 18,1 ,75 ,0032 -249,6 ,0013 276,2 ,0045 -73,6
• 85 ,0156 -166,5 ,0022 62,8 10171 19,2 ,Sb ,0025 -227,0
•95 ,0009 -266,7 ,0002 72,1 ,0008 -82,1 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0263 87,8 ,0182 -77,9 ,0442 -86,4
•12 ,0238 91,4 ,0130 -62,8 ,0360 -79,6
,20 ,0372 I03,6 ,0108 -46,2 ,0468 -69,8
,35 ,0243 134.8 .0080 -39,4 ,0323 -43.7





P_ZNT NUMBER =301 MACH = *785 RN = 2,22_10E6 ALPHA = 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELIA6 IPEAK! • 2,01 DEG
Q = 3,9_3 KPA K = ,10_ DELTA6 • ,07 OEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY = _,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0135 "230,7 .0078 "27,5 ,0209 -42,2 CHORD 6 *05 ,0159 -22_,2 ,0112 =43,6 ,0271 "_'0
,12 ,0101 "22W,3 ,0091 "_1,1 ,0188 "33,3 ,12 ,0202 "223,_ ,009_ =45,1 ,0296 "#3"9
•20 ,0115 "213,6 ,0108 "19,1 ,0222 -26,6 ,20 ,0585 -222,1 ,008_ =$5,_ .0668 1_2,5
,30 ,0189 "213,2 ,0124 "11,6 ,0307 =24,6 ,30 ,0795 -214,8 ,0070 =38,7 ,0865 -35,1
•35 ,0285 "208,8 ,0133 =9,8 ,0412 -22,7 ,35 ,0691 -211,9 ,0066 "35,_ ,0756 "32"_
•45 ,0353 -194,7 ,0220 =9,2 ,0573 -12,6 ,45 ,0279 -#0,2 ,0062 =32,9 ,0217 137,7
•50 ,0340 "187,5 ,0256 "6,_ ,0597 -7,0 ,50 ,0137 -4_,6 ,0061 =32,S ,0078 126,1
,60 ,0349 "179,2 ,0269 ,2 ,0618 ,6 ,60 ,0046 -134,6 ,0038 =26,1 ,0069 13,7
•70 ,0480 "174,9 ,0312 4,6 ,0792 4,9 ,70 ,0039 -202,8 ,0020 "2_,2 ,0059 -22,6
•75 ,0616 "176,1 ,0356 5,5 ,0972 4,5 ,75 ,0020 -214,3 ,00E2 =26,5 ,0042 -30,4
•85 ,0304 12,8 ,85
•90 ,0182 "168,7 ,90
•95 ,0091 "166,1 ,0199 13,5 ,0291 13,7 ,95 ,0017 -63,8
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0099 138,6 ,0095 -_9,1 ,0193 -35,4 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0159 134,8 ,0106 =37,0 ,0264 -_I,9
•12 ,0078 14_,2 ,0115 -18,5 ,0191 -25,5 ,12 ,0222 137,2 ,0094 "35,1 ,0316 -_0,5
•20 ,0149 143,3 ,0125 =15,5 ,0270 -27,1 ,20 ,0695 I_0,2 ,0070 =34,7 ,0764 -39'3
•35 .0448 151,1 ,0177 "$,5 ,0614 -22,1 ,35 ,0205 -N6,0 ,0051 =35,7 ,0155 130,6
•60 ,0361 "177,7 ,0251 -,8 ,0612 1,1 ,60 ,0065 -127,_ .0028 =39,7 ,0069 29,2
•75 ,052_ "175,3 ,0248 5,8 ,0772 5,1 ,75 ,0020 -208,2 ,0016 =35,9 ,0036 =31,6
•85 ,0453 "172,4 ,85 ,0025 -207,8
,90 ,0230 "168,2 ,0165 10,2 ,0395 11,1 ,90 ,0022 -201,6 .0108 -8,5 ,0129 -10,6
,95 ,0135 "165,9 ,95 ,0012 -196,1 ,0006 =27,6 ,0018 -19,8
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0091 "217,6 ,0094 "21,2 ,0184 -29,2 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0136 =225,_ ,0110 "43,9 ,0246 -44,7
• 12 .0071 "220,7 *0109 -14.9 ,0175 -25,0 .12 .0244 -224.2 .0090 "_2.6 ,0334 -_3,8
•20 ,0161 -228,2 ,0120 -15,4 ,0270 -34,2 .20 ,0588 -223,8
•75 ,0456 "176,3 ,0212 5,4 ,0667 4,3 ,75 ,0033 -2_0,0 ,0017 "19,8 ,0047 -46,7
,85 ,0162 8,0 ,85
,90 ,0222 "177,9 ,90
•95 ,0082 18,3 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,010_ "_15,8 ,0108 -17,6 ,0208 -26,4 CHORD 9 ,05 0184 -226,6 ,00_9 =45,8 ,0_84 -_6,3
•12 ,0109 "220.I ,0126 -17,2 ,0231 -_7,8 ,12 0320 -222,9 ,0077 "46,8 ,0397 -W3,7
,20 ,0120 "921,2 ,0130 "11,6 ,0242 -25,8 ,_0 0709 -221,9 ,0060 "44,8 .0769 "42'I
•35 ,1365 1212,8 ,0166 -17,0 ,15_4 "31,1 .35 0083 -37,4 ,00W1 =_7,3 ,0043 152,1
•60 ,0306 -174,4 ,0010 10,7 ,0316 5,7 ,60 0064 -2_6,9 .000S "38,3 .0073 -_5,9
•75 ,0135 "176,0 ,0C56 "1,3 ,0190 2,4 ,75 0013 -244,5 ,0005 "17,3 ,0017 "51,_
•85 ,0083 "179,3 ,0046 2,8 ,0129 1,5 ,85 0007 6,8
•95 ,0013 "235,4 *0009 "64,5 ,002_ "59,0 ,95
CHOHD 5 ,05 ,0196 142,6 ,0146 "28,2 ,0341 -33,4
•12 ,0182 142,1 ,0113 -26,1 ,0294 -33,4
•20 ,0386 141,5 .0114 -26,7 ,0498 -35,9
•35 ,1420 "_04,6 .0094 -30,5 ,1513 -25,0





o TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER 1305 MACH = .781 RN = 2,216_10E6 ALPHA = 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK) = 2,01 DEG
= 3.912 KPA K = o211 DELTA6 = *08 DEG OSCILLATING FNEUUENCY = 10,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LO_ER CR DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAU PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD i ,05 ,0120 -255,7 0067 300,7 ,0186 -69,8 CHORD 6 ,0b 01_5 -257,3 ,0058 =93,6 ,0240 -83 9
12 ,0117 -25_,8 0072 308,1 ,0185 -66,1 ,12 0255 -252,6 ,0075 "91,3 ,0327 -76 8
20 ,0167 -256,7 0107 -38,8 ,0259 -62,1 ,20 07_3 -251,1 ,0066 =87,9 ,0807 "72 5
30 ,0215 -2_5,2 0107 -36,2 ,031_ -55,6 ,30 0331 -193,5 ,0062 =85,_ ,0355 =23 0
35 ,0353 -235,6 0111 "30,I ,0_55 -&9,6 ,35 0235 -85,5 ,0061 =85,5 ,017_ 9_ 5
_5 ,039_ -195,6 0212 -7,7 ,060_ -12,9 ,_b 0036 -209,1 ,0067 =81,3 ,008_ -61 5
50 ,0363 -190,5 0239 -7,3 ,0602 -9,2 ,50 ,0010 -105,8 ,0053 =83,8 ,00_5 -79 2
•60 ,0389 -182,7 0250 -,7 ,0639 =1,9 ,60 ,00_ -183,2 ,0030 "85,M ,0056 -31,7
•70 ,0512 "176,0 0307 _,8 ,0819 a,3 ,70 ,0022 -125,7 ,001_ "91,7 ,0013 18,0
•75 ,0627 -17&,9 0355 6,9 ,0982 5,8 ,75 ,002_ -11_,0 ,0018 =88,0 ,0011 18,9
,85 031_ 19,1 ,85
•90 ,0201 -153,8 ,90
•95 ,0111 -I_5,2 ,0192 21,3 ,0302 26,3 ,95 ,0013 -I08,_
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0090 I00,7 .0089 -60,3 ,0176 -69,9 CHORD 7 °05 ,0127 91°_ ,O101 =80,0 .0227 -8_°8
•12 ,0079 93,9 ,0105 -50,_ ,0175 =65,7 ,12 ,0187 89,8 ,00_3 =79,5 ,0279 -86,7
•20 ,0113 89,3 ,0111 -37,7 ,0200 -6_.5 .20 ,07_2 90.0 ,0076 =84,2 ,0818 -89,_
•35 ,0_31 -236.5 ,0155 -27,7 ,0572 -_8,9 .35 ,012_ -99,6 ,0060 "77,2 *0072 61,9
•60 ,0375 1181,8 ,02_3 -2,0 ,0619 -I,9 ,60 ,0005 -187,0 ,0033 "63,3 ,0036 -56,9
•75 ,0505 "17_,4 ,0255 8,3 ,0759 6,5 ,75 ,0035 72,7 ,0018 =59,_ ,00_9 -91,3
,85 ,0437 -170,0 ,85 ,0025 50,7
•90 ,0217 -163,a ,0)7_ 17,0 ,0391 16.8 .90 ,0021 _9,6 ,0106 "7,9 ,0095 -18,9
•95 ,012_ -158,9 ,95 .0011 _0,0 ,O00a =32,1 ,0011 -116,9
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0105 "260,0 ,0070 297,7 ,0172 -72,9 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0130 -261,5 ,0101 "98,Z .0228 =88,8
•12 ,0088 "262,5 ,0098 -_5,1 ,0176 -62,8 ,12 ,0271 -255,7 ,0079 =98.b *03_5 -80,8
•20 ,0171 "262,9 ,0108 -43,9 ,0263 -68,0 ,20 ,1022 -2_6,_
•75 ,0&63 "173,5 ,0205 7,6 ,0667 6,9 ,75 ,0019 -12_,5 ,0013 "112,2 ,0007 35,1
•85 ,0151 I_,8 ,85
• 90 ,0225 "168,2 ,90
•95 ,0C72 29,6 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0102 "262,0 ,0081 302,7 0178 -71,1 CHORD 9 °05 ,0152 -265,7 ,O0_ =96,8 ,0215 -90,0
•12 ,0116 =261,8 ,0096 -47,5 0203 -66,3 ,12 ,0296 -259,_ ,0072 =103,2 ,036_ -81,0
•20 ,016_ "260,9 ,0121 -33,8 0262 =61,1 ,20 *0213 -239,9 ,0056 "106,3 *0255 -69,1
,35 ,1503 -237,9 ,01_5 "28,_ 1631 -55,_ ,35 ,00_9 =13_,0 ,00_7 "10_,9 ,0022 -2_,9
,60 ,023_ "167,0 ,0008 256,5 0230 11,1 ,60 ,0013 -72,9 ,001_ =130,_ ,0013 169,_
•75 ,0159 -165,5 ,0039 "2,_ 0197 11,2 °75 °003W -I05,3 ,0002 "178,0 ,0033 80°5
•85 ,0090 =163,5 ,0029 -_,8 0117 11,& ,85 ,0037 =98,1
•95 ,0039 =167,1 ,0019 -21,_ 0055 2,0 .95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0182 =255,5 ,0125 =63,9 ,0305 -70,8
• 12 ,0176 102,0 ,0096 -58,0 ,0268 -71.0
•20 ,04_7 98,6 ,0097 -56,0 ,0536 -76,9
• 35 ,0690 =223,6 ,0086 -58,8 ,077_ -_5,3





POINT NUMBER m306 MACH • ,786 RN - 2,228_1026 ALPHA = 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 {PEAK) = 2,05 DEG
Q • 3,951 KPA K = ,314 DELTA6 = ",00 DEG OSCILLATING FNENUENCY = 15,01 HZ
UPPER CP LO_ER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LO_ER CR DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0077 14,3 ,0049 -60,I ,0080 "129,4 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0099 52,9 ,006_ "120,6 ,0163 "124,6
,12 ,0074 15,1 ,0061 -56,3 ,0079 "118.3 ,12 ,0133 52,2 ,005_ -119,8 ,0187 "125,5
,20 ,0114 36,2 ,0076 -53,1 ,0136 "109,9 ,20 ,0367 54,3 ,00_7 "119,3 ,0413 "125,0
,30 0183 56,8 ,0109 -30,8 ,0209 "92,0 ,30 ,0482 76,4 ,0042 "116,2 ,0523 "I04,6
•35 0277 73,1 ,0117 -25,5 ,0316 -85,4 ,35 ,0730 87,4 ,0040 "119,3 ,0766 -94,0
•45 0519 115,6 ,0193 "13,5 ,0658 "51,2 ,45 ,0249 -114,4 ,0030 "116,3 ,0219 65,9
,50 0499 143,5 ,0230 -10,7 ,0714 =28,5 ,50 ,0129 -114,_ ,0032 "110,9 ,0097 64,5
•60 0446 "191,3 ,0245 1,5 ,0687 -6,8 ,60 ,0O5O 153,5 ,0024 °99°# ,0062 -48,5
,70 0525 "179,6 ,0306 8,9 ,0829 3,5 ,70 ,0018 I01,8 ,0015 "87,4 ,0033 -82,4
•75 0650 =175,2 ,0362 10,2 ,I011 6,7 ,75 ,0006 I02,2 ,0015 "87,4 ,0021 -84,6
,85 ,0359 19,6 ,85
•90 ,0212 -150,2 ,90
.95 .0119 "141.5 .0205 28.1 .0322 31.9 .95 .0013 195.3
CHORD 2 ,05 0066 €I,0 ,0053 -B0,0 ,0104 "113,2 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0115 56,1 ,0082 "128,6 ,0198 -125,9
• 12 0061 41°6 .0070 -70.5 .0109 "101.6 .12 .0161 55.6 .0071 "128.9 .0231 "125.8
.20 0115 45.4 .0085 -50.5 .0149 -100.2 .20 .0500 60.3 .0067 "12,.2 .0556 "120.1
• 35 0480 81,9 ,0136 -26,0 ,0538 -84,2 ,35 ,0132 231,1 ,0045 "123,8 ,0088 48,5
•60 0456 179,9 ,0232 I°0 ,0688 ,3 ,60 ,00_2 I04,I ,0021 "101,8 ,0062 -84,3
,75 0536 188,5 ,0249 11°8 ,0785 9,6 ,75 ,0005 136,5 ,001_ "98,7 ,0017 -84,6
•85 0467 195°3 ,85 ,0006 78,7
,90 0251 20_,7 ,0171 25,8 ,0422 25,1 ,90 ,0006 63,7 ,0087 "2,6 ,0085 -6,2
•95 0156 209,9 ,95 ,0002 107,0 ,O00b "86,9 ,0007 -83,6
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0070 27,6 ,0048 -65,1 ,0087 "118,8 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0091 48,9 ,0073 "132,0 ,016_ -131,5
•12 ,0060 29,7 ,0066 -57°6 ,0087 -100,8 ,12 ,0163 49,7 ,0053 "131._ ,0217 -130,6
,20 ,0157 29°6 ,0097 -44,7 ,0161 "114,7 ,20 ,0313 51,9
•75 ,0492 "173,7 ,0203 12,5 ,069_ 8,1 ,75 ,0011 77,8 ,0012 "99,3 ,0023 -100,7
•85 ,0152 19,6 ,85
,90 ,0232 "168,2 ,90
•95 ,0081 37,1 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 10061 _8,2 ,0059 -63,1 ,0099 -98,0 CHOR_ 9 ,05 ,0158 _2,9 ,0065 "132,2 0223 "135,7
•12 ,0082 _0,O ,0079 -52,6 ,0116 -97,3 ,12 ,0252 45,6 ,00_9 "134,3 0301 -134,4
,20 ,0102 #0,3 ,0088 -42,7 ,0127 "95,9 ,20 ,0601 50,9 ,0038 "130,7 0639 1129'2
•35 ,1220 66,6 ,0112 -25,7 ,1230 "108,2 ,35 ,0101 204,9 ,0030 "131,6 0074 15,6
•60 ,0402 "185,1 ,0008 -127,5 ,0398 "6,2 .60 ,0024 118,3 ,0016 "112,5 0037 -81,4
•75 ,0164 -171,0 ,0629 13,9 ,0193 9,8 ,75 ,0021 89,0 ,0008 "97,4 0028 -92,7
•85 ,0099 -170,5 ,0022 12.5 ,0120 I0,0 ,85 ,0010 115,7
•95 ,0046 "177,5 ,0C02 -106,1 ,0046 -,& ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0139 67,0 ,0073 -98,1 ,0211 "107,9
•12 ,0138 63,9 ,0056 -90,9 ,0191 "108,9
•20 ,0302 59°8 ,0058 -87,9 ,0352 "115,1
,35 ,1463 90°2 ,0046 -77.0 .1508 -89,5






POINT NUMBER -307 MACH • ,7RC RN = 2,217_IOE6 ALPHA = 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK; - 4,03 DEG
g = 3,907 KPA K - o105 DLLTA6 - ",02 DEG OSCILLATIrJG FREQUENCY - 5,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAU PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0201 135.5 ,016_ -22,7 ,0359 -34,7 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0323 141o2 ,021_ =34,U 0537 -36,9
o12 ,0203 134,5 ,0179 -24°3 ,0375 -35,6 ,12 o0713 142,0 ,0161 "34,4 0874 -37,3
• 20 ,0314 139,7 ,0228 -21,0 ,053_ "32,2 ,20 o1173 142ol ,0132 "35,0 1305 -37,6
,30 ,0426 1_5,6 ,0261 -12.4 ,0676 -26,0 ,30 ,0621 -204,4 ,0106 =35,_ 0725 -26,0
,35 ,0640 150.3 ,0283 -10,4 ,0912 -23,8 ,35 ,0313 -52o9 ,00_5 "36,O 022_ 120'i
•45 '0641 171,5 ,0_15 "5,5 ,1056 "7,3 .45 ,0129 144,9 ,0076 =30,O 0204 -33,2
,50 ,0639 174,3 ,0497 "3.8 ,1136 -4,9 ,50 °0090 -193,9 ,0013 "28,7 0161 -20,5
,60 ,0717 178,6 ,0521 ,5 ,1238 -,6 ,60 ,0019 -170,1 o0041 -20,4 0058 -10,9
,70 ,0968 181,4 o0615 3,2 ,1584 2,1 ,70 ,0023 143,1 ,0OIM "5,2 0040 =22,9
• 75 ,1217 182,3 ,0719 3,9 ,1936 2,9 ,75 °0024 136,3 ,0024 "16,2 0047 "30,1
•85 .0682 7.2 o85
•90 ,0372 191,7 ,90
,95 ,0196 195,0 ,0359 11,2 ,0555 12,5 ,95 ,0016 124,3
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0210 145,6 ,0190 "20,9 ,0398 -2B,0 CH_RO 7 ,O5 ,0284 i40,7 ,O121 "38,8 0455 "39,2
•12 ,0176 143,9 ,0236 -20,7 ,0407 -27,5 o12 ,0506 141,3 ,0151 m37,3 0658 -38,4
,20 ,0197 140,9 ,0238 -15,1 ,0425 -26,0 ,20 ,1397 142,7 ,011_ "38,5 1514 -37,3
•35 ,0696 156,5 ,0323 "11,2 ,1013 -19,6 ,35 ,0163 -54,5 ,0OS9 "34,_ 0085 104,7
,60 ,0719 180,8 ,0485 o3 ,120a ,6 ,60 ,0059 182o3 ,0035 "30,3 0090 -9,6
,75 ,1023 182,6 ,0511 4.2 ,1534 3,1 o75 ,0039 159,6 ,O016 -14o8 0055 -18,8
.85 ,0830 185,5 ,85 ,0024 174,2
•90 ,0397 189,9 ,0345 8,4 ,0742 9,2 ,90 ,0019 177,2 ,0_32 "4o3 ,0252 -4,2
o95 ,0249 192,_ ,95 .0013 185,9 ,01_3 "132,3 .0133 "128,5
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0184 140.5 ,0189 -28,9 ,0372 -34,1 CHORD 8 05 ,0287 138,2 ,01_2 u41,1 ,0_79 -41,5
,12 ,0163 138o9 ,0229 -24,0 ,0387 "31,1 12 ,0640 13_,9 ,Olab =40,3 ,0785 -41,0
•20 ,0275 136,7 ,0256 "17,# ,0517 -30,8 20 ,1896 139o4
•75 ,0894 182,9 ,O_lO 4,0 ,1304 3,3 75 ,0043 129,4 o0017 "2,4 ,0056 -37,3
o85 ,0282 7,1 85
.90 ,0407 184.9 90
• 95 .0063 33,1 95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0229 144,5 ,0232 -24,2 ,0459 -29,8 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0363 136,3 ,0169 =37,7 ,0521 -41,9
,12 ,0239 141,4 ,0259 -21,7 ,0492 -29,8 ,12 ,0744 139,2 ,0114 "36,6 ,0858 -40,3
,20 ,0403 139,5 ,0269 -16,3 ,0658 -30,8 ,20 ,06_8 139,5 oOO_ m31,5 o0731 -39,5
,35 ,1763 152,7 o0302 -8,7 ,2051 -24,6 ,35 ,0073 112,9 ,0055 "30,3 ,0126 -50,9
•60 ,0473 178,1 ,0007 -32,2 ,0478 -2,3 ,60 ,0031 =202,4 ,0016 304,3 ,0045 =33,7
,75 ,0295 183,7 ,0091 1,0 ,0386 3,1 ,75 ,0009 115,_ ,0OO_ 293,6 *0013 -65,2
,85 ,0165 187,7 ,0069 3,7 ,0234 6,5 ,85 ,0016 -46,9
• 95 ,0032 121,1 ,0015 -56,8 ,0047 -58,2 .95
CHORD 5 ,05 o0425 145,8 ,0262 -28,5 ,0686 "32,0
•12 ,0458 144,6 ,0199 "25,0 ,0655 "32,3
•20 ,1297 I44,7 ,0208 "24,9 ,1502 "33,9
,35 ,0348 183,3 ,0174 "23,0 ,0510 "5o4





POINT NUMBER -308 MACH - ,784 RN = 2,227_10E6 ALPHA = 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPE&K) = W,03 DEG
Q - 3,940 KPA K = ,210 DELTA6 • ",02 DEG OSCILLATING FREWUE_CY - 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG pHA_E MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0256 95,1 0123 -65,2 0374 -78,5 CHORD 6 ,05 *0296 94,6 ,0215 878,5 ,0511 -83,8
•12 ,0226 93,7 0149 -54,3 0361 -73,7 ,12 ,0489 95,7 ,0163 278,9 ,0652 -83,5
•20 ,0305 96,6 0185 -45,7 0465 "69,3 ,20 ,1256 97,6 ,0139 279,1 ,1395 "82,3
•30 ,0432 110,2 0218 -32,1 0620 "57,4 ,30 ,1220 118,2 ,0109 278,8 ,1323 -63,4
•35 ,0658 119,0 0257 -25,9 0881 "51,3 ,35 ,0227 -122,7 ,0100 280,9 ,0169 33,2
•45 ,0778 156,5 0388 -16,5 1164 "21,2 ,45 ,0058 -113,2 ,0083 287,1 ,0054 -28"5
•50 ,0740 165,5 0462 "11,5 1202 "13,3 ,50 ,0062 "169,3 ,0074 288,7 ,0103 -34,8
•60 ,0783 278,0 0514 -2,0 1297 "_,O ,60 ,0035 178,7 ,0042 290,4 .0064 -39'0
•70 ,0978 182,6 0614 3,9 1592 3,1 ,70 ,0057 156,9 ,0018 292,8 ,0071 =33'2
•75 ,1221 184,8 0710 5,9 1931 5,2 ,75 ,0035 156,2 ,0028 289,3 ,0058 -44,6
•85 0691 13,5 ,85
•90 ,0399 204,9 ,90
•95 ,0226 -148,0 ,0380 20,3 ,0603 24,6 ,95 ,0008 "159,3
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0224 91,6 ,0157 "60,5 *0370 "77,0 CHOR0 7 *0_ *0277 91 9 ,01bb "85,6 0432 -87,2
•12 ,0197 91,1 ,0194 "53,7 ,0372 "71,4 ,12 ,0459 92 9 ,0143 180,9 0601 -85,6
,20 ,0243 92,8 ,0217 -43,5 ,0427 "66,7 ,20 ,1446 99 9 ,0117 179,0 1562 "80'0
,35 ,0812 127,5 ,0290 "22.6 .1073 "44,7 .35 *0247 -95 3 ,0093 "76,1 0162 73,8
•60 ,0754 "181,4 ,0494 ",3 ,1248 "I,0 ,60 ,0058 118 9 ,0036 "83,8 0092 "69"9
,75 ,1026 "174,7 ,0507 6,0 ,1534 5,5 ,7b ,0022 -190 5 ,0015 "83,6 0030 "39'I
•85 ,0829 "169,3 ,85 ,0020 -169,6
•90 ,0403 "161,8 ,0342 15,3 ,0745 16,9 ,90 ,0020 -168,4 .0209 "7,8 ,0227 -6,1
•95 ,0262 "158,7 ,95 ,0019 -167,7 ,0163 157,8 ,0148 153,6
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0206 92,5 ,0158 "63,3 ,0356 "77.0 C_0RD 8 ,05 .0258 87,0 .01_6 272,4 ,0443 -90,8
•12 ,0171 91,8 ,0182 "53,7 ,0338 "70,4 ,12 ,0525 91,3 ,0140 273,1 ,0666 -88,3
,20 ,035_ 92,0 ,0207 "43,1 ,0522 -71,7 ,20 ,1836 95,6
•75 ,0896 187,0 ,0399 5,7 ,1295 6,6 ,75 ,0025 I_7,0 ,0020 267,1 ,0043 -70,4
,85 ,0276 11,9 ,85
•90 ,041_ 192,8 ,90
,95 ,0086 46,7 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0219 96,4 ,0203 -60,5 ,0414 "72,5 CHOR0 9 ,05 ,0324 86,9 ,0177 272,1 ,0501 -91,3
•12 ,0237 93,7 ,0227 "51,6 ,0442 "69,3 ,12 ,0653 90,I ,0129 269,5 .0782 "90,0
,20 ,0323 93,8 ,0237 -42,8 ,0522 "68,0 ,20 ,0853 92,7 .00_b 272,4 ,0949 -87,3
•35 ,2470 118,6 ,0265 "26,6 12692 "58,2 ,35 ,0052 I09,3 ,0064 272,4 ,0114 -80,0
,60 ,0540 182,1 ,0018 -82,2 ,0542 ,3 ,60 ,0034 176,4 ,0019 256,E ,0035 -34,7
•75 ,0293 191,6 ,0074 "I0,6 ,0362 7,2 ,75 ,0008 120.b ,00US 248,3 ,0015 -85,7
•85 ,0175 194,5 ,0052 -I0,8 ,0223 8,7 ,85 ,0007 -70,9
•95 ,0017 122,1 ,0037 -29,8 ,0052 "38,5 ,95
C_ORD 5 ,05 ,039_ I04,6 ,0222 "67,2 ,0615 "72,4
• 12 ,0417 I01,8 ,0171 -60,4 ,0582 -73,1
•20 ,1259 I01,4 ,0173 -56,7 ,1_21 -76,0
• 35 ,1007 -217,2 ,0148 -52,7 ,1151 -39,2





POINT NUMBER =309 MACH - .782 RN - 2,223_10E6 ALPHA • 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELIAB {PEAK) . WoO2 DEG
G • 3,926 KPA K - ,315 DELTA6 • ",03 DEG OSCILLATING FREUUENCY - 15,01 HZ
UPPER CP LeWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LUWEN CR DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHA_K MAU PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD i ,05 ,0173 36,3 ,0088 -80,8 ,0227 -123,5 CHORO 6 ,05 ,0250 61,7 0163 "118,_ ,0WI3 -118,3
•12 ,0196 2812 .0106 -6315 ,0225 -123o7 ,12 ,05W1 67,8 0122 "ti7,W ,0663 -113,Z
•20 ,029W 39,5 ,015W -50,4 ,0331 -112,8 ,20 ,I036 67,4 0105 "115,9 ,1138 -112,9
,30 ,0402 67,5 ,0198 -34,9 ,0484 -88,9 ,30 ,0597 120,0 00_3 "114,3 ,0649 -65,9
,35 ,0672 R_,8 ,0237 -29,1 ,0798 -79,5 ,35 ,0326 22_,4 0076 -113,6 ,025W 43,1
,45 ,0852 136,9 ,0368 -16,2 ,1192 -35,1 ,W5 ,0066 130,0 00b_ "109,W ,0111 -78,6
•50 ,08_5 151,1 ,0_49 -10,9 ,1280 -22,7 ,50 ,0071 150,9 0056 "108,9 ,0098 -63,0
•60 ,0838 172,6 ,0495 ,6 ,1330 -4,5 ,60 ,0082 139,6 0035 "97,1 ,0103 -55,5
,70 ,1015 182,0 ,0608 7,W ,1621 W,0 °70 ,0061 133,8 O01W "77,8 ,0073 -51,9
•75 ,1244 185.2 ,0713 9,6 ,1955 6,8 °75 ,00_9 132,7 00_0 "96,6 ,006W -61,1
,85 ,0703 20,0 ,85
,90 ,0420 210,5 ,90
•95 ,0245 -I_2,9 ,0393 28,7 ,0636 31,9 ,95 ,0017 171,1
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0156 46,4 ,012W -77,5 ,0248 -I09,0 CHORB 7 ,05 ,02W3 56,2 ,0120 "122,8 ,0363 "123,_
,12 ,0157 46,4 ,0155 -66,7 ,0261 -100,4 ,12 ,0W16 60,4 ,0107 "120,6 ,0523 -119,8
,20 ,0205 55,6 ,0191 -50,4 ,0317 -89,0 ,20 ,1185 70,4 ,00_5 "118,7 ,1266 -110,2
•35 ,0822 10117 ,0291 -28,8 ,I035 -66,0 ,35 ,0167 -134,2 ,0059 "110,9 ,0115 3W'_
•60 ,0826 -183,7 ,0W83 ,3 ,1309 -2,2 ,60 ,0035 -235,7 ,0020 "92,5 ,0053 -69,0
•75 ,I029 -173,5 ,0502 10,0 ,1530 7,6 ,75 ,0031 -219.4 ,0009 "65,7 ,0039 -45,2
•85 ,0834 -%65,9 ,85 ,0024 -227,6
•90 ,0W09 -156,0 ,0350 24,5 ,0759 25,3 ,90 ,0019 -225,0 ,0190 -2,9 ,0205 -6,3
,95 ,0286 -154,3 ,95 ,0018 -22_,7 ,0007 61,2 *0017 -21,8
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0146 &1,9 ,0092 -73,7 ,0203 "11_,0 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0215 57,9 ,0149 "124,1 ,0363 -122,9
•12 ,0134 37,1 ,0135 -58,W ,0199 -100.6 ,12 ,0514 60,5 ,0110 "124,2 ,062W -120.3
•20 ,0271 37,8 ,0176 -46,7 ,0308 -I07,7 ,20 ,1679 70,1
,75 ,09_6 187°4 ,0392 11,4 ,1307 8°6 ,75 .0028 $44,8 ,0015 "11_,6 °0034 -60,3
•85 ,028_ 21,0 .85
,90 ,0424 194,4 ,90
,95 ,0104 5_,9 ,95
CHORD _ 05 _0144 52,8 ,0120 -68,4 ,0230 "I00,7 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0278 46,3 ,0129 -130,8 ,0406 "132,8
1_ ,0176 47,9 ,0152 -57,3 ,0261 -97,9 ,12 ,06_ 55,8 ,00_7 "13_,7 ,0720 "125,_
20 ,0279 46,5 ,0175 -41,7 ,0325 "I00,9 ,20 ,0508 71,1 ,00_7 =132,0 ,0580 -111,9
35 ,2225 83,6 ,0_17 -22.2 ,2294 -91,2 ,35 ,00_5 161,0 ,0052 "135,2 ,0051 -83,b
60 ,0593 185,1 _0020 -133,6 ,0578 3,8 ,60 ,0040 1_7,7 ,0012 "157,b ,003_ -48,9
75 ,0310 190,0 ,0060 16,1 ,0370 11,0 ,75 ,0035 161,2 ,_003 -144,2 ,0033 -22,9
85 ,0180 189,1 ,0046 12,2 ,0226 9,7 ,85 ,0030 177,5
95 ,0087 189,1 ,0018 -18,8 ,0103 _,5 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0334 69,7 ,0161 -84,9 ,0485 "102,1
•12 ,0388 67,1 ,0125 -75,1 ,0_93 -103,9
• 20 ,1240 65,9 ,0131 -72,5 ,1341 "110,_
,35 ,0916 -208.1 .0101 _67.2 ,0996 -31.7





POINT NUMBER =310 HACH = ,780 RN = 2,220_I026 ALPHA = 2,05 DEG OSCZLLATZNG OELTA6 (P£AKI - 6,01 DEG
= 3,908 KPA K = ,105 DELTA6 - ,01 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LO_ER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HA_ PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0317 "217,3 ,0224 "26,6 ,0539 "32,9 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0472 140,6 ,0332 "38,9 ,OB04 =39,2
,12 ,0300 "220,4 ,0262 -22,3 ,0555 -32,0 ,12 ,1066 140,0 ,0256 =37,_ ,1321 -39,6
,20 ,0461 -220,4 ,0327 -19,0 ,0775 "31,5 ,20 ,1456 141,5 ,0219 "37,2 ,1675 -38,3
,30 ,0671 "211,2 ,0382 -14,0 ,1042 =25,0 .30 .1225 155.7 ,017S "36,3 .1400 -25,8
,35 ,0917 -205,7 ,0431 =13,1 .1341 -21,7 ,35 ,0249 =7_,8 ,016_ "36,9 ,0156 64.8
,_5 ,0935 -190,I ,0627 -8,5 ,1561 "9,5 .45 ,0054 140,7 ,0133 =34,2 ,018B =35,7
•50 +0944 "184,9 ,0737 -5,9 ,1680 "5,3 ,50 ,0070 69,5 ,0119 "32,9 ,0150 -60,1
•60 ,I072 -181.9 ,0775 ",7 ,1B_7 "1,_ ,60 ,0040 151,4 ,0069 +27,4 ,0109 "27,B
,70 ,1394 "178,8 ,0925 2,€ ,2318 1,7 ,70 ,0063 175,9 ,0030 =I0,3 ,0092 -6,1
,75 ,1748 -177,4 ,I066 3,4 ,2813 2,9 ,75 *0049 174,8 ,00#4 "20,7 ,0092 "12'#
,85 ,i010 8,5 *B5
.90 ,053_ -167.1 .90
•95 ,0310 -16#.5 ,0559 II,6 ,0868 13.0 ,95 ,0019 183,#
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0297 138,9 ,0277 331,1 ,0570 "35.2 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0440 139,6 02_1 319,5 0720 -40,_
• 12 ,0277 140,2 ,0339 335,1 ,0610 =31,6 ,12 ,0807 141.2 0261 320.2 1058 -39,0
•20 ,0338 142,3 ,0361 °21,6 ,0692 =29,4 ,20 ,1864 145,0 0195 322,B 2059 -35,2
•35 ,0953 157,5 ,0504 -I_,0 ,1#53 "19,6 ,35 0128 -#9,8 0150 325,2 0042 16,7
•60 ,1053 181,3 ,0746 ,I ,1799 ,B ,60 0052 13#,2 00b9 326,8 0110 -39,1
,75 ,1_75 183,2 ,0753 #,2 ,2228 3,6 .75 0050 143,3 002# 332,2 0074 -33,8
,85 ,112_ 185,8 ,85 0032 136,6
,90 ,0598 189,4 .0503 9,1 ,1102 9,3 ,90 0025 13#,9 *0329 "3,6 ,03#8 -6,3
,95 ,025_ 197,# ,95 0023 14#,2 ,0008 13_,9 ,0015 -30,6
CHORD 3 05 ,0312 "220,2 ,0277 -25,9 ,058# "33,5 CHORD B ,05 ,0410 136,7 ,0296 "39,9 ,0705 -41,9
12 ,0262 "220,9 ,0335 -22,9 ,0590 "30,8 ,12 ,0939 137,5 *022_ "39,7 ,1162 -41,9
20 ,0418 -222,4 *0378 -19,# ,0779 -31.5 ,20 ,2571 140,8
75 ,1257 =176,7 ,061_ 3,7 ,1871 3,4 ,75 ,0053 151,3 ,0026 =31,# ,0077 -29,6
85 ,0#05 7,2 ,86
90 ,0626 "17#,7 ,90
95 ,0087 33,6 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,03#0 "217,7 ,0353 -28,0 ,0691 -32,8 CHORD 9 ,05 °0529 133,8 ,0257 "44,# ,0786 -_5,6
• 12 0354 "220,1 ,0397 -2#.7 ,0744 =31.9 .12 ,1113 137,5 .01B9 "46.0 ,1301 -_3.U
• 20 0643 -220,2 ,0_10 -21.3 ,1039 -32,9 ,20 ,0986 143.1 ,0138 "_5,# ,1123 -37,9
•35 2146 "205,9 ,0_46 -13,0 ,2582 -23,7 ,35 ,007_ 137,1 ,0101 "43,1 ,0175 -43,0
•60 0726 "179,8 ,0008 25,8 ,0733 ,4 ,60 *0058 116,3 ,0026 "##.9 ,0083 -57,9
,75 0430 -177,_ ,01_0 1,5 ,0571 2,3 ,75 ,0025 103,6 ,0008 "37,9 ,0032 -67,5
,B5 0253 "173,8 ,0107 2,3 ,0360 5,1 ,8_ ,0018 -11,9
,95 0119 "175,0 ,0G21 -65,9 ,0128 -3,9 ,95
CHORD 5 *05 0631 I#4,9 ,0_15 330,1 ,1045 -33,0
•12 07_3 144,0 ,0316 333,8 ,1056 -33,1
,20 1610 145,0 ,0322 335,3 ,1928 -33,3
• 35 0903 165,2 ,0263 335.1 ,1163 "17,1







POINT NUMBER -311 MACH = ,78? RN . 2,22_IOE6 ALFHA = 2,05 DEO OSCILLATING DELTA6 {PEAK) = 6,01DEG
- 3,92W KPA K - ,210 OELTA6 - -,01 D£_ OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LUWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MA_ PHASE MA_ PHASE HAG PHASL
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0377 96.1 ,0208 -67,9 ,0580 -78.2 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0441 96,2 ,0325 "8_,3 ,0765 -8W,1
,12 ,0352 93,2 ,0239 -56,W ,0571 -7W,6 ,12 .0888 97,4 ,02_6 "83,5 ,113W -82,8
,20 ,0_90 98,5 ,0286 =_7,1 ,07_ -68,9 ,20 ,1_50 I00,7 ,0210 "82,3 ,1660 -79,7
•30 ,0662 113,6 ,0331 -35,0 ,0_60 -56,1 ,30 ,1455 121,1 ,017_ "78,0 ,1618 -58,2
,35 ,0969 124,3 ,0391 -28,1 ,1328 -W7,9 ,35 .0263 169,5 ,016_ "76,7 ,0361 -35,0
,W5 ,1121 -206,1 ,0590 -15,3 ,1704 -22,4 ,_5 ,013_ -96,1 ,0137 "75,b ,00_8 ,9
,50 ,1110 -196,0 ,0708 -II,1 ,1817 -I_,1 .50 ,O09W 210,0 ,01_6 "73,6 ,0138 -32,1
,60 ,1145 -182,7 ,0776 -2,2 ,1921 -2,5 ,50 .0076 150,_ ,0077 =70,3 ,01_3 -50,0
•70 ,1_63 -178,5 ,0930 3,5 ,2392 2,3 ,70 ,0059 153,4 ,0036 "68,1 ,0089 -42,3
•75 ,1803 -176,1 ,I070 5.a ,2873 _,4 ,75 ,00_B 166,_ ,0048 "73,0 ,0083 "_3'_
•85 ,i029 13,6 ,85
•90 ,0582 -156._ ,90
,95 ,0350 "151.7 ,0572 19,0 ,0919 22,5 ,95 ,0019 -135.1
CHORD 2 .05 ,0308 89.7 ,0231 -58.6 0519 -76.8 CHORD 7 ,05 .0396 93.3 0262 =86,0 *0658 -86,b
•12 ,0258 89,5 ,0282 -50,_ 0507 m69,5 ,1_ 0617 94,1 0Z38 "84.5 ,0855 -85,5
•20 ,0392 89.9 .0322 -42,6 065_ -68,8 ,20 1752 97,6 01_3 "83,5 ,1934 -82,5
,35 ,1190 125,0 ,0_6 -22,8 1586 -_6,_ ,35 0W01 -98,0 01_3 "81,6 ,0267 73,3
•60 ,1182 -180,3 ,0732 -1,_ 1913 -,7 ,60 0092 i_3,5 0011 "78,0 ,015_ -54,_
•75 ,1533 -17_,7 ,0751 6,1 228& 5,6 ,75 0036 1_,6 0035 "7_,1 ,0071 -63,6
•85 ,1163 "168,1 ,85 00_7 127,8
•90 ,0630 "161,5 ,0518 16,2 ,11_8 17,5 ,90 002_ 13_,8 ,0_99 "6,9 ,0317 -9,7
•95 ,0305 -150.6 .95 .00%6 15_,0 ,000b -92._ ,0019 -41,8
CHORD 3 05 ,0310 91.7 .02_5 -64._ ,0543 -77.8 CHOR8 8 .05 .0392 92,6 ,02_7 "89,1 .0679 =88,1
12 ,0261 91,8 ,0292 -55,8 ,0531 -71,1 ,12 ,0S00 93,8 ,0219 "88,6 ,i019 -86,7
20 ,0_74 91,8 ,0325 -_,6 ,07_ -70,7 ,20 ,2305 99,0
75 ,1301 "17_,5 ,0603 5,5 ,1905 5,5 .75 ,00_5 153,5 ,0036 =8_,9 ,0071 -52,2
85 ,0398 12,3 ,85
90 ,0633 -168,8 ,90
• 95 ,0107 -310,3 .95
CHORD W ,05 ,0320 9W,3 ,0306 -58,0 ,0607 -72,2 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0_92 88,2 ,0_W9 "9_,2 ,07m1 -92,6
•12 ,0347 92.9 .03W3 -49.2 .0652 -68,2 ,12 ,1013 91.9 .018_ _95.2 .1196 -89,1
,20 ,058_ 95,9 .0377 -39,9 ,089_ -67,1 ,20 ,1250 97,1 ,01_ _93,1 ,1392 -83,9
•35 ,2_19 120,4 ,0_24 -27.0 ,2785 -5_,9 .35 ,0022 -70,1 ,0113 "90,8 ,0093 -95,5
•60 ,08_7 "176,8 ,0020 -70,2 ,0853 1,9 ,60 .0031 162,9 ,00_1 -B_,_ ,0060 -56,2
•75 ,0_36 -172,5 ,0116 "7,0 ,0549 4,5 ,75 ,0018 120,2 ,0019 "86,2 ,0036 "73,5
•85 ,0267 -169,2 ,009_ "8,3 ,0357 5,9 ,85 ,0016 -I01,2
,95 ,0C23 118.7 ,0011 -92.3 ,0032 -71,0 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0578 I03,0 ,03_8 -65.9 ,0922 -72.8
•12 ,0583 I00,4 ,0262 -61,2 ,0836 -73,9
•20 ,1476 100,2 ,0262 -59,2 ,172_ -76,7
•35 ,207_ 128,5 ,0218 -52,7 ,2292 -51,6
,60 .0150 -151,0 ,0115 -60o2 ,0190 -8.2




POINT NUHBER =312 MACH = ,782 RN . 2,226_10E6 ALPHA - 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 tPEAK) - 6,00 DEG
O - 3,930 KPA K = ,315 DELTA6 • -,07 DEG OSCILLATING FREUUENCY • 15,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0253 40,7 ,0133 -74,2 ,0332 "117,9 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0358 -294,4 ,0225 "122,9 ,0582 "117,7
•12 ,0295 35,8 ,0176 "62,6 ,0365 "115,7 ,12 ,0797 -289,9 ,0172 "120.7 ,0966 "111,8
20 ,0W62 47.8 ,0242 "52,0 ,0557 "106,8 .20 ,1238 -291._ ,0147 "119,4 ,1384 -112,3
30 ,0643 77,9 ,0309 "35,6 ,0817 -81,8 ,30 ,0991 -255,4 ,0121 "114,4 ,1087 -79,4
35 ,0952 94,9 ,0360 "29,3 ,1192 -70,6 ,35 ,0401 -140,0 ,0111 -112,5 ,0306 30,W
45 ,1155 136,4 ,0565 -17,6 ,1680 -35,1 ,45 ,0050 -196,4 ,0088 "I06,6 ,0101 -76,7
50 ,1197 150,3 ,0699 "12,1 ,1875 -23,2 ,50 ,0060 -227,8 ,00_0 "I07,7 ,0122 -82,_
60 ,121_ 171,1 ,0755 ,I ,1963 -5,5 ,60 ,0092 -219,6 ,0048 "101,9 ,0123 "60,I
70 ,1477 180,9 ,0919 6,5 ,2393 3,0 ,70 ,0076 -238,7 ,0027 =91,6 ,0100 -67,1
75 ,1802 184,5 ,I055 8,5 ,2855 6.0 ,75 ,0060 -245,_ ,0034 -101,7 ,0090 -78,5
,85 ,I023 20,7 ,85
,90 ,0615 211,4 ,90
,95 ,0382 217,2 ,0590 28,6 ,0970 32,0 ,95 ,0018 -195,7
CHORD 2 ,05 0241 "313,6 ,0185 "77,9 ,0378 "109,8 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0330 -303,8 ,01_3 "123,6 ,0513 "123'7
.12 0236 "315,2 ,0232 "64,5 ,0382 "100,2 ,12 ,0552 -300.7 ,016_ "122,0 ,0714 -121,0
.20 0329 "307.5 .0265 "50.1 ,0466 -93,7 ,20 .1553 -293.0 ,0125 "122,0 ,1677 "113,7
,35 1096 -254,6 ,0421 -28,8 ,1422 -62,4 ,35 0241 -140,0 ,0098 "113,5 ,0159 24,1
•60 1222 "183,6 ,0715 -,0 ,1936 -2.3 ,60 0064 -228,9 ,0044 "I07,4 ,0095 -72,4
•75 1513 "173,9 ,0752 9,4 ,2264 7,2 ,75 0036 -246,7 ,0021 "109,3 ,0053 -82,1
• 85 1157 "165,2 ,85 0027 -238,0
• 90 ,0643 -155,2 ,0521 23,5 ,1165 24,2 ,90 0021 -225,0 ,02B3 "4,9 ,0300 -7,5
• 95 ,0313 -144,4 ,95 0019 -220,1 ,0003 "160,1 ,0018 -48,1
CHORD 3 .05 ,0222 _6,5 ,0156 -74,1 ,0329 "I09.5 CHORD 8 .05 ,0309 -304,0 ,0209 -127,7 ,0517 "125.5
•12 ,0222 43,1 ,0214 -58,4 ,0337 -98,5 ,12 ,0728 -300,3 ,0160 "127,9 ,0887 "121,7
,20 ,0402 44,9 ,0276 -48,1 ,0500 "I01,6 ,20 ,2199 -292,_
,75 ,1313 186,7 ,0590 10,5 ,1902 7,9 ,75 ,0032 -232,2 ,0023 -123,E ,0045 -81,1
,85 ,0_00 21,9 ,85
,90 ,0629 195,6 ,90
,95 ,0139 66,3 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0251 55,2 ,0199 "67,9 0396 -99,9 CHORD 9 .05 0388 -310,7 ,0186 "I_0,I ,0572 "133 7
,12 ,0287 51,1 ,0245 -56,5 0430 "95,9 ,12 0860 -303,7 ,01_O "140,6 ,0995 "126 0
•20 ,0581 55,2 ,027_ "_3,9 0581 "I01'_ ,20 0761 -293,b ,01U6 "138,1 ,0858 "116 b
•35 ,2127 92,0 ,0351 "23,7 2302 "80,1 .35 0056 -241,3 ,0076 "136,0 ,0106 "105 3
•60 ,0867 18_,8 ,0017 "117,2 0858 3,8 ,60 0057 -264,E ,0028 "143,9 ,0075 "103 0
•75 ,0452 188,6 .0098 10.7 0550 9.0 .75 0021 "213,5 ,0010 "1_9,_ .0019 "61 0
,85 ,0273 187,8 ,0073 11,9 0346 8.7 ,85 0023 -174,0
,95 ,0128 189,5 ,0C31 "13,5 0157 5,1 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0472 -291,3 ,0233 -88,3 ,0692 -103,7
,12 ,0578 -292,3 ,0176 -78,7 ,0731 "IOW,6
,20 ,I_58 "291,0 ,0175 -7W,7 ,1603 "I07,3
,35 ,1272 -235,7 ,0I_ -67,7 ,1414 -56,9






POINT NUMBER m31_ MACH = ,781 RN - 2,220_IOE6 ALPHA = 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELIA6 {PEAKI = 2,00 DEG
Q . 3.932 KPA K - ,105 DELTA6 - 3.0_ DES OSCILLATING FREqUEnCY - 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LeWEH CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C NAG pHASE MAU PHA_E MAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0106 138,6 ,0083 -9,5 ,0181 -27,5 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0132 -220,5 ,0108 "32,7 ,02_0 -37 1
•12 ,0118 13B,5 ,0088 -B,9 ,0199 -27,7 ,12 ,0161 -220,9 ,00_6 "33,8 ,02_6 -38 4
•20 ,01_W I#1,4 ,0110 -7,2 ,02#5 -25,0 ,20 ,0470 -219,9 ,0070 "34,7 ,05_0 -39 3
•30 ,0177 146,2 ,0117 -14,3 ,0290 -26,0 ,30 ,0898 -212,0 ,006_ "37,7 ,0960 -32
,35 ,02_ 151,_ ,0116 -11,6 ,0357 -23,1 ,36 ,02_0 -182,5 ,0066 "41,1 ,0286 "9 b
•_5 ,0351 167,0 ,0193 -5,_ ,05_2 -10,3 ,_5 ,0147 -37,# ,00_ "W6,8 ,0100 I#7 1
,50 ,0330 175,0 ,0228 -2.6 ,0558 -_,0 ,50 .0100 -8,0 ,00_b "_5.2 ,0070 -165
,60 ,0320 179,9 ,024_ 1,1 ,056_ ,4 ,60 ,0040 =59,8 ,0031 "39,3 ,0015 75,0
•70 ,0_38 "176,2 ,0285 _,7 ,0723 #,I ,70 ,0036 -209,7 ,0017 "31,4 ,0053 -30,2
,75 ,0567 "174,5 ,0310 5,5 ,0877 5,5 ,75 ,0027 -198,9 ,0019 "34,7 ,00_6 -25,b
,85 .0326 10.0 ,85
,90 ,0100 -148,6 ,90
,95 ,0080 "151,7 ,0180 15,8 ,0258 19,6 ,95 ,001_ -112,9
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0095 1_,9 ,0081 33_,0 ,0175 -30,9 C_ORg 7 ,05 0129 132,2 ,00_3 316,3 ,0212 -_6,2
,12 ,0066 13_ 4 ,0101 336,3 ,0164 -32,3 ,12 0188 131,5 ,0067 316,7 ,0255 -#7,1
• 20 ,0107 126 _ ,0113 339,1 ,0211 -36,8 ,20 0572 130,2 ,0051 312,1 ,0623 -29,7
• 35 ,0275 1_3 7 .0136 1.8 ,0391 -23,9 ,35 0147 -56,5 ,00_0 316,0 ,0108 118,9
• 60 ,0336 183 0 ,0219 2.8 ,0555 2,9 ,60 0011 9_,9 ,0031 311,8 ,00_0 -57,3
,75 ,0_60 184 3 ,0207 7,6 ,0667 5,3 ,75 0017 89,6 ,0017 310,2 ,0031 -70,1
,85 ,02_9 190 & ,85 0023 110,1
• 90 ,0136 196 0 ,0085 19._ ,0221 17,3 ,90 0028 112,1 ,00_2 358,_ .0096 -16,9
,95 ,0031 -32,8 ,95 ,0022 112,5 ,000_ _95,9 ,O0_b -66,9
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0083 139,9 ,0080 -I_,3 ,0159 -_7,_ CHORD 8 ,05 ,0118 -221,_ ,00_0 "42,4 ,0207 -_i,8
,12 ,0068 I_2,5 ,0107 -13,7 ,0171 -22,9 ,12 .0205 -221,0 ,0070 "_3,9 ,0275 -11,8
•20 ,016_ 14_,1 ,0119 -18,_ ,0280 -28,5 .20 ,0586 -220,3
,75 ,0_07 -172,8 ,0165 7,3 ,0572 7,2 ,75 .0013 -213,9 ,001W "2_,9 ,0027 -29,3
•85 ,0021 85.1 ,Bb
•90 ,01_5 -16_,6 ,90
,95 ,0120 177,3 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 0086 152,0 ,011& "19,9 ,0199 -23,_ CHOR_ 9 ,05 ,0152 -226,8 ,00S2 "38,9 ,0233 -_4,0
•12 0102 14_,8 ,0115 -18,7 ,0215 -26,5 ,12 ,0293 -222,9 ,0059 "40,4 ,0352 -_2,5
•20 0107 140,3 ,0125 -18,6 ,0229 -28,3 ,20 ,0564 -220,0 ,00W3 "38,8 ,0607 -39,9
• 35 1127 115,7 ,0137 -14,5 ,1256 -32,2 ,35 ,0033 -112,0 ,003_ "_2,6 .0038 11,_
• 60 0288 177,2 .0006 -$3,5 ,0293 -3,5 ,60 ,0010 13,_ ,001_ "29,6 ,0009 -77,8
,75 0118 "169,_ ,0038 _,6 ,0156 8,6 ,75 ,0003 -I_9,0 ,0009 "20,_ ,0012 -7,b
• 85 ,0071 "170,0 ,0029 1._ ,0100 7,5 ,85 ,0003 -55,3
•95 ,0032 175,6 ,0006 29_,8 .0035 "12"_ ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0160 1&1,1 ,0115 327,6 ,0275 -36,2
• 12 ,0158 137,6 ,0088 329,9 ,0245 -38,0
• 20 ,0261 135,8 ,0091 331,8 ,0349 -40,1
,35 ,1527 143,0 ,0081 3_1,1 ,1604 -36,1
•60 ,0089 "108,7 ,0037 329,_ ,0069 47,5




POINT NUMBER m315 MACH • .781 RN - 2,219_IOE6 ALPHA • 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 {PEAK) " 2'01 DEG
Q " 3,931 KPA K - '210 DELTA6 = 2,99 DEG OSCILLATING FREWUENCY " 10,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WE_ CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0080 "2_6,9 ,0052 298,6 ,0131 -6_,7 CHORB 6 ,05 ,0113 100,0 .007b "78.9 ,0188 -79,5
,12 ,0062 =2_2,4 ,0058 =_9,5 ,0120 -56,2 ,12 ,0128 98,9 .0058 "7_*0 ,0186 -78,9
,20 ,0090 -256,8 °0067 -38,9 ,01H9 -60,7 ,20 ,04_3 100,0 ,00#6 "72,3 ,0_8B -79,3
,30 ,0167 "25a,7 ,0081 "21,7 ,0226 -57,9 ,30 ,0763 11_,5 ,0043 "7_,2 ,0805 -65.9
,35 ,0228 -2_5,5 .0112 -21.5 ,0318 -51,3 ,35 ,0127 227,5 ,00_1 =78._ .0109 29,7
,_5 ,0422 "217,5 ,0173 -I0,8 ,0583 -29,8 ,_5 ,0076 -93,7 ,0035 "72,9 ,00_5 70,1
,50 ,0433 -198,6 ,0211 "H,6 ,0639 =1_,0 ,50 ,0087 -I09,S .003_ "61,8 ,0069 _8,8
,60 i0359 =177,7 ,0235 3,5 ,059_ 2,8 ,60 ,0002 32,9 ,0021 -'8,7 ,0021 -5H,O
•70 ,0481 -17_.7 ,0281 7,1 ,0762 6,0 ,70 ,0020 20_,I ,0013 -38,8 ,0028 ,_
•75 ,0612 -173.1 ,0309 9,8 ,0921 7,8 ,75 ,0017 198,0 ,O01b "39,9 ,0028 "9,_
•85 ,0328 15,9 ,85
,90 ,0117 -135,_ ,90
•95 ,0089 =141,0 ,0176 25,0 ,0263 29,7 ,95 ,0016 -97,8
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0083 "271,9 ,0067 m68,_ ,01_7 -81,_ CHORD 7 ,05 ,0120 -268.9 0101 m91,9 ,0220 "90"3
,12 ,0058 "276,4 ,008_ "53,9 ,0133 -71,0 ,12 ,0170 -269,S 0085 "91,7 ,0255 "90'_
•20 ,0096 "276,0 ,0098 "3_.9 ,0167 -65,2 .20 ,05_3 -266,9 0068 =89,9 ,0611 -87.2
,35 ,0286 "2_7,9 ,0139 "26,5 ,0_01 -5_,6 ,35 ,0175 =I01"2 0057 "90,8 ,0120 73'9
•60 ,0363 "179,2 ,0231 1,1 ,059_ ,9 ,60 ,0036 "230,_ 0030 "6_,8 ,0066 "56,9
•75 ,0482 "171,3 ,0217 7,9 ,0699 8.5 ,75 ,0012 -25_,8 0017 "60,7 ,0029 "66'_
• 85 ,0261 -162,2 ,85 ,0011 28,5
•90 ,01_7 -152,9 ,0087 27,8 ,023_ 27.3 ,90 .0020 -271.4 ,0089 "9,2 ,009_ -21,3
.95 ,00a& -52,1 ,95 ,0012 -268._ ,0007 "61.6 ,0018 -78,6
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0077 91,6 ,0062 299,9 ,0135 -75,9 CHORe 8 ,05 ,0111 93,3 ,0076 °92._ ,0187 -89,0
•12 ,006! 90,8 °0062 -HB,H ,0115 -68,6 ,12 ,0193 9_,_ ,OObS "91,6 ,0250 -87,0
•20 ,01_9 92,7 ,0077 -31,0 ,0202 -68,8 ,20 ,0551 95,3
•75 ,0_7 "170,7 ,015_ 11,5 ,0601 9,8 ,75 ,0015 13_,3 ,0009 "25,_ ,002_ -38,0
•85 ,0037 I0_,3 ,85
,90 ,01_9 "158,3 ,90
,95 ,0128 172,6 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0083 102,0 ,007_ 306,_ ,0157 -66,2 CHOR0 9 ,05 ,0151 86,i ,00_8 "86,8 ,0199 -92.1
•12 ,0098 93,2 ,0081 "_3,0 ,0167 -67,1 ,12 .0270 89,9 ,0037 "81,7 ,0306 -89.1
,20 ,0102 95,& ,0090 "26,3 ,0168 -57,_ ,a0 ,0_6 91,7 ,002b "73,0 ,0_71 -87,_
,35 ,058& 70.7 ,005_ 292,0 ,0625 -10b,0 ,35 ,0012 218,3 ,0012 "130,3 ,0002 -32,1
,60 ,03W5 -182,2 ,0_19 227,2 ,0333 -a.7 ,60 ,0030 -18.6 ,0005 "130,3 ,0032 169,1
•75 ,0130 -164,9 ,0011 1,5 ,01H1 I_,1 ,75 ,000_ 119,3 ,000_ I07,1 ,0001 1,7
•85 ,0C8! "159,6 ,0011 "5,1 ,0091 17,3 ,85 ,0009 -130,_
•95 ,0040 "160,0 ,000_ 226,_ ,0037 17,_ ,gb
CHORD 5 ,05 ,01_6 -2_8,3 ,0108 -68,9 ,025_ -68,6
• 12 .01a6 -256.8 ,0CRI -66,_ ,0227 -73,1
,20 ,0253 -263,8 ,0075 "6_,1 ,032_ -79,_
,35 .1458 -2_5,9 ,0061 -_8.3 ,1516 -65,2





o TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER -316 MACH • ,77_ RN . 2,213_10E6 ALPHA = 2,05 OEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK) = 2,02 DEG
Q - 3,883 KPA K - ,318 D£LTA6 - 3,03 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 15,01 HZ
UPPLR CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHAS£ MAU PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0100 46,5 ,0058 -91,0 ,01W8 -I18,2 CHSRD 6 ,05 0106 76,4 ,0053 234,1 ,0156 -110,9
,12 ,0097 36,8 ,0073 -73,2 ,01W0 -113,9 ,12 0186 75,4 ,0040 232,9 ,0223 -I08,b
,20 ,01_9 49,7 ,0085 -54,8 ,0189 -10_,4 ,20 0661 75,4 ,003_ 296,9 ,0693 -I05,5
,30 ,0176 79,2 ,0107 -34,8 ,02W0 -76,8 ,30 0213 154o8 ,0021 _W3,5 ,0214 -33,6
,35 ,0280 89,9 ,0130 -32,0 ,0365 -72,5 ,35 0189 -110,b ,0027 2_9,_ ,0162 69,5
,_5 ,0407 139,6 ,0172 -15,8 ,0567 -33,2 ,45 0011 66,7 ,0021 233,3 ,0032 -122,1
•50 ,0360 -207,0 ,0223 -8._ ,0577 -19,9 ,50 0015 103,8 ,00_I 222,3 ,0031 -112,O
,60 ,0384 -187,8 ,02_6 2,8 ,0627 -3,7 ,60 0016 91,3 ,0013 220,5 ,0027 -111,6
•70 ,0473 -177,1 ,0292 9,8 ,076_ 5,6 ,70 0013 I_4,8 ,0005 231,1 ,0013 -58,8
•75 ,0592 -173,1 ,0326 11,9 ,0917 8,7 ,75 0010 150,3 ,0007 2_3,9 ,0013 -63,2
,85 .0351 21,1 ,85
,90 ,0148 -129,6 ,90
,95 ,0108 -135,7 ,0197 33,& ,03O& 37,3 ,95 ,0003 -110,7
CHORD 2 °05 ,0075 56,5 ,0037 -52,3 ,009W -101,5 CHORD 7 ,05 0112 65,6 00SO -1_,B ,0186 -126,9
,12 ,0071 54,0 ,0065 -38.2 ,0098 -84,4 ,12 0201 69,2 0061 "1_4,9 ,0259 -119,1
,20 ,0087 53,0 ,0075 -35,2 ,0113 -85,6 ,20 0619 76,6 0062 "I_6,8 ,0665 -I07,1
,35 ,0418 92,9 ,0132 "14,1 ,0_73 -71,6 ,35 0087 212,8 O052 "I@6,8 ,0036 32,2
,60 ,0406 175,9 ,0211 5,9 ,0615 -,7 ,60 0032 158,2 0033 "138,W ,003W -81,0
,75 ,0502 188,_ ,0207 17,4 ,0707 11,0 ,75 0015 207,6 00_2 "136,7 ,0009 "110,I
,85 ,0287 204,3 ,85 0012 172,9
•90 ,0179 215,0 ,0099 -305,5 ,0275 _I,9 ,90 0010 17@,b ,0055 17,O ,0064 13,6
•95 ,0069 -75,_ ,95 0013 172,2 ,001b "150,O ,0010 -91,7
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0088 40,7 ,0068 -80,3 ,0137 -113,9 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0104 65,2 ,00_S 220,_ ,0149 -122,6
•12 ,0080 45,1 ,0075 -65,7 ,0128 -I01,5 ,12 ,0233 66,7 ,0037 217,9 ,0266 -117,2
,20 ,013_ 50,4 ,0092 -_9,5 ,0175 -98,4 ,20 ,0812 78,0
,75 ,0_4 -170,_ ,0166 14,2 ,0610 10,9 ,75 ,0004 -157,6 ,0006 199,_ ,0001 -169,3
•85 ,0053 88,3 ,85
•90 ,0177 -154,9 ,90
°95 ,0127 168,3 ,95
CH_RD 4 ,05 ,0079 55 7 ,0067 "77,5 ,013_ -102,9 CHORD 9 ,05 0108 45,8 ,0059 Z2_,9 ,0166 m13513
,1_ ,0109 52 9 ,007_ -63,9 ,0157 -102,1 ,12 0221 57,9 ,0043 216,3 ,0262 -125,6
•20 ,0179 51 2 ,0088 -_2,7 ,0205 -I03,_ ,20 0165 76,1 ,003_ _05,9 ,0187 "111,5
•35 ,1016 92 8 ,0101 -25,W ,1067 -82,4 ,35 0030 -148,0 ,00_6 209,9 ,0004 _6,0
•60 ,0272 -168 3 ,0009 -62,3 ,0274 9,9 ,60 0008 11W,8 ,0010 221,_ ,0015 -107,7
•75 ,0155 -167 I ,00_ "B,9 ,01B0 10,7 ,75 0010 107,3 ,0007 231,9 ,0015 -96,N
,85 ,0091 -167 3 ,0019 "I,0 ,0109 I0,_ ,85 0005 124,1
•95 ,00_8 -198 8 ,0602 208,4 ,0047 "20,2 .95
CH_RD 5 ,05 ,0139 74 3 ,0038 "106,6 ,0177 -105,9
.12 ,0167 71 6 ,0027 -98,0 ,0193 -107,0
•20 ,0526 69 6 ,0028 -99,3 ,0553 -I09,9
.35 .0522 162 3 ,0031 "131.0 .0511 "20.9
•60 ,0055 198 0 ,0028 "136,5 ,0032 -_,a




POINT NUMBER -318 MACH . ,781 RN - 2,229_10E6 ALPHA - 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 {PEAK) - 4,00 DEG
" 3,938 KPA K . ,105 DELTA6 n 3,00 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LDWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG pHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 0183 139,8 ,0158 -28,5 ,0339 -34,8 CHORB 6 ,05 ,0259 -220,5 0180 "39,1 0438 -39,9
,12 0172 141,2 .0179 -23,7 ,0348 "31,1 ,12 ,0347 -221,8 0141 "39,4 0487 "_1,1
,20 0246 138,4 ,0209 -17,2 ,0445 "30,4 ,20 ,1050 -221,1 0116 "37,ff 1165 -40,7
,30 0346 142,5 ,0236 "9,7 ,0565 -26.3 ,30 ,1514 -215,0 0104 "35,2 1618 -35,1
,35 049_ 147,7 .0253 -7,6 ,0731 -24,0 ,35 .0239 -187,6 0096 e35, 6 0327 -15,b
,45 0671 165.6 *0376 -4,4 ,1043 "I0,9 ,45 ,0206 -54,9 0082 "35,1 0131 112,9
,50 ,0672 172,8 ,0448 "2,8 ,1119 "5,5 ,50 ,0107 -57,3 0073 "34,5 0048 86,6
,60 ,0612 180,6 ,0493 1,3 ,1105 ,9 ,60 ,0008 -202,b 0045 "31,7 0052 -30,4
,70 ,0873 182,6 ,0576 4,3 ,14_9 3,3 ,70 ,0048 -195,2 0022 "2_,_ 0070 -18,1
•75 ,1086 183,7 ,0629 5,2 ,1715 4,2 ,75 ,0037 -201,7 0026 "32,5 0062 -26,2
•85 ,0642 8,3 ,85
,90 ,0207 204,1 ,90
•95 ,0186 196.4 ,0339 12,6 ,0525 13,9 ,95 ,0003 -67,7
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0177 1_0,6 ,0164 -25,3 ,0338 "32,6 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0237 137,5 ,0163 320,1 ,0400 -_1,4
,12 ,0131 137,_ ,0208 -22,7 ,0334 -30,4 ,12 ,0343 137,3 ,0146 320,5 ,0488 -_1,7
,20 ,0219 134,1 ,0229 "17,1 ,0433 "31,1 ,20 ,1099 137,7 ,0127 318.3 ,1226 -_2,3
,35 ,0573 I_7.5 ,0292 "7,4 ,0847 "2#,1 ,35 .0308 -51,8 ,009b 320,# .0215 122,9
•60 ,0616 180,1 ,0#55 ,7 ,1072 ,3 ,60 .0037 170,7 ,0049 327,6 ,0085 "22,4
,75 ,0930 183,8 ,0_22 4,4 ,1353 #,0 ,75 ,0023 146,3 ,0020 "28,0 ,0043 -31,1
•85 ,0559 188,9 .86 ,0030 139,5
•90 ,0320 19#,5 ,0182 12,2 ,0502 13,7 ,90 ,0023 1_1,2 ,0182 -6,4 ,0202 -9,9
• 95 ,0085 21#,0 ,95 ,0015 152,6 ,0002 13.0 o0017 -22,5
C_0RD 3 ,05 ,0162 139,8 ,0175 -26.2 ,0335 "32,9 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0247 -222,7 ,0173 "42,2 ,0419 -_2,5
•12 ,012_ 137,4 ,0207 -20,3 ,0326 "28,7 ,12 ,044_ -223,2 ,0134 "41o8 ,0578 -_2,9
•20 ,0289 133,9 ,0227 "13,7 ,0#96 -31,9 ,20 ,1482 -223,2
•75 ,0806 18#,2 ,0331 5,9 ,1137 4,7 ,75 ,0043 -228,8 ,0019 °38,4 ,0061 -45,6
•85 ,0062 31,3 ,85
•90 ,0276 190,3 ,90
•95 ,0098 -192,4 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0173 139,3 0209 -21,0 ,0376 "29,9 C_0RD 9 05 ,0316 -225,0 ,015_ "4_,7 ,0468 -4#,9
,12 ,0199 136,8 0236 -18,6 ,0#25 -29,8 12 ,0596 -224,4 ,0110 "#6,4 ,0707 -_,7
,20 ,0220 135,9 0252 -14,8 ,0#57 "28,4 20 ,0967 -223°i ,008# "_5,1 ,1052 -_3,2
,35 ,205_ 145,9 0267 -10,4 ,2301 -31,4 35 ,005# -183,0 ,0062 "36,0 ,0111 -20,6
,60 ,051_ 182.7 0013 16,5 ,0527 3,0 60 ,0033 -257,5 ,0023 "12,6 ,0047 -51,8
•75 ,024R 184,7 007_ 3,6 ,0326 4,4 75 ,0020 -240.i ,0011 2,5 ,0027 -39,0
,85 ,0161 190,3 0055 5,3 ,0216 9,0 ,85 ,0007 27,8
,95 ,0037 125,8 0028 -30,3 ,0063 -43,9 ,95
CHORD 5 05 ,0319 14#,4 ,0231 331,7 ,0549 -32,6
12 ,0316 I_I,7 ,0179 -26,6 10493 -3#,I
20 ,056_ 139,7 ,0183 -25,9 ,0743 -36,8
35 ,2270 149,0 ,0160 "24,I ,2429 -30,6





POINT NUMBER =319 MACH = ,78C RN • 2,225.10E6 ALPHA • 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK} = 3,99 DEG
= 3,931 KPA K = ,210 D_LTA6 = 3,05 DEG OSCILLATING FRE_UEhCY = 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0190 89,5 ,0112 -60,4 ,0293 -79,4 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0227 94,7 ,0179 276,3 ,0406 -84,6
,12 ,0171 92,9 ,0142 -47,6 ,0295 -69,2 ,12 ,0285 94,5 ,0140 276,1 ,0425 -85,0
,20 ,0231 99,5 ,0182 -40,9 ,0388 -63,1 ,20 ,0813 96,_ ,0117 275,5 ,0930 -83,9
• 30 ,0317 108,1 ,0197 -29,9 ,0482 -56,0 ,30 .1234 111,1 ,0110 275.7 ,1340 -70,2
• 35 ,0_59 118,3 ,0230 -21,7 ,0652 -48,6 ,35 ,0623 130,2 ,0103 275,0 ,0709 -54,6
,45 ,0724 147,2 ,0378 -10,9 ,1083 -25,3 ,_5 ,0310 -78,1 ,0089 279,1 ,0221 103,0
,50 ,0732 161,8 ,0_53 -6,6 ,1179 -13,8 ,50 ,014& -99,4 ,0087 280,4 ,0070 55,6
•60 ,0661 180,0 .0_88 .6 ,1149 ,3 ,60 ,001b 67,I ,O0b8 279,3 ,0071 -87._
,70 ,0884 183,7 ,0571 5,9 ,1455 4,6 ,70 ,0032 161,3 ,0031 279,5 ,0054 -49,4
,75 ,I092 185,4 ,0630 7,9 ,1721 6,4 ,75 ,0020 -157,3 ,0037 279,2 ,0038 -49,3
,85 ,0661 14,1 ,85
,90 ,02_2 223,7 ,90
•95 ,0202 213,3 ,0355 23,5 ,0556 27,0 ,95 ,0026 -94,6
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0164 100,7 ,0132 "57.5 ,0291 -69,6 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0225 92,8 10171 "9_11 ,0395 "89,3
,12 ,0135 94,7 ,0158 -46,8 ,0276 -64,5 ,12 ,0331 92,0 ,0151 "90,7 ,0481 -88,9
,20 ,0223 90,8 ,0186 -36,8 ,0367 -65,5 ,20 ,1185 96,3 ,0123 "93,0 ,1307 -84,6
,35 ,0680 116,5 ,0257 "21,_ ,0888 -52,3 ,35 ,0260 -95,7 ,0089 "88,_ ,0172 80,9
,60 ,0698 "177,4 ,0_30 1,5 ,1128 2,2 ,bO ,00#7 I_4,5 ,004b "86,8 ,0083 -60,8
,75 ,0919 "172,7 ,0_09 9,0 ,1328 7,8 ,75 ,0013 141,b ,0028 "86,8 ,0038 "71,7
,85 ,0559 "162,7 ,85 ,0009 93,5
,90 ,033_ "153.4 ,0183 31,5 ,0517 28,3 ,90 *0010 46.5 ,0149 "7,5 ,0144 -10,8
,95 ,0107 "127,2 ,95 ,O00_ 70,7 ,D01b "102,9 ,0019 -104,3
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0178 98,3 ,01_7 -52,_ ,0315 -68,4 CHOR0 8 ,05 ,0220 91,1 ,0170 271,5 ,0390 -88,7
,12 ,0130 96,7 ,0183 -43,5 *0295 -60,0 ,12 ,0377 91,5 ,0136 271.2 ,0513 -88,5
,20 ,0285 92,9 ,0203 -38,9 ,0_47 -67,3 ,20 ,0956 92,9
,75 ,0805 187,4 ,0324 8,2 ,1129 7,6 ,75 ,0014 66,0 ,0025 268,3 ,0039 -99,6
•85 ,0072 48,7 ,85
,90 ,026_ 202,9 ,90
,95 ,0101 "194,5 ,95
CHOR0 4 ,05 ,0167 103,1 ,0190 -_9,5 ,03_7 -62,3 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0272 86,7 ,0142 262,2 ,0414 -94,8
,12 ,0194 97,3 ,0213 "43,1 ,0383 -61,9 ,12 ,0_86 85,6 ,0105 259,8 ,0591 -95,5
,20 ,0213 95,2 ,0229 -36,5 ,0_0_ -59,7 ,20 ,0923 87.7 ,0081 261.7 .1003 -92,S
,35 ,2002 112,9 ,0237 "22,0 ,2176 -62,7 ,35 ,0109 -78,9 ,0063 263,5 ,0053 122,4
•60 ,0571 182,0 ,0008 -61,7 ,0574 I,_ ,60 ,0036 71,_ ,0021 275,1 ,0056 -99,9
,75 ,0255 193,8 ,0059 "7,3 ,0311 9,8 ,75 ,0012 20,9 ,0011 275,5 ,0018 -124,2
,85 ,0153 195,7 ,0046 "11,3 ,0196 9,5 ,85 ,0009 -75,6
,95 ,0013 126,1 ,0026 "63,9 ,0039 -60,6 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0296 105,3 ,0184 -67,5 ,0_79 -71,9
,12 ,0307 101,7 ,0144 -63,3 ,0_47 -73,5
,20 ,06_I 98,3 ,0148 "63,6 ,0783 -78,3
•35 ,1988 126,7 ,0114 -67,3 ,2099 -54,0





POINT NUHBER =920 MACH • ,780 RN = 21225_10E6 ALPHA • 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK} " _,09 DEG
g - 3,931 KPA K - ,316 DELTA6 - 3,03 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 15,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAD PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I .05 .01_5 _1.7 .0068 -58.0 .0170 "115.2 CHORD 6 .05 .0170 -303.1 .0118 "118.6 .0287 "121.2
•12 .0138 32.7 .0102 -_9.6 .0160 -I08.2 .12 .0225 -302.7 .009b "115.0 .0320 "120.4
,20 ,0180 _7.1 ,0147 -*2,3 0231 -93,3 ,20 .0722 -297,8 ,0080 "112,_ ,0802 "117,2
.30 .0295 71.0 .0195 -26.6 0375 -77.9 .30 ,121_ -272.9 .0075 "112.9 .1285 "94.1
,35 ,0_38 89,2 ,0222 -22.3 05_1 -73,5 ,35 ,0399 -226.H ,0070 °112,3 ,0_32 -5_,8
._5 .0757 125.1 .0341 "I0.2 1028 -41.4 ._5 .0228 -120.7 .0058 "112.9 .0170 56.7
,50 ,0830 1_6,3 ,0#13 "#.8 1208 "2_,2 .50 .0102 -13_,S ,0058 "110,9 ,0054 19,5
.60 .0762 174.8 .0_77 3.8 1296 "I.7 .60 .0038 -21*.6 .00_0 "99.6 .0066 -68.0
•70 .0908 18_.7 .0576 9.9 I_82 6.7 .70 .OO_l -21_.4 .002_ "94.U .0057 -55.4
•75 .1117 188.0 .0635 12.0 1751 9.5 .75 .0029 -22_.I .0025 "9_.9 .0049 -67.6
.85 .067& 20.4 .85
.90 .0297 232.6 .90
,95 ,0229 222,9 ,0376 32.5 ,0602 96,5 ,95 ,0030 -162,0
CHORD 2 .05 .0126 47.0 .009_ -71.7 .0190 "107.3 CHORD 7 .05 .0168 49.7 .0101 "128.5 .0269 "129.6
.12 o0112 40.0 .0135 -59.8 .0190 -95.5 .12 =0253 53.0 .0090 "126.1 .03_3 "126.8
.20 .0198 37.6 .0161 -37.5 .0221 -97.5 .20 .0938 -297.8 .0077 -126.7 .101_ "118.5
• 35 .0702 "282.1 .0259 -23.4 .079€ "83.5 .35 .0266 -143.7 .0063 "122.2 .0208 29.9
.60 .0810 "182.4 .0_37 €.2 .1246 -.I .60 .0033 -218.7 .0038 "125.3 .0052 -86.3
•75 .0949 "171.6 .0,20 13.5 .1368 I0.0 .75 .00€3 -229.8 .0022 "120.0 .0055 "71.8
.85 .0574 "155.8 .85 ,0036 -2'8.4
•90 .0352 -145.1 .0215 4_.1 .0565 38._ .90 .0035 -2_9.5 .0148 "._ .0163 "11.8
•95 o0131 "112.1 .95 .0028 -2_O.Z .0268 "145.3 .0272 "138._
CHORO 3 .05 .0110 59.0 .0091 "63.0 .0176 "9_.9 CHORD 8 .05 .0159 -309.7 .011_ "131.2 .0273 "130.3
• 12 .0094 _8.6 .0132 -$9.0 .0172 -81.7 .1H .0286 -307.8 .0089 ,130.7 .037& "128.5
• 20 .0238 _3.2 .0170 "35.9 .0265 -97.7 .20 .0878 -298.0
• 75 .0831 191.2 .0316 16.7 .11_7 12.8 .75 .0010 -218.3 .0017 "116.5 .0021 -90.5
.85 .0117 "285.8 .85
.90 .0291 211.7 .90
.95 .0131 "210,8 .95
CHORD _ .05 .0113 62.9 .012_ -53.5 .0201 "83.6 CHORD 9 .05 .0229 -316.1 .0101 "133.1 .0330 "135.2
.12 .01_4 55.1 .015_ -42.0 .022_ "81.8 .12 .0417 -309.1 .0073 "13_.6 .0_89 "130.0
.20 .0172 52°6 .0172 "29.1 .0225 -78.3 .HO .073_ -301.7 .005_ "132.0 .0787 "122._
.95 .2010 77.6 .0213 -17.3 .2099 -96._ .35 .O03& -167.2 .00_i "126.5 .0027 -69.8
•60 .0723 183.5 .0010 "19_.5 .0716 3.0 .60 .0015 -218o0 .0013 "95.9 .0025 "6_.8
•75 .0285 207.9 .00_6 90.7 .0931 23.4 .75 .0025 -198.9 .0007 "72.3 .0030 -30.2
•85 .0167 _00.3 .0091 26.9 .0199 21._ .85 .0018 -175.2
,95 ,0011 121.9 ,0001 "172,1 ,0011 -65,1 ,95
CHORD 5 .05 .0192 -290.1 .0112 "8_.6 .0297 -100.7
• 12 ,0220 -296,3 ,0086 -7_,5 .0290 "10_,8
• 20 ,0_73 -299,3 ,0086 -72,2 ,0535 "112,5
• 35 ,2223 -27_,7 ,0071 "71,2 ,2288 -9_,0





POINT NUMBER =321 HACH = ,783 RN • 2,233_10E6 ALFHA • 2*05 OEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK! • 6,03 DEG
= 3,959 KPA K - ,105 DELTA6 = 3,00 BEG OSCILLATING FNEUUENCY • 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE NAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 .05 ,0265 135,8 ,019H -27 2 ,0_59 -37,0 CHORD 6 ,05 .0370 -222 0 ,02_b "_0,1 ,0656 -WI,2
,12 ,0239 137,3 ,0233 -22 O ,OW6_ -3?,5 ,12 ,OW90 -222 0 ,022_ =*O,o ,0718 -WI*_
•20 ,0311 I_1o6 ,0280 -16 2 ,0579 -27,9 ,20 ,12_ -222 2 ,019_ •39,8 ,1_36 -_1,9
•30 ,0_63 I_6,5 ,0322 -13 _ ,0772 -25,2 ,30 ,168_ -218 O ,0168 =37,7 ,1852 -38,0
•35 ,0677 150,2 ,0368 -11 8 ,1033 -23,5 ,35 ,15_2 -210 _ ,0155 "37,_ ,1696 -31,0
•_5 ,0981 16_._ .057_ -7 0 .1551 -12._ ._5 ,0635 -_3 _ .01_ "35.1 ,0508 13_.5
•50 ,1021 171,8 ,068_ "3,7 ,1703 -6,_ ,50 ,0300 -_6 2 ,0117 "33,B ,0188 126,_
•60 ,0915 181,7 ,OTTO ,8 ,1655 1,3 ,60 ,O0$O -16,_ ,OOBS m27,7 ,0052 7,5
•70 ,1199 183,1 ,0870 3,6 ,2069 3,3 ,70 ,OO_8 -19B,1 ,0031 =18,0 ,0078 -18,1
•75 ,1_85 183,8 ,0952 _,5 ,2_37 _,I ,75 ,0014 -1_5,8 ,00_I =22,8 ,0055 -21,0
•85 ,0969 7,8 ,85
,90 ,0375 199,7 ,90
•95 ,0_29 189,7 ,0_99 13,& ,0927 11,7 ,95 ,0029 -57,5
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0260 138,8 ,0236 -25,9 ,0_92 -3_,0 CHORD 7 ,05 ,037_ 13_,_ ,02_E =_3,5 ,0616 -%_,8
• 12 ,0202 138,5 ,0293 -22,0 ,0488 -29,9 ,12 ,0520 13_,9 ,0211 "_2,0 ,0731 -_,2
•20 ,0329 139,$ ,031_ "13,2 ,0625 -27,2 ,20 ,1_19 136,6 ,0173 =%2,W ,1593 -13,3
•35 ,0921 1_9,3 ,0_53 "9,1 ,135_ -23,6 ,35 ,02_8 299,7 ,0133 =38,2 ,0135 97,8
,60 ,08_3 18_,1 ,0675 ,7 ,1518 2,6 ,60 ,0058 187,0 ,0063 =39,1 ,0111 -17,3
•75 ,1272 18_,7 ,0625 _,9 ,1897 _.8 ,75 ,0022 15_,5 ,0031 "3_,5 ,0052 -30,7
•85 ,07WO 191,0 ,85 ,0021 130,6
,90 ,0_0 197,1 ,0276 16,_ ,0696 16,8 ,90 ,0018 I_,6 ,0258 =1,7 ,0269 -_,7
•95 ,0362 188,0 ,95 ,000_ _9,7 ,OOO_ 1,2 ,0003 -35,0
CHORD 3 ,05 ,02_5 138,3 ,0226 -23,9 ,0_66 -33,1 CHOR_ 8 ,05 ,0339 -2_3,8 ,0261 "_1,2 ,0599 -_2,7
•12 ,0187 137,9 ,0281 -19,1 ,0_59 -28,3 ,12 ,0587 -2_3,3 ,020_ =_0,8 ,0788 -_2,7
•20 ,0_22 136,7 ,0311 -18,5 ,0717 -32,8 ,20 ,I_21 -223,9
•75 ,111_ 185,7 ,0_78 5,9 ,1592 5,7 ,75 ,00_6 -2_6,3 ,0029 =33,5 ,0053 -_9'_
•85 ,0109 =33_,6 ,85
•90 ,0_65 187,9 ,90
•95 ,0097 "200,3 ,95
CHORO _ ,05 ,0263 I%1,2 ,0299 -26,1 ,0559 -32.0 CHORO 9 ,05 ,0_48 -225,9 .0207 "_6,3 .0655 -_6,0
,12 ,0295 _39,5 ,0335 "23,0 ,0623 -31,2 ,12 ,0768 -225,9 ,0160 =16,7 ,0928 -&6,1
•20 ,0327 138,6 .0358 -18,5 ,0671 -29,& ,20 ,16_0 =R_%,8 ,01E6 =15,0 .1767 -%_.8
•35 ,2501 I_7,6 ,0410 "I0,2 ,2885 -29,3 ,35 ,0178 =6_,6 ,0107 =#5,1 ,0083 9_,6
•60 ,0751 181,0 ,0012 ,2 ,076_ 3,9 ,60 ,0053 =221,5 ,O03E =35,1 ,0085 =39,1
•75 ,0352 190,2 ,0095 1,9 ,0_7 8,_ ,75 ,0021 -233,0 ,00_9 -3,8 ,0028 -38,3
•85 ,0238 188,1 ,0067 2,3 ,0305 6,8 ,85 ,0009 31,7
.95 .0038 121.5 .0011 -75.9 .00_9 -62._ .95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0_80 I_,_ ,033_ =30,9 ,081_ -33,7
•12 ,0_62 1_2,2 ,0251 -26,_ ,0709 -33,8
•20 ,0871 I_0,3 ,0252 -25,3 ,1117 -36,5
•35 ,2_66 I18,5 ,0211 "23,6 ,2675 -30,8





POINT NUMBER -322 MACH - ,780 RN - 2,225_10E6 ALPHA - 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAKI = 6"03 OEG
Q . 3,933 KPA K - ,210 DELTA6 i 3,04 DEO OSCILLATING FREQUENCY l 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAD PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0339 92,9 ,0194 -58,2 ,0518 "76,6 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0365 96,5 .0251 271,9 ,0615 -85,4
• 12 ,0289 91,8 ,0222 "49,5 ,0482 -71,5 ,12 ,0500 95,9 ,0195 271,5 ,0695 -B5,3
•20 .037€ 95.2 .0268 -_I.9 .0599 -67.1 .20 .1316 96.2 .0157 271.7 .I_73 -84.3
.30 .0497 109.0 .0309 -27.8 .0753 -54.7 .30 .1715 111.7 .0144 27,.1 .1853 -69.6
• 35 ,07_2 117,9 ,0368 -21,1 ,1048 =48,8 ,35 ,1310 127,2 ,0133 274,9 ,1_2_ -55,6
• 45 ,0970 152,1 ,05_7 "13.0 ,1505 "22,6 ,45 ,0515 -79,7 ,0115 2B0,1 ,0400 100,4
• 50 ,1036 -19B,I ,0651 "8,5 ,1682 "14,_ ,50 ,0225 -96,7 ,0107 281,6 ,0128 68,0
• 60 ,0970 "181,5 ,073_ 1,0 ,1704 -,4 ,60 ,0076 -142,6 ,0071 286,3 ,OOB_ -15,0
• 70 ,1229 "175,1 ,0860 6,1 ,2089 4,8 ,70 ,0068 -186,4 ,0038 290,6 ,0092 -28,3
• 75 ,1497 -174,1 ,0943 8.1 ,2439 6,8 ,75 ,0047 -182,2 ,0044 284*4 .0073 -37,6
•85 .0966 15.2 .85
•90 .0422 -145.3 .90
• 95 ,0428 "162,2 ,0512 25,2 ,0938 21.9 ,95 ,0040 "131,0
CHORD 2 .05 .0251 97.0 .0219 _62.2 .0_62 -73.3 CHORO 7 .05 .0346 90.8 .0235 =88.2 .0582 -88.8
•12 .0207 93.4 .0268 -50.6 .0453 -66.2 .12 .0_93 92.2 .0202 186.0 .0695 -87.3
.20 .0333 92.5 .0289 "37.0 .0563 -64.2 .20 .1498 97.3 .0164 "85.9 .1662 -83.0
•35 .0979 "242.1 .0_07 -2_.8 .1326 -51.4 .35 .0397 "i01.7 .01Z6 "84.5 .0279 70.6
•60 .0991 -178.3 .0680 .7 .1670 1.3 .60 .0041 -220.I .0076 °82.0 .0110 -6715
•75 .1312 -171.8 .0626 "351.5 .1938 8.3 .75 .0030 -231.8 .0042 "78.1 .0070 -67.3
•85 .0794 -159.8 .B5 .0029 -238.0
• 90 ,0483 -151,0 ,0298 -331,4 ,0781 2R,8 ,90 ,0024 -233,9 ,0243 -5,8 ,0260 -9,7
•95 .0382 -165.2 .95 .0020 -203.4 .0013 "76.3 .0030 -_3.6
CHORD 3 .05 .0252 95.0 .0218 -55.2 .0454 "71.2 CHORD 8 .05 .0325 89.6 .0230 265.8 .0555 -92.0
.12 .0207 92.6 .0762 -47._ .04@I -65.0 .12 .0585 90+0 .0179 268.3 .0764 -90.8
•20 .0415 91.1 .0307 -38.2 .065_ "67.6 .20 .1607 94.1
.75 .1130 "172.& .0471 10.1 .1601 8.3 .75 .0037 127.9 .0031 269.2 .006_ -69.7
•85 .0121 _8.2 .B5
•90 .0465 -163.9 .90
•95 .0106 -209.7 .95
CHORD _ .05 .0253 I00.6 .0266 -53.0 .0505 -65.9 CHOR0 9 .05 .0435 83.3 .0212 261.9 .0646 -97.2
•12 .0299 94.8 .0302 -43.0 .0560 -65.0 .12 .0780 89.5 .01b8 259.2 .0936 -92.3
•20 .0396 92.6 .0327 -33._ .06_5 -63.2 .20 .I_96 93._ .01_0 259.7 .1613 -87.7
•35 .2524 117.8 .0360 -22.4 .2811 -57.5 .35 .0161 -118.0 .00_3 259.9 .0078 _0.3
.60 .0768 "177.3 .0016 -72._ .0772 1.6 .b0 .0028 130.1 .003_ 255.0 .0053 -79.2
.75 .0382 -170.0 .0077 "2.5 .0458 7.9 .75 .0026 -173.7 .001_ 255.1 .00_4 -20.5
•85 .0236 -169.& .0061 -3.3 .0296 7.7 .8_ .0032 -147.3
• 95 ,0022 112,7 ,0022 -75,1 ,004_ -71,2 ,95
CHORD 5 05 .0451 -256.0 .0281 -66.7 .0729 -72.4
12 .0462 -259.1 .0217 -61.9 .0672 -73.6
20 .I003 "261.1 .0214 -59._ .1203 -77.4
35 .2_90 -238.2 .0186 -55.9 .2676 "58.1






POINT NUMBER -323 HACH = ,78_ RN - 2,232_10E6 ALPHA - 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PE&KI - 6.04 DEG
= 3,968 KPA K = ,314 DELTA6 • 3,00 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 14,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CR DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE M_G PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAY PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0170 4R,6 ,013_ -65,3 0256 -102,7 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0236 -305,6 ,0159 "125,0 0395 -125,3
• 12 0196 41,8 ,0176 -55,7 0279 -99,7 ,12 ,0313 -304,9 ,0125 -123,7 0438 -12_,6
,20 0294 _6,6 .023_ -43.2 0375 -94,7 ,20 ,0728 -303,6 ,OlOb "122,3 0833 -123,_
•30 0414 63,8 ,0292 -30,5 0525 -82,5 ,30 .1071 -283,1 ,00_8 -121,_ 1165 -10_,6
,35 0613 77,9 ,0339 -24,9 0764 -76,4 ,35 .1774 -270,7 ,0089 "121,_ 1851 -92,1
,45 1090 116,6 ,0534 -13,0 1488 -47,4 ,45 ,08_7 -116,1 ,0073 _120,5 0775 64,3
,50 1201 137,8 ,0641 -7,4 ,1765 -30,2 ,50 ,0537 -113.9 ,0069 -119,7 ,0468 66.9
•60 1143 171,7 ,0710 2,6 ,1845 -4,1 ,60 ,0093 -138,7 ,0047 "116,0 ,0053 21,3
,70 1326 183,3 *0_53 9.3 ,2176 5.7 .70 .0034 -176.1 .0030 "113,6 *0033 -48,2
•75 1554 186,5 ,0938 12,2 ,2488 8,6 ,75 ,0026 -165,3 ,0033 "112,9 ,0027 -62,7
•85 ,0984 22.3 ,85
,90 ,0506 226.1 ,90
•95 ,0478 209,1 ,05_5 35,5 ,1022 32,5 .95 *0051 -149,0
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0193 53,6 01_7 -63,8 ,0292 -99,7 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0252 48,4 ,0161 "132,2 ,0_13 -131,8
,12 ,0164 47,2 0208 -56,0 ,0293 -89,0 ,12 ,0348 50,8 ,0141 -129,8 ,0488 -129,4
•20 ,0300 44,0 0245 -39,8 ,0367 -9_,3 ,20 ,0942 -300,4 ,0113 "129,5 ,1054 -121,3
•35 ,0988 "279,8 0387 -21,3 ,1131 -80,2 ,35 ,0312 -I_6,0 ,0094 -127,3 ,0225 26,2
•60 ,1242 -182,4 0655 4,6 ,1893 ,0 ,60 ,0033 -237,1 ,0055 "124,5 ,0074 -100,_
•75 .1337 -170,2 0626 I_.8 .1962 11.4 .75 .0034 -258.1 .0031 -119.5 .0061 -97,7
•85 ,0839 "151,6 °85 ,0033 =281.8
•90 ,0534 -140,5 ,0334 _,2 ,0867 41,3 ,90 ,0028 -287,4 ,0212 3,0 ,020_ -4,4
•95 ,0382 -I_8,2 ,95 ,0020 -270,6 ,O01b "141,_ ,0032 "111,!
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0140 54.2 ,0155 -65,9 ,0255 -9_,1 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0232 -313,0 ,0168 "136,1 ,0400 "134,3
,12 ,0127 47,5 ,0205 -52,5 ,0259 -81,4 ,12 ,0382 -311,6 ,0126 -136,6 ,0508 -132,9
,20 ,0357 41,9 ,0263 -40,6 ,0415 -99,1 ,20 ,0577 -305,7
,75 ,1197 191,5 ,0_67 16,5 ,1663 12,9 ,75 ,0025 -233,2 ,0022 "133,7 ,0036 -90,2
•85 ,0171 -291,9 ,85
• 90 ,0512 205,8 ,90
,95 ,0138 -225,8 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0177 66,6 ,0176 -61,6 ,0318 -87,6 CHOR_ 9 ,05 ,032_ -323,1 ,0155 -143,1 ,0479 -1_3,1
,12 ,0208 54,2 ,0223 -50,4 ,0341 -86,6 ,12 ,0481 -316,4 ,0117 "1_6,1 ,0596 -138.3
,20 ,0234 48,3 ,02_7 -36,2 ,0323 -82,4 ,20 ,1140 -310,9 ,0089 -146,6 ,1226 -132,0
,35 ,2331 72,9 ,0311 -19,7 ,2366 -99,5 ,35 ,0258 -149,2 ,0072 -148,3 ,0186 30,5
,60 ,1396 179,3 ,0017 -114,6 ,1389 -1,4 ,60 ,0028 -229,7 ,0019 -152,8 ,0030 -87,7
•75 ,0418 202,0 ,0063 21,0 ,0_81 21,9 ,75 ,0024 -267,1 ,0007 "156,1 ,0027 -I01,_
•85 ,0254 201o7 ,0042 16,8 ,0296 21,0 ,85 ,0011 -231,1
•95 ,0017 119,5 ,0002 -109,4 ,0019 -64,2 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0307 -290,5 ,0156 -85,2 ,0453 -102,0
•12 ,0331 -296,3 ,0120 -7_,9 ,0_29 -i05,6
•20 ,0655 -298,5 ,0123 -73,0 ,0746 -111,8
• 35 ,2461 "274,1 .0095 -77,5 ,2552 -93,5
•60 ,0371 -I06,4 ,0069 -95,9 ,0303 71,2




POINT NUMBER =325 HACH = ,782 RN . 2,227_10E6 ALPHA . 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK) - 2,01 DEG
g J 3,955 KPA K . ,105 DELTA6 = 6,06 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 5,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,008_ "239,9 ,0061 "33,7 ,0142 "_8,9 CHOR9 6 ,05 ,0098 140,5 .0071 "$9,9 0169 -43,8
,12 ,0076 -245,8 ,0064 -20,9 o0129 -45,4 °12 ,0129 140,_ ,0059 "52,8 0188 -_3,8
•20 ,0079 -235,5 ,0078 -12,7 ,0147 -34,2 ,20 ,0212 139,5 .0051 "52,9 0262 -_2,9
,30 ,008& -220,8 ,0093 -17,0 ,0173 =28,3 ,30 ,0320 I_I,8 ,005_ -51,_ 0373 °40,I
,35 ,0126 "219,0 ,0108 -14,9 ,0228 -27,9 ,35 ,0925 148,7 ,0050 -53,7 0972 -32,4
,45 ,0297 "205°5 ,0165 ,9 ,0450 -16,2 ,_5 .0338 -38,5 ,00_b "53,3 029_ 143,8
,50 ,034_ "192,4 ,0215 5,0 ,0553 -5.7 .50 ,0191 -37,9 ,00#2 "50,7 .0151 1_5,7
,60 ,0206 "174,1 ,0231 5,0 ,0436 5,4 ,60 ,0067 -47,0 ,0025 "47,0 ,00_2 133,0
,70 ,0289 "173°7 ,025+ 6,2 ,0544 6,2 ,70 ,0027 -51,1 ,0013 "52,b 0001_ 130.3
•75 ,0348 -170,5 ,0251 7,3 ,0599 8,5 ,75 ,0010 -24,4 ,0014 "18,7 ,0007 -89,0
,85 ,0288 9,6 ,85
•90 ,0058 "129,6 ,90
,95 ,019Z "172.8 .0127 17,5 ,0317 11.3 ,95 ,0016 -73.4
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0077 133,7 .0075 -18,1 ,01_8 -32.4 CHORD 7 ,05 0097 143,9 .00b7 "41,_ ,0164 -38,2
•12 ,0048 146°0 ,0096 "13,9 ,0142 -20,6 ,12 0122 14_,6 ,00b0 "39°6 ,0181 -36,8
•20 ,0085 150,9 ,0102 "13,2 ,0185 "20,_ ,20 0178 143*6 ,0053 "34,8 .0231 -36,0
• 35 ,0183 152°7 .0132 "6,0 ,0310 "18,4 ,35 0175 165,5 ,004_ "3_,3 ,0215 -18,2
,60 ,0226 195,1 ,0206 4,0 ,0430 9,8 ,60 0018 -52,8 ,0023 "35,3 ,0008 5,0
•75 ,0337 190,2 ,0170 9,7 ,0507 10,1 ,75 0006 -I08,@ ,0012 "36,7 ,0011 -5,1
•85 ,0090 "129,5 ,85 0006 163,5
,90 ,0075 "125,0 ,0043 55,2 ,0119 55,1 ,90 0008 152,8 ,0065 2,0 ,0072 -1,3
,95 ,0151 193,5 ,95 .0009 157,7 ,OOU_ +30,2 ,0013 -24,6
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0073 "225°1 ,0066 "17,0 ,0135 -31,7 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0092 I_0°W ,0069 "46,5 ,0160 -_2,6
•12 ,0051 "223,7 ,0083 -11,6 ,0129 "23,8 ,12 ,014_ 141,8 ,0055 "49,_ ,0198 -_I,5
• 20 ,0123 m229,5 ,0092 "21,3 ,0209 "37,5 ,20 ,0186 138,8
•75 ,0296 "167,0 .010_ 11,2 .0_00 12.5 .75 .0011 14_.0 ,000_ "80.8 .0018 -54,6
.85 .0065 -189.7 .85
,90 ,0053 -147.3 .90
•95 ,0027 -188,_ ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 007! -215,5 ,0091 -19,9 0160 "26,7 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0098 137,4 ,0066 "57,5 0152 -48,0
•12 0085 "222,0 ,0100 -16,6 0180 "28,3 ,12 ,0165 140,0 ,004_ "59,0 0207 -4_,0
•20 007_ -227,0 ,0103 -16,2 0171 "29,0 ,20 ,043_ I_2,7 ,0030 "53°2 0463 -38,3
,35 024_ -22_,7 ,011_ -10,7 0345 -34,I ,35 ,008_ -46,9 ,0030 "46,2 005_ 132,7
•60 0178 -175,7 ,0(I05 -60,4 0180 2.7 ,60 ,0017 126,_ ,0016 -7_.0 0032 "63,3
•75 009_ -152,7 ,0015 -6,6 0107 22,9 ,75 ,0013 98,2 ,0007 "91,1 0021 -85,1
•85 0062 -166,9 ,0009 -11,8 0070 9,9 ,85 ,0009 S8,8
,95 ,0039 "174,2 ,0003 -66,6 ,00_0 1'_ ,95
CHORD 5 *05 ,0117 1_9.0 .0086 -36.3 ,0203 "33.2
• 12 ,0096 1_5,9 ,0065 -36,5 ,0161 -35,1
•20 ,0128 I_3,9 ,0066 "33°2 ,019_ "35,2
•35 ,0292 149,2 ,00_4 -13,3 ,033_ -28,6





inQo TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER "326 MACH • ,78_ RN m 2,230_10E6 ALFHA = 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 {PEAKI m 2,03 DEG
Q • 3,961 KPA K J ,210 DKLTA6 • 6,07 ULG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - I0,01 HZ
uPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_wER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHA5_
CHORD i ,05 ,0075 86,1 ,0052 -32,2 ,0109 -69 3 CHORD 6 ,05 0105 89,2 00b7 "88,2 ,0172 -89,8
•12 ,0072 91,8 ,0¢63 -27,2 ,0116 -59 8 ,12 0138 90,3 0052 "81,_ ,0189 -87,%
•20 ,0102 96,3 ,0077 "24,I ,0156 -58 % .20 0235 92,8 00%0 "70.0 ,0273 -8% 8
•30 ,0140 108.5 ,0117 -15,6 ,0223 -%7 0 ,30 0351 98.2 0011 _68,7 ,0390 -80 %
•35 ,0177 117,2 ,0115 -11,1 ,0264 -42 8 ,35 0894 110,0 0037 "67,5 ,0930 -69 9
•15 ,0309 139,5 ,0161 -5,5 ,0151 -28 7 ,%5 0325 -89,2 0035 "78,7 ,0291 89 5
•50 ,0366 157.4 ,0213 -1,9 ,0570 -15 0 ,50 0161 -92,9 003b "88,6 *0126 85 9
•60 ,0285 181,8 ,0_12 4,6 ,0527 % 7 ,60 00_7 -I_2,6 002_ "92,3 .0023 42 %
•70 ,0337 190,8 ,0266 8,8 ,0603 9 9 ,70 0028 153,9 002U "91,8 ,00%0 -53,8
•75 ,0396 193,% ,0264 12.9 ,0660 13 2 .75 0021 125,% 0021 -92,6 ,0039 -73,b
•85 ,0303 19,2 ,85
•90 ,0111 2%6.0 ,90
•95 ,0200 196,3 ,0157 33,2 ,0353 23,7 ,95 ,0010 -136,0
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0072 92,7 ,0017 328,9 ,0106 -65,5 CHORD 7 ,05 *0101 89,7 0059 258,1 ,0158 -91,5
•12 10059 87,7 ,0071 -20,0 ,0106 -52,2 ,12 ,0122 91._ 0051 259,7 ,0172 -92,2
•20 ,0113 81,9 ,009_ 332,2 ,0172 -61,9 .a0 ,0190 9%,3 00%9 253,3 ,0236 -90,0
•35 ,0226 97,5 ,010_ -6,5 ,0270 -60,6 ,35 0180 137.0 00bO 259,1 .0192 -55,9
•60 ,0321 192,9 ,0200 6,2 ,0521 10.3 .b0 00_4 178*9 0025 215,5 ,0041 -31,5
,75 ,0367 192,1 ,0162 16,9 ,0529 13.6 ,75 0017 108,2 0010 238,6 ,002% -89,9
•85 ,0149 232,2 ,85 0013 157,1
•90 ,0128 233,4 ,0C61 85.9 ,0183 63,8 ,90 0011 168,3 ,0015 17,8 ,0055 12,0
•95 ,0172 195,7 ,95 0017 195,3 ,0007 213,3 ,0011 2,7
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0057 97,3 ,0061 -&3,3 ,0111 -62,3 CHORD 8 .05 ,0071 9_,6 ,0065 "85,2 ,0136 -85,3
•12 ,0048 100,5 ,0085 -34,_ ,0121 -50,4 ,12 ,0116 89,7 ,0050 -81.7 ,0%66 -88,6
•20 ,0131 93,8 ,0106 -28,5 ,0208 -60,6 ,20 ,0178 89,7
•75 ,0340 195,6 ,0109 20,2 ,0449 16,7 ,75 ,00%6 111,3 ,0016 "94,% ,0032 -81,8
•85 ,0073 "201,5 .85
•90 ,0086 223,0 .90
•95 ,0030 "209,1 ,95
CHORD % ,05 ,0068 I06,4 ,0084 -41,3 ,0146 -55,8 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0120 79,8 ,0068 "96,1 ,0188 -98,7
•12 ,0083 102,2 ,0092 -35,_ ,0163 -55,5 ,12 ,0200 83,9 ,0057 "98,6 ,0257 -96,2
,20 ,0076 98,6 ,0093 -20,0 ,0116 -47,3 ,20 ,0534 88.1 ,00_4 _97,3 .0578 "92,3
•35 ,0295 107,3 ,0107 "7,8 ,0351 -56,8 ,35 ,0072 -95,8 ,0036 "97,9 ,0035 86,3
•60 ,0326 189,1 ,0006 "117.8 ,0322 8,2 ,60 ,0011 111,i ,0011 "112*% .0026 -89,2
,75 ,0124 201,0 .0011 25,8 ,0139 21,5 ,75 ,0018 78,4 ,0007 "111,9 ,002% -112,2
•85 ,007_ 198,9 ,0010 23.8 ,0081 _9,5 ,B5 ,000B 76,7
•95 ,0046 194,7 ,0002 -92.0 ,0046 12,3 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 .0111 101.5 ,0061 280,9 .0172 -78,7
•12 ,0096 98,2 ,0039 282,9 ,0135 -80,4
•20 ,0132 91,6 ,0034 291,8 ,0167 -82,0
•35 ,0121 101.2 ,0032 326,5 ,0445 -75,8





POINT NUMBER -327 MACH = ,783 RN . 2,235_10E6 ALPHA - 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK! - 2,05 DES
Q = 3,967 KPA K • ,31_ DELTA6 - 6,06 DEG OSCILLATING FNEgUENCY - 1@,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG pHASE MAU PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0066 "276,5 ,0039 -48,3 ,0096 -79,1 CHOR0 6 ,05 0068 -301,_ ,0069 B28+2 ,0127 -126,2
•12 .0036 "310,2 ,0059 -_8.6 ,0073 -77,9 ,12 0093 -299,9 ,00_6 230.5 ,0138 =123,1
•20 ,0052 "311,9 ,008_ -_0,3 ,0097 -72,7 ,20 017& -295,% ,0039 231+6 ,0212 =117,7
•30 ,0088 "300,4 ,0095 =20,I ,0117 -67,8 ,30 0216 -279,1 ,0039 236+5 ,0252 =I02,8
,35 ,012_ -287,8 ,0120 "17.1 ,0171 "63,_ ,35 0693 -267,0 ,0038 238+1 ,07_ -88,7
,45 ,0311 "253,7 ,017D "6,3 ,0_0B -51,0 ,_b 0258 -%03,6 ,0037 23_,1 .0225 79,9
,50 ,0_20 "229,9 ,0201 "1,6 ,057# -3_,8 ,50 01_8 -98,2 ,003_ 233,3 ,0119 89,7
,60 ,03_4 "181,5 ,02_0 7,7 ,0583 2,3 ,60 0026 -%%9,6 ,0023 235,2 ,000_ 90,0
•70 ,0382 "171.2 ,0280 1_,2 ,0661 11,1 ,70 0005 =86,3 ,D016 2_I,0 ,0012 -132,0
•75 ,0416 -166,0 ,028_ 18,1 .0700 15,7 ,75 0010 -_I,0 ,0016 2_3,3 ,0016 -152,6
•85 ,0328 26,3 ,85
•90 ,01_4 "109,8 ,90
•95 ,0207 -161,3 ,0185 4_,7 ,0382 30,9 ,95 ,0007 -1_8,6
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0036 "280,7 *0028 -39,1 ,0055 -7_,0 CHORO 7 ,05 0071 _6.7 ,0076 21_,3 ,01_7 =139,7
,12 ,0028 51,7 ,00_5 -25.1 ,00_7 -61.0 ,12 0088 50,5 ,0066 211.9 ,0152 -137,4
•20 ,0058 _3,_ ,0071 -21,7 ,0070 -70,6 ,20 0133 57,5 ,0059 20916 ,0187 =130,9
•35 ,0172 -29_,0 ,0111 "3,0 ,0168 -75,7 ,35 0072 -222,8 ,0050 209,_ ,0075 -82,9
•60 ,0379 "%78,7 ,0201 10,7 ,0579 _,5 ,60 0039 -161,9 ,0032 211+9 ,00%% -25,7
• 75 ,0375 -162,8 ,0169 23,7 ,05_4 19.2 .76 0012 -295.2 .0019 212,_ ,0031 -135.3
• 85 ,0189 "115,1 ,85 0005 -252.8
•90 ,0159 "110,2 ,0084 87,9 ,02_0 76,0 ,90 0005 -252,8 ,00_5 27,0 ,00_5 20,6
•95 ,0161 "156.8 ,95 000_ -216,6 ,0015 216,1 ,0015 -127,1
CHORD 3 ,05 ,00_1 -309._ ,0062 -57,1 ,0085 -84,8 CHOR0 8 ,05 ,0060 -29_,7 ,0060 219,0 ,0117 -127,8
•12 ,0037 -317,8 ,0077 -_3,9 ,008_ -70,% ,12 .0093 -298,2 ,00_8 222,1 ,0139 -12_,8
•20 .009_ "321,& ,0083 -30,6 ,0101 -91,I ,20 ,0122 -297,2
• 75 ,035_ -161,2 ,0122 29,0 ,0_7_ 21,_ .75 ,0012 -305.1 ,0015 236,7 ,0027 -12_,1
,85 ,0082 I_6,0 ,85
•90 ,0114 "1_8,3 ,90
,95 ,0026 128,9 ,95
CNORD W °05 004_ "282,2 ,0052 -_2,0 ,008_ "69,3 CNORD 9 ,05 0091 "307,_ ,0063 218,0 ,0152 "133,3
°12 0058 "295,5 .0067 -3_,& ,0095 "71,5 ,12 0139 -30_,7 ,00_9 217,0 .0186 "129,5
,20 0057 "30_,7 ,0088 -22,8 ,0095 "58,8 ,20 0356 -303,9 ,0038 21811 ,0392 -125,6
,35 0208 "307,2 ,0095 -I0,6 .019_ "9_,9 ,35 006_ -151,0 ,0031 225,9 ,0035 13,8
,60 0506 "169,5 ,0003 -165,_ ,0503 I0,_ ,60 000_ -123,_ ,0017 233+_ ,001_ "127,_
•75 01_6 "I&9,6 .0C19 _9,_ ,0163 32,6 ,75 0008 -316,0 ,0010 227*_ ,0018 "13_,_
•85 0088 -160,6 ,0013 50,7 ,0099 23,2 ,85 0010 -316,5
,95 00_8 "161,3 ,0005 98,1 ,00_9 2_,3 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,006_ -289,6 ,0026 228,2 ,0088 -115,9
•12 *0066 -291,9 ,001_ 227,8 ,0079 -115,5
•20 ,0096 -29_,8 ,0017 235,0 ,011_ "116.3
•35 ,03_6 -2S6,6 ,0016 230,6 ,0361 -107,6







o TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER "328 MACH - ,782 RN - 2,23_10+_ ALPHA = 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK) = W,04 DEG
9 " 3,959 KPA K = ,105 DELTA6 = 6,04 OEG OSCILLATING FREqUEnCY - 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAY PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 0152 -218,0 ,0100 -20,7 ,0249 -31,2 CHORD 6 05 0193 139,3 01b9 "41,1 ,0352 -40,9
,12 0120 -22_,7 ,0131 -14,3 ,0242 -28,8 12 0242 139,3 0128 "41,b ,0370 -41,0
• 20 0150 -228,5 ,0160 -16,0 ,0298 -31,7 20 05_2 138,5 010_ "39,Z ,0645 -41,1
•30 0217 -219,8 ,0189 "8,1 ,0391 -25,1 30 0938 142,2 0100 "40,O ,1097 -38,0
•35 0269 -214,0 ,0233 "3,7 ,048_ -19,9 35 1358 151,6 00_9 "41,1 ,14#5 -29,Z
•45 0547 -200,& ,03_7 -3,4 ,0885 -13,8 45 0_87 -_I,5 0075 -38,7 ,0_12 138,1
•50 0587 "190,0 ,0409 "1,2 ,099_ -6,3 50 0212 -48,7 0070 "38,O ,01_4 126,1
•60 0443 "177,5 ,0455 2,3 ,0897 2,_ 60 0064 -_2,1 00_ "38,3 ,0020 129,5
,70 0586 "170,6 ,0516 4,6 ,ii01 7,1 70 0019 -I_7,5 0023 "44,! ,0033 -i0,6
•75 0658 -170,8 ,0512 6,4 ,1170 8,0 75 0017 -135,5 0026 "43,_ ,0032 -I0,8
•85 ,0578 9,9 85
,90 ,024_ -155,4 90
•95 ,0543 -175,4 ,0257 18,4 ,0795 9,0 95 ,0029 -53,1
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0159 "215,4 ,013_ "2_,_ ,0291 "30'_ CHORD 7 05 0211 -223,3 ,01_ "38,4 ,0354 -41,3
,12 ,0108 "218,1 ,0170 "22,4 ,0275 "28,5 12 0269 -222,9 ,0121 =39,1 ,0390 "41,7
•20 ,0181 "223,6 ,0194 -1_,9 ,0363 -28,8 20 0544 -222,0 .0105 "41.9 ,0649 -42,0
,35 ,0388 "214*0 ,0262 "9,5 ,0636 -24,2 35 0156 -5_,3 ,OO_ "_3,8 ,0075 113,7
•60 ,0417 "170,9 ,0_08 2,9 ,082_ 6.0 60 0003 -81,1 .00_9 -46,5 .0047 -4_,_
•75 ,0587 -174,5 ,0321 7,6 ,0908 6,3 75 0025 -192,5 ,0023 -42,_ ,0047 -27,0
• 85 ,0162 "133,1 85 0026 -204,_
•90 ,0235 -157,7 ,006_ 53,2 ,0291 28,7 90 0020 -20_,7 .011b "5,1 .0134 -7,6
•95 ,0512 -177,4 95 0013 -191,7 ,0008 "76,2 ,0018 -34,3
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0129 -218,2 ,013_ -20,5 ,0261 -29,2 CHORD 8 05 ,0176 137,5 ,013_ "41,7 ,0315 -42,1
•12 ,0093 "220,6 ,0160 -17,2 ,0248 -25,8 12 ,0288 137,6 ,0110 "42,_ ,0398 -_2,4
•20 ,0221 -22&.8 .0183 -13,3 ,0388 -30,6 20 ,0515 137,2
•75 ,0533 "169,2 ,0214 9,7 ,0747 10,5 75 ,0022 159,7 ,0018 -52,0 ,0039 -3_,4
• 85 ,0148 -190,2 85
•90 ,0256 -167,5 90
• 95 ,0213 "184,8 95
CHORD 4 ,05 0134 "210,1 ,0170 -23,_ ,0304 "26,3 CHORD 9 ,05 0231 13_,0 0125 "52,5 ,0355 -48,3
•12 0161 "213,9 ,0187 -20,3 ,03_5 "26,6 ,12 0406 133,6 0100 "53,5 ,0506 -_7,8
•20 0144 "215,2 ,019_ -15,4 ,0333 -23,8 ,20 0988 136,7 0073 -53,0 ,I061 -4_,0
,35 0689 "217,8 ,0221 "9,1 ,0890 -31,0 ,35 0126 -75,0 0048 "53,6 ,008_ 93,0
,60 0418 "17516 10009 -55,8 10_23 3,3 ,60 0032 156,2 0012 "23,9 *0043 -23,8
,75 0197 -160,6 ,0032 "4.3 *0227 16,1 ,75 0032 148,0 0003 36._ ,003_ -27,1
•85 0130 -166,9 ,0024 "6,1 ,0153 I0,I ,85 0012 166.9
•95 0086 "174,6 ,0011 "32,7 ,0095 1,3 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0261 "215,1 ,0177 -29,8 ,0438 -33,0
• 12 ,0226 "217.3 .0134 -28,5 ,0359 -3_,0
,20 ,0329 -218,7 ,0135 -28,4 ,0463 -35,7
•35 ,1555 -Z14.5 ,0120 °27,4 ,167_ "3_,0
•60 ,0109 -37,2 .0071 -$2,0 ,0038 151,7




POINT NUMBER -329 MACH . ,783 RN . 2,237_10E6 ALPHA - 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK) = 4,00 DEG
G - 3,967 KPA K = ,210 DELTA6 . 6.02 DEG OSCILLATING FREgUENCY • 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0179 "265,1 ,0101 "42,2 0262 "69,9 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0166 93,7 ,0144 m82,4 0309 -84,5
,12 *0151 "272,9 ,0119 -38,7 0241 "69,3 ,12 *0224 92,7 ,0116 +80,_ 0338 -84,9
,20 ,016# -269,3 ,0144 -27,1 026€ "60,4 ,20 ,0370 91,8 ,0097 o79, 5 0466 -86,4
,30 +0203 "256,4 ,0191 -19,4 0346 -48,9 ,30 ,059_ 97,4 ,0097 "78,6 0691 =82,U
,35 ,028E "247,0 .0225 -16,8 0460 -44.9 ,35 ,1320 107,1 ,0092 "78,0 1411 -73,2
,45 ,0600 "224,1 ,0322 "6,8 0878 "31,3 ,45 ,0580 270,8 ,0080 o77._ 0502 89,0
•50 ,0684 -205,0 ,0393 "I,2 1055 "16,3 ,50 ,0506 272,9 ,0077 "7_,6 0430 91,2
,60 ,0543 "175,9 ,0_58 5,5 1001 _,7 ,60 ,0065 278,0 .0054 _7_,4 0013 65,2
,70 ,0617 "170,0 ,0526 9,7 1143 9,9 ,70 ,0042 234,7 ,0037 "75,9 ,0033 -3,0
,75 ,0688 "168,3 ,0522 12,7 1210 12,2 ,75 ,0030 226,1 ,0038 =74,9 ,0034 -25,9
,85 ,0602 18.5 ,85
,90 ,0291 "141,8 ,90
•95 ,0535 "171,7 ,0308 35,5 ,0820 18,2 .95 ,0037 2_8,6
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0134 88,4 ,0129 -45,4 ,0_42 "68,9 CHORD 7 ,05 .0186 90,7 ,0126 269,8 ,0310 -89,6
•12 ,0091 87,6 ,0154 "41,7 ,0223 -60,0 ,12 ,0242 91,5 ,010_ 271,8 .0346 -88,4
•20 ,0182 87,7 ,0169 "33,3 ,0306 -64,0 ,20 ,0467 92.8 ,008_ 272,2 ,0552 -87,3
•35 =0407 I08,5 ,0256 -11,4 ,0579 -49,0 ,35 ,0170 249,7 ,0058 274,7 ,0120 58,0
,60 ,0537 190,0 ,Oh16 5,3 ,0952 7,9 ,60 ,0004 200,8 .0036 270,8 °0035 -82,7
•75 ,0611 19_,4 .0329 14,7 ,0940 14,5 ,75 ,0021 119,6 .001_ 279,5 ,0035 -69,0
• 85 ,0264 243.1 ,85 ,0026 117,7
•90 ,0282 219,1 ,0123 72,4 ,0391 49,0 ,90 ,0026 117,8 .011_ 5,_ ,0126 -5,7
,95 ,0494 185,4 ,95 ,0021 137.9 ,0319 "61,5 .0339 "60,3
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0119 -263,3 ,0116 -47,5 ,0223 -65,6 CHORD 8 ,05 .0146 86.6 1013_ 18315 ,0279 -88,7
•12 ,0094 "268,5 .01_3 -32,1 ,0210 -54,0 ,12 ,0227 87,7 .0110 "83,8 ,0336 -89,5
•20 ,0243 -27_,4 .0177 -25.3 ,0348 "66,0 ,20 ,0294 88,9
•75 ,0543 "163,6 ,0214 20.3 ,0756 17,5 ,75 ,0034 131.2 ,0027 "90,6 .0057 -67,3
• 85 .0171 "203,4 ,85
•90 ,0276 "158.6
,90
•95 .0211 "193,9 ,95
CHORD 4 .05 ,0119 -258,2 .0137 -41.8 ,024_ -58.7 CHORD 9 .05 0225 8_,3 .0123 -92,0 ,0348 -9_.4
•12 ,0151 -262,8 .0162 -33,6 ,0284 -57.3 .12 0336 86,9 ,0098 o93,2 .0_3_ -93,1
•20 ,0140 -265.4 ,0169 -29,2 ,0273 -5_,4 ,20 0802 89.8 ,0077 "92,1 .0879 -90,_
•35 ,0608 -262,2 .0189 -9,0 ,0687 -67.0 ,35 0259 262,7 .0063 "94.4 ,0196 81,7
,60 ,0605 "158,_ ,0C07 -14_,0 *0598 21,5 ,60 0007 239,6 ,0021 =8_,6 ,0016 -70,2
,75 ,0189 "162,3 ,0018 35,2 ,0206 19.2 .75 0042 107,7 ,0007 -57,8 ,0049 -70,3
•85 ,0154 -163,4 ,0012 35,_ ,0166 18.0 ,85 .0040 120,3
,95 ,0089 "168,0 ,0(_03 -230,3 ,0087 14.0 .95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0221 107+3 ,0143 -56,8 ,0361 -66.5
•12 ,0193 102,4 .0109 -49,7 ,029_ -67,6
•20 ,0286 9_,0 ,0112 -48.9 ,0385 -72,9
•35 ,1538 108,6 ,0103 -54,6 ,1637 -70.4







0% TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER =330 MACH • ,782 RN • 2,235_IOE6 ALPHA • 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK) • 4"02 DEG
- 3,961 KPA K - .315 DELTA6 - 6,00 DEG OSCILLATING FREWUENCY - I_,99 HZ
UPPkR CP LO_ER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASg MA5 PHA_E HAG PHASE
CHORD % ,05 ,0110 37,1 0077 -59,8 ,01_2 -110,0 CNORO 6 ,05 ,0141 52,2 ,0066 239,9 ,0206 "125,_
•12 ,0109 33,7 0103 -47,1 ,0137 -98,6 ,12 ,0176 52,9 ,0049 238,0 ,0825 "125,9
,20 ,0164 43,3 0142 -39,3 ,0203 -92,5 ,20 ,042_ 59,1 ,0039 232,2 ,0463 -121,5
,30 ,0222 62,8 0175 -23,3 ,0273 -77.5 ,30 .0881 78,7 ,003_ 232 3 ,0915 -102,4
,35 ,0292 76,3 0211 -16,5 ,0369 -68,7 ,35 .1038 87,1 ,003_ 233 3 ,1067 -94,0
,45 ,0650 110.8 0323 "8,3 ,0855 -50.0 ,_5 ,0347 -123,7 ,0025 231 2 ,0322 56,7
,50 ,0743 137,3 0396 -2,3 ,1076 -28,9 ,50 ,0160 -139.0 ,0026 224 1 ,0134 40,_
,60 ,0628 -183,5 0_56 5,4 ,1081 ,3 ,bO ,0056 -179,% ,002% 227 l ,00_4 -19,8
,70 ,0697 -170,7 053_ II,7 ,1230 10,3 ,70 ,0049 140,b ,OOlb 226 0 ,0050 -56,4
,75 ,0729 "166,3 0541 16,0 ,1270 I_,7 ,75 ,0034 122,1 ,0017 223 _ ,0041 -81,8
,85 0625 24.6 ,85
,90 ,0374 -130,2 .90
,95 .0545 -166.8 .0339 43.5 ,0855 24,8 .95 .0030 -189,9
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0088 52,5 ,0095 -37,8 ,0130 -80,5 CHORD 7 ,05 0137 56,8 ,0096 -138,2 ,0231 -129,4
,12 ,0082 _5,8 ,0139 -31,7 ,0145 -65,3 ,12 0190 56,_ ,0084 "136,3 ,0273 -127,5
•20 ,0163 41,7 ,0168 -26,9 ,0186 -81,4 ,20 0440 59,1 ,0019 _137,3 ,0516 -123,4
•35 ,0408 75,5 ,0252 -10o3 ,0463 -71,7 ,35 0223 211,5 ,0071 -141,9 ,0153 28,4
,60 ,0696 182.4 ,0412 10,1 ,1106 5,3 ,60 003% 133,3 ,0044 -150,_ ,0048 -111,3
•75 ,0650 199.1 ,0337 22,5 ,0987 20,3 ,75 0021 8B,b ,0025 -1_7,7 ,0041 -%22,3
• 85 ,0363 "105.7 ,85 0023 91,1
,90 ,0349 "126,9 ,0173 "277,1 ,0506 62,9 ,90 0018 99,5 ,00_ 24,3 ,0096 1_,1
• 95 ,0491 190,0 ,95 0015 114.3 ,0016 w151,3 ,0023 -109,b
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0090 56,5 ,0098 -51,4 ,0152 -85,8 CHORD 8 05 ,0124 49,8 .0067 223,6 ,0191 "132,4
• 12 ,007_ 49,1 ,0135 -45,0 ,0158 172,8 12 .0214 52,1 ,0049 220.5 ,0262 -130,0
• 20 ,0199 42,2 ,0158 -35,8 ,0227 -94,9 20 ,0460 58,0
•75 ,0619 "158,7 ,0229 25°9 ,0847 22,6 75 ,0030 128,8 .0010 180,0 ,0025 -69,4
•85 ,0177 147,5 85
,90 ,0319 "1_7,0 90
•95 ,0187 168,4 95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0073 72,4 ,0115 -50,3 ,0%66 -71,9 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0180 43,6 ,0070 210,3 ,0248 -140,I
,12 ,0107 59.8 ,0%38 -40,6 ,0190 -74,4 ,12 ,0345 53,8 ,00_0 204,Z ,0389 "%29,9
,20 ,0114 54,5 ,0164 -29,5 ,0189 -66,1 ,20 ,0842 61,4 ,0036 %99,3 ,0868 -120,2
•35 ,0801 65,6 ,0178 -12,4 ,0783 -I01,5 ,35 ,0090 -178,W ,0036 191,5 ,0055 -4,B
•60 ,0857 "175,2 ,0008 -71,6 ,0859 4,3 ,60 ,0039 104.6 ,0018 172,o ,0036 "I03'1
,75 ,0241 "15_,9 ,0024 47,2 ,0264 27,1 ,75 ,0032 121,8 ,0010 I_6,8 ,0023 -68"4
,85 ,0%60 "159.7 ,0012 34.1 ,0%73 21.3 ,85 ,0026 138,7
,95 ,0097 "162,4 ,0008 214,5 ,0089 16,0 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0168 76,3 ,0052 "66,0 ,0211 -95,1
12 ,0159 67,5 .0039 -47,4 ,0179 -I01,1
20 ,0258 61,3 .004_ -45,2 ,0274 -109,9
35 ,1739 72.9 ,0029 -82,2 ,1765 -106,7





P_INT NUMBER .331 MACH - ,78& RN . 2,239_10E6 ALPHA . 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 |PEAK) - 6.05 DEG
G - 3.973 KPA K - ,105 DELTA6 - 6,03 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 5.01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP OELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAW PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I .05 .0216 "217.1 .0166 -18.0 0376 "28.8 CHORD 6 .05 .0286 -223.1 .022_ "_I.6 .0510 -_2.5
,12 ,0162 "223.4 ,0202 -16.8 0355 "28.6 ,12 .0361 -222,5 .01_2 "42,6 ,0543 -42,5
,20 ,0208 "226.6 .0255 -16.0 0_47 "29.7 ,20 ,0784 -222.8 .01_8 "40.8 ,0932 -42.5
• 30 ,0302 "219,1 .0302 -13,1 0588 -26,1 ,30 ,1270 -218,4 ,0141 "40,2 ,1_10 -38,6
.35 .041@ "213.5 .0352 -9.3 0749 "22.4 .35 .1882 -211.7 .0128 "39.1 .2009 -32.2
•@5 .0836 "198.6 .0520 "5.3 1348 "13.5 .&5 .077_ -40.9 .0108 "38.3 .0666 138.7
.50 .0876 "189.7 .0628 "2.3 1500 -6.6 .50 .0488 -40.6 .0101 "37.9 .0386 138.7
.60 .0697 "176.9 .0702 2.4 1399 2.8 .60 .0100 -83.8 .0068 "37.3 .0073 53.5
.70 .0821 "174.8 .0789 5.5 1611 5.3 .70 .0025 -1_9.7 .0041 "29.7 .0057 "7.8
.75 .0943 -165.8 .0776 7.2 1716 11.1 .75 .001& -12_.5 .O0_b "33.6 .0047 -16.2
•85 .0867 9.9 .85
.90 .0528 "163.9 .90
.95 .0865 "175.1 .040_ 19.3 .1260 9.5 .95 .00_3 -55.8
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0211 1_2,0 ,0215 -2_,3 ,0_23 -31,1 CHORD 7 .05 .0305 138,0 .0205 "39,0 .0510 -_0,8
•12 .0157 139.6 .0259 -21.6 .0410 -28.7 .12 0416 138.2 *0178 "38.1 .059_ -_0.7
•20 .0266 140.8 .0281 -15.6 .0536 -27.1 .20 1137 139.0 .0154 "39.3 .1291 -_0.8
•35 .0653 1,9.5 .0403 "8.6 .1038 -22.2 .35 0303 -50.0 .0112 "38.9 .0194 123.6
•60 .0646 187.1 .063H 2.3 .1278 4.7 .60 0061 I05.6 .0063 "35.9 .0117 -54.8
°75 .0787 188.2 .0_88 7.0 .1275 7.8 .75 0055 140.6 .003_ "29.9 .0088 -35.8
.85 .03_9 208.5 .85 0038 142.3
.90 .0529 193._ .0119 43.0 .0635 18.7 .90 0034 151.9 .0195 .4 .0225 -3.7
•95 .i044 182.H .95 0389 151.3 .0326 "59._ .0690 -_2.7
CHORD 3 .05 .0181 "220.0 .020H -22.9 .0381 "30.9 CHORD 8 .05 .0269 -224.9 .0207 "45.2 .0476 -_5.1
•12 .013_ "223.2 .0255 -19.H .0382 -27.5 .12 .0_34 -224.5 .0159 "_3._ .059H -_4.4
•20 ,0314 -226.6 .0299 -16.2 .0592 -31.8 .20 .0742 -22_.7
.75 .07_2 -169.7 .0317 10.8 .1059 10.4 .75 .0029 -215.4 .003_ "3_.9 .0063 -35.1
•85 .0209 -191.6 .85
•90 .0495 "171.1
.90
.95 .035H -184.2 .95
CHORD _ .05 ,0203 "218.1 0261 -21,9 ,0459 -29,0 CHORD 9 ,05 .036_ -229.3 0188 "44,7 ,0551 -_7,7
.12 .0236 "220.2 0297 -19.0 .052H "28.4 .12 .0591 -226.8 01_8 "45,9 .0739 -#6.6
•20 .0217 -221.3 0313 -15.8 .0518 -26.2 .20 .1H16 -22_.8 0116 "45._ .1532 -&H.8
.35 11131 "219.3 03,0 "7.6 .1431 -32.2 .35 .0265 -55.8 0093 "45.7 .017_ 118.9
•60 .0546 "167.5 0009 "33.6 .0553 11.8 .60 .0038 "196.6 003_ "_4.7 .0070 -29.9
•75 .0287 "171.7 00_5 6.1 .0331 8.0 .75 .0019 -183.5 0016 "_0.3 .0033 -20.0
•85 .0206 -169.6 .0032 5.2 .0238 9.7 .85 .0011 -132.9
.95 .0138 "172.7 .0013 -7.3 .0150 6.1 .95
CHORD 5 .05 .0383 I_3.6 .027_ -27.3 .0655 -32.6
.12 .0351 1_1,_ .0215 "25.1 .0562 "33.6
•20 .0600 I_0.2 .0220 -25.7 .0815 "36.0
.35 '2343 149.1 .0189 "23.7 .2530 "30.3







POINT NUMBER -332 MACH • .779 RN = 2,231+10E6 ALPHA • 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK) - 6.00 DEG
Q = 3,9W2 KPA K = ,210 DELTA6 = 6,00 BEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LU*ER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C HAG pHAEL HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 .05 02_5 89.8 .0156 -44.5 .0371 -72.6 C_OR_ 6 .05 .027_ 98.2 0196 27,.5 .0_70 -83.4
• 12 0228 8_.6 .018_ -39.0 .036_ -70.4 .12 .03_6 97.5 01b2 _73.2 .0_98 -83.8
•20 0276 89,1 ,02_0 "31.5 ,0_49 o63,5 .20 .0836 98,3 0118 27.,_ ,0953 -82.2
•30 03%7 101.8 ,0303 -20._ ,0569 -51,_ .30 ,1435 109.7 0115 273.6 .1516 -71.5
•35 0_81 112.7 .0338 -15,1 ,0738 -46,1 ,35 ,1514 121,2 0107 273.3 .1610 -60.6
,45 0850 139.2 .0_93 -7.& .1290 -28.7 ._5 ,0575 -_1,6 0090 273.3 ,0_86 99.3
•50 0902 156,_ .0592 -3._ ,1W72 -15.6 .50 ,0312 -89.2 00_ 27_.1 .0230 89.6
•60 0761 180.9 ,0682 3,6 ,14_2 _.2 .60 ,0072 2_8,i 00@9 277,5 ,0038 29,0
•70 0881 187,9 .0791 8.2 ,1672 8.1 .70 .0027 lS7'2 0026 278.6 .0038 -36,6
• 75 0951 190._ .0793 11.5 .17_5 10.9 .76 .0015 170.1 0029 282.1 .0038 -56.1
• 85 .0901 17.1 .85
•90 .0581 20_.8 ,90
•95 ,0880 186.9 ,0W6W 31,3 ,1316 15,3 .95 ,00W6 2_W,5
CHORD 2 .05 021W 96,6 .0189 306,7 ,0389 -69,3 CHORD 7 05 .0293 93.5 .019W 272._ .0W87 -86,9
• 12 016_ 92.4 .0235 -_4.2 .0371 -61.8 12 .0_18 9_.8 .0166 27_.3 .058_ -85._
• 20 027_ 90.8 .025_ -31.0 .0W61 -61.3 20 .1339 99.0 .0146 275._ .1_83 -81.3
• 35 0706 113.8 .0371 -15.8 .098_ -49.3 35 .0377 263.9 .011W 273.6 .0265 79.8
.60 0758 185.6 .0623 _.0 .1381 W.9 60 .00_8 1_2.7 .0065 271.8 .0093 -6W.7
.75 0837 193.5 .0_88 13.1 .1325 13._ 75 .O0_B 137.5 .0031 282.1 .0073 -56.8
•85 0_18 226.5 85 ,00_3 12_.9
,90 0552 203,7 ,0172 63,1 ,0693 32,8 90 ,00_2 121,2 ,0169 ,7 .019_ "10,1
• 95 1032 183.0 95 .0030 136.7 .0016 272._ .00_3 -57.3
CHORD 3 .05 ,0196 90,8 .0188 -_3.9 ,035_ -67,0 CHORD 8 ,05 .0238 90.9 .0181 269.2 ,0_20 -89.9
•12 ,01@8 88,8 ,0232 -37.2 ,03_I -57.8 .12 .0W05 91.1 ,01_0 267,9 ,05_5 -89,7
•20 ,0356 85,8 ,0277 -_8.9 ,0535 -66.1 .20 .0872 93.3
•75 ,0769 19_,9 ,0330 18,2 ,1098 15,9 ,75 .0019 I#7,0 ,0019 268.1 ,0033 -62,9
• 85 ,0220 -206.0 .85
• 90 .0506 19_.1 .90
•95 .0336 "189,9 .95
CHORD 4 .05 .0191 102.8 .0237 "_4,9 ,0_11 "59,3 CHORD 9 ,05 .0336 89.7 .01_ 263.7 .0509 "9213
,12 ,0238 95,_ ,0260 -35.8 ,0_53 "59,0 ,12 ,0598 91.5 ,0130 260,6 .0726 "90"_
,20 ,02_2 91,9 ,027_ "26,2 .0_3 "55,0 .20 ,1320 95.1 ,009_ 261,1 ,I_15 -85,9
•35 ,1786 102,6 ,0310 "1_,3 ,19_6 "69,2 ,35 ,0102 2_1,6 ,U078 255,6 ,0033 26,6
,60 ,0760 188,3 ,0006 "8,5 ,0766 8,1 ,60 ,0027 91,3 ,0017 235,5 ,00_2 "I02,5
•75 ,0306 193,0 ,0039 18.0 ,03_5 13,5 ,75 ,0032 131,_ ,0005 192,0 ,0030 -56,2
• 85 .0219 190._ ,0030 8.6 ,02_9 10.2 .85 .0012 179,b
•95 ,0140 187,3 .0012 "49.6 .01_7 3.2 .95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0356 106.5 .0220 296,& ,057_ -69.7
• 12 .0333 101.9 .0167 303.3 .0_92 -71.0
•20 ,0661 98.2 *0168 305.0 .0815 -76,_
•35 ,2507 117.7 .0138 302.5 ,2645 -62,1
,60 .009_ 238,8 ,0083 289,1 ,0076 1,5




POINT NUMBER =333 MACH - ,783 RN - 2,238_10E6 ALPHA - 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 {PEAK) " 6,07 DEG
g • 3,971 KPA K • ,315 DELTA6 • 6,08 OEG OSCILLATING FHEWUENCY • 15,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAU PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0173 39,3 0122 -57,9 ,022W "108.0 CHOR9 6 ,05 .021_ 60,3 ,0157 "116,7 ,0371 "118,4
•12 ,0152 3_,6 0170 -_4,0 ,0205 -90,9 ,12 ,0260 59,7 ,0125 _115,0 ,0384 -118,5
•20 ,0220 _0.8 0229 -33,3 ,0270 -84 9 ,20 ,0618 63,3 ,0102 "112,1 ,0750 "116,1
•30 ,0322 59,3 0290 "23.5 ,0406 -75 4 ,30 ,120_ 83,6 ,0099 "109,6 ,1301 "97,_
•35 ,0431 7_,8 0336 -15,8 ,0549 "67 5 ,35 ,1510 97,8 ,0092 "108,9 ,1593 "83,7
•_5 ,0921 109,1 050& "6,8 ,1228 "49 2 ,_5 ,0578 -110,2 ,0082 "110,8 ,0_96 69.9
•50 ,1033 133,1 0609 -,8 ,1519 "30 2 ,50 .0288 -120,8 .0082 •I09,2 ,0209 5_,7
.60 .0961 17,.0 0712 7.3 .1663 4 .60 .0065 210.9 .0066 "10_.0 .0047 -26.8
• 70 ,0993 187,5 ,0830 12,6 ,1822 9 8 .70 .0039 152,2 ,0038 o97,1 ,0063 "61,7
•75 ,1034 193,5 ,0833 16.7 ,1866 15 0 ,75 ,0019 165,3 ,0038 "99,2 ,0045 "73,_
•85 ,0940 25.1 ,85
,90 ,0718 "I_6,0 .90
.95 .0931 190.0 .0534 43.5 .1_07 22.1 .95 .0039 200.1
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0147 53,9 ,0135 -_8.2 ,0220 "89,2 CHORD 7 .05 ,0216 55.4 ,0130 "129.1 ,0346 "126,3
,12 ,013_ _5.5 ,0185 -_1,_ ,0223 "78,_ ,12 .0317 57,5 ,011_ "1_5,6 ,0_30 "123,_
,20 ,0249 _3,8 ,0219 -28,6 ,0277 -87,6 ,20 ,1123 66,6 ,0101 Q127,5 ,1221 "11_,5
•35 ,0753 79,3 .0355 -12,_ ,08_1 -75,8 ,35 ,0312 -135,9 ,0086 "181.9 .0230 38,9
•60 ,0955 -178,0 ,0625 8,8 ,1577 4,7 ,60 ,0053 117,6 ,00#9 "124.1 .0088 -92,0
,75 ,0877 "161.5 .0512 21.9 ,1388 19.8 .75 .0023 1_2.2 ,0028 -122.0 ,0039 -85,0
,85 ,0596 "119,7 ,85 ,0026 119,2
• 90 ,066_ -1€4,5 ,0271 78,5 ,0882 _7,6 ,90 ,0025 11_,7 ,0160 17,1 ,0166 8,_
• 95 ,1073 -172.5 ,95 ,002_ 138,9 ,0016 "132,6 ,0029 "75,6
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0131 _6,5 ,0162 -50,2 ,0220 -86,5 CHORD 8 ,05 .0181 57,2 .0153 u118,_ ,0334 "120,8
• 12 ,0115 _2,7 ,0207 -39,1 ,0222 -69,8 .12 .030_ 57.0 .0120 _117,8 .0_2_ "121,5
• 20 ,0307 _0.0 .0258 -32.1 .0335 -92.8 .20 .0585 62.6
•75 ,0854 "160.5 ,0359 28.1 .1210 22.1 .75 .0027 119.3 .0026 -101.6 .0049 -80.6
• 85 ,0268 1_2.1 .85
•90 ,0586 -158,0 ,90
,95 ,036_ 166,2 ,95
CHORD _ .05 0130 65,1 ,0177 -45,0 ,0253 -73,8 CHORD 9 ,05 0227 _4,0 ,01_1 "130,U ,0368 "133,7
• 12 0173 51,8 ,0715 -35,_ ,0269 -75,3 ,12 0_20 52,3 .0106 "130,2 ,0526 "128,2
•20 0187 _6,9 ,0243 -23,9 ,025_ -68,1 ,_0 1055 57,2 ,0080 "127,0 ,1135 "123,1
,35 1435 65,8 ,0?83 -7,5 ,1380 -I07,9 ,35 0115 210.6 ,00b0 "121,8 .0067 5,9
•60 12_9 181,3 ,000_ -I06,6 .1247 1.1 ,60 0016 79,8 ,0026 _9719 ,0042 "98,8
,75 0371 -158.5 ,0e51 56.1 ,0€13 25,5 .75 0019 137,€ ,0015 "81,1 ,0032 "59,5
,85 0255 -164,3 .0032 58.3 .0280 20,1 .85 001_ 1_1,7
• 95 0152 187,8 ,0010 153,3 ,01_ 10,0 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 .0255 73,3 ,0107 -80,I ,035W -98,9
,12 ,0259 66,1 ,0077 -70,8 ,0319 "10_,3
,20 ,056_ 63,2 ,0073 -71,0 ,0617 -112,0
,35 ,2_53 87,5 *0055 -70,2 ,250_ -9_,0







POINT NUMBER -337 MACH • °783 R6 - 2,223_10E6 ALPHA - 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DKLTA9 (PEAK) - 2,07 DEG
Q • 3,88_ KPA K - ,I05 DELTA9 • ,20 DEG OSCILLATING FHEQUENCY • 5,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE XIC MAG PHASE MA_ PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0006 -56,9 ,0006 I0,1 ,0007 66,3 CHOR3 6 ,05 ,0092 1_7,7 ,0136 "23,7 ,0227 -27,2
•12 ,001W -3_,8 ,0010 12,8 ,0011 99,5 ,12 ,0111 1_7,2 ,0137 "2O,u ,02_6 -25,7
•20 ,0025 74,0 ,0011 63,_ ,0015 -98,4 ,20 ,0169 I_3,0 ,0153 "15,3 ,0316 -26,7
•30 ,0026 98,2 ,0006 "2 0 ,0027 -69,3 ,30 ,0192 I_9,0 ,01_5 "10,_ ,0371 -20,9
•35 ,0028 91.6 ,0002 100 0 ,0026 -89,0 ,35 ,0506 153,1 .0212 "8,6 ,0710 -21,5
•W5 ,0C17 8,6 ,0013 273 6 ,0022 -135,2 ,W5 ,0983 165,6 ,0283 -_,9 ,1263 -12,3
,50 ,0023 169,6 ,0016 -60 6 ,0036 -31,1 ,50 ,0227 252,0 ,0337 =2,7 ,0_S& 26,2
60 ,0021 219,0 ,0013 285 5 ,0020 1,9 ,60 ,0_62 198,2 ,0377 .1 ,0828 I0,1
70 ,0008 188.9 ,0005 -_6 3 ,0011 -13,8 ,70 ,0665 183,6 ,0369 1,7 ,I03_ 2,9
75 ,0053 "32,5 °0008 -20 3 ,00_5 1_5,2 ,75 ,0728 182,2 ,031_ 1,9 ,10_2 2,1
85 ,0008 -_ 2 .85
90 ,0005 172,2 ,90
95 ,0007 151,1 ,0006 18,2 ,0012 -6,2 ,95 ,0053 186,3
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0016 12A,I ,0013 -50,0 ,0029 -53,2 CHORB 7 ,05 ,01_0 150,9 ,0170 "13,8 ,0308 -20.7
•12 ,0012 I01,2 ,0003 -165,0 ,0013 -9W,3 ,12 ,016_ i_9,5 .0195 "12.6 .035# -20,8
•20 ,0022 70,7 ,0011 71,2 ,0011 -109,7 ,20 ,0208 1_8,2 ,0203 "10,9 ,0_0_ -21,5
°35 ,0012 _7,3 ,0Ol_ -12_,6 ,0027 -128,4 ,35 ,1738 158,9 ,0237 "5,7 ,1967 "19,3
,60 ,0024 252,1 ,0012 -83,2 ,001_ 52,1 ,60 ,0289 191,0 ,0297 "I,8 ,0582 _,5
,75 ,0005 11,_ ,0006 -_0.9 ,0005 -92.6 ,75 ,0_08 183.9 ,02_ o8 ,0652 2,7
•85 ,0009 182,_ ,85 ,0163 I_3,7
•90 ,0011 180,6 ,0003 "7,6 ,001_ -I,0 .90 .0067 182.3 .0006 -35.5 ,0072 -,5
•95 ,0009 151,1 ,95 ,016_ 173,B ,0067 -178,1 ,0109 "10,4
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0009 93,9 ,0010 17,9 ,0011 -31,0 CHORD 8 ,05 ,01_1 151,9 ,0199 "18,9 ,0339 "22'8
• 12 ,0010 105,6 ,001_ 59,9 ,0010 15,0 ,12 ,0209 150,2 ,01_2 "16,1 ,0398 "23,2
•20 ,0015 95,4 ,0020 ,0 ,0027 -3_,6 ,20 ,0232 I_8,9
,75 ,0011 195,9 ,0009 -9,7 ,0019 _,# ,75 ,0275 181,0 ,0136 ",6 ,0_11 ,5
•85 .0006 "13,1 .85
•90 ,0015 191,8 ,90
• 95 ,0005 6,1 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0CIW 116,1 ,0009 31,7 0016 -31,3 CH3R9 9 ,05 ,0250 156,0 ,0173 =22,2 ,0423 -23,3
•12 ,0013 96,8 ,0007 "55,4 0019 "73"9 ,12 ,031_ 155,2 ,01W_ "21,1 ,0458 "23"6
• 20 ,0Cll 84,6 ,002_ 235,3 003_ "115,_ .20 ,0703 157,8 ,0115 "18,5 ,0818 -21,6
,35 ,0033 81,0 ,0028 277,2 0061 -91,6 ,35 ,06_4 -21,0 ,0104 =18,2 ,05_0 158,5
,60 ,00_0 125,0 ,0065 I0,9 0090 -13,_ ,60 ,0063 212,7 ,00_2 _29,2 ,0091 8,9
•75 ,0010 110,3 ,0012 5,3 0017 -28,6 ,75 ,0062 178,I ,001_ "34.7 ,0075 "8,3
•85 ,0015 206,9 ,0010 8,2 0025 19,3 ,85 ,005_ 177,3
,95 ,0002 2B,# ,0005 "I,6 0003 -16,6 ,95
CHORO 5 ,05 ,0030 131,9 ,0038 -50,3 ,0068 -_9,_
•12 ,0021 121,I ,0035 "_,i ,0055 -#9,6
•20 ,0032 I09,9 ,0037 "32,9 ,0066 -50,I
•35 ,006_ I09,6 ,0028 -27,8 ,0087 -57,6
•60 ,0102 185,0 ,00_1 "_.5 ,01_3 2,3




POINT NUMBER -338 MACH . ,779 RN - 2,21_10E6 ALPHA - 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELIA9 1PEAK) i 2,00 DEG
G " 3,859 KPA K - ,211 DELTA9 - ,03 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0013 36,9 ,0026 -13_,_ ,0039 "137,_ CHORg 6 ,05 ,0073 107,7 ,0106 m3_, 7 ,0170 -_9,9
• 12 ,0009 261,8 ,0017 "113,3 ,0009 "128,8 ,12 ,0089 101.7 ,0110 "28,3 ,0181 -50,5
• 20 ,0016 287,0 ,0013 "109,0 ,0009 165,5 ,20 ,0158 89,5 ,0128 "22,3 ,0237 -60,4
,30 ,000_ 110,3 *0025 -_6,8 ,0029 "_9,9 ,30 0177 107,1 ,0168 "15,6 ,0303 "_5,1
•35 ,0015 "3,_ ,0016 -72,8 ,0018 -123,6 .35 0507 118,3 ,0194 m12.6 ,0651 -#8,7
•45 ,0017 26,0 ,0022 -69,2 ,0029 "105,5 ,_5 0869 152,9 ,0268 "6,9 ,1125 "22,_
•50 ,0025 72,9 ,001_ 12,3 ,0022 "71,9 ,50 0_53 220,6 ,032_ "_,5 ,0720 22,0
•60 ,0006 158,8 ,0013 ,6 ,0018 "6,1 ,60 0525 19_,0 ,0365 ",8 ,0883 7,9
,70 ,0009 I_6,_ ,0016 "19,0 ,0025 -2_,_ ,70 0659 188,1 ,0360 1,8 ,I018 5,9
• 75 ,0003 106,3 ,0012 -29,0 ,0015 "37,8 ,75 0718 187,0 ,0308 3,5 ,1026 6,0
,85 ,0015 -21,5 ,85
,90 ,0006 68,2 ,90
•95 ,0008 _3.7 ,0011 -16,6 ,0010 "63,7 ,95 ,0058 195,6
CH_RO 2 ,05 ,0021 3,2 ,0003 -7.3 ,0018 "175,3 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0115 12_,2 .0117 "31,1 ,0227 -_3,3
•12 ,0021 "13,3 ,0003 224,6 ,0022 173,6 ,12 .0136 118,7 ,01_3 "23,0 ,0263 -_1,6
•20 ,0039 "8,3 ,0011 211,3 ,00_8 "179,7 ,20 ,016W 113,9 ,015_ _16,8 ,0289 -_2,3
•35 ,0068 16,0 ,0018 1_6,_ ,0081 "17_,I ,35 ,155_ 132,_ ,01S8 "11,_ ,1710 -_3,9
,60 ,0031 95,1 ,0010 136,8 ,002_ "100,9 ,60 ,0_15 199,2 ,0261 "1,6 ,0666 11,2
,75 ,0020 9&,5 ,000_ I_0,7 ,0018 -93,7 ,75 ,0_06 185,6 ,0226 2,8 ,0632 _,6
,85 ,0018 120,3 ,85 ,0167 18_,0
• 90 ,0013 13€,8 ,0006 177,5 ,0010 "69,3 ,90 ,0061 180,8 ,000_ 171,€ ,0058 1,5
•95 ,0011 132,0 ,95 *0135 16_,9 ,0109 250,3 ,0167 -55,9
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0005 203,7 ,0020 "93,1 ,0019 -80,5 CHOR0 8 ,05 ,012_ 122,3 ,0159 "32,8 ,0277 -_3,7
,12 ,0007 167,2 ,002_ -98,_ ,0025 -83,2 ,12 ,0182 117,0 ,0156 "25,_ ,0321 -_5,9
,20 ,0010 173,_ ,0022 "_3,1 ,0030 -32,2 ,_0 ,0205 111,1
,75 ,0007 -3_,5 ,0611 -12,0 ,0005 I_,_ ,75 ,0256 188,1 ,013_ ",1 ,0389 5,3
•85 ,0006 -25.2 ,85
•90 ,0_0_ 99,_ ,90
•95 ,0008 "9,2 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0013 72,3 ,0023 -81,5 ,0035 "91,3 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0223 128,7 ,01_6 -_,_ ,0369 -_8,6
,12 ,0007 #7,3 ,0027 -68,7 ,0030 -81,2 ,12 ,0291 127,6 ,0122 -39,_ ,0_11 -_8,6
,20 ,0006 "I0,_ ,0018 -76,0 ,0017 -95,2 ,_0 ,0675 131,2 ,0102 "33,7 ,0773 -_6,9
,35 ,0013 17,_ ,001_ -_0,3 ,0013 -97,_ ,35 ,0639 302,2 ,010_ "30,3 ,05#9 117,2
,60 ,0029 90,8 ,0076 21,3 ,0071 "I,2 .60 ,0082 187,2 ,00_ "_I,7 ,0115 -9,3
•75 ,0009 1_9,3 .0010 "&,0 ,0018 "16,6 ,75 ,0062 157,_ ,0017 "5_,6 ,0077 "29,_
•85 ,0C0_ 132,0 ,0007 10,0 ,0010 "II,2 ,85 ,0061 138,8
,95 *0002 -25,9 *000_ "1_.9 ,0002 "1,9 ,95
CH_RO 5 ,05 ,00_5 31,3 ,0019 188.8 ,0063 1155,2
,12 ,0036 26,1 ,0013 16_,6 ,00_7 "_6#,5
,20 ,0056 26,5 ,0007 187,3 ,0063 "155,7
,35 ,007_ W6,7 ,0018 -50,W ,0079 "120,3
,60 ,0163 160,1 ,0021 8,5 ,0182 -16,7





co TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER =339 MACH = ,78_ RN = 2,222alOE6 ALPHA = 2,05 BEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 {PEAK) - 2,03 DEG
Q - 3,90W KPA K - ,315 DELTA9 - ,OW BEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 15.01 HZ
UPPER CP LeWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WEH CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAY PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 .05 ,0041 -92.1 ,0008 -292,0 ,00_8 8w,8 CHORD 6 05 ,0032 82,9 .0093 -24.6 ,0107 -w1*3
•12 ,0029 -IO_,7 ,0007 -290 8 ,0036 7_,I 12 .0042 68,3 ,O106 =18,6 ,0112 -40,_
,20 ,0022 -112,6 ,OCIG -291 0 ,0033 67,9 20 .0075 55,9 ,O130 "1&.5 ,0126 -w8,6
,30 ,0018 -90,6 ,0010 -73 3 ,000S 68,2 30 ,0117 77,9 ,01BW "7,6 ,019W -4_,7
,35 ,0032 "6P,8 ,0003 -329 6 ,0032 111,5 35 ,0335 91,1 .0188 -4,6 ,0400 -61,0
,45 ,0083 -25,6 ,0010 -9 6 ,007w 152,3 _5 ,0509 I_3,9 ,02b8 1,1 ,0732 -23,7
,50 ,0089 I0,2 ,0001 -156 I ,0091 -169,6 b0 ,0_53 -173,9 ,0312 2,9 ,0765 _,8
•60 ,0048 W7,3 ,0C02 -330 2 ,0046 -131,6 60 ,058w -17_,W ,03b7 5,O ,0941 5,W
•70 ,0039 7_,7 ,0q05 -290 0 ,0033 -I0&,5 70 ,0650 -111,7 .03bb 7,0 ,I005 7,8
,75 ,003_ 66,9 ,0005 -238,6 ,0032 -120,i 7b ,0700 -171,7 ,0308 9.2 ,i008 8,6
,85 ,0007 "168,_ 85
•90 ,0020 "264,J .90
,95 *0018 91,2 ,0006 -212.8 ,0015 -107,9 ,95 ,003_ -175,6
CMORD 2 ,05 0032 -42,5 ,0008 -210,0 ,OOWe 1Wh,0 C_DRO 7 05 ,0097 97 0 ,01_8 °33,0 ,0205 -5W,_
•12 0023 -39.6 ,0006 "12_.8 ,002_ 154,7 12 ,0123 88 9 ,0152 =27.3 ,023_ -55,_
•20 0059 "_3.7 *0016 -I04,3 ,0053 151,2 20 ,0188 84 I *016b "22,_ ,0283 "61,9
,35 0103 "31.I o0014 -99,8 ,0098 156,7 35 ,1113 129 9 ,0197 "12,6 ,1275 -44,7
,60 0061 97.3 ,0007 -62,7 ,0068 -80,6 60 ,0419 196 _ ,0271 ,5 ,0683 10,0
,75 0029 112,1 ,0007 -15,3 ,0033 -58,7 75 ,0W03 188 3 ,023W 5,_ ,0637 7,_
,85 0021 143,1 8b ,0165 192 0
.90 0019 143.5 ,0011 14,5 ,0027 -I_,6 90 ,0065 199,9 .O008 "50.8 ,0068 13,2
,95 0C16 132,0 95 .0122 170,5 ,OOb_ "188,b ,0068 -10,3
CMU_F. 3 ,05 .002C -}I_,8 ,0002 -12,7 ,0021 57,0 CH_RD 8 05 ,0091 110,0 ,0133 "30,_ ,0211 -_6,2
,12 ,0012 "97.2 *OL.1! -294,2 ,0U23 7_,7 12 ,0131 101,5 ,0133 "_I,3 ,0232 -49,7
•_0 .0037 -XO,C ,OCIC -23.w ,0032 8w,1 20 ,0152 90,4
,75 ,003_ R3.6 ,0CO_ -1_7,5 ,0036 "I00,9 75 ,0245 -170,6 ,0130 10,5 ,0375 9,8
•85 .0C0_ -152,3 85
,90 ,0C17 -P54._ 90
.95 ,0L'01 -183,_ 95
CHOR6 W ,05 001_ "13_.3 ,0_01 -2W4,6 ,0013 51,7 C_0RD 9 ,05 ,0174 114,3 *0095 °W0*3 ,0263 -56,8
,12 0015 "113.9 ,0¢06 7,9 .O019 _9"3 12 ,02_0 112,9 ,0078 "32,B ,0308 -58,9
,_0 0017 -9w,3" ,0tic -317,3 ,O025 69,8 20 ,0586 116,0 ,O06W -_,W ,0636 -60,@
,35 0057 -56.3 .0016 -327,1 ,0059 107,8 35 .0439 -75,7 ,0057 "25,_ ,0399 96,9
,60 0125 69,8 ,()_6_ -329.6 ,0086 -8?,9 60 ,00_9 -197,3 ,0026 "10,5 ,0075 -14,9
,75 00_3 "750,9 ,01107 -320,7 ,00W3 -6S,5 75 ,00W5 127,3 ,0009 32,2 ,0047 -_1,8
•85 0033 -258,2 ,0005 -_05,_ ,0031 -85,8 85 ,0051 109,6
.95 0017 -255,1 .0006 -208,2 ,001_ -97,5 95
CH_D 5 .05 0C46 -3.0 .0023 -111.0 .0057 "16_.7
.12 00_2 -5.5 ,0C2_ -73._ .0040 "15_.8
,_0 0C65 -19.2 ,0_29 -48.B .O0_2 "179.3
.35 0206 -6,3 ,O[:2w -51,5 ,0190 178.8





P_INT NUMBER -340 HACH = ,7R I RN = 2,217_10E6 ALPHA . 2,05 0£G OSCILLATING DELTA9 fREAK) " 3,99 DES
G = 3,886 KPA K = ,105 DKLTA9 = ",01 DEG _SCILLATING F_EUUENCY • _,99 HZ
UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CR DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAU PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 *05 ,0038 86,_ 0029 "_1,2 ,0060 "71,_ CHORD 6 "Oh ,0179 1_'9 ,0261 "21._ ,0427 "27'_
•12 ,0029 118,3 0027 "47,9 ,0056 -55,1 ,12 ,0202 I_3,0 ,02bb "18,3 ,0_52 "26,b
•20 ,0020 134.3 0027 "15,5 ,0046 -28,0 ,20 ,0339 1_I,3 ,0291 "14,8 ,0616 -27,6
,30 ,0006 137,8 0009 "31,0 ,0015 -35,5 ,30 ,04_5 152,3 ,0363 "I0,7 ,0800 "20,0
• 35 ,0014 122,8 0011 -91,5 ,002_ "72,0 ,35 ,1322 156,5 ,0_10 "8,9 .1722 "20,1
•45 ,0037 112.2 0026 "_1,8 ,0061 "57,1 ,_5 *094_ 17_,8 ,0539 "5,1 ,148_ -5,2
•50 ,0020 11€,3 0026 "69,8 ,00_7 -68,0 ,50 ,0395 233,_ ,06_5 "3,1 ,092W 17,8
•60 ,0052 169,7 ,0013 "69,0 ,0060 -20,9 ,60 ,0824 188,5 ,0729 ",5 ,15_8 _,3
• 70 ,0038 1_5,9 ,0006 -6,_ ,0043 -30,3 ,70 ,1216 lS_,6 ,0731 1,1 ,19_7 3,3
• 75 ,0056 13_,6 ,0008 "11,9 ,0062 -_1,5 ,75 ,1338 18_,1 ,0627 1,9 ,1965 3,4
,85 ,0011 11.4 ,85
• 90 ,0013 78,4 .90
,95 ,0011 53,4 ,0012 26,7 ,0005 "#7,# .95 ,0090 196.8
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0037 I03,5 *002W "#9.0 ,0060 -65,7 CHORD 7 ,05 ,028W 152,7 ,0323 "16,1 ,060# "21,3
•12 ,0021 97,1 ,0022 "7_,9 ,004_ -76,8 ,12 ,0345 150,7 ,0360 "13,4 ,0698 "21,2
•20 ,0032 78,5 ,0007 "108,3 ,0039 "I02,7 ,20 ,0560 I49,_ ,0366 "10,8 ,0913 -22,8
•35 ,0062 I04,2 *0026 _88,1 ,0087 "79,_ ,35 ,2038 16_*_ ,0_3_ -7,_ ,2468 -1_,a
,60 ,0069 182,9 ,0018 2,7 ,0088 2,9 ,60 ,0668 186,2 ,0559 "1,3 ,1225 2,8
•75 ,0011 223,9 ,0007 "11,3 ,0016 22,7 ,75 ,0794 183,5 ,0_80 ,9 ,1273 2,5
•85 ,0008 122,1 ,85 ,0361 182.9
•90 ,0010 122.6 ,0004 35,2 ,0010 "33._ ,90 ,0134 18_,9 .001_ ",6 ,01_8 _,3
•95 ,0005 12W,7 ,95 ,0239 176,1 ,00_0 -179,1 ,0169 "5,8
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0026 117,5 ,0029 "19,2 ,0051 "39,W CHORO 8 .05 ,0275 153,1 *0367 =18,5 ,0640 "_2,1
•12 ,0019 114,0 ,0033 "26,1 ,0049 "_0,2 ,12 ,0_11 151,9 ,0351 "15,8 ,0758 "22,_
•20 ,00_ 11_,7 *0027 "21,7 ,0066 "W9,1 ,20 ,0536 150,7
•75 ,003_ 135,0 ,0012 "29,9 ,00&6 "&0,9 ,75 ,0_95 183,0 ,0272 1,4 ,0769 2'_
• 85 *0O12 "26,6 ,85
•90 ,0010 28,8 ,90
,95
•0005 -6,0 .95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0035 110,5 ,0033 "36,2 ,0065 -53,3 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0520 15_,7 ,03_3 "21,1 ,0852 -23,7
•12 ,003& 11_.7 ,0025 -25,_ ,0056 -_8,6 ,12 ,0755 156,b ,0269 "20,5 ,102_ -22,6
•20 ,0027 115,9 ,0011 "39,5 ,0037 -57,0 ,20 ,1776 159,2 ,021b "18,E ,199_ "20,5
•35 ,0C67 111,7 ,0037 -88,_ ,0102 -75,4 ,35 ,0867 332,8 ,019_ "16,5 ,0673 149,7
•60 ,0098 195,5 ,0153 6,6 ,0250 I0,2 ,60 ,0106 I_1,8 ,0079 "9,3 ,0185 "2,9
•75 ,0038 144,3 ,0017 "20,1 ,005_ -31,0 ,75 ,0120 175,3 ,0028 -2,0 ,01_8 -_,2
•85 ,0007 165,7 ,001_ "37,7 ,0020 -29,5 ,85 ,0097 170,8
•95 ,000_ -61,1 .0004 -2,0 ,0004 58,7 .95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0076 113,6 .0065 "_3,7 ,0136 -55,9
•12 ,0058 111.0 ,0061 -32,5 ,0113 -50,3
•20 ,0089 108,6 ,0067 -29,5 ,0147 -53,4
• 35 ,026_ 122,7 .0072 -28,0 ,0329 -51,I





-4o TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER -341 MACH - ,78P RN - 2,214_IOE6 ALFHA - 2,Oh 0_6 OSCILLATING DELIA9 {PEAK; - 4,04 DEG
- 3,889 KPA K - ,210 DELTA9 - -.01 OEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - I0,00 HZ
UPPER CP L_wER CP OELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG pHASL MA_ PHASE MAG PHAS_
CHORD I ,05 ,0039 "11,0 .0029 -98,4 ,0048 -153,1 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0128 I05,4 ,020_ "33.3 ,0317 -48,7
•12 ,0050 -21,6 ,0617 -95,5 ,0048 178,5 ,12 ,0151 98,0 ,0224 -24,1 ,0329 -46,9
•20 ,0053 -3,6 ,0002 -193,5 ,0055 176,0 ,20 ,0253 92.3 ,0_8 "18,7 ,0416 -51,8
•30 ,0045 18,3 ,0036 -53,6 ,0048 "116,2 ,30 ,0330 113,6 ,0334 "IO,b ,0586 -38,3
•35 ,0072 28,1 ,0037 -69.9 ,0086 -126,7 ,35 ,0989 122,8 ,0382 "8,3 1272 -44,2
•45 ,0139 38,5 ,0011 -245,0 ,0137 -145,7 ,45 ,1235 154,4 ,UbIE -3,5 1722 -19,3
•50 ,0106 81,5 ,0019 -352,7 ,0103 -88,3 .50 .0723 212,5 ,0617 -2,E 1279 16,6
•60 ,0044 102,7 ,0017 -35,3 ,0058 -65,9 ,60 ,0950 191,9 ,0702 ,8 1645 7,R
•70 ,0028 81,_ ,0007 -84,3 ,0035 -95,5 ,70 ,1282 IB7,3 ,0715 3,0 1995 5,8
•75 ,0C30 104,5 ,0006 -71,7 ,0036 -74,9 ,75 .1366 185,9 ,0611 4,7 1977 5,5
,85 ,0003 -83,0 ,85
•90 .0014 112.1 .90
•95 ,0017 85,5 ,0002 "3_9,2 ,0017 -87,8 ,95 ,0079 199,0
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0040 -355,? ,0027 -87,3 ,0049 -142,2 C_RO 7 ,05 ,0241 -236,8 ,0256 "26,5 ,0400 -41,1
•12 ,0028 "351 2 ,0028 -84,1 ,0041 -127,7 ,12 0299 -241,b ,0299 "21,6 ,0563 -41,5
•20 ,0063 -339 I ,0010 -49,0 ,0060 -150,0 ,20 04%_ -243,9 .0316 _16,w ,0698 -44,4
•35 ,0104 -3_8 4 ,0036 -36.9 ,0096 "128,0 ,35 2242 -221,4 ,0410 -9.4 ,2599 -36,6
•60 ,0042 -230 I ,0019 2.0 ,0056 -34,4 ,60 0724 -170,1 ,Ob_1 "1,0 ,1260 5,3
•75 ,0028 "270 7 ,0014 -15,4 ,0034 -68.2 ,7_ 0789 -115,5 ,04_0 1,2 ,1278 3,2
•85 ,0012 -214 9 ,85 0318 -180,7
•90 ,0012 -214 3 ,0008 27,1 ,0018 -10,4 ,90 0124 -171,0 ,0014 "_4,8 ,0137 6,6
•95 ,0014 "229 0 ,95 0241 -187.4 ,0087 "191,_ ,0155 -4,_
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0031 19,6 ,0013 "I07,1 ,O0_O -145,5 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0224 127,1 ,030_ "27,5 ,0515 -38,3
•12 ,0031 8,7 ,0611 -I04,0 ,0037 "155,1 ,12 ,0334 122,5 ,02_9 "21,0 ,0602 -40,3
,20 ,0083 "I,1 .0030 -64,2 ,0075 "160,I ,20 ,0417 117,9
•75 ,0031 124,8 ,0007 -27,4 ,0037 -50,3 ,75 ,0488 185,5 ,0267 3,9 ,075_ 5,0
•85 ,0005 -27.3 ,85
• 90 ,0025 112,3 ,90
•95 ,0007 -334.8 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0044 22,3 ,0018 -99,9 ,0056 -142,1 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0435 129,2 ,0270 =35,3 0699 _4,9
•12 ,0049 15,9 ,0019 -105,0 ,0061 -148 7 ,12 .0595 129o5 ,0226 "31,7 0812 -45,_
•20 ,0051 13.8 ,0027 -87,3 ,0062 -140 5 ,20 ,1408 134,0 ,0187 "25,9 1585 -43,7
•35 ,0137 15,9 ,0030 -56.6 ,0131 "151 3 ,35 ,0883 .54,0 ,0174 "22,2 0741 118"9
•60 ,0102 139,1 ,0146 "342,2 ,0218 -5 9 ,60 ,0079 187,5 ,0063 "14,8 0140 "2'_
•75 ,0052 135,6 ,001_ -20.6 ,0065 -39 6 ,75 ,0096 154,6 .0023 17,4 011_ -17,5
•85 ,0030 122,3 ,0012 -18,7 ,0039 -47 I ,85 ,0092 128,1
• 95 ,0014 114.5 ,0003 -340,0 ,0015 -53 1 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0085 -309,0 ,0045 -67,9 ,0113 "I08,7
• 12 ,0072 -313,8 ,0041 -53,0 ,0089 "106,5
•20 ,0104 "319,9 ,0047 -43,2 ,0109 "114,7
,35 ,0234 -313,1 ,0065 "19,6 ,0216 "117,1





POINT _UMBER 13W2 MACH 1 ,78_ RN " 2,21_IOE6 ALPHA a 2,05 OEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 (PEAK) 1 4,02 DEG
Q " 3,901 KPA K = ,315 DELTA9 . -,00 DEG OSCILLATING FREWUENCY . 15,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MA5 PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0027 "93,2 ,0012 46,6 ,0037 7_,8 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0091 78,I ,0121 -36,O ,0179 "63,7
•12 ,0046 -73,1 ,0013 4,0 ,0045 90,5 ,12 ,0118 68,8 ,0151 m26,O ,0199 -62,2
•20 ,0062 155.6 ,0011 14,0 ,0059 113,9 ,20 ,0218 54,9 ,0198 "18,4 ,0249 "75,_
,30 ,0065 "50,0 ,0012 ,5 .0058 121,1 .30 .0352 81,5 .0a76 "12,8 ,0_6_ -62,0
,35 ,0082 "35,6 ,0015 -14,4 ,0068 139,9 ,35 ,1172 89,4 ,0326 "10,5 ,1269 -76,O
,45 ,0186 "1,6 ,0019 36,2 ,0171 17_,4 ,_5 .1033 154.5 ,0_56 "_,S ,1468 "19,2
•50 ,0158 36,4 ,0016 32.5 ,0143 "1_3,2 ,50 .1027 191.6 .0559 "2,5 ,1575 6,6
°60 ,0102 66,6 *0014 18,7 ,0093 "10710 ,60 ,1153 186,8 o06b8 1,7 ,1810 5,O
•70 ,0056 91,2 .0011 22,6 ,0053 -77,5 .70 .1303 187,7 ,0676 _.4 ,1978 6,6
,75 ,005_ 84,4 ,0010 12,9 .0050 "85,0 ,75 .1356 187,8 .0576 7,3 ,1931 7,7
,85 ,0007 "7,1 .85
•90 ,0028 99,8 ,90
•95 ,0025 95,0 .0009 -298.9 ,0018 "68.0 ,95 .0120 194,2
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0058 -72.7 .0028 -94.1 ,0034 12W,4 CHORD 7 ,05 .0173 -258,9 ,0231 =29,5 .0368 =50,4
,12 ,0047 -69.? ,0039 -71,0 ,0008 119,1 ,12 .0217 -266,9 ,0216 "23,9 ,0421 "51,2
,20 ,0087 -64,3 ,0038 -75,6 ,0050 124,3 ,20 .0317 -270,1 ,O302 "16,7 ,0496 -54,5
•35 ,0165 -59.8 ,0028 -51.8 ,0137 118,6 .35 .2233 -241.1 .03_3 "8,8 .2485 -54,1
,60 ,0114 "283.7 .0421 "3,_ ,0113 "92,9 .60 .0831 -166,9 ,0511 1,6 .1336 8,7
,75 ,0061 "270.2 ,0C15 12,5 ,0059 -75.5 ,75 ,0772 -172,5 ,045_ 7,2 ,1226 7,4•8 3_ - 67 5
,85 .0321 -168.8
.90 ,0028 "258,3 .0012 26.2 .0028 "52,7 ,90 ,0099 -155,4 ,0027 "11,2 .0122 17,3• 5 . 5 61 7
•95 ,0201 -189,8 .0110 "200,6 .0096 2.6
CHORD 3 .05 ,0041 "66,8 ,0012 39.3 ,0046 98.8 CHOR0 8 .05 .0172 104,5 ,0206 "39,O .0359 "55,5
,12 ,0033 -6_.6 .0013 6,1 .0031 91,9 ,12 .0262 94,9 ,0213 "29,2 .0420 -60,3
•20 ,0086 "69.3 .0012 -24,a ,0078 I04,5 .20 .0361 89,1
,75 ,0063 94.2 ,0013 11,3 .0062 -7_,0 .75 .0488 I87.1 ,0231 5,5 ,0718 6,6
•85 .0007 29,5 ,85
,90 .0035 115,1 ,90
•95 .0009 "286,1 ,95
CHORD _ .05 ,0035 -63,2 ,0013 -18.0 ,0028 97,3 CHOR9 9 .05 0352 I09.0 ,O1_9 "61,5 .O540 -67,7
,12 ,004_ -56.2 .0018 -27.2 0028 106,1 .12 0536 109.7 ,O152 "55.8 .0684 -67,1
.20 ,0046 "51.1 .0£28 -16.2 0028 95,1 ,20 1381 115.6 .OIEO "49._ .1497 -63,E
•35 ,0167 "40,6 ,0£19 -32.7 0149 138,4 .35 0744 281.2 .Ol16 -43,1 .0654 95,3
,60 ,0206 89.0 .0149 30,6 0180 "_6,2 ,60 0133 156.5 .0051 -58,0 .0177 -32,9
•75 ,0091 116.7 .0013 32.4 0091 -55,0 .75 0093 146.1 .O018 -86,7 .0105 -41.8
,85 ,0041 122,2 ,0011 40,2 0041 -42.2 .85 .0074 126,6
•95 .0025 135._ ,0013 "271.4 ,0018 -13.5 .95
CM_RD 5 ,05 ,0056 -18.6 .00_7 -47.5 ,0027 "1_i.4
•12 ,0057 -17.6 .0048 -40.0 ,0022 "141.0
•20 .0086 "28.2 .0052 -33.4 ,0035 159,4
•35 ,0247 "17.6 .0068 -12._ ,0179 160,5






POINT NUMBER -343 HAEH - ,78£ RN - 2,220*I026 ALPHA - 2,05 OEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 (PEAK) - 6,01 DEG
- 3,925 KPA K = ,105 DLLTA9 " ",01 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP L_wER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE XIC MAG pHASE MA_ PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD I .05 0038 98.2 .0016 -70.1 .O05W -78.3 CHORg 6 .05 .0255 142.1 00381 "2109 0630 -28.3
.12 0032 96.5 .0625 -69.0 .0056 -77.1 .12 .0278 140.6 .039W "17.8 0661 -26.8
•20 0027 93.7 .0C2W -89.5 .0051 -85.0 .20 004_5 138.O .0_0 "13.6 0858 -27.9
•30 0026 118.9 .0020 -_7.5 .0046 -55.1 .30 .0619 IW3.8 .0560 -8.9 1146 -23.3
•35 O0_ 124.3 .0022 -29.0 .0064 -W6.9 .35 .1370 152.3 .0639 "6.9 1980 -21.1
•45 0123 130.9 .0020 -16.8 .0140 -WW.8 .45 .2910 -201._ .08N7 "4.1 3727 -17.b
•50 0064 141.9 .0028 -42.0 .0092 -39.3 50 .14_8 -183.0 .1008 "2.9 .2_56 -2.9
•60 0055 146.2 .0016 -65.1 .0069 -W0.7 60 .1086 -160.7 .1118 ".9 .2171 9.1
•70 0027 I_8.5 .0021 -42.1 .O0_B -36.2 70 .1779 -174.4 .1119 .9 .2895 3.1
•75 0026 167.9 .0622 -35.5 .00_7 -22.9 75 .1978 -175.8 .0951 1.7 .2928 3._
•85 ,0022 -28.3 85
•90 .0005 -180.3 90
•95 .0007 -133.3 .0C17 -i.4 .0022 12,1 95 .0174 -173.3
CHORD 2 .05 .0026 9_.0 0022 -51.1 .00_5 -70.0 CHORD 7 .05 .0427 -208.3 .0509 "16._ .0931 -21.8
• 12 ,002_ 94,2 0022 -48,8 ,0043 -68,2 ,12 ,0500 -210,6 ,056_ "13,5 .1052 -21,b
•20 .0044 113.9 0030 -58.5 .0074 -63.0 .20 .0766 -211.8 .0570 °I0.6 .1313 -22.8
•35 .0095 I00.1 0051 -28.9 .0133 -62.7 .35 .2816 -199.6 .D701 "7.O .3504 "17.1
.60 .0037 -195.7 0022 -47._ .0056 -27.4 .60 .0943 -169.7 .0875 "2.6 .1806 4.1
•75 .0030 -201.3 0017 -46.5 .00,5 -30.3 .75 .1176 -177.1 .0754 ".i .1929 1.7
•85 .0026 -206.5 .85 .05_6 -178._
•90 .0020 "200.i .0012 -37.7 °0031 -26.7 .90 .0192 -175.D .0039 -50.O .O216 -3.4
•95 .0011 -177.7 .95 .0300 -183.O .00_9 181.9 .0212 -5.0
CHORD 3 .05 .0031 96.4 .0038 -67.9 .0068 -75.0 CHORD 8 .05 .0410 149.6 .O5_3 "17.O .0947 -22.8
•12 .0020 I03.5 .0035 -74.6 .0055 -75.3 .12 .0587 148'3 .0533 "14._ .II08 -23.5
•20 .0053 98.4 .0026 -37.8 .007_ -67.5 .20 .0753 147._
,75 ,0036 168,2 ,0020 -44,9 ,0054 -23,6 ,75 .0722 -176,0 ,0432 1,1 ,1153 2,9
.85 ,0014 -53.6 ,85
•90 .0013 -169.2 .90
• 95 ,0007 -62,3 ,95
CHORD 4 .05 .0036 97.4 .004_ -58.6 .0078 -69.4 CHORD 9 .05 .0767 152.9 .0_96 "22.5 .1262 -25.3
• 12 ,0035 101,2 ,00_1 -46.7 ,0073 -61,5 ,12 ,1047 153,9 ,0415 "21,8 ,1461 -2_,9
• 20 ,0033 102,6 ,003_ -32,2 ,0062 -5_,4 ,20 ,2225 -202,8 ,0350 "19,1 ,257_ -22,3
•35 .0100 110.4 .0050 "_2.9 .0146 -60.8 .35 .0269 -158.6 .0316 "16.O .0554 1.1
.60 .0093 -167.1 .0_66 5.6 .0358 7.5 .60 .0120 -164.7 .0131 "11.8 .024_ 1.1
.75 .0038 -176.7 .0021 -4W.8 .0055 "13.3 .75 .0127 -194.6 .OOW7 "6.4 .0174 -12.@
.85 .0027 163.6 .0016 -45.5 .0041 -27.1 .85 .0130 -200.9
• 95 ,0008 -120,3 ,0006 -73,4 ,0006 15,7 ,95
CHORD 5 *05 ,0114 117,8 ,0096 "35,1 ,0204 -49,8
• 12 ,0083 114,6 ,0087 "32,2 ,0163 -48,4
• 20 ,0123 109._ ,0110 -33,4 ,0221 -53,0
•35 .0208 116.7 *0129 -24.9 .0319 -48.8





POZNT NUMBER =344 MACH - ,785 RN • 2,222_10E6 aLPHa = 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 IPEAK! • 6,01 DEQ
g = 3,924 KPA K - ,210 DELTA9 = ,03 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY = 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTa CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 0039 10,1 ,003_ -83,0 ,0053 "130,4 C_ORB 6 ,05 ,0194 -253,2 ,031_ "37,_ ,0483 -51,0
•12 0052 I0,I ,0028 "69,8 ,0054 "139.6 ,12 ,0232 -260.0 ,032_ =29,4 ,0508 "50,0
,20 0059 5.3 ,0020 "68,7 ,0057 "155.4 .20 .0387 -267,0 ,037b "22._ ,064_ -55,2
• 30 0070 "329,8 ,0028 "50,2 ,0071 "127,0 ,30 ,0512 -253.4 ,0490 =15.0 ,0875 -44,9
• 35 0101 "332,0 ,0035 "_7.6 ,0098 -131,9 ,35 ,1324 -239.9 ,056_ "12,U .1753 -46,1
•45 0169 "309,8 ,0024 -3,9 ,0156 "122,8 ,_5 ,261_ -221,9 ,0760 "6,_ ,3263 "3_,I
,50 0140 "280,9 ,0028 "22,1 ,0148 -90,3 ,50 ,13_0 -181o5 ,0919 "3,8 .2258 -2,4
,60 0080 "251,6 ,0020 -30,9 ,0096 -63,8 .60 ,14_8 -164,4 ,I052 "o5 ,2_77 8,8
,70 0043 "237.8 ,0014 "33,7 ,0056 -51,8 ,70 ,1878 -171.9 ,1072 1,9 ,2947 5,9
,75 ,00_ "226°3 ,0012 -27,7 ,0055 -42,3 ,75 ,19_3 -173.2 ,0911 3,_ ,2853 5,7
.85 .0006 _.2 .85
,90 ,0019 "207.2 ,90
,95 ,0018 "226,3 .0010 45,4 ,0020 -16.2 ,95 ,0220 -166.6
CHORD 2 .05 ,0052 3.5 .0029 "81._ ,0058 "1_5,8 CHORO 7 ,05 .0339 -237,3 .0_0_ "26,_ ,0716 -40,5
,12 ,00_1 8,1 ,0037 "72,6 ,0050 "125,2 ,12 ,0_05 -2_2,6 ,0_62 =2Z,1 ,0813 -41,0
• 20 ,0076 18,8 ,0034 -55,6 ,007_ "135,4 ,20 ,0570 -245,1 ,0473 •16,3 ,0951 -43,_
,35 ,01'7 27,7 °0052 "26,9 ,012_ "132,2 .35 .2901 -220,8 ,06U1 "9,7 .3_29 -35,6
• 60 ,0092 "208,1 ,0027 5,8 ,0115 -20,7 ,60 ,1069 -162,5 ,0812 "1,U ,1856 9,6
•75 ,0048 "239,0 ,002_ 18,0 ,0059 -35,3 ,75 ,1150 -173,9 ,0718 3,3 ,1867 5°1
•85 .0027 "226.6 .85 .0589 -173,9
• 90 ,0021 "229,4 .0018 34,4 ,0029 -10.2 ,90 .0187 -161._ .003_ "1.2 .0218 15.7
•95 ,0015 -232,6 ,95 ,029_ -182,9 ,0166 120,5 ,02_6 29,1
CHORD 3 .05 .0048 -325.0 .0019 "96.5 .0062 "131.7 CHORB 8 .05 .0334 -234.3 .0_b_ "30.3 .0771 -40.4
,12 .004_ -333.5 .0013 -80.9 .0050 "139.2 .12 .0495 -239.6 .0,_ "2_.6 .0895 -_3.1
.20 .0105 19°3 .0023 -67.3 .0107 "148.1 .20 .0627 -2_.6
•75 .0051 "211.8 .0011 "11.7 .0062 -28.1 .75 ,0721 -173.6 .0503 2.0 ,1123 _°8
• 85 .0011 18.0 .85
,90 ,0033 "200.5 ,90
•95 .0009 37.1 .95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0066 "327,2 ,0035 "72,2 ,0082 "123,0 C_ORO 9 *Oh ,06_1 -232,3 ,O_lb "40.5 ,I051 -_7,7
,12 ,0073 "33_.0 ,0035 "6_,1 ,0081 "128,5 ,12 ,0882 -232,5 ,03_ "37.3 ,1215 -48,3
,20 ,0072 "337,_ ,0032 "57,5 0073 "132,2 ,20 ,1985 -228,1 ,028_ "32.1 ,2260 "_6'1
•35 ,0188 "336,0 .00_5 "58,1 0187 "I_2.3 .35 .0_3_ -7b.1 .02b3 "28._ .0318 69,6
,60 ,0181 -220,_ ,0252 15,6 0383 -7,_ ,60 ,0153 -182.5 ,_101 °21.3 ,0251 -10.0
•75 .0068 "19_.7 .0_17 "10.7 0085 -13.9 .75 .0150 -209.1 .0039 "9.5 .0186 -25.1
•85 .0037 "205.6 .0017 "I0.5 005_ -20.9 .85 .0139 -221.0
• 95 ,0020 -192,8 .0C06 32,1 002_ -3.2 .95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0130 _9.6 .0069 "63,1 ,0169 "108,3
• 12 ,0103 4_,8 .0063 -_8,8 ,012_ -I0_,8
,20 ,01W_ 39,2 ,0076 -_2,7 ,0153 "_11,W
,35 ,0212 _6,8 ,0093 -2_._ .0203 -107.3






POINT NUMBER -345 MACH - ,7R6 RN = 2,223_10E6 ALPHA - 2,05 OEG OSCILLATING DELIA9 (PEAK) . 6,02 PEG
Q • 3,938 KPA K - ,314 OKLTA9 = ,01 OEG OSCILLATING FMEWUENCY - 15,01 HZ
UPPLR CP LPwER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MA_ PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0045 -97 6 ,0015 242,2 ,0031 92,5 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0148 78,8 0243 318,b ,0342 -63,5
•12 ,0041 "103 3 ,0016 257,1 .0025 76.5 ,12 .0191 68,S 0271 "29,_ ,0354 -62,0
•20 ,0059 -70 9 ,0025 272,0 ,0036 121,2 ,20 ,0359 59,3 033W "22,0 ,0452 -73,7
,30 ,0083 -44 7 ,0031 276,0 ,0062 153,4 ,30 ,0674 88,0 O4bW "15,0 ,0893 -62,3
,35 ,0107 -4] I ,0029 296,7 ,0080 146,7 ,35 ,2046 98.1 05_6 "12,b ,2285 -69,@
,@5 ,0258 -2 9 ,003_ 303,1 ,0239 -176,3 ,W5 ,1589 1W8,@ 0718 "5,9 ,2258 -23,7
•50 ,0248 33.5 ,0034 329,9 ,0235 -139,0 ,50 ,1471 189,3 0871 -2,7 ,2329 @*B
•60 ,01_4 70,2 ,0017 303,2 ,0155 -104,8 ,60 ,1628 IS8,I 1008 1,7 ,2633 5,7
•70 ,0093 80,5 ,0007 327,7 ,0096 -95,7 ,70 ,1868 189,5 1039 4,8 ,2905 7,8
,75 ,0072 89,5 ,0006 299,2 ,0077 -R8,4 ,75 ,1897 189,1 0888 7,1 ,2785 8,4
,85 ,0£05 322,8 ,85
•90 ,00_8 95,8 ,90
•95 ,0038 92.2 ,0008 61.6 ,0032 -81,0 .95 .0307 192,0
CHORD 2 ,05 0081 281,7 ,0028 149,1 ,0102 I13'3 CHORD 7 05 ,0279 106,8 ,0319 3_3,6 ,0568 "53,5
•12 0061 287,0 ,0029 165,9 ,0080 125,4 12 ,0359 97,0 ,0_80 330,8 ,0660 "55,3
•20 0106 289,4 ,0C2O 159,8 ,0119 116,7 20 ,0745 96,5 ,0413 338,6 ,i006 "62,2
,35 0216 "4_,6 ,0011 195,8 ,0221 137,8 35 ,2077 12@,2 ,0bw1 "12,0 ,2_95 -47,2
•60 0155 76,7 ,0009 276.2 ,0164 -102,2 60 ,1132 191,3 ,0736 ",5 ,1859 6,7
•75 0068 89,0 ,0U06 277,3 ,0073 -90,3 75 ,1096 187,0 ,0673 5,3 ,1769 6,4
•85 0048 99,_ 85 ,0305 17@,6
•90 00@0 98,7 ,0001 16@,9 ,0039 -83,2 90 ,0189 204,3 ,0007 304,4 ,0191 22,2
•95 ,0035 95,1 ,95 ,0281 171,8 ,0129 165,8 *015@ -2,9
CHORD 3 ,05 ,00@3 "67,0 ,0013 225,4 ,0039 131,3 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0281 103,5 ,0376 322,5 ,0620 -5@,I
•12 ,0043 "63,2 ,0017 246,8 ,0035 138,4 ,12 ,0_36 96,7 ,0378 "29,2 ,0726 -58,@
•20 ,0098 -74,2 ,0022 267,7 ,0077 110,8 ,20 ,0792 98,8
•75 ,0087 100,6 ,001_ -19,7 ,0095 -72,2 ,75 ,0715 189,0 ,038_ 6,6 ,i098 8,2
•85 ,0008 3,9 ,85
•90 ,0059 116,8 ,90
,95 ,0u11 43,3 ,95
CHORD @ ,05 ,0047 -53,5 ,0018 262,8 ,0036 147,0 CHORQ 9 ,05 ,0585 110,2 ,0333 308,4 ,0907 -63,2
,12 0057 -49,2 ,0023 27@,1 ,00@0 150,7 ,12 ,0956 114,8 ,0268 313,9 ,1212 "61,1
•20 0059 "46,2 ,0018 293,6 ,0043 142,0 ,20 ,2136 120,2 ,0223 321,1 ,2346 -57,8
•35 0195 -43,6 ,0036 296,6 ,0161 IW0,7 ,35 ,0911 277,7 ,0210 326,7 ,0789 86,1
,60 0325 90,7 ,0258 25,3 ,0320 -42,0 ,60 ,0177 177,5 ,0080 "29,5 ,0251 -I0,8
,75 0118 117,@ ,0015 -15,3 ,0129 -57,7 ,75 ,0139 161,0 ,0022 -8,9 ,0161 -17,6
,85 0063 126,5 ,0014 3,8 ,0072 -@3,8 ,85 ,0101 141,9
•95 0037 13@,5 ,0016 @4,9 ,0040 -22,3 ,95
CHORD 5 .05 0085 "13,4 ,0034 230,7 ,0104 -176,5
,12 0089 -16,2 ,0029 272,1 ,0085 -177,1
,20 0139 "21,5 ,0032 286,4 ,0122 170,6
•35 0542 "11,6 ,00@7 323,5 ,0500 170,7





POINT NUMBER =347 MACH = ,780 RN = 2,210_10E6 ALPHA = 2*05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 {PEAK! - 1,98 DEG
0 = 3,897 KPA K = ,105 DELTA9 • 3,02 OEG OSCILLATING FREWUENCY = 5,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAS PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAU PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0027 122,6 0022 -72,0 ,0049 -64,0 CHORg 6 ,05 ,0075 149,0 ,0106 =20,1 ,0180 -24,6
,12 ,0030 109,8 0017 -76,3 ,0047 -72,4 ,12 ,0083 113,8 ,0106 =17,2 ,0187 -25,5
•20 ,0031 87,0 0009 -77,2 ,0042 -89,8 ,20 ,0136 I%1,5 ,0122 =12,3 ,0252 -26,1
•30 ,0029 95,7 0022 -77,1 ,0051 -81.2 ,30 ,0139 I18,2 ,0159 "8,1 ,0292 -19,2
•35 ,0045 97,3 0015 =79,5 ,0060 -81,9 ,35 ,0400 151,0 ,0179 "6,1 ,0569 -22,0
•45 ,004_ 89,2 0024 -268,7 ,0020 "93,4 ,45 ,0360 173,1 ,023_ "3,9 ,0593 -5,7
• 50 ,0020 137.1 0023 -283.8 ,0022 24,3 ,50 ,0160 -111,6 ,0275 "2.1 ,0362 22,6
• 60 .0033 191.8 0011 47.2 .0043 20.6 .60 .0322 187.5 .0313 ._ .0634 4.0
•70 ,0013 101,5 0003 "11,1 ,0014 -66,9 ,70 ,0587 181,7 ,0301 1.9 ,0888 1,7
•75 ,0022 88,6 0003 -125,8 ,0025 "95,2 ,75 ,0538 183,_ ,0239 3,2 ,0777 3,4
•85 0008 "110,_ .85
.90 .0012 I03.0 .90
•95 ,0010 99,2 .0007 -I03,8 ,0016 -90,0 ,95 ,0184 188,6
CHORD 2 .05 ,0016 "1,6 ,0007 -65,1 ,0014 -155,1 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0119 -211,5 ,0149 "15.0 ,0265 -22,3
• 12 .0011 46.7 .0013 -59.1 .0019 -93.5 .12 .0141 -214.2 .01b_ "11.0 .0289 -22.1
•20 ,0029 -288.0 ,0018 -39,2 ,0040 -82.7 ,20 ,0199 -217,1 ,0160 "7,7 ,0347 -24,0
,35 ,0083 -275,2 ,0002 165.9 ,DO82 "96,6 ,35 ,I025 -202,1 ,0172 "4,5 ,1191 -19,6
•60 ,0021 "169,1 ,0008 75,0 ,0026 27,7 ,60 ,0263 -177,4 ,02£2 1,6 ,0485 2,1
•75 ,001_ 67,3 ,0004 -26,_ ,0015 -96,1 ,75 ,0268 -183,2 ,01el 4oh ,0448 -,I
.85 .0012 "262.1 .85 .0128 11._
,90 ,0010 -260,0 .0005 -55,8 ,0015 -71,8 ,90 ,0085 -°2 ,0011 "25,b ,0076 -176,7
•95 ,0007 +260,6 ,95 ,0110 -186,2 ,0061 "10_o8 ,0118 -37°2
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0DO9 156,5 ,0012 -82,9 ,OOlB "57,2 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0116 160,0 ,0153 "17,0 ,0269 -18,3
•12 ,0009 118.9 ,0015 -93,2 ,0023 -81,4 ,12 ,0160 156,_ .0149 "13°8 ,0308 -18,9
•20 ,0041 115.3 ,0019 -82,2 ,0059 -70,1 ,20 ,0188 150,8
•75 ,0019 94,5 ,0006 "8.2 ,0021 -68,6 ,75 ,0157 183,2 ,009b ",2 ,0253 2,0
,85 ,0001 -15,4 ,85
•90 ,0019 121,8 ,90
,95 ,0002 "136,7 .95
CHORD 4 05 ,001_ 102.7 ,0021 -61,8 ,0034 -68,0 CHORD 9 ,05 0211 15b,8 ,011_ "21°3 0329 -22,6
12 ,0015 110._ ,0015 -63,9 ,0031 -66,7 ,12 02_5 154,9 ,0096 "20,9 0340 -23,9
20 ,0017 103,1 ,0012 22,2 ,0019 "38,_ ,20 0500 157.1 ,00_1 "20,3 0581 -22,5
35 ,0068 120,2 ,0GiB -277,1 ,0055 -48,0 ,35 0554 -24,8 ,007_ "20,6 0_80 154,6
60 ,0062 186,2 ,00_6 10,7 ,0108 8,1 .60 0039 -98,6 ,0031 "21,0 0044 38,4
75 ,0020 151,0 ,0006 -35,7 ,0027 -30,6 ,75 0037 164,7 ,0007 "_2°5 00_3 -19°7
85 ,0021 124,0 ,000_ -62,1 ,0025 -57,0 ,85 0048 156,9
95 ,0012 120,5 ,0004 -91,7 ,00%5 -67,7 ,95
CHORD 5 05 ,0035 "252,2 .0019 -37.2 ,0052 -60,2
12 .0033 -254,7 .0019 -30,8 ,0048 -59,1
20 ,0C56 "259,2 ,0C23 -35,2 ,0074 -66,8
35 ,0287 -243,3 *004_ -17,5 ,0319 -57,6





POINT NUMBER -348 MACH - ,782 RN - 2,213_IOE6 ALPHA - 2,05 _E6 OSCILLATING DELTA9 (PEAK) - 2.03 DEG
- 3,910 KPA K - ,210 DELTA9 - 3.03 DEG OSCILLATING FREWUENCY • 10,01 HZ
UPPER CP L_wER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAY PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 .05 ,0024 8,1 ,0009 -99,5 ,002B -15_ 4 CHOR9 6 ,05 0058 -249,9 ,0097 "33,_ ,0148 -W7,2
•12 ,0036 -3,8 ,0007 -96,6 ,0037 -172 6 ,12 0063 -259.3 ,0103 "26,7 ,0150 -46,2
•20 ,0035 -,5 ,0017 -120,0 ,00_5 -161 5 ,20 0107 -265,5 ,0118 "20,9 ,0190 -51,5
,30 ,0047 13,1 ,0016 -209,6 ,0060 -177 6 ,30 0107 -251,1 ,0161 "16,3 ,0230 -38,6
,35 0071 12,B ,0n12 -221,9 ,0079 -17_ 2 .35 0345 -23_,5 ,0168 "14,0 ,0480 -_.3
,45 0104 34,1 ,0026 -86,1 .0119 "135 2 ,45 0287 -176,5 .0225 -7.3 ,0509 -1,2
•50 0053 70,3 ,0¢.I0 -138,0 .0061 -114 0 .50 0259 -159.4 .0271 -3,_ .0518 8,3
,60 0055 75.2 ,0_09 -299,0 ,00_6 -101 9 .60 0386 -173.3 ,0315 1,1 ,0700 4.2
• 70 0025 113.5 .OCOb -31_.1 ,0023 -53 O ,70 0524 -173,_ ,U305 3.8 .0829 5,5
,75 0017 108,4 .0003 -310.2 .0016 -60 8 ,75 0495 -170,0 .02_2 5._ .0736 8,6
,85 ,0GD_ -234,9 .85
•90 ,0021 107.4 .90
.95 ,0018 115,0 .O(.Ob "201.0 o0014 -83,4 ,95 .0204 -111,9
CHORD 2 05 ,002B 78.5 ,0012 -120.5 ,0039 -I07,2 CHORD 7 05 .0112 -232 1 .01_7 "2B,S 0234 -39,7
12 ,0014 72.5 ,0_19 -I13,1 ,0033 -110,6 12 .0131 -234 7 ,0136 "23,1 0256 -38,7
20 ,0009 52.4 ,0023 "97.9 ,0031 "105.8 20 .0166 -236 8 .0146 =19.U 0295 -39,2
35 ,0026 _0.2 ,0028 "175,B ,0051 "15R,5 35 ,11W6 -221 2 ,0173 "11,_ 1299 -37.W
60 ,0010 -189.4 .0007 -159.7 ,0005 -52,3 60 .0256 -16B 1 ,0227 -4.1 0478 4,W
75 ,0009 "168,1 ,0006 -133,4 ,0005 "25.2 75 ,0294 -169 9 ,018_ .9 0W76 6,5
85 ,0005 "159,8 85 .0123 -5 6
90 ,0001 -217,5 ,0003 -143,7 ,0003 "116,8 90 .0096 -1_ 5 ,0007 "123,_ .0099 169,4
95 ,0002 -69,5 95 ,0300 73 0 .0093 =178.0 .0342 -121,9
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0020 "22.1 ,0006 oi06,1 ,0021 175,2 CHAR0 8 °05 ,0091 -222,b ,0138 "31,8 ,0228 -36,1
•12 ,0018 -7,5 ,0015 -142,6 ,0030 -166,9 ,12 ,0122 -228,3 ,0132 "27,0 ,0249 -37,2
•20 ,0054 4,7 ,0013 -243,5 ,0061 173.0 ,20 ,0144 -237,5
•75 ,0025 104,0 ,0002 -28.8 ,0027 -72,5 .75 ,0150 -174.1 ,0094 4,_ .0244 5,3
,85 ,0004 "119,3 ,85
•90 ,002_ 121,1 ,90
,95 ,0004 -2_,3 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0033 4,7 ,0006 "208,7 ,0038 179,7 CHOR0 9 ,05 ,0160 -226,0 ,0106 "42,9 ,0266 mNA'7
'12 '0032 9,4 ,0001 "177,8 ,0033 "170'B '12 '0200 "229'7 ,0092 "38,6 ,0290 "46'2
•20 ,0029 13,9 ,0018 -99,5 ,0040 "I_2,2 ,20 ,043_ -227,2 .00_Z ")5.2 ,0515 -_5,3
• 35 ,0112 10,7 ',0023 -217,8 ,0129 -177,2 ,35 .0353 -55,2 ,0077 "33,_ .0283 119,1
• 60 ,0082 109,2 .0039 "332,2 ,0085 -13,9 ,60 .0023 -207.3 ,0031 "3_,4 ,0054 -30,2
• 75 ,0034 130,1 ,0005 -164,8 ,0032 -58,6 ,75 ,0018 -220,7 .0011 "40,0 .0028 -_0,4
• 85 ,0023 139,4 ,0006 "t91,9 ,0017 -50,8 ,85 .0030 -259,0
•95 ,0016 130,7 ,0005 "201,7 *0012 -60,6 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0029 80.1 ,0025 "117,1 ,0053 "107,7
,12 ,0026 71,2 ,0013 "101,1 ,0039 "106.2
•20 ,0038 61.9 ,0019 -79.9 ,0054 "I05,_
,35 ,0131 72,7 ,0037 -_8,9 ,0154 -95,_
•60 ,0063 -172,0 ,0025 -28,1 ,0085 -2,2




POINT NUMBER =3W9 MACH • ,782 RN = 2,216_IOE6 ALPHA • 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 {PEAK| _ 2,03 DEG
g = 3,913 KPA K = ,315 DELTA9 • 3,02 BEG OSCILLATING FNEWUENCY • 15,01 HZ
UPPER CP LeWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAU PHASE MAG PHA_E
CHORD I ,05 ,0032 =81,9 ,0021 74,2 ,0052 88,7 CHORB 6 ,05 ,0045 106,1 ,0072 =46,0 ,0113 -56,_
•12 ,0020 -72,5 ,0011 97.1 ,0031 103,8 ,12 ,00_7 91,7 ,008_ "32,8 ,0117 -52,1
•20 ,0021 "39,7 .000_ "171,6 ,002_ I_7.9 ,20 ,0051 67,7 ,0100 "21,0 ,0112 -_8,_
•30 ,0025 "15,_ ,0008 "215,5 ,0033 159,5 ,30 ,0063 6_,0 ,0139 "12,M ,0139 "39,2
•35 ,0035 "10,8 ,0009 "112,2 ,00_2 178,_ ,35 ,0193 85,3 ,0161 "10,1 ,0262 -57,1
,_5 ,0056 18,0 ,0005 "60,2 *0055 "157,3 ,&5 ,0565 130,6 ,0217 "5,3 .0736 -37,6
•50 ,0060 39,5 ,0001 "2_7,1 ,0060 "141,9 .50 ,0388 177,2 ,0263 "I,7 ,0651 -2,3
60 ,0036 85,& ,0009 =103,8 ,0055 "96,_ ,b0 ,0_79 18_,I ,0306 2,8 ,0785 3,6
70 ,0024 79,6 ,0009 "153,8 ,0030 "11H,3 ,70 ,0598 190,9 ,0303 5,8 ,0900 9,2
75 ,0027 I02,3 ,001_ "168,a ,0030 -105,0 ,75 ,0538 193,0 ,0237 9,3 ,077_ 11,8
85 ,001_ =156,3 ,85
90 ,0008 91,7 ,90
95 ,00O_ 5_,6 ,0012 "155,5 ,0016 "I_8,3 ,95 .0210 186,2
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0011 278,4 ,001H "196,8 ,0025 130,3 CHORD 7 .05 .0084 112,_ ,009_ =27,7 ,0167 -_6,5
•12 ,0018 271,1 ,0033 "179,9 ,0038 151,7 ,12 ,0100 102,0 .0111 "21,0 .0185 -_7,8
•20 ,00_8 268,2 ,0006 138,4 ,0052 93,5 ,a0 .0126 94,0 ,012_ =13,8 ,0202 -50,2
•35 006_ 290,3 ,0008 =I_6,2 ,0063 117.2 ,35 ,1205 111,6 ,0157 "5.7 ,1285 "62,2
•60 0050 63,9 .0002 129,9 ,00#9 -117,8 ,60 .03_8 19_,8 ,0218 3.6 .0563 I0,5
•75 0019 81.6 ,0005 -75,2 ,0023 -9_,0 .75 ,0287 193.0 ,01S3 8,7 ,0W69 11,3
• 85 0018 89,_ ,85 *0127 -13,1
• 90 0015 88,3 ,0002 115,5 ,0013 -95,3 ,90 ,0103 -9,5 ,0003 "64,3 ,0102 171.6
•95 0012 67.6 ,95 .0110 165,9 ,0106 -188,6 .0011 -79,9
CHORD 3 .05 ,0012 "55,_ ,0009 "227,7 ,0021 127,9 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0064 118,1 ,0109 "35,6 ,0169 "_5,3
•12 ,0013 "63,7 ,0005 "182.6 ,0016 133,2 ,12 ,0086 I08.2 ,011' =27.3 ,0185 -_6,3
•20 ,0035 "71,2 .0014 "157,0 ,0036 130,6 .20 ,0102 95.8
•75 ,0022 108,5 .0006 "130,3 ,0025 "82.9 ,75 .0153 190,9 ,00_i 5,6 .02_3 8,9
•85 ,0005 "1_1,9 ,85
•90 ,0012 123,3 ,90
,95 ,0005 "20_.2 .95
CHORD _ .05 ,0018 "62.7 .0011 "141,6 0019 151.5 CHORD 9 .05 ,01_7 I17.5 ,0098 "61,8 ,0215 -62,2
• 12 ,0018 -52._ ,0011 -139,0 0020 161._ ,12 ,0168 113,9 ,0078 "5_,7 ,02_5 -62,5
,20 ,0018 -_,8 ,0025 -160,6 0037 173,1 ,20 ,0351 116,8 ,0068 -49.6 ,0_18 "61,0
,35 ,0077 -31,3 ,0009 -159,6 0083 153,6 ,35 ,0_31 -75,5 ,0062 -_4,b ,0380 99,7
.60 ,006_ 95,0 .00_7 3_.I 0058 -_C,2 ,60 ,0048 165,8 ,0030 "_7,7 ,007_ -26,9
,75 ,0035 "208.8 ,0006 "101,4 0037 -37.1 .75 ,00N0 120,0 ,0013 "52,2 .0053 -58,1
•85 ,0015 122.3 .0003 "130.9 0016 -68,6 .85 .0052 I00,0
•95 .0010 12_.4 ,000_ "196,2 0007 "78,9 ,95
CHORD 5 .05 ,0028 10,1 *000b "97.8 ,0030 "15_*H
•12 ,0030 ",7 .0007 "56.6 10027 "168.7
,20 ,0038 "16.7 .0003 "8.5 ,0035 162,H
,35 '01_9 "15.8 .002_ "30,9 ,0126 167'1






POINT NUMBER -350 _ACH - ,784 R_ - 2,220210E6 ALPHA - 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELIA9 (PEAK) - W,03 DEG
& - 3,933 KPA K - ,105 DLLTA9 - 3,00 BEG OSCILLATING FHEQUENCY - W,99 HI
UPPER CP L_*ER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MA5 PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0059 "245,3 ,0012 -19,W ,006_ -58,0 CH_Rg 6 ,05 ,0152 I43,6 ,0226 "20,2 ,037_ -26,7
,12 ,0045 "256,3 ,0011 -55,9 ,0056 -72,3 .12 ,0154 139,1 ,0229 "17,3 ,0375 "26,8
,20 ,0045 "25_,8 ,0007 -90,8 ,0052 -77,1 ,20 ,02_5 136,9 ,0265 "12,6 ,0483 -27,6
,30 ,0036 "2_3,8 ,0014 -I07,1 ,00_7 -75,8 ,30 ,0262 i43,1 ,0322 "8,7 ,0566 -21,1
,35 ,0046 "241,8 ,0118 -46,6 ,0063 -57,6 ,35 ,0695 149,1 ,O359 "6,E ,1032 -22,5
•_5 ,0074 -225.9 .0011 -I,8 ,0082 -40,4 ,45 ,1201 164,6 ,04Z1 -3,7 ,1666 -12,%
,50 ,0048 -218,5 .O017 1,8 ,0062 -28,2 ,50 ,0317 220,3 ,0566 "a,1 ,0820 Z3,1
,60 ,0009 -230,9 ,0013 ,3 ,0020 -19,8 ,b0 ,0668 185,2 ,0631 ,_ ,1298 2,8
•70 ,0014 -240,4 ,0006 -38,4 ,0020 -53,6 ,70 ,I042 1_9,1 ,0616 1,5 ,1655 6,3
,75 ,0009 -224,0 ,0008 -64,0 ,0017 -53,2 ,75 ,0929 187,7 ,0484 2,5 ,1412 5,9
,85 ,0012 -95,0 ,85
,90 ,0005 -167,8 ,90
,95 ,0008 -179,5 ,0014 -99,1 ,0015 -69,6 ,95 ,0431 185,9
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0020 "220,0 ,0020 -53,3 ,0039 -46,7 CHORO 7 ,05 ,0238 -206,_ ,0277 "16,7 ,0513 -21,2
,12 ,0020 -241,2 ,0019 -48,1 ,0039 -54,9 ,%2 ,0268 -208,8 ,02_3 "12,8 ,0556 -20,5
,20 ,0040 -272,4 ,0012 -45,9 ,0049 -82,5 ,20 ,0334 -211,7 ,030Z "10,8 ,0631 -21,7
,35 ,0051 -26R,2 ,0009 -15,1 ,0055 -79,_ ,35 ,2100 -205,0 ,0367 o5,_ ,2_I -28,3
,60 ,0034 -196,8 ,0024 -38,3 ,0058 -25,7 ,60 ,0457 -162,0 ,0469 -,7 ,0913 8,6
,75 ,0024 -196,8 ,0015 -&3,5 ,0038 -26,9 ,75 ,0589 -178,4 ,0385 1,3 ,0974 1,5
,85 ,0010 "177,9 ,85 ,0096 2,1
,90 ,0006 -204,7 ,0009 -49,7 ,0015 -39,7 ,90 ,0099 -4,1 ,0027 =_4,5 ,0080 -171,5
,95 ,0005 -231,5 ,95 ,02_3 -183,0 ,01S6 177,6 ,0057 -5,2
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0020 -246,4 ,0017 -60,0 ,0037 -63,_ CNORD 8 ,05 ,021_ 155,2 ,0300 "15,4 ,0512 -19,3
,12 ,0015 -266,3 ,0015 -76,3 ,0030 -81,3 ,12 ,0291 152,1 ,0291 "12,8 ,0578 -20,4
•20 ,0050 -262,8 ,0019 -89,6 ,0069 -84,7 ,20 ,0329 I_7,9
,75 ,0003 -144,3 ,O007 -31,1 ,0009 -12,5 ,75 ,0306 185,5 ,01_7 ,5 ,0503 3,5
,85 ,000_ -88,3 ,85
,90 ,0020 "178,5 ,90
,95 ,0003 -108,6 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0025 -267,2 ,0025 -58,3 ,0049 -72,6 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0383 154,3 ,0861 "_3,1 ,0643 -24,6
•12 ,0026 "265,0 ,0028 -45,_ ,0051 -6_,5 ,12 ,0454 %53,6 ,0216 "22,4 ,0669 -25,%
,20 ,0027 -266,& ,O021 -20,2 ,0040 -57,6 ,20 ,0929 %55,5 ,0179 _80,6 ,1107 -23,9
•35 ,0086 "262,6 ,0010 -20,4 ,0091 -77,1 ,35 ,0725 -34,4 ,0155 "17,1 ,0579 1#I,0
•60 ,0053 "226,5 ,009# 13,4 ,0129 -7,5 ,60 ,0041 159,6 ,O061 _19,7 ,0101 -20,0
•75 ,0029 "179,1 ,0010 -25,4 ,0038 -5,5 ,75 ,009_ 165,7 ,0018 _30,7 ,0112 -16,9
•85 ,0030 "170,8 ,0009 -36,3 ,0037 -,_ ,85 ,009_ 160,6
,95 ,0011 "179,8 ,0003 -54,2 ,0013 -10,O ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0058 -243,9 ,0069 -47,1 ,0126 -54,8
,12 ,0050 -245,2 ,0061 -39,5 ,0108 -51,0
,20 ,0072 -250,2 ,0071 136,3 ,0137 -53,_
,35 ,020_ -248,3 ,0076 -33,9 ,0271 -59,1





POINT NUMBER -351 MACH - ,786 RN " 2,221_10E6 ALPHA = 2,05 DEG _SCILLATING DELTA9 (PEAK) " 3,98 DEG
G - 3,9_6 KPA K - ,209 DLLTA9 - 3,02 DEG OSCILLATING FREUUENCY . 10,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASL MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0045 "38,0 ,0022 "223,9 ,0068 140,1 CHORD 6 ,05 ,011_ -259,3 ,0185 "38,2 ,0280 "53,6
,12 ,0025 "I0,7 ,0OlO "281,9 ,0027 147,9 ,12 ,0129 -262,9 ,019# "31,4 ,0292 -51,6
•20 ,00_3 33,7 ,0020 32,7 ,0023 -I_5,5 ,20 ,0213 91.6 ,0220 "2%,2 ,0367 -55,7
,30 ,0052 33,_ ,0012 "290,6 ,0043 -156,0 ,30 ,0258 -261,2 ,0288 "16,6 ,0_62 -_6,9
•35 ,0080 36,8 ,0007 -37,0 ,0078 -138,I ,35 ,0582 -2_2,3 ,0327 "13,5 ,0835 -_5,1
,_5 ,0139 65,3 ,0020 -289,7 ,0119 -115,6 ,45 ,1909 -227,2 ,0_4_ -7,_ ,2266 "_0,0
,50 ,0091 91,€ ,0015 "269,4 ,0076 -88,5 ,50 ,073€ -17€.8 .0532 "_,6 .1262 1,0
,60 ,0059 130,0 ,0003 "191,8 .0057 "52,0 ,60 ,08_9 -163,3 ,0615 =,6 ,I€€7 9,€
,70 ,0045 114,1 ,0010 "238,8 ,0035 "67,9 ,70 ,1069 -169,1 ,0602 1,7 ,1665 7,6
•75 ,0032 105,9 ,0011 -2€7,2 ,0021 "77,5 ,75 ,0976 -169,€ ,0€66 3,2 ,I€40 8,2
•85 ,0012 -230.6 ,85
,90 ,001_ 167,4 ,90
,95 ,0013 163,3 ,0015 "217,5 ,0005 81.3 ,95 .0_58 -170,5
CHORD 2 ,05 0023 39,2 ,0017 "150,3 ,00#0 -144,9 CHORD 7 ,05 ,019# 127,6 0234 "27,3 ,0_17 -38,6
,12 0020 18,7 ,0019 "120,7 ,0037 -142.0 .12 ,0220 122,2 0256 "21,2 ,0_52 -38,1
•20 0036 2,2 ,0027 -78,4 ,00_I -138,6 ,20 ,0259 116,6 0282 "16,8 ,0497 -39,1
•35 0070 17,2 ,0033 -93.7 ,0087 -I_2,3 .35 ,1856 131oi 0339 "I0,2 ,2131 -_3,E
•60 0039 109,7 .0017 -55.3 ,0056 -65,7 ,60 ,0606 20_,9 0W_6 -1,0 .I025 1#,0
,75 0020 127,3 ,0015 -53,8 ,0035 -53,2 .75 ,0558 186,6 0374 3,3 ,0932 5,2
,85 0020 I08,3 ,85 ,0104 -1_,3
,90 ,0015 111,6 .0008 -35,2 ,0023 -56,8 ,90 ,0125 -19,1 ,0014 "_7,3 ,0113 16_,2
,95 ,0010 100,8 ,95 ,0222 176,5 ,0155 "222,9 ,01_2 WO,4
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0027 -1,1 ,0016 -260,0 ,003W 151,8 C_RD 8 .05 ,0177 -236,7 ,0259 "32,9 ,0427 -_2,5
•12 ,0025 8°0 ,0619 -299,9 ,0020 140,4 ,12 ,0248 -2_1,7 ,02b7 "26,5 ,0#81 -_3,8
,20 ,0061 16,9 ,0020 29,7 ,0042 "168,9 ,20 ,0290 -246,5
,75 ,0037 125,4 ,0008 -253,9 ,0029 "_9,3 ,75 ,033_ -171,8 ,01_3 ,3 ,0516 5,_
•85 ,0008 "2_9,2 ,85
•90 ,0024 163.2 ,90
,95 ,0010 -227,8 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0040 23,9 ,0606 -59,9 ,0040 -147,9 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0323 -231,4 ,02_9 "_3,7 .0551 -_8,_
•12 ,0045 21,5 0GU_ -156.6 ,00#9 -158,3 12 .0376 -232,9 ,01_8 "_1,2 ,0562 -49,0
,20 ,004& 26,0 0005 "189,8 ,0048 -157._ 20 ,07_3 -228.2 ,0163 "38,5 ,090# -_6,5
,35 ,0125 37,7 0020 ,4 ,0110 -136,0 35 ,0366 -7_,1 ,01_7 "33,3 ,0273 85,3
,60 ,0087 129,0 0683 28,_ ,0131 "12,_ 60 ,0099 -160,2 .0070 "36,6 ,0150 -3,1
,75 ,005_ 148,3 0007 -263,5 ,0050 "25.5 75 ,0083 -19_,3 ,0030 308,5 ,0109 -2#,0
,85 ,0033 156.4 0006 -24_,2 ,0028 -15.5 8b .0092 -215.0
.95 .0016 146.6 0009 "219,6 ,0007 -26,0 95
CHORD 5 .05 ,0056 5W.9 .005_ "81,5 .0102 "I03.8
•12 ,0048 51,3 ,0150 "70,9 ,0085 "99,0
,20 ,0065 44,5 .0657 -59,5 ,0096 "100,3
,35 ,0159 38,7 ,0666 -28._ ,0146 -116,7






NUMBER =352 MAEH = ,78_ RN = 2,220_IOE6 ALPHA = 2,05 UEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 {PEAK) = w,O0 DEG
= 3,9W1 KPA K = ,31_ D_LTA9 = 3,01DEG OSCILLATING FNEUUENCY • 14,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
XIC MAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHA5_ MAG PHASE
,05 ,0067 256,0 ,0O0& -207,6 ,0069 81,0 CHORB 6 ,05 ,0074 83,1 ,01b3 _30,3 ,0194 -50,8
12 ,0067 259,6 ,0005 -203,2 ,0069 83,6 ,12 ,0087 68,9 ,01/_ =23,0 ,0197 -49,Z
20 ,0056 -69,8 ,000S -230,7 ,0064 I12,5 ,20 ,0146 59,3 ,O20B =15,9 ,0222 -55,6
30 ,0059 -43,3 000W -325,5 ,0059 132,6 ,30 ,0%96 62,9 ,0_15 "9,7 ,0286 -50,5
35 ,0078 -40,4 0005 -288,4 ,00B0 136,4 35 ,0_69 89,2 ,O316 -6,S 0592 -58,8
45 ,0199 -9,6 0006 -115,6 ,0201 171,9 _5 ,1899 105,3 ,0_17 -1,5 2058 -63,5
50 ,0163 26,1 0007 -217,5 ,0167 -156,1 50 ,0861 160,2 ,O501 ,7 1342 -12,3
60 ,0100 65,6 0005 -50,6 ,0102 -112,0 60 ,I055 182,6 ,O5_8 4,1 1642 6,_
70 ,0057 82,9 000_ -76,7 ,0065 -9_,3 70 ,1176 I_W,I ,05_3 6,7 1755 11,7
75 ,00_7 82,3 0008 -95,1 ,0055 -97,4 75 ,1039 19W,7 ,0_57 10,U 149_ 13,3
85 0006 -94,9 85
90 ,0031 91,1 90
95 ,0026 82,5 ,0002 -121,_ ,0028 -99,6 ,95 .0_73 188,3
,05 *0048 -_9,6 *002& I_8,3 ,0071 136,3 CHORD 7 ,0b ,0148 104,9 .0193 "27,3 ,O312 -_7._
•12 ,0038 306,_ ,0019 156,5 ,0055 136,3 ,12 ,0170 96,3 ,O222 "19,6 ,0333 -_7,O
•20 ,0073 298,6 ,0009 196,5 ,0076 125,5 ,20 .0205 89,9 ,02_7 =14,2 ,0357 -47,9
•35 ,0121 -50,7 ,0016 213,6 ,0123 136,7 ,35 .1553 112,7 ,031_ -8*1 ,173_ -58,_
•60 ,0106 81,6 ,0C11 -47,9 ,0114 -9_,0 ,b0 ,0789 205,1 ,0422 ,9 ,1187 16,7
•75 ,0043 93,6 ,0004 -HI,6 ,0045 -83,2 ,75 ,0557 193,_ ,0356 7,_ ,0911 11,_
• 85 ,0034 112,2 ,_5 ,0159 -38,3
• 90 ,0025 110,7 ,0005 172,9 ,0023 -80,3 .90 .0139 -33,1 ,0009 =71,9 .0131 149,b
• 95 *0018 98,_ ,95 ,0218 17W,7 .0_07 171,_ ,0017 W3,_
,05 ,00#6 266,7 ,0013 "277,0 ,0060 85,9 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0125 I06,6 ,0210 "27,0 ,0309 -_#,U
•12 ,0035 "85,5 ,0007 "316,9 ,00_0 86,8 ,12 ,017_ 98,0 ,0_I_ "20,0 ,0331 -47,6
•20 ,0081 -88,0 ,0005 -51,8 ,0077 90,0 ,_0 ,0210 87,_
•75 ,0052 102,9 ,000_ "26,4 ,0055 -7_,0 ,75 ,035_ 197,1 ,017_ 10,6 ,0527 15,O
•85 ,0006 "307,0 ,85
•90 ,0040 I09,7 ,90
,95 ,0008 "292._ ,95
,05 ,0030 "80,1 ,0008 -47,4 ,002_ 89,2 CHOR8 9 ,05 ,0247 I08,7 ,0172 =55,2 ,0W15 -6_,7
•12 ,0042 "70 7 ,0007 "26,_ ,0037 101,5 ,12 ,0299 I06,1 ,0136 "47,7 ,0426 -65,8
•20 ,0046 "59 O ,0010 -306,8 ,0051 111"0 ,20 ,0615 113,7 .0113 "40,0 ,0718 -62'_
•35 ,0135 -50 a ,0017 -16,9 ,0121 125,0 ,35 ,0311 269,3 ,0097 =33,0 ,0271 71,6
•60 ,0228 9_ 2 .009_ "314,0 ,0180 -62,8 ,60 ,0091 205,5 ,00_3 -41,3 ,0115 5,5
•75 ,0080 120 4 ,0004 "319,1 ,0079 -56,5 ,75 ,0084 156,5 ,001_ =53,6 ,0097 -27,6
• 85 ,0050 118 7 *OCO_ -331,2 ,0050 -57,2 ,85 ,0093 129,6
•95 ,0026 122 6 ,0005 "292,2 ,0023 -_6,7 ,95
,05 ,0068 "2,1 ,0027 -102,6 *0077 "162,3
•12 ,0061 -9,9 ,0025 -78,6 ,0057 "165,6
•20 ,0087 -19,8 ,002w -55,3 ,0069 172,2
•35 ,0145 -8,0 ,005_ -20,8 ,0033 179,_





POINT NUMBER =353 MACH • ,786 RN • 2,221_10E6 ALPHA • 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 (PEAK] = 6,00 DEG
- 3,951 KPA K • ,104 DELTA9 • 3.03 DEG OSCILLATING FNEWUENCY . 4,99 HZ
UPPER CP LO_ER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MA_ PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0033 "277.0 ,0006 -45,1 ,0037 "89,2 CHORB 6 ,05 ,0213 146.5 ,032_ "17,2 ,0529 -23,6
• 12 ,0038 "286,9 ,000_ 241,8 ,0041 "107,9 ,12 0232 143,9 ,0337 "1_,3 ,0559 -23,2
•20 ,00'5 "271,1 ,0012 -40,2 ,0054 -80,7 ,20 0396 139.1 ,0369 "11,3 .0740 -26,6
•30 ,004_ "272,7 ,0039 -23,6 ,0067 "59,6 ,30 0510 145,3 ,0473 -8,2 ,0957 "21,9
•35 ,0059 -271,1 ,0025 ,6 ,0064 -67.6 .35 1451 150.4 .0534 -6.8 .1954 "23.5
•_5 ,0097 -256,9 ,0013 -17,3 ,0104 "70,7 ,45 1181 165,3 ,0703 "3,7 ,1876 -10,6
•50 ,0055 "213,3 ,0027 -62,1 ,0080 -42,7 ,50 0461 228,8 ,0833 "2,2 ,1179 15,5
,60 ,0042 "219,7 ,0018 -87,8 ,0056 =53,8 ,60 0977 189,9 ,0941 ,1 ,1912 5,1
•70 ,0027 "227,9 ,0017 -67,0 .0044 "55,3 ,70 1179 185,8 ,0922 1,3 ,2099 3,8
•75 ,0026 "228,4 .0018 -54,8 ,0044 "51,0 ,75 1110 186,5 ,0713 2,_ ,1822 4,9
185 ,0014 -39,0 .85
• 90 ,0017 "202.9 .90
•95 ,001_ -182,7 ,0006 -61,6 ,0018 "18,1 ,95 ,0704 184,0
CHORD 2 ,05 0038 107,3 ,0030 -44,4 .0066 "60,2 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0360 154,7 ,0_10 "14.9 ,0767 -19,8
•12 0023 102,6 ,0033 -5_,8 ,0055 -64,2 ,12 ,0_20 152,6 ,0444 "12,3 ,0857 -19.6
•20 0036 95,6 ,0043 -54°2 ,0076 -68,0 ,20 ,0629 150,5 ,046U "I0,6 ,I074 -21,5
•35 0068 112,1 ,0018 30,5 .0068 "53,1 ,35 ,2382 163,1 ,0549 "6,7 .2924 -15,0
•60 0027 123,4 .0018 -43,3 ,0044 =51,3 ,60 ,0666 185,4 ,0697 "1,9 ,1360 1,7
•75 0041 153,2 .0017 -50,8 ,0057 -33,9 ,75 ,0778 184,2 ,0577 ,_ ,1354 2,6
•85 0015 177,3 ,85 ,0026 260,1
•90 0011 215,0 ,0009 -63,7 ,0013 -7.6 ,90 .0031 -35.4 ,0030 "47,1 ,0006 "1#2,5
•95 0009 230,9 ,95 ,0365 178.4 ,0296 "181,8 ,0069 -,8
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0015 "293,6 ,0013 -6_,8 ,0026 "91,0 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0329 151,6 ,0461 =17.3 ,0776 °22,0
•12 ,0015 "276.7 ,0021 -51,6 ,003_ -70,2 ,1_ ,0465 150,0 ,0431 "I_,4 ,0888 -22,5
•20 ,005& "270,2 ,0046 -14,1 ,0079 -55,4 ,20 °0586 1_7.4
•75 ,0019 -231.0 ,0014 -36,6 ,0033 -44,7 ,75 ,0481 185,0 ,02_8 2,1 ,0769 3,9
•85 .0007 -21,0 ,85
•90 ,0019 -187,2 .90
•95 ,0002 -56,8 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0030 "235.8 ,0045 "39.6 0073 -46 0 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0551 154,5 ,0315 "20.6 ,0926 "23,5
•12 ,0029 "252,9 ,00_ -_3.4 0071 "55 1 ,12 ,0736 154,4 ,0310 _19,6 ,I045 "23,8
•20 ,0029 "256,7 ,0032 -57,8 0060 "66 8 ,20 ,1648 156,1 .0264 "17,1 ,1910 -23,0
•35 ,0110 "256,1 ,0021 "46,1 0129 "71 4 ,35 ,0816 -27,6 ,0231 "16,0 ,0587 IW7,7
•60 ,010_ "209.4 ,0142 11,5 0_31 "5 6 °60 ,0136 182,1 ,0085 =18,9 ,0218 1519
,75 ,0028 -211.9 ,0016 -16o2 0043 -26 1 ,75 ,0108 168,5 .0024 "19,7 ,0132 -13,0
• 85 ,0025 -181,9 ,0010 -20,_ 0035 -6 9 ,85 ,0100 160,2
•95 ,0010 "159,5 .0003 -94,8 0010 5 1 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 .0076 116,9 ,0088 -36,9 ,0160 -49,1
•12 ,0071 119,5 *0086 -31,5 ,0152 -_4.6
•20 ,0101 116.2 ,0101 -28,7 ,0193 -46,2
•35 .0391 117,9 .0105 -23,8 ,0_78 -5_.3
°60 ,017_ .1R9,1 ,0093 -11,0 ,0264 2"I




POINT NUMBER -354 MACH - ,7_4 RN = 2,216_10E6 ALPHA • 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DLLTA9 (PEAK! - 6,05 DEG
= 3,937 KPA K = ,209 DELTA9 - 3,07 DEG OSCILLATING FHEWUEKCY - 10,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP
XIC NAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHA_ MA5 PHA5_ NAG PHASL
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0060 "313,3 ,0C07 "21,7 ,0058 -126,9 CHORQ 6 ,05 0177 110,2 ,OEbO "34,_ ,0_08 -49,2
,12 ,0058 23,6 ,0C12 -99,W ,0065 -I27,5 ,12 0203 I04,3 .O2bb "25,0 ,0424 -46,8
,20 ,0055 24.W ,0¢30 -81,0 ,0070 -191,1 .20 0377 95,0 .O3U7 "16,5 ,0567 -54,7
•30 ,0048 20,5 .0619 -64,9 ,0050 -137,3 ,30 0533 109,0 ,ONI_ "I0,() ,0816 -44,8
,35 ,0071 27,8 ,0019 -93,3 ,0082 -141,0 ,35 1613 115,7 ,0470 -7,9 ,1914 -52,5
•45 ,0142 -306,9 ,0C17 -33,1 ,0142 -120,0 ,_5 1128 165,5 ,0638 "_,3 ,1760 -10,8
•50 ,0OOW -265,0 ,0C13 8.5 ,008_ -75,7 ,50 0911 210,4 ,0767 "2,3 ,1611 15,5
,60 ,0031 "279,2 ,0C06 I0,8 ,0030 -B9,1 ,b0 ,1170 190,2 ,0893 ,9 ,2055 6,5
,70 ,0C53 -253.0 ,0C11 9,5 ,0056 -61,8 .70 ,1231 190,0 ,08_8 3.3 ,2116 7,2
,75 ,0040 "256,5 ,0010 20.4 ,0040 -62,4 ,75 ,1133 128,4 ,06_6 5,6 ,1818 7,3
•85 ,0010 33,2 ,85
•90 *001_ "250,6 ,90
•95 ,0015 "263,5 ,0013 -291,9 .0007 -28.8 .95 ,0752 187,1
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0038 16,0 ,0029 "93,1 ,005& -13_,0 CHOR_ 7 ,05 ,0279 128,3 ,0335 "26,0 ,0599 -37,7
,12 ,0034 7,6 ,0029 -92,5 ,00_8 -136,0 ,12 ,0343 121,9 ,036_ "20,5 ,0673 -38,6
,20 ,006_ 13,_ ,0027 -104,4 ,0080 -I_9,3 ,20 ,0563 118,9 ,0390 "15,7 ,0882 -42,7
•35 ,0122 23,3 ,0040 -38,2 ,0109 -137,9 ,35 ,2235 139,9 ,O482 "9,2 ,2660 -34,8
,60 ,0052 126,9 ,000b -45,9 ,0058 -52,3 ,60 ,07_3 191,6 ,O6_7 ",I ,1382 6,1
,75 ,0029 93,9 ,0009 ",0 ,0031 -68,7 ,75 ,0721 186,3 ,O553 4.4 ,1274 5,4
,85 ,0015 13_,6 ,85 ,0062 280,6
,90 ,0014 155,4 ,0003 -311,0 ,0016 -14,0 ,90 ,0056 -_4,9 ,001_ -5,_ ,00_8 126,3
,95 ,0013 I_8,0 ,95 ,0376 17_,O ,0296 "187,1 ,0080 -2,1
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0040 28,1 ,0022 "120,I ,0060 -IW0,9 CHORO 8 ,05 ,0277 125,7 ,0363 "27,5 ,0623 -39,1
,12 ,0036 26,6 ,0C23 -90,4 ,0051 -129,9 ,12 ,0403 121,1 ,O354 "22,1 ,0719 -41,7
•20 ,0080 22,5 ,0022 -55,4 ,0079 -141,8 ,20 ,0534 116,0
,75 ,0035 -245,8 ,0009 "9.8 *00_1 -54.7 ,75 *0457 188,5 ,0259 4,7 *0715 7,1
,85 ,0008 34,2 .85
,90 ,0022 "227,9 ,90
.95 ,0010 57,2 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0049 "321,3 ,0026 -96,2 ,0070 -126,2 CHORO 9 ,05 ,0496 129.7 ,0301 "4t,5 ,0795 -47,0
•12 ,0053 -327,5 ,002_ "114,6 ,0074 -137,6 12 ,0693 129,1 ,O240 °39,1 ,0929 -47,9
•20 ,0055 27,3 .0C33 -74,4 ,0069 -125,2 20 ,1638 132,6 ,0195 "36,5 ,1829 -46,2
•35 ,0206 "325,6 ,0018 -I0,4 ,0194 -142,0 35 ,0882 -55,1 ,0160 "35,0 ,0734 120,8
,60 ,0122 "241,7 ,0141 31,7 ,0181 -I0,7 60 ,0119 185,0 ,005_ "40,7 ,0165 "9,7
.75 ,0034 -214,5 ,0012 ",9 ,0044 -26.1 75 ,0124 162,6 ,001_ "65,4 .013_ "21,9
,85 ,0036 -225,0 ,0008 23,7 ,0039 -34,5 85 ,0125 148.7
•95 ,0018 -244,9 ,0006 -254,4 ,0012 -60,0 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0081 58,8 ,0064 -73,5 ,0132 "100,3
,12 ,0081 55,1 .005_ -60,5 ,0115 -100,0
•20 ,0129 45,7 ,0055 -49,9 ,0145 -112,2
•35 .0612 58.6 ,0056 "30,I .0613 -116.2





POINT NUMBER -355 MACH = ,783 RN = 2,214_I0£6 ALPHA = 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 (PEAKI = 6,00 DEG
Q " 3,932 KPA K - ,314 DELTA9 • 3,06 DEG OSCILLATING FHE_UENCY . 14,98 HZ
UPPER CP LO_ER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LONER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAU PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0048 "50.2 .0009 254.8 ,0044 139,8 CHORg 6 ,05 ,0135 86,3 0200 "33,4 ,0291 -57,1
• 12 ,0051 -58,1 ,0013 228,4 ,0049 136,3 ,12 ,0149 78,3 0232 "24,2 ,0302 -53,1
•20 ,0062 "60,8 ,0011 200,I ,0065 128,9 ,20 ,0268 62,6 0256 "16,0 ,0352 -64,4
,30 ,0066 "41,9 ,0019 256,6 ,0059 154,8 ,30 ,0375 81,9 0393 "9,0 ,0548 -52,2
,35 ,0100 "27,2 ,0018 26&,6 ,0095 162,9 ,35 ,1184 93,6 04_4 "6,7 ,1351 -66,9
•45 ,0199 4,6 ,0012 276,7 ,0199 "171,8 ,45 ,1727 124,8 0623 "2,3 ,2160 -41,9
•50 ,0151 41,7 ,0001 274,2 ,0152 "138,0 ,50 ,12_5 186,6 0752 ,0 ,199& 4,2
•60 ,0096 72,6 ,0007 -35,0 ,0098 -103,6 ,60 ,1_06 189,4 ,0882 3,6 ,2285 7,1
•70 ,0070 85,5 ,0012 280,4 ,0082 -92,3 ,70 ,1405 196+6 ,08_i 6,3 ,2278 12,7
•75 ,0055 95,8 ,0010 -55,5 ,0065 -79,7 ,75 ,1187 19_,8 ,06B2 I0,b ,1868 13,2
•85 ,0009 -62,5 ,85
•90 ,0034 I01,3 ,90
•95 ,0028 95,1 ,0006 -14,4 ,0031 -73,4 ,95 ,0732 190,5
CHORD 2 .05 ,0046 -8_,8 ,0006 142,2 ,0051 I00,4 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0230 I06,_ .0276 "25,2 ,0_61 -47,1
•12 ,0038 -72,3 ,0005 60,_ ,0042 102,6 ,12 ,0283 97.6 ,O320 "18,9 ,0513 -4B,_
,20 ,0059 -63,0 ,002_ 299,7 ,0035 115,2 ,20 ,0406 92,9 ,0367 +13,5 ,0612 -53,0
• 35 .0175 -_2,3 ,0018 308.2 ,0157 J38,B ,35 ,2_9_ 116.4 *04_ "5.7 .2758 -55,7
.60 .0129 8_.7 .0018 3.3 .0127 -87.1 .60 .0875 198.9 .O616 3.1 .I_77 12.4
•75 .0066 103.0 ,0010 8,1 ,0067 -68.& .75 ,0761 190.7 ,0539 8,8 .1299 9,9
• 85 .00_9 117.2 ,85 .0141 -6_.9
•90 ,0037 120,5 .0006 _2,_ ,0036 -50,4 ,90 ,0098 -69,5 ,0019 14,_ ,0098 99,6
195 ,0030 11_,6 ,95 ,07_2 167,7 ,0_6 I_5.O ,0373 15,2
CHORD 3 ,05 ,005_ "59,_ ,0016 169,5 ,0065 131,3 CHORD 8 .05 ,0227 I09,1 ,02_7 "30,6 ,0483 -48,3
.12 ,0039 "59°0 ,0Oli 214,7 ,0039 137,9 ,12 *0326 101,5 ,O297 °23,% ,0553 -52,3
,20 ,0091 -62,_ ,0012 -59,6 ,0078 117,2 ,20 ,O_0_ 9_,2
•75 ,0067 I03,9 ,000B -40,0 ,0073 -72,5 ,75 ,0_56 195,_ .0257 I0,b ,0712 13,5
,85 ,0003 78,7 ,85
•90 ,0038 115,2 ,90
•95 .0007 I00,5 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0031 -52,9 ,0016 21_,3 ,0036 153,3 CHORD 9 ,05 0_21 112,6 ,0221 "5_,B ,0639 -63,1
12 ,0049 -50,0 ,0015 236,2 ,00_7 I_7,_ ,12 0546 111,6 ,01_5 "49,2 ,0723 -63,6
20 ,0057 -48,k ,0016 -_8,2 ,0050 131,6 ,20 1256 118,3 ,0155 "44,2 ,1405 -59,8
35 ,02_ "32,9 ,0028 -7_,i ,022_ 151,8 ,35 0836 -80,3 ,0133 "_2,3 ,0736 93,_
60 ,0218 90,3 ,015_ 43,9 ,015R -4_,6 ,60 0132 185,_ .00b2 "_5,4 ,0170 "8,2
75 ,0086 118,1 ,0DO6 ",5 *0089 "Ss,_ ,75 0106 157.i ,0010 "58,7 ,0115 "25,9
85 ,0051 130,8 ,0006 48,2 ,0050 "_1,9 ,85 ,O100 125,_
95 ,0027 139,6 ,0010 92,2 ,0022 "21,2 .95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0065 "9 8 ,0029 "33,0 ,0039 "172,5
,12 ,0072 "10 0 ,OO_3 "2_,5 ,0032 "169,8
•20 ,011_ -13 1 ,0046 -20,1 ,0068 171,6
,35 ,0_14 -4 7 ,0060 "9,5 ,0355 176,1
,60 ,0_65 152 4 ,0070 I0,1 ,0521 -22,9






POINT NUMBER •357 MACH • ,7R3 RN - 2,_19_IOE6 ALPHA = 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 (PEAK; • 1,98 DEG
g = 3,933 KPA K • ,105 DELTA9 = "3,03 DEG OSCILLATING FHEQUENCY = 5,03 HZ
UPPER CP LeWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MA_ PHASE MA5 PHASE NAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0031 IW,O ,0003 -145,3 ,0034 -16_,3 CHOR9 6 ,05 ,0103 147,7 ,0139 "22,3 0241 -26,6
•12 ,0014 55,4 ,000_ "123,8 ,0019 -124,W ,12 .01_6 1_5,3 ,0139 "19,_ 0282 -27,1
,20 ,0025 108,3 ,0016 -92,0 ,0040 -79,5 ,20 ,03_0 146,0 ,O1bb m14,2 0488 -27,8
,30 ,0023 121.4 ,0004 5,8 ,0025 -_9,4 ,30 .0898 158,8 ,019_ a10,S 1088 -19,4
,35 ,0017 136,7 ,0019 -58,7 ,0036 -51,4 ,35 .0918 166,1 ,0281 "9,8 1139 -13,1
,45 ,0040 140,8 ,001W -51,3 ,0054 -42,3 ,45 .0230 195,7 ,O300 "8,0 0520 3,4
,50 ,0045 144,9 ,0011 -40,I ,0057 -36,1 ,50 ,0331 18_,3 ,O356 -3,5 0685 13
,60 ,0029 -27,8 ,0003 "51,9 ,0027 154,7 60 .0505 187,3 ,0396 ",1 0899 _,0
,70 ,0004 275,6 ,0003 -123,8 ,0003 135,5 70 ,0640 185,0 ,O40U 2,0 1039 3,9
•75 ,0009 151,2 ,0003 -87,0 ,0011 -40,5 75 ,0712 184,9 ,0371 2,7 1082 4,1
,85 ,000_ -81,_ 85
,90 ,0007 152,0 90
,95 ,0010 159,0 ,0C0_ -134,8 ,0009 -43,1 95 ,0014 -18.3
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0022 117,8 ,0016 -18,3 ,0036 -_3,8 CHORO 7 ,O5 ,0_75 157,0 ,O187 "14,1 ,0361 -18,4
•12 ,0020 I17,_ ,0020 -26,8 ,0038 -a4,9 ,12 ,0255 155,1 ,O2Ob "12,9 ,0457 -19,b
,20 ,0044 131,I ,0010 -70,7 ,0054 -53,0 ,20 ,1164 156,3 ,O1_b -8,_ ,1355 -21,5
,35 ,0073 117,6 ,0026 -66,2 ,0099 -63,2 ,35 .0147 -103,1 ,O_40 -2,3 ,0304 26,1
•60 ,0033 177,6 ,0003 -86,2 ,0033 -7,2 ,60 ,0388 165,1 ,O300 ",6 ,0687 2,6
,75 ,0028 179,0 ,0COW -27,_ ,0032 -4,2 ,75 ,0463 182,7 ,O277 2,2 ,0740 2,5
,85 ,0014 195,3 ,85 ,0387 179,8
•90 ,0008 191,5 ,0007 65,5 ,0013 35,8 ,90 ,0193 183,1 ,O007 "49,b ,0198 1,5
•95 ,0004 163,6 ,95 ,0077 178,5 ,0034 ,9 ,0111 -,7
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0021 99,1 ,0011 -93,4 ,0032 -85,3 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0180 156,3 ,0199 "22,5 ,0379 -23,1
•12 ,0012 88,7 ,0018 -78,9 ,0030 -83,8 ,12 ,0304 156,1 ,O193 -19,5 ,0497 -22,2
,20 ,0028 94,7 ,0012 -54,3 ,0039 -76,1 ,20 ,1248 160.7
175 ,0028 133,5 ,0002 -95,6 ,0030 -50,0 ,75 ,0314 184,1 ,0165 2,0 ,0_79 3,4
,85 ,0004 -112,2 ,85
,90 ,0013 151,7 ,90
,95 ,0005 -121,8 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0013 111,5 ,0020 -69,5 ,0032 -69,1 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0351 161,3 ,01_9 "19,2 ,0541 -18,9
,12 ,0016 90,7 ,0024 -73,5 ,0040 -79,8 ,12 ,0795 163,5 ,O149 "19,1 ,0944 -16,9
,20 ,0015 75,6 ,0019 -21,6 ,0026 -56,9 ,20 ,1068 163,0 ,0116 "17,6 ,1184 -17,O
,35 ,0067 95,2 ,0010 "13,0 ,0071 -77,3 ,35 ,0043 180,4 ,O107 "18,2 ,0148 -12.9
,60 ,0040 193,0 ,0128 4,9 ,0168 6,8 ,60 ,0090 17413 ,0036 "21,3 ,0125 -I0,2
175 ,0041 11810 ,000_ -7119 ,0045 -62.8 ,75 ,0053 19011 ,O006 -58,_ ,0055 4,7
• 85 ,0010 143,5 ,0005 -102,3 ,0013 -57,7 ,85 ,0018 218,2
,95 ,0002 196.6 ,0006 -97,1 ,0006 -83,0 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0054 129,6 ,0038 "44,7 ,0092 -48,0
•12 ,0047 129,0 ,0036 -34,9 ,0082 -44,0
• 20 ,0071 126,3 ,0037 -28.7 ,0106 -45.2
•35 ,0365 139,4 ,0030 -34,7 ,0394 -_0,2





POINT NUMBER -358 MACH - ,779 RN = 2,212_10E6 ALPHA = 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 |PEAK| • 2,03 DEG
Q " 3,906 KPA K = ,211 DELTA9 - "3,03 DEG OSCILLATING FHEUUENCY • 10,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHA8_
CHORD 1 ,05 0079 32.6 ,0021 -27,_ ,0070 -132,1 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0105 11_,0 .011b 321,_ ,0213 -51,7
•12 0037 _9,4 ,0020 "16,6 ,0035 "99,0 ,12 ,0249 I09,7 ,0118 332,_ ,0345 -56,8
,20 0046 82,3 .0013 -24.4 ,0052 -83,8 ,20 ,0525 110,2 .0143 3_0,6 .0626 -59,7
.30 0057 71.7 ,0010 -14.3 ,0057 "98.4 .30 .0734 143.0 .0183 "12.8 .0904 -32.2
,35 006_ 84,2 .0016 26,1 ,0057 "81,9 ,35 ,0308 21_,8 .0209 "I0,8 .0477 16,6
,45 0050 99,1 ,0013 "*,I ,0055 -67,5 ,_5 *0367 179,8 ,0279 "8,8 ,06_5 "3,1
,50 ,004_ 121,3 ,0011 "5,0 ,0052 "&8,7 ,50 ,039_ 181,2 ,03_0 -4,2 ,0733 "1,3
•60 ,0046 99,6 ,0008 23,0 ,0045 _70,9 ,60 ,0506 182,3 ,0389 ",I ,0895 1,3
,70 ,0020 171,2 ,0006 32,8 ,0025 ,6 ,70 ,0620 183,5 ,0_03 3,0 '1022 3,3
,75 ,0022 162,0 ,0003 48,1 ,0023 -10,8 ,75 ,0716 184,7 ,0375 4,3 ,1091 _,6
,85 ,0006 143,2 ,85
• 90 ,0018 138,0 ,90
• 95 ,001_ 141,7 ,0006 1_7,3 ,0008 -42,6 ,95 ,0007 19_.4
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0010 20.1 ,0015 267.1 ,0021 -119,4 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0169 131,0 ,0177 33_.8 ,0338 -36,8
• 12 ,0020 39,2 ,0013 237,7 ,0033 "133,5 ,12 ,0326 126,9 .0203 "21,6 ,0511 -_1,1
•20 ,0028 23,6 ,0005 242,1 ,0032 -150,9 ,20 ,1116 1_1,2 ,020_ "15,2 ,1304 -35,3
•35 ,0097 36,& ,0015 329,0 ,0092 "135,2 .35 ,030_ 175.4 ,0238 "8,7 ,0542 -6,4
,60 ,0020 126,4 ,0010 22,1 ,0025 -30,5 ,60 ,0403 179,1 ,0292 2,9 ,069_ ,7
• 75 ,0011 1_8,5 ,0006 10,9 ,0016 "16,6 ,75 ,0477 182,6 ,0282 6,_ ,0759 _,2
• 85 ,000_ 157,9 ,85 .0477 182,_
•90 ,0006 164,7 ,0007 10,4 ,0013 "I,2 ,90 ,0195 18_,4 ,001_ 29.1 ,0208 6,0
• 95 ,0007 164,2 ,95 ,0072 179,4 ,O03b 22,_ .0105 7,0
CHORD 3 *05 *00#0 17,1 ,0014 -15,5 ,0029 "147,9 CHORD 8 ,0b ,0193 134,0 ,0185 329,8 *0375 -38,2
•12 ,0030 31,7 ,0017 -25,0 ,0025 "114,1 ,12 ,0_99 131,4 .0126 334,8 ,0664 -_2,6
•20 ,0057 50,3 ,0015 -32,4 ,0057 "11_,2 ,20 ,1553 138,7
•75 ,0022 I_3,4 .0007 42.2 ,002_ "21,0 ,7b ,0319 i_5,4 ,0167 5,1 *0_86 5,3
•85 ,0012 &5,0 ,85
•90 ,0016 137,W ,90
,95 .0012 49,7 .95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0021 _0,8 ,0007 -85,2 ,0026 "127.3 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0379 140,_ ,0119 32_,7 ,0557 -38,2
,12 ,003_ _8,0 ,001_ "_I,2 ,0035 "108,8 ,la ,08_5 I_6,5 ,01_I 327,7 ,0966 -33,3
,20 ,00_0 5_,4 ,0021 -38,8 ,00_6 -98,9 ,20 ,0593 159,2 ,0112 331.7 ,070_ -22,0
•35 ,0_31 70,3 ,0011 -6,_ ,0429 -108,3 ,35 ,0133 164,0 ,0091 337,8 ,0223 -18,5
•60 ,0061 133,3 ,013_ 15,9 ,0171 -2,6 ,60 ,0077 167,3 ,0023 -8,0 ,0099 -11,6
•75 ,002_ 166,_ ,N_I0 45,5 ,00_8 3,_ ,75 ,0051 179,0 ,00US 8_.1 ,0052 8,1
,85 ,0018 14_,8 .0009 35,7 ,0023 -1&,6 ,Oh ,0027 205,6
•95 ,0010 157.9 ,0008 51,9 ,0015 11,6 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0055 _2,_ .0018 286,8 ,006_ "123,4
,12 ,0057 45,2 ,0018 318,5 ,0059 -116,9
•20 ,013_ 41,8 ,0025 319,_ ,0131 -127,2
•35 ,021b I06,7 ,0036 313.6 ,02_8 -69,5





TABLE 7 - Continued
P_INT NUMBER =359 MACH = ,782 RN = 2,216_10E6 ALFHA • 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 IPEAK) = 2,02 DEG
Q • 3,930 KPA K - ,315 DELTA9 • "3,03 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 15,03 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LUNER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHOR0 I ,05 0023 31_,3 ,0003 122,9 0026 133'0 CHORD 6 '05 ,0058 96"8 ,0067 "_013 '0116 =60'0
• 12 0016 326.2 ,0002 "217,1 0018 1_5.9 .12 ,0082 78.7 .0087 "25,5 .0129 =63,3
,70 0037 331,6 ,0010 -207,4 0047 151,8 ,20 ,0203 70,5 0103 =17,0 ,0223 -82,0
•30 0060 334,2 .0007 79,3 0062 148,0 ,30 ,0607 99,5 0147 "9,2 ,0669 -68,5
•35 0075 332.7 ,0007 98,8 0079 148,9 ,35 ,0882 121,7 0175 18,7 ,1000 -50,4
,_5 0140 9,1 ,O00W -6.3 0135 -170,5 ,45 ,0466 186,5 0252 "2,_ ,0716 3.3
,50 ,0099 47,9 ,0011 "133,0 0110 -132,2 ,50 ,0_50 188,2 0318 ,2 ,0766 _,9
,60 ,0055 75.2 ,0003 -133,6 0057 -106,3 ,60 ,053_ 185,2 0373 1,1 ,0907 _,8
•70 ,00_ 79,0 ,0005 -122,9 ,00_9 -I03,4 ,70 ,0635 187,5 03_0 6.6 ,1025 7,2
•75 ,00_0 84.0 ,0003 33,5 ,0038 -92,1 .75 ,0718 188,% 0362 9,0 ,I080 8,4
•85 ,0004 =231._ ,85
• 90 .0019 81.8 .90
•95 ,0015 85.1 ,0007 100,0 ,0008 -106,7 ,95 .0031 "9,9
CHURO 2 ,05 ,0026 =82.6 ,0022 145,0 ,0043 118.9 CHORD 7 ,05 .0125 -2_9,3 ,0137 "_8,6 ,0258 158,5
.12 ,0030 -62,9 ,0018 117,W ,0048 117,2 ,12 ,0186 -257,8 ,01b8 "39,6 ,0325 -60,3
,20 ,0055 163.2 ,0019 158.9 ,0070 127.5 .20 ,0964 -256,2 .0161 "29.1 ,I080 -70,0
,35 .0091 -25.9 .0024 201.1 .0109 163,4 ,35 .0376 -153,1 .0213 "15.3 .0552 11.9
,60 ,00_4 -283,9 ,0012 244,1 ,0056 -I06,6 ,60 .0419 -176,4 ,0303 "3,3 ,0721 ,7
•75 ,0034 -279,0 ,0006 256,3 ,00_0 -99,7 ,75 ,0463 -174,4 ,0289 3,1 ,0752 4,7
•85 ,0019 -768,6 ,85 ,0_29 -17_,7
,90 ,001_ -267,9 ,0C06 210,I ,0017 -I04,7 ,90 ,0179 -169,1 ,000b 2_9,1 ,0176 9,5
•95 .0017 "270.3 ,95 ,0058 =16_,7 ,003b "9,5 ,0091 2,9
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0028 278,1 ,0005 I02,2 ,0033 98,7 CHORB 8 ,05 ,0126 116,8 ,0119 "3_.2 ,0237 =_9,2
.12 ,0028 305,0 ,000_ -205,8 ,0032 128,6 ,12 ,0210 107,9 ,0122 "25,9 ,0307 "55,_
,20 ,0057 31_,3 ,0014 109,5 ,0069 130,3 ,20 ,0947 %09,7
,75 ,0C35 9_,_ ,0002 =207,2 ,0034 -87,9 ,75 ,0295 187,1 ,0159 8,_ ,0_5_ 7,5
.85 .0003 61,1 ,85
•90 .0020 1'_3,6 .90
.95 ,000_ I08,3 ,95
C_0_0 4 ,05 ,0027 32_,_ ,0UI3 126,5 00#0 138,7 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0275 118,9 ,0115 "49,2 ,0388 "57'6
•12 ,0035 31_,4 ,0017 "178,6 00_ 145,5 ,12 ,0626 12_.1 .00_9 •_2,9 .0713 -54.3
,20 ,00_1 320.3 ,0005 "197,6 00_6 142"6 ,20 ,0856 131,4 ,0070 "37,6 ,0925 "47"8
,35 ,0358 "17,0 ,0004 71,8 0358 162'5 ,35 ,0096 208,2 ,0063 "3_,9 ,0137 3,9
,60 ,0070 86,8 ,0125 16,4 0122 -16'7 ,60 ,0060 154,5 ,0011 "33,6 ,0071 "26'8
,75 ,0050 116.8 ,0005 "219,1 00_5 =65,8 ,75 ,0035 149,3 ,0006 121,3 ,0030 "25,5
.85 ,0028 10R.I ,0005 98,1 002_ -70.0 ,85 ,0011 158,6
,95 ,0015 117,8 ,0009 125,2 0006 -7_,6 ,95
CH_R_ 5 ,05 ,00_5 11,7 ,0037 217,7 ,0080 -156,6
•12 ,0042 4.3 ,0026 223.8 ,006_ -160,8
•20 ,0C67 =6,8 ,0020 225,6 ,0081 -175,4
•35 ,0390 11,0 ,0027 271,7 ,0395 -165,1





PUINT NUM£ER =360 MACH • ,7RO RN = 2,211_IOE6 ALPHA • 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 {PEAK) = W,O0 DEG
G - 3,918 KPA K - ,105 DELTA9 = "3,08 DE8 OSCILLATING FREQUENCY . 5.01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
x/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAY PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD i ,05 ,004_ "736,8 U024 -75,9 ,0067 "63,5 CHORO 6 ,05 ,0191 -211,4 ,0270 °20,6 ,0459 -25,I
,12 ,0027 -230,0 0023 -52,6 ,0050 "51,2 ,12 ,0297 -212.7 ,0273 =17,1 .0565 -25,2
,20 ,0023 "222,7 002W -51,0 ,00_8 -46,9 ,20 ,0692 -213,6 ,0300 "1_,2 ,0980 "27,8
,30 ,0029 -220,4 0021 -72,8 ,0048 -54,0 ,30 ,1900 -202,4 ,0370 -9,_ ,2262 -20,3
•35 ,003& "218,1 0016 "52,6 ,0050 -42,8 ,35 ,1130 -191,9 ,0426 "7,W ,1555 -10,7
•45 ,0053 "199,0 0027 "96,6 ,0065 =42,9 ,_5 ,053D "166,# ,05_0 =4,1 ,1107 _,3
•50 ,0047 "176,6 0028 "84,7 ,0056 "27,2 150 ,0606 -175,8 ,0717 "2,5 ,1321 ,6
,60 ,0031 "203,7 0019 "40,9 ,0050 "30,3 ,60 ,0969 -178,I ,0803 ",4 ,1772 ,8
•70 ,0016 "187,9 0010 "19,1 ,0026 "12,0 ,70 ,1263 =176,9 ,0824 1,_ ,2086 2,4
,75 ,0087 "2&6.8 ,0005 "3,2 ,0089 "6_,I ,75 ,1407 -176,7 ,0759 2,1 ,2166 2,9
• 85 ,0002 122,1 ,85
•90 ,0011 "211,7 ,90
•95 ,0006 "236,3 ,0004 21_,6 ,0007 -90,9 ,95 ,0015 -168,5
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0024 104,2 ,0019 "62,0 ,0043 -69,7 CHORO 7 ,05 0358 155,0 ,0373 "18,3 ,0729 "21,6
• 12 ,0016 94,5 ,0015 172,7 ,0031 "79,1 ,12 0516 153,1 ,0_11 "15,5 ,0922 121,8
•20 ,0029 115,1 ,0008 _6,9 ,0027 "_8,9 ,20 1986 15_,8 ,0405 "11,3 ,2381 -22,8
•35 ,0097 116,8 ,0033 -69,0 ,0129 -6_,7 ,35 0373 207,_ ,0_9 °6,5 ,0834 7,9
•60 ,0025 166,6 ,0022 "42,7 ,0045 =27,3 .60 0767 181,1 ,0624 ",_ ,1392 ,4
• 75 ,0010 162,4 ,0011 -44,_ ,0020 "31,8 ,75 0902 181,9 ,0576 1,8 ,1478 1,8
• 85 ,0010 153,7 ,85 0904 180,7
,90 ,0010 167,8 ,0008 -43,7 ,0017 "26.1 ,90 0413 180,5 .0027 "25,4 ,0438 -1,0
•95 ,0005 185,0 ,95 ,0178 17_,0 ,0082 3,8 ,0259 "2,9
CHORD 3 ,05 .0029 "249,6 ,0027 -49,6 ,0055 =60,I CHORD 8 ,05 ,0371 -20_,8 ,03_4 "18,1 ,0764 "21'3
•12 ,0019 -252,4 ,0023 -65,6 ,0041 "68,7 ,12 ,0698 -205,2 ,0380 •14,8 ,107_ -21,5
•20 ,0032 "2_2,2 ,0025 -73,3 ,0057 -67,1 ,20 ,2601 -201,3
,75 ,0028 "200,6 ,0008 "29,7 ,0036 =22,7 ,75 ,0606 -176,7 ,035_ 1,9 ,0958 2,8
•85 ,0004 -29,8 ,85
•90 ,0018 "192,_ ,90
• 95 ,0005 -35,2 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 *0036 -253,2 ,0032 -70,5 ,0068 =72,0 CHOR0 9 ,05 ,0717 -200.5 ,03_2 "19,6 ,I099 "20,2
•12 ,003& -246,9 ,0039 -67,4 ,0073 =67,2 ,12 ,1507 -197,7 ,031_ "19,1 ,1822 -18,0
•20 ,0031 -2_0,6 ,0034 -50,6 ,0065 =55,4 ,20 ,1815 "19_,i ,0257 "17,3 ,2071 -14,5
•35 ,0245 "226,6 ,0034 -71,7 ,0276 "49,6 ,35 ,0110 -175,3 ,0226 "14,7 ,0332 =8,4
•60 ,0097 "203,6 ,0273 4,1 ,0362 -3,0 ,60 ,0130 -178,_ ,0071 "8,6 ,0200 =2,0
•75 ,00_6 "188,8 ,0011 -31,4 ,0057 -13,1 .75 ,0069 -177,9 ,0018 "'3 ,0087 1,6
•85 ,0027 -194,1 ,0009 -21,9 ,0037 "16,1 ,85 ,0018 "115.5
,95 ,0012 "173,5 ,000_ "23,1 ,0016 -,3 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0080 126,0 ,0074 -46,8 ,0154 =50,6
,12 ,0072 121,2 ,0067 -41o8 ,0138 "50,6
• 20 ,011_ 116,4 ,0073 -35,5 ,0182 -52,7
• 35 ,0569 123,4 *0078 "21,5 ,0634 "52,6
• 60 ,0137 187,2 °0073 -18,3 ,0205 "1,6





PRINT NUMBER •361 MACH • ,7RO RN • 2,211=10£6 ALFHA • 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING D_LTA9 {PEAK) • 4,05 DEG
Q • 3,914 KPA K = ,210 DELTA9 • =3,06 DEG OSCILLATING FNE_UE_CY • 9,99 HZ
UPPER CP LO_ER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LDWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HA_ PHASE HAG _HASE
CHORD 1 ,05 0051 34.5 ,000b -147,7 ,0056 -145,7 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0190 110,I ,0234 =37,5 ,0407 -52.0
•12 0064 34,3 ,0009 -I03,2 ,0071 -140.5 ,12 ,0305 103,5 ,0239 "29,1 ,0499 -55,8
•20 008_ 34,6 ,0011 -25,3 ,0079 -138,7 ,20 ,0723 101,1 ,0278 "21,9 ,0905 -63,9
•30 0078 40,8 ,0027 -28,6 ,0073 -119,2 ,30 ,1901 126,1 ,0367 "14,0 ,2187 -47,9
•35 0102 56,2 ,0031 -62,5 ,0120 -110.9 ,35 ,I060 157,9 ,0413 "11,5 ,1467 -19,1
•45 0108 77,8 ,0003 -143,4 ,0110 -103,1 .45 ,ObB7 -169,6 ,0566 "7.1 ,1238 2,5
•50 0078 94,2 ,0015 28,6 ,0073 -75,1 ,50 ,0771 -175,7 ,0685 -4,9 ,1451 -,0
,60 0042 11_,4 ,0C17 -12,9 ,0053 -52,9 ,60 ,0998 -178,1 ,0773 _1,2 ,1770 ,6
•70 0043 119,5 ,001_ -47,3 ,0057 -57.2 ,70 ,12_3 -176,0 ,0807 2.U ,2049 3,2
,75 0033 109,2 ,0014 -65,5 ,0047 -69.2 ,75 ,1399 -175,7 ,0745 3,5 ,2144 4,0
•85 ,0013 -78.8 .85
• 90 ,0017 120,8 ,90
• 95 ,0015 115,5 ,0004 -102.0 ,0019 -72,1 .95 ,0019 -192,0
CHORD 2 *05 ,0046 41.2 0034 "11_,9 ,007B -128,7 CHORD 7 ,05 ,032B 130,1 ,0342 =30,1 ,0660 -39,8
• 12 ,O02& 41,1 0034 "112,0 ,0057 -123,2 ,12 ,050h 127,3 ,0376 "25,4 ,0856 -_1,1
• 20 ,00_3 36.9 0027 -73,8 ,0058 -117,7 ,20 ,20_4 131,7 ,0371 "19,0 ,2375 -43,9
•35 ,0087 63,4 0029 -114,1 ,0116 -116,0 ,35 ,0558 -151,9 ,0463 "11,8 ,0960 10,1
,60 ,0038 119.7 0012 -22,9 .0049 -51.7 .60 .0812 -176.9 ,0611 ",1 .1422 1.7
,75 ,0023 145.0 0014 -2&,9 ,0037 =31.2 ,75 ,0911 -176,3 ,0579 _,_ ,1490 3,9
•85 ,0015 84.5 ,86 .0710 -179.0
•90 ,0012 71.8 ,0007 -46.6 ,0017 -87,1 .90 ,0394 -176,9 .0016 "_9,3 ,0409 3,a
• 95 .0006 80.1 .95 .0155 -181,8 .0078 11.7 .0232 2.7
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0038 45,5 ,0013 -127.3 .0051 -132,7 CHORD 8 ,05 ,035_ 127,7 ,0357 "32,0 ,0700 --42,1
,12 ,0034 33,9 ,0013 -138.5 ,0046 -1_,0 ,12 ,0714 124,8 ,0348 "26,5 .1033 -_5,9
•20 ,0089 30,I ,0027 -42.8 ,0085 -13?.3 ,20 ,2657 131.7
•75 ,0037 115,6 ,0009 "27,0 ,0045 -57,1 ,75 ,0601 -177,0 ,034_ 3,8 ,0942 3,3
•85 ,0006 -14.4 ,85
•90 ,0024 134,7 ,90
•95 ,0007 22,4 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0047 _1,1 ,0035 -103,1 ,0078 =123,8 CHORD 9 ,05 0673 135,1 ,0357 "38,3 ,1029 -42,6
•12 ,0055 36 4 ,003_ -99.3 0083 "126 8 ,12 1_50 140,4 .0285 "35,7 ,1735 -39.0
,20 ,0061 34 5 ,0032 -92,5 0085 -128 0 ,20 1618 144,2 ,0233 "31,_ ,1851 -35,Z
,35 ,0543 41 0 ,0030 -63,0 0551 "136 0 ,35 0205 -186,3 ,0_00 -25.7 ,0398 -15,9
,60 ,0065 139 5 ,0278 10.5 0322 1 5 ,60 0115 -188,2 ,0068 "9,7 ,0183 -8,8
,75 ,0037 117 1 ,0009 -18,1 0044 -54 3 .75 0098 -189,9 ,O0_b 14,_ ,0121 -5,1
,85 ,0036 166 I ,0010 -23,9 00_6 _16 _ ,85 0045 -174,8
,95 ,0020 160 7 ,0002 -7.5 0022 =18 2 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0089 74.5 ,0061 -83,6 ,0147 -96,6
• 12 ,0079 70,4 ,0052 -66,7 ,0123 =92,7
• 20 ,0138 59.8 ,0055 -58,6 ,0171 -103.8
• 35 ,0598 78.5 ,0059 -35,3 ,0624 _96,6
• 60 ,0160 -175,6 ,0071 -20,5 ,0226 "3,2




POINT NUMBER -362 MACH - ,782 RN - 2,213_10E6 ALPHA • 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 {PEAK) " _,05 DEG
0 - 3,925 KPA K - ,315 DELTA9 - "3.0_ DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 15,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG pHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0075 282,5 ,0011 -16B,8 ,0076 111,1 CHOR9 6 ,05 ,0140 80,2 ,0171 "_1.8 ,0272 -67,7
• 12 ,0052 309,1 0020 "160,8 ,0062 1_7,2 ,12 ,0209 72,3 *0197 "30,9 ,031B -70,7
• 20 ,0060 -25,4 0027 "138,_ ,0075 173,B ,20 ,0533 70,2 ,02_3 "22,6 ,0596 -85,8
,30 .008_ "24,9 0022 "139,0 ,0095 167,5 ,30 ,1697 101,9 ,0327 •15,1 ,1868 "69,1
,35 ,0116 "19,7 0027 -95,_ ,0112 173.6 ,35 ,1763 126,9 ,038b "12,_ ,2071 -_6,1
• _5 ,0188 22,5 0023 "104,0 ,0203 "152.3 ,_5 ,0886 192,3 ,0541 "6,2 ,1_09 5,3
• 50 ,0131 56,8 0023 -95,3 ,0152 -119,1 ,50 ,0920 188,_ ,066_ "3,5 .1579 3,4
.60 ,0090 87,4 0014 -74.0 ,010W -90.2 ,60 .1069 185.3 ,0762 1,1 .1830 3.6
•70 ,0061 106,2 0013 "70.6 ,0073 "73,3 ,70 .1299 18b._ .07_7 4.4 .2097 5,6
,75 ,005_ 109,6 ,0014 "51,6 ,0068 -66,5 ,75 ,144_ 187,4 ,0736 6.6 ,2180 7,2
•85 ,0012 -63,7 ,85
•90 ,0021 106,9 ,90
,95 ,0018 125,0 ,0009 -69,9 ,0027 -59,7 ,95 ,002_ 263,9
CHORD 2 ,05 00_7 293,5 ,0030 175,6 ,0067 136.8 CHORD 7 .05 ,0292 107.9 ,Oa_0 "43.5 .055_ -58.1
•12 0035 300,3 ,0026 177,2 ,005_ 1_#,2 .12 .0_57 103,9 ,0321 "31.9 ,0729 -59,2
•20 0057 29_,7 ,0023 177.0 ,0071 131,3 .20 ,1943 112 2 ,0330 "2_,6 ,2195 -61,9
• 35 0107 "11,5 ,0026 219,6 ,0125 177,9 ,35 ,07_6 194 _ ,0_39 =1#,5 ,1150 3,8
•60 0075 105,5 ,0012 -60,6 ,0086 -72,6 ,60 ,0797 18_ 6 ,059_ "I,z ,1389 2,1
,75 0032 13_,5 ,0010 -86,7 ,0040 -5_,8 ,75 ,0919 185 9 ,0565 _,8 ,1_83 5,5
• 85 0030 137,3 ,85 ,0730 181 1
• 90 0023 13&,5 ,0006 -113._ ,0026 -57,6 ,90 ,0_04 189 5 ,001_ °86,7 ,0_03 7,5
• 95 0016 1#7,1 ,95 ,0156 186 6 ,0061 9,5 ,0217 7,_
CHORD 3 ,05 ,00_5 293,1 .0023 -172,3 ,0056 136,1 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0307 107,6 ,0287 m_O, 6 ,0571 -57,0
• 12 ,00_2 301,5 ,0019 -157,5 ,00_9 14&,_ ,12 .0532 10_,1 ,0291 =32.1 ,0769 -60,7
• 20 ,0095 305,3 ,0016 -1_3,2 ,0096 13_,9 ,20 ,2271 111,_
• 75 ,0059 113,3 .0011 -63,2 ,0070 -66,2 .75 ,0611 187,2 .0338 7,0 ,0950 7.1
.85 .0009 -82,1 .85
• 90 .0039 I_9._ .90
•95 ,0005 "6_,2 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0059 309,5 ,0027 "162,8 ,0073 I_9.3 CHOR_ 9 ,05 ,0576 117,_ ,0250 "53,_ ,085_ "59,5
•12 ,0C59 313,1 ,0025 "I&2,8 ,0067 155,4 ,12 ,1265 I_4,7 ,02_5 "_7._ .IW8B "5_,1
•20 ,006_ "39,3 ,0019 "123,4 ,0063 158,2 ,20 ,1781 133,1 ,01M6 "_0,0 ,1966 "_6,2
•35 ,0_29 "6,3 ,003W "111,8 ,0_0 _78,0 ,35 ,0156 215,7 ,0161 "2919 ,0266 2'3
•60 ,01_9 I0_,5 ,0281 13,8 ,0319 "l&,0 ,60 ,0148 169,0 ,0059 "1_,2 ,0207 -11,9
,75 ,006_ 1_016 ,0013 "60,7 ,0076 "&2.9 ,75 ,0089 183,0 ,0019 14,1 ,0108 5,0
•85 ,0052 1_2,5 ,0011 "59,1 ,0063 "_I,_ ,85 .00_9 207,1
•95 ,0027 159,9 ,0002 "29,0 ,0029 -20,6 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0078 12,6 ,0036 "129,9 ,0109 "155,9
,12 ,007_ 8,6 ,0031 -101.0 ,0090 -152,_
•20 ,0123 _,8 ,0C32 -86,9 ,0128 "160,7
• 35 ,071_ 3_,1 ,0043 -60,7 ,0719 "1_2,5
•60 ,0261 166,5 ,0C56 -23,% ,0316 "15,2




o TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER =363 MACH = ,783 RN = 2.219=IOE6 ALPHA = 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 (PEAK| = 6,01DEG
Q = 3,938 KPA K = ,105 DELTA9 = "3o08 OEG OSCILLATING FREWUE_CY • 4,99 HZ
UPPER CP L_ER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE NAG PHASE X/C NAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD I .05 0034 122,2 ,0032 -68 3 ,0065 -6_,9 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0305 147,8 ,03_9 =22.3 0692 -26,6
,12 0043 I05,2 ,0040 -74 3 ,0083 -74.6 .12 ,0459 144,7 °0397 "18,1 0847 -27,3
•20 0057 111,8 ,0036 -70 1 ,0093 -68,9 .20 ,I004 143,8 ,0444 -14,4 1426 -29,5
,30 0068 110,7 ,0046 -58 5 ,0114 -64,9 ,30 ,8458 154,4 ,0557 "I0,I 2999 -22.8
,35 0087 112,7 ,0061 -55 2 ,0147 -6_,3 ,35 ,2082 162€5 ,0644 =8,7 2720 -15,5
•45 0084 141,5 ,0046 -41 6 ,0130 -39,6 ,45 ,0696 199,2 ,08/7 -5,6 1537 5,4
•50 0042 138,7 ,0041 -53 3 ,0082 -47,2 ,50 ,0886 190.3 ,I056 =3,5 1929 2,8
•60 0038 "163,8 ,0621 -21 2 ,0056 3,3 ,60 ,1388 183,0 ,1111 ".M 2557 1,3
•70 0019 151.2 ,0007 -24.5 .0026 -27.6 ,70 .1823 1_2.5 ,1206 I._ 3030 _,0
•75 0025 129.8 ,0005 20,8 ,0027 -39,4 ,75 ,2039 183.0 ,1101 2.1 3140 2,7
• 85 ,0005 30,3 ,85
,90 ,0011 "174,5 .90
,95 ,0014 -169,9 ,0002 -81,_ ,0014 oi ,95 ,0070 185,9
CHORD 2 ,05 ,00_0 I08,1 ,0033 -56,5 ,0072 -65,0 CHORD 7 .05 ,0514 153,7 ,0567 "17,1 1077 -21,5
12 ,0030 100.8 ,0046 -54,2 ,0074 -64,0 ,12 ,0755 152,7 ,0602 =13,9 13_8 -21.3
20 ,0061 I03,1 ,0048 -49,5 ,0106 -64,8 ,20 ,2464 156,6 ,0596 "10,_ 30_8 -20,9
35 ,0097 103,8 ,0033 -7,4 ,0113 =60,2 ,35 ,1138 175,7 ,01b3 "6,w 1891 -5.1
60 ,0074 133,0 ,0017 -43.8 ,0091 -46.4 ,60 ,1170 185.2 ,0941 "1.1 2108 2,4
75 .0029 189.7 .0015 -57._ .0038 -11.5 ,75 ,1356 182,3 .08b6 1.3 2211 1.9
85 ,0021 206,0 .85 ,1126 181,1
90 ,0015 -144,2 ,0012 -54,2 ,0019 -3,6 ,90 ,0617 181,1 ,0035 "56,5 ,0637 -I,6
95 ,0010 "131,0 .95 .0311 175.2 .0118 .8 ,0429 -3.3
C_0RD 3 .05 .0037 102.6 .0050 -77.2 .0087 -77.3 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0560 153,0 ,0591 "18.1 .1147 -22,4
•12 ,0031 104.4 .0043 -77.8 .0074 -76.9 ,12 ,1109 153.7 ,056_ _15.7 .1671 -22.7
•20 .0079 I00,5 ,0048 "56,7 .0125 -70.8 ,20 ,3138 156,0
•75 ,0029 128.1 .0014 -28.5 ,0043 -_4.3 .75 .0g91 1_2.6 .0519 I.B ,1410 2.3
,85 ,0009 -24.4 .85
,90 .0018 -202,5 .90
,95 .0006 -27.7 ,95
CHORD 4 05 .0048 103.1 .00_9 -66,8 ,0097 -71.8 CHOR_ 9 .05 .1081 158,6 ,0555 =19.O .16_6 -20.6
12 ,0049 102.2 ,0049 -60,8 ,0097 -69,4 .12 ,2026 160.4 ,O_b0 =18.2 .2_86 =19._
20 .0049 104.5 .0053 "66,3 ,0101 -70.7 .20 ,2598 161.6 ,0372 "16.5 .2970 "18.1
35 ,0311 120,8 .0048 -51,4 ,0358 -58,1 ,35 ,0076 245,5 ,0325 "15,9 .03@5 -3,4
60 ,0128 -184,0 ,0427 3,5 ,055_ 1.8 ,60 .0235 174.5 ,0112 "11,1 .0347 "7.3
75 ,0036 136,3 ,0022 -30,2 ,0058 -38,6 ,75 .0094 180,1 .0027 "I,5 ,0121 -,3
85 ,0028 "196.4 .0018 -33.3 ,0045 "22.9 .85 .0023 261.6
,95 .0010 =128.8 .0008 "31.7 ,0014 14,1 .95
CHORD 5 .05 ,0119 126.4 .0107 -41.8 ,0225 -48.1
• 12 ,0099 123,9 .0096 -36.2 .0192 -46.3
,20 .0139 119.4 .0116 -34.7 .0248 -48.8
,35 .0634 125,9 .0132 -25,2 .0753 -49.3





POINT NUMBER -364 MACH = ,784 RN = 2,221_10E6 ALPHA - 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 IPEAK) = 6,01 DEG
Q • 3,947 KPA K - ,209 DELTA9 , -3,05 DEG OSCILLATING FREWUENCY = 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MA8 PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0105 43,9 ,0032 257,9 ,0133 -128,4 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0281 110,5 ,0325 "37,4 0582 -52,2
• 12 *0078 44,8 ,0031 247,6 ,0107 "128,8 ,12 ,0470 106,3 ,0343 "28,7 0753 -54,9
• 20 ,0094 43,3 .0035 235,4 ,0129 "133,5 ,20 ,1053 105,1 ,0397 "21,2 1327 "60,9
• 30 ,0113 39,9 ,0016 224,8 ,0129 -139,5 ,30 ,2425 130,1 ,0513 "13,_ 2854 -43,8
• 35 ,0129 46,8 ,0021 281,4 ,0142 "126,2 ,35 ,1747 150,4 ,Ob_6 "10,9 2320 -24,9
.45 ,0160 76,9 ,0040 290,5 ,0195 "96,6 .45 ,0995 -167,2 ,0823 =6,7 1792 4,0
•50 ,0088 98,9 ,0025 264,0 ,0112 °84,5 ,50 ,1109 188,2 ,I011 =4,3 2108 2,2
,60 ,0086 109,0 ,0005 256,4 ,0091 -72,8 ,60 ,1461 182,3 ,1142 =.5 2602 1,0
•70 ,0054 112,7 ,0013 24,9 ,0055 "53,9 ,70 ,1820 183,5 ,11_9 2,3 3008 3,0
,75 ,0042 101,5 ,0014 10,1 ,0044 -60,6 ,75 ,2021 184,6 ,10_9 3,9 3110 _,4
•85 ,0018 ,4 ,85
•90 ,0027 115,7 ,90
.95 ,0023 109.0 ,0021 13.8 ,0032 -31.1 .95 ,0087 188,1
CH_RD 2 ,05 0065 30,4 ,0023 231,0 ,0087 -14_,2 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0498 -232.8 ,0464 "31,1 ,0945 -42,4
• _2 0054 34.0 ,0016 219,4 ,0071 -144,8 ,12 ,0831 -235,3 ,0516 "25,5 ,1304 =43,9
,20 0089 36,9 ,0018 269,7 ,0101 -135,1 ,20 ,2634 -226,2 ,0521 "18,9 ,3106 "41,7
,35 0159 60.4 ,0044 306,5 ,0182 "106,7 ,35 ,0904 -169,8 ,0675 "11,3 ,1551 1,1
,60 0066 -235,5 .0013 -11,8 ,0076 -48.6 .60 .1158 -177.5 ,0894 ".7 .2051 1.1
,75 0053 -216,3 ,0016 ,5 ,0067 -28,1 ,75 ,1337 -176,8 ,0832 3,7 ,2169 3,4
,85 0019 -209._ .85 ,1060 -178,4
•90 0013 -208,6 ,0011 23,1 ,0021 -5,4 ,90 ,0582 -176,7 ,0021 •22,1 ,0601 2,4
•95 0012 "200,4 ,95 ,0278 -185,8 ,0099 17,3 ,0371 ,2
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0069 32,1 ,0037 240,8 ,0103 -138,0 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0519 125,8 ,O509 =31,7 ,I008 -43,1
•12 ,0059 31,9 ,003_ 232,2 ,0091 "140.7 ,12 ,1122 125,4 ,0500 •25,9 ,1579 -45,8
•20 ,0128 32,4 ,0016 189,6 ,0143 "150,0 ,20 ,3107 133,9
•75 ,0050 I06,6 ,0012 -14,0 ,0057 "63,1 ,75 ,0891 183.9 ,0512 3,9 ,1404 3,9
•85 ,0009 "17,6 ,85
,90 ,0033 132,0 ,90
•95 ,0005 -5,7 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0060 45,8 ,0040 233,8 ,01O0 "131,1 CHOR0 9 ,05 0996 136,3 ,0491 "37,3 ,1486 "41'6
,12 ,007_ 35,4 ,0033 240,7 0104 "136,9 '12 1929 141,8 ,0401 "33,_ ,2329 -37,3
•20 ,0083 32,1 ,0029 271,2 0102 "133,5 ,20 2368 145"8 ,0333 "27.5 ,2699 "33"4
,35 ,0609 43,7 ,0026 273,9 0626 "134.5 ,35 0189 -148,0 ,0289 "22,0 ,0428 "1,1
•60 ,0139 137,8 ,0_I_ I0,I 0511 "2,3 ,60 0227 177,0 ,0095 "11,0 ,0321 "5,4
,75 .0042 154,9 ,0012 -19,2 0053 "23,8 ,75 0132 181,3 ,0029 17,9 ,0160 4,2
,85 ,0033 154,4 ,0007 -36.2 0041 -27,5 ,85 0059 -150,6
,95 ,0073 195,0 ,0003 110.2 0072 17.4 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 .0149 -294.3 ,0068 281,_ ,0208 -103.3
•12 ,014_ 64,0 ,006_ 294,8 ,0191 -100,9
,20 ,0241 57,9 .0069 300,9 ,0279 "I09,3
•35 ,098_ "278,7 ,0081 -42,2 ,1027 -95,0





kO TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER =365 MACH = ,784 RN - 2,220+IOE6 ALPHA - 2,05 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 |PEAK) - 6,06 DEG
Q - 3,9W8 KPA K = ,31_ OgLTA9 = -3,05 DEG OSCILLATING FR£WUEhCY - I_,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C HAG PHAS_ MAY PHAHE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0083 270,0 ,0025 139,9 .0101 101,1 CHOR_ 6 ,05 0232 80,6 0257 "_9,4 ,0_43 "73,0
•12 ,0066 "66,4 ,0017 "210,I ,0081 121,0 ,12 0371 75,5 028& "36,S ,05_6 -75,8
•20 ,0076 "39,8 ,0013 "178,1 ,0086 I_5,8 ,20 0816 7W,6 03_7 "26,8 ,09_8 "8_'_
•30 ,0109 "16,6 ,0023 "156,2 ,0127 170,0 ,30 2366 108,b 0_68 "17,0 ,2665 "63,2
•35 ,01_1 "3,9 ,0019 -123,0 ,0152 "177,6 ,35 1905 125,8 0550 °i*.2 ,235W "W5,6
•45 ,0238 36,5 ,0012 -59,8 ,02_0 "I&0,6 ,_5 127_ 187,b 0773 "7,7 ,2030 1,8
,50 ,0178 63,6 ,0021 "59,1 ,0190 "111,0 ,50 1377 185,7 0960 "_,2 ,2328 1'_
,60 ,0120 9W,9 ,0011 "109,0 ,0130 -87,0 ,b0 1801 185,_ 1111 ",1 ,2709 3,2
,70 ,0067 I05,8 ,0013 "119,8 ,0077 "81,0 ,70 1897 186,0 1169 3,6 ,3066 5,1
•75 ,0062 115,3 ,0012 "127,1 ,0068 -73,7 ,75 2073 187,1 1069 5,8 ,31_2 6,6
•85 ,0011 "132,8 ,85
•90 ,003W 123,0 ,90
•95 ,0027 113,5 ,0009 "157,3 ,0029 -85,4 ,95 ,0089 208,3
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0097 "59 1 ,0026 167,2 ,0116 130,1 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0WI3 -252,2 ,0W15 "39,8 079# "56,0
•12 ,0073 -56 2 ,0019 176,5 ,0085 133,9 ,12 ,0706 -255,8 ,0471 "32,2 1096 "58,6
•20 ,0119 "51 3 ,0022 "139,0 ,0120 139,2 ,20 ,2_98 -2_6,b ,0_86 "23,3 2871 "60,0
•35 02_6 "15 5 ,00_2 "98,6 ,02_ 169"5 ,35 ,11_6 -181,2 ,06W5 "14,_ 1780 "5,9
•60 01_5 "26_ I ,001_ -56,_ ,0157 -81,7 ,60 ,1181 -176,2 ,0881 ",7 2060 1,9
• 75 0076 -252 0 ,001_ -65,7 ,0091 -71,0 ,75 ,1323 -175,0 .0831 5,1 215# 5,0
• 85 00_7 -247 8 ,85 ,0936 -179,2
• 90 003_ -24_,5 ,0010 -8_,2 ,00_3 -68,9 ,90 ,0561 -172,0 ,0017 -#2,8 ,0572 6,7
•95 0026 -2_3,7 ,95 ,0263 -183,_ ,00_9 23,2 ,03_5 3,3
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0073 -52,_ ,0025 -195,1 ,0095 137,0 CHORD 8 05 ,0_2 106,3 ,0_21 "&2,2 ,0831 -58,_
•12 ,0057 -_7,5 ,0026 -175,3 ,0076 I_8,2 12 ,0890 I06,3 ,0_20 "33,7 ,12_I -61,I
,20 ,0127 "_9,1 ,002_ "162,7 ,0138 139,8 20 ,2936 113,2
•75 ,0071 121,0 ,001_ -83,8 ,008_ -63,1 75 ,089_ 187,3 ,0_95 6,1 ,1389 6,9
•85 .0009 -77,8 85
•90 ,0041 137,6 90
•95 ,0001 109,4 95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0068 _35,1 ,0023 -170,2 ,0086 155,7 CHOR0 9 ,05 ,085W 117,7 ,0_N3 +55,0 ,I_9_ -59,8
•I_ ,0076 _38,8 ,0028 "158,1 ,0093 156,3 ,12 ,1738 125,6 ,0352 "_9,5 ,2090 -53,6
,_0 ,0079 -33,1 ,00_2 -134,6 ,0097 171,9 ,20 ,2283 131,5 ,0291 "_3,1 °2573 -_7,9
•35 ,066_ -6,9 ,0020 -126,0 ,067_ 17a,6 ,35 10268 219,6 ,0252 "36,€ ,0WI0 _,9
•60 ,0191 111,9 ,0421 13,7 ,0_87 -9,2 ,60 ,0199 la_,l ,0080 "22oB ,0273 "_,9
,75 ,0079 I_I,8 ,0013 "91,7 ,0087 -_,8 ,75 ,0121 183,3 ,0020 11,7 ,01_1 _,5
,85 ,0056 I_7,2 ,0009 "88,9 ,0062 "_0,1 ,85 ,0059 210,0
,95 ,0033 163,1 ,000_ "159,6 ,0030 "_I'5 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0116 "1,6 ,0050 "I09,9 ,01_0 "161,9
• 12 .0120 -2.1 .00_9 -78.8 ,0119 -158,5
,20 ,0215 =10,I .0060 -60._ ,0183 -175.6
• 35 .1151 22.5 .0077 -50,7 .1132 "153.8





POINT NUMBER -369 MACH = ,785 RN - 2,202=10E6 ALPHA • ",00 OEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 |PEAK! = 2.04 DEG
Q • 3,928 KPA K - '10_ DELTA9 = ",00 DEG OSCILLATING FREWUENCY • 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAY PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0025 "252,8 ,0027 -31.8 ,0050 "51,5 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0168 149,6 ,01_1 "17,2 ,0346 -23,5
•12 .0015 "221.6 .0029 -_7.9 .004_ "_5.8 .12 .011W 1_7.2 .01_ "I_.8 .0294 -21.7
•20 ,0009 "189,1 0031 -58,7 0037 -48.7 ,20 ,0182 157,5 ,017b "11.4 ,0355 -17,1
,30 ,0011 "153,6 0042 -180,_ 0033 170,7 ,30 ,0210 16_,7 ,02_3 -6,7 .0_52 -10,6
•35 .0017 "190.0 0037 -167.0 0022 "149.2 .35 .02@2 167.6 .0217 "6.7 .0518 "9.3
•_5 .0018 "190.9 0090 "4.1 0108 "5.3 ._5 .0354 171.1 .0354 ".7 .0706 -_.8
•50 .0007 "155.1 0068 -22.8 0073 "18.9 50 .0409 170.3 .0412 1.8 .0817 -4.0
•60 .0019 "_9.1 0017 -76.9 0009 "166._ b0 .0562 179.9 .0_2 2.9 .1004 1.2
•70 .0014 "189.1 0007 "14_.I 0010 -39.8 70 .0836 181.6 .0390 3.Z .1226 2.1
•75 .0014 "156.5 0006 "167.7 0008 31.5 75 .0919 18_.0 .02S9 _.U .1207 _.0
.85 0012 -20_.8 85
•90 .0018 -176.6 90
•95 .0007 "183.2 .0009 -215.0 .0005 96.3 .95 .0070 _.6
CHORD 2 05 .0019 -2#4.1 .0020 -.8 .0033 "31.3 CHORD 7 .05 .0316 _205._ .0313 "13.7 .0626 -19.6
12 .0034 "250.2 .0030 "3.6 .0053 "39.1 .12 .028_ "202.6 .0315 "11.8 .0596 -16.9
20 .0048 "235.7 .0048 _.2 .0082 "25.8 .20 .0223 _19@.8 .0287 "9.3 .0509 -11.7
35 .005_ "247.2 .0056 -88.6 .0107 -78.1 .35 .0366 -186._ .0311 "7.2 .0677 -6.8
60 .0010 "82.2 .0017 57.3 .0026 72.1 .60 .0522 _181.7 .0328 3._ .08_9 .3
75 .0017 "195.4 .0007 10.4 .002_ "8.1 .75 .0553 _177.0 .0232 4.b .0785 3.5
•85 .0017 "198.6 .85 .0227 _177.4
•90 .0015 "209.3 .0009 62.6 .0017 1.8 .90 .0137 -177.3 .0020 "37.3 .0153 -2.2
• 95 ,0011 "212,3 ,95 ,0148 -187,5 ,0151 "117,5 ,0172 -63,3
CHORD 3 .05 .0015 "196.6 .0025 -58.0 .0037 "_2.5 CHORD B .05 .0295 159.# .02_9 "15.0 .0594 -17.8
•12 .0025 "200.1 .0037 -60.0 .0058 "_.1 .12 .0284 159.9 .0261 "11._ .0544 -15.9
•20 .001, "212.1 .00_2 "186.2 .0030 -17_.6 .20 .0297 162.7
•75 .0020 "175.6 .0008 -113.3 .0018 "20.2 .75 .0363 183.6 .0129 5._ .0_92 _.0
.85 .000_ -_0._ .85
• 90 .0014 "172.3 .90
• 95 ,000_ -263,_ ,95
CHORD _ .05 .0012 "253.8 .0018 "61.7 .0029 "66.5 CHORD 9 .05 .0354 162.5 .0336 °16.7 0689 "17.1
•12 .0010 91.2 .0018 "11_.6 .0028 "105.7 "12 .0305 164.0 .0Z39 "14.7 0543 "15._
•20 .0037 "236.6 .0029 "32.1 .0065 "_5.9 .20 .0257 168.9 .0196 "10.3 0_52 "I0.8
,35 ,0023 103,2 ,0078 1,8 ,0085 "13.8 .35 ,0220 175,1 ,012_ "8.1 03_9 -6,1
• 60 ,0015 ",9 ,0113 2,9 ,0098 3,5 ,60 ,0088 165,0 ,00_ ",7 0111 -12,0
.75 .0013 "178.6 .0010 -60.3 .0020 -25.6 .75 .0037 169.7 .0020 "_.7 0057 -8._
•85 .0011 "122.5 .001_ -17.5 .0020 15.0 .85 .0015 15_.7
•95 .DO10 "120.6 .0008 1_,2 .0017 40.1 .95
CHORD 5 .05 .0058 "233.2 .0050 -45.2 .0108 -_9.5
•12 .00_8 -23_.0 .0057 -39.0 .0104 -45.8
•20 .0081 -228.2 .0076 -31.5 .0156 -40.I
.35 .0062 -193.0 .0067 -28.7 .0128 -21.2






POINT NUMBER -370 HACH - ,785 RN - 2,213_10E6 ALPHA - -,OO DEG _SCILLATING DELTA9 (PEAK) - 2,05 DEG
- 3,935 KPA K - ,208 DELTA9 • -,02 DE_ _SCILLATING FREQUENCY • 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LDwEW CP DELTA EP UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE NAG PHASE X/C HAG pHASE HA_ PHAS_ HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0031 29,1 ,0019 280,4 ,0041 -12_,_ CHORD 6 ,05 ,017b I11,8 ,0203 -4O,b ,0369 -53,5
.12 ,0023 24,4 ,0C17 234,0 ,0038 -1W3,0 ,12 .0140 116.3 .0219 "30,5 0345 -43,4
,20 ,0C22 _5,7 ,0023 209.2 ,0045 -I_2,7 ,20 ,0207 125,I .0209 -28,_ 0_05 -41,b
•30 ,0029 5_,7 ,0016 2_,6 ,004_ -121,8 ,30 ,0247 139,0 ,024_ °21,_ 0488 -31,0
•35 0D43 48,5 ,001_ 269,7 ,005& -121,8 ,35 ,0257 146,4 0274 "1405 0523 -23,7
•45 0C4w 86,3 ,0037 249.1 ,00B0 -101,5 ,45 ,0362 156,9 0358 -5,0 0711 -14,1
•50 0043 66,0 ,0021 256,0 ,0063 -110,7 ,50 ,0441 159,5 0424 "I,_ 0852 -11,2
,60 0029 110,5 ,0010 229,7 ,0035 -84,0 ,_0 ,0621 174,5 0466 3,5 1074 -1,7
,70 0031 85,8 ,0007 243,4 ,0037 -98,0 ,70 ,0833 181,7 03_5 4,3 1232 2,5
•75 0019 96,2 ,0007 235.5 ,0025 -94,6 ,25 ,0907 184,9 0298 4,7 ,1205 4,9
,85 ,0006 24_,0 ,85
•90 ,0017 130.7 ,90
•95 ,0012 100,0 ",0002 305,9 ,0014 -76,2 ,95 ,0077 14,8
CHORD 2 .05 ,0019 7,3 ,001_ 278.6 ,0024 -135,8 CHORD 7 ,05 *0293 132,4 ,0310 -35,8 ,0599 -41,6
•12 ,0023 24,7 ,0012 230,7 ,0034 -148,4 ,12 ,0262 135,2 ,02_ "27,7 ,0548 -35,8
•20 ,0047 22,9 .0018 287,0 ,0052 -137,b ,20 ,0215 147,3 ,027_ "21.E ,0_91 -26,_
,35 ,0051 51,6 ,0021 253,4 ,0072 -122,1 ,35 0320 160,4 ,0298 -9,5 ,0615 -14,7
,60 ,0029 I05,3 ,0002 1,0 ,0029 -70,6 ,60 0519 177,7 ,0310 2,4 ,0828 -,6
•75 ,0009 81,0 ,0008 -33,5 ,0014 -69,5 ,7b 0552 184,7 ,0261 4,8 ,0813 4,7
•85 ,0018 93,1 ,85 0270 I_8,b
,90 ,0016 93,4 ,0010 -28,7 ,0023 -65,3 ,90 0130 183,2 ,0011 296,7 ,0135 -,9
.95 ,0008 87,3 ,95 0128 162,2 ,0063 155,_ ,0076 -13,5
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0044 13,4 ,0022 206,8 ,0066 -162,I CHORD 8 ,05 ,0293 133,2 ,0314 "3316 ,0602 -40,0
•12 ,OO_6 18,3 ,0030 203,3 ,0076 -159,7 ,12 ,0303 136,2 ,0276 "25,_ ,0572 -35,0
•20 ,0047 31,6 ,0013 232,5 ,0060 -143,9 ,20 ,0324 145,2
•75 ,0026 110,I ,0010 282,5 ,0036 -71,9 ,75 ,0363 183,4 ,0143 6,4 ,0505 4,2
•85 ,0005 270,5 ,85
• 90 ,0C18 115,5 ,90
•95 ,0C06 224,3 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,00_7 43,4 ,0_18 215,1 ,0065 -138,9 CHOR9 9 ,05 ,034_ 1_1,0 ,0335 "35,9 ,0679 -37,5
•12 ,0030 35,5 ,0009 227,9 ,0039 -141,6 o12 ,0309 143,7 ,0240 -33,4 ,0549 -35,0
°20 ,0087 35,4 ,0044 232,6 ,0129 "138.8 .20 ,0247 147,2 .019_ "29,3 .0446 "31'2
•35 ,0059 81,0 ,0016 232,3 ,0074 -104,9 ,35 ,0195 151,7 ,01_7 "22.5 ,0341 -25,8
•60 ,0042 71,1 ,0108 11,8 ,0094 -I0,7 ,60 ,01_I 166,7 ,0047 4,_ ,0187 "8,9
,75 ,0042 122,9 ,0014 283,2 ,0056 -62,0 ,75 ,0057 157,7 ,0039 "3,8 ,0095 -14,9
•85 ,0021 114,0 ,0009 282,7 ,0030 -69,3 ,85 ,0028 143,0
•95 ,0014 103,1 ,0101 40,9 ,0095 33,2 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0052 69,2 ,00_9 260,6 ,0101 -105,2
•12 ,0049 70,9 ,0C45 272,5 ,0093 -98,8
•20 ,0081 80,4 ,00_i -46,3 ,0096 -89,_
•35 ,0065 79,9 ,0044 -40,3 ,0095 -76,5





POINT NUMBER =371 MACH = ,782 RN = 2,211_10E6 ALPHA = =,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 tPEAK; = 2,00 DEG
0 = 3,919 KPA K = ,313 DELTA9 ! ",04 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY . 15,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0019 =20,7 .0013 192,3 *0031 172,6 CHOR_ 6 ,05 *0176 88,7 ,0145 "62,1 ,0311 -78,1
•12 ,0030 -34,6 ,0019 187,6 ,0046 161,5 ,12 ,0137 =263,8 ,0156 "44.0 ,0275 -62,5
•20 ,0016 "36,9 ,0027 213,5 ,0061 167,9 ,20 ,0163 -252,1 ,0150 =29,8 ,0292 =51,8
,30 ,0030 -299,6 ,0021 215,2 ,0050 -129,9 ,30 ,0218 -232,% ,020_ =19,1 ,0402 "36,#
,35 ,0054 =2,9 ,0020 -131,0 ,0068 -169,7 ,35 ,0239 -221,8 ,0243 =15,1 ,0169 =28,2
•45 ,0047 -308,3 ,0024 -89,2 ,0067 -115,2 ,45 ,0337 -210,3 ,0326 =6,3 ,06_8 -18,5
•50 ,0023 -316,6 ,0027 =100,2 ,00_8 -117,3 ,50 ,0412 -201,9 ,03_2 "2,4 ,0783 =12,6
,60 ,0033 -264,3 ,0018 -85,8 ,0051 -8_,8 ,60 ,0577 -187,9 ,O_Ib =356,7 ,0987 -3,2
,70 ,00a3 "255,7 ,0011 -90,0 ,003_ -80,4 ,70 ,0788 -176,9 ,0366 "35_,1 ,115_ 4,0
•75 ,0022 "300,I ,0009 -121,2 ,0020 -120,4 ,75 ,0895 -173,6 °0268 =352,0 ,116_ 6,8
•85 ,0006 "91,1 ,85
• 90 ,0013 "233,2 .90
• 95 ,0013 =236,1 ,0009 "86,7 ,0021 -68,5 ,95 ,0102 1,0
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0038 "24,3 ,0012 "2_5,8 ,0048 146,1 CHOR8 7 o05 ,0275 112,3 ,023b "52,_ ,0506 =60,7
,12 ,0036 =20,3 ,0009 -214,9 ,00_5 156,8 ,12 ,02_9 1|8,7 ,0237 "40,8 ,0_78 =51,3
,20 ,0054 "18,8 ,0008 "180,0 ,0062 163,7 ,20 ,0209 131,6 ,0233 =28,7 ,0_35 -38,0
,35 ,0059 33,5 ,0032 "129,4 ,0090 "140,_ ,35 ,0313 -209,5 ,0254 "1_,0 ,0562 "22,5
,60 ,0028 80,3 ,0007 "92,3 ,0035 =98,2 ,60 ,0460 -18_,1 ,0297 3,5 ,0756 "1,1
,75 ,0025 105,4 ,0006 -130,9 ,0029 -84,6 ,75 ,05_8 -172,7 ,0_15 8,4 ,0763 7,6
,85 ,0014 113,0 ,85 ,01_7 "191,1
• 90 ,0Cll 108,1 ,0C09 "125,8 ,0018 -9_,5 ,90 ,0127 -170,1 ,0013 "67,7 ,0131 4,5
,95 ,0010 109,2 .95 ,0108 -200,8 ,00_ -218,5 ,0068 =9,2
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0038 -57,8 ,0018 193,1 ,0047 142,9 CHOR0 8 °05 ,026_ "2_b,4 ,02#0 =_7,6 ,0_97 -57,_
•12 ,0031 "$1,3 ,0026 213,9 ,00_5 171,9 ,12 ,0255 -2_I,0 ,0211 "35,9 ,0_55 -49,7
,20 °00_0 "15,9 ,0021 210,1 ,0057 179,5 ,20 ,0263 -23_,0
,75 ,0016 "230,8 ,0009 -85,_ ,002_ -63°0 ,75 ,03#9 -17_,3 ,01_ =359,3 ,0_73 7,0
•85 ,0C12 -90,_ ,85
•90 ,0019 "227.0 .90
,95 .0C09 "58,6 "95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,00_4 "3_,5 ,0026 187,5 .0065 161,0 CHORD 9 ,05 .0310 -239,8 ,0_71 "53,_ .0580 "57,0
,12 ,0031 -18,7 ,0e20 209,1 ,00_7 179,7 ,12 ,026_ -23w,4 .0191 =48o_ ,0_54 -51,9
,20 ,0063 5,7 ,0O_0 "126,1 ,0095 -155,8 ,20 ,0210 -225,1 ,0151 =4W,S ,0361 -_5,0
,35 ,0061 27,€ ,0027 "I02,_ ,0081 "127,7 ,35 ,0172 -217,_ ,0110 "39,3 ,0282 -38,2
,60 ,0039 "253,5 ,0111 23,8 ,0113 3,9 ,60 ,0101 -193,1 ,00_ =W,5 ,0124 "11,b
,75 ,0032 "215,0 ,0013 -72,5 ,00_3 -_5,5 ,75 ,0056 -208,9 ,0018 "29,5 ,007_ "29,1
•85 ,0023 -249._ ,000_ -52,3 ,0027 -67,1 ,85 ,0026 -233,0
,95 ,0012 "211,1 ,0602 -42,4 ,001_ "33,0 ,95
C_0RD 5 .05 ,0070 28,6 ,0C39 -1_7,5 ,0108 "150.0
,12 ,0060 3_,7 ,0033 -121,9 ,0091 "137,0
,20 ,0088 50,6 ,0038 -107,5 ,012_ "122,9
,35 ,007U 74,6 ,00W5 -80,3 ,0113 -95,6






NUMBER =372 MACH - .787 RN = 2.209,10E6 ALPHA - -.00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 {PEAK) - W.05 DEG
g • 3,916 KPA K = ,10b DELTA9 - -,08 DEG OSCILLATING FREWUENCY - 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP uPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MA_ PH&SE MAG PHASE
,05 ,0027 111,5 ,002_ "5,0 ,00_3 "39,3 CHORD 6 ,05 0363 "207'9 ,0W13 "20.1 ,077W "23'7
•12 .003_ 117.3 .0011 "3.1 .00_1 -48.7 .12 0292 -205.2 .0_1_ "13.6 .0707 -18.3
•20 .00_5 119.9 .0008 -152.3 .00_6 -69.8 .20 0372 -202.5 .03_ "I_.9 .0753 -17.b
•30 ,0012 19W,2 ,0039 -46,8 ,0047 -33,5 ,30 0459 -199,8 ,O_10 -7,3 ,0923 -13,5
•35 ,0058 138,6 ,0052 -11,7 ,0107 -27,5 ,35 0_84 -193,5 ,0541 "_,9 ,1022 "9,0
•_5 ,0062 133,3 ,0027 -12,1 ,0085 -36,3 ,W5 0672 -189,1 ,06_2 -2,_ ,1351 -5,6
,50 ,007_ 128,9 ,0607 -59,8 ,0081 -51,8 ,50 0796 -186,7 ,0800 ",W ,159W -3,b
,60 ,0052 128,2 ,0012 -W7,9 ,006_ -51,0 ,60 1112 -181,W ,0869 2,0 ,1970 ,1
•70 ,0024 I_6o6 .0013 -5W,7 ,0036 -W0,8 ,70 1554 -177,3 ,0771 2.8 ,2326 2,7
°75 ,0026 160.6 ,0005 -_5,7 ,0031 -23,7 ,75 1733 -176,7 ,057_ 3,w ,2311 3,3
,85 .0006 -56.8 ,85
•90 .0019 162.5 .90
.95 .O01W 167.1 .0002 29.8 .0015 -9.0 .95 .0089 15.b
,05 ,0011 8w,6 ,003_ -27.9 ,0039 -12,6 CHDRD 1 ,05 ,0603 159,6 ,06_0 "16.3 12_2 -18.3
•12 ,0015 119,9 ,0047 -36,1 ,0061 -ai,9 ,12 ,0528 161,2 ,0632 °13.0 1158 -15.6
•20 0039 125,8 ,0039 -56,7 ,0079 -55,5 ,20 ,0438 163,0 ,05_7 "9,9 0982 -13,0
•35 00_1 111,1 ,0016 -121,2 ,0052 -83,0 ,35 ,0641 169,7 ,05_a "5,2 123_ -7,9
•60 0038 168,3 ,0022 ,3 ,0060 -7,_ ,60 ,I023 179,W ,062W 1,3 16_7 ,%
•75 0013 163,2 ,0009 -33,8 ,0021 -23,7 ,75 .I078 182.7 .0_66 2.9 15_ 2.1
•85 0011 191,6 ,83 .0_17 179.0
,90 0010 197,_ ,0007 -77,9 ,0012 -16,5 ,90 ,0186 191,0 ,0021 =13,b ,0205 8,6
•95 ,0006 199,5 ,95 ,0098 180,1 ,0073 "201,9 ,00_I _i,b
.05 ,0038 117,1 ,0008 -37,8 ,0045 -58,6 CHORO 8 ,05 ,0629 -200.3 ,0635 "17,_ ,126_ "18,8
12 ,0030 120,5 ,0013 -72,5 ,00_3 -63,5 o12 ,057_ -198,5 ,0532 "14,2 ,1106 -16,_
20 ,0038 128,8 ,00W4 -75.3 ,0081 -6_.2 ,20 ,0572 -197.3
75 ,0041 156,W ,0015 "7,2 ,0056 -19,2 ,75 .0691 -177,5 ,0259 "35_,0 ,0950 3'w
85 ,0016 10,_ ,85
90 ,0024 172,0 ,90
95 ,0012 62,9 ,95
,05 ,0039 109,7 ,0047 -58,5 ,0086 -63 9 CHOR0 9 ,05 ,0713 -198,5 ,0666 "17,8 ,1369 "18,2
,12 ,0032 113,6 ,0061 -4_,9 ,0091 -52 2 ,12 ,0587 -195,9 .0_75 "16,6 ,1061 -16,2
•20 ,0060 12_,7 ,0051 -13,_ .010_ -36 i ,20 ,0_5_ -19_,2 ,037_ -13,7 ,0832 "1_°0
•35 ,0062 127,9 ,0023 ",1 ,0078 -38 9 ,35 ,0354 -192,7 10266 "11,8 ,0619 -12,3
•60 ,0021 110,3 ,024_ 5,7 ,0251 1 0 ,60 ,0207 -185,6 ,0051 -351,4 ,0257 -2,8
•75 ,0070 162,€ ,0022 2.3 ,0090 -12 9 ,75 ,0131 -183,7 ,00€6 2.0 ,0177 "2,_
•85 ,0028 172,0 ,0013 9,7 ,0041 -2 6 ,85 ,0060 -18_,6
• 95 ,0009 185,9 ,0010 36,2 ,0018 21,5 ,95
,05 ,0089 126,1 ,0106 -_0,8 ,019_ -_6,8
•12 ,007_ 126,8 ,0097 -36.0 ,0169 -&3,_
,20 ,0127 130,1 ,0111 -27,8 ,0233 -39,6
• 35 ,0117 1_5,3 ,01_6 -25.2 ,0243 -29.8





POINT NUMBER =373 HACH = ,780 RN - 2,206_10E6 ALPHA = -,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 {PEAK) = 3,99 DEG
= 3,911 KPA K m '209 DELTA9 = =,08 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 10'01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG pHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 .05 .0025 47.9 .00%5 255.2 .0068 -11%.4 CHORD 6 .05 .033% 117.5 .0361 =%3.3 .0685 -52.5
.12 .0039 25.1 .0040 257.6 .0072 "128.3 .12 .0269 122.9 .0370 =31.5 .062_ -_2.2
•20 .0071 25.3 .0049 26_.7 .0105 =131.1 .20 .032% 131.3 oO3bU -24.1 .0658 -35.9
• 30 ,0033 77,5 ,0021 281,5 ,0053 =93.2 ,30 ,0_12 1%5.1 .0_55 =1_,_ ,0853 -2_,2
•35 .0069 55.1 .0035 260.9 .0101 "116.3 .35 .0%57 150.6 .052_ =11.6 .0969 -19.9
•_5 .0050 70.8 .00_3 "28.9 .0071 -72.7 .%5 .0657 161.2 .0658 =5.7 .1306 -12.3
.50 .0059 86.8 .003& 283.6 .0092 -87.1 .50 .0778 166._ .0775 "2o6 .15%6 -8.1
,60 ,0037 67,8 ,0009 -57,0 ,00%3 -102,2 ,60 ,1081 173,5 ,08_8 1,8 ,192% -2°9
.70 .0031 86.7 .0015 -20.1 .0038 -71.6 °70 .1536 181°I .0765 3.6 .2301 I.9
.75 .0025 97.6 .0015 -32._ .0037 =63.9 °75 .1715 18%.I .0567 5.3 .2282 %°4
• 85 ,0011 -37,1 °85
•90 .0022 68,6 .90
•95 .0016 66.5 .0010 -23.3 .0019 -82°5 .95 .0115 5.%
CHORD 2 .05 .0069 36.8 .00%5 -80.9 .0098 "119.1 CHORD 7 °05 .0595 13%°1 .05S3 =3_.3 .1172 =_0.2
•12 ,0038 35.5 .00%1 -71.5 .006% "I06°6 .12 .0518 139.6 .0571 "26.9 .1081 -33.3
•20 .0033 6_.3 .00%2 -74.2 .0071 "92.3 °20 .0_42 1_7.9 .0534 =19.6 .0971 -25°3
•35 .0057 97.% .0055 -55._ .0109 -69.1 .35 .0612 -200°I .0555 =9.0 .1172 =1%°8
• 60 .004_ 69.4 .0017 -37.2 .0051 "92.3 .60 .0923 -18%.3 °0620 2.5 .15_0 -I.6
°75 .0029 116.6 .0015 -37.6 .00%3 =54.7 .75" .10%6 -176.% .0%60 5.7 .1506 4°2
•85 .0017 99.6 .85 .0396 -180.7
°90 .0011 93.5 .0011 -19.2 .0018 -53.3 .90 .0186 =166.8 .0031 =39°5 .0207 6.2
.95 .0007 88.9 .95 .027% -118.3 .0081 139.7 .0302 76.9
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0053 29,I ,00%5 2%0,0 ,0095 -136,8 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0590 13%,6 ,0572 _3_°7 ,1156 =_0,2
• 12 ,0055 35,_ ,0061 2%1,8 ,0112 -130,6 ,12 ,0528 138,8 ,0%81 "27,5 ,1002 =3%°7
•20 .0048 %4°7 .00%7 276.1 .0086 -I09.8 .20 .052% I_6.%
•75 .0031 101.2 .0017 -32.5 .004& "62.9 °75 .0697 185.8 .0253 7.8 .0951 6.3
•85 ,0007 -65.0 °85
• 90 ,0023 81,7 .90
• 95 ,0005 -35,0 ,95
CHORD _ .05 .0068 %9.0 .0058 243.7 .0125 "124°2 CHORD 9 .05 .0639 I_2._ .0602 "35.5 .1241 "36°6
• 12 ,00%9 %%.2 ,0052 26_,8 ,0095 "11_,8 "12 ,05%0 1_6,% ,0%22 "32,_ ,0962 •33o3
•20 .0091 45.5 .0067 284.5 .0138 "I09.9 .20 .0_33 I_8.9 .0329 "29.7 .0762 "30.b
•35 .0090 62.3 .00_2 283.5 .0125 "I0€.8 .35 .03%_ 150.I .023_ °26°3 .0577 "28._
•60 .0070 9_.2 .0236 11.6 .0237 "5.4 °60 .0193 165.5 .005% 3.0 .02%5 =10°7
•75 .00_5 91.9 .0020 =_5.1 .0061 -75.0 .75 ,0111 159,3 .00,_ "3.b .015_ "15°S
•85 .0017 10&.0 .0008 -%2.& .002_ "65.% °85 .0039 i_6.0
•95 .0036 101.8 .0007 .8 .0038 -68.0 °95
CHORD 5 .05 .0123 75.6 .0115 -80.% .0233 -92.8
•12 .0098 79.1 .0103 -69.7 .0193 -85.0
•20 ,0131 88.8 .0096 -51.0 ,0213 -7_.%
•35 .0126 108.2 .0107 -38.7 .0224 -56.7






POINT NUHBER -374 MACH - ,780 RN . 2.207_10E6 ALPHA • ",00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 IPEAK; - W,03 DEG
G " 3,910 KPA K - ,314 D_LTA9 _ -,07 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 15,01HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CR DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C NAG PHASE MA5 PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 0053 -72,1 ,0058 120,2 ,0110 114,3 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0323 86,8 ,0300 "61,3 0599 -77,9
,12 0069 -50,6 ,0042 132,7 ,0111 130,7 ,12 .0252 91,1 ,0319 "46,3 0532 -65,0
,20 0106 -36,5 ,003_ 152,9 ,0140 145,8 ,20 ,0313 108,2 ,0318 "33,_ 0596 -52,4
•30 0058 46,6 ,0041 164,8 ,0085 -158,3 ,30 ,0412 125,9 ,01_9 •19,6 0803 -36,5
,35 0111 2,9 ,0037 172,6 ,0147 -179,6 ,35 ,0467 -221,9 ,0515 -11,M 09%8 -29,1
,45 0090 46,3 ,0030 203,1 ,0118 -139,5 ,15 ,0645 -208,6 ,0669 "8,O 1293 -18,1
,50 0093 53,9 ,0025 189,0 ,0112 -135,0 ,50 ,0783 -202,6 ,07M6 "4,3 1549 "13,4
,60 0082 63,4 ,0C11 211,% ,0092 "119,9 ,60 ,1093 -189,5 ,0858 1,9 1941 "4,5
,70 0051 90,1 ,0012 230,3 ,0061 -97,0 ,70 ,1563 -179,% ,0768 %,9 2329 2,0
,75 00%2 "263,5 ,0014 231,% ,0053 -94,6 .75 ,1764 -175,6 ,0570 7,8 2334 5.2
.85 .0011 "113,4 .85
,90 ,0024 -238,2 ,90
,95 ,0022 "215,0 ,0608 23%,9 ,0027 -80,3 ,95 ,0124 "2,4
CHORD 2 .05 .0016 -38,9 .0040 165 % .0084 152,3 CHORD 7 .05 ,0540 109,6 ,0520 "51,3 1045 -61,0
,12 ,0011 "27,8 ,0036 194 0 ,0072 171,7 ,12 ,0489 118,4 ,05_4 "38,6 0993 -49,7
,20 ,0068 -17,8 ,0052 208 8 ,0110 -%77,9 ,20 ,0426 130,6 ,0491 "30,U 0903 -39,0
,35 ,0C91 30,0 .0038 237 5 ,0125 -112,1 ,35 ,0612 148,6 .0541 "13,9 1139 -23,2
•60 ,0015 71,3 ,0027 -75 2 ,0069 -96,3 ,60 ,0943 -183,9 ,06_0 2,5 1561 "1,3
,75 ,0032 101,4 ,0020 -79 2 ,0052 -78,8 ,75 ,1074 -175,5 ,O159 7,3 1533 5,4
,85 ,0024 86,3 ,85 ,0489 -174,2
,90 ,0018 89,9 ,0012 -98,% ,0030 -93,4 ,90 ,0188 -156,8 ,0028 "66,9 ,0190 14,6
,95 ,0012 93,7 ,95 ,0293 -136,6 ,0086 131,7 ,0304 59,9
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0081 "15,8 ,0051 133,9 ,0135 134,1 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0527 113,5 ,0510 "18,7 ,1024 "57,8
,12 ,0079 -38,5 ,0058 144,0 ,0137 142,5 ,12 ,0485 120,0 ,O445 "37,1 ,0912 -49,1
.20 ,0089 "19,8 ,0031 151,4 ,0120 157,9 ,20 ,0518 -230,9
•75 ,00%9 -253,7 ,0010 "118,4 ,0057 -81,1 ,75 ,0681 -175,2 ,0260 10,7 ,0941 6,%
,85 ,0C07 215,9 ,85
,90 ,0033 -834,7 ,90
•95 ,0003 209,3 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0099 "32,5 ,0063 147,0 ,0162 147,3 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0599 119,4 ,0549 "53,7 ,1116 -57,3
•12 ,0071 -25,8 ,0056 150,4 ,0129 152,6 ,12 ,0497 126,2 ,0390 -18,5 ,0885 -51,5
•20 ,0134 -%.0 ,0033 181,% ,0167 177,7 ,20 ,0393 -226,2 ,0312 -40,9 ,0704 -%3,9
•35 ,0110 23,9 ,0033 199,2 10173 -157,0 ,35 ,0321 -223,6 ,0222 -35,8 ,0512 -40,4
•60 ,0083 81,1 ,o222 20,4 ,0195 -1,3 ,60 ,0175 -207,6 ,o054 -_,6 ,0227 -22,2
,75 ,0063 -241,6 ,0009 -I03,0 ,0071 -66,6 ,75 ,0090 -215,0 ,0044 -18,3 ,0133 -29,6
,85 ,0012 -228,2 ,ooo2 -42,6 ,0014 -47,9 ,85 .0017 -217,8
,95 ,0021 -236,2 ,0083 96,2 ,0065 87,5 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0129 18.6 .0106 227.5 ,0227 "148,%
,12 ,0111 29,0 ,0087 217,9 ,0187 -133,9
•20 ,0151 41,8 ,0081 -93,8 ,0219 -122,6
•35 ,0143 70,4 ,0086 -64,5 ,0212 -92,9





POINT NUMBER =375 MACH = ,780 RN = 2,20W_10E6 ALPHA • =,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 IPEAKI = 6,07 DEG
Q • 3,908 KPA K = ,105 DELTA9 = ,03 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAW PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 °05 ,0036 99,9 .0015 "19,3 ,0045 -62.9 CHORD 6 ,05 0525 -208,7 ,0580 "21,5 ,1103 -24,9
,12 ,0046 118,2 ,002_ "34.9 ,0068 -52,8 ,12 0413 -205,6 *0572 "14,0 ,0980 "18,8
,20 ,0076 122,0 ,0034 "54,6 ,0109 -57+0 ,20 0530 -202,5 ,0552 "1',_ ,1079 "18,4
•30 ,0022 154,2 ,0041 -24,8 ,0063 -25,2 ,30 0673 -196,1 ,0717 "8,6 ,1387 "12,2
•35 ,0052 120,0 ,0036 "35,5 ,0086 -49,9 ,35 0710 -193,4 ,08a5 =6,6 ,1533 "9,7
•45 ,0060 148,4 ,00_2 "83,3 ,0092 -52,5 ,_5 0983 -189,4 ,I031 "3,3 ,2010 "6,3
•50 ,0070 135,7 ,0039 "47.1 ,0110 -45,3 .50 1141 -187,0 .1200 "I,_ ,2338 "4,1
•60 ,0038 178,2 .0021 -25,5 ,0057 "10,2 .60 1547 -182,5 ,1282 1,1 ,2828 -,9
•70 ,0025 115,7 ,0022 -32,0 ,0046 -49,1 ,70 2235 -179,9 ,11_ 1,_ ,3379 ,7
•75 ,0020 109,8 .0018 "2_,2 ,0035 -48,5 ,75 2478 -177,9 ,086_ 2,6 ,3342 2,3
•85 ,0016 -25.5 .85
,90 ,0012 144,1 ,90
,95 ,0003 171,6 ,0013 -10,6 ,0016 "I0,I ,55 ,0132 -191,1
CHORD 2 ,05 ,003_ 99,5 .0041 -55,6 ,0073 -66,8 CHORD 7 ,05 0904 157.1 ,0950 =18,1 ,1852 "20,5
•12 ,0025 122,7 ,0056 -56,1 ,0081 -56,5 ,12 0786 159,8 ,05_0 _15,0 ,172_ =17,3
,20 ,0052 123,8 ,0073 -52,9 ,0125 -5_,3 ,20 0657 164.# ,0800 =I0,5 ,i_55 -12,8
•35 ,0036 140,3 ,0020 "12_,6 ,0042 -67,8 ,35 0919 172,1 .086_ °5,1 ,1783 "6,5
,60 ,0031 129,2 ,0030 -4,5 ,0056 -27,8 ,60 1334 178,0 ,0525 1,2 .2258 -,7
•75 ,0034 148,4 ,0017 "6,0 ,0050 -23,0 ,75 1550 181,8 .077_ 2,3 ,232W 2,0
•85 ,0022 187,6 ,85 0734 181,1
•90 ,0019 199,8 *0009 "16,1 ,0027 8.2 ,90 0256 190.6 ,0027 =14,3 ,0281 8,3
•95 ,0015 206,7 ,95 0113 179,0 ,0050 =197,_ ,0062 23,2
CHORD 3 ,05 ,00_8 101,7 ,0037 -46,7 ,0081 -64,7 CHORD 8 ,05 .0925 -201,_ ,0512 "17,5 ,1834 "19,5
•12 ,0043 112,7 ,0051 "45,6 ,0092 -55,5 ,12 ,0831 -199,2 ,0769 =13.7 ,1598 -16,6
,20 .0051 12_.I .0058 -38.2 .0107 -46,5 ,20 .0835 -196.0
•75 ,0032 138,8 ,0019 "17,3 ,0050 -32,4 ,75 ,0973 -176,6 ,03_5 3,3 .1357 3,4
• 85 .0015 -15.3 .85
•90 ,0015 150,7 .90
•95 .0009 "15.6 .95
CHORD _ ,05 0060 109,3 ,0061 -58,9 ,0120 -64,8 CHORD 9 ,05 ,I043 -198,1 0_5_ "19,5 ,1997 "18,8
,12 0039 I09,2 ,0060 -52,0 ,0098 -59,_ ,12 ,0863 -196,2 0650 "19,1 ,1552 -17,5
•20 0072 11+o9 ,0056 -56,3 ,0127 -61,2 ,20 ,0675 -194,2 0566 =16,7 ,1230 -15,3
• 35 0068 131,1 .0C41 "73,1 ,0106 -58.0 ,35 ,0538 -193,2 03_2 "15,b ,0920 -1_.1
• 60 0114 1_8,& ,0378 _,6 ,0475 -3,5 ,60 ,0288 -190,8 00_5 "6,b .0373 "9,8
•75 00_8 158,1 ,0025 -12,2 ,0072 -18,6 .75 .0172 -152,6 0072 "12,2 .02_ -12,5
•85 0022 1_I,8 ,0015 "27,1 ,0037 -33,7 ,85 .0136 -185,3
•95 0003 13B,6 ,0090 "122,5 ,0090 -120,7 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 0134 123,0 ,0153 -_4,4 ,0285 -50,3
• 12 0111 127,5 ,0145 -40,1 ,025_ -_5.5
,20 0158 130,6 ,0151 -31,6 ,0305 -40,7
,35 0127 152.1 ,0139 -24.7 ,0266 -26,2
,60 0238 169,1 ,0126 "8,2 ,036_ -I0,0




o TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER -377 MACH = ,783 RN = 2,210_IOE6 ALPHA • -.00 DEG OSCILLATING DELIA9 (PEAK) = 6.00 DEG
Q • 3,9_5 KPA K = ,208 DELTA9 = ,00 DEG OSCILLATING FMEWUENCY = 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CR DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MA_ PHASE MAG PHASE
CH_RD I ,05 ,OOW5 41,5 0661 257,5 ,0101 -I17,7 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0h97 -2W2 1 ,0631 "WI,3 ,lOll -51,3
.12 .00_5 _0.3 0056 259.6 .0095 -117.7 .12 .0390 -235 6 .05_3 "30._ .0911 -_0.8
•20 .0067 41.1 0061 269.7 .0117 "115.9 .20 .0487 -227 7 .05_w "H3.3 .0988 -35.1
.30 .0031 132.7 0070 278.1 .0097 -71.3 .30 .0617 -212 3 .0665 "13.8 .1285 -22.6
.35 .0083 70.6 0068 278.0 .01_7 -97.1 .35 .0665 -208 0 .07_3 "11.O .1W_2 -18.8
._5 .0066 92.5 0065 "_9.9 .0123 "68.8 ._5 .0937 -196 6 .1005 "5.8 .1933 "11.0
•50 .0066 97.1 0050 29_.5 .0115 "75.% .50 .1095 "19_ 3 .I_I "_._ ._269 "7'_
•60 .0059 125.0 .0025 "32.9 .0083 -48.5 .60 .1530 -186.0 .126_ 2.0 ,2792 "2'_
•70 .00W3 90.2 .0027 "39.9 .0064 -70.8 .70 .2175 -179.6 .11_ 3.5 .3309 I"b
•75 .0031 96.7 .0029 -_8.9 .0057 "66.9 .75 .2414 -177.0 .0853 5.W .3266 3.6
•85 .0628 30_,2 ,85
•90 ,0010 151,9 ,90
•95 .0003 1_9.2 .0022 -43.6 .0025 -_2.0 .95 .003_ -175.3
CHORD 2 .05 .0053 41.8 .005w 259.0 0102 "I19._ CHOR0 7 .05 0833 133.0 .0S99 32_.5 .1723 -WO.B
• 12 .00_4 47.5 .00W7 270.6 0085 "110.I .12 0729 137.8 .0897 331.6 .161W -3_.6
.20 .0082 49.8 .0C_ 28_.3 011_ "111.9 .20 06_0 145'9 .075_ "20.5 .1364 -26.6
.35 .0071 80.0 .007w 278.6 0143 -90._ .35 0869 158.5 .0838 "IO.W .1693 -16.1
,60 ,0062 115,7 ,0018 307,6 0080 -61,7 ,60 13_8 176.3 .0912 2.2 ,2257 -1,3
• 75 ,O03& 108,0 ,0015 317,6 0047 -63,2 ,75 1520 183,5 ,07_3 1,_ ,_262 2,7
,85 ,0019 107,3 ,85 0652 188,8
.90 .0015 I07.2 .0013 320.8 .0027 -57.5 .90 0220 202.9 .00_i 322._ .0243 i_._
•95 .0008 92.5 .95 .0130 333.8 .0100 1_1.0 .0828 1_8._
CHORD 3 .05 ,007_ _,7 ,0065 253.3 .013_ -123.1 CHOR8 8 05 ,0875 -223,_ ,0852 "32,8 ,1720 -38,1
•12 .0067 45.5 .0082 251.6 .01'6 "120.1 I_ .0777 -219.3 .0735 "25.8 .1502 -32.8
•20 .006_ 49._ .00_9 277._ .0103 "110.0 Z0 .0756 -213.3
•75 .0032 119.5 .0035 -39._ .0065 -_9._ 75 .0950 -175.8 .0391 8.8 .13_0 5.6
•85 .0026 -_5.0 85
°90 ,0011 1_3,8 90
•95 .0017 "17.0 95
CHORD _ .05 .0098 _6.0 .0087 253.8 .0180 "121.0 CHORD 9 .05 .09,2 -219.2 .0876 "36.0 .1817 -37.6
•12 .0067 _8.7 .0084 267.1 .01_3 -I09.8 "I_ .077_ -_15.Z .06_6 "31.8 .1399 -33.7
•20 .0114 59.4 .0081 277.2 .0185 "I05.0 .20 .059W -211.3 .0511 "_5.1 .110W -28._
.35 .0116 72._ .0072 287.3 .0180 -9_.3 .35 .0_67 -207.N .0358 "_1.3 .082_ -2W.8
•60 .0081 121.8 .0369 12.1 .0_0W 1.2 .60 .0282 -197.0 .0087 5.6 .036_ -11.7
•75 .00&8 129.1 .0035 -WW.7 .008_ -_8.3 .75 *01_1 -197.W .0072 "_._ .0211 -%2.3
•85 ,0022 128,0 ,0026 -_3,5 ,00_7 -50,1 ,85 ,00_1 -a05,1
,95 ,0003 137,5 ,0012 -23,0 ,0015 -27,3 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0169 75,2 ,0173 275,1 ,0337 -9_,7
.12 .0132 79.7 .0152 288.2 .0275 -85.1
•20 .0191 86.7 .0145 298.1 .0323 -79.8
•35 .0166 107.9 .0150 322.0 .0303 -55.9





POINT NUHGER 1378 MACH - .781 RN . 2.20_10E6 ALPHA . -.00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 (PEAK) - 6.02 DEG
Q • 3.933 KPA K = .313 DELTA9 _ ".01 OEG OSCILLATING FREWUEkCY 1 15.01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHA5E MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 .05 *0075 "_4.8 .0031 m193.3 .0103 144.4 CHORD 6 .05 .0473 88.4 *0_29 "60.1 .0868 "76.7
,12 ,0075 -39.2 ,0018 "171,8 ,0089 149,5 ,12 ,0392 96,2 ,0_bl "43,5 ,0792 "62.2
•20 ,0103 "26.0 .0020 -128.6 .0109 164.3 .20 .0_7_ 112.7 .0_51 "31.4 .0881 -_9,8
.30 .0057 37.1 .0039 "101.7 .0091 -126.3 .30 .0644 128.8 .0634 "20.5 .1232 -36.0
• 35 ,0104 3,4 ,0016 "104,2 ,0110 "168,5 ,35 *0704 138,_ ,0750 "16,0 ,1_17 "28._
•45 .0109 40.4 .0040 -61.5 .012_ "121.2 .45 .0998 153.5 .0962 "7.1 .1932 "17,0
•50 ,0110 49,9 ,0035 -66,9 ,0129 -116,2 ,50 ,1182 159,1 ,1146 "3,E ,2300 "12,2
,60 ,0067 62,9 ,0023 "52,0 ,0080 "I02,2 ,60 ,1568 171,_ ,I_6_ 2,3 ,281B -3,7
•70 ,0056 75,2 ,0010 -34,3 ,0060 "96,0 ,70 ,2222 180,3 ,1125 4,8 ,3344 1,8
•75 ,0047 75,8 ,0008 "51,0 ,0052 "97,5 ,75 ,2463 184,0 ,0845 7,7 ,3307 4.9
,85 ,0003 "2,6 .85
•90 ,0015 66,4 .90
• 95 .0013 72.2 .0008 "322.2 .0008 "72.5 .95 .0079 210.2
CHORD 2 .05 .0103 "45.6 .0031 "196.1 .0131 141.2 CHORD 7 .05 .0795 -248.6 .070_ -51.5 .1487 "60.5
• 12 ,0096 -32,6 ,0021 "178,0 ,011_ 153,4 ,12 ,0712 -240,_ ,0723 "_O,o ,1412 "50.1
.20 .0171 "23.5 .0030 "154.2 .0192 163.2 .20 .0632 -226.7 .0653 "27._ .1268 "37.1
,35 ,0165 "331,6 ,0042 "108,9 *0198 "143,4 .35 ,0907 -211,8 .077_ "13,5 ,1664 "23,3
.60 ,0111 "272,9 ,0025 -61,1 ,0132 -87,3 ,60 ,1357 -184,1 ,0890 2.9 ,2242 -1,3
.75 .0052 -255.2 .0018 -6_.5 .0070 -72._ .75 .1551 -174.9 .0661 8.1 .2211 6,0
•85 .0041 "242.5 .85 .0735 -172.5
.90 .0036 "239.1 .0007 -59._ .0043 "59.1 .90 .0293 -150.6 .0028 "66.6 .0291 23.9
•95 .0026 o235.2 .95 .0122 -173.4 .0124 130.5 .0116 69.5
CHORD 3 .05 .0096 -42.6 .002, "195.2 .0118 142.8 CHORD 8 .05 .0808 114.7 .0738 "46.2 .1524 -56.2
.12 .0095 132.4 .0031 "164._ .0118 158.8 .12 .0728 121.9 .0639 "35.B .1341 "_7.7
• 20 .0093 "15.7 .0018 "157.7 .0107 170.1 .20 .0755 132.0
•75 .0046 91.8 .0016 -45.5 .0059 -77.6 .75 .0999 186.1 .0383 11.5 .1381 7.6
.85 .0012 -35.8 .85
,90 ,002_ 87.7 ,90
•95 .0009 -8.0 .95
CHDRD _ .05 .0120 -27.7 .00_3 "183.9 .0160 158.5 CHORD 9 .05 .0868 122.9 .0753 "53.0 .1620 "55.2
.12 .0083 "20.a .0032 -155.7 .0109 171.6 .12 .07_3 130.5 .053U ",7._ .1273 "_8.7
.20 .0145 "2.5 .0035 "134.5 .0171 "173.6 .20 .0576 137.6 .0436 -40.0 .I012 "_I'_
•35 .0156 19.7 .0039 "98.8 .0178 "I_9.2 .35 .0_75 I_3.7 .0307 "35.b .0782 "36.0
.60 .0099 81.6 .037G 20.4 .0333 5.3 .60 .0270 163._ .0075 "2._ .03_ "13.5
.75 .0060 93.9 .0021 "45.6 .0077 -75.9 .75 .0155 171.3 .0056 "13.1 .0211 "9"9
•85 .0032 123.9 .0013 "29.7 .00_4 "_8.5 .85 .0061 I_2.2
.95 .0010 90.1 .0087 "186.1 .0087 "179.8 .95
CHORD 5 .05 .0196 21.9 .0115 "I_5.1 .0309 "153.3
.12 ,0165 "329.3 ,0082 "121,3 ,02_1 "140,0
.20 .0261 "316.7 .0096 -91.5 .0336 1125.0
.35 .0257 "279._ .0103 -57.3 ,03_0 -87.7






o TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER =381 MACH = ,779 RN • 2,202_IOE6 ALPHA • -,00 OEG _SCILLATENG DELTA9 _PEAKt - 2,02 OEG
g - 3,926 KPA K = ,I04 DELTA9 " 3,02 DEG OSCILLATING FREWUENCY • 5,00 HZ
UPHER CP LONER CP DELTA CP uPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAU PHASE MA_ PHASE
CH_RO 1 .05 ,0025 157,3 .002_ -62,0 ,0046 -_1,9 CHORD 6 .05 ,0171 155,3 ,0197 "18,1 ,0367 -21,2
• 12 0020 138,8 ,0021 -6_,1 ,0040 -52,9 12 ,0130 16_,0 ,015b "II,1 ,0326 -14,9
.20 0025 135.0 ,0021 -5_,_ ,0046 -49.3 20 ,0160 165,7 ,0175 "11,1 ,033_ -12,6
,30 0009 117,9 ,0023 -73,1 ,0032 -70,1 30 ,0182 171,2 ,022_ -7,7 .0407 -8,2
•35 0CI_ 128,1 ,0010 -58,9 ,0025 -54,8 35 ,0195 173,N .0250 -6.5 ,0W_5 -6,5
•_5 0020 152,8 ,0015 2,5 ,003_ -1#,5 _5 ,0282 167,8 ,0_95 -2.5 ,0575 -7,3
•50 0036 131,1 ,0012 -113,2 ,00_3 -63,7 50 ,032_ 171,1 ,03_ ",b ,0667 -_,6
•60 ,0039 155,0 ,0006 -48,5 ,0045 -28,0 ,60 ,0451 177,7 ,0317 _,1 ,0828 -,3
,70 ,0012 187,0 ,0009 -24,1 ,0020 -5,9 ,70 ,0754 184,7 ,0312 2,9 ,I066 _,I
,75 ,0006 182,8 ,0010 -25,8 ,0015 -15,0 ,75 ,0813 IS4,7 ,021_ _,2 ,I027 _,6
•85 ,0008 -55,7 ,_5
•90 ,0002 "60,3 ,90
•95 ,000_ -80,3 ,0012 -90,7 ,0009 -95,1 ,95 ,0171 183,2
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0007 173,_ ,0013 1,1 ,0019 -1,6 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0271 160,1 ,02_3 "15,6 ,055_ -17,7
•12 ,0004 201,5 ,0015 12,2 00019 I_,0 ,12 ,0233 161,0 ,0267 "12,_ ,0500 -15,5
• 20 ,0011 21_,8 ,0012 280,3 ,0012 -28,4 ,20 .0186 162,1 .O_bO -7.0 ,0_ -11,6
• 35 ,0028 165,5 ,0028 284,9 ,0048 -44,7 ,35 ,0270 172,3 ,0265 -2,_ ,053_ -5,0
•60 ,001_ "59,0 ,0008 285,8 ,0007 139,9 ,60 ,038_ 189,3 ,0273 _,2 ,0656 6,3
,75 ,0023 157,_ ,0006 268,_ ,0026 -36,1 ,75 ,0_71 1S_,5 ,018_ _,7 ,0659 4,0
•85 ,0016 163,1 .85 ,0029 -70,5
,90 ,0010 18_,1 ,0004 63,0 ,0013 19,8 ,90 ,0198 -6,1 ,000W 1W5,6 ,0_01 173,3
•95 ,0007 191,2 ,95 ,0192 86,7 ,0037 327,6 ,0212 -8_,6
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0013 _31,3 ,0029 -53,8 ,00_2 -52,2 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0268 16_,3 ,02_8 "16,6 ,0556 -17,1
,12 ,0015 100,8 ,0027 -61,0 ,00W1 -67,4 ,12 ,02_8 165,0 ,0_32 "13,6 ,0WS0 -I_,3
•20 ,0013 80,8 ,003_ -52,6 ,00_ -6W,8 ,20 ,0260 167.2
•75 ,0006 92,1 ,0008 -18,5 ,0012 -_9,9 ,75 ,0284 184,3 ,00_7 3,6 ,0371 _,2
•85 ,0008 -30.5 ,85
,90 ,0002 S6,6 ,90
,95 ,0006 -328,9 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0022 I00,_ ,0025 -39,3 ,00_5 -57,9 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0332 165,1 ,02_8 °15,5 ,0591 -15'2
•12 ,0014 I05,9 ,0026 -38,1 ,0038 -50,5 ,I_ ,0258 187,8 ,021a "16,5 ,0_71 -I_,2
•20 ,0022 122,5 ,0036 -58,8 ,_058 -58,3 ,20 ,0202 170,0 ,0159 °15,1 ,0361 -12,2
,35 ,0035 146,5 ,0030 -39,7 ,0065 -36,3 ,35 ,0162 170,1 ,0109 "IB,_ ,0270 "13'_
•60 ,0057 167,0 ,0067 -343,9 ,0120 2,8 ,60 ,0075 1S_,9 ,0016 1,5 ,0091 _,3
•75 ,0023 15_,3 ,0009 -28,2 ,0031 -26,_ ,75 ,005_ 191,9 ,0009 "13,1 ,0062 8,*
•85 ,0011 160,6 ,0006 -3&0,1 ,0016 -5,2 ,85 ,0031 208,6
•95 ,0006 105,1 ,0092 -_89,1 ,0086 68,6 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0042 139,6 ,0061 312,3 ,0102 -_4,7
• 12 ,0035 1_1,6 ,0052 317,1 ,0087 -_I,1
•20 ,0052 1_,5 ,0046 320,7 ,0098 -37,3
,35 ,0059 160,_ ,00_7 323,9 ,0105 -26,9
,60 ,0035 1_1,4 ,00_6 -6,_ ,0078 -20,3




POINT NUHBER "382 MACH - ,779 RN . 2,203_10E6 ALPHA . ",00 DEG OSCILLATING DELIA9 {PEAK) " 2,00 DEG
= 3,927 KPA K - ,209 DELTA9 = 3,0_ DEG OSCILLATING FREWUENCY • 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0016 -4,8 ,001_ -48,7 ,0011 "126,2 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0152 -2_8,7 ,0166 "40,1 ,0308 -53,8
• 12 ,0011 23,1 ,001_ -48,2 ,0015 "9_,2 .12 ,0111 -247,8 ,0171 026,6 ,026_ -42,6
•20 ,0025 _I,4 ,0023 -83,_ ,0042 -112,5 ,20 ,0160 -239,5 ,0160 "17,_ ,0299 -38,4
• 30 ,0010 _1,7 ,0010 -130,6 ,0020 "13_,5 .30 ,0192 -225,0 ,0209 "12,4 ,0385 -28,0
•35 ,0020 89,8 ,0020 21,1 ,0023 "32,9 ,35 ,0193 -220,i ,0240 "8,5 ,0417 -22,6
• #5 ,0015 6,2 ,0028 -117,7 ,0038 "137,0 ,_5 ,0256 -205,7 .0293 "1,5 ,0538 -12,8
•50 ,0008 38,_ ,0001 "237,2 ,0008 -1_6,2 ,50 ,0320 -201,2 ,03_4 1,5 ,0650 -9,_
•60 ,0010 8_,3 ,0007 "7,7 ,0012 -60,_ ,60 .0_31 -189,5 ,0381 4,9 ,0805 "2,8
•70 ,0017 58,2 ,0007 "_3,6 ,0020 -100,5 ,70 ,0773 -182,0 ,0309 5,5 ,1080 ,1
•85'75 ,001_ 32,8 ,0007,0002"312,7"33'0,0013 -117,6 ,85'75 ,0801 -177,9 ,020_ 8,3 ,1003 3'_
°90 00010 5,9 ,90
•95 ,0009 10°# ,O00a "181,1 ,0017 "17_,8 ,95 ,0178 -178,8
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0008 67,4 ,001_ -66,9 ,0021 "82,9 CHORD 7 .05 .023_ 127.8 .02_3 "25.0 ,0_73 -38,0
•12 ,0016 50.2 ,0010 I,6 ,0012 -92,7 ,12 .0182 131,7 ,0235 "19,_ ,0_05 -32,0
•20 ,0019 31.2 .0030 -22°3 .002_ "61,7 ,20 ,01W9 i_5,_ ,022_ °_3,8 ,0365 "22,1
•35 ,0015 18,5 ,0016 -20,3 ,0010 "87,6 ,35 ,0225 152,6 ,0238 -5,6 ,0_55 -16,2
•60 ,0007 I_8,8 ,0010 36,9 ,0Of5 9,1 ,60 ,0389 176,2 ,0265 6,9 ,0651 °5
•75 ,000_ 70,9 ,0007 "53,0 ,0010 "71,7 ,75 ,0_7b 187,4 ,0183 9,5 ,0659 8°0
• 85 ,0002 81,0 ,85 ,0060 30_,8
•90 ,000_ "16,7 ,0002 -51,7 ,0003 "166,0 ,90 .0220 -I#.7 ,0012 "16,9 ,0207 165,5
•95 ,0009 "32,7 ,95 ,010_ -18,1 ,0116 165,5 ,0220 163°8
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0005 50,9 ,0021 -99,3 ,0026 "I0_,7 CHOR9 8 ,05 ,0_#6 -226,7 ,0267 "30,7 ,0_98 -38,5
• 12 ,0009 "20,3 ,0C28 -83,_ ,0026 "101,6 ,12 .023b -227,2 ,0221 "22,S ,0_#7 -35,_
•20 ,0005 -_,3 ,0031 -115,8 ,0033 "12_,6 ,20 ,0229 -219,b
•75 ,0O0_ 18.1 ,0007 -86,7 ,0009 "113,1 °75 ,0272 -173,1 ,0085 7.8 ,0357 7,1
°85 ,0003 -89,7 .85
•90 ,0005 20,2
.90
•95 ,0C07 -60,8 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0009 15,5 ,0022 -103,7 ,0030 "112,3 CHSRD 9 ,05 ,0303 -218,9 ,0218 "37,_ ,0521 -38,2
•12 .0007 2W,2 ,0023 -108,# ,0028 -119.5 ,12 ,02#5 -21b,7 ,0177 "3W,9 ,0W21 -36,0
•20 ,0016 81,3 ,0011 -149,7 .002_ "118,6 ,20 ,0207 -213,5 ,0135 "29,3 ,03_2 -31,8
°35 ,0021 51,_ ,0009 -6&,8 ,0026 -111,1 ,35 ,0160 -215,3 ,009_ "29,3 ,0252 -33,1
•60 ,0025 73,_ ,0066 -333,3 ,0052 5,8 ,60 ,0069 -218,2 ,0020 3,5 ,0086 -29,1
•75 ,0017 132,9 ,0003 9°2 ,0019 -38.5 .75 .00_1 -21_,b .0010 1,b ,0050 -26,3
•85 ,0009 69,3 .000_ 20,3 ,0007 -8_,8 ,85 ,0021 -207,8
°95 ,0080 "110,2 ,0C03 -300,7 ,0083 69,W ,gb
CHORD 5 ,05 ,00_3 67,0 ,0051 -81,9 ,0091 -96,2
• 12 ,0031 66,9 .0028 -67,8 ,005_ "91,5
•20 ,0060 8_.3 .00_2 "35,1 ,0089 -71,2
•35 ,0023 80,6 ,0061 "15,5 ,0068 "35,3





o TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER =383 HACH = ,782 RN • 2,209_10E6 ALPHA • -,00 DEG OSCILLATING D_LTA9 {PEAK) = 2,03 DEG
Q • 3,951 KPA K • ,312 D_LTA9 " 3,05 DEG OSCILLATING PREUbENCY • 15,01 HZ
uPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_ER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MA_ PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,00_2 "59.3 ,O00W 1_3,0 OOW5 122,5 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0160 -275,9 ,01_1 "53,_ ,0281 -76,0
,12 ,0032 -_9,7 ,0003 155,6 0035 132,_ ,12 ,0128 -267,0 ,0158 "39,6 ,0262 -60,6
• 20 ,00_2 -_1,3 ,000_ 13,7 0039 133,_ ,20 ,0150 -258,6 0156 "28,7 ,0278 -53,2
,30 ,0031 -329,7 ,0011 231,7 00_1 -1_,1 ,30 ,0178 -23_,7 0207 =16,2 ,036_ -3_,0
,35 ,0050 -352,8 ,0007 26,2 00_3 -176,0 ,35 o0192 -22_,1 0242 "11.7 0_17 -26,0
,45 ,00€0 -320,3 ,0022 -39,2 00_2 -108,8 ,_5 ,0252 -212,6 0311 -3,7 05_6 -16,6
,50 ,00_2 "318,6 ,0C01 227,6 00_3 -138,_ ,50 ,0323 -202,_ 0368 =,5 0678 -10,7
•60 ,0051 "282,5 ,0003 -23,0 ,0051 -99,1 ,60 ,0_61 -191,7 O_0b _,5 0858 -_,I
•70 ,0027 -283,5 ,0002 177,0 ,0028 -107,8 ,70 ,0780 -179,5 03_7 7,5 1106 2,6
•75 ,0029 "281,_ ,0001 78,1 ,0028 -101,_ ,75 ,0819 -17_,1 0222 I0,_ 10_1 6,8
•85 ,0003 _3,1 ,85
,90 ,0013 "257,9 ,90
•95 ,0010 "268,1 .0006 _8,3 ,0007 -50,8 ,95 ,017e -169,4
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0018 "69,8 ,0015 "263,9 ,0033 103'9 CHOR0 7 ,05 ,0239 11_'6 ,017_ m_5,1 ,0_07 "56'9
,12 ,0017 -55,1 ,0016 -271,_ ,0031 107,_ ,12 ,0207 119,9 ,0181 "30,8 ,0376 -_6,5
• 20 ,0023 -37,8 ,0025 -281,7 ,00_1 108,9 ,20 ,017_ -227,8 ,01_1 •_3,_ ,03_7 -35,_
,35 ,003_ "20,8 ,0001 -20.9 ,0032 159,2 .35 .0261 -210,3 ,021_ "5,5 .0_6_ -19,2
,60 ,0025 58,_ ,0006 -27_,9 ,0020 -I_9,8 ,60 ,0_15 -185._ ,025_ 6,_ ,0665 "1,1
,75 ,0011 67,5 ,0005 -3_I,0 ,0007 -93,2 ,75 ,0_90 -170,7 ,0170 12,? ,0660 I0,0
• 85 ,0012 7_,2 ,85 ,0070 -81,9
• 90 ,0011 63,_ ,0001 -175,5 ,0012 -119,6 ,90 ,0212 -19,5 ,O00b "300,a ,0212 159,2
•95 ,0008 65,8 ,95 ,0130 -9.8 ,Ot3_ "195,8 ,0267 167,1
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0038 "61,2 ,0010 112,6 ,00_7 117o5 CHOR9 8 ,05 ,02_2 -2_,9 ,02_0 "_5,5 ,0_75 -55,3
,12 ,0C38 -_5,_ ,0010 120*3 ,00_8 131*6 ,12 ,0228 -2_0.9 ,0202 "3_,3 ,0_19 -_8,_
,20 ,00_7 "11,5 ,0013 22.5 ,0037 157,_ ,20 ,0236 -232,5
,75 ,0035 "265,_ ,0006 I0,0 ,0035 =75,9 ,75 ,0287 -168,0 .0093 15,Z ,0379 12,8
,85 ,0012 "1,0 ,85
,90 ,0015 =255.5 ,90
•95 ,0007 -10,9 .95
CHORD _ ,05 ,00_8 -3_,8 ,0021 179,1 ,0067 155'2 CHORB 9 ,05 ,0295 -235,S .0209 "50,O ,050_ -53,_
•12 ,0036 -25,7 ,0010 178°8 ,00_5 159,7 ,12 ,0235 -228,2 ,0170 "_5,_ ,0_06 -_7,0
,20 ,0053 -7,7 ,0013 "I_,3 ,00_0 17_,3 ,20 ,0181 -222,0 ,0135 "35,8 ,0316 -39,_
•35 ,0062 -3_6,8 ,0008 -57°7 ,0060 "159,3 ,35 .01_5 -2a0,3 ,0099 "38,8 ,02_ -39,7
• 60 ,0056 "275,3 ,0072 _2,2 ,00_9 -8°7 ,60 ,0073 -189,3 ,0031 "3,7 ,0105 -7,6
,75 ,00_1 "253,7 ,0007 "6,9 ,00_5 -65,7 ,75 ,00_ -193.8 ,0021 "5,1 ,006_ -11,0
•85 ,00_0 •239,7 ,0005 $6,6 ,0020 -_7,0 ,85 ,0016 -197,6
,95 ,0012 -251,7 ,0026 -58,6 ,0038 -62,8 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0052 26,3 ,0029 -172°0 ,0080 -160,2
• 12 ,00'0 23,0 ,0008 -132°5 ,00_7 -153,2
• 20 ,00_6 3_°1 ,001_ -159.5 ,0060 -1_9,1
• 35 ,0055 72,6 ,0023 -11,5 ,0057 -8&,2
,60 ,0081 "227,5 ,0032 _°8 ,010_ -33,3




POINT NUMBER -384 HACH - ,784 RN . 2,215=10E6 ALPHA - -,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 IPEAK) - 4,0_ DEG
Q = 3,968 KPA K - ,104 DELTA9 = 3,01 DEG OSCILLATING FREgUENCY = 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0043 91,9 *0018 "6,1 ,0048 -67*0 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0281 -210,5 ,0358 =19,6 ,0636 "24,4
,12 ,0029 102,0 *001_ "2_,9 ,0039 "61,0 ,12 ,0179 -209,5 ,0374 "13,0 ,05_B "18,3
,a0 ,0027 108,5 ,0020 "38,0 0045 -57=3 ,20 ,0322 -205,5 ,034b "12,6 ,0663 "18,8
,30 ,0003 "59,6 ,0009 "I_,3 0007 5,8 ,30 ,0343 -198,4 ,0437 "7,2 ,0776 "12,1
,35 ,0030 82,3 ,0009 291,3 0038 "91,3 ,35 ,0359 -195,8 ,0505 "5,0 ,0860 "9,5
,45 ,0003 77.7 ,0025 20,4 0024 13,8 ,45 ,0526 -192,4 ,0611 "2,4 ,1133 "7,0
,50 ,0005 132,3 ,0031 19,1 0033 11,2 ,50 ,061_ -18B,7 ,0705 =,b ,1316 -4,3
,60 $0006 223,7 ,0019 4,4 0023 13,3 ,60 ,0867 -183*6 *0762 1*9 ,1628 "1=0
,70 o0033 163,5 ,0013 "4,9 0046 =13,2 ,70 ,1266 -178,5 ,062_ 2,5 ,1888 1,9
• 75 ,0030 147,1 ,0012 "26,7 ,0042 "31=2 ,75 ,1336 -177,6 ,0432 3,1 ,1768 2,6
,85 ,0013 -11,5 ,85
• 90 ,0013 97,3 ,90
,95 ,0007 98,5 ,0013 "3,0 ,0016 _28,7 ,95 ,0526 -180,0
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0026 99,4 ,0018 "76,6 ,0044 "79,0 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0517 159,3 ,0518 "17,0 ,1035 "18,8
,12 ,0024 12€,4 ,0019 "51,6 ,004_ _53,8 ,12 ,0_27 160,9 ,0533 "12,4 ,0958 -15,4
,20 ,00_3 119,6 ,0038 -14,6 ,0075 "39,0 ,20 ,0347 16_,3 ,0_72 "8,1 ,0817 -11,3
,35 ,0027 169,7 ,0033 -92,2 ,0046 -56,0 ,35 0484 169,6 ,0490 "3,5 ,0972 "7,0
• 60 ,0012 224,7 ,0017 31,3 ,0029 36,7 ,60 0766 182,2 ,0537 1,7 ,1303 2,0
• 75 ,0018 228,5 ,0011 2,7 ,0027 31,4 ,75 08_6 184,3 ,0367 2,3 ,1212 3,7
• 85 ,0014 205,2 ,85 0097 313,6
• 90 ,0012 191,3 ,0004 44,2 ,0016 19,6 ,90 0160 -12,3 ,0033 "15,1 ,0127 16B,b
• 95 ,0011 201,4 ,95 0005 316,5 .0247 "185,3 ,0251 174,0
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0030 112,9 ,0025 "_7,2 ,0054 "58,0 CHORO 8 ,05 ,048_ "200,3 ,ObA_ 114,8 ,1025 -17,4
,12 ,0019 126,2 ,0026 "29,_ ,00_4 "39,5 ,12 ,0463 -200,3 ,046b "12,7 ,0926 -16,5
,20 ,0016 I17,4 ,00_2 -37,7 ,0057 -_4,4 ,20 ,0461 -197,2
,75 ,0030 136,7 ,0016 2,6 ,00_2 "27,8 ,75 ,0503 -17a,7 ,0164 3,2 ,0666 6,3
•85 ,0006 _2,9 ,B5
,90 ,0009 88,6 ,90
,95 ,0005 57,7 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0019 121,1 ,004_ 307,2 ,0063 "5_,6 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0599 -198,I ,0509 "19,2 ,1107 "1B,6
,12 ,0014 118,6 ,0039 299,2 ,0054 "61,0 ,12 ,0491 -197,0 ,0402 "18,2 ,0893 -17,5
• 20 ,0042 122,4 *0C37 300,0 ,0079 "58,8 ,20 ,0385 -195,2 ,0314 =15,_ ,0699 -15,3
• 35 ,0051 130,3 ,0029 281,0 ,0077 "60,2 ,35 ,032_ -196,2 ,0223 "15,1 ,05_7 -15,7
• 60 ,0012 196,7 ,0143 12,0 ,0155 12,4 ,60 ,01k9 -186,4 ,00_6 "11,7 ,0195 "7,6
• 75 ,0036 145,2 ,0020 2,1 ,0053 -22,0 ,75 ,0083 -183,9 ,0033 "13,_ ,0115 -6,7
•85 ,001_ 17_,4 ,0016 12,9 ,0029 4,_ ,85 ,0029 -IS5,_
,95 ,0040 245,6 .0007 57,5 ,00_7 64,4 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0077 139,5 ,0081 -43,3 ,0159 "42,0
• 12 ,0062 137,1 ,0074 -3B,8 ,0137 -40,7
,20 ,0097 140,9 ,0077 "_1,2 ,017_ -_0,0
•35 ,0099 1_7,3 ,0111 -25,2 ,0210 "28,7







c_ TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER -385 MACH - ,781 RN - 2,209_10E6 ALPHA • ",00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 |PEAK! - #,02 DEG
G - 3,9#_ KPA K - ,209 DELTA9 - 3,02 _EG OSCILLATING FHE_UENCY i I0,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,OO## 56,3 ,0016 "125,2 ,0060 -12W,1 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0303 115,5 ,0327 "39,7 0616 "51,6
• 12 ,0023 51,# .0015 -105,9 ,0037 -119.8 ,12 ,0206 119,6 ,03#1 "29,6 0528 -#1,1
•20 .0033 57.9 .0019 -99,# ,0051 -I13,8 .20 .039_ 12#.6 .0320 "19.9 0680 -39.5
•30 .002_ 102.6 .0015 -92.2 ,0039 -83,0 ,30 ,0375 139.3 .0#1b "I0.7 076# -2#.9
•35 ,0058 67,4 ,0012 -157,# ,0067 "119,8 ,35 ,036_ I#7,0 ,0#_# -8,2 0829 "18,8
•#5 ,0028 115,2 ,0028 -68,8 ,0056 -66,8 ,#5 .0523 15#*0 ,0593 "3,0 109# "13,7
,50 ,0038 100,8 ,0625 "109,8 ,0061 191'2 ,50 ,0653 159.5 ,0693 ",b 1326 "10'2
•60 ,00#6 116,0 ,000# -8#,I ,0050 -65,8 ,60 ,0901 169,8 ,0763 3,2 16_3 "#,I
• 70 ,003# 155,8 ,0Cll -55,3 ,00#3 -31,8 .70 ,1#09 180,3 ,061_ 4,7 2022 1,7
• 75 ,002# 134,2 ,OCIO -17.5 ,0033 -37,6 ,75 ,1#13 183.2 ,0#22 7.1 183# #,1
•85 ,0007 "67,1 ,85
•90 ,0013 98.7 ,90
•95 ,0009 103,2 ,0001 "#1,6 ,0010 -72,9 ,95 ,0513 180,5
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0057 3_,I ,0035 -118,7 ,0089 -135,6 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0512 129,0 ,0#55 "29,9 0951 -#1ol
°12 ,0098 _7°8 ,0019 -93,8 ,0113 -126,2 ,12 ,0#11 132,5 ,0#56 "22,# 08_7 -3#,2
• 20 ,0125 57,0 ,0023 -63.3 ,0138 -114,8 ,20 ,0333 1#0,2 ,0#16 "15,6 0733 -26,3
• 35 ,011_ 71,! ,0009 -119.7 ,0123 "109,7 ,35 ,05#2 156,9 ,0#50 -6,3 0982 -15,5
• 60 ,0062 125,2 ,0006 -37.2 ,0068 -53,2 .60 .0830 178,6 *0511 3,5 13#0 ,5
• 75 ,0039 135,4 ,0006 9,2 ,00#3 -38,2 ,75 .0929 187,5 ,0350 6,7 1279 7.3
,85 ,0039 153,3 ,85 .01_6 300,3
•90 ,0030 159,5 ,0006 -222,4 ,0025 -15.# ,90 ,01#3 -32,2 ,0009 "6,5 ,0135 1_6,2
•95 ,0023 165,# ,95 ,00#8 182,0 .0230 Q193,9 ,0184 162,1
CHORD 3 ,05 ,003# 57.0 ,0016 -121,7 ,0050 "122,6 C_ORO 8 ,05 ,0456 132,6 ,0507 "30,2 ,0952 -38,3
• 12 ,0034 63,5 ,0021 "123.0 ,0055 "119,0 ,12 ,04#8 13#,9 ,0#26 o22,3 ,0857 -3_,0
•20 ,00#7 82,4 ,002_ "120,# ,0070 "105,_ ,20 ,0_I 1#2,5
•75 ,0023 125,3 ,0009 -35,3 ,0032 -_9,2 ,75 ,0499 188,7 ,0158 11,1 ,0657 9,3
• 85 .0003 -78,3 ,85
•90 ,0023 136,3 ,90
• 95 .0005 -1#5,2 .95
CHORD _ 05 ,00_9 48,I ,00#8 "123,6 ,0097 "127.8 CHORD 9 ,05 ,057# 1#I,fi ,0_'7 "36,8 ,1021 "37°7
12 ,0035 #9.1 ,00#1 -112,0 ,0075 "120,7 ,12 ,0#80 1#5,3 ,03bO "3_,0 ,0830 -3#,4
20 ,0073 5&,8 ,O0#O -112,5 ,0113 "119*_ ,20 ,0381 1#9,8 ,027_ "28.5 ,0656 "29,4
35 ,0066 78,0 ,0032 -96,8 ,0098 "100'3 ,35 ,0320 1#2,3 ,0179 "38,3 ,0_99 -37,9
60 ,00#6 88,2 ,01_1 22°5 ,0129 3,# ,60 ,017# 156,1 *004# 2,# ,021_ "18,7
75 ,0032 118,6 ,0013 "58,1 ,00_5 -60,# ,75 *0097 17_,1 ,0027 -6,8 ,0124 "6,1
85 ,0032 152,3 ,0010 -89,2 ,0037 -_1,0 ,85 ,0031 19#,2
,95 .0089 "66,9 ,0001 -30,9 ,0089 112,9 .95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0120 74,# ,0086 -90.3 ,020_ -99,2
,12 ,0102 78,9 ,0064 -78,0 ,0163 -92,3
• 20 ,0196 81,7 ,0057 "57.1 ,0242 "89.#
• 35 ,01#1 106.8 ,0072 -21.7 ,019# -56.3





POINT NUMBER =386 MACH = ,787 RN - 2,219_10E6 ALPHA = ",00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 {PEAK) - $,02 DEG
g • 3,991KPA K - ,310 DELTA9 _ 3,0_ DEG OSCILLATING FREgUENCY • 1_,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C H_G PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0004 301,1 ,0020 133,1 ,002_ 131,0 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0258 81,9 ,024_ =55,3 0_67 -77,3
• 12 ,002_ 301,9 ,0015 162,2 ,0036 137,0 ,12 ,0196 86,0 ,0265 "39,0 0_10 -62,1
• 20 ,0042 312,8 ,0009 155,6 ,0051 136,8 ,20 ,0321 -263,7 ,0270 "25,9 0518 -57,6
•30 ,0017 50,2 ,0011 "130,7 ,0028 -130,1 ,30 ,0362 -24#,_ ,037_ +15,5 0670 -39,5
•35 ,00_6 ,9 ,0013 206,9 ,0058 -173,5 ,35 ,0362 -233,6 ,0_29 "11,1 0738 -30,5
•_5 ,0052 50,_ ,0016 -67,$ ,0061 -116,3 ,_5 ,0531 -217,0 ,05_7 "4,7 1035 -20,6
•50 ,005_ 52,7 ,0005 196,3 ,0058 -130,5 ,50 ,06_5 -209,2 ,06b_ "1,1 1261 -15,0
• 60 ,0041 68,1 ,0007 221,8 ,0047 -115,5 ,60 ,0898 -19_,1 ,0739 4,2 1616 -5,9
• 70 ,0028 104,3 ,0007 -111,1 ,003_ -82,5 .70 ,1338 -182,1 ,0601 7.1 193_ ,8
• 75 ,0026 92,8 ,0005 -9_,9 ,0031 =88,_ ,75 ,1365 -176,5 ,0408 11,_ 1770 5,3
• 85 ,0003 -29,0 ,85
•90 ,0018 103,_ ,90
• 95 ,0010 91,3 .0005 69.7 ,0006 "70,2 ,95 ,0_82 -176,2
CHORD 2 *05 ,0064 -60 5 ,0017 150.I ,0079 125,9 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0457 I09,1 ,0397 "_5.7 ,0833 -59,2
• 12 ,006_ "_9 5 ,0015 189,1 ,0072 1_0,_ .12 ,0389 115,2 ,0_10 "35,3 ,0773 -_9,6
• 20 ,0092 -4_ 2 ,0012 208.8 ,0097 1_2,5 ,20 ,0328 127,8 .0376 "25,3 ,068_ -37,8
• 35 ,0107 16 6 ,0021 259,9 ,0118 -15_,3 ,35 ,050_ -215,3 ,0_1_ =9,2 ,089_ -23,5
• 60 ,0052 5_ 7 .0012 -_7.0 ,0055 "113,5 .60 ,0766 -185.6 .0517 _,0 .1278 "1,8
,75 ,0031 8_ 7 *0011 -60,2 ,OO_O "86,_ ,75 ,088# -172,8 °0352 9,1 ,1235 7,8
,85 ,0022 93.7 ,85 .0170 -82,1
•90 ,0020 93,8 ,0003 26_,9 ,0022 -87,2 ,90 ,0178 -_O,O ,0021 "59,2 ,0158 142,5
• 95 .001_ 7_._ ,95 ,0010 -20,1 ,0239 _62,2 ,0250 162,1
CHORD 3 ,05 *0023 297,9 ,0027 139,9 ,00_9 129,8 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0_27 -250,7 ,0391 "_6,2 ,0799 -59.0
,12 ,0031 309,1 ,0030 162,3 ,0058 1_5,5 ,12 ,0_83 -2_6,5 ,0333 "33,9 *0726 -52.2
,20 ,003_ 320,8 ,0017 17_,0 ,00_9 151,9 ,20 .04_1 -236,9
•75 ,0026 96,0 *0006 -56,6 ,0032 -78,6 ,75 ,0525 -170,6 ,01_2 18,5 ,0675 11,_
•85 ,0013 "10_,0 ,85
• 90 ,0022 121,8 ,90
•95 ,0002 167,8 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0055 313,8 ,0032 173,9 ,0083 I&8,3 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0_95 -239,8 ,0378 "53,_ ,0872 -57,0
,12 ,0036 323,5 ,0031 190,2 ,0061 165,0 ,12 ,0_23 -233,1 ,0_92 =_8,7 ,0715 -51,3
•20 ,0072 3_2,6 ,0015 18_,_ ,0085 166,2 ,20 .03_8 -226,6 ,0_21 "_0,2 ,0568 -_,1
•35 ,0073 1_,3 ,0016 -119,6 ,0085 -157,8 ,35 °0286 -232,5 ,01_# "52,3 ,0#30 -52,_
•60 ,0054 98,6 ,01_7 39,6 0128 18,3 ,60 ,0161 -201,5 ,0036 "I_,3 ,0196 -20,2
•75 .00_8 118.8 ,0007 "57,1 0055 -60,6 ,75 ,0098 -197,5 .0020 "19.O ,0118 -17,8
•85 ,0023 129,2 ,0003 -8_.8 0026 -55,0 ,85 ,00_8 -191,0
• 95 ,00_8 2,7 ,0026 38.3 0031 153,5 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0096 12,8 ,0067 219,0 0158 "156,5
• 12 ,0085 22,5 ,00_6 2_7,7 0121 -1_2,1
• 20 ,0137 33,9 ,0056 272,_ 0173 -130,2
,35 ,0118 62,7 ,0061 -55,4 0156 -97,2






o TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER =387 MACH • .78W RN • 2.215210E6 ALPHA • ".00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 {PEAK) • 6.06 DEG
= 3,973 KPA K = ,104 DELTA9 = 3.0_ DEG OSCILLATING FHEWUENCY = 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LO_ER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MA_ PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0054 127,3 *0010 -51,9 0063 -52,6 CHORD 6 °05 0417 151,0 ,0517 "21,1 ,0931 -24 7
,12 ,0042 130,7 ,0027 -55,0 0069 -51,6 ,12 0295 153-1 ,0520 "13,5 ,0809 -18 3
•20 ,0064 128,5 ,0038 -35,6 0100 -45,6 ,20 0427 158,8 ,0477 "11,2 ,0901 -15 9
•30 ,0018 169,7 ,0028 -69,8 0040 -47,5 ,30 0500 168,7 ,0608 "6,2 ,1107 -8 5
,35 ,0045 140,4 ,0022 -90,6 0061 -56,0 ,35 0519 17000 ,0705 -40_ .1222 "6 8
,45 ,0045 145,1 ,0039 -42,6 0084 -38,5 ,45 0743 172,6 ,0869 "1,3 ,1610 "4 I
°50 ,0046 135,8 ,0035 °3 ,0075 -25°4 .50 0873 173,6 ,1013 *_ °1883 -2,7
•60 ,0053 133,4 ,0019 -19,7 ,0071 -39,6 ,60 1150 176°3 ,1106 2,5 ,2252 -,7
,70 ,0034 140,8 ,0021 -18,5 ,0055 -31,4 ,70 1629 181,6 *0908 2,_ ,2537 2,1
,75 ,0022 125.3 ,0019 -21.7 ,0039 -39,6 °75 1558 184,5 ,0636 3,8 ,2194 _,3
,85 ,0014 -17,_ ,85
,90 ,0007 113,8 ,90
• 95 ,0002 64.6 ,0009 -11,2 ,0009 -22,0 .95 ,0802 180,4
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0041 -234 6 ,0036 -45,8 ,0077 -50,5 CHORD 7 ,05 0731 -203,0 °0752 "15,3 1480 -19,1
,12 ,0051 "234 7 .0039 30_.8 ,0090 -54,9 .12 0582 -202.3 .0738 "12.b 1316 -16,8
,20 ,0088 "2_1 1 ,0051 266,5 ,013_ -72,9 ,20 0474 -197,7 ,0669 "9,8 1141 -13,1
,35 ,0087 "234 6 ,0044 25,0 ,010_ -30*2 ,35 0722 -190°3 ,0711 "3,8 1431 -7,1
•60 ,0046 "25_ 3 ,0033 -_9,5 ,0078 "63,9 ,60 1101 -181,9 ,07_5 1,6 1885 -,_
,75 ,0021 "222 0 *0021 -38,6 ,0042 -40,3 ,75 1139 -174°9 ,0547 2,3 1685 _,2
,85 ,0018 -196 8 ,8_ 0145 -175,6
,90 ,0013 "176 4 ,0004 17,6 ,0016 6,7 ,90 0043 -68,1 ,0036 "25,1 ,0030 56,4
• 95 ,0011 "165,0 ,95 ,0243 -187,4 .0325 175,b ,0083 -175,9
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0033 118,0 ,0032 -67,2 ,0065 -64,6 CHORD 8 05 ,0694 160,1 ,0752 "18,0 ,1446 -17°9
,12 ,0035 117,1 ,0034 -41,2 ,0068 -52,1 12 ,0653 162,0 ,0639 "12,2 ,1290 -15,1
• 20 ,0040 120.5 ,00_7 -_4.0 ,0086 -51.1 20 .0642 166.6
• 75 ,0022 161,8 ,0018 -17,5 ,0040 -17,9 75 ,0683 186,6 ,0234 6,8 ,0917 6,7
,85 ,0008 -37.0 85
,90 ,0013 152.1 90
,95 ,0005 -63.9 95
CHORD 4 ,05 0054 114,5 ,0046 -43,3 ,0098 "55,3 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0841 162°4 ,0723 "17,1 ,1564 -17o4
,12 0037 119,0 ,0053 -54,1 ,0090 -56,9 ,12 ,0681 164,3 ,Obb3 "15,9 ,1234 -15,8
• 20 0054 125,7 ,0060 -77,4 ,0111 -66,5 ,20 ,0536 166,0 .0432 "12,5 ,0967 -13,3
• 35 0072 123.8 ..0053 -50,6 ,0125 -53,8 .35 .0433 158ol .02_6 "22.8 .0719 -22.2
,60 0061 145,0 ,0236 8,6 ,0284 ,1 ,60 ,0231 173°3 °0067 "8*0 ,0287 "6,9
,75 0036 154,1 ,0024 -7.7 ,0059 -18.5 ,75 ,0138 185.2 .0043 -7,2 .0180 2,2
,85 0028 169,0 ,0017 3,1 ,0045 "5,6 ,85 ,0053 196,1
,95 003_ -85,9 ,0073 166,4 ,0090 145,1 _ ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0111 -233,8 ,0150 -44,7 ,0261 -48,6
,12 ,0086 "232.2 .0140 -44.3 ,0226 -47,3
,20 ,0160 "225.6 ,0154 -40,0 ,0313 -42,8
,35 ,0136 "217.4 ,0160 -17,8 ,0292 -26.8





POINT NUMBER =388 MACH = ,779 RN • 2,206_10E6 ALPHA • ",00 DEG OSC]LLATING DELTA9 IPEAK_ " 6,02 DEG
g = 3,940 KPA K • ,208 DELTA9 • 3,07 DEG OSCILLATING FREgUENCY • 9,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0043 38,3 ,0049 "92,5 ,008_ "115,5 CHORD 6 ,05 *0420 -2_5,1 ,0_31 =36,4 ,0825 -50,5
• 12 ,0039 23,5 ,0045 "91,6 ,0072 "121,6 ,12 ,0306 "2_1.9 ,0455 "25,7 ,0725 "40,2
• 20 ,0053 25,5 ,0056 -90.8 ,0092 "121,5 ,20 ,0487 -234,7 ,O*4E =19 0 ,0885 =37,8
• 30 ,0010 113.2 ,0033 -62,8 ,0044 "63,8 ,30 ,048_ -220,6 ,0587 =10 4 ,1034 -24,0
• 35 ,0047 59,5 ,0026 "66,8 ,0066 "102,0 ,35 ,049_ -212,9 ,06_8 -7 O ,1153 -17,8
,_5 ,0048 7_,0 ,005_ "59,0 ,0094 =81,2 ,_5 ,0778 -203,5 ,0860 =I 7 ,1609 =12,0
,50 0034 55,7 ,0005 "25,7 ,0034 "116,6 ,50 ,0928 -198,0 ,I005 8 ,1907 -8,2
,60 0037 118,5 ,0028 -43.9 ,0064 -53,9 ,60 .1210 -188,3 ,11U4 4 0 ,2300 "2,_
.70 0026 78,2 ,0019 -14._ .0033 "65,6 .70 .1680 -179.6 ,0905 5 6 .2582 2.2
,75 0023 92,9 ,0018 -5,8 ,0031 "52.5 ,75 ,1602 -175,7 ,0634 8 6 ,2235 5,5
•85 ,0017 16,9 ,85
,90 0012 129,7 ,90
,95 0008 115,6 ,0015 29,4 ,0016 2,2 ,95 ,0779 -180,2
CHORD 2 ,05 0065 "317,_ ,0032 "135,9 ,0097 "136,9 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0702 -22B,8 ,0663 "36,6 ,1357 -W2,8
,12 ,0075 "327,9 ,0023 "140,9 ,0098 -146,2 ,12 ,0569 "226,1 ,0648 •27,6 ,1201 -36,2
.20 .0111 -320.9 .0032 "119.0 .0141 -136.0 .20 .0451 -216.6 .0592 "19.3 .1031 -26.8
• 35 ,0117 "29B,9 ,0022 "71,5 ,0133 "112,0 ,35 ,0707 -205.1 ,0652 "B,4 ,13_5 -17,1
•60 ,0056 "250,7 ,0016 "36,6 ,0070 "63,5 ,60 ,1039 -18_,7 ,07b0 2.8 ,1785 "I,6
• 75 ,0029 "257,4 +0010 "73,3 ,0038 =76,4 ,75 ,1162 -173,5 ,0576 ,1 ,1735 4,_
,85 ,0027 "225,5 ,85 ,0140 -165,4
•90 10022 "224,8 ,0002 -92,7 ,0023 "48,5 ,90 ,0087 -77,2 ,0010 =62,2 ,0077 100,8
,95 10017 "240,0 ,95 ,0160 -262,9 ,0325 167,0 ,0309 -163,9
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0045 47,9 ,00## "109,4 ,0087 "120,9 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0667 -226,5 ,0669 =30,_ ,1322 -3B,4
,12 ,0045 42,9 ,0052 "110,5 ,0094 -122,7 ,12 ,0639 "223,1 ,0577 122,0 ,1196 -33,1
,20 ,0042 51,0 ,0047 -78,1 ,0080 "I02.0 .20 ,0648 -216,6
•75 ,002_ 126,4 ,0022 "17,9 ,0044 "36,7 ,75 ,0678 -172,4 ,0231 17,2 ,0907 I0,0
,85 ,0012 -12.1 ,B5
• 90 ,0021 117,8 ,90
• 95 ,0004 25,7 .95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0069 44,4 0047 "108,3 ,0113 "124,6 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0801 -220,2 ,0620 =34,5 ,1_19 -37,7
• 12 .0049 41.3 0067 -95.4 .0108 "113.4 12 .0671 -215.8 .0466 "30.1 .1136 -33.5
• 20 ,0082 45,3 0065 -80,0 ,0131 -110,6 20 ,0532 -211,1 ,0367 "22,8 ,0887 -27,8
.35 .0079 51.4 0046 -89.1 .0119 "114.2 35 .0417 -22_.1 .02_9 "40.2 .0645 -_2.7
,60 ,0061 107,2 023b 23,0 ,0238 8,2 60 ,0270 -193,4 ,00b_ 19,2 ,0317 -8,1
,75 ,003& 148,1 0025 -21,5 ,0059 -27,6 75 ,0146 -192,4 ,0038 15,3 ,0180 -6,8
•85 ,0026 118,2 0019 -17,9 ,0042 "43,3 85 ,0054 -192,6
• 95 ,0048 "11,8 0154 -41.9 ,0115 -5_,0 95
CHORD 5 05 ,0147 "283,9 ,011_ -96,_ ,0260 "100,6
12 ,0125 -283,5 ,0092 -84.2 ,0215 -95,3
20 ,0229 "281,0 ,0096 -64,8 ,0311 "90,5
35 ,014_ "258,9 ,0096 -45,3 ,0230 -65,5




o TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER =389 MACH = ,786 RN = 2.217_10E6 ALPHA • ",00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 {PEAK) = 6,06 DEG
g = 3.99_ ERA K = ,310 DELTA9 = 3,03 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY " 1_,99 HZ
UPPER CP LO*ER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C HAG pHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I .05 .006_ 309.5 .0003 -130.9 .0063 132.6 CHORD 6 .05 .0382 -272.9 .037_ "53._ .0715 -73.2
.12 .0070 31_.8 .0009 -121.8 .0068 1_?.1 .12 .0283 -268.5 .0_12 =37.9 .0630 -58.2
.20 .0085 325.6 .0010 =82.0 .0078 150.8 .20 .0_70 -261._ .0,12 =26.3 .0782 -55.8
.30 .0066 3.3 .0015 -80.5 .0066 -16_.0 .30 .0520 -239.3 .0573 =15.9 .I015 -36.5
•35 .0108 -4.3 .0C18 =98.5 .0111 -17_.8 .35 .0538 -228.1 .0662 =12.U .11_2 -28.1
•_5 .0131 3W,1 .0027 -66.7 .0138 -13&.7 ._5 .0766 -215.2 .083_ "*.9 .15_ -19._
•50 .0$10 _2.3 .0026 -17.5 .0100 -12_.7 .50 .0936 -208.0 .09S7 "i._ .1871 -1_.3
•60 .008W 67.3 .0605 -3W.I .0085 -109.2 .60 .1261 -192.0 .1102 3.8 .23WI -4.6
•70 .0060 86.1 .0005 -59.2 .006W -91.6 .70 .1761 -179.8 .O_OW 6._ .2661 2.3
•75 .0055 84.9 .0008 -128.7 .0062 -99.2 .75 .1666 -17_.7 .0639 10._ .2302 6.7
•85 .0008 "128.8 .85
.90 .002_ I05.8 .90
.95 .0022 100.5 .0005 -165.3 .0023 -91.3 .95 .0758 -175.b
CHORD 2 .05 .0082 -45 1 .0031 158.1 .0111 1_1.2 CHOR_ 7 .05 0626 -251.7 .0567 "_.3 .1178 -58.5
•12 .0087 -29 7 .0026 193.1 .0107 159.7 .12 05_ -2_5._ .0599 "33.2 .1098 -48.5
.20 .018_ -28 3 .0C22 210.3 .0196 157.2 .20 0_67 -231.9 .Obb3 °22.9 .0987 -36.1
•35 .0170 7 6 .0029 -95.3 .0179 -163.3 .35 0706 -21_.8 .0632 =8.6 .1303 "22._
•60 .0101 -274 1 .0025 -52.2 .0121 -86.3 .60 1058 =185.2 .0752 4.8 .1803 -I.0
•75 .0060 -265 7 .0010 -53.2 .0069 -81.I .75 1179 -171.9 .052b 9.8 .170_ 8.7
•85 .0037 -253 9 .Bb .0212 -175._
•90 .0032 -2_9 0 .0002 ".5 .0033 -65.2 .90 .01_6 -93.5 .0020 "3_.8 .0137 79._
•95 .002_ -250.9 .95 .0203 -191.0 .0311 160.3 .011_ 14_.8
CHORD 3 .05 .0079 310.9 .0020 "209.6 *0099 13_,8 CHORD 8 05 .0623 -2_7.8 .Oh07 =13.6 .1203 "55.9
,12 ,010W 315,5 ,0020 =20_,8 ,0123 198,6 12 ,0616 -2_2.9 ,0533 =32,9 .1110 -_9,0
.20 ,0119 323,5 ,O01O "1_,7 ,0122 1_8,1 20 ,0619 =233,9
• 75 ,0052 93,2 ,0009 -28,6 ,0058 -78,7 75 ,0713 -169,1 ,0239 17,3 ,0951 12,5
•85 .0003 _5.8 85
•90 .OO3B 115.O 90
•95 .0009 116,0 95
CHORD _ .05 .0093 326.5 .0025 133.3 .0117 I_3.7 CHOR_ 9 .05 .07_8 -238.9 .0583 °50.0 .1327 -55.0
.12 .0063 331.5 .001W "18_.6 .0076 155.8 .12 .0628 -232.0 .OW_I =$5.1 .1066 =_9.1
,20 ,0225 33_,0 ,0005 -95,2 ,0223 155,2 ,20 ,0_95 -22_,3 ,03_5 "37,2 ,0839 -41,3
•35 .0120 "3.0 .0023 "108._ .0128 -173.3 .35 .0330 =250.1 .0193 =69.7 .0523 -69.9
• 60 ,0089 89,1 ,02_9 32,0 ,021_ 11,6 ,60 ,02_3 =19_,5 ,OOb7 "1,5 ,0298 -12,1
• 75 ,0077 118,8 ,0011 -13,_ ,0085 -55,5 ,Tb ,0126 -191,1 ,0038 "10,1 ,016_ -10,8
•85 .0042 118,8 .0008 ".3 .00_7 -52.2 .85 .005_ -175.3
•95 .0072 151.6 .0008 69.9 .0071 -22.0 .95
CHORD 5 .05 .0165 17.6 .0077 223.1 .0237 -15k.%
• 12 ,01_7 25,4 ,005_ -102,2 ,0185 -1_1,2
,20 ,025_ 35,2 ,0083 -77,3 ,0295 -129,8
•35 .0207 68.5 .0107 =_0.3 .0262 -88.7





POINT NUMBER "391 MACH - ,78# RN . 2,215_10E6 ALPHA - ",00 0E5 OSCILLATING DLLIA9 {PEAK; - 2,03 DEG
" 3,980 KPA K . ,104 DELTA9 = "3,03 OEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MA_ PHasE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 *05 ,0031 120,3 ,001_ 19,5 0037 "38,3 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0182 151,2 ,0212 "18,9 ,0392 -23,5
,12 ,0022 93,1 ,0011 "27,7 0030 "67.6 ,12 ,0166 154,4 ,0213 "13,2 *0377 "18,6
• 20 ,0041 78,4 ,0009 -73,4 00_9 "96,7 ,20 ,0190 153.9 ,0211 "11,9 0397 -18,7
•30 ,0011 118,0 *0025 =97,5 0035 -86,6 ,30 ,0256 165,1 ,0276 "6,3 0531 -10,4
• 35 .0022 112.3 .0013 -36,2 003_ -56,3 ,35 ,0289 171.0 .0313 "3,1 0601 -6,0
• 45 ,0015 114,1 ,0012 28,7 0019 -25,9 ,45 ,038_ 174,4 ,0384 ,9 0767 -2,3
• 50 ,002_ 125,5 ,0016 18,2 0033 -26,9 ,50 ,0426 180,4 ,0%hi 2,5 0877 1,5
• 60 ,0027 79,0 ,0004 -60,4 0030 -96,6 ,60 ,0549 183,2 ,0482 3,7 1030 3,_
• 70 ,0010 94,6 ,0007 -112,6 0016 -97.1 ,70 ,0741 183,5 ,O_b8 4,3 1199 3,8
• 75 ,0008 89,1 ,0009 -119,2 0017 "105,2 ,75 ,0865 18_,0 ,0378 5,0 1243 _,3
•85 *0006 -92,0 ,85
•90 .0004 163.2 .90
•95 ,0001 25_,1 ,0005 -147,0 ,000_ "159,2 ,95 ,010_ 2,6
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0018 -2€I,9 ,0022 -28,8 ,0038 -43,7 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0355 -199,7 ,0378 "18,1 ,0733 -18,9
•12 ,0009 -206,6 ,0014 -19,1 ,0023 -22,0 ,12 ,0329 -193,7 ,038_ "16,6 ,0713 -15,2
•20 ,00&0 "199,8 ,0035 "132.5 .0042 "71.2 ,20 .0287 -189,3 ,0305 "12,5 ,0592 -11,O
,35 ,0050 -19_,3 ,0050 -318,4 ,0089 13,8 ,35 ,0353 -184,8 ,0363 -4,4 ,0705 -4,6
•60 ,0039 -138,4 ,0015 -83,9 ,0033 19.8 ,60 ,0_95 -180,2 ,0351 2,2 ,0856 ,8
•75 ,0019 -205,0 ,0009 -50,8 ,0027 -33,3 ,75 ,0590 -176,2 ,0283 3,0 ,0873 3,6
•85 ,0016 -221.5 ,85 ,0503 -190,6
•90 ,0014 "220,5 ,0008 -83,3 ,0020 -55,5 ,90 ,0289 -175,6 ,0017 "27,2 ,0304 2,7
,95 ,0010 -214,0 .95 ,0104 -178,3 ,0053 7,2 ,0167 3,8
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0012 103,8 .0011 -34,2 ,0022 -55,4 CHORD 8 ,05 .03_8 160,2 ,0354 "12,1 ,0710 -15,9
,12 ,0017 97,9 ,0013 -40,0 ,0028 -6_,2 ,12 ,0305 162,8 ,0300 =9,9 ,0505 -13,b
,20 ,0017 93,6 ,0035 -I02,1 ,0052 "96,9 ,20 ,0297 164,5
,75 ,0018 140,2 ,0005 -64,7 ,0023 -45,7 ,75 ,0398 18_,1 ,0181 5,3 ,0578 _,5
,85 ,0011 -52,6 ,85
,90 ,0003 I05,6 ,90
• 95 .0003 -33,1 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0025 92,3 ,0026 -95,8 ,0051 -91,8 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0355 161,8 ,0416 °15,6 ,0772 -16,8
,12 ,0019 86,1 ,0028 "103,1 ,0045 -99,_ ,12 ,029_ 153,8 ,0283 "12,5 ,0577 -14,_
,20 ,0031 99,7 ,0012 -17,8 ,0038 -64,5 ,20 ,0241 167,2 ,0235 110,0 ,0_76 -11'_
,35 ,0030 115,9 ,0017 -73,7 ,0047 -67,6 ,35 .0174 154,3 ,01b7 "22,7 .0332 -24,3
• 50 ,0030 222,9 ,0190 2.0 ,0213 7,3 ,60 ,0119 178,4 ,0030 5,5 ,01_9 -,2
,75 ,0026 142,5 ,0010 -33,5 ,0035 "36,3 ,75 ,0053 183,3 ,0030 ",8 ,0093 2,0
•85 ,0006 I19,6 ,0003 2.3 ,0008 "39,7 ,85 ,0018 189,7
•95 ,0125 190,4 ,0040 -258,5 ,0131 28,0 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0058 "223,1 ,0048 -38,9 ,0105 -_1,2
• I2 ,00_7 -214,5 ,0045 -31,8 ,0093 -33,2
•20 .0074 -198.5 ,0060 -31.4 ,0132 -24,2
•35 ,0072 -203,5 ,0066 -7,9 ,0137 -15,I
•60 ,0114 -205,1 ,0038 9,6 ,0147 "17,_






POINT NUMBER -392 _ACH • ,7_0 RN - 2,207*1026 ALFHA - ",00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 {PEAK) - 2.03 DEG
Q = 3,9WI KPA K = .209 DkLTA9 • "3,02 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE NAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD I .05 ,0035 -1,3 ,0023 199,8 ,0057 -173,1 CHORD 6 .05 ,0180 124,1 ,018_ 310,7 ,036_ -52,6
•12 ,0023 11,2 ,0015 201,3 ,0038 -16_,8 ,12 ,01_5 127,3 ,01_9 320,_ ,03_2 -45,2
,20 .0026 2_.5 ,0017 -137,8 ,0043 -148.6 ,20 ,0181 142,% ,0182 328,_ ,0363 -34,8
,30 ,0016 31,1 ,001_ -9_,5 ,0031 -119.8 ,30 ,0263 156,2 ,0229 "12,7 ,0490 -13,6
•35 ,0029 10,0 ,0016 193,8 ,0045 -168,7 .35 ,0281 157,8 ,0271 "9,0 ,0549 -15,7
•45 ,0016 -238,3 ,0CI0 -40.7 ,0026 -51'_ ,45 ,0392 167,3 ,0382 -3.8 ,0772 -8,3
•50 .0029 -306,9 ,0022 -98,1 ,0050 -11_,5 ,50 ,0464 171,9 ,0466 "2.7 ,0930 -5,4
,60 ,0026 -285.7 .0005 -121,1 ,0031 -I08.1 ,60 ,05_6 178,b ,0488 I,o ,I034 -,3
•70 ,0013 -_91,9 ,0005 -66,3 ,0017 -99'1 ,70 °0734 183.8 ,04b_ 3,8 ,1188 3,8
•75 ,0011 -297,8 ,0010 -71,2 ,0019 -95,7 ,75 ,0860 185,4 ,036_ 5,2 ,1222 5,3
•85 ,0013 -72.5 ,85
•90 ,0017 _0,2 ,90
,95 ,0016 24,5 ,0010 -41,3 ,0015 -120,8 ,95 ,0120 -1,b
CHORD 2 ,05 ,00_9 38.5 ,0021 -66,6 ,0032 -101,1 CHOR_ 7 ,05 0321 138,5 o03_0 "3_.9 ,0700 -37,9
•12 ,0014 41,8 ,0032 -68,_ ,0038 -87,7 ,12 0289 I_5,5 ,0387 =30.2 ,0676 -32,0
,20 ,0028 53,1 ,0035 -68.3 ,0056 -93,9 ,20 0251 152,2 ,02_5 "21,_ ,05_5 -24,4
•35 ,0029 105,2 .0025 -66,6 ,0054 -71,0 ,35 0333 164,9 ,03_3 =I0,5 .0675 -12,8
•60 ,0005 -16,5 ,0012 -36,7 ,0007 -51,7 .60 0#80 178,8 ,0366 4.b ,08_6 1,3
•75 ,0015 I07,0 ,0013 -30,1 ,0026 -53,1 ,75 0581 1_4,5 ,0283 7,7 ,0864 5,5
•85 ,0010 118,2 ,85 0432 152.9
,90 ,0006 139,8 ,0010 -12,8 ,0016 -22,6 ,90 ,0268 187,7 ,001B "26,7 ,0283 5,7
•95 ,0003 183,8 .95 ,0082 192,9 ,0068 20,_ .0150 16.3
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0035 17,9 ,0016 206,8 ,0051 -159,_ CHOR0 8 ,05 ,0351 140,8 ,0317 326,7 ,0668 -36,4
•12 ,0034 19.2 ,0018 "173.3 ,0051 -169,9 ,12 ,0296 I13,5 ,0270 333,0 ,0564 -31,9
•20 ,0028 28.8 ,0020 -92._ ,0042 -126,8 .20 ,0287 152,8
•75 ,0010 -287,8 ,0008 -79,5 ,0017 -9_,6 .75 ,0384 184,6 ,0172 6,o ,0556 5,0
•85 ,0004 -48,8 .85
•90 *0024 40,4 ,90
•95 ,000_ -38,3 ,95
CHORD_ ,05 ,0039 43,7 ,0033 "135.6 ,0072 -136,0 CHORO9 ,05 ,03_0 148,1 ,0319 321,4 ,0718 -35,5
•12 ,00_7 33,7 ,0029 -_09,3 ,0052 -127,1 ,12 ,0290 152,2 ,02_ 326,_ ,0537 -30,b
• 20 ,0046 33.5 .0026 "128,0 ,0071 -139,8 ,20 ,0229 154.8 ,0221 "25,0 ,0450 -25,1
,35 ,0038 22,7 ,0022 "109.0 ,0054 -1_0,0 ,35 ,0155 129,2 ,0128 309,_ ,0283 -50.8
,60 ,0069 -271.6 ,0193 8,4 ,0194 -12,2 ,60 ,0095 165,5 ,0033 -13,_ ,0128 -1_.2
,75 ,0018 41,3 ,0010 -68,1 ,0023 -115,1 .75 ,0056 157,_ ,0030 =20,5 ,0086 -21,5
• 85 ,0014 -299,8 ,0009 -80,8 ,0022 -105,0 ,85 ,0026 1_1.2
,95 _001_ 21,5 ,0118 -70,6 ,0119 -77,5 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0048 77,9 ,0062 -83,5 ,0108 -91,6
• 12 ,0035 84,8 ,0060 -75.1 ,009_ -82.5
,20 ,0056 92,0 ,0062 -61.8 ,0115 -7_,3
,35 ,0046 120,I ,0C60 -16,7 ,0100 -35,3





POZNT NUHB£R .393 HACH - ,783 RN = 2,216_10E6 ALPHA - ",00 OEG OSCILLAT£NG DELTA9 IPEAK} = 2,0_ DEG
G " 3,972 KPA K - ,312 DELTA9 - "3,01 DEQ OSCILLATING FREgUENCY • 15,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG pHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0035 "69,9 ,002_ 131,6 0058 118,8 CHORB 6 ,05 ,0189 88.9 ,0127 _88,7 ,0311 -83,1
• 12 ,003_ "58,0 ,0021 146,3 0055 131,_ ,12 ,0173 98,2 ,0136 308,1 ,0299 -68,7
,20 ,0042 "5_,5 ,0012 188,1 00_8 138,1 ,20 ,0193 -2_0,1 ,01_1 328,5 032_ -_8,1
• 30 ,0028 30,3 ,0026 224,2 0053 "1_3,0 ,30 ,0265 -222,2 ,0207 335,_ 0_67 -3_,5
.35 .004_ 8.1 .0006 2_1.0 00_8 "166.3 .35 .0297 -216.2 .0252 "19.2 05_3 -28._
• 45 ,0048 "313,2 .0018 "62,9 0057 -115.8 ,_5 ,040_ -199,6 ,0341 "_,5 07_1 -13.6
• 50 ,00_0 "313,8 ,0030 -76,0 0062 -109,3 ,50 ,0_75 -193,1 ,0416 "1,5 0887 -7,7
•60 ,0033 "291,3 ,0008 -58,4 0038 -101,8 ,60 .0591 -182,3 ,0_59 4,O I0_9 ,5
•70 ,0026 "278,2 .0012 -80,7 0038 -92,7 ,70 ,0766 -L75,3 ,0437 6,2 1203 5,3
• 75 ,0053 "117,_ ,0013 -72,7 00_4 51,0 .75 ,0882 -173,1 ,0351 8,8 1233 7"_
•85 .0012 _61,7 ,85
,90 ,0009 "278.6 .90
,95 .0011 "268,6 ,0010 "25,5 ,0017 -59,1 ,95 ,0109 -2.7
CHORD 2 ,05 10045 "36,2 ,0005 288,9 ,0041 1_7,7 CHOR_ 7 ,05 ,0293 115.8 ,0281 306.8 ,0572 -58,8
• 12 10032 "20.4 .0009 26_.9 .0031 176.2 .12 .0270 123.0 .0288 357.7 .0553 -,9._
•20 ,0066 "13,1 ,0006 266,8 ,0066 171,9 ,20 ,02_ 135,0 ,02_8 333,9 ,0_86 -35,5
•35 ,0063 31,2 ,0017 253,1 ,0077 -140,2 ,35 ,0326 155,_ ,02_I 348,_ ,0613 -18,#
,60 ,0048 79.8 ,0008 3_3,2 ,0049 -90,9 ,60 ,0519 178,0 ,03_6 6,2 ,0863 1,3
•75 ,0021 95,3 ,0007 343,0 ,002_ -69,9 .75 ,0581 18&.% ,0271 11,7 ,0853 6,7
,85 ,0018 I01,9 ,85 ,03_9 136,9
,90 ,0015 89,_ ,0005 285,3 ,0019 -86,8 ,90 .0272 187,7 ,0013 335,0 .0283 6,3
,95 e0013 80,0 ,95 .0291 -100,3 ,0063 35,7 ,0339 72,3
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0038 "53,7 ,0026 169,7 ,0060 1_3,8 CHORO 8 ,05 ,0331 116,9 ,0273 307,5 ,0602 -58,3
,12 ,0031 "4_,6 ,0022 165,_ ,0051 I_7,8 ,12 ,0291 -232,1 .0227 319,0 .0516 -47,2
• 20 .0032 "8.7 .0005 "109.7 .0033 179.3 .20 .029_ -222.3
•75 ,0020 "261,7 .0009 "58.7 ,0028 "7_,8 .75 ,0_03 -175,0 ,016_ 9,7 .0567 6,_
•85 ,0005 "3._ ,85
• 90 ,0011 "2#3,8 .90
,95 ,0005 23,0 .95
CHORD _ ,05 ,00_7 -39,2 ,0030 183,_ 0072 157,3 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0337 -235,8 ,0288 309,_ 0625 -53,_
.12 .0032 "2_.1 .0022 212.7 00_8 178.1 .12 .0290 -228._ .019U 312.9 0_80 -_7.9
• 20 ,0060 ,7 ,0008 228,_ 0066 -173,9 ,20 ,0227 -220,1 ,0169 315,_ 0395 -_1,8
• 35 ,0048 "15.5 ,0017 213,_ 0061 176,_ .35 ,0133 106,2 ,0013 280,2 0206 -75,9
• 60 ,0025 "295,6 ,0193 17,_ 0177 11,3 ,60 ,0113 -196,1 ,0018 "23,7 0130 -17.2
• 75 .0023 "236.8 .0010 -30.9 0033 -_8.9 .75 .0063 -197.1 .0021 32_.0 0083 -21.8
• 85 ,0022 "2_9.3 .0007 -35,_ 0028 -61.7 ,85 .0030 -193.2
•95 ,0007 "258,_ ,0003 60,8 0005 -52,6 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0079 20,5 .0031 201,0 ,0110 -159,3
,12 ,0067 29,6 ,0019 235.5 .008_ "1_,9
•20 ,0098 _0.2 ,00_0 282,3 ,0122 "122,9
• 35 ,0092 70.1 ,0019 315,8 ,0101 -99.9
•60 ,0105 13_,8 .00_2 3_9,9 ,01_I -35,5




P¢INT NUMBER =39W MACH = ,786 RN - 2,221m10E6 ALPHA = ",00 DEG OSCILLATING DELIA9 IPEAKI • 4,03 DEG
Q " 3,990 KPA K - ,104 DLLTA9 = "3.03 DEG OSCILLATING FNLQUE_CY - 5,00 HZ
UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L¢_ER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HA5 PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 05 ,0037 116,8 ,0025 -I07,_ ,0057 -81,1 CHOR0 6 ,05 ,0375 153,0 ,0_Ib "20,b ,0790 -23,6
12 ,0030 113.5 ,0021 -88,6 ,0050 -75,7 ,12 .0323 156.2 ,0WIt "16,O .0732 -19,_
20 ,0C27 125,6 ,0032 -7_,W ,0058 -65,2 ,_0 ,0395 158,7 ,0391 "13,7 ,0785 -17,b
30 ,0C29 "180,9 ,0021 -80,9 ,0038 -32,9 ,30 ,0527 162,1 ,0_gb =8,1 ,i019 -13,W
35 ,0027 -181,3 ,0COW -82,a ,0028 -9,5 ,3b ,0550 165,_ ,0b/0 "6,6 ,1117 -10,6
_5 ,0051 -210,0 .002_ -32,_ .0075 -30,8 ,_5 ,0803 112,9 ,0729 "3,3 ,1531 -5,3
,50 ,0039 -214,1 ,0C37 -16,7 ,0075 -25.5 ,50 ,0923 175,9 ,08b7 =,8 ,1780 -_,5
,60 ,0033 132,6 .001_ -36,2 ,00_7 -_4,0 ,60 ,1151 180.8 ,090_ 1.b ,2052 1.1
,70 ,0015 "17_.5 .0t19 -_0,2 ,0032 -20,_ ,70 ,I_67 182,H ,0859 2,_ ,2327 2,3
•75 ,0011 -155,0 ,De21 -32,6 ,0029 -I_,1 ,75 ,16_2 I_2,8 ,0702 2,8 ,23_ 2,8
•85 ,0021 -35,8 ,85
•90 ,0007 "187,7 ,90
•95 ,0006 =180,I ,0019 -35,0 ,0025 -26,5 ,gb ,0199 1,0
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0038 "240,3 .0026 -58,5 ,0065 -59,5 CHOR_ 7 ,05 ,0629 -202"3 ,0720 "_7,5 ,13_7 "19,7
,12 ,0043 "2_5,2 ,0022 -75,0 ,0065 "68,W ,12 ,0575 "199 6 ,0718 "14,6 ,1291 "16,8
,20 ,0073 "2_W,6 °0038 "5_,& ,0111 "61,1 ,20 ,0487 "195 0 ,05_7 "_,3 ,I063 "11'9
•35 ,0067 "2_0,I ,0037 -_4,7 ,0103 "41,8 ,35 ,0711 -188 5 .06bW "5,1 ,1374 "6,8
•60 ,005W "_16,0 ,0011 "7#,6 ,0062 -4_,2 ,60 ,1010 "179 8 ,0bMW _,2 ,169_ ,6
•75 ,0025 "189,6 ,0O08 "56,0 ,0031 -_0,_ ,75 ,1115 -177 8 ,0536 3,3 ,1651 2,8
•85 ,0011 =187,2 ,85 ,0901 =197 1
,90 ,0C09 "206,1 ,0007 "22,2 ,0015 -2W,4 ,90 ,0572 -178,9 ,00_4 "5_,3 ,0587 =,8
,95 ,DO09 "2_6,3 ,95 ,02W9 =186'7 ,0126 8,b ,0372 "I,6
CHORD 3 ,05 ,00_7 88,& ,0034 -85,8 ,006_ -88,4 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0682 159,3 ,0_73 "15,9 ,1355 -18,3
•12 ,0037 I05,3 ,0031 -72,7 ,0068 -73,8 ,12 ,0616 161,W ,0561 "13,1 11175 -15,9
•_0 ,0043 1_1,2 ,00WI -55,3 ,0084 -57,1 ,20 ,0630 165,9
•75 ,O01W =I_6,_ ,001_ -35,7 ,0023 -,2 ,75 ,0757 18_,3 ,0338 3,8 ,I095 2,8
,85 ,0037 -85,6 ,85
,90 ,0019 -192.2 ,90
•95 ,0005 19.0 .95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0036 I_2,5 ,O0_l "66,6 ,0077 "62,_ CHORD 9 ,05 ,0722 161'2 ,073b =18,_ ,1457 "18,5
•12 ,0021 123,0 ,0042 "50,3 ,0063 "52,6 ,1_ ,0609 161'7 ,0_91 "17,2 ,1099 "17,8
•20 ,0085 12_.I ,00W7 -28,3 ,0129 -46,1 ,a0 .0_63 16_.8 ,0_13 "13,9 ,0876 "15'6
•35 ,00_I 1_,& ,0031 "52,8 ,007_ "55,5 ,35 ,0369 150,7 ,0_70 "_7,1 ,0639 "_8'_
•60 ,0029 I06,1 ,0366 3,9 ,0373 ",5 ,80 ,0238 177,0 ,006_ "3'I ,0300 "3,0
•75 ,0037 "_77,0 ,001_ "8,7 ,00_9 ,I °75 ,0_5 169°B ,0067 "6,3 ,018_ "9'%
,85 ,0032 "17_,3 ,0008 "7,_ ,00_0 3,2 ,85 ,0047 171,7
•95 ,00_2 "I_8,9 ,0008 76,3 ,00&9 55,1 ,95
CHORD 5 .05 ,0103 "233._ ,0109 -39,0 ,0211 -_6,0
,12 ,0093 "230,1 .0101 -35,_ ,0192 -_,_
•20 ,0154 "228.1 ,0112 "33,7 ,026_ -_2,0
•35 ,0126 "209,_ ,0106 "2_.1 ,0231 -_7,0





POINT NUHsER -395 MACH - ,78& RN - 2,216_10E6 ALPHA - ",00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 {PEAK) - _,03 DES
Q • 3,976 KPA K = ,208 DELTA9 - "3,00 DEG OSCILLATING F_E_UENCY • 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MAG pHASE MAU PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,00_9 18,2 0032 220,1 ,0079 -153,2 CH_Rg 6 ,05 ,0350 =239,7 ,0370 "15,3 ,0715 -52,3
•12 ,0055 28,8 0037 2_5._ ,0088 "136,5 ,12 ,0302 -231,_ ,0370 •35,0 ,0665 -42,3
•20 ,0070 _3.1 0C50 256,6 ,0115 -123,1 ,20 ,0353 -222,0 .0357 "28.9 ,0705 =35,5
•30 ,0019 101,9 0028 -86,0 ,00_7 "82,8 ,30 ,050_ -210,1 ,0_90 "18,2 ,0989 -2_,2
°35 ,0072 58,0 00_3 255,9 ,011_ "115,3 ,35 ,0538 -20_,7 ,0578 "13,8 ,1111 "19,1
•45 ,0062 78,5 0036 -59,8 ,0092 -86,4 ,45 ,0703 -193,9 ,0739 =6,9 ,I_39 "20,3
,50 ,0055 88,7 0053 -76,8 ,0107 -84,2 ,50 ,0832 =189,3 ,0856 =3,1 ,1696 -6,1
•60 ,0046 87,2 0020 -50,6 ,0063 -80,4 ,60 ,1097 -182.7 ,0911 1,6 ,2007 =,7
,70 ,00_2 91,0 0021 -_0,7 ,0058 "73,_ ,70 ,I_37 =179,0 ,0862 3,3 ,2299 1,9
•75 *0040 85,8 0021 -_2,8 ,0055 -77,2 ,75 ,1634 -177,3 ,0696 _,I ,2329 3,1
•85 0017 -40,6 ,85
• 90 ,0013 85,3 ,90
• 95 ,0012 86,0 ,0015 -7,8 ,0020 -_5.8 ,95 ,0222 -,2
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0050 2_,6 ,00_8 -113,_ ,0092 "13_,9 CHOR0 7 ,05 ,0606 136,8 ,0691 "36,6 ,1295 -39,7
•12 ,003_ 21,6 ,0044 -92,5 ,0066 "120,7 ,12 ,0538 I_1,3 ,070_ "3_,0 ,1239 -34,_
•20 ,0035 45,0 ,00_0 -90,6 ,0069 "111,4 ,20 ,0_90 IW7,7 ,0605 =20,9 ,1090 =26,0
•35 ,0057 75,1 ,0038 -81,9 ,009& -95,7 ,35 ,0621 159,9 .0679 "I_,1 ,1296 "15,9
•60 ,0059 8_,6 ,0030 -52,0 ,0083 -81,1 ,60 ,0938 175,9 ,0696 1,6 ,1632 -1,7
•75 ,0025 102,0 ,0020 -35,6 ,00_2 -59,0 ,75 ,1104 181,7 ,05_4 5,4 ,16_7 2,9
•85 ,0021 80,I ,85 ,0709 I_0,9
•90 ,0022 72,0 ,0010 "&5,6 ,0028 -89,7 ,90 ,0563 181,1 ,0029 "21,_ ,0591 -,0
•95 ,0021 58,_ ,95 ,0235 171,2 ,01_0 15,2 ,0368 ,1
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0060 36,4 °0053 230,2 ,0113 "137,1 CHORD 8 ,05 °0657 -222,2 °0651 "3*,0 ,1305 -38,1
• 12 ,0069 _1,3 .006# 2_2,6 ,0132 "128._ ,1_ ,0560 -216.9 ,0553 "28.2 ,1110 -32.6
,20 ,0068 _I,0 ,0036 253,0 ,0100 "128,I ,20 ,0560 -210,0
•75 ,0034 93,8 ,0017 -5&,8 ,00_9 "76,0 ,75 ,0722 -178,3 ,0337 5,7 ,1058 3,0
•85 ,0012 -79,8 .85
•90 ,0015 91,_ ,90
,95 ,0002 -72,0 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0080 _9,8 0053 2_6,7 ,0132 "123,5 CH_RD 9 ,05 ,0672 -217,0 0692 =37,_ ,136_ -37,_
•12 ,0050 _6,6 005_ -97,9 ,0099 "11W,9 ,12 ,0557 -213,_ 0N58 =33,6 ,1016 "33,_
•20 ,0096 55,5 0085 255,8 ,0179 "115,0 ,20 ,0428 -208,1 0_Ii =_7,8 ,0839 -27,9
•35 ,007_ 35,9 0039 216,_ ,0109 "133,8 ,35 ,0251 "2_'_ 0219 =59,8 ,0#69 -62,3
• 60 ,0059 100,7 036_ 8,5 ,0371 -,7 ,60 .0172 -201,2 0058 "5,1 ,0228 -17,2
•75 ,0031 131,0 0020 -45,5 ,0051 -47,6 ,75 .0101 -198,b 0056 "16.2 .0156 -17,7
•85 ,0028 127,3 0011 -_1,1 ,0038 -_9,5 ,85 ,00_I -212,2
•95 ,0078 11_,9 000_ _2,2 ,0077 "62,1 ,95
CHORD 5 05 ,0113 72,1 ,0117 =8_,_ ,0225 -95,9
12 ,0088 72,9 .0110 -73,5 ,0189 -88,3
20 ,0123 79,8 °0123 -58,2 ,0229 "79,2
35 .012_ 102,6 ,0092 -43,0 ,0207 -62,8





POINT NUMBER =396 HACH = ,780 RN = 2,208_10E6 ALPHA • -,00 OEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 (PEAK) = _,Ow DEG
Q • 3,953 KPA K = ,313 DELTA9 q -3,0_ DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 1_,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 0078 =35 8 ,0020 113,5 0096 137.9 CHORD 6 ,05 0382 97,_ ,0301 =72,8 ,0680 -78,3
,12 0087 "27 8 .0031 155._ 0118 153,0 .12 0333 107.3 .0313 =55.0 ,0639 -6_,1
• 20 0128 -20 6 ,00_ -181,3 0170 16_,3 .20 0370 -237.3 ,0305 -42,1 ,0670 -50,_
,30 0066 25 8 ,003_ =153,1 0100 -153,8 ,30 0_96 -219,0 .0_21 "26.3 ,0911 -33.2
• 35 0096 20 1 ,0032 -127,6 012_ "151,9 ,35 0556 -211,6 ,0511 "19,_ .1061 -26,0
,_5 0079 %6 3 ,0030 -129.9 0110 -132,7 ,_b 07_5 -200,2 .06_ -9,6 ,1_32 -15,1
•50 0073 58 8 .00_ -108.6 0116 -116,_ .50 0869 -193,5 ,0835 =_.8 .1699 -9,3
,60 0067 73 0 ,0025 -95,7 0092 -103.9 ,60 1142 =183.5 .0907 1.5 ,20_7 "1,3
,70 ,0038 76,3 ,0022 -89,6 0060 =98,6 ,70 I_63 -176,8 ,08bb 4,1 ,2318 3,5
•75 ,00_0 86,3 ,0025 -86,1 0066 -90.8 ,75 1682 =175,0 .0683 5,9 ,2365 5,3
•85 ,0021 =82,6 ,85
•90 ,001_ 116,0 .90
•95 ,0016 I09,0 ,0021 -80,2 ,0036 -76,2 ,95 ,0216 -7,4
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0061 =30,8 ,0036 159,3 ,0096 152,9 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0597 116,2 ,0610 •53,2 ,1201 -58,_
•12 ,0045 -9,8 ,0027 20_,9 ,0069 -176,9 ,12 ,05_2 126,_ ,061_ "_3,1 ,1151 -_8+0
,20 ,0101 -2,2 ,0028 206,_ ,0126 -176,0 ,20 ,049_ 1#0,7 ,0516 =28,0 ,100_ -33,5
•35 ,0098 48,0 ,0035 -85,6 ,0125 -120,2 ,35 ,0667 156,1 .0637 =15,5 ,_301 -19,8
•60 ,0081 101,2 ,0019 =59,1 ,0099 =75,1 ,60 ,0989 177,3 ,0698 2,_ ,1686 -,6
,75 ,0050 119,7 ,001_ -55,2 ,006_ =59,2 ,75 ,1157 184,7 ,0627 6,6 ,1783 5,_
•85 ,0036 1_0,7 ,85 ,070_ 139,7
•90 ,0031 152,7 ,0007 -57,5 ,0037 -32,5 ,90 .0586 187,8 .0020 "51.6 ,0596 6,1
,95 ,0026 160,0 ,95 ,0232 183,7 ,01_1 21,6 ,0368 10,4
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0080 "25,4 ,00_8 159,9 ,0128 156,5 CHORD 8 ,05 ,06_3 -2_0,2 ,05_7 •5_,9 ,1189 -57,7
• 12 ,0080 =19,_ ,0051 160,0 ,0131 160,_ ,12 ,055_ =230,5 ,0_b5 •_3,5 ,1007 -_7,3
• 20 ,0073 7,3 ,0038 -161,6 ,0110 -168,9 ,20 ,0557 -220,5
,75 ,00_1 97,5 ,0022 -90,9 ,0062 =85,_ ,75 ,075_ -175,7 .0328 7,7 ,1082 5,3
,85 ,0016 =99,5 ,85
•90 ,002_ =239,6 ,90
,95 ,0009 -79,3 ,95
CHORD % ,05 ,0087 o16,5 ,0056 -182,5 ,0113 169,0 CHORD 9 ,05 ,065_ -233,6 ,06_7 •56,8 ,1280 -55,_
,12 ,0070 "8,8 ,0057 -169,9 ,0126 179,7 ,12 ,0538 =227,3 ,0_12 =51,7 ,0949 "49,2
•20 ,0112 11,5 ,0063 -156,7 ,0171 -16_,2 ,20 ,0_05 -2_0_6 ,0351 =15,6 ,0759 -_2,9
•35 ,0071 =11,6 ,0037 -165,8 ,0106 177,2 ,35 ,0228 103,3 ,0159 "81,8 ,0386 -80,1
,60 ,0062 93,2 ,0369 10,9 ,0366 1,3 ,60 ,0188 -197,8 ,00_8 •20,1 .0236 -18.2
,75 ,0017 =236,7 ,0025 =67,9 ,0072 =60,6 ,75 ,0108 -19_,3 ,0047 "35.1 ,0153 -20,6
• 85 ,00_0 113,_ ,0013 =72,8 ,0052 -68,1 ,85 ,0040 -187,_
,95 ,0039 "_33,7 ,0130 -23,5 ,0165 -30,_ ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,01_1 31.2 ,0100 225,6 ,0239 =142,8
• 1_ ,0117 _2.2 ,0080 "110,3 ,0192 "126,7
• 20 ,0177 55,& ,0090 =97,1 ,0260 "115,_
,35 ,0175 86,0 ,0088 "60,0 ,0253 -82,8





POINT NUMBER -400 MACH - ,780 RN - 2,223_lOE6 ALPHA - ",00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 tPEAK) " 6,00 DEG
Q - 3,95_ KPA K - ,10_ DELTA9 - "3,0_ DEQ OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - _,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0016 "195,7 ,0034 -56,6 ,0047 -43,5 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0583 15G,9 ,0604 =20,5 ,1183 "2&,7
,12 ,0027 "211,0 ,0034 -35,5 ,0061 -33,5 ,12 o050_ 15_,9 ,0604 "15,0 ,1104 "19,6
,20 ,0051 "228,2 ,0050 -3#,4 ,0101 -#1.4 ,20 ,0558 161,0 ,0573 "1E,5 1130 "15,7
.30 .0025 "201.6 ,00#9 "67,0 ,0069 -52,3 .30 .0735 168.8 .07_5 "8.6 1480 -9,9
.35 ,0056 "234.3 ,0053 -70,9 ,0108 "62,# .35 .0831 172.6 .0862 "7.0 1694 -7.2
,45 ,0059 "216,1 ,0017 -37,7 ,0076 "36,# ,#5 ,1117 174,8 ,1116 "4,1 2233 -_,7
,50 ,0070 "219,7 ,0022 ",7 ,0088 -30,6 50 ,1268 176,1 ,1287 "2,0 2554 -2,9
,60 ,0025 "217,7 ,0022 12,0 ,0043 "15,0 60 ,1628 178,3 ,1347 ,5 2974 -,7
• 70 ,0026 "192,8 .0015 ",7 ,0040 "8,5 70 ,2162 181,0 ,1275 1,b 3437 1,Z
,75 ,0035 "207,7 ,0011 -18,1 ,0046 -25,_ 75 .2#16 181,7 ,1049 2,1 3465 1,8
• 85 ,0011 -39,1 85
•90 ,0020 "18#,7 90
• 95 ,0015 -185,8 ,0004 -#,9 ,0019 "5.7 95 ,0198 3,6
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0051 "239,0 ,0051 "63,9 ,0102 "61,4 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0964 -201,5 ,1042 "17,8 ,2005 "19,6
•12 ,0031 "233.0 ,00#3 -55,9 ,0075 -5#,7 ,12 ,0850 "198,# ,I037 "15,1 ,1885 "16,6
,20 ,0051 "227,7 ,0070 "##,0 ,0121 -#5,6 ,20 ,07#2 -193,3 ,0840 "11,0 ,1582 "12,1
,35 ,0060 "191,8 ,0029 "17,9 ,0089 "13,8 ,35 ,0966 -187,8 ,0945 "5,6 ,1910 -6,7
,60 ,0062 "179,0 ,0031 -22.7 ,0092 -6,9 ,60 ,1#31 -180,8 ,I007 ,% ,2438 -,3
•75 ,0026 "221,7 .0019 "29,9 ,00_5 -36,7 ,75 ,1656 -178,3 ,0795 2,4 ,2#51 1,9
,85 ,0017 "208,0 ,85 ,1424 -198,0
,90 ,001# "201,0 ,0014 -44,5 ,0027 -32,7 ,90 ,08#6 -179,1 ,0036 "23,5 ,0879 -,I
•95 ,0011 "179,3 ,95 .0316 -183,6 ,0197 8,3 ,0510 1,0
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0050 "230,7 ,00#0 -46,2 ,0089 -48,7 CHORD 8 ,05 ,1022 160,6 ,1003 "17,3 ,2024 o18,3
•12 ,00_3 "232,9 ,0060 -42,2 ,0103 -#6,7 ,12 ,0895 164,1 ,0849 "I#,0 ,1744 "15,0
.EO .0040 -235.6 .0061 -54.2 .0101 -54.8 .20 .0886 168.4
,75 ,0045 "192,3 ,0017 "11,7 ,0061 -12,1 ,75 ,1088 181,7 ,0502 3,1 ,1590 2,2
,85 ,001# -20,1 ,85
• 90 ,0028 "182,8 ,90
,95 ,0001 -38,5 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0068 "251,4 ,0065 "47,7 ,0131 -59,8 CHORD 9 ,05 ,10#0 162.1 ,1126 °18,_ ,2166 "18,2
•12 0047 -247,5 ,0071 -55,2 ,0118 -60,I ,12 ,0855 163,8 ,0765 "17,3 ,1620 -16,7
• 20 0075 "233.9 ,0081 "61,1 ,0156 -57,7 ,20 ,0675 16_,4 .0653 "13,7 ,1328 "1_,7
• 35 0092 "2#2,3 .00#3 -65,9 ,0135 -63,5 ,35 ,0493 148,7 ,0391 "32,B .0884 "32,0
,60 0063 "190,2 ,0543 3,6 ,0605 2,2 ,60 ,0317 172,4 ,0088 -2,9 ,0405 -6,6
•75 0079 -194,1 ,0020 -2€,3 ,0098 -16,1 ,75 ,0201 174,7 ,0087 "6,9 ,0287 15,7
,85 0044 "185,9 ,0015 -27,4 ,0058 -11,3 ,85 ,0085 177,0
• 95 0012 "192,5 .0133 "26,8 ,0145 -25,6 ,95
CHORD 5 .05 ,Ol_B "229,2 ,0160 -41,9 ,0307 -45,4
,12 ,0122 "225,3 ,0141 -36,8 ,0262 -#0,7
,20 ,0163 "218,9 .0150 -35.9 ,0313 -37,5
• 35 ,0187 "203,6 ,0151 -25,8 ,0338 -24,6
•60 ,0254 "191,5 ,0131 -8,0 ,0385 -I0,3






POINT NUMBER =401 HACH • .777 RN • 2,215_10E6 ALPHA = -,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 /PEAK) - 6.01 DEG
Q - 3.933 KPA K = ,210 DELTA9 - "3.03 DEG OSCILLATING FHEUUENCY = 10.00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_wEH CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,00_6 2_,3 ,0056 -117,3 ,0096 -13_,6 CHORD 6 ,05 0555 -237,7 ,0552 -48,6 ,1102 -52,2
,12 ,0059 50,5 ,0051 "102,8 ,0108 -117,1 ,12 0_92 -230,7 ,05b_ "35,3 ,I0_2 -_2,5
,20 ,0111 63,6 ,0059 -89,W ,0166 -107,0 ,20 0550 -221,0 ,0528 =26,2 ,1069 °33,7
•30 *0076 75,5 ,0060 -81,9 ,0133 -9_,5 .30 0719 -208,6 ,0730 "17,2 ,I_2 -22,9
•35 ,0086 77,7 ,0052 -88,3 ,0128 -97,7 ,35 0801 -205,2 ,0852 =13,9 ,16_6 "19,_
•_5 ,0070 86,2 ,0066 -55,4 ,0128 -75,1 ,a5 I055 -19_,7 ,10_9 =7,2 ,2150 =10,9
•50 ,0057 iOB,_ ,00_9 =581_ ,0105 -65,5 .50 1225 -190,0 ,1275 "3,7 ,2_9B "b,S
•60 ,0067 107,9 ,0021 -37,W ,0085 -6&,1 .60 1620 -184.3 .1368 1.3 ,298W -1,8
•70 ,0032 115,7 ,0029 -2_,5 ,0057 -45,6 ,70 2153 -179,2 ,1295 3,1 ,3_&8 1,6
,75 ,0025 13B,7 ,0028 -28,7 ,0053 -34,6 ,75 2_33 -177,5 ,I055 _,2 ,3_89 3,0
• 85 ,0029 -29,2 ,85
•90 ,0009 103,7 ,90
•95 ,0005 92,0 ,0021 -18,2 ,0023 -29,6 ,95 ,0225 1,0
CHORD 2 ,05 0081 52,5 ,0057 -110,7 ,0137 -120,6 CHORD 7 ,05 ,091_ -223,5 0978 =38,2 ,1891 -_0,8
•12 0052 50 2 ,OOW8 -103,0 ,0098 -116,9 ,12 ,0815 -217,3 09_1 =31,7 ,1795 -3W,2
•20 0055 71 8 ,0065 -90,2 ,0119 -98,& ,20 ,0720 -208,0 08_1 =22,7 ,1599 -25,1
•35 0059 108 8 ,O0_a -82,1 ,0103 -75,8 ,35 ,0959 -197,W 0956 =11,0 ,1913 =14,2
• 60 0073 11_ 7 ,0023 -39,6 ,009_ -59,2 ,60 .1_27 -182,2 1036 1.1 ,2_62 -,8
•75 0026 -213 9 ,0025 =_6,1 ,0050 -39,9 .75 ,1663 -177,8 0935 2,5 ,2598 2,3
• 85 0021 -225 8 ,85 ,0898 -225,8
,90 0013 =230 0 ,0015 -_4,5 ,0028 -_7,0 ,90 ,0822 -178,2 ,O0_b "27,0 ,0862 ,3
•95 0007 =225,8 ,95 ,0282 -186.5 ,0202 16,2 ,0_75 2,9
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0071 _7,2 .0057 "I08,5 ,0125 -122,0 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0985 -221,8 ,09_7 +36,2 ,1929 -39,0
•12 ,0074 _5,8 ,0063 =99,_ ,0130 -118,3 ,12 ,0832 -216,_ ,0789 =29,4 ,1617 -33,0
•20 ,00_0 89,0 ,0C73 -80,9 ,0112 °84,5 ,20 ,0826 -210,0
•75 ,0032 1_3,2 ,0028 -3_,0 ,0061 =35,5 ,75 ,1059 -178,1 ,0510 6,0 ,1568 3,_
•85 ,0026 "3_,1 ,85
•90 ,0007 123.0 ,90
•95 ,0011 -15,5 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,011_ 59,1 ,0071 "I05,2 ,018_ "11_,8 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0996 "218,1 ,I032 =36,5 ,2027 -37,3
•12 ,0073 59,3 ,006_ -86,8 ,0131 -105,0 ,12 ,0811 -21_,5 ,0695 °33,5 ,1508 -3_,1
•20 ,0106 78,0 ,0095 -80,_ *0198 -91,8 ,20 ,0631 -210,I ,0601 _28.9 ,1232 =29,5
•35 ,0063 47,3 ,00_2 -118,0 ,0104 -126,8 ,35 ,0339 -2_9,1 ,0228 "70,3 ,0567 =69,6
•60 ,0062 113,_ ,0551 8,9 ,0570 2.9 ,60 ,0304 -201,0 ,0085 3,3 ,0383 -15,8
•75 ,00_ 160,1 ,0035 -37,7 ,0080 -38,9 ,75 ,0170 -197,9 ,0079 =8,5 ,0268 "I_,9
•85 ,002_ 137,6 ,0020 -29,_ ,00_ -36,4 ,85 ,0069 -203,7
•95 ,0018 33,9 ,0011 2,_ ,0011 -11_,0 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0176 77,1 ,0191 -93,5 ,0365 =98,0
•12 ,01_6 8_,0 ,0160 =80,9 ,030_ -88,1
•20 ,0159 93,2 *0171 "61,7 ,0322 -73,8
•35 .0178 113.0 .0137 -52._ ,0312 °60,7
• 60 ,0267 =203.9 .01_8 "17.5 ,0_1_ -21,6




POINT NUMBER 1402 MACH - ,773 RN - 2,209_10£6 ALPHA . -,00 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 (PEAK) = 6,00 0E0
Q = 3,908 KPA K i ,316 DELTA9 . "3,00 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY = 14,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAB PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 05 ,0080 -37,4 ,0034 "222,9 ,011_ 141,0 CHOR9 6 ,05 ,0568 -254,8 ,0490 "61,3 ,1051 =68,5
12 ,0072 "34,2 ,0022 "212,0 ,009_ 146,3 ,12 ,0531 -244,5 ,0511 "47,1 ,1030 -56,0
20 ,0120 "25,4 ,0024 -184,2 ,0142 158,1 ,20 ,0568 -231,2 0477 =36,7 ,1037 -4_,6
30 ,0083 10,0 ,0019 "156,3 ,0101 -167,5 ,30 ,0698 -216,2 0641 =23,5 ,1330 -30,1
35 ,0078 25,8 ,0012 "139,0 ,0090 "152.1 ,35 ,0787 -209,6 0758 =18,2 ,1537 -2_,0
45 ,0087 65,2 ,0020 -78,5 ,0104 "108,2 *_5 ,1045 -197,4 1017 =9,1 ,2057 =13,3
,50 ,007! 69,0 ,0021 -129,4 ,009E "I15,3 ,50 ,I190 -192,9 121_ "_,7 ,2398 "8,8
•60 ,0058 82,0 ,0010 -39,5 ,0063 "90,3 ,60 ,1530 -184,9 1341 t,2 ,2866 -2,0
,70 10043 96,6 ,0010 -_9,7 ,0052 "77.1 ,70 ,2068 -178,6 1279 _,I ,3346 2,4
• 75 ,0038 90,1 ,0007 "42,5 ,0043 -83,_ ,75 ,2370 -176,4 1045 _,5 ,3413 _,5
,85 ,0009 -95,3 ,85
,90 ,0007 114,5 ,90
•95 ,0007 109,1 ,0007 =173,8 ,0009 "118,9 ,95 ,0217 "9,9
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0090 "24,5 ,0034 169,2 ,0123 159,3 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0900 120,3 ,0875 =52,5 ,1772 -56,2
•12 ,0086 "16,1 ,0031 200,6 ,0113 173,4 ,12 ,0779 128,9 ,0860 "42,6 ,1634 -_6,6
•20 ,0059 32,1 ,00_I "1_2,7 ,0100 -145,8 ,20 ,072_ -219,8 ,0774 "29,0 ,1491 -3_,2
•35 ,0114 50,0 ,0031 "101,9 ,0142 "124,1 ,35 ,091_ -204,3 ,0879 "15,2 ,1787 "19,9
,60 ,0082 83,6 ,0018 -66,9 ,0098 "91,3 ,60 ,1349 -183,7 ,100_ 1,2 ,2351 -1,6
,75 ,0055 96,9 ,0017 -73,2 ,0072 -80,7 ,75 ,1635 -178,0 ,0801 7,2 ,2434 3,7
• 85 ,0034 104,3 ,85 ,1313 -178,2
•90 ,0C28 I07,3 ,0013 -81,4 ,0040 -75,4 ,90 ,0818 -176,3 ,0033 "59,9 .0833 1,7
•95 ,002_ 98,8 ,95 ,0237 -183,8 ,0200 24,1 ,0425 9,0
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0095 =34,0 ,0040 m212,0 ,0135 1_6,6 CHORD 8 .05 ,0952 -235,1 ,0846 "_9,1 ,1795 -52,3
•12 ,0094 -25,9 ,0046 "200,9 ,0140 155,B ,12 ,0787 -226,4 ,0704 -3B,9 ,1488 -42,9
•20 ,0070 24,5 ,0020 "161,9 ,0090 "156,9 ,20 ,0771 -217,0
,75 ,0049 112,6 ,0008 -59,0 ,0057 -66,2 ,75 ,1072 -177,0 ,0501 8,0 ,1572 4,6
,85 ,0013 -80,6 ,85
•90 ,0016 120,8 ,90
•95 ,0010 -66,3 ,9_
CHORD _ ,05 0103 -16,4 ,0071 =185,4 ,0173 168,1 CHORO 9 ,05 0925 -231,9 ,093_ °51,9 ,1857 "51,9
•12 0077 -3,1 ,0054 -176,6 ,0130 179,6 ,12 0729 -225,8 ,0616 "_7,5 ,1344 -46,6
•20 0110 22,2 ,0023 -173,8 ,0132 -160,6 ,20 0569 -219,2 ,0498 -40,7 ,1067 "39,9
• 35 0112 61.4 .0023 -102,9 .0134 "115,9 ,35 0466 -210.7 .0358 "32.8 ,0825 -31,6
,60 0093 102,8 ,0528 13,7 ,0535 3,7 ,60 0264 11_915 ,0077 "18,1 ,0341 -19,4
•75 0048 126,S ,0013 -47,9 ,0060 "52,1 ,75 0163 -195,9 °0069 "30,7 ,0230 -20,3
•85 ,0035 142,2 ,0005 -60,5 ,0039 -40,4 ,85 ,0111 -171,2
•95 ,005_ 258,9 ,0005 89.3 ,0059 79,9 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0205 _0,0 ,0135 "128,7 ,0339 -135,5
,12 ,0177 51,5 ,0111 "112.3 ,0285 "122,2
,20 ,019_ 62,9 ,0118 -83.3 ,0299 -I04,_
,35 ,0204 87,8 ,0115 -64,1 ,0311 -82,1





o TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER •523 MACH = ,783 RN • _=696_10E6 ALPHA • 2=48 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK) • 2,05 DEG
g - 8,3'1 KPA K • ,105 DELTA6 = ,01 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 5,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 .05 .0078 137.1 .0078 -2_.2 .0154 -33.5 CHORB 6 .05 .0118 139._ .0105 =*2.6 .0223 -,1.6
•12 .0082 138.8 .0087 -21.3 .0167 -31.0 .12 .0189 138.5 .0095 =39.6 .0284 -,0.9
• 20 .0087 131.6 .010' -19.4 .0185 -32.6 .20 .0238 137.4 .00_3 "35.3 .0320 -*0.7
.30 .0085 141.2 .0106 -7.5 0184 -21.5 .30 0290 136.6 .0082 "29.9 .0370 -*0.4
•35 .0301 14,.8 .013' -8.3 0425 -27.0 .35 0528 137.6 .0079 "28.9 .0605 -*0.6
•45 .078' 157.9 .0260 -17.2 10,4 -20.9 .,5 0821 1'i'* .0073 "35.7 .089, -38.4
.50 .0655 170.1 .0306 -9.9 0960 -9.9 .50 0116 -,7.8 .0065 "_0.I .0052 122,*
.60 .041' 182.6 .0296 .0 0710 1.6 .60 0205 -50.* .0039 "29.9 .0169 12_,9
.70 .0530 185.3 .0337 3.6 0866 _.6 .70 0076 -,2.1 .0022 "26.6 .0054 131.6
.75 .06'1 186.6 .0392 5.0 1033 6.0 .75 0033 -28.5 .002_ "26.3 .0009 i_5.2
,85 ,0323 9,3 ,85
.90 .0233 19'.9 .90
.95 .0123 200.9 .0211 I_.5 .033_ 16.9 .95 .0018 -11.0
CHORD 2 .05 .0083 "231.2 .0091 "28.7 .0171 -39.5 CHORD 7 .05 .0129 -227.7 .0113 -*2.0 .02_1 -_5.0
•12 .0039 "225.1 .0091 -25.7 .0129 -31.5 *12 .0186 -226.8 *O0_U "38.9 .0266 -*_'*
•20 .0153 "238.9 .0121 -20.8 .0260 -42.1 .20 .01'2 -22'.9 .0012 =38._ .0213 -_2.9
• 35 .0273 "22_.0 .0170 -8.0 .0422 -30.3 .35 .0378 -224.6 .0052 ='3.6 .0'30 -4_.5
.60 .0373 -166.3 .0278 .I .06,7 7.9 .60 .0189 -53.2 .00_b =,9._ .01_4 125.6
.75 .0569 "173.5 .0283 6.0 .0852 6.3 .75 *00,_ -59.* .0018 "57.5 .0026 119.3
•85 .0,93 -170.8 .SO .0017 -58.2
.90 .020' -16,.* .0222 8.9 .0425 12.1 .90 .0015 -11._ .0125 "2.1 .0121 W.5
.95 .0177 "166.8 .95 .0009 -66.7 .0018 "6_.1 .0009 -61.6
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0085 13.,1 ,008* -22,8 ,0166 -3.,4 CHORD 8 .05 .009_ 133,2 ,010_ "_,3 ,0203 -.5,5
.12 .0083 130.9 .008_ -21.5 .0162 -35.2 .12 .0153 133.8 .00_6 "_*.8 .0239 -_5.7
• 20 .0283 136.3 .0128 "17._ .0402 -35.6 .20 .0166 133.3
•75 .0_63 188.1 .02_ *.6 .0706 6.9 .75 .0018 -I*.3 .0019 =I0.9 .0001 _9.6
.85 .0217 .3 .85
.90 .026' 191.3 .90
.95 .0071 18.1 .95
CHORD _ .05 .0086 135.1 .0119 -27.1 0203 -3,.6 CHORD 9 .05 01,_ 127.9 .O09U "_*.7 .0233 -_9.3
,12 .0136 133.2 .0109 -22.0 0239 -35.8 ,12 0173 127.2 .0068 +**.5 .0241 -50.5
.20 .0059 133.4 .0111 -27.7 0198 -33.2 .20 0200 127.8 .0060 =_3.1 .0259 -50.1
.35 .025' 132.6 .0223 -12.5 0455 -31.1 .35 0178 -52.9 .00,8 -26.9 .0137 118.3
.60 .0231 211.9 .0029 -35.* 02_3 25.5 .60 002_ -21.0 .002. "10.1 .0005 75.5
.75 .0154 203.3 .0063 "._ 0213 16.5 .75 0003 78.3 .0015 "1.7 .0015 -12.6
.85 .0080 203.6 .0023 6.3 0102 19.8 .85 0018 131.0
.95 .0027 183.7 .0018 "189.7 0010 27.8 .95
CHORD 5 .05 .0188 "218.0 .0133 -30.9 .0321 -35.1
,12 .0126 -219.4 .010_ -28.6 .0228 -3_.6
,20 ,0123 -221,9 ,0113 -31,5 ,0235 -36,9
.35 .0229 -225.2 .0108 -31.9 .0335 -_1.0





NUHBER -525 HACH . ,780 RN - &,613410E6 ALPHA - 2,47 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAKI = 2,02 DEG
O m 8,322 KPA K - ,209 DELTA6 - ,0_ OEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 10,01HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
,05 0123 72,7 ,0076 "63,6 ,0185 "90,8 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0116 95,9 ,0089 "101,3 ,0203 -91,5
,12 0119 83,1 ,0081 "5_,I ,0187 "79,7 ,12 ,0199 92,7 ,0070 _103,3 ,0267 =91,*
,20 0099 98,7 ,0100 "38,8 ,0185 "60,0 ,20 ,0265 91.6 ,0058 "106,9 ,0319 -91,7
,30 0113 111,1 ,0135 -37,7 ,0240 -51,9 ,30 ,0310 88,6 ,00*9 "I07,6 ,0358 -93,6
• 35 0351 111,_ ,0150 -25,7 ,0_72 "56,1 .35 .0612 95,_ ,00_8 -105,3 ,0657 -86,1
,_5 0725 140,9 ,0211 "16,1 ,0923 "33,9 ,45 ,0073 167,_ ,O03b "106,2 ,0079 "39,4
• 50 ,0570 16_.1 ,0270 -13,4 ,0840 "15,1 ,50 ,02_2 268,8 ,0030 -108._ ,021_ 91,1
,60 ,0_'2 181,1 ,0273 ",3 ,0715 ,6 ,60 ,0129 275,8 ,0023 "105,0 ,0108 100,0
,70 ,0545 186,8 ,0329 5,6 ,087_ 6,3 ,70 ,0039 273,4 ,0019 =107,8 ,0022 112,0
,75 ,0671 189,6 ,0381 6,5 ,1052 8,5 ,75 ,0021 290,7 ,0019 _102,9 ,0012 175,1
• 85 ,0325 14,2 ,85
•90 ,0246 20_,1 ,90
,95 ,0146 212,0 ,0229 18,3 ,0373 23,6 ,95 ,0017 2_9,8
,05 ,0091 80,6 ,0095 -58,5 ,0175 "78,6 CHORB 7 ,05 ,0125 78,5 ,0092 "88,2 ,0216 -95,9
• 12 ,0046 77,8 ,0091 "55,7 ,0126 -70,9 ,12 ,0160 77,1 ,006_ "85,2 ,0226 -97,7
• 20 ,0126 67,1 ,0109 -35,8 ,0185 -77,7 ,20 ,0158 80,8 ,0068 "90,2 ,0225 -96,5
•35 ,0290 92,2 ,0200 -3_,9 ,04_0 -66,6 ,35 ,1027 91,9 ,00_7 =86,0 ,I07_ -88,1
•60 ,0_45 188,3 ,0275 "1,3 ,O717 _,6 ,60 .0163 -i01,6 ,0028 "64,5 ,01_2 71,7
•75 ,0570 186,1 ,0279 7.1 ,0850 6,5 ,75 ,0012 -120,2 ,0015 "3',0 ,0019 7,3
• 85 ,0493 191,8 ,85 ,0021 111,0
• 90 ,0217 201,0 ,021_ 13,0 ,0&31 17,0 ,90 ,0022 113,9 ,0118 "7,7 ,0131 -16,0
•95 ,018_ 198,5 ,95 ,0021 123,9 ,0009 "5_,3 ,0030 -55,5
,05 =0103 87,7 ,0088 "56,6 ,0182 "76,0 CHORO 8 ,05 ,0089 92,_ ,0075 "11_,2 ,0159 -99*8
,12 ,0086 92,8 ,0102 -48,0 ,0178 "65,9 ,12 ,01_5 87,_ ,0Oh5 "11_,9 ,0198 -98,7
• 20 ,0_1_ 83,6 ,0152 "5_,5 ,0536 -85,5 ,20 ,0152 83.8
• 75 ,0570 189,5 ,0237 5,3 ,0707 8,1 ,75 ,0013 216,5 ,0019 232,5 ,0007 -97,0
•85 ,0207 7,6 ,85
•90 ,0276 196,5 ,90
•95 ,0073 23,6 ,95
,05 ,008_ 100.% ,0111 -56,0 ,0191 -66,2 CHORD 9 ,05 0119 71,6 ,0093 "109,7 .0211 -I09,0
•12 ,0141 92,& ,0110 -_9,2 ,0238 "70,9 ,12 0153 70,9 ,0067 "111,7 ,0220 "109,9
•20 ,0063 9&,3 ,0127 -_0,3 ,0177 "5_,9 ,20 02%2 7_,i ,OOb7 "116,7 ,0298 -107,9
•35 .03_5 95,6 ,0162 -23,5 ,0_47 "66,0 ,35 0250 2_'_ .00_ 227,_ ,0208 67,9
•60 ,0369 207,0 ,0021 -87,8 ,0360 2_,0 ,60 0029 -%_,2 ,0023 215,_ ,00_I 170,0
,75 ,017_ 205,7 ,0057 "6,8 ,022_ 17,9 ,75 0002 71,3 ,0011 20_,0 ,0015 "150,9
,85 ,0092 205,5 .0026 2,_ ,011& 20.& .85 0016 76.0
,95 ,0038 22_,3 ,0008 "216,7 ,0037 56,2 ,95
,05 ,0171 102,6 ,0123 -6_,9 ,0293 "72,2
,12 ,011b 96,7 ,0095 -61,0 ,0207 -73,3
,20 ,0130 93,8 ,009_ -57,8 ,0218 -7€,_
,35 ,0_13 88,7 ,0088 "_6,9 ,0_79 "83,9
•60 ,03_6 "9_,I ,00_7 "56,8 ,0310 80,6




POINT NUMBER -529 HACH • ,775 RN = _,59W_10E6 ALPHA • 2*W7 PEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK) • 2,01 DEG
Q • 8,233 KPA K • ,315 DELTA6 - ,OW DE8 OSCILLATING FREWUENCY • 1W,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG pHASE MAG PHA_E MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0046 3R,7 ,0038 -67.1 ,0067 -108,5 CHORB 6 ,05 ,O080 42,3 ,0071 245,9 ,0149 -126,6
•12 ,007C 9,8 ,0057 -56,8 ,0071 -122,2 ,12 ,0130 42,0 ,0061 -107.6 ,0185 -128,5
•20 ,0116 26,0 ,0077 "52,6 ,0126 -117,3 ,20 ,0196 43,9 ,0056 "106,O ,0246 -129,6
,30 ,0173 5_,9 ,0106 -35,3 ,0203 -93,5 ,30 ,0530 52,0 ,O056 "I05,9 ,0582 -125,9
•35 ,0327 70,7 ,0126 "32,2 ,0376 -90,2 ,35 ,1269 83,6 ,OOb_ "I06,2 ,1321 -96,8
•45 ,O722 -239,8 ,O?OD "12.2 ,0869 -50.0 ,45 ,0310 -127,1 ,004_ "100._ ,0271 _8,8
,50 ,0556 -212,2 ,024w "8,8 ,0786 -25,1 ,50 ,O207 -130,4 ,00_2 •98,8 ,0173 42,3
•60 ,0516 -186,7 ,02_7 -,2 ,0762 -_,6 ,60 ,0078 -120,2 ,0028 •90,8 ,0055 45,3
•70 ,0584 "179,3 ,0307 8,7 ,0889 3,5 ,70 ,0007 -111.8 .0022 •97,4 ,0015 -91,2
•75 ,0681 -175,0 ,0361 10,3 ,I0_I 6,8 ,75 ,0009 92,6 ,OO22 "97,6 ,0031 -94,6
• 85 .0314 23.2 .Gb
• 90 .0252 -154.8 . .90
,95 ,01_7 -147,0 ,0220 29,1 ,0366 30,7 ,95 .0020 -173,1
CHORD 2 ,05 0066 19,_ ,0055 -53,7 ,0073 -11_,5 CHORD 7 ,05 ,008_ 40,1 ,0073 210,7 .0156 -14W,2
,12 0032 20,1 ,0066 -41,9 ,0059 -71,1 ,12 ,0111 _I,8 ,0057 210,3 ,0167 -142,1
,20 0052 33,5 ,0102 -45,& ,0105 -7_,7 ,20 ,O130 38,6 ,0051 209,_ .0181 -144,0
,35 0410 74,4 ,0145 -21,7 ,04W9 -86,8 ,35 ,O365 68,4 ,003_ 209,3 ,0395 "115.0
•60 0474 178,5 ,0?63 2.2 ,0737 -,2 ,60 ,0041 167,8 ,0021 211,7 ,0030 -40,8
•75 0548 188.3 ,0277 12.4 ,0824 9,7 ,75 ,0015 93,6 ,0010 192,3 ,0020 "117,6
• 85 0491 19_.3 .85 .0028 66.5
•90 0224 205,3 ,0213 21,8 ,0437 23,6 ,90 ,0022 73,9 ,0113 I.S ,0109 -9,2
•95 0188 203,6 ,95 ,0023 90,3 ,0014 171,8 ,0025 -122,2
CHORD 3 .05 .0080 47.9 .0049 -70.0 .0112 -109.3 CHORD 8 .05 .0077 37.1 .0079 230.0 .0155 =136._
•12 ,0052 31.4 .0065 -57,6 ,0083 -96,5 ,12 ,0129 38,9 ,OObO 233,9 ,0188 -136,4
,20 ,0260 2_,5 ,0102 -50,7 ,0254 -132,6 ,20 ,0135 42,4
•75 ,0501 "171,4 ,0226 11,5 ,0726 9,5 ,75 ,0009 118,_ ,0014 "98,8 ,0023 -8_,3
• 85 .0201 1_,7 ,85
,90 ,0300 -167,5 .90
•95 ,0075 36,9 .95
CHORD 4 ,05 0073 55.1 ,0073 -65.4 ,0127 -95,2 CHORB 9 ,05 .0101 20,3 ,0062 228,4 ,0159 -149,0
•12 0122 46,2 ,0086 -51,1 ,0158 "101,2 ,12 ,0127 22,2 ,00'_ 231,6 .0170 -149,9
•20 0078 44,0 ,0100 -41,8 ,0122 -81,5 ,20 ,0297 37,3 ,00*0 235,3 ,0336 "140,5
• 35 1011 7,.6 .0132 -2W.3 .1040 -98.2 .35 .0173 -155.8 .0028 241.7 .0152 17.8
• 60 0448 "172,6 ,0023 230.8 ,0431 5,3 .60 ,0033 154,9 ,0011 •70,0 ,0041 -35,6
•75 0218 -167,6 ,00_4 3,7 ,0261 I0,9 .75 ,0011 66,0 *001U "44,5 ,0018 -81,2
,85 0116 -167,0 ,0017 32,8 ,0132 15,5 ,85 ,0006 50,7
• 95 ,0048 -149.1 .0023 154.2 .0040 60.2 .95
CHORD 5 .05 .0116 67.2 .0053 "71.9 .0160 -100.3
,12 ,0083 58,7 ,0044 "6_,2 ,011_ "102,2
,20 ,0101 54,7 ,0051 -59,8 ,0131 "I04,7
,35 ,0983 79,6 ,0032 "67,1 ,i010 -99,4
•60 ,0151 233,9 ,0013 "85.3 .0142 50,6




POINT NUMBER =531 MACH = ,77A RN = 5,601_10E6 ALPHA • 2*48 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA& IPEAK! = 5,03 DEQ
Q • 8,233 KPA K • ,105 DELTA6 • ,03 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD i ,05 ,0187 "230,0 .0157 "25,2 ,0336 "38,7 CHORD 6 ,05 0266 137,2 ,0222 =41,3 0588 "'2"1
•12 ,0186 "226,1 .018W "24,0 ,0363 "35,1 ,12 0423 136,5 ,017_ "38,6 0598 "'2,1
,20 ,0220 "220.0 .0227 -20.5 ,0440 "30.1 .20 0603 136.5 .0145 "36.4 0747 -42,2
,30 ,0323 "212,4 ,0E61 -19.0 0581 -26,4 ,30 16_9 142,0 ,0137 "34,5 1786 -37,7
,35 ,0667 "210,9 .0285 "14,7 0944 "26,1 ,35 2428 156,8 ,0130 "35,2 2558 "33,3
•55 ,1076 "195,5 .0535 "8,5 1508 -13.5 ,45 0551 -46,1 ,0109 "39,3 0442 132,2
,50 ,0849 "186.7 ,0523 "5.5 1372 -6.3 ,50 .0340 -41.7 .0094 "38.9 .0246 137,3
•60 ,0793 "177,7 ,0531 ",2 1355 1,3 ,60 ,0122 -30,7 ,0056 "3_,2 ,0066 152,2
•70 ,0986 "177,1 .0643 3,5 1629 3,1 ,70 ,0032 215,0 ,0028 "52,_ ,0053 7,9
•75 ,1205 "176,5 ,0757 4,2 1961 3.8 ,75 ,0026 173,9 ,0035 •22,5 .0061 "15,5
,85 ,0694 7,9 ,85
•90 .0421 -168,0 .90
•95 .0224 "162.5 ,0451 13,1 ,0645 15.6 ,95 .0050 -84,0
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0209 138,2 .0195 -26,0 ,0400 -34.2 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0285 137,0 ,0211 "4_,6 ,0496 -_5,1
•12 ,0097 138,0 ,0193 -22,9 ,0286 "29,2 ,12 ,0359 137,1 ,0154 "5_.8 ,0514 -#3,5
• 50 ,0100 135.6 ,0252 -18,7 ,03_5 -26.0 ,20 ,0456 134,8 ,0135 "_6.8 ,0561 -_5,6
• 35 .1135 1_8.9 .0333 110.9 ,1452 "26.6 .35 ,0611 145.3 .0098 •51,9 ,0706 -37,0
• 60 ,0730 181.6 .0527 1.3 ,1257 1,5 .60 ,0037 -34,5 ,0053 "51,3 .0021 -82,6
• 75 ,10_5 184,0 ,0557 5,0 ,1603 4,3 ,75 ,0010 157,7 ,0015 o75,3 ,0022 -54,6
• 85 ,088_ 186.3 ,85 .0037 144,5
,90 ,0419 190,2 ,0_04 9,0 ,0822 9,6 .90 ,0026 158,6 ,0251 "5,_ .0274 -7,7
• 95 ,030_ 191,0 .95 ,0052 150,7 ,0013 =61,3 ,0033 "#1,1
CHORD 3 .05 ,0192 "220,9 ,0196 -25,4 ,0384 -32,5 CHORD 8 .05 ,0211 134.8 ,0196 "_5,9 ,0407 -_5,5
• 12 .0130 "219,9 .022_ -53,2 ,0351 "29,3 ,12 ,0354 134,3 ,0152 "#6,3 ,0506 -_5.9
• 20 ,0577 -225,_ ,0322 -23.5 ,0885 -37,6 ,20 ,0382 135,0
•75 ,0860 =175,8 .0_67 5,7 .1327 5,4 ,75 ,0022 187,8 .0027 "26,1 ,0046 -I0,8
•85 .0362 6,2 ,85
•90 ,0433 -172,7 .90
•95 ,0103 26,2 ,95
CHORD 4 .05 ,0176 -221,0 0270 -58,1 ,04_5 -33,2 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0306 127,3 ,0169 "45,8 ,0474 -50,5
•12 ,028_ -222,8 0258 -24.9 ,0536 -3_,3 ,15 ,0383 128,8 ,0128 =44,0 ,0510 -_9.4
•20 ,0162 -222,8 0305 -19,5 ,0458 -27,5 ,20 ,1379 131.2 ,0111 "41,B ,1488 -_8,2
,35 ,5156 -211,5 0322 "13,1 ,2465 "29,1 ,35 ,0565 -53,4 ,0090 "35,3 ,0380 122,4
•60 ,0581 -167,2 0052 -43,5 ,0512 R,0 ,60 ,0032 159,1 ,U035 -41,8 .0067 -36,6
•75 ,0272 -17_,5 0115 2,_ ,0387 _.6 ,7b ,0032 158,2 ,0016 "27,1 ,0048 -53,6
,85 ,0153 -170,7 005_ 10,9 ,0207 9,7 ,85 ,0037 I_0,9
,95 ,0057 -160,2 0018 136,0 ,0051 38,2 ,95
CHORD 5 .05 ,0445 141,5 ,0261 "33,5 ,0706 -36.5
•12 ,0295 139.3 .0208 -30.5 ,0501 -36,5
•20 ,0367 138,5 ,0216 -26,6 ,0578 -36,0
•35 ,5313 147,7 ,0187 -25,0 ,2598 -31,6






POINT NUMBER -533 HACH - ,779 RN - _,622#10E& ALPHA • 2,_7 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 {PEAK) = _,01 DEG
0 = 8,295 KPA K - .210 DELTA6 • ,03 DEG OSCILLATING FHEHUENCY = 10,01 HZ
UPPER CP LO.ER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAU PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0190 =279,7 ,01_2 291,4 ,0320 -86,_ CHORO 6 ,05 ,0235 88,2 ,0159 °93,1 ,0_3_ -92,4
•12 ,0178 -282,6 ,0163 302,6 ,0315 -81,1 ,12 ,0353 87,1 ,015_ "93,2 ,0506 -92,9
•20 ,0201 -271,9 ,0205 -51,1 ,0380 =71,3 ,20 ,0_89 87,9 ,0126 "92,8 ,0616 "92,3
•30 ,0255 "251,6 ,02_8 -35,1 ,0_78 -53,6 ,30 ,0806 90,0 ,0118 •90,2 ,092_ -90,0
•35 ,0661 "252,3 ,0279 -27,5 ,0881 -59,& ,35 ,1717 103,2 ,0117 "89,9 ,1831 -77,6
•_5 .1240 "217,7 ,0220 -20,7 ,16_6 -33._ ._5 ,0230 -117,_ ,0100 "91._ ,01_7 _5,1
•50 ,1091 "201,7 ,0510 -13,7 ,1597 -19,t ,50 ,0&43 -92,4 ,0089 •92,6 ,0353 87,6
,60 ,0851 "179,9 ,053_ -_,0 ,1385 -I,5 ,60 ,0247 -96,0 ,OOb8 "95,5 ,0189 83,9
,70 ,1063 -176,5 ,06_0 1,9 ,1703 2,9 ,70 ,0053 -I07,1 ,0036 "gB,9 ,0017 55,3
,75 ,1275 "17_,7 ,0753 3,8 ,2028 4,7 ,75 ,0022 -92,2 ,0043 "87,7 ,0021 -83,2
•85 ,0690 I0,6 ,85
•90 ,0_70 -158,9 ,90
•95 ,0267 "151,1 ,0_25 16,2 ,0689 21,1 ,95 ,0031 -119,3
CHORD 2 ,05 ,01B9 -268 0 ,0164 -62,2 ,03_3 m76 0 CHORD 7 ,05 ,02&% -274,7 0208 "9_,6 ,0%_9 -9_,6
,12 ,0088 "270 3 ,0163 -55,0 ,02_I -67 3 ,12 ,032_ -27_,7 01_8 "91,6 ,0_72 -93,7
•20 ,0200 "281 2 ,0222 -47,5 ,0377 -72 8 ,20 ,031_ -273,6 0139 "88,5 ,0_53 -92,1
•35 ,0841 "2_9 0 ,0317 -22,1 ,I082 -56 7 ,35 ,2210 -260,9 0096 "94,2 ,2303 -81,5
,60 ,0831 "t75 8 ,0521 "I,5 ,1350 2 6 ,60 ,0140 -97,0 0063 "89,_ ,0079 76,9
• 75 ,1085 "172 _ ,0550 5,& ,1635 6 9 ,75 ,0022 -95,8 0030 "87,7 ,DO09 -67,6
• 85 ,0900 "167 5 ,85 ,0012 -270,7
• 90 ,0_3_ "159 & o0_10 12,8 ,08_3 16,8 ,90 ,0010 -259,0 ,0235 "10,9 ,0239 "13,0
,95 ,0322 =158,2 ,95 ,0007 -260,7 ,0027 "89,0 ,0034 -87,_
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0183 -267,9 ,017_ 293,9 .0351 -77,3 CHORD 8 ,05 .0185 83,_ ,0177 "98.1 ,0362 -97,3
,12 ,0143 -270,_ ,0196 303,_ ,0324 -70,8 ,12 ,0297 82,_ ,013_ "97,_ ,0_31 -97,5
,20 ,06tO "280,5 ,0272 -46,7 ,0802 -8_,6 ,20 ,0302 8_,0
,75 ,0924 -171,8 ,0_61 3,3 ,1384 6,5 ,75 ,0011 -163,2 ,0030 "83,9 ,0030 -63,2
,85 ,0365 8,2 ,85
• 90 ,0455 -165,5 ,90
,95 ,0113 29,6 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0165 "265,3 ,0219 297.9 ,0376 -72,1 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0248 7€,6 ,0163 253,2 ,0€11 "106,0
,12 ,0262 "269,7 ,022_ -50,3 ,0_57 -71,6 ,12 ,0301 75,2 ,0116 253,3 ,0_16 -105,3
,20 ,0138 "268,8 ,0277 -_2,7 ,0386 -57,7 ,20 ,0432 76,5 ,0097 253,3 ,0529 "I0_,0
,35 ,1222 "256,7 ,0289 -26,8 ,1426 -67,7 ,35 ,0_52 -107,1 ,0076 256,8 ,0376 72,1
•60 ,0699 "158.3 .0052 280.7 ,0691 17._ ,60 ,0016 -36,9 ,0035 "97,8 ,0031 -124,2
• 75 .0330 "161.7 .0106 -12.1 ,0_25 11.0 .75 .0019 114.7 .0015 257.6 .0033 -81.8
•85 ,0182 "158,8 ,0044 -12,0 ,0220 15,0 ,85 ,0018 63,9
,95 ,0075 "1_6,6 ,0022 180,9 ,0058 45,_ ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0369 "258,7 ,0240 -67,8 ,0606 -75,4
.12 .02_8 -262,2 .018_ -61,5 ,0426 -73._
,20 ,0279 "263,0 ,0185 -59,8 ,0_55 -73,8
• 35 ,1476 -253,1 ,0157 -62,_ ,1630 -72,1





POINT NUMBER =535 MACH = ,785 RN - 4,6_7_10E6 ALPHA - 2,_7 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK; = _,01 DEG
Q " 8,381 KPA K - ,312 DELTA& - ,00 DES OSCILLATING FREgUENCY - 1_,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0084 22,4 ,0087 -71,6 ,0125 "113,6 CHORD 6 ,05 .0158 $2,4 .0132 "1_2,D ,0290 "139,6
,12 ,0106 8,4 ,0118 -6&,O ,0133 "113,7 .12 ,0250 40,8 .010S "141,2 ,0357 "139,8
• 20 ,01_7 22.2 ,0163 -51,6 ,0187 "100,8 ,20 ,03_6 39,5 ,0090 "138.6 ,0_36 "1_0,1
• 30 ,0190 55,3 .0224 "39,6 ,0306 "77,9 ,30 ,0373 41,8 ,0086 "1'1,5 ,0259 "138,8
,35 ,0408 56,6 ,0256 "32.8 ,0480 "91,1 ,35 ,0598 _$,7 ,0085 =143,0 ,0682 -136,2
,_5 ,1281 103,1 .0_02 "19,2 ,1535 "6&,1 ,_5 ,1973 8_,0 ,OOB1 =142,3 ,2030 -97,6
,50 ,133_ 125,1 ,0_99 "11,5 ,1731 "43,5 ,50 .0231 1_5,9 ,0076 "142,6 ,0219 -53,4
,60 ,1039 168,0 ,0525 "1,6 ,1559 "B,5 ,60 ,0385 22_,0 .0058 -145,3 ,0328 45,6
• 70 ,1107 180.7 ,0637 6,3 ,17_2 2,8 ,70 o0131 222,7 .00_3 "1_,9 ,0089 _6,4
,75 ,1291 18&,7 ,0755 8,6 ,2045 6,1 ,75 ,0066 219,3 ,004_ =_40,6 ,0022 39,0
,85 ,0718 19,2 ,85
.90 .0_98 207.8 .90
•95 10297 216.0 .0_7 26.4 .0741 30.2 .95 .0035 177.8
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0103 28,3 .010_ -6_,3 ,01€9 "107,7 CHORD 7 .05 .0178 28,9 ,0139 200,5 .0316 -15_,8
• 12 ,0050 30,2 ,012! -56,0 ,0128 =79,0 ,12 ,0272 29,_ ,010O 199,9 ,0372 "153,2
• 20 ,0174 22,4 ,0191 -_,_ ,0201 =97,0 ,20 ,0223 32,2 ,009_ 197.2 .0315 -152,2
• 35 ,0549 "307,4 ,0293 -27,4 ,0576 "97,3 .35 ,0954 -310,9 ,007_ 201,8 ,1020 "132,8
.60 .1156 "182.4 .0519 1.5 .167€ -1.2 .60 .02_7 -145.5 *O0_B 200°9 .0201 37.6
°75 ,1161 -172,6 ,05_3 10,5 ,170_ 8._ ,75 ,0055 "1_9.3 ,O02S 187,8 ,0031 51,1
• 85 *0953 "16W,9 ,85 ,0013 "191,9
• 90 ,0_90 "155,5 ,0_13 22,0 ,0902 23,9 ,90 ,0011 -205,4 ,0205 "1,5 ,0215 =2,6
• 95 ,0370 "156,2 ,95 ,0007 -229,_ ,0032 175,5 ,0027 "173,_
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0092 37,0 ,0112 -70,1 ,0165 "102,_ CHORD 8 ,05 .0127 27,5 ,Ot3B "151,B .0267 -152,1
•12 .0099 32.3 .0152 "56.5 .0180 "89.9 .12 .020_ 26._ .0106 "151.0 .0311 -152°7
.20 .0375 17°9 .02_8 -52.0 .0372 "123.3 .20 .0220 32.0
•75 .0994 188°2 .0&56 I0.I .I_49 8.8 .75 .0043 195.3 .O03b -1_8.6 .001_ -29.6
.85 .0370 16.6 .85
•90 .0#82 197.4 .90
.95 ,0142 45.3 .95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0092 45,6 ,0159 "63,2 ,0208 -88,0 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0232 18,5 *01_b 197,8 ,0377 "161,8
,12 ,0158 36,2 ,0171 "51,9 ,0229 -95,7 ,12 .0268 19,6 ,0108 198,6 .0375 "161,2
•20 .0090 35°3 .0218 -38.9 .0212 "63.1 .20 .0326 21.6 .0096 196.6 .0_22 "159.5
•35 .0_00 39.2 .0266 "22.9 .0362 "100.3 .35 ,0201 92.2 .OOB2 197.3 .0236 -107.3
•60 .1186 18_.4 .0030 -148.3 .1159 3.7 .60 .0087 190.6 .0038 202.z .0050 1.6
•75 .0_33 198.1 .0090 8.7 .0522 16.5 .75 .0025 161.2 .0021 ,153.3 .0018 -7_._
.85 .0235 202°I .00_3 33.0 .0277 23.8 .S5 .0014 51.4
.95 *0098 211.6 .0039 "222,6 .0095 5_.6 .95
CHORD 5 .05 .0210 "301.7 .0102 -8_.B .029S "I09.8
•12 .0159 "309.8 .0076 -70.3 .0208 "I11._
•20 .0180 "311.7 .0086 -62.1 .0225 "110.8
.35 .0567 "309°5 .0061 -60.3 .0591 "123.9
.60 .0813 "129.5 .00_I "11_.0 .077_ _9.7





POINT NUMBER =537 HACH • ,78C RN = W,636_lOE6 ALPHA • 2,W7 DEG 8SCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK! = 6,03 DEG
• B,305 KPA K = ,105 DELTA6 e ,0_ _EG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY a 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CR DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MA_ PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0283 -22_,_ ,0218 -29,3 ,0497 -37,8 CHORB 6 ,05 ,038_ 136,6 ,0310 "_2,6 ,069_ =_3,1
•12 .0275 -229._ .0253 -26.9 .0518 -3B.6 .12 .0597 135.1 .O2b0 "_1.9 .0B_7 -_.0
• 20 ,0291 -223,5 ,0321 -23,8 ,0603 -33,2 ,20 ,0801 13_,3 ,02Oh "41,5 1005 =_,8
• 30 ,0386 -213,1 ,0371 -16,1 07_9 =2_,8 ,30 ,1197 135,6 ,0196 "*1,7 1392 -_,0
,35 ,1000 -21_,_ ,0_10 -13,5 1391 -28._ ,35 ,239_ 1_0,0 ,0190 =41,5 258_ -€0,1
._5 .1663 -199.7 .0636 "7._ 2289 -16.3 .45 .0769 I_9.b .O173 =_0._ 09_0 -32.2
•50 ,1581 -193,_ ,0791 -5,1 2367 -10.7 .50 .0_27 -55,1 ,0156 =39,9 0279 116,5
,60 ,1197 "180,3 ,OAOB "1,0 2005 =,6 ,60 ,0379 -37,7 ,0109 "_0,7 0271 143,5
•70 .1_97 -177.7 .0963 2.0 2_60 2.2 .70 .0082 -27.4 .0066 =_1.B 0025 =165.8
•75 .1805 -177.1 .11_7 2.8 2952 2.9 .75 .0035 -_.5 .0072 -_0._ 0048 -65.4
•85 .108_ b.0 .85
•90 .0635 -167.9 .90
•95 .0362 -163.4 .0830 9.8 .0990 12.3 .95 .0030 =69.6
CHOR0 2 .05 0275 -223.8 .0267 -28._ .053B -36.2 CHORD 7 .05 .038_ -227._ *0325 "_8.5 .0709 =47.9
,12 0121 -225,6 ,0259 -23,7 ,037_ -30,6 ,12 ,0531 -227,3 ,0231 "_7,7 ,0762 -_7,_
• 20 027_ -22_,2 ,0353 -20,3 ,0613 -30,8 ,20 ,0516 -227,2 ,021_ =47,7 ,0731 -_7,3
• 35 12_9 -21_,8 ,0521 -1_,_ ,17_7 -2B,8 ,35 ,3028 -222,2 ,0161 =4_,5 ,3188 -_2,_
•60 1067 -173.5 .0806 =.6 .1870 3.5 .60 .0262 -52.5 .0092 "_6.7 .0170 12_.3
•75 1508 -175.6 .0839 3.9 .23_7 4.2 .75 .0006 -I_7.0 .0037 =39.5 .0039 -31.7
•85 1206 -172.9 .85 .0053 -228.7
•90 0619 -168.5 .0616 8.7 .1235 10.1 .90 .00_6 -222.6 .0366 -#._ .0403 -8.2
.95 028_ "161,1 .95 .00_5 -218.5 .0023 "50.1 .0068 "_2.5
CHAR0 3 .05 .0260 -223.6 .0270 =30._ .0526 -36.9 CHORD 8 .05 .0292 13_.0 .028_ "_5.3 .0576 =45.7
•12 .020_ -22_.8 .0303 -25.6 .0500 -33.3 .12 .0_73 132.6 .0218 "_3.9 .0690 =46.3
.20 .0913 "230.5 .0_35 -21.6 .1311 -_I.3 .20 .0_89 132.0
•75 .1285 -175.2 .070_ 3.2 .1989 _.2 .75 .0012 -115.0 .00_6 =_8.6 .0042 -33.8
•85 .0_9D 6.6 .85
•90 .070_ -172.7 .90
•95 .009_ =325,6 ,95
CHORD _ .05 .0261 "222.8 .0356 =29.1 .0613 =3_.9 CHORB 9 .05 .0_23 126'6 .0253 "53.6 .0676 =53.5
•12 .0397 "223.9 .0353 =2_.7 .07#0 -34.8 .12 .0508 126.7 .0189 "5_.0 .0697 "53"5
• 20 ,0215 -22_,_ ,0_33 -19,5 ,063_ -27,7 ,20 ,0839 126,4 ,0171 "53,9 ,1010 -53,6
• 35 ,2309 -21_,9 ,0518 =13,9 ,2798 -31,1 ,35 ,059_ 155,3 ,013& "5a,8 ,0460 12_,0
•60 .0675 =15_.3 .0082 -39.9 .0713 19.6 .60 .0049 -86.3 *00_2 "'8.5 .0030 35.1
,75 ,0_21 -168.2 .0173 -2.5 .0590 7.6 .75 .0018 130.1 .0016 "#_.6 .0035 -,9.3
•85 .0227 -166.6 .007_ _.5 .0300 11'2 .85 .0038 111o9
•95 .0073 -157.7 .0035 "195.9 .0050 48.2 .95
CHORD 5 .05 .0585 -218.5 .0_01 -32,7 .0985 -36.1
• 12 ,0392 -220,8 .031_ -29.8 ,0703 -35,9
,20 ,0_8 =221,5 ,0332 -28,5 ,0775 •36,0
,35 ,21_8 -21_,9 ,028_ -28,1 12431 -3_,1
•60 .05_8 =_7._ .01_9 =30.6 .0_08 126.5




POINT NUMBER =539 HACH - ,779 RN . W,633_lOE6 ALPHA . 2,47 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (PEAK) - 6,01 DEG
U = 8,275 KPA K m '210 DELTA6 = ''00 OEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 10,01 HZ
UPPER CP LUwER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG pHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 0311 85,2 ,019_ -63,5 ,0487 "82,9 CHORD 6 ,05 ,034_ 88,6 ,0303 "92,5 ,0647 "91,9
,12 0304 83,5 ,0225 -55,8 ,0W97 "79,3 ,12 ,0549 87,4 ,0241 "91,3 *0790 -92,2
•20 0322 90,5 ,0290 -45,8 ,0568 "68,9 ,20 ,0743 87,9 ,0199 =90,7 ,0941 -91,8
•30 0426 I06,9 ,03_2 -31,3 ,0718 "5_,6 ,30 ,1170 92,1 ,0183 =90,9 ,1353 =88,3
•35 1037 I09,9 ,0388 "27,1 ,1346 "58,8 ,35 ,2474 105,8 ,017_ "91,3 ,2641 -75,3
,45 1611 141,2 ,0617 -17,1 ,2197 "32,9 ,45 ,0272 195,9 ,0161 _92,7 ,0268 -IB,6
•50 1551 153,9 ,0737 "I0,0 ,2268 -20,9 ,50 ,0581 -9_,3 ,0145 "93,5 ,0437 85,4
•60 1290 177,4 ,0783 -I,0 ,2073 "2,0 ,60 ,0340 -89,5 ,0103 "90,8 ,0237 91,1
•70 1529 182,0 ,0946 3,9 ,2_75 2,7 ,70 ,0104 "I01,5 ,0069 =90,9 ,0038 58,7
•75 1828 184,1 .1123 5.2 ,2951 _.6 ,75 ,0044 -I01,5 ,0076 =90,4 *0033 -75,5
•85 .i065 12,0 ,85
•90 ,0683 201.8 ,90
•95 ,0406 "151,1 ,0633 1B,6 ,1035 22,6 ,95 ,0052 "131,8
C_ORD 2 ,05 ,029_ 88,2 ,0230 -64o9 ,0510 -80,I C_0RO 7 ,05 ,0364 83,3 .0293 "97,3 ,0657 m97,0
•12 '0137 86,9 ,0228 "53,2 ,0344 "68'0 '12 '0505 84"2 ,0205 "96,2 "0710 "95'9
•20 '0317 85,2 .0321 "42.8 ,0574 "68'6 '20 ,050_ 84'I '0190 =96,B ,0695 "96'2
'35 '1378 "247,0 ,0451 "25,2 '1741 "57'1 "35 ,2539 96'2 '01_0 "98,7 "2675 --8_'6
'60 '1248 "175,6 ,0763 "I'3 ,2009 2'3 '60 "0173 _112"8 'OOM2 "99,6 "0096 56'0
•75 ,1544 "173,8 ,0806 6"0 ,2350 6'2 '75 ,001_ "122'3 'D037 "I01,& "0025 -90'2
•85 '1235 "167,9 '85 '0032 82"2
•90 '0660 "160,9 .0601 14,5 ,1261 16'9 "90 "0031 89'9 "0332 "9,3 ,0338 "14'5
•95 '0339 "149,6 ,95 '0033 83,3 ,0030 "I0_,7 ,0064 "I00'5
CHORD 3 "05 '0280 89,9 ,0235 "62'5 ,0500 "77'5 CHOR0 8 '05 '0271 87,2 ,0280 =99,2 *0549 "96'I
•12 ,0212 88,9 ,026_ "51,2 ,0452 "68,8 ,12 ,0443 84,5 ,0213 "98,9 ,0656 -96,6
,20 ,087_ 82,9 .0395 -41,9 .1146 -80,7 ,20 ,045_ 8_.8
,75 ,1322 187,3 ,0676 5,8 ,1998 6,8 ,75 .0024 -125,8 .0059 "I00,4 ,0039 -85,2
•85 ,0_86 12,5 ,85
,90 ,07W3 192,1 ,90
•95 ,0129 51.7 .95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0256 93,5 ,0307 -59,2 ,0548 -71,6 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0391 74,7 ,0265 "I04,9 ,0656 -105,1
•12 ,0400 89,5 .0307 -45,6 ,0655 -71,2 ,12 .0470 75,0 ,0206 "105,8 ,0675 -105,2
•20 ,0239 88,8 ,0377 -38,2 ,0555 -58,3 ,20 ,0823 76,2 ,01M& "106,9 ,I006 -I0#,4
,35 ,2535 110,0 ,0_12 -24,8 ,2840 -6_,I ,35 .0718 =I08,0 .0149 "108,9 ,0569 72,3
,60 ,I056 200,2 .0060 -107.9 ,I024 17,4 .60 ,0060 -125.0 .0061 =108,2 ,0018 -29,5
•75 ,0486 199,1 ,01_2 "3,0 ,0620 14,1 ,75 ,0003 37,0 ,0036 "108,9 ,0038 -111,2
•85 ,0272 199,2 ,0061 I0,4 ,0332 17,6 ,_b .0029 53,1
• 95 *0109 "150,7 ,00_6 -207.1 ,0092 53.7 .95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0559 100,3 ,0326 -68,1 ,0881 -75,4
•12 ,0390 97.0 ,0255 -60,5 ,0633 -7_,I
,20 ,0477 95,5 ,025_ -57,1 ,0715 -75,0
,35 ,2437 -249.1 ,0207 -60,3 ,2642 -6R.4






POINT NUMBER -5H1 HACH - ,776 RN = H,631_IOE6 ALPHA - 2._7 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 {PEAK) = 6,00 DEG
Q - 8,231 KPA K - ,316 DELTA6 - -,05 DEG OSCILLATING FREWUENCY - 15,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAY PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0186 34,5 ,0138 -77,9 0271 -117 3 CHORB 6 ,05 ,0273 _6,_ ,0196 222,2 0_69 -135,3
• 12 ,0210 27,3 .0191 -63,3 0286 "110 7 ,12 ,0_80 _5,9 ,01H8 221,_ 0627 -135,0
,20 ,0261 HO,3 ,0258 -53,8 0380 -97 1 ,20 ,0635 H7,6 ,0126 220,7 0761 -133,5
,30 ,0437 68,3 ,0339 -38,0 062_ -80 2 ,30 ,1H21 66,1 ,012H 222,1 1535 -115,8
• 35 ,1025 79,9 ,0383 -32,8 1225 -83 _ ,35 ,2681 78,9 ,0122 _24,6 2783 "102,5
• _5 .L539 122.2 ,0599 -18,1 2036 -H7 0 ,45 ,0713 -130,4 ,0104 22_,3 0610 50,5
,S0 ,15H3 140,2 ,0736 -12,0 ,2221 -30,9 .S0 ,0536 -128,7 ,0092 222,H ,0_5 53,2
,60 ,I_09 169,7 ,0777 -I,_ ,2180 -7,1 ,60 ,02H0 -13_,5 ,0063 223,H ,0177 _6,3
,70 11602 181,3 ,0951 5.7 ,2552 2,9 ,70 ,0035 208,6 ,OOH3 219._ ,0011 "100,9
,75 ,19_1 187,6 ,1131 7,6 ,3072 7.6 ,75 ,0020 177.0 ,0047 220,_ ,0035 -117,1
• 85 ,1092 17,4 ,85
• 90 ,0735 208,2 ,90
,95 ,0H51 216,3 ,0654 25,7 ,1100 30,0 ,95 ,0051 178,5
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0189 _1,1 ,01_9 -70,6 ,0281 o109,3 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0291 36 0 ,022H "1_8,7 ,0515 -1_6,0
.12 ,0113 36.1 .0173 -56,3 .0210 -88,7 .12 ,0_03 35 5 .0157 "1_8.3 .0559 -145,6
,20 .0188 31.8 ,0258 -45,3 .0283 -85,6 ,20 .0_03 39 7 .0148 "1H8,8 ,0550 -142.6
.35 .1_28 79.0 .0397 "26,7 ,1583 -87.0 .35 .20_0 63 1 .0112 "146.3 ,2138 -118._
.60 ,1519 175.8 .0738 .7 ,2255 -2.6 .60 .0125 19_ 3 .0071 "1H6.2 ,0063 "7.9
.75 ,162_ 186,5 .0805 "350.0 .2428 7.7 .75 .0030 183 8 .00_3 "156.9 .0017 -122.2
.85 .1297 19H.9 .85 .0025 94
,90 ,071H 2OH,O ,0609 -338,4 ,1323 22,9 ,90 ,0025 99,0 ,0286 "2,2 ,0292 -7.0
,95 ,0376 211,5 ,95 ,0025 96,8 ,00_3 "176,9 ,0048 -145,7
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0181 _3,6 ,0169 -70,6 ,0294 -104,8 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0213 39,2 ,0202 _08,9 .0_13 -1H5.8
• 12 ,0150 HO,9 ,0225 -57,9 ,0289 -88,8 ,12 ,0368 38,4 ,0151 208,3 ,0517 -14H,5
,20 .0647 29,6 ,03_5 -49,2 ,0671 o120,1 ,20 *0391 _2,2
,75 ,1385 187,3 ,0680 8,7 ,2065 7,8 ,75 ,0017 167,8 ,OOH3 203,2 ,0031 -138,2
•85 ,0551 17,9 ,85
,90 ,079_ 194,9 ,90
,95 ,0158 57,9 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0177 53,1 .0219 -67,6 ,0345 -93,8 CHOR_ 9 ,05 ,0335 27,2 ,0199 200,_ ,0533 "155,H
,12 ,0292 H5.1 ,02_4 -51,2 ,0_01 -97,6 ,12 ,0420 28,8 ,0150 197,_ ,0567 "15_,2
,20 ,0210 &5,6 ,0313 -40,5 ,0365 175,6 ,20 ,1162 3_,_ ,013H 195,6 ,1289 "1_7.6
• 35 ,28_6 79.7 ,0386 "26,6 ,2978 "93'2 ,35 ,056H 205,8 .0110 _9_,1 ,0H57 28,6
•60 ,137N 182.9 .0053 211.9 .1327 1.8 .60 ,0046 176,B ,0053 191.3 .001W "115,6
•75 .05_5 196,2 ,0136 _,7 ,0679 13,9 ,75 ,0022 99,5 ,0031 181,6 ,0035 -139,6
• 85 ,0306 197,8 ,0061 32,9 ,0366 20,3 ,85 ,0027 35,8
• 95 ,01_9 206,8 ,0060 135,7 o0123 5H,H .95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0385 60.8 ,0166 -9_,2 ,0540 -111.7
.12 .0288 54,5 .0123 "80.1 ,0385 -112,3
,20 ,0376 52,5 ,0121 "76,0 ,0_61 "115,6
•35 ,2_2 78,7 ,0105 -78,1 ,2539 =I00,_
• 60 ,0668 -126,9 ,0061 -11_,3 ,0608 51,9




POINT NUMBER 1544 MACH = ,780 RN = 4,711=10E6 ALPHA • 2,47 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAKJ = 2,03 DEG
O = 8,298 KPA K = ,211 DELTA6 • 3,00 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 9,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOVER CP DELTi CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0072 57,5 ,0060 -56,8 ,0111 -93,0 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0097 90,3 ,0086 -97,6 ,0183 193,4
,12 ,0086 69,5 ,0069 -52,4 ,0136 -84,9 ,12 ,0148 88,8 ,0066 =98,2 ,0214 -93,4
,20 ,0089 82,1 ,0088 -48,4 ,0162 -73,3 ,20 ,0192 87,4 ,0066 -98,1 ,0257 -94,0
•30 ,0066 -261,2 0114 -26,6 ,0162 -46,1 ,30 ,0208 88,7 ,0068 "97,2 ,0275 -92,7
•35 ,0226 1259,1 0124 -18,2 ,0306 -58,4 ,35 ,0493 92,7 ,0067 "94,O ,0560 -88,1
,45 ,0W76 123_,9 0190 -14,0 ,0632 -43,6 ,45 ,0274 119,3 ,0054 "99,2 ,0318 -66,8
•50 ,0714 "215,9 0235 "9,3 ,0930 "29,4 ,50 ,0153 -104,6 ,0048 "97,1 ,0105 71,9
•60 ,0425 =181,0 0251 1,5 ,0676 -,1 ,60 ,0162 -91,5 ,0031 "I03,3 ,0131 91,4
,70 ,0488 -17_,4 0302 6,2 ,0789 5,8 ,70 ,0039 1107,1 ,0021 E51,9 ,0018 74,1
•75 ,0629 1169,9 0344 8,7 ,0973 9,6 ,75 ,0O2O -130,8 ,0023 251,1 ,0009 -53,3
•85 0381 14.3 ,85
,90 ,0134 -1_4,9 ,90
•95 ,0086 1143,5 ,0215 20,6 ,0299 25,1 .95 ,0010 1109,3
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0058 -278,2 ,0071 -57,0 ,0121 -75,4 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0098 -279,9 ,0086 =I09,3 0183 -104,3
112 10027 126018 "0070 "_8,6 ,0094 "57"5 '12 "0119 1_80'5 '0063 "109.8 0182 "103"7
•20 '011& "265'3 .0094 "38"3 '0190 "6_'3 "20 '0131 "276'6 ,0057 "11_,_ 0186 -102,0
•35 ,0204 -25_,9 ,0138 -14,8 ,0297 -51,2 ,35 ,1352 -261,1 ,0041 -113,2 1387 =82,0
•60 ,0430 -169,5 ,0239 6,0 ,0669 8,9 ,60 ,0086 -101,3 ,0023 =11_,7 0063 83,5
•75 ,0547 -170,6 ,0225 10,7 ,0772 9,8 ,75 ,0005 -272,3 ,0015 224,5 0019 -125,1
•85 ,0363 1164,2 ,85 ,0010 -285,8
,90 ,0184 -154,7 ,0135 20,6 ,0318 23,3 ,90 ,O0O7 -266,6 ,0094 -2,3 ,0095 16,5
•95 ,0080 -138,2 ,95 ,0164 -60,7 ,0015 208,_ ,0165 124,5
CHORD 3 .05 .0089 83,8 ,0073 =53.4 ,0151 -77.1 CHSRD 8 ,05 ,008% 80,8 ,0089 199.8 .0173 -99,5
•12 ,0072 78,4 ,0087 =42,9 ,0139 -69,2 ,12 ,0138 81.4 ,0070 -98,3 ,0208 =98,5
•20 ,0261 74,9 ,012_ -38,9 ,0331 -85,0 ,20 ,0143 83,0
•75 ,0449 -168,6 ,0200 7,7 ,06_8 I0,3 ,75 ,0007 -152,4 ,0020 245,8 ,0015 -97,6
•85 ,0049 50,4 ,85
•90 ,0171 -158,5 ,90
•95 .0111 170.6 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0065 94,2 ,0096 -49,6 ,0153 -6_,I CHORO 9 ,05 ,0130 70,3 ,0096 -106,4 ,0226 -I08,3
•12 ,0112 86,5 ,0096 -44.0 ,0189 -70,8 ,12 ,0158 71,6 ,0075 250,6 ,0233 -108,7
•20 ,0049 85,0 ,0127 -34,0 ,0156 1_9,9 ,20 ,0196 73.8 ,0070 2_8,6 ,0266 -I07,6
•35 ,0208 79,9 ,0137 -23,3 ,0274 -70,9 ,35 ,0218 -I07,7 ,0053 2W2.1 ,0166 75,5
•60 ,0405 "151,6 ,001_ -94,4 ,0397 26,7 ,60 ,0026 -128,7 ,0023 235,3 ,0003 18,7
• 75 .01_3 -152.3 .00_0 -3.0 .0179 21.1 ,75 ,0014 84.8 .001_ 227.0 .0026 -113,4
•85 ,0076 -161,2 ,0C13 "1,3 ,008S 15,9 ,85 ,002W 74,1
•95 ,0026 -133.8 ,0018 181,6 ,0018 90,9 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0162 1_60,I ,0076 -71,9 ,0238 -77,5
•12 ,0110 -263,6 ,0057 -67,8 ,0166 -78,2
•20 ,0107 -263,7 ,0058 -56,9 ,0160 -74,3
•35 ,0333 126612 ,0050 -46,7 ,0373 -81,3





o TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER =516 MACH = ,776 RN • %,696_10E6 ALPHA = 2*17 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK) = _=03 DEG
= 8,238 KPA K • .212 DELTA6 • 2,99 DEG OSCILLATING FHE_UENCY = 10,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MA_ PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0200 87,0 ,0130 301,% ,0316 -79,5 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0199 -269,% .016D "I00,6 0357 "91,%
•12 ,0177 87 3 ,0116 313,5 ,0298 -72,0 .12 ,0281 -269,5 ,0119 "100,2 0398 -92,7
,20 .0172 91 7 ,0172 322.5 ,0311 "62.9 20 ,0373 -269,1 ,0097 "99,9 0%68 "91,3
•30 ,0179 =251 2 ,0226 331,3 ,0377 -17,% 30 ,0165 -268,_ ,0088 "97,6 0552 -89,9
•35 ,0483 -254 5 ,0260 335,5 ,0680 -57.5 35 ,1128 -259,0 ,0090 =96,0 1215 -80,3
,45 ,1020 "227 7 ,0373 317,8 ,13_1 -38,% _5 ,0278 -217,2 ,00_% "9%,7 0331 -_9,6
.50 .1113 -210 I ,O_%b "6,9 ,1533 -23,5 50 ,0381 -93,3 ,0017 "100,3 0308 88,5
,60 ,0801 -180 O ,0_95 ,7 ,1296 ,3 60 ,0286 -89,5 ,00_8 "108,9 02%2 9_.2
,70 ,0943 -175 3 ,0591 5,6 ,153_ 5,1 70 ,0090 -10_,8 °0033 "119,2 0059 83,3
• 75 ,1163 -173 8 ,0668 7,8 ,1830 6,8 75 ,00_6 -112,0 ,0031 "113,7 0015 71,3
,85 ,0694 14,7 85
,90 ,0302 -145,9 90
•95 ,0221 -t_7,2 ,0_O_ 22,0 ,0622 25,8 95 ,0035 -105._
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0161 "275,2 ,0138 306,1 ,0279 -76,2 CHORD 7 ,05 0198 -278,6 ,0153 260,6 ,0351 -98,9
,12 ,0075 -273,3 ,0137 -14,9 ,0191 -61,6 ,12 02_1 -276,_ ,0109 261,5 ,0350 -97,0
•20 ,0228 -280,4 ,0200 -36,0 ,0363 -70.5 ,20 0259 -27_.5 ,0106 259,7 ,036% -96,2
,35 ,0161 -258,8 ,0293 -19,1 ,0662 -56,3 ,35 222% -262,8 ,00_9 260.1 ,2310 "83,5
•60 ,081_ "170,5 .0_72 1,4 ,1283 6.6 ,60 0173 -89,9 .00_6 258.6 .0128 91,3
•75 ,1035 "170.7 ,0419 8.9 ,1483 9,2 ,75 00%3 -99,8 ,0027 248,4 ,0017 99,0
•85 ,0695 -163,0 ,85 0007 -206,6
,90 ,0379 -151,4 ,0276 20,9 ,0655 23,6 ,90 0013 -219,2 ,018_ "_,0 ,0191 -6,1
• 95 ,0141 -130,2 ,95 0011 -217,_ ,00_3 229,% ,002_ -10_,6
CHORD 3 .05 .0152 94.3 .01_3 305.6 .0281 -70.5 CHORO 8 .05 .0116 -276.0 .0156 ,102.8 .0302 "99.5
• 12 .0124 91.8 .0163 31_.% .0268 "63.9 .12 .02_6 -276.7 .0118 =102.8 .0363 "98.7
• 20 .0571 83.0 .0213 320.% .0733 -80.8 .20 .025_ -273.9
•75 ,0866 "170,6 ,0386 7,7 ,1252 B,9 ,75 .0032 -103,9 ,0028 "118,2 ,0008 130,4
• 85 .0118 31,0 ,85
,90 ,0378 "162,9 ,90
,95 ,0136 167,5 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0139 95,0 ,0180 306,5 0307 -67,2 CHORB 9 ,05 0221 -283,7 ,0136 "113,9 ,0351 -107'6
• 12 ,0231 91.5 ,0198 315,8 0398 -68.2 ,12 0270 -283,6 ,0101 "117,6 ,0369 "107,4
• 20 ,0106 93,1 ,0238 32_,5 0315 -50,7 ,20 03_8 -282,6 ,0096 "120,1 ,O&SO "106,3
• 35 ,0509 92,1 ,025% 338,8 0653 -66,9 ,35 0135 -108,0 ,0074 "123,8 ,0365 75,1
,60 ,0731 -157.4 ,0029 265,4 0718 20,6 ,60 0015 -72,% ,0028 "132,6 ,0025 "16_,6
• 75 ,0289 "156,8 °0076 "3,3 0358 17,8 ,75 0019 -87,8 ,0016 "112,0 ,0017 1*5,5
• 85 ,016_ "159,3 ,0017 8,3 0181 19,5 ,85 0013 -51,3
,95 ,0076 "151,6 ,0036 172,1 0052 53,D ,95
CHORD 5 .05 .0312 -260.8 .0171 297.1 .0€77 -74.5
,12 ,0213 -261,2 ,0132 301,1 ,0337 -71,5
,20 ,021_ "261,8 ,013& 303,3 ,0338 "71,1
•35 ,06B_ -265,9 ,0119 298,3 ,0793 "82,%





POINT NUMBER =548 MACH - ,775 RN = _,685_10E6 ALPHA - 2,47 OEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 (P{AK! = 6,06 DEQ
0 - 8,2_5 KPA K = ,212 DELTA6 - 3,08 DEG OSCILLATING FREUUENCY - 9,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LONER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0237 -271,8 ,0169 -60 1 ,0391 -78,7 CHORD 6 ,05 0298 -270,0 ,0231 266,8 ,0529 "91,5
,12 ,0221 -275,7 ,0204 =50 2 ,0393 -73,9 ,12 0_25 -271,4 ,0178 269,6 ,0603 "91,1
,20 ,0236 "273,2 ,0262 "38 0 ,0##2 -64,0 ,20 0583 -271,9 ,0148 271,9 ,0731 -91,1
,30 ,0275 -257.9 ,0322 -30 2 ,05_7 -52,1 ,30 0935 -271,1 ,0147 273,2 ,1082 =90,5
• 35 ,0698 -256.8 ,0353 -25 7 ,0960 -60,2 ,35 2151 -258,9 ,0144 272,8 ,2294 -79,4
•45 ,1427 "226.0 ,0562 "12 7 ,1921 "36,8 ,45 04_7 -215,2 ,0132 271,6 .0536 -46,5
• 50 ,1508 "210,6 ,0679 "8,3 ,2152 -23.8 ,50 0492 -100.7 ,0123 270.6 .0372 75,6
,60 ,1196 "179,9 ,0729 =,8 ,1925 -,3 ,60 0377 -90,8 ,0089 270,9 ,0287 88,7
• 70 ,1377 "175.1 ,0880 5,3 ,2257 5,1 ,70 0105 °98,7 ,0059 269,3 ,0047 71,1
• 75 ,1627 "173,8 ,1007 7,1 ,2634 6,6 ,75 0030 -104,8 ,0064 279,2 ,0037 -68,4
• 85 ,1041 13,6 ,85
,90 ,0_81 -I48,6 ,90
•95 ,0_08 "156,0 ,0590 22,6 ,0999 23,1 ,95 .0012 -150,1
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0251 85,1 ,0216 "57,1 ,04_2 -77,5 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0299 81,5 ,0243 "99,# ,0542 -98,9
•12 ,0115 83,1 ,0212 -47,5 ,0300 -64,4 ,12 ,0374 82,7 ,0172 "99,0 ,0545 -97,8
•20 ,0288 77,7 ,0293 -36.9 ,0489 -69.3 ,20 ,0414 84,6 ,0163 e99,3 ,0576 -96,5
• 35 ,08_0 101,6 ,0431 "21,# ,1134 =59,8 ,35 ,3073 97,5 ,0132 ltO0,1 ,3200 -83,2
• 60 ,1174 188,3 ,0727 ,1 ,1896 5,1 ,60 ,02_8 257,0 ,0064 =100,0 ,0184 76,0
,75 ,1457 187,8 ,0680 7,6 ,2137 7,7 ,75 ,0033 220,2 ,0034 "100,1 ,0023 =32,5
,85 ,098_ 197,0 ,85 ,0033 136,6
,90 ,0522 207,7 ,0_07 20,6 ,0927 24,6 ,90 ,0040 142,5 ,0268 "5,9 .0303 "9,9
,95 ,03_4 203.0 ,95 ,003_ 140,8 .0030 "126,0 ,0047 -79,1
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0223 "273,5 ,0209 "53,5 ,0406 -74,2 CHOR9 8 ,05 *0225 -276,9 ,0234 260.9 .0459 -98,0
•12 ,0173 "273,7 ,0250 "#_,7 ,0386 -6&,4 ,12 .0369 =278,8 ,0180 261,2 ,0550 -98,8
,20 ,0733 "278,0 ,0357 -41,9 ,0979 -80,3 .20 .0400 -277,3
,75 ,1231 "170,3 ,0562 8,3 ,1793 9,3 ,75 ,002_ -161,2 ,0042 260,1 ,0037 -64,8
• 85 ,0181 32._ ,85
,90 ,0532 "160,0 .90
,95 ,0131 -207,6 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0201 -264,6 ,0272 "5_,8 ,0458 -67,# CHORB 9 ,05 ,03_1 -284,3 ,0211 250,3 ,0551 -106,3
• 12 ,0322 -270,7 ,0283 "44,5 ,0556 -69,2 ,12 ,0420 -28_*0 ,0158 250,1 ,0578 -105,6
,20 ,0164 "270,9 .0330 "32.5 ,0439 -51,1 ,20 ,06_8 -281,6 ,0149 250,6 .0797 "103,1
•35 .104_ "259,2 ,0374 "23,5 ,1292 -65,4 ,35 ,0606 "111,# ,0118 250.7 ,0488 68,1
,60 ,1048 -153,7 ,0056 -90,3 ,I02& 23,5 ,60 ,0036 -137,7 ,0045 252,7 ,0023 -54,2
•75 ,0439 -157,0 ,0105 =2,0 ,0536 18,2 ,75 ,0026 -199,5 ,0023 250,5 ,0035 -60,7
•85 ,0246 "160.6 ,0030 7,0 ,0276 18.0 .85 °003# -266,7
,95 ,0109 "154,3 ,0056 "187,2 ,0069 52,2 ,95
CHORD 5 ,0S ,0472 97,8 ,0256 "66,2 ,0721 -76,6
012 ,033_ 95,# ,0197 "63,9 ,0523 -77,0
•20 ,0345 93,5 ,0198 "61,8 ,0531 -77,5
• 35 ,1697 101.2 ,0173 "55,3 ,1857 -76,7








POINT NUMBER "552 MACH - ,780 RN = _,685=10E6 ALPHA - 2,W7 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 iPEAK) - 2.03 DEG
Q = 8,375 KPA K = .210 DELTA6 . 6,12 DEe OSCILLATING FHE_UENCY • 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAH PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,007_ 89.9 ,00_ 305.9 ,0113 -76,9 CHORD 6 ,05 0080 96.1 ,0048 "89,9 0128 -86,1
• 12 ,0077 90,1 ,0055 319,2 0120 -69,7 ,12 0099 93.8 0029 189,6 0129 "87,0
•20 ,0068 78,2 ,0072 336,1 0109 -61,_ ,20 0102 90,7 0019 "9_,6 0121 "90,1
•30 ,0063 90,9 .0100 345,0 0132 "_2,2 ,30 0135 85.2 0015 -I08,2 0150 =96,2
,35 ,0126 84,0 ,0110 346,6 0177 -58,1 .35 0162 85,0 001_ "114,5 0176 -96,5
• 45 ,0270 110o3 ,0173 353,2 0381 "45,9 ,45 11_1 108,3 0011 "136,7 1146 -72,1
• 50 ,0475 127,6 ,0213 "1,5 0632 -37,2 ,50 0346 11_.5 0008 =158,5 0346 -66,9
• 60 ,0385 179,0 ,0237 5,2 0621 1,4 ,60 0147 -93,7 ,0007 -182,9 ,01_7 89,0
• 70 ,0396 188,2 ,0273 10,0 ,0669 8,9 ,70 ,0079 -75,8 ,0002 "208,9 ,0080 105,1
,75 ,0471 188,9 ,0293 12,6 ,0763 10,3 ,75 ,0039 -78.5 ,0001 55,1 ,0039 100,6
•85 ,035_ 16,6 ,85
• 90 ,0098 "121.6 .90
,95 ,0151 198,1 ,0170 28,3 ,0321 23,5 ,95 ,0009 -100,5
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0072 "253,2 .0056 -56,1 ,0127 -65,7 CHOR_ 7 ,05 ,0098 83,5 ,0048 °91,3 ,0146 -9_,8
•12 ,0030 98,3 ,0068 -38,9 ,0092 -51,6 ,12 ,010& 8_,4 ,0034 "86,6 ,0137 -93,_
•20 ,0126 91,1 .0089 o23.7 ,0182 "62,6 .20 ,0097 8_,I ,0032 =80,0 .0128 -92,0
• 35 ,0169 83.3 .0136 -18.9 ,0238 "62,8 ,35 ,0213 85.4 ,0035 •83.3 ,02#8 -93,0
,60 ,0353 "165,3 ,0219 7.5 ,0571 11,9 ,60 ,0110 -102,_ ,0018 "100,3 ,0093 77,2
• 75 ,0432 "165,4 ,0173 13,3 ,0604 1_,2 ,75 ,0039 -67,5 ,0009 "110,_ ,0033 122,9
•85 ,0191 "141,9 ,85 ,0021 -59,1
•90 ,0136 "131,8 ,0077 -321,2 ,0213 _.8 ,90 ,0013 m60,9 ,0073 ",7 .0068 9,1
,95 ,0051 -88,I ,95 ,0004 -59,3 ,0009 "156,6 ,0010 "177,2
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0053 88,5 ,0055 302,8 ,0103 -74,1 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0054 82,7 ,0030 "113,2 ,0083 "102,9
,12 ,0073 85,$ ,0071 325,6 ,0125 "65,0 ,12 ,0087 82,8 ,0020 "130,5 ,0104 "103,2
•20 ,0235 80,4 ,0099 328,2 ,0287 -81,0 ,20 ,0095 82,8
,75 ,0378 193,8 ,01_0 17,0 ,0518 1_,7 ,75 ,0026 -71.2 ,0004 -192,7 .0028 115,_
,85 .0089 152.1 ,85
•90 ,0103 "I_0,_ .90
• 95 ,0098 169,9 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0049 97,6 ,0070 324,3 ,0110 -54,8 CHORB 9 ,05 ,00_2 75,3 ,00_5 "116,9 ,0117 "107,_
,12 ,0085 89,3 ,0077 337,1 ,0135 "58,6 ,12 ,0104 73,5 ,0016 "133._ ,0118 "110,0
,20 ,0055 81,4 ,0095 345,3 ,0115 "43,2 ,20 ,0119 71,6 ,0016 "153,8 ,0131 "113,3
,35 ,0126 80,7 ,0089 347.4 10158 "65,4 ,35 ,0250 8_,3 ,0020 =209,/ ,0243 "100,1
,60 ,0408 "1_2,9 .,0017 229,0 ,0391 36,5 ,60 ,0041 163,4 ,0017 "198.€ *0024 -15,2
• 75 ,0153 209,9 ,0017 24,3 ,0170 29,3 °75 ,0012 27,5 ,0011 "207,7 ,0021 -178,4
• 85 ,0089 206,3 ,0008 102,1 ,0091 31,3 ,85 ,0018 4,3
,95 ,0046 203,3 ,0023 174,1 ,0028 47,0 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0108 -258,4 ,0068 "51,8 ,0171 -68,2
,12 ,0080 98,6 ,0059 -51,0 ,0135 =68,5
•20 ,0071 94,1 ,0054 -48,4 ,01_9 -69,8
• 35 ,0150 91,9 .0037 "43,4 ,0178 -79,7
• 60 ,0176 -108.9 .0028 -71,2 ,0155 64,7




POINT NUMBER -554 HACH - ,784 RN • 4,699_10E6 ALPHA - 2,47 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA6 IPEAK) - 4,02 DEG
G = 8,_48 KPA K = ,208 DELTA6 - 6,02 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 10,00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 0118 71,9 ,0100 -54,5 ,0195 -83,6 CHORB 6 ,05 ,0134 86,1 ,0115 "93,1 ,0249 "93,5
•12 0109 70,6 ,0125 "38,6 ,0191 "71,1 ,12 ,0166 85,4 ,0089 "88,6 ,0254 -92,5
,20 0095 70,5 ,0167 -28,0 0204 -55,4 ,20 ,0181 85,4 ,0072 "85,6 ,0252 "92,1
,30 0103 86,0 ,0205 -18,3 0252 -41,7 ,30 ,0235 83,6 ,00b_ _83,8 ,0298 "93,7
,35 0144 92,1 ,0240 -17,5 0319 -42.7 ,35 .0270 82,3 .0062 "81,9 .0330 -94,8
,45 0403 110,9 ,0367 "8,8 0666 -40,5 ,_5 ,tOOt 93,2 ,0060 -84,_ ,I061 -86,6
,50 ,0813 126,2 ,0438 "2.6 1140 -36,4 ,50 .2075 -2_6,8 ,0067 -86,5 .2129 -67,3
.60 .0937 "190.2 ,0464 3.4 1393 -5,7 .60 .0127 -158,0 ,0045 m89.0 .0119 1.3
.70 .0735 "167.9 .0533 7.9 1267 10.4 .70 .0198 -95.9 .0027 m92.5 .0171 83.5
• 75 .0800 "168.2 .0574 9.8 1373 11.0 .75 .0113 -94.8 .0028 "91.2 .0085 84.0
• 85 .0637 16.1 .85
• 90 .0275 "138.3 .90
• 95 .0459 -168.2 .0336 31.2 .078& 20.0 .95 .0024 -154.8
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0112 "271,7 ,0100 -47,8 ,0197 "71,1 CHOR_ 7 ,05 ,0137 -277,9 ,0121 "106,5 ,0257 "101'9
•12 ,0063 "275,7 ,0111 "40,9 ,0157 -60,2 ,12 ,0159 -278,8 ,0082 "I06,0 ,0241 "I01,2
.20 ,0236 "282,1 ,0166 -30,7 ,0329 "73,5 .20 .0149 -278.3 .0073 "106,2 .0222 "100,9
• 35 ,0246 "272,8 ,02_6 "1_,5 ,0381 -53,7 ,35 ,0266 -278,4 ,0067 "I04,0 ,0333 -99,6
• 60 ,0900 "185,4 ,0_32 3,9 ,1328 -2,4 ,60 ,0170 -98,5 ,0035 "101,7 .0135 82,4
• 75 .0746 "161.9 .0334 13.8 .1079 16.8 .75 .0080 -97.2 .0019 ,115.8 .0062 88.3
• 85 .0338 -126.2 .85 .0043 -99.3
• 90 .0279 -129.3 .0152 "314.3 .0431 €8.9 .90 .0040 -102.0 .0131 4.7 .0148 19.8
.95 .0337 "168.1 .95 .0015 -109.5 .0024 "132.5 .0012 -162.6
CHORD 3 .05 .0096 80.9 .0119 "46.3 .0194 -69.6 CHORD 8 .05 .0110 80.1 .0102 "99.2 .0212 "99.6
.12 .0100 76.9 .0146 "32.6 .0203 "60.3 .12 .0157 78.9 .0076 _98.8 .0234 "100.4
• 20 .0247 75.1 .0236 -27.0 .0375 -67.0 .20 .0167 79.1
• 75 .0677 -161.4 .0276 1€.9 .0953 17.5 .75 .0081 -108.6 .0022 "97.9 .0059 67.4
°85 ,0170 -208.0 ,85
•90 ,0269 "152,1 ,90
• 95 .0250 "189.8 .95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0093 99,2 ,0168 "42,9 ,02_8 -56 2 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0159 66,8 ,0106 249,0 ,0265 "112,3
,12 ,014_ 90.2 ,0172 -32,4 ,0278 -58 3 ,12 ,0182 68,4 ,00_2 247,5 ,0263 "111,9
•20 ,0091 83,9 ,0196 "26,2 ,0243 -46 7 ,20 ,0214 70,8 ,0083 24_,7 ,0297 "109,5
• 35 ,0208 83,6 ,0227 "11,2 ,0321 "51 5 ,35 ,2_35 89,6 ,0058 257,0 ,2292 "90,7
,60 ,1230 -187,7 ,0015 "80.7 ,1234 "8 3 ,60 ,0086 -108,3 ,0015 242,_ ,0072 73,6
• 75 .0307 -142.2 .00_0 21.1 .03_5 35 9 .75 .0022 -139.5 *0009 223./ .0013 38.3
• 85 .0171 -149.7 .0017 "247.3 .0174 35.8 .85 .0021 -231.0
•95 ,0087 "151,0 ,00_9 "192,1 ,0060 61,6 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 e0210 "257.6 .0118 "60,6 ,0325 "71,5
,12 ,01_2 "262.9 ,0090 "54,9 ,0225 "72,1
•20 ,0123 "266,6 ,0086 "53,4 ,0200 -73,0
•35 ,0255 "271,4 ,0079 "60,9 ,0326 -84,3
,60 ,0779 "215,3 ,0043 "81,0 ,0810 -37,5





POINT NUMBER =556 MACH - .784 RN • _.689_10E6 ALPHA • 2._7 DEG OSCILLATING D_LTA6 IPEAK! = 6"03 DEG
U • 8,455 KPA K • ,209 DKLTA6 = 6,02 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY = 10,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE ' MAB PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD I .05 01_7 -277.5 .01_1 -56.9 .0270 -77.6 CHORO 6 .05 .0211 85.9 .0166 =90.9 .0377 -92.7
•12 0140 71.7 .0178 -_7 2 .0275 -73.8 .12 .0268 86.0 .0122 =85.2 .0389 -91.3
•20 0155 77.0 .0236 -3_ I .0325 -60.5 .20 .0291 87.3 .0101 =82.6 .0391 -90.2
•30 0173 -268.0 .029* -25 7 .0_04 -_7.9 .30 .0371 88.# .0106 "83.O .0_76 =89.7
.35 023& -263.7 *0329 -22 6 10_88 =&7.5 *35 10&33 88.8 .0109 =83.9 .05_I =89.7
._5 0709 -2_8.0 .0517 =9 2 .i072 -_3.6 ._5 .2_71 -2_8.0 .0103 =86._ .2568 -68.7
•50 1289 -232.5 .0625 "_ 9 .1772 =37._ .50 .199_ =2_0.6 .0092 =89._ .2076 -61.9
•60 1360 -191.6 .0693 I 5 .20&2 -7.2 .60 .0326 -97.5 .0063 =93.0 .0263 81.3
•70 1052 -169.7 .0804 7 I .1857 8.9 .70 .0295 -90.1 .0036 =95._ .0259 90.6
.75 1109 -168.1 .0855 9 _ .196& 10.8 .75 .0170 -93.1 .00_0 =92.6 .0130 86.8
.85 .0946 15 9 .85
•90 .0576 -152._ .90
.95 .0827 -170._ .0497 30.7 .1302 17.5 .95 .00_2 -122.5
CHORD 2 ,05 0175 -27&,3 ,0176 311,3 ,0323 -71,5 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0220 -277,0 ,0171 258,5 ,0392 =99,0
• 12 0098 -277,6 ,0184 -_0.3 ,0251 -59,5 ,12 ,0258 -277,_ ,0127 259,_ ,0385 =98,5
.20 0301 -288.1 .0263 -30.9 .0_I -72.6 .20 .0255 -277.2 .0123 259.3 .0379 =98.4
•35 0_0 -27_.0 .037& -17.9 .0642 -59.5 .35 .0653 -275.6 .0112 257.0 .076_ =96.7
.60 1088 "172.3 .Ob6b _.2 .1753 6.4 .b0 .035_ -9_.8 .00_7 262.0 .0307 80.0
•75 1021 -165,1 ,0511 13,5 ,1531 15,1 ,75 ,0086 -I05,1 ,0026 255,b ,0060 75,6
.85 0556 "1_0.0 .85 .0021 -93.5
•90 0525 "I_9._ .02_I _2.7 .0762 34._ .90 .0023 -126.2 .0201 2.2 .0216 7.0
.95 .0822 -174.0 .95 .000_ -18_.7 .002_ 221._ .0022 =130.9
CHORD 3 .05 .0139 -275.2 .0183 -51._ .0299 -70.I CHORD 8 .05 .0166 81.8 .0170 "9_._ .0336 -96.3
•12 .01_9 77.7 .0219 =_0.3 .0317 -6,.8 .12 .0261 81.2 .0130 =9_._ .0391 -97.3
•20 .0363 72.0 .032* -35.6 .0556 -74.2 .20 .0265 83.7
• 75 .0930 -161.5 .0_02 13,9 ,1331 17.1 .75 .0083 -110,5 .0027 =93,8 .0058 61.8
.85 ,0219 =208.8 ,85
•90 .0536 =162._ .90
,95 ,0356 "188,7 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0139 -264,5 ,0221 -49,9 ,03_5 -63,1 CHORB 9 ,05 ,0238 77,6 ,01_5 =10_,9 ,0383 -103"_
• 12 ,0218 -268,5 ,0252 "_1,5 ,0_22 -63,6 ,12 ,0268 77,0 ,0108 =106,1 ,0377 -103,9
• 20 ,0118 -272,8 ,0277 -30,9 ,03_8 -48,2 ,20 ,0309 76,6 ,0110 =107,7 ,0_19 =10_,5
,35 ,0310 -276,9 ,0315 -19,_ ,0_88 -57,7 ,35 ,19_6 93,_ ,008_ =106,5 ,2025 -87,_
,60 ,1650 -187,6 ,00_3 =92,7 ,165& "9,1 ,60 ,0113 -107,9 ,0028 =108,3 ,008_ 72,3
• 75 ,0_36 -1_6,1 ,0050 3,0 ,0_80 30,8 ,75 ,0030 -102,5 ,0011 =86,2 ,OO2O 68,6
• 85 ,0251 -152,2 ,0015 "20_,7 ,02_3 30,6 ,85 ,0009 35,8
•95 ,0129 -151,1 ,0078 "183.9 ,0076 62,9 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0325 -256,_ ,0196 296,3 ,0517 "71,6
• 12 ,0221 -261,8 ,015_ 302,2 ,0367 -72,0
• 20 ,0196 -268,2 ,01_8 305,3 ,0330 -73,8
• 35 ,0397 -271,3 ,0121 307,5 ,0_97 -82,6





POINT NUMBER =558 MACH = ,785 RN = _,694_10E6 ALPHA - 2,_7 DEG OSCILLATING DELLA9 {PEAK) = 2,05 DEG
g • 8,#B2 KPA K = ,104 OELTA9 • ",07 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LUWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE MAY PHASE NAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0034 92,8 ,0007 252,8 ,0041 "90,_ CHORD 6 ,05 ,0060 144,8 ,0113 "20,4 ,0172 -25,5
•12 ,0031 144,3 ,0008 183,3 ,0025 "_6.8 ,la ,007B 140,9 ,0123 "16,_ ,0197 "25,2
,20 ,0024 140,& ,0001 318,_ ,0025 -39,7 ,20 ,0070 I_I'2 ,0136 "12,6 ,0201 "EI,5
•30 +0015 119,9 ,0014 "I,8 ,0025 "32,1 ,30 ,009% 137,9 ,0175 "7,9 ,0258 "19'7
.35 ,0043 13&,8 ,0012 306,6 ,0055 "_7,0 ,35 ,0159 134,3 ,0202 "6,0 ,0340 "23,4
.45 .0085 1_2.7 .0026 218,1 .0083 -54.8 ._5 .1890 161,3 .0265 "4.5 .21_7 -17.0
.50 ,0072 140,9 ,0023 268,6 *0088 "51,1 ,50 .0594 171,_ ,0309 "2,0 ,0902 "6,3
•60 ,0033 202,2 ,0012 244,5 ,0025 2,8 ,60 ,0329 200,3 ,03_3 ,7 ,0663 10,3
•70 ,0015 52,9 ,0003 96,9 ,0013 "136,4 ,70 ,0501 188,8 ,03_2 2,Z ,08_2 6,1
• 75 ,0020 B2,5 .OCO_ 122.8 ,0017 -105,5 ,75 ,0559 187,5 ,0277 2,2 ,0836 5,7• 8 ,0004 1,1
• 90 ,0017 93,1 ,85
,90
• 95 ,0014 103.1 ,0007 99,1 .0007 -73,1 ,95 ,0108 186,6
CHORD 2 ,05 "0014 69.3 ,0012 "94,1 ,0025 "103.2 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0121 153,5 ,0157 "19,2 ,0277 "22'W
•12 ,0012 53.3 ,0011 251,1 ,0022 -118.3 ,12 ,0156 151,4 ,0139 "I_,4 ,0292 -21,9
•20 ,0025 81,1 ,0002 "43,0 ,0026 -95,8 ,20 ,0123 1_7,0 ,0160 "8,0 ,0276 "18,8
•35 ,0038 60,9 ,0019 166,3 ,0047 "141.B ,35 ,0897 152,9 ,0206 "5,_ ,1091 "23,1
•60 ,00_2 197,7 ,0003 -48.B ,00_3 14,0 ,60 ,02_6 -14B,6 ,0263 ",3 ,0480 15,3
•75 ,0006 -71,4 ,0003 106,3 ,0009 107,8 ,75 ,0349 186,_ ,0162 ,7 •8 13.7 0511 4.6
•B5 ,0198 169.8
• 90 ,0004 91,_ ,0013 126,1 ,0010 138.7 ,90 ,0127 182,1 ,0006 115,5 ,0125 4,5
•95 ,0005 I09,4 ,95 ,0089 172,0 ,00/2 183,b ,0023 -45,8
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0016 38.8 ,0003 70,_ ,0013 -148,6 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0079 1_9,3 ,0161 "15,3 ,0238 "20,_
,12 *0012 55,5 *0011 29,7 *0005 "62.2 .12 ,0126 149.i ,01bO "11,3 .0271 -20.2
,T0 ,0050 144.8 ,0011 -18,6 ,0061 "32,2 ,20 ,0119 148.b
,75 ,0027 R4.2 ,0004 167,6 ,0027 -I05,2 ,75 .0211 190,0 ,0123 ",2 ,0333 6.2
•85 ,000b 172,6 .85
,90 .0010 101.6
,90
•95 ,0007 159,7 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0006 104,1 .0011 302,6 ,0017 -63,6 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0164 152,3 ,01_7 -20,7 ,0291 -24,6
•12 ,0011 48,& ,0016 315.6 ,0020 -78,7 ,12 ,0189 151,9 ,0103 -19,9 ,0291 -25,2
•20 ,O00B I12,3 ,0012 -6,3 ,0018 -30,7 ,20 ,0233 152,1 ,0102 -18,7 ,0334 -25,1
•35 ,0025 126.1 ,0026 206,0 ,0033 "105.3 ,35 ,0492 175,3 ,009_ -14.1 ,0584 -6,2
,60 ,0050 200,7 ,0081 3,2 ,0130 9,9 ,60 .0038 -17,9 .0028 "17,1 ,0010 159.8
,75 ,0027 33,1 .0003 252,8 ,0030 -142,9 ,75 ,0018 124,3 ,0007 -9,4 ,002_ -_2,7
•85 ,0010 94,4 ,OOO_ 185,3 ,0011 "106.1 ,B5 .0032 14_,3
,95 ,0008 161,3 ,0002 137,2 ,0006 -I0,0 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0028 89,4 ,0029 -77,0 ,0056 -83,6
•12 ,0020 86,3 ,0021 -68,5 ,0040 -80,9
,20 ,0016 87,2 ,0012 -48,4 ,0030 -69,8
,35 ,0049 102,9 ,0028 -33,3 ,0072 -61,7








POINT NUMBER =560 MACH - ,784 RN = W,69_10E6 ALPHA - 2,W7 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 IPEAK_ • 2,02 DEG
g • 8,485 KPA K = ,208 DELTA9 • -,09 DEG OSCILLATING FHEWUENCY = I0,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MA_ PHASE MAG PHA_E
CHORD 1 ,05 0019 -28,8 ,0012 -112.8 ,0021 -174,5 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0059 -254,9 ,00_3 -28,5 ,0%30 -47,5
•12 0015 14,4 ,0008 -79,1 ,0017 -137.4 ,12 ,0079 -262,9 ,0097 "21,6 ,0152 -48,8
•20 0021 10.1 ,0006 =181.7 ,0026 -172,4 ,20 ,0070 =268,6 ,0116 "14o8 ,0151 -41,2
•30 0003 -170,9 ,0002 116,9 ,0003 40.6 ,30 ,0097 -276,_ ,0149 "9,7 .0183 -41.7
,35 0048 20,8 ,0012 -13W,6 ,0059 -154,3 ,36 .0172 -279,5 ,017_ -8,U ,0242 -53,4
,45 0078 52,5 ,0014 -223,3 ,0077 -137,6 .45 ,1413 -222,3 ,0240 =2,9 ,1606 -36.9
,50 0057 62,6 ,0004 11,4 ,0055 -%_.1 ,50 ,0430 -194._ ,02M9 ,0 ,07_4 -8,4
•60 ,0034 123.2 ,001_ -54.5 ,0048 -56,1 ,60 ,0422 -159,9 ,0331 3,1 ,0746 12,6
•70 ,0023 94.2 ,0002 -88,1 ,0025 -86.0 ,70 ,0557 -168,5 ,0335 4,2 ,0890 8,8
•75 ,0015 93,3 ,0004 =143,4 ,0018 -98,4 ,75 ,0585 -170.3 ,0265 6,_ ,0850 8,7
•85 ,0006 -201,0 ,85
•90 ,0013 _9.8 ,90
,95 ,0008 11,8 ,0007 =20&,8 ,0015 174,8 ,9b ,0095 -178,b
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0020 22,0 ,0012 -122,4 ,0031 -1_4.8 C_OR8 7 .05 0103 119,1 ,0137 =31.4 .0232 -44,0
• 12 ,0012 30,7 ,0013 =127,0 ,002_ =137,8 ,12 0136 113,0 ,0124 "25,3 ,0243 -47.2
• 20 ,0031 2_,9 ,0017 "123,9 ,0046 -14_,3 ,20 011_ 107,9 ,0151 "18,5 ,0237 -41,3
• 35 ,0036 15,5 ,0017 -57,5 ,0035 =137,9 ,35 0798 121.7 ,0193 "9.2 ,0936 -_9.3
•60 ,0030 97,5 ,0014 -21,1 ,0039 -63,8 ,60 0316 -147,1 ,0263 1,3 ,0557 18,6
•75 ,0022 118,1 .0008 -79,1 ,0030 =66,5 ,75 0372 -170,4 ,017_ 3,5 ,0543 7,7
• 85 ,0021 107,_ ,85 0210 -175,4
•90 ,0014 107,6 ,0001 -16.6 ,0015 -68,8 ,90 0127 -181,1 .0018 "20,6 ,01_4 -3,5
,95 ,0008 100.0 ,95 ,0080 163._ ,0073 "180,5 ,0022 -80,0
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0021 -3,0 .0007 -20_,6 ,0028 172,0 CHDR_ 8 ,0b ,0074 =239,5 ,0116 _28,5 ,0183 -_0,4
•12 ,0023 ,8 ,0009 -225,7 ,0030 168,0 ,12 ,0108 =2_3,0 ,0116 "18,b ,0207 -39,9
•20 ,006_ 19.9 ,0C16 60.2 ,0052 -171,6 .20 ,0099 =251,4
•75 ,0012 "189,2 ,0003 -153,& ,0009 =18,8 ,75 ,0213 =166,9 .0110 5,4 ,0322 10,5
,85 ,0008 =191,3 ,85
,90 ,0008 "211.5 ,90
• 95 .0007 -201,5 .95
CHORD $ ,05 o0014 25,7 ,000_ "172,6 ,0017 -158,5 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0129 -235,7 OOSb =45,b ,0213 -51,6
,12 ,0019 21,9 ,0014 -63,9 ,0023 -%20,7 ,12 .0158 -238,9 0069 =37,3 ,0224 -52,3
,20 ,0011 22,6 ,0033 -82,2 ,0037 -99,5 ,20 ,0203 -241,0 0073 "36,4 ,0271 -54,5
,35 ,00_9 16,7 ,0037 =212,9 ,0078 175,5 ,35 ,0105 =183,9 0065 "37.0 ,016_ -16,5
•60 ,0047 -233,9 ,0069 13,5 ,0097 =13,2 ,60 ,0063 -73.8 0013 "27.1 ,0054 95,9
•75 ,0019 -189,0 ,0002 =119,5 ,0018 -15,8 ,75 ,0034 -189,2 0001 "171,4 ,0033 "9,9
•85 ,0016 "196,2 ,0003 -120,9 ,0015 -27,3 ,85 ,0035 -228.5
• 95 ,0013 -230,9 ,0003 "191,1 ,0011 =60.8 .95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0049 61,1 ,0032 =80.1 ,0077 -103,8
• 12 ,0035 55,2 ,0032 -58,1 ,0056 -93,4
•20 ,0037 45,0 ,0032 -53,9 ,0052 =98,_
• 35 ,0092 33,6 .0031 -6_.6 ,0101 -128.9
•60 ,0138 -180,3 ,0030 "7.3 ,0168 -1,6




POINT NUMBER =562 MACH - ,785 RN - _,69_10E6 ALPHA • 2.47 DEG OSCILLATINO DELTA9 {PEAK) - 2,07 DEG
g • 8,499 KPA K = ,312 DELTA9 • •.08 DEG OSCILLATZNG FREUUENCY • 14.99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MA5 PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 .05 .0047 261.1 .0008 118.9 .0053 86.1 CHORD 6 .05 .0046 -253.8 .00b0 "41.8 .0092 -57.B
.12 .0029 "90.6 .0011 131.9 .0038 100.3 .12 .0059 -268.6 .0068 "25.5 .0109 m54'6
'20 '0023 "59'2 .0009 199.7 .0026 I11'& '20 "0053 --289'5 '0090 •16,7 ,0102 -_8.1
.30 .0028 =&7.5 .0010 124.1 .0038 130.2 .30 .0085 -302.0 .0133 =9.6 .0128 -47.4
.35 .0039 -38.6 .0002 157.7 .0040 142.1 .35 .0176 -310.I .0162 -6.6 .0161 -72.7
•_5 .0121 -I.2 .0013 232.6 .0129 -176.7 ._5 .1380 -2_9.0 .0229 -4.Z .1492 -61.0
.50 .0115 29.9 .000_ 50.5 .0111 -150.9 .50 .0_71 -206.0 .0281 +I.0 .0735 -16.7
.60 .004_ 66.6 .0009 -35.5 .0047 -I03.0 .60 .0580 -169.7 .0323 2.7 .0900 7.6
•70 .0031 72.3 .0007 -93.2 .0038 -I05.1 .70 .0610 -169.2 .0327 6.o .0936 9.1
• 75 ,0028 84,_ ,000_ -28,5 ,0029 "88,9 ,75 ,0628 -169,3 ,0263 8,7 ,0891 10,1
• 85 ,0003 168.1 .85
•90 .0030 I03._ .90
•95 .0026 106.2 .0009 148.0 .0021 -90.7 .95 .0108 -174.6
CHORD 2 .05 .0015 -94.3 .0008 43.0 .0022 70.3 CHOR_ 7 .05 0081 95.6 .0112 -33.3 .0175 -54.5
• 12 ,0004 "87,5 ,0002 95,7 ,0006 93.3 ,12 0106 86,3 .0107 "21,1 .0172 -57.1
• 20 ,0022 "63.7 ,0017 35,9 ,0030 82,2 ,20 0098 79,0 ,0139 "1_,0 ,017_ -_8,3
•35 .0062 "32.6 .0007 207.6 .0065 152.7 .35 0805 I09.6 .0192 "9.6 .0915 -59.9
•60 .0060 94.3 .0004 42.6 .0058 "82.7 .60 0421 -I_8.3 .0260 4.0 .0652 21.5
•75 .0035 I05.3 .0005 175.6 .0033 "82.3 .75 0404 -16_.6 .0162 9.* .0565 13.7
•85 .0021 113._ .85 0152 -173.7
• 90 ,0021 124.9 ,0004 62,1 ,0019 -_5,0 ,90 0116 -169,1 ,0006 15,3 ,0121 11.1
• 95 ,0015 12w,4 ,95 0061 -196,4 ,O0_b 171,3 ,0026 -170,2
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0030 -79,9 ,001_ 177,3 ,0036 122,8 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0064 -257,0 ,0098 .38,0 .0153 -53,2
• 12 ,0029 -72,0 ,0013 166,0 ,0038 124,7 ,12 ,0101 -264,1 ,0096 "29.1 ,0175 -57,3
,20 ,0091 -71,0 ,0017 232.3 ,0083 119,0 ,20 .0105 -271,2
•75 o0044 110.8 .0002 229.8 .00_5 "70.9 .75 .02_9 -166.9 .0106 I0.3 .0355 12.3
• 85 ,0002 120,7 ,85
•90 .0032 135.5 .90
• 95 .0003 202.9 .95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0021 "82,6 ,0010 176,8 ,0025 121,1 CHORD 9 ,05 0130 -25b.1 ,0013 "67,* ,0203 -72,3
•12 .0034 -72.1 .0012 190.7 .0038 126.8 .12 0162 -258.9 .0056 •60.0 .0215 -74.1
•20 .0018 -5k.6 .0021 200.9 .0030 166.6 .20 021_ -260.5 .0052 "55.6 .0262 -75.8
•35 .0051 "61.9 .0009 206.6 .0052 128.6 .35 0160 -187.1 .00_7 "58,3 .0193 -18.0
•60 .0132 95.3 .0078 25.0 .0129 -49.8 .60 0056 -146.8 .0020 "70.8 .0054 12.0
•75 .0052 114.6 .000, -5,.6 .0057 -6_.6 .75 0029 -189.8 .U008 "116._ .0028 -26.a
•85 .0035 125.7 .0C05 -I00.9 .0039 -59.7 .85 0035 -232.6
.95 .0023 129.3 .0004 212._ .0023 -59.8 .95
CHORD 5 .05 .0060 2.1 .0015 -80.7 .0059 -163.7
• 12 .0039 2,2 .001_ -65.4 .0036 "157.1
.20 .00_2 3._ .0013 -57.1 .0037 "158.6
•35 ,0083 -1_,1 ,0023 -20.9 ,0060 168,5
•60 ,0190 "213,5 ,0022 15,5 ,0205 "28,8





POINT NUMBER =56% MACH • *7R_ RN = %,687210E6 ALPHA - 2,17 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 (PEAK; = _,05 DEG
- 8,489 KPA K = ,101 DELTA9 = ",10 DEG OSCILLATING FREUUENCY - 5,01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAU PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0031 1_518 0029 I5019 10059 -42,3 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0133 "220,6 ,0200 "20,4 ,0328 -28,5
•12 ,0013 201,9 0028 -63,3 ,0032 "39'I ,12 ,0177 "223,3 .0_15 "15,8 ,0381 "28,2
,20 ,0006 201,9 0028 "62°6 ,0029 "50"% ,20 ,0152 "22_,£ ,0211 "11,% ,0381 "23,9
•30 ,0016 10&,B 0019 "127,3 ,0032 "I03,2 ,30 ,0210 "225,2 ,0328 "8,5 ,05_0 "23'9
•35 ,0056 110,_ 0C23 "97,2 ,0078 -77,5 ,35 ,0592 "219,7 ,03_6 "7,0 ,0940 "26,_
,45 ,0102 119,W 0037 "61,% ,0139 "61'7 ,15 ,2220 "195,8 ,0521 "5,1 ,2737 "13,8
•50 ,0073 135,3 0025 "38,4 ,0098 "_3'I ,50 ,0708 -178,6 ,0623 "3,3 ,1330 -,8
•60 ,0011 179,0 0019 "31,6 ,0032 "20,1 ,60 ,0682 "161,3 ,0702 ",2 ,1371 7'6
•70 ,0025 133,2 0013 ",I ,0036 "31,0 ,70 ,0992 -172,6 ,0707 1,5 ,1697 _,9
•75 ,0017 116,8 0013 14,7 ,0023 "31'3 °75 ,1115 "171,9 ,0561 2,5 ,1676 4,2
,85 0_1_ 43,1 ,85
•90 ,0005 146,1 ,90
•95 ,0005 195,6 ,001_ 52,7 ,0018 _2,7 °95 ,0230 -176,4
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0027 "280,7 ,0010 -58,2 ,0035 -89,8 CHORD 7 ,05 0230 -208,7 ,0306 =17,7 ,0531 -22,_
•12 ,0014 53,5 ,0014 -67,8 ,0025 -96,5 ,12 0303 -210,7 ,027_ "14,0 ,0575 -22,7
•20 ,0031 59,5 ,0018 -39,6 ,0039 -92,3 ,20 0253 -213,9 ,0327 "10,2 ,0567 -20,5
•35 ,0030 "275,8 ,0006 50,6 ,0025 -88,1 ,35 2551 -202,9 ,0_33 _6,3 ,2969 "20,5
•60 ,00_6 "25_,3 ,0022 "_9,0 ,0066 -66,2 ,60 04%4 -154,4 ,0538 ,U ,0958 11,6
•75 ,0014 "171,7 ,0009 "51,9 ,0021 "15'2 ,75 0705 -175,5 ,0359 1,6 ,I064 3,5
• 85 ,0009 "171,8 ,85 0356 -184,0
,90 ,0002 "143.3 *0002 135,3 ,0003 79,6 ,90 0175 -175,2 ,0029 "9,6 ,0203 2,8
• 95 ,0006 "75,6 ,95 0086 -183,8 ,0108 178,5 ,0022 -172,7
CHORU 3 ,05 '0019 83.6 ,0014 "73,2 .0032 "86'3 CHOR_ 8 ,05 ,0168 "208'5 ,0303 =19,0 ,0470 "22'4
,12 '001_ 59,2 ,0015 "99,3 ,0028 "109'7 ,12 ,0258 "211'I ,02_5 "14,% ,0537 "22"3
• 20 .0025 41,4 .0007 "157.1 ,0031 -1_2,4 .20 .0251 -212.9
• 75 ,0018 131,0 ,0011 "7,0 ,0027 -31,2 ,75 ,0445 -174,5 ,0257 ,1 ,0701 3,5
,85 *0006 49,5 °85
• 90 ,0006 164,2 ,90
•95 ,0007 51,6 ,95
CHORD 4 .05 .0016 4O,O .0011 -79.9 ,0027 -112.3 CHORD 9 .05 ,0351 -208,2 .0243 "2€,9 .0593 "26,8
,12 ,0032 63,7 ,0021 -72,6 ,0049 -99,2 ,12 ,0%09 -208,3 ,0194 "23,% ,0603 "26,7
•20 ,0012 62,5 ,0028 "91,2 ,0038 -98,9 ,20 ,0581 -208,4 ,01_7 "21,8 ,0767 -26,8
•35 ,0036 86,8 ,0052 "32,4 ,0077 -56,8 ,35 00129 -130,2 ,0171 °20,6 ,0249 8,7
,60 ,0074 178,1 ,0172 3,3 ,0246 1,7 ,60 ,0025 -I07.7 ,0073 "14,5 ,0078 3'_
•75 ,0020 159,2 ,0015 -25,9 ,0035 -22,9 ,75 ,0057 -175,0 ,0026 "14,0 ,0082 -,9
•85 ,0008 146,1 ,0013 "6,7 ,0021 -16,5 ,85 ,0069 "192,1
• 95 .0014 "12,1 .0008 8,9 ,0007 141,7 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0052 "266,3 ,0053 "31,6 ,0093 -58,6
•12 ,003_ "262,7 ,0050 "19,% ,0072 -44,6
•20 ,0031 -266,7 ,0057 -14,5 ,0072 -38,6
•35 ,011_ -268,3 ,0069 "18,3 ,0152 -63,2
•60 ,0157 "162-5 ,0055 -11,5 ,0207 10,I




P_IhT NUHBER .566 HACH = ,786 RN . #.691_10£6 ALPHA - 2.47 D£G OSCZLLATZNo DELTA9 (PEAK! " *.05 DES
- 8,537 KPA K - ,207 DELTA9 - -,10 DEG OSCXLLATXNQ F_E_UENCY - 9,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LO_ER ¢P DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C HAG pHASE MAU PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0032 16,4 ,0011 267,1 ,0037 m1_7"6 CHORD 6 '05 ,0109 94"7 ,0166 "29,_ ,02&& m51'0
• 12 '0047 13'0 ,0008 209'3 ,0055 "16_'7 '12 '01W2 91'3 '0195 "20'9 '0281 "48"8
"20 "0049 18'2 ,0015 163'2 '0062 "169'9 '20 '01_2 82'5 '023_ "13'6 '0286 "43"3
• 30 '0035 31'9 ,0037 "12'1 ,0027 "76'0 '30 '0206 78'_ '0310 "9'2 '0366 "43"6
• 35 ,0065 13'8 ,O02W "29'8 '0051 "1_6'9 '35 "0381 79'8 ,0356 "7'9 0511 "56'0
• 45 ,0137 50,6 ,0033 233,8 ,0170 "128,8 ,_5 ,2667 13_.5 ,0487 =5.3 3056 -39.6
•50 ,0127 76,8 ,0022 31_,8 ,01_0 -95,5 ,50 ,09_1 159,9 ,05_8 "3,2 151_ -13,6
•60 ,0060 126,3 ,0030 2,9 ,0081 -35,8 ,60 ,0909 197,_ ,0670 =,2 1561 9,9
• 70 ,0030 92.3 ,0015 -3,5 ,0035 -63,1 ,70 ,1076 192,5 ,0682 2,3 1751 8,5
• 75 ,0027 89,1 ,0011 9,0 ,0028 -67,5 ,75 ,1127 189,0 ,0545 4,3 1671 7,5
,85 ,0007 2,2 ,85
•90 ,0021 1_7,3 .90
,95 ,0015 136,6 ,0002 "8,6 ,0016 -40,2 ,95 ,0222 185,8
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0040 18,0 ,0010 286,5 ,0012 "1_7,& CHORD 7 ,05 ,0190 121,6 ,0260 329,3 0_28 -42,6
• 12 ,0026 16,7 ,0012 297,6 ,0027 "136,3 ,12 ,0256 115,5 ,0231 336,5 0_56 -_5,1
,20 ,0055 -2,7 ,0009 272,5 ,0055 "173,1 ,20 ,0215 110,9 ,02_5 =1_,5 OW50 -38,9
• 35 ,0091 30,6 ,0030 265.5 ,0111 "136,7 ,35 ,17_8 131,5 ,0379 "12,7 2067 -42,3
•60 ,0036 119,9 ,0008 297,2 ,00_ -60,5 ,60 ,0619 -1_,8 ,0498 "I,0 1062 19,1
•75 ,0036 125,9 ,0009 323,6 ,00_5 -50,5 ,75 *073_ 190,3 ,0328 2,7 1060 8,0
• 85 ,0025 131,6 ,85 .034_ 182.3
• 90 ,0021 141.5 .0005 2_7,8 ,0023 -51,3 ,90 ,0170 -167,5 *0009 288,0 ,0171 9,5
,95 ,0010 135,5 ,95 ,0058 18_,0 ,0138 178,0 ,0081 173,7
CHORD 3 ,05 ,OD3_ 2_,2 ,0022 190,4 ,0056 "161,3 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0133 I19,6 ,0245 =28,8 ,036_ -39,8
•12 ,0036 14,6 ,001_ 190,3 ,0051 -166,6 ,12 ,0212 113,2 ,0239 "22,1 ,0416 -_3,0
•20 ,0159 17,0 ,0036 -3_,8 ,0140 "151,3 ,20 ,0215 106,9
•75 ,0037 115,1 ,0003 -25,1 ,0039 -6_,& ,75 ,0_53 191,3 ,02_4 3,0 ,0695 8,4
•85 ,0O0_ 69,6 ,85
• 90 ,0030 151,3 ,90
• 95 ,0005 87,1 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,OO&O 1_,9 ,0023 266,1 ,0052 "1_0,9 CHORB 9 ,05 ,0292 125,9 ,0203 _3,_ ,0_93 -_9.7
• 12 .0059 20,6 ,0023 29_,5 ,0062 "137,_ ,12 ,03_1 123,6 .0166 +38.2 .0501 -50.4
•20 ,0027 2_,7 .001_ ,5 ,0016 "133,7 ,20 ,0_3 121,8 ,0162 =3_,5 ,0595 -51,9
•35 ,0108 16,9 °0027 "_,9 e0083 "156,1 ,35 ,0513 15h,5 ,0135 "27,6 ,06_8 -25,9
•60 ,0117 152o_ ,015& 18,2 ,0250 -1,4 ,60 ,0055 261,7 o00_6 +33,_ ,005& 32'I
•75 ,0057 I_3,0 ,0006 73,_ ,0056 -31,6 ,75 ,00_3 172,8 ,0011 "36,9 ,0052 -13,1
•85 ,0037 I_,_ ,0008 19,7 ,00#2 -_6,9 ,85 ,00#5 127,3
•95 ,0012 152,9 ,0006 43,6 ,0016 -_,5 .95
CHORD 5 .05 ,0089 39,1 ,0C_2 259,3 ,012_ "128,2
12 .0060 36.7 *0035 27_.8 .008_ "122.6
20 ,006_ 35.6 .0039 281,4 ,0088 -120.2
35 ,01€6 3_,3 ,0039 303.8 ,0152 "130,8





o TABLE 7.- Continued
POINT NUMBER "568 MACH = .784 RN = 4.697_10E6 ALPHA = 2.47 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 (PEAK) • 4.07 DEG
Q = 8.498 KPA K - .312 DELTA9 = ".08 DEG OSCILLATING FHE_UENCY • 14.99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PH&_E HAG PHA_E
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0057 "71,7 ,0026 148,0 ,0079 120,5 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0075 64,1 ,0111 "37,8 ,0146 "68,1
,12 ,0061 "67,4 ,0021 148,6 ,0079 121,5 ,la ,0114 54,7 ,0145 "26,_ ,0170 -67,9
•20 ,0059 =71,9 ,0017 174,0 ,0067 121,7 ,20 ,0124 48,5 ,01_I "17,4 ,0180 -56.4
,30 ,0040 "47,0 ,0013 141,6 ,0053 135,0 ,30 ,0178 46,7 ,0283 "9,6 ,0237 -48,3
,35 ,0090 "46,6 ,0019 166,5 ,0106 138,9 ,35 ,0275 42,5 ,0337 "7.0 ,0262 -59,8
•45 ,0198 ,4 ,0012 "126,5 ,0206 "176,9 ,45 ,2893 115,1 ,0466 "3,2 ,3141 -57,4
•50 ,0209 19,5 ,0023 "151,6 ,0232 "159,6 .50 ,1298 137,4 ,0565 ".8 ,1760 "30,3
•60 ,0092 "279,5 ,0005 175,0 ,0092 "I02,7 ,60 ,1113 -169,8 ,0657 3,2 ,1767 7,6
•70 ,0069 "275,0 ,0005 "171,8 ,0070 =98,7 ,70 ,1204 -166,3 ,0670 5,7 ,1869 I0,8
•85'75 ,0057 "270.2 ,0000'0003"140.1.59,3,0059 -92,2 ,85'75 ,1216 -166,9 ,0529 8,7 ,1744 11,8
•90 ,0028 "253,9 ,90
,95 ,0030 "261,5 ,000_ 161,0 ,0029 -88,2 ,95 ,0256 -171,8
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0043 "117,5 ,0013 154,1 ,00_ 79,2 CHDRO 7 ,05 ,0163 97,7 .0208 "34,3 ,0339 "55,2
,12 ,0009 "72,0 ,000_ 132,0 ,0013 11_,7 ,12 ,0223 88,9 ,0207 "25,3 ,0361 "59,6
,20 ,004_ "74,9 ,0016 229,8 ,0037 125,9 ,20 ,0195 83,0 ,0261 "19,1 ,0357 -51,4
,35 ,0085 "57,4 ,0017 262,3 ,0073 131,4 ,35 ,1172 I06,1 ,0357 "9,7 ,1366 -60,3
•60 ,0117 79,8 ,0003 222.9 ,0119 "I01,1 ,60 ,0836 -148,0 ,0503 3,7 ,1301 21,4
• 75 ,0061 91,7 ,0001 293,5 ,0062 -88,0 ,75 ,0806 -165,7 ,0333 9,* ,1138 12.9
•85 ,0042 116,3 ,85 ,0420 -168,4
•90 ,0036 117,1 ,0006 160,5 ,0032 -70,5 ,90 ,0190 -157,9 ,0006 45,_ ,0196 22,9
,95 ,0035 122,8 ,95 .0070 -170.5 ,015_ 187,7 ,0092 151.4
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0038 "67,3 ,0027 137,7 ,0063 123,0 CHORg 8 ,05 ,0118 95,6 ,0200 _36,1 ,0292 -53,6
• 12 ,0038 "66,8 ,002_ 163,2 ,0057 132,3 ,1_ ,0174 86,5 ,0200 "_6,2 ,0311 "57,3
• 20 ,0144 "75,3 ,0021 162,3 ,0156 111,1 ,20 ,0192 81,1
•85'75 ,0070 "257,0 ,0008'0007-162,2"117'1 ,0075 -80,2 ,85'75 ,0512 -161,7 ,0225 7,9 ,0735 15,1
,90 ,0044 "236,5 90
.95 ,0009 "180,2 _95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0031 "50,7 ,0015 155,2 ,0045 137,5 CHORB 9 ,05 ,0256 97,8 ,0151 "67,5 ,0404 -76,8
,12 ,0055 "57,3 ,0015 177,1 ,0065 133,_ ,12 ,0312 95,2 ,011_ "58,7 ,0417 -77,9
,20 ,0031 "42,5 ,0031 "176,7 ,0058 160,4 ,20 ,0412 95,5 ,0110 =52,9 ,0509 -78,0
• 35 ,0083 "61,0 ,0008 "172,0 ,0086 124,2 ,35 ,1130 136,9 ,0098 "_8,5 ,1228 "43,5
,60 ,0222 "263,6 ,0140 22,5 ,0228 -47,3 ,60 ,0151 -126,6 ,O031 "59,5 ,0142 41,8
,75 ,0089 "250,0 ,0006 "135,4 ,0092 -73.€ ,75 .0056 "170.6 .0009 "118.0 ,0051 1.6
,85 ,0053 "231,8 ,0009 "112,9 ,0058 -59,6 ,85 ,0049 127,2
,95 ,0029 =212,6 ,0008 "160,9 ,002€ -48,4 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0060 "3,2 .0017 212.9 .0074 "175,6
,12 ,0049 "5,9 ,0015 272,4 ,0050 "168,5
,20 ,0061 "9,6 ,0027 "44,6 ,0042 "168,0
• 35 ,0106 "22,0 ,0045 -27,7 ,0061 162,2





POINT NUMBER "570 HACH - ,780 RN . _,682=10E6 ALPHA - 2,47 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 {PEAK! " 6.02 DEG
l 81_11KPA K " '105 DELTA9 " ''12 DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY • 5'01HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAW PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 .05 .0015 113,7 ,0011 "51,1 ,0026 -59,8 CHORD 6 ,05 0191 I_2,5 ,0310 =20,_ ,0_96 -26,9
,12 ,0014 "154,8 *0007 -48,7 ,0017 3,7 ,12 0250 1_1,0 ,0331 "16,3 ,0570 -26,0
,20 ,0014 "226,0 ,0027 -22,8 ,0040 -30,7 ,20 0244 137,5 ,0369 •12,6 ,0593 -24,4
• 30 =0024 "23_,8 ,0022 -21,6 ,004_ -39,0 ,30 0525 136,_ ,0_88 "9,0 ,0966 -27,0
,35 ,0032 "225,7 ,0022 "12,9 ,0052 "32,_ .35 2097 150,7 ,0566 "7,_ ,2632 -2_,7
,45 ,0107 "215,6 ,0028 -44,2 ,0135 -37,4 ,_5 170_ 166,4 ,0771 "4,2 ,2_68 "10,7
.50 ,0050 "237,2 ,0018 "102,2 ,0065 -68.9 .50 0750 193,5 ,0914 "2,3 ,16_9 4,8
,60 ,0029 "193,7 ,0010 -62,1 ,0036 -25.3 ,60 1050 190.4 ,1036 -,2 .2077 5,2
.70 .0043 "176.5 ,0009 "47,6 ,0049 -_,3 ,70 1415 186,2 ,I044 1,3 ,2457 _.1
•75 .0030 =187.6 .000_ "24.6 .0034 -9.6 .75 1521 185.0 .0818 ,357.6 .2338 _.1
• 85 ,0006 "5.5 .85
,90 ,0017 "229,5 ,90
• 95 ,0015 "240,3 ,0013 10,8 ,0023 -28,1 ,95 ,043_ 182,2
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0011 "289,2 ,0024 -79._ ,0034 -88,8 CHORD 7 ,05 0342 -206,3 ,0_5_ =17,b ,0793 -21,3
•12 ,0005 "217,8 °0024 -70,I ,0029 -6_,9 ,12 0_ -208,1 ,0_15 "14.1 ,0852 -21,3
• 20 ,0022 "260,5 ,0027 "70,3 ,0049 -7_,8 .ZO 0420 -210,9 ,0_78 "11,3 °0885 -20,5
•35 ,0059 "2_7,8 ,0043 -42,0 ,0100 -57,0 ,35 3393 -199°3 ,063_ -8°_ °4019 -17,5
• 60 ,0039 "189,5 ,0021 -63,_ ,0054 -28,1 ,60 0706 -161,6 °07S9 "l,3 ,1_73 8,0
,75 ,0019 "2_7,4 ,0018 "67,0 ,0037 -67,2 ,75 1058 -175,_ ,0538 °1 ,159_ 3,1
• 85 ,0006 "103,5 ,85 0638 -177,_
• 90 ,0012 o100,2 .0015 "107,1 ,0004 -128,7 ,90 0233 -170,8 ,0015 "48,5 .0241 6,_
• 95 ,0016 "101,4 ,95 0124 -174,7 ,0095 _88,9 .0030 -6,0
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0035 98,9 ,0023 "79,6 ,0058 -80,5 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0274 151,8 ,0_59 "17,2 ,0729 "21,3
,12 ,0021 108,9 *0031 "62,7 ,0052 -66,1 ,12 ,0_19 148*9 ,0_30 "13,8 ,0839 "22,4
,20 ,0043 "196°6 ,00_9 -4_,8 ,0090 -31,7 ,20 ,0407 1_7,3
• 75 ,0021 "184,6 ,0011 "5,6 ,0031 -&,9 ,75 .0662 186,1 ,0379 1,3 °10_1 4,3
,85 ,0001 9,5 ,85
• 90 ,0019 "1_6,8 ,90
• 95 ,0002 -2_,9 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0025 90,6 ,0032 -57,0 ,0055 -70,9 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0520 153,0 ,036_ _23,2 ,0884 -25,5
°12 ,0042 94,_ ,0033 "_3.1 ,0069 -67,2 .12 ,0629 15_,5 ,0_9 "22°0 ,0927 -_5,7
• 20 ,001& 107,5 ,0039 "29,0 ,0050 -39°8 ,20 ,198_ 154,1 ,02_2 "20,9 °2265 -25,3
,35 ,0057 "234,1 ,0036 "17,3 ,0089 -&O,O ,35 ,0_51 -38,0 ,02_9 "17,_ ,0236 119,9
• 60 ,0071 "182,5 ,0248 6,3 ,0318 _,4 ,60 ,0060 "121,0 ,0093 "16,8 ,0125 10,7
•75 ,0031 "163,6 ,0016 -12,5 ,00_6 6,8 ,75 °0094 161°0 °0035 -22°6 ,0130 -20°0
,85 ,0023 "152,0 °0022 "13,6 ,00_2 7,9 °85 ,0103 153,2
• 95 ,0012 "156,_ ,001_ -12,1 ,0025 _,4 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0087 "252,3 ,0076 -50,9 ,0160 -62°_
• 12 ,0052 "258,7 ,0072 -37,2 ,0116 -5_,6
•20 ,005_ "26_,7 ,0085 -33,8 ,0127 -53°2
•35 ,0210 "254,2 ,0096 "3_,I ,0290 "61,9
•60 ,0189 "172,6 ,0092 "20,0 ,027_ "I,5





TABLE 7 - ContinuedtO
POINT NUMBER =572 MACH = ,78a RN = _,700410E6 ALPHA = 2=47 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 IPEAK) = 6.03 DEG
Q • 8.525 KPI K = ,208 DELTA9 • ",10 DEG OSCILLATING FREgUENCY - 10,01HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CR DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C MAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 004_ 50,4 ,0021 "88.3 .0061 "116.5 CHORD 6 .05 .0173 106,1 ,0243 =3_,2 ,0393 "50,6
.12 0024 27.4 .0026 -92.6 .0043 "121.3 .12 .0233 101o4 .0279 "26.2 .0460 -49.9
• 20 0038 34.0 .0025 "82.0 .0054 -121.6 .20 .0230 92.0 .0335 "19.5 .0471 -46.6
• 30 0049 37.3 .0023 "110.2 .0070 "132.3 .30 .0463 88.0 .0460 "13.7 .0716 -53.0
• 35 0134 35.6 .0019 -85.9 .0146 -137.8 .35 .1740 114.9 .0536 "11.1 .2100 -53.2
•45 0148 66,3 ,0021 -96.3 ,0169 "11106 ,_5 ,1841 147,7 .0728 "6.4 ,2516 -25.0
°50 0110 80.6 .0022 -96,3 °0132 o9_.9 ,50 °1047 186.E °0875 "3rE °1915 1,9
•60 ,0059 122,6 ,0010 -44,4 ,0069 -55,6 ,60 ,1306 194°5 ,1006 .7 .2295 8.5
•70 ,0041 12_,5 ,0014 "17,1 ,0053 -45,8 ,70 ,1482 189,9 ,1019 2.9 ,2497 7,0
•75 ,0025 137,9 ,0015 -20,8 ,0040 -34,1 ,75 ,1537 188,6 ,0794 5,_ ,2330 7.4
• 85 ,0017 -3,3 ,85
• 90 ,O01B 143.2 ,90
• 95 ,0014 120,7 ,0018 2,6 ,0027 -23.4 .95 ,0_27 187,0
CHORD 2 .05 .OObO 11.9 .0038 -91.0 .0078 "139.3 CHORD 7 .05 0297 118.5 .0409 "28.8 .0678 -42.5
•12 ,0023 15.3 .0034 -86.6 ,0045 "116.9 .12 0394 113.9 .0389 =2a.6 ,0728 -44,5
• 20 ,0062 6,8 ,0052 -86.8 ,0083 "134°7 ,20 0367 110°1 .0455 "17°_ ,0738 -40.6
• 35 .0111 32.0 .0032 -9,.3 .0133 "136.9 .35 3348 134.2 .0582 +10.5 .3838 -40.8
• 60 ,0080 128,2 ,0031 -41.8 ,0111 -49,0 ,60 0922 206,4 ,0763 ,6 ,1643 14,7
,75 ,0040 116,4 ,0030 -50,6 ,0070 -58,0 ,75 1059 187.4 ,0522 _,_ ,1581 6,4
,85 ,0024 118,2 ,85 0582 181.8
• 90 .0021 121,1 ,0020 -37,3 ,00_1 -48.2 ,90 0231 193.6 ,0036 "36.3 ,0255 7,6
• 95 ,0017 110,9 .95 0125 182,6 ,0114 170,6 ,0027 63.9
CHORD 3 .05 .0043 22.4 .0027 -102.5 .0063 "136.8 CHORg 8 .05 .0226 118.0 .0368 "29.1 .0571 -41.5
,12 ,0032 45,3 ,0025 -114,7 ,0056 "126,0 ,12 ,0369 113,0 ,0356 "22,0 ,0670 -44,9
• 20 .0153 22.8 .0020 -115.4 .0169 -152.8 .20 .0371 110.7
,75 ,0028 145,5 ,0010 "26,5 ,0038 "32,4 ,75 ,0661 188,3 ,0359 4,2 ,I019 6,9
,85 ,0003 -50,3 ,85
•90 ,0034 156,5 .90
• 95 .0001 101,9 .95
CHORD 4 .05 .0046 37.4 .0040 -124.6 .0085 "13_.3 CHORD 9 .05 .0468 126.6 .030_ "43.5 .0770 -49.5
• 12 .0077 32.5 .0023 -105.7 .0096 "138.3 .12 .0568 12_.9 .0246 "39.3 .0807 "50.3
•20 .0037 30.0 .0030 -92.4 .0059 "12_.5 .20 .1562 126,6 .0230 "3&.3 .1783 "51.2
•35 ,0144 23,8 .0035 -75,0 ,0153 -143,0 ,35 ,0525 279,3 .0198 "31,3 ,0423 78,5
,60 ,0104 1_9°7 ,0233 14.1 ,0316 ,8 ,60 ,0077 227.5 ,0073 e25.5 .0117 10,3
•75 ,0058 155,7 ,0010 "_0.5 ,0067 -26.7 ,75 ,0080 166,5 ,0021 _30,_ ,0100 -16.9
• 85 .0037 152.4 .0013 -44.2 .0050 -31.9 .85 .0098 138.6
,95 ,0021 164,6 ,0004 "53.5 ,0024 -20.6 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0123 45,7 ,0094 -78.1 ,0193 "110.3
• 12 .0086 44.9 ,008_ -62.4 ,0136 -99.2
,20 ,0095 42,9 ,0082 -54,9 ,0134 -99.7
•35 .0305 38.4 .0072 -36.8 .0295 "128.0
.60 ,0392 174.0 ,0091 "15,4 .0481 "7,7




POINT NUMBER =574 HACH I ,781 RN I _,68_=10E6 ALPHA I 21_7 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 |R(AK) = 6'00 DEG
Q = 8,468 KPA K = ,313 DELTA9 - ",11DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY = 15,01HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LONER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MA_ PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 ,0075 257,_ ,0025 191,3 ,0069 97,0 CHORB 6 ,05 ,0145 69,8 ,0205 o45,9 ,0299 -71,9
• 12 ,0078 259,7 ,0018 "162,6 ,0072 92,9 ,12 ,0198 62,0 ,0246 "32,5 ,0328 -69,5
• 20 ,0061 283,8 ,0013 "156,1 ,0060 115,9 ,20 ,0199 57,1 ,0305 "22,0 ,0331 -58,1
• 30 ,007_ 308,9 ,0010 -54,_ ,0063 129,5 ,30 ,0358 55,8 ,0_29 "13,6 ,0_52 "61,6
• 35 ,0178 297,3 ,0007 "110,8 ,017_ 118,9 ,35 ,1360 96,3 ,0505 "10,_ ,1581 -65,9
• 45 ,0276 "12,7 ,0008 "51,5 ,0269 168,5 ,_5 ,1738 -228,_ ,0709 =_,3 ,2301 "36,0
• 50 ,0217 22,6 ,0011 "132,1 ,0228 "156,2 ,50 ,118_ "18_,6 ,0862 =1,6 ,2045 "3,3
• 60 ,0119 59,_ ,0002 "165,8 ,0120 "121,_ ,60 ,1516 -169,3 ,1001 2,2 ,2511 7,3
• 70 ,0070 76,9 ,0006 96,0 ,0065 "10_,8 ,70 ,1602 -167,9 ,1007 _,9 ,2604 9,3
• 75 ,0061 80,_ ,0006 85,8 ,005_ "100,3 ,75 ,1573 -167,9 ,07_5 8,1 ,2356 10,8
• 85 .0003 39,_ ,85
• 90 ,003_ 88,6 ,90
,95 ,0027 78,1 ,0004 4_,_ ,002_ -96,7 ,95 ,0_58 "169,3
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0056 -68,8 ,0025 159,9 ,0075 125,6 CHORD 7 ,05 ,0235 96,7 ,0309 "39,9 ,0506 -58,5
,12 ,0028 "77,6 ,0021 170,I ,0041 131,0 ,12 ,03_7 91,2 ,0302 *28,9 ,0563 -61,1
,20 ,0089 "75,1 ,0012 =127,2 ,0082 111,6 ,20 ,0305 83,5 ,0372 "20,6 ,0535 "5_'_
.35 .0123 "60.9 .0008 -96.5 .0116 121.4 .35 .3120 117.1 .0519 "10.7 .3_62 -56.1
• 60 .01_ 82.4 .0010 "84.3 .0154 "96.8 .60 .1122 206.6 .0730 1.9 .1811 16.9
,75 0066 93,2 ,0006 204,6 ,0068 -91,7 ,75 ,110_ 191,4 ,04_5 8,0 ,1589 10,3
,85 0045 10_,9 ,85 ,0576 192,8
• 90 0038 115,5 ,0010 157,6 ,0031 =76,6 ,90 ,0252 205,7 ,0001 78,1 ,0253 26,0
• 95 0026 125,8 ,95 ,0107 195,8 ,0160 166,0 ,0086 127,7
CHORD 3 .05 0051 278.6 ,0013 188.1 ,0053 113.2 CHORD 8 .05 ,020_ 98._ .0315 =38.3 .0_81 -53.9
• 12 0051 276,7 .0021 -156,3 ,00_9 120,9 ,12 ,0322 90,6 ,0318 =_6._ ,0546 -58,2
• 20 0251 269,4 ,0018 -155,1 ,02_ 93,3 ,20 ,0327 87,9
• 75 0076 91.1 .0010 8.t .0076 -81.2 .75 .0701 -16_.9 .03_Z 7.8 .1042 12.7
•85 ,0021 _,I ,85
• 90 00_8 117,3 ,90
•95 ,0009 9_,9 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 0039 303,6 ,0020 181,4 ,0052 142,_ CHORD 9 ,05 ,0_12 102,1 ,0_9 "61,7 .0655 -71.8
• 12 0075 295,2 ,0017 =111,7 ,0065 125,8 ,12 ,0503 100,9 ,0195 "53,6 ,0685 o72,1
• 20 0046 307,5 ,0018 "105,2 ,0038 150,2 ,20 ,1168 =243,8 ,01_3 "_7,0 ,13_ -61,5
• 35 0182 288,8 ,00_3 -17,5 ,0169 102,5 ,35 ,0533 -97,3 ,0171 "39,1 ,0_66 6_,5
• 60 0260 89,1 ,0239 26,1 ,0262 -36,_ ,60 ,01_ "1_1,2 ,0055 =_1,9 ,0162 19,3
•75 0C98 113,0 ,0006 14,4 ,0099 -63,7 ,75 ,0067 -182,7 ,0017 =63,8 .0077 -13,6
•85 0068 119,5 ,0002 11,5 ,0069 -58,6 ,85 ,0066 -239.8
•95 0036 131,6 ,0024 19,1 ,QO51 -22,5 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 0115 -15,0 ,0020 209,3 ,0130 171,2
• 12 0082 "18,7 ,002_ -75,_ ,0072 177,7
• 20 009_ "20,5 ,0032 -59,6 ,0072 175,7
• 35 0270 "31,6 ,OC_ -20,2 ,0228 1_6,2





POINT NUMBER =578 HACH - ,780 RN - 4,685_10E6 ALPHA - 2,47 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 IPEAK! - 1,41 DEG
= 8,453 KPA K - .209 DKLTA9 - 3,01 DEG OSCILLATING FHENUENCY - lOe01 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE X/C HAG PHAS& MA_ PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,0006 238,8 ,0015 331,8 ,0017 -6,2 CHORD 6 ,05 .0048 -247,1 ,0087 "48,6 0133 -55,1
,12 ,0017 35,1 ,0016 316,8 ,0021 -96,6 ,12 ,0082 -250,5 ,0094 "36,2 0168 -52,1
•20 ,0030 61,0 ,0021 323,2 ,0040 -86,5 ,20 ,0072 -251,3 ,0107 "25,6 0165 -43,7
130 ,0011 59,4 ,0009 237,3 ,0019 -121,5 ,30 ,0082 -259,1 ,0139 "IB,u 0193 -40,0
.35 ,0037 84,6 ,0017 2_1.3 ,0053 "102,7 .35 .0156 -261.7 .01b8 "13,3 0260 -47,2
,45 ,0066 56,0 ,0017 269,2 ,0081 -117,5 _5 ,0758 -214,8 ,0211 "7,0 0950 -28,8
•50 ,0033 61,6 ,0010 334,7 ,0034 "101'5 50 ,0294 -17_,_ ,02b_ "3,O 05_6 1,6
,60 ,0017 123.6 ,0011 303,5 ,0028 -56,5 60 ,0315 -161.0 ,0306 1,6 0613 lO,b
•70 ,0013 116,3 ,0008 295.8 ,0021 -63,9 70 ,0401 -158,9 ,0298 3,6 0691 13,7
,75 ,0006 156.5 ,0006 323,0 ,0012 -30,4 75 .0346 -162,1 ,019_ 5,4 0535 13,4
• 85 ,0002 207,3 85
•90 ,0009 138,6 90
•95 ,0009 106,2 ,0Cll 183,1 ,0013 -133,1 95 ,0339 -174,0
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0016 "33_,I ,0021 -150,3 ,0037 -152,0 CHDR@ 7 ,05 ,0073 -238,8 ,0116 "45,3 ,0187 -50,5
,12 ,0013 "306,2 ,0024 -130,4 ,0037 -128,9 ,12 ,009_ -2_4.9 ,0105 "38,0 ,0194 -50,7
• 20 ,0024 "331.5 ,0035 -160.2 ,0059 -156,7 ,20 ,0090 -249.1 .0127 "29.5 .0204 -45.8
•35 ,0039 "300,1 ,0012 -186,6 ,0045 -134,2 ,35 ,0539 -240,I ,0147 "16,4 ,0653 -51,1
e60 ,0045 "228,9 ,0009 -155,6 ,00_3 -60,2 ,60 ,0235 -136,6 ,01_9 ,3 ,0404 23,7
,75 ,0016 "204,0 ,0013 -132,5 ,0017 -70,9 ,75 ,0277 -167,8 ,00_I ,1 ,0366 9,_
,85 ,0015 "217,7 ,85 ,0082 -I0,3
.90 ,0012 "226,5 .0054 "58.7 ,0066 -56,6 ,90 ,0108 "8.7 .0018 "122.7 ,0117 179,5
,95 ,0010 "236,4 ,95 ,0028 -165,9 ,0114 "171,5 ,0087 -173,3
CH_RO 3 .05 ,0014 27,1 ,O00B 254,1 ,0020 "135,9 CHOR@ 8 ,05 ,0063 =225,_ ,0113 "36,0 ,0175 -39,2
,12 ,0018 15,3 ,0018 290,2 ,0024 -116,7 ,12 ,0093 -232,3 ,0107 "33,0 ,0197 -42,0
,20 ,0039 30,0 ,0023 325,3 ,0036 -114,7 ,20 ,0091 -236,_
• 75 ,0021 161,5 ,0005 335,5 ,0026 "19,5 ,75 ,0147 -157,8 ,0089 "1,9 ,0231 13,_
,85 ,0004 46.2 ,85
•90 ,0006 120,0 ,90
• 95 ,0003 89,4 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0013 34,9 ,0018 280,7 ,0026 -107,0 CHOR_ 9 ,05 ,0112 -21B,5 ,0088 -53,8 ,0198 -_5,2
,12 ,0021 5,1 ,0017 299,1 ,0021 -127.5 ,12 ,0130 -222,3 ,0074 "_8,3 ,0203 -_4,5
,20 ,0011 39,5 ,0024 273.9 ,0032 -102'9 ,20 ,017_ -222,9 ,0079 "42,0 ,0253 -42,6
,35 ,0034 54,8 ,0011 289,0 ,0041 -113,0 ,35 ,0146 -176,3 ,0075 "32,7 ,0210 -8.5
•60 ,002_ 146,5 ,0049 L9,3 .0067 2,5 ,60 ,0051 -8t,B ,0036 "46,8 ,0030 53,5
• 75 ,0036 1_5,0 ,0007 "5,2 ,00_2 -30,5 ,75 ,0023 -115._ ,001_ "59,8 ,0020 14.7
• 85 ,0007 144,9 ,0009 5,0 ,0015 -11.8 ,85 ,0018 -203,5
•95 ,0019 "3,1 ,0052 204,0 ,0069 -163,2 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0031 -324.3 ,0038 -125,9 ,0069 -13_,1
,12 ,0023 "311,6 ,0032 "112,1 ,0055 -120,_
,20 ,0026 "310,3 ,0030 -86,4 ,0052 -106'5
,35 ,0104 -322,8 ,0020 -7_,8 ,0113 -133,6





POINT NUMBER "581 MACH • .780 RN - 4.699_10E6 ALPHA - 2.47 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 IPEAK) " 4.02 DEG
Q • 8,462 KPA K • ,209 DELTA9 • 3,01DEG OSCILLATING FREQUENCY - 9,99 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,006_ "295,9 ,0007 "117,8 ,0072 "116,1 CHORD 6 .05 ,0092 "251,4 ,0147 "31,_ ,0225 "46"5
• 12 ,0055 "304,5 ,0010 "94.4 ,0063 "120.2 ,12 ,0121 -256.7 ,0174 "23,2 ,0265 -€_,8
,20 ,00_2 "313,1 ,0010 "87,9 ,0050 "125,0 ,20 ,0123 "266,1 ,020B "16,8 °0277 "41,5
• 30 ,0035 "328,6 ,0010 "75,2 ,0039 "133,7 ,30 .0196 "267,0 ,0279 "11,3 ,0378 -_1,4
,35 ,0090 "328,8 .0008 "78,4 ,0093 "144,1 ,35 o0416 "265.3 .0320 "8,7 ,0579 "52,8
,65 ,0109 "286,2 ,0015 "160,1 ,0121 "108,6 ,45 ,1728 "221,0 ,0433 "3,9 ,2091 "33'8
,50 ,0102 "267,1 ,0025 "73,8 ,0127 "84,5 ,50 ,0584 "179,7 ,0518 ",8 ,1102 -,2
,60 ,0040 "256,2 ,0010 -77,3 ,0051 "76,5 ,60 ,0733 "157,9 ,0612 1,9 ,1325 12"9
,70 ,0039 "236,3 ,0005 "76,2 ,0044 "58"5 ,70 ,0663 "160,6 ,0581 6,2 ,1233 12,3
•75 ,0037 "252,5 ,0006 -49,5 ,0013 "69,3 ,75 ,0599 -163,1 ,0381 7,7 ,0977 13,3
,85 ,0005 -18,5 ,85
•SO ,0022 "225,1 ,90
,95 ,0010 "227,5 ,0001 "235,8 ,0009 "46,7 ,95 ,0681 -175,2
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0028 16,0 ,0027 "I09,2 ,0049 -137,2 CHOR8 7 ,05 ,0167 -233,0 ,0208 =22,6 ,0362 -36,1
• 12 ,0006 -311,1 ,0017 -82,7 ,0021 -94,1 ,12 ,0211 -238,0 ,0194 "16,3 ,0378 -38,0
,20 ,0037 -1,8 ,0026 -2,7 ,0011 -179,5 ,20 ,0189 -244,0 ,0234 "11,5 .0380 -34,8
,35 ,0042 19,9 ,0015 -94,7 ,0050 -14_,0 ,35 ,1697 -232,6 .0292 "6,6 ,1905 -46,1
• 60 ,0059 "232,7 ,0016 30,2 ,0063 -38,0 ,60 .0466 -1_3,3 ,0397 4,9 ,0831 22,1
,75 ,0013 "290,0 ,0007 37,5 ,0008 "81,0 ,75 ,0483 -168,1 ,0194 9,8 ,0677 11,3
,85 ,0013 "228,9 ,85 ,0074 -32,2
,90 ,001_ "216,7 ,0009 -202,0 ,0006 "59,6 ,90 ,0145 -17,8 ,0009 5,2 ,0137 160,7
,95 ,0011 -216,2 ,95 ,0118 -176,8 ,0218 -185,9 ,0103 163,6
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0037 "312,8 ,0010 -112,0 ,0066 "128,4 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0134 -233,5 ,0208 "27,9 .033_ -37,9
,12 ,0037 "317,_ ,0006 -119,1 ,0043 "134,7 ,12 ,0197 -240,0 ,0203 "21,1 .0377 -40,3
• 20 ,0118 -318,7 ,0022 -88,7 ,0132 "131,5 ,20 .0191 -245.8
,75 ,0043 -244,4 ,0006 -1,9 ,0046 -58,0 ,75 ,0300 -161,1 ,0162 4,0 ,0_59 13,7
,85 ,0006 -237,2 ,B5
•90 ,0021 "215,2 ,90
,95 ,O00S "263,7 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0037 "332,5 ,0023 -87,5 ,0052 -128,3 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0232 -236,2 ,0169 "41,_ ,0398 -50,0
•12 ,0052 "330,1 ,0024 -86,3 ,0066 -130,5 ,12 ,0273 -236,7 ,013_ "38,5 ,0_02 -50,7
• 20 ,0028 -326,1 ,0020 -79,8 ,00_1 -117,5 ,20 ,0383 -235,2 ,0135 "37,7 ,0513 -50,7
,35 ,0110 -326,0 ,0013 "51,7 ,0110 -139,2 ,35 ,0323 -183,5 ,0111 "35,7 ,0421 -11,6
,60 ,009_ -226,4 ,0105 -333,4 ,0159 -7,6 ,60 ,0086 -107,7 ,003_ "43,0 ,0078 46,5
,75 ,0048 "225,8 ,0009 -36,8 ,0057 -_,5 ,75 ,0041 -163,1 ,0013 "62,6 ,00_5 .3
• 85 ,0033 -221,3 ,0004 -18,2 ,0037 -38,8 ,85 ,0046 -211,5
• 95 ,0017 -221,5 ,0047 "321,7 ,0052 20,0 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0072 -304,2 ,0032 -77,9 ,0097 "110,_
• 12 ,0043 1308.2 ,0034 "51,8 ,0061 "95,7
• 20 ,0043 "312.3 .0039 -42.5 ,0058 "90.6
,35 ,0160 "316,4 *0049 -13,9 ,0140 "119,3





POINT NUMBER =583 MACH = ,780 RN = 4,677_10E6 ALPHA = 2,47 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 IPEAK} = 6,03 DEG
= 8,458 KPA K = ,208 DELTA9 • 3,00 DEG OSCILLATZNG FREQUEkCY • 9,98 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MA_ PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD 1 ,05 ,00_8 89,3 ,0023 "110,B ,0071 -97,2 CHORB 6 ,05 ,0146 I04,7 ,023b =30,_ ,0353 -47,_
•12 ,0049 70,2 ,0027 -99,3 ,0075 -106,1 ,12 ,0200 I01,B ,0265 •22,_ ,0413 -46,3
• 20 ,0049 31,8 ,0035 -B4,4 ,0072 -122,1 ,20 ,0195 96,2 ,0313 "16,3 ,0428 "41,2
• 30 ,0055 31,6 ,0021 -97,9 ,0070 -134,8 ,30 ,0307 91,0 ,0420 "11,2 ,0570 "43,0
•35 ,0101 23,B ,0011 -47,3 ,0098 -150,0 ,35 ,0683 103,2 ,04_6 -8,_ ,0974 -49,1
,45 ,0182 59,5 ,00_5 -60,2 ,0208 -109,5 ,45 ,2377 137,5 ,0667 =4,2 ,2930 -34,4
•50 ,0088 85,9 ,0045 -73,3 ,0130 -87,1 ,50 ,091_ 175,4 ,0802 =I,3 ,1716 "3.1
• 60 .0062 -253.2 .0020 -60.8 .0082 -70.2 .60 .1017 200.1 .094B 1.8 .1941 11.3
,70 ,0044 "236,6 *0015 "39,2 ,0058 -52,3 ,70 ,0932 199,7 ,08_4 4,2 ,1800 12,1
,75 ,00_I "2_5.7 ,0012 -16,0 ,0049 =55,2 175 ,0800 197,4 ,0584 T,8 ,1379 13,4
• 85 .0011 -21o9 ,85
• 90 ,0023 -242.4 .90
•95 ,0015 -234,8 ,0C05 25,0 ,0016 =38,7 ,95 ,0931 183,6
CHORD 2 ,05 ,0044 47,8 ,0015 -75,4 ,0054 -118.8 CHORD 7 ,05 .0250 -236,1 ,0348 •26,7 0578 "38,9
• 12 ,0022 37,9 ,0015 -89.6 ,0033 -121,5 ,12 ,0339 -240,2 ,0331 "20,4 0630 -40,6
•20 ,0059 23,7 .0030 "87,3 ,0075 -134,4 ,20 *0299 -243,7 ,03_8 "t_,o 0625 -35,4
.35 .0087 42.7 .0031 -6_.4 .0101 -120.1 .35 .2724 -227.1 .0482 =7.3 3110 -41.4
• 60 ,0066 -238,2 ,0013 -36,7 ,0078 -54,8 .60 ,0671 -137,3 ,0640 2,9 1233 23,3
• 75 ,0035 "191,8 ,0017 -45,1 ,0050 -22,8 ,75 ,0721 -168,4 ,0324 7,2 104_ 10"2
•85 ,0033 "201,1 ,85 ,0091 -80,9
,90 ,0026 -198,2 ,0010 -37,5 ,0035 -23,3 ,90 ,0090 -54,0 ,0027 "31,3 ,0066 117,0
•95 ,0023 "201,9 ,95 ,0260 -179,1 ,0260 "184,8 ,0026 88,7
CHORD 3 ,05 ,00_1 24,2 ,0031 -114.8 ,0068 -13B,0 CHORD 8 ,05 ,018# 126.6 ,0330 =27,6 ,0502 -36.7
•12 ,0035 35,8 ,0039 "104,7 ,0070 -123,2 ,12 ,0282 120.1 ,0320 "20,9 ,0567 "39,1
.20 .0161 38.3 .003_ "104.2 .0189 -135.5 .20 .0283 114.6
• 75 ,0041 -239.2 .0016 -20.5 .0054 -4B.5 .75 .0_29 197.3 .0257 6.1 .0682 13.1
,85 ,0009 "9,6 ,85
•90 .0031 -223,0 ,90
,95 .0007 40,_ ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 ,0031 57,9 ,0057 "103,1 ,0087 -109,8 CHOR8 9 ,05 ,0354 125,1 ,0228 =43,4 ,0579 -5014
,12 ,0057 40,0 ,0046 -95,6 ,0095 -120,3 ,12 ,0_24 123,4 ,01BU "38,9 ,0598 "51,3
,20 ,0035 36,8 ,0046 -71,9 ,0065 -I02,0 ,20 ,0618 124,0 ,O18Q "35,9 ,0789 "51,5
•35 ,0134 30,1 ,0025 -74,7 ,0142 -140,I ,35 ,0653 _63,6 ,0152 •30,7 ,0801 -19,1
,60 ,0099 "220,0 ,0159 24,9 ,0220 ,8 ,60 ,0102 252,8 ,0064 "25,7 ,0112 38,2
• 75 .0055 -225.5 .0017 =34.9 .0071 =43.1 .75 .0057 182.7 .002_ •34.2 .0077 "8.1
• 85 ,0039 "212,4 ,0015 -49,6 ,0054 =37,2 ,85 ,0075 149,2
,95 ,0042 -186,4 ,0008 8,2 ,0049 -4,2 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0101 54,3 ,0064 -70,8 ,01_7 -10_,9
•12 ,0066 53,8 ,0058 -50,I ,0098 "91,0
,20 ,0073 _8.7 ,0068 -44,7 ,0102 =90,2
• 35 ,0272 _5,7 ,0083 -40,1 ,0278 -117,0
• 60 .0331 "176.2 .0077 -10.9 .0406 1.0




POINT NUHBER -587 MACH = ,778 RN • 4,675_10E6 ALPHA = 2+47 OEG OSCZLLATZNG DELT49 IPEAKI = 1,99 O£G
Q = 8,439 KPA K = ,209 DELTA9 = "3,09 DEG OSCILLATING FREqUEnCY • 10,01HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HA@ PHASE HAG PHASE
CHORD I ,05 0037 40.4 .0008 229,1 ,0045 "138.2 CHORD 6 ,05 .0073 =259,4 ,0114 "32,6 .0173 -50.6
•12 0029 "278.8 .0011 301.4 ,0038 -88.1 .12 ,0108 -263.1 .0126 "25,2 .0204 "51,7
•20 0042 "271,4 ,0030 302,5 ,0069 -77,5 ,20 ,0109 -267,0 ,0141 e18,5 ,0204 -46,6
•30 0040 "296,9 ,0017 289,2 ,0054 -103,6 ,30 ,0645 -261,8 ,0184 111,_ ,0728 -68,1
,35 003_ "271,9 ,0DID 269,1 ,00_3 -91,7 ,35 ,1736 -229,2 ,0211 "t0,5 ,1906 -45,2
,45 0074 "254.2 *0037 "19,5 ,OIO0 "56,8 ,45 ,0382 -159,5 ,0285 =8,3 ,0646 8,3
,50 0056 "226,4 ,0034 "20,1 ,0088 "36,6 ,50 ,0397 "161,9 ,0339 "5,5 ,0721 7,3
,60 0017 "236,1 ,0009 290,9 ,0026 -60,8 ,60 ,0517 -169,5 ,0377 ",2 ,0890 6,0
•70 0025 "231,6 ,0005 "27,4 ,0030 -47,8 ,70 ,0613 -173,B ,03_7 3,_ ,1009 5,5
• 75 0026 -241,7 ,0005 -24,3 ,0031 -55.6 ,75 ,0667 -173,1 ,0345 5,0 ,1012 6,2
,85 ,0001 =38,8 ,85
,90 ,0005 -255,8 ,90
• 95 ,001! -273,0 ,0007 110,3 ,0005 -125,0 ,95 ,0034 -12,8
CHORD 2 ,05 0040 33,1 ,0009 -64,2 ,0042 -134,5 CHOR9 7 ,05 ,0123 -235,7 ,01bO 137,5 ,0269 -45'7
• 12 0016 32,2 ,0004 -40,4 ,0015 "132,1 ,12 ,0194 -236,5 ,0130 =_9,7 ,0316 -45,8
• 20 0021 19,9 ,0004 238,7 ,0025 -153,8 ,20 ,0176 -242,9 .0156 "_2,1 ,0312 -43,8
,35 0049 15,4 ,0012 185,1 ,0061 "166,6 ,35 ,0786 -208,6 ,0198 =11,8 ,0976 -25,2
• 60 0032 "205,2 ,0001 -49,3 ,0033 -26,2 .60 ,0367 -167,1 ,0286 1,8 ,0650 8,0
•75 0018 -235,4 ,0006 101,0 ,0013 -45,4 ,75 ,0449 -172.8 ,02U8 8,3 ,0656 7,6
,85 ,0007 "27k,9 ,85 ,0457 -178,2
• 90 ,0005 45,7 ,0007 101,1 ,DO06 148,2 ,90 ,0193 -173,0 ,OOO_ 101,4 ,0192 8,2
• 95 ,0001 "16,3 ,95 ,0109 43,9 ,0085 "5,_ ,0084 -86,2
CHORD 3 ,05 ,0035 -302,5 ,0007 259,7 ,0042 -120,5 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0103 -243,4 ,0161 131,8 ,0255 -_,0
• 12 ,0025 "285,0 ,001_ 292,5 ,0037 -91,7 ,12 ,0172 -248,_ ,0168 "26,3 ,0308 -48,3
• 20 ,0079 "282,7 ,0025 285,5 ,0101 -96,0 ,20 ,0182 -246,0
• 75 ,0022 "215,3 ,0009 "27,_ ,0030 -33,0 ,75 ,0278 -171,8 ,0166 5,3 ,0_3_ 7,2
,85 ,0010 -22,_ ,85
,90 ,0015 "199,1 ,90
• 95 ,0009 -24,6 ,95
CHORD 4 ,05 0027 _,1 ,0023 266,2 ,00_7 -116,7 CHORD 9 ,05 ,0211 -23_,6 ,015_ _40,1 ,0362 -_8,5
• 12 0041 45,0 ,0018 272,4 ,0055 "121,3 ,12 ,0284 -233,9 ,0126 "37,0 ,0_07 -_8,7
• 20 0018 -306,7 ,ODD9 273,3 ,0026 "113,5 ,20 ,2121 -222,1 ,0112 "32,6 ,2232 -41,6
,35 0077 -292,0 ,0013 296,2 ,0086 -105,3 ,35 ,0206 -69,8 ,010_ "27,6 ,0145 80,3
,60 004_ "222,3 ,010_ 9,1 ,0136 -5,6 ,60 ,0074 -173,6 *0036 =_6,3 ,0108 -,9
• 75 0027 -180,5 .0010 -24,5 ,0036 -7,0 .75 ,0053 -197,8 ,0018 =8,4 ,0071 -15,_
,85 0015 -216,8 ,0010 -45,6 ,0025 -40,4 ,85 ,00_7 -210,3
•95 0026 "27,6 ,0008 287,9 ,0021 167,5 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,004& 43,2 ,0021 249,9 ,0064 -128,4
• 12 ,0033 4_,3 ,0019 =76,0 ,0045 -11_,4
•20 ,0039 _0,8 ,0022 =52,8 ,00_6 "110,_
,35 ,015_ 41,8 ,0016 -25,8 ,0149 -132,6






POINT NUMBER =589 HACH = ,779 RN = *,679_10E6 ALPHA = 2,47 DEQ OSCILLATING DELTA9 tPEAK) - 4,07 DEG
Q u 8,455 KPA K - ,209 DELTA9 • -3,02 DEQ OSCILLATINO FHEgUENCY • 10.00 HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 .05 ,0053 29,3 ,0025 -99,9 .0071 -134.7 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0127 -258,8 ,0169 =34,8 ,0275 -53,6
,12 ,0058 23,1 ,0020 "83,5 ,0066 "139,7 ,12 ,0199 -265,0 ,0197 =28,6 ,0349 "57,0
• 20 ,0042 7,1 ,0024 -74,3 ,0046 "141,0 ,20 ,0193 -269,7 ,0232 "21,0 ,0352 -51,8
•30 ,0039 11,3 ,0013 -80,2 ,0041 "149,9 ,30 ,0636 -265,3 ,0322 +14,3 ,0800 "63,0
,35 ,0097 "2,8 ,0012 -108,3 ,0101 -176,2 ,35 .253_ -232,7 .0379 =11,3 .2829 -47.6
,45 ,0105 50,3 .0039 -40,0 ,0112 "109,4 ,45 .0730 -166,2 ,0540 =6._ .1251 5,3
•50 ,0058 66,9 ,0030 "27,5 ,0068 -86,9 ,50 ,0794 -163,7 *0653 "3,7 ,1426 7,3
•60 ,0030 119,6 ,0011 -88,4 ,0040 -67.7 ,60 ,0985 -170,8 ,0734 ,1 ,1714 5,3
,70 ,0034 76,0 ,0006 -46,2 ,0038 -95,7 ,70 ,1189 -173,6 ,0765 2,5 ,1953 4,9
,75 ,0027 87,2 ,0004 "67,9 ,0031 -90,0 ,75 ,1331 -174,0 ,0661 4,2 ,1991 5,4
,85 ,0004 "122,0 ,85
• 90 ,0020 110,1 ,90
,95 ,0015 I05,9 ,0004 "93,9 ,0019 -78,5 ,95 ,0024 -86,5
CHORD 2 .05 ,0040 26,2 ,0025 "130,8 ,0064 -145,0 CHORD 7 ,05 .0239 -239,3 ,0301 =32,9 0526 -4_,5
• 12 ,0021 =311,9 ,0022 "110,6 ,0042 "120.9 ,12 ,0397 -242,6 ,0321 °29,4 0689 -47,8
,20 ,0051 16,1 ,0017 -95,5 ,0059 -148,8 ,20 ,0338 -246,3 ,0326 o19,7 0610 -43,5
• 35 ,0077 28,9 ,0026 -85,6 ,0091 "135,8 ,35 ,2704 -218.0 ,0426 •_1,5 3091 -34,4
,60 ,0064 "210,5 .0018 -54,6 ,0081 -35,8 ,60 ,0736 -164.5 ,0618 =2.2 1338 7,5
•75 ,0038 "230,9 ,0014 -3619 ,0051 -47,1 175 ,0896 -17319 ,0465 3,4 1361 5,2
• 85 ,0028 "229,0 ,85 ,0886 -175,2
•90 ,0024 "235,1 ,0006 13,6 ,0027 -_2,6 ,90 ,0450 -17_,8 ,0013 o47,5 ,0457 _,0
•95 ,0022 "230,0 ,95 .0078 -176,3 ,0156 =I,2 ,0234 ,4
CHORD 3 ,05 ,00_6 24,7 ,0014 "124,0 ,0059 -148,2 CHORD 8 ,05 ,0198 -238,1 ,0283 =31,5 ,0469 "42,_
,12 ,0033 19.2 .0017 -77,8 ,0039 "136.0 ,12 .0308 -2_3,_ ,0280 +23,8 ,055_ -44,6
,20 ,0191 6.8 ,0028 -83.2 ,0193 -164.9 .20 .0315 -2_3,9
,75 ,0025 122.7 ,0005 "62,9 ,0030 -58.2 ,75 ,0549 -172,8 ,02_4 2,9 ,0842 5.7
• 85 ,0003 "32,6 ,85
•90 ,0010 105.2 ,90
• 95 ,0006 68,2 ,95
CHORD _ ,05 ,0016 51,3 .0028 "111,9 00_4 "118,0 CHORB 9 ,05 ,0407 -232,8 ,0268 "44,2 .0673 1_9'4
• 12 ,0044 32,4 ,0032 -87,7 0066 -122,6 ,12 ,051_ -233,4 ,0216 =41,8 ,0727 -50,0
• 20 .0026 23.1. .0017 "102,4 0039 -135.6 .20 .2633 -225,2 .018_ =38,7 .281_ -44,8
,35 ,0097 10.8 ,0011 -63,0 0095 "163,0 ,35 ,0623 -62,5 ,0170 =31,0 .0486 106,9
• 60 ,0089 137.5 ,0193 10,6 0257 =5,5 ,60 ,0068 -199,3 ,005_ "25,6 ,0122 -22,6
•75 ,0038 118,0 ,0009 "71,5 00_7 -63,8 ,75 ,009_ -206,_ ,001_ "31,9 ,0108 -27,0
• 85 ,0022 119,7 ,0011 "69,0 ,0033 -63,2 ,85 ,0083 -214,8
,95 ,0014 "69,0 ,0061 5,3 ,0059 18,8 ,95
CHORD 5 ,05 ,0109 "307,0 ,0052 -94,8 ,0155 "116,8
• 12 ,0067 45,3 ,0046 -69,4 ,0096 "108,9
• 20 ,0072 _1,5 ,0060 -66,2 ,0107 "106,0
• 35 ,0272 _1,8 .0072 -57,5 ,0292 -124.1





POINT NUMBER "591 HACH - ,781 RN - 4,690_10E6 ALPHA • 2.48 DEG OSCILLATING DELTA9 IPEAK) " 6,04 OEG
• 8,478 KPA K • ,209 DELTA9 = "3,01DEG OSCILLATING FREWUENCY = 10,01HZ
UPPER CP LOWER CP DELTA CP UPPER CP L_WER CP DELTA CP
X/C HAG PHASE HAG PHASE HAG PHASE X/C HAG PHASE MAG PHASE MAG PHASE
CHORD 1 .05 ,0068 32,8 ,0026 "93.7 ,0086 "133.1 CHORD 6 ,05 ,0220 99.8 .0268 "39.2 .0457 -57.6
• 12 ,0070 16,6 ,0029 "78.1 ,0077 "141.8 ,12 ,0339 96.9 .0302 =30.7 ,0575 =58,5
• 20 .0051 4,5 .0037 =78.5 ,0059 "137,1 .20 ,0326 92.1 ,0355 "22,6 .0574 -53.7
• 30 ,0063 29,2 .0029 "58.1 0068 "126,0 .30 .1485 106.7 ,0_$5 =16.1 ,1795 -60.2
• 35 ,0122 23.9 .0030 "30,0 0107 "143.1 ,35 .3314 129,2 .0560 =12.8 ,3771 "45,5
•45 ,0203 49,2 ,0030 _49.0 0209 "122.7 ._5 .1115 188.1 .0778 "6.9 .1878 2.0
•50 .01a5 75,2 ,0035 "77.0 0156 -98.8 .50 ,I164 -162,5 .0957 "4,1 ,2084 7.7
• 60 ,0072 109,3 .0016 "56.8 0087 "68,2 .60 ,1407 189,5 ,1078 _,6 .2_75 5,1
,70 ,0054 103,4 ,0011 _18.8 0060 "67,6 ,70 ,1697 186,1 .1131 2,0 ,2826 4,5
• 75 ,0036 120,3 ,0012 13.9 0042 -43,0 .75 .1857 185,6 ,0975 3,7 ,2831 5,0
,85 ,0021 41,2 ,85
•90 ,0012 "225,6 ,90
• 95 ,0012 111,2 ,0029 52,9 ,0025 28,4 ,95 ,0097 -154,7
CHORD 2 .05 ,004_ 25,0 °0029 "113.9 ,0068 -138,8 CHORD 7 ,05 .0366 120.5 .0_0 "33,9 0786 -45,5
,12 ,002_ 22,0 ,0029 "92,5 ,0045 "121,3 ,12 .0593 116.3 ,041_ =29,8 096_ -49,8
,20 ,006_ 20.4 .0027 "77.2 ,0073 "138,0 .20 ,0575 113,9 .0486 QBO,o 0977 -45,1
• 35 ,011_ 28.3 .0027 _89.6 ,0129 "141.1 ,35 ,2809 143,2 .0600 Q_I,_ 3361 -32,4
•60 ,0092 132.7 ,0015 _4_.7 ,0107 -47.0 .60 .1085 193.6 .0873 "1.3 1943 7,0
,75 ,0041 112,2 ,0014 "52,9 ,0055 -64,0 ,75 .1274 185,3 ,0702 4.0 1975 4,8
,85 ,0016 134,1 .85 .1093 182,2
•90 ,0016 145,4 ,0005 -2,5 ,00_0 -27,1 ,90 ,0618 183,3 ,0018 "60.0 ,0627 1,8
• 95 ,0016 157,4 .95 .0105 172,0 ,0158 1.6 ,0269 -2,2
CHORD 3 .05 ,0064 40.7 .0025 "104,1 ,0086 "129,6 CHOR@ 8 ,05 .0318 120.2 .04_7 "3€,4 ,0727 -45.2
• 12 ,0044 39.4 .0026 "101.0 ,0066 -125,9 ,12 ,0509 116,1 .0412 "26,9 .0874 -47,4
,20 ,0226 20,5 ,0026 "123,7 ,0248 -156,0 ,20 ,0611 I16,8
,75 ,0034 "220,2 ,0016 "6,9 ,0049 "29,6 ,75 ,0813 185,9 ,0442 2,7 .125# 4,8
,85 ,0011 "171.1 ,85
,90 ,0024 "209.7 ,90
.95 .0009 32,0 ,95
CHORD 4 .05 ,0052 15,9 ,003_ "118,7 ,0080 "146,2 CHORS 9 ,05 .0639 126,7 ,0389 =4_,0 ,1026 "50,2
• 12 ,0085 24.8 .0028 "101,3 ,0105 m142,5 ,12 .0857 125,9 ,0316 "40,1 ,1166 -50,3
• 20 ,0047 16,4 ,00_1 -74,9 ,0063 "122,9 ,20 .3613 137,1 .0272 =34,9 ,3882 -42,3
,35 ,0173 18.6 .0021 =49,4 ,0166 "154,6 ,35 ,0758 =68.0 .0265 •_8,6 .0578 95,1
•60 ,0135 "920.0 ,0277 12,6 ,0375 -_,0 .60 .0160 189,9 .0098 $_7.2 .02_6 "4.1
• 75 ,0063 "202.0 .0017 "25,3 ,OOBo -22.7 ,75 .0118 163.0 .0031 "3a.2 .0149 "20.2
• 85 ,0041 "209,6 ,0019 -29,6 ,0060 "29,6 ,85 .0112 137.7
,95 ,0007 "185,8 ,0007 "10,6 ,0014 "8,I ,95
CHORD 5 .05 ,0140 56.8 ,0083 "91,4 ,0215 "111,5
• 12 ,0097 53.0 ,0070 "69,8 ,0148 "103.4
,20 ,0112 49.4 .0077 -66,6 ,0161 -105.4
• 35 ,0351 43.1 .0071 -46,8 ,0358 -125.4
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Figure 2.- Sketch of supercritioal-airfoil. Model had 10 oscillatinq control surfaces, 252 static-
pressure orifices, 164 dynamic-pressure transducers, an aspect ratio of 10.76, and a sweepback





















{Section Chord Line~ =c:=:::;;;~;;;;:=:E~:~~~?_~ H.R.P •
• 003327 (at L.E.)
Wing Station 2.286
(Horizontal Reference Plane)
Figure 3.- Sketch of supercritical airfoil shape at three spanwise stations.
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Figure 6.- Variationof drag ooefficientwith lift coefficientas a functionof
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Figure 7.- Variationof drag coefficientwith Mach number for CL = 0.54.
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